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Dear Sir
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN – INSPECTOR’S REPORT
1.
I have the honour to report that between Tuesday, 11 January 2005 and
Thursday, 24 March 2005, I held a public inquiry at The Council House, South
Street Atherstone, into objections to deposit version of the North Warwickshire
Local Plan. I carried out site visits before, during, and after the Inquiry period.
2.
In accordance with statutory requirements, the Local Plan has twice been
placed on deposit. The period for objection to the First Deposit Plan ended on 3
April 2003, giving rise to 1790 objections. Following changes in response to those
objections, the Plan was revised and again placed on Deposit (the Revised Deposit
version) with the period for objections expiring on 29 April 2004. This gave rise to
a further 733 objections. My Report is based on the Revised Deposit version of
the Plan and considers all of the unresolved First and Revised Deposit stage
objections, of which there are 2113. I also deal with objections categorised by the
Council as “conditionally withdrawn” because objections that are carried forward
from first deposit stage are either withdrawn or not withdrawn. The term
“conditionally withdrawn” is reserved for those objections that would be resolved
by unadvertised changes proffered during the post deposit period. No such
changes were made in this case. I have also considered objections where the
Council has been unable to contact the originator.
4.
In producing my Report, I have incorporated the objector lists and
summaries from the Council’s rebuttal proofs as this represented a more efficient
way of proceeding than compiling them afresh. I have, nevertheless, re-ordered
some of the objections where, on reading them in full, I consider them to be more
appropriately assigned to other paragraphs or policies of the Plan. For the most
part, I have indicated where this is the case, but since the Council will have an
electronic version of my Report, searching for relocated objections should not
present any significant difficulty. I would also stress that the objection summaries
are just that, and my appraisals are based on a reading of their full text and
consideration of any supplementary evidence presented to the Inquiry. In
particular, I have not made reference to objections which were not duly made nor,

generally, to supporting representations. The latter have, nevertheless, been
taken into account in reaching my conclusions and recommendations.
5.
The Report follows the same sequence as the Plan itself, using similar
Chapter numbers and titles, with the exception of Chapter 2 which I have divided
into two parts. The first, part 2A, deals with the County Council’s statement of
non-conformity with the Structure Plan and certain other matters that overarch
the Plan’s detailed policies and proposals. A number of recommendations in this
Part introduce fresh “core policies”. I then consider the deposit Plan’s own
strategy and core policies in Part 2B. In the report, my conclusions are followed,
wherever possible, by specific and precise recommendations for the wording of
those policies that I consider require modification. I give only an outline of any
consequential modifications that may be needed to reasoned justification, the
detail of this being mostly for the Council to draft. As agreed by the Council,
documents lists, lists of objectors and a copy of the Inquiry timetable are retained
as Core Documents, so they are not appended to the Report itself.
Procedural matters and policy background
6.
Four “Round Table” Sessions were held at the beginning of the Inquiry, their
subject matter responding largely to matters raised by Warwickshire County
Council in the statement of non-conformity with the Warwickshire Structure Plan
1996-2011 (WASP), issued by the County Council under the Town and Country
Planning (Development Plans)(England) Regulations 1999. These sessions were
held in public with published agenda and minutes and considered housing land
supply, employment provision, distribution strategy and affordable housing issues.
The sessions helped to clarify the main points of difference between the County
and Borough Council and, as a result of the discussions that took place between
the respective officers, I have been able to recommend approaches to all of these
matters that should meet the County Council’s concerns without compromising the
Borough Council’s desired objectives. On that basis, I am able to affirm that the
Plan, with the modifications that I recommend, would be consistent with WASP in
all of its key aspects.
7.
I must also record here that as a result of the coming into force of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, statutory development plan status
as lent to Regional Planning Guidance for the West Midlands (RSS/RPG11), which
had been published in June 2004. The implications of this document were also
considered in the Round Table Sessions and, where appropriate, my
recommendations reflect the more up-to-date policies it contains, in accordance
with the provisions of Section 38(5) of the Act. For the most part, however, the
policy approaches are similar, if not identical, and changes relating to such matters
as housing land supply and provision for strategic employment sites are to be
subject of further study at Regional and Sub-Regional level, so their influence is
small. This is especially so given the transitional nature of the deposit Plan, which
(other than any “saved” policies”) will have a three year life from the date of
adoption while a Local Development Framework for the area is compiled. In this
respect, I am confident that the distribution strategy I recommend, together with
the modifications I have recommended to certain generic development control
policies, will establish a sound framework for the future production of Development
Plan Documents.
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8.
The planning system under the 2004 Act continued to evolve during the
course of the Inquiry with, among other things, the publication of revised national
planning guidance in the form of a number of Planning Policy Statements (PPS).
These are mainly intended to guide LDF preparation but to the extent that they
supersede former Planning Policy Guidance, bear also on the deposit Plan. I have
accordingly taken PPS1 “Delivering Sustainable Development”, January 2005
updates of PPG3 “Housing”, PPS6 “Planning for Town Centres” and PPS7
“Sustainable Development in Rural Areas” into account in formulating my
recommendations. It will, however, be for the Council to ensure that the Plan
reflects any subsequent guidance that may be issued before the Plan is adopted.
Main Issues
9.
The main issue which I found necessary to address in formulating my report
was the proposed strategy for the distribution of development. As a large number
of objections perceived, in addition to the County Council, the deposit Plan
strategy would guide potentially large amounts of development to relatively
unsustainable locations, which would contrary to WASP, RSS/RPG11 and national
planning guidance. In recognition of the overall rurality of the Borough and the
Council’s desire to sustain village communities, the strategy that I have
recommended would provide greater balance in development provision between
the two main towns of Atherstone and Polesworth, allow some development at
Coleshill in line with its status as a Green Belt Market Town, and focus
development elsewhere on a network of Local Service Centres. The latter would
be few in number, but chosen because their size, distribution, relationship to
transport corridors and the facilities they are able to offer renders them best able
to serve the needs of the area. Only a very limited amount of provision,
essentially to identified needs within individual communities would be provided for
in the smaller settlements. By distributing development in this way, jobs, homes
and services can be provided close together, thus minimising the demands on
rural transport while also enabling affordable housing provision to be located
where it will not lead to increased social exclusion. It also offers the opportunity to
establish sufficient concentration of development to ensure mixed, inclusive and
sustainable communities in key locations, not least at Polesworth/Dordon.
10.
A consequence of re-directing distribution strategy in this way is that many
of the sites allocated for development in the deposit Plan are unacceptable. This is
compounded by the need to complete assessment of the Borough’s open space
needs, in accordance with PPG17 advice, before certain other allocations can be
made. My analysis of housing land supply thus indicates a shortfall in land
provision which needs to be addressed. Rather than risk delaying the progress of
the Plan to formal adoption while potentially lengthy modification procedures are
undertaken (which requirements for Strategic Environmental Appraisal from June
2006 onwards would no doubt increase) I have formulated my recommendations
regarding site specific allocations by ranking them according to my estimation of
their suitability. Those ranked in category 1, which I recommend be included in
the Plan, are unconstrained and would provide land for about 296 dwellings.
Those in category 2 have constraints which, if overcome prior to adoption, could
be included in the Plan but would, like sites in category 3, need to be advanced
through the process of Plan review. Category 4 sites are those that would be
wholly unacceptable in any event. These two lower categories include all objector
sites because, unlike those in the deposit Plan, they have not been subject to
formal publicity and consultation procedures, a process that may lead inexorably
towards a modifications Inquiry. My approach to recommendations in this way
3

should give rise to no serious interruption of housing land supply because the
Council’s approved Local Development Scheme commits it to producing a core
strategy development plan document (which will include housing allocations) in
readiness to replace the deposit Plan at the end of its “transitional” life, three
years from the date of adoption. The form of my recommendations seeks to
establish a clear framework within which speedy production of the appropriate
development plan document can be undertaken. If suitable progress is not made
in that respect, I have no doubt that my findings in this Report will be a material
consideration in the determination of applications for planning permission in the
interim.
11.
While the identified need for affordable housing in the Borough is
considerable, it should also be apparent to the Council that land use provision for
new house-building is not the only way by which the shortage can be addressed.
Indeed, it is only by providing for a mixture of affordable and market housing that
the private house-building industry can make an effective contribution to supply.
It is for this reason that I have recommended an overall target of 40% affordable
housing provision within the Plan period, to be contributed from a mixture of
suitably located sites which, if under the control of the Council or other willing
social housing provider, may be developed for 100% affordable housing but
otherwise may be developed for less.
12.
My recommended policy modifications also provide for limited employment
development primarily to meet the needs of small local businesses and to support
farming activity in the countryside, ensure that community needs can be met
before land is taken for development and seek to establish a robust framework for
environmental protection. I have also commented in Chapter 1 of my report on
the need for the Plan’s strategy to be tied together with an efficient and effective
travel and transport network.
13.
While I thus make substantial, many and varied recommendations for
modification of the Plan, these derive in no small measure from the changing
procedural and policy context in which the Plan has been produced. These
recommendations are intended to be complementary to the Council’s own efforts,
and those of its officers, to produce an imaginative and forward looking Plan,
sensitive to the needs of the Borough. Indeed, I hope my recommendations will
make a significant and positive contribution to the ability of the Plan to deliver the
Council’s community objectives.
14.
I should like to thank the objectors for their contributions both in writing
and at the Inquiry, and for their courtesy and co-operation throughout. I am
particularly grateful to Ms Antrobus from the County Council for assisting in
securing an approach to the local interpretation of strategic policies that enabled
the objections on non-conformity to be suitably met. I must also convey special
thanks the Council’s team, led by Mr Stephen Maxey and Dorothy Barratt and
including Kelly Ford, Jody Ball and Joel Hancock, whose helpful and concise
approach to the preparation and delivery of the Council’s evidence minimised both
the duration of the Inquiry and of my reporting time.
15.
Finally, I owe many thanks to my Programme Officer, Mr Simon Osborn,
whose organisational and administrative skills were a key factor in the smooth
and efficient operation of the Inquiry. His helpful attitude to me and to all those
making written representations and appearing at the Inquiry was exemplary.
4

16.
A copy of this letter has been sent to the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister and the Government Office for the West Midlands.
Yours faithfully

D Lavender MRTPI
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The Planning Inspectorate

North Warwickshire Local Plan
Inspector’s Report

Mr David Lavender MRTPI

August 2005

Note To Reader
Please note that the population figures referenced in the Inspector’s report are taken
from the Council’s Electoral Register (as listed in the table in Core Document 58)
rather than the 2001 Census.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
General Objections
First Deposit Objection
FD0672(5115) – Mrs J F Baden

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0672(5115) objects to the Plan as a whole on the basis that proposed development
would result in the loss of existing open spaces and facilities and that expenditure should
instead focus on enriching the lives of existing residents.
1.1

PPS1 says that good planning ensures that we get the right development in the right
place and at the right time. It is a positive and pro-active process, operating in the
public interest trough a system of plan preparation and control over the development
and use of land. The 2004 Act places a statutory requirement on Local Planning
Authorities to produce development plan documents for their areas in accordance
with a Local Development Scheme with these and other objectives in mind. With the
modifications I recommend, the concerns raised by the objector would be suitably
addressed. The Council should be credited rather than criticised for progressing this
comprehensive Plan for its area to adoption.

1.2

Recommendation

That no modification be made to the Plan

Paragraph 1.2
First Deposit Objections:
0886(5913) Advantage West Midlands

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0886(5913) considers that this paragraph should include references to the Regional
Economic Strategy or emerging Regional Planning Guidance, with their key themes set out
more fully, and to adjoining Regeneration Zones.
Relationship to the Statutory Development Plan
1.3

Regional Planning Guidance for the West Midlands (RPG11) was published in June
2004 and has a time horizon extending to 2021. With the coming into force of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, RPG11 has also now become the
statutory Regional Planning Strategy in accordance with Section 38(3) of the Act.
WASP remains “saved” for a period of 3 years from commencement of the relevant
part of the Act in September 2004 and those parts of it that are in conformity with
RSS/RPG11 continue in force for the transitional period as part of the statutory
development plan. The Regional Planning Body had not, at the time of closing the
Inquiry, drawn a comparison between WASP and RSS/RPG11 policies to establish
which WASP policies are, in consequence, likely to be either saved or superseded.
However, the County Council has affirmed that, for the most part, the two are
1
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consistent with each other. The deposit Plan was formulated to respond to WASP
and accordingly to cover the period to 2011 (the agreed base date for statistical data
presented to the Inquiry in support of the various policies being 31 March 2004).
Given this and that the deposit Plan (with modifications) will also be “saved” for three
years from adoption (pending compilation of a Local Development Framework for the
area as required by the Act), I therefore regard WASP as providing the appropriate
sub-regional framework for my consideration of the objections.
1.4

1.5

1.6

There are, however, some exceptions, where there are palpable differences between
RSS/RPG11 and WASP. These include the quantum of housing development, and
the distribution of development (at Regional scale) for the period post 2007. These
are matters that I comment on more fully in Chapter 2A of this Report. In response
to the objector’s criticism, however, it would be helpful to include in the Introduction to
the Plan (Chapter 1), the following:
 Revision of paragraph 1.2, to refer to the now existing status of RSS/RPG11
and the position reached at the time of adoption with regard to the conformity
with it of WASP policies.
 Change to paragraph 1.9, to refer to Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act rather than
Section 54A of the 1990 Act.
 Up-dating of paragraph 1.10 to list the documents that combine to represent
the statutory development plan for the area at the time of adoption and to
include affirmation of the period which the Local Plan is intended to cover
(also referring to the transitional implications of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004).
These are matters for final editing before the Plan is presented for adoption, so my
recommendation concerning them is framed only in general terms. With such
modification, I find no reason to add reference to Regional Economic Strategy (the
land use implications of which are reflected in RSS/RPG11) or to refer to
Regeneration Zones outside the Borough.
Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by inclusion in Chapter 1 of an explanation that the Plan
has been compiled primarily in response to WASP, indicating the relationship to
RSS/RPG11 at the time of adoption, a note of the period which the Local Plan is
intended to cover, and a reference to the status of the Plan and proposals for review
under the 2004 Act.
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CHAPTER 2A - NON-CONFORMITY AND LOCAL PLAN STRATEGY
Inspector’s Introduction
2.1 The deposit Plan is the subject of objection from Warwickshire County Council, on the
basis of non-conformity with the Warwickshire Structure Plan 1996-2011 (WASP). The
statement of non-conformity, effectively contained in letters dated 20th April 2004 and
26th April 2004 is bound into the front of the deposit Plan and raises concern principally
over three matters:




2.2

The proposed supply of housing land which is considered would not meet the
WASP policy H.1 requirement.
The proposed supply of industrial land, which would considerably exceed the
WASP policy I.2 requirement for the Borough of 279 ha.
The proposed distribution of housing and industrial development, which the
County Council considers not to have the focus on towns of over 8,000 people
required by WASP policy GD.3.

A suite of four Round Table Sessions was held at the beginning of the Inquiry to air
views on these subjects and on a further matter to which the Council attaches
considerable importance – the provision of affordable housing. Minutes of those
sessions, with associated subsequent correspondence annexed to them, are core
documents (CD85-88). Planning Policy Statement 1 “Delivering Sustainable
Development” (PPS1) further advises at paragraph 27 on the preparation of
development plans (under the Local Development Framework system) and clause
(v), in particular, emphasises the importance of accessibility, recognising that this
may be more difficult in rural areas. I therefore consider the generality of all these
matters at the outset, drawing on the submissions made by the various parties at the
RTSs and the relevant RTS minutes, in order to establish the context for my
consideration of specific objections in the ensuing Chapters. This Chapter of my
report accordingly deals with the following:





Quantitative matters relating firstly to housing and then to employment land
provision, in order to establish broadly how much development the deposit Plan
should make provision for.
Development distribution, in which I consider employment and housing together,
in recognition of the need to foster a close interrelationship between the two in
the interests of sustainability. In effect, having determined the amount of
development to planned for under bullet point 2, it is necessary to determine
where such development might most beneficially be located.
Lastly, I turn to two qualitative matters. The first is affordable housing provision,
which in North Warwickshire has some bearing on both quantitative and
locational considerations. The second is the need to support spatial development
decisions with a suitable travel and transport strategy. North Warwickshire
Borough Council is not the Highway Authority for the area and will need to work
closely with the County Council, transport providers and others in this respect to
deliver sustainable patterns of development in line with PPS1 paragraph 27
advice.
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Quantitative Factors:
a) Housing (Round Table Session 3)1
2.3

Paragraph 28 of PPG3 says that Local Plans should identify sites for housing and
buildings for conversion and re-use sufficient to meet housing requirements (after
making allowance for windfalls), and manage the release of land over the plan
period. Paragraph 6.8 of PPG12 affirms that the plan period should be 10 years from
the forecast adoption date. Assuming adoption in 2006, that would be 2016 rather
than 2011, which is the end-date of the deposit Plan. Nonetheless, paragraph 34 of
PPG3 only requires sufficient sites to be shown on the plan's Proposal Map to
accommodate at least the first five years (or the first two phases) of housing
development proposed in the plan. The Minister of State for Housing and Planning
(Mr Keith Hill) has subsequently made clear that this does not mean that plans
should only have a 5 year time horizon, the intention of paragraph 34 being solely to
guard against unrealistic windfall assumptions by ensuring robust provision for
housing, the release of land for which can be suitably managed through the planning
process. Whatever the case may be, given the WASP basis on which the deposit
Plan has been prepared, I consider that it would be wrong to unilaterally extend the
Plan period at this late stage in the process towards adoption. Any provision beyond
2011 should be considered in the context of a future development Plan document
informed by RSS/RPG11 Strategy in its then existing form.

2.4

For the purposes of this Plan, WASP policy H.1 requires provision to be made for the
phased release of land for the construction of about 32,100 new dwellings in the
County over the period 1996-2011, of which North Warwickshire’s contribution is to
be 3,200 dwellings. Monitoring figures indicate that 1,193 dwellings have been
completed within the Borough between 1996 and 31 March 2004, leaving a residual
requirement of 2,007 dwellings. However, policy CF3 of RSS/RPG11 (for reasons
explained in paragraph 6.11 of the Guidance) anticipates a reduction in the annual
average rate of housing provision in Warwickshire, declining to 1,500 in the period
2007-2011 (expressed as a maximum level of provision). As indicated in the minutes
to RTS3 (CD87), the effect would be to reduce the residual requirement for North
Warwickshire to about 1,800 dwellings if WASP proportions are maintained.

2.5

Making projections about future housing completions is not a precise science, being
influenced by a range of factors including, for example, prevailing economic
conditions both locally and nationally. Even so, it is necessary to avoid profligacy in
the allocation of land for housing (to which paragraph 30 of PPG3 refers) in the
interests of sustainability and minimising uncertainty about the timing of
development. In this respect, the “plan, monitor and manage” regime established by
Planning Policy Guidance Note 3 “Housing” (PPG3) enables the release of land for
housing to be regulated over time through phasing policies and thus ensure that
provision is sufficiently robust to meet the housing requirement. Indeed, the PPG3
regime implies it is more important for the Plan to focus on outcomes than on
excessive precision in the process of calculation.

2.6

That said, the Council affirmed at RTS3 that there were existing commitments
(dwellings permitted) as at 31 March 2004 for 596 dwellings. Its annual allowance for

1

The Round Table Sessions were held out of sequence, in order to respond the availability of key participants.
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windfalls has been considerably reduced from the past average out-turn of 101
dwellings per annum to a future estimate of 60 dwellings per annum. Although I am
aware that the Council’s monitoring figures indicate a non-implementation rate of 5%
has been typical over the past 6 years, there is a risk that the commitments include
some element of double counting, for example where outline and detailed
permissions are granted on different dates for the same site, or where revised
schemes are submitted with or without altered site boundaries. Any focus on the
allocation of relatively small sites (0.4 ha or less, such as sites 7, 21 and 25) may
also absorb some that would otherwise come forward as windfalls. There is further
potential for windfalls to be subject to continuing decline in a plan-led system,
especially where past patterns of development have resulted from a regime more
permissive of house building in rural areas than would now be considered
sustainable. For these reasons, it seems to me that it would be reasonable to
reduce the expected contribution from both commitments and windfalls by 10%. On
that basis, the Plan would need to make provision for about 1,100 dwellings in the
form of site specific allocations or proposals to meet the WASP requirement to 2011,
or about 900 dwellings if the figure is adjusted downwards in response to
RSS/RPG11 policy CF3 and Table 1 (“WASP adjusted”). This equates to about 27
ha of land for WASP or 22 ha for “WASP adjusted” assuming an average density of
40 dwellings per hectare. The County Council has indicated in evidence to the
Inquiry that it would not object to an out-turn that met only the “WASP adjusted”
requirement and no issue of non-conformity would thus arise if provision is made
within this range or, indeed, towards the bottom of it. For ease of reference, I set out
in Table 1 my calculation of the residual requirement below, in the form of the table
attached to the minutes of RTS3.
2.7

Having thus established the residual housing requirement that the Plan’s policies and
proposals are expected to meet, I deal with the adequacy of the Plan’s provisions in
this respect in Chapter 4 of this Report and Appendix H.1. It will be apparent from
my findings there (and paragraphs 4.18 – 4.25 in particular) that that I have identified
a significant shortfall. This, to my mind, is so critical that it warrants reference in the
Plan’s strategy, not least to give clear voice to the need for the Council to progress
with urgency the formulation of a Core Policy Development Plan Document dealing
with housing land allocations in order to ensure that an adequate planned supply of
housing land can be maintained. I accordingly recommend core policy supported by
reasoned justification to indicate not only what the residual requirement is, how it has
been calculated and the broad manner in which it is intended to be met, but also to
express commitment to formulation of the relevant DPD at the earliest stage in LDF
preparation.

2.8

Recommendation

(a)

That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of the following core policy:
CORE POLICY A: HOUSING LAND REQUIREMENT

PLANNED PROVISION WILL BE MADE FOR BETWEEN 3,000 AND 3,200
DWELLINGS TO BE COMPLETED WITHIN THE PLAN AREA IN THE
PERIOD 1996-2011. TO THIS END, SOME 27 HA OF LAND WILL BE
MADE THE SUBJECT OF SITE-SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS AND
PROPOSALS FOR HOUSING DEVELOPMENT TO MEET THE RESIDUAL
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REQUIREMENT OF BETWEEN 900 AND 1,100 COMPLETED DWELLINGS
IN THE PERIOD END MARCH 2004 TO END MARCH 2011.

TABLE 1
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE LOCAL PLAN
HOUSING LAND PROVISION
WASP

WASP ADJUSTED
(RSS/RPG11)

(A)

Requirement
1996-2011
(completed
dwellings)

3200

2917 (say, 3000)

(B)

Dwellings
completed
1996-end March 2004

1193

1193

(C)

Local Plan residual
requirement
end March 2004 –
end March 2011
(row A – row B)

2007

1807

(D)

Existing
commitments
(permissions)
at end March 2004

596

596

(E)

Windfalls

(F)

Reduce the sum of
rows D and E by
10%* (1016-102)

(F)

Dwelling allocations
requirement
(row C–row F)

(G)

Land allocations
requirement
(at assumed average
density of 40 dph)

60 x 7 = 420

420

914

914

1093**

893**

27.325 ha

22.325 ha

* To allow for non-implementation of permissions in terms of row (D), and progressive reduction in windfall
contribution arising from application of sustainable DC policies and RSS/RPG11 strategy in terms of row (E).
** Allocations in the Deposit Version of the Plan would deliver 1022 dwellings on 24 sites with a total area of
about 25.55 ha.
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(b) That reasoned justification be formulated to include:
 Explanation of the various components of housing land supply (completions,
commitments, windfalls).
 A tabulated calculation of the residual housing requirement along the lines set
out in the table annexed to the minutes of Round Table Session 3.
 Reference to the RSS/RPG11 implications that give rise to the requirement
being expressed as a range rather than as a single figure.
 Reasons for applying the 10% discount to commitments and windfalls, drawn
from paragraph 2.6 above.
 A cross reference to policy HSG1 and its associated site specific policies and
proposals.
 Affirmation that the Plan’s housing provisions represent only part of the site
specific allocations and proposals necessary to ensure adequate housing land
supply during the Plan period, and that this reflects the transitional nature of
the Plan and the constraints imposed by the need for early transfer to the
system of Local Development Frameworks established under the 2004 Act.
 A statement to the effect that the Council is committed to commencing
immediate formulation of a Core Strategy DPD which will include sufficient site
specific provision to address both the shortfall in supply to 2011 and the 10
year housing land supply situation, adding that provision has been made for
this in the approved LDS to be completed for submission to the Secretary of
State by September 2007 at the latest.

b) Employment (Round Table Session 2)
2.9

Wasp policy I.4 requires Local Plans to maintain a portfolio of employment land
which, in North Warwickshire means a mix of small and large investment sites. This
is a theme repeated in RSS/RPG11 policy PA6, which divides the portfolio into “first
tier sites” (including Regional Logistics Sites referred to under policy PA9) and
“second tier sites” (containing sub-regional employment sites of 10-20 ha, good
quality employment sites of more than 0.4 ha and other employment sites of less
than 0.4 ha). The suitability of sites for allocation within the first tier and the largest of
the second must be led by Regional and Sub-Regional analysis, a point recognised
by paragraphs 7.46 and 7.32 (respectively) of RSS/RPG11 and is not therefore a
matter for this Local Plan to address.

2.10

Comparison of the employment land requirement expressed in WASP policy I.2 with
North Warwickshire provision shows significant over-supply:
Table 1.1 Employment Land Supply as at March 2004
WASP Requirement
1996-2011
North
Warwickshire
Provision
Completed
Under construction
Permitted

279 ha
348.56ha
216.23ha
36.48ha
94.65ha
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Available,
not
yet
1.20ha
permitted
Oversupply
69.56
2.11

Policy ECON2 of the deposit plan allocates two sites, one at Holly Lane, Atherstone
(6.9 ha) and the other at Rush Lane, Dosthill. Some 7.50 ha of the latter site had
outline permission as at the end of March 2004 and is therefore included in the above
figures. I further understand that full permission has since been granted for
development of the remainder (a further 7.00 ha or thereabouts), so I regard it as a
firm commitment which this Local Plan can no longer influence. However, Holly Lane
would represent an addition to the over-supply, and is open to review even though it
is a “carried forward” allocation from LP1995 (see paragraph 5.28-5.33 of Chapter 5).

2.12

The County Council’s concern about North Warwickshire employment provision
extends, however, beyond over-allocation in policy ECON2 to a number of other
policies in the Economy Chapter of the Plan, which may allow additional “windfall”
development at various locations throughout the Borough. A very sizeable site at
Baddesley Ensor, for example, counts against the Borough’s employment land
commitments. This is the site of a former colliery and the commitment is on the basis
of an extant permission for its use for vehicle storage. That is unlikely to be a major
employment generating use and my recommended modification of policy ECON3
may also go some way to further adding to over-supply through site expansion or
intensification of use at least during the currency of this Plan even though the existing
commitment remains.

2.13

As at Baddesley Ensor, it is apparent that employment land provision in North
Warwickshire has been strongly influenced by other wider strategic considerations.
These have included a desire to restrain housing and industrial development in the
most prosperous (southern) parts of the County while contributing to regeneration in
the most deprived (northern) areas. Indeed, the submissions made by the County
Council to the WASP EIP (CD57, issue 2) in support of policy I.1 refer to significant
job losses experienced in the County’s manufacturing and mining sectors, the need
to make much increased provision for the service sector and the overall aim to
reduce then prevailing unemployment by half of the 1996 total. The planned
response to this is reflected in large measure by the presence, within North
Warwickshire, of two developing and already very sizeable “large investment sites” of
regional significance, one at Hams Hall (a former electricity generation plant) and the
other at Birch Coppice (a former colliery).

2.14

While the redevelopment of former employment sites such as these would not
normally be regarded as new employment land provision (the “net approach”), WASP
adopts a “gross approach”. This was accepted by the WASP EIP Panel on the basis
that jobs would not readily transfer between manufacturing and service sectors,
largely because re-skilling on the scale required would be unrealistic. It was
therefore considered necessary to allow for the allocation of land over and above that
which would otherwise be appropriate. Against that background, I consider that it
would be inappropriate to apply the “gross approach” in a way that would effectively
restrain employment provision by counting the redevelopment of any existing
employment land against the Borough’s requirement expressed in WASP policy I.2.
This would seriously inhibit the ability of existing businesses to adapt to changing
markets and limit the development and growth of “start-up” enterprises, thus putting
jobs of the type that policy I.1 seeks to secure at risk. There is also no clear
8
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evidence that development of small-scale businesses in North Warwickshire is
damaging the economic prosperity of other parts of the County. Rather, it seems to
me that Hams Hall and Birch Coppice considerably distort the amount of employment
land provision in the Borough, and that their sheer size, regional significance and
locationally specific needs set them apart from other employment sites.
2.15

The Council commissioned a consultant’s report (the Chesterton Report 2001) prior
to formulation of the deposit Plan. This identified a particular need for small premises
to retain local companies, diversify and strengthen the local economy and attract
inward investment. It would further seem for the Council’s evidence that within North
Warwickshire over 90% of businesses employ less than 10 people. Provision for
small businesses like this cannot reasonably be made at Hams Hall or Birch
Coppice, Indeed to do so may, in itself, be held to conflict with the strategic role of
these major sites. Given the quantitative and locational constraints imposed by
WASP policies I.2 and part B of RSS/RPG policy PA6 respectively, such provision
must rely on the adaptation and up-grading of existing employment land and
buildings in appropriate locations, rather than on new or expanded business estates
and premises. Displacement of workplace parking in favour of promoting sustainable
modes of travel may offer some opportunities in this respect, a theme which I
comment upon in relationship to transport, below. That said, in the particular
circumstances of North Warwickshire, qualitative considerations relating to
employment land supply are primarily matters for detailed development control
policies rather than core policy, and I therefore reserve my recommendations on
these matters to Chapter 5 of this Report. However, in purely quantitative terms,
some provision must be made for small businesses to provide employment
opportunities close to where people live and to continue to contribute to the local
economy. This is necessary in order to pursue all of the aims of the Government’s
1999 sustainable development strategy, referred to in paragraph 4 of PPS1, including
the maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment.

2.16

The County Council acknowledged this at RTS2 and intimated that it would not be
averse to some local provision being made through development control policies if a
suitable “cap” on quantum was put in place. The formula subsequently agreed
between the County and Borough Council, and which I find acceptable in principle, is
contained in CD100. In effect, this provides for:




2.17

Development on the deposit policy ECON1 sites within GDPO permitted
development rights,
Construction of managed workspace/starter units under deposit policy ECON4 in
the Main Towns of Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon and the Market
Town of Coleshill within a maximum floorspace threshold of 2,000 sq m for each
settlement, and
Limitation on the extent of building to which deposit policy ECON12 refers.

To that, I have added a phasing requirement to Holly Lane in policy ECON2, for
reasons that I explain in my appraisal of objections to that policy in Chapter 5 of this
Report. On that basis the County Council’s objection on non-conformity in terms of
the overall quantum of employment provision would be met. There is, however, a
need to express the consequent overall policy of employment development restraint
and the reasons underlying it more clearly. I therefore recommend, as part of the
Plan’s strategy, an over-arching quantitative employment development policy in
similar form to core policy A above. This would also go some way to satisfying the
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concern of Leicestershire County Council (objector 0859), that an excess of
employment provision could stimulate pressure for additional housing in the southern
part of that neighbouring County.
2.18

Recommendation

(a)

That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of the following core policy:
CORE POLICY B: EMPLOYMENT LAND REQUIREMENT
PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF 279 HA OF
INDUSTRIAL LAND WITHIN THE PLAN AREA IN THE PERIOD 1996-2011.
MONITORING OF SUPPLY INDICATES THAT THIS LEVEL OF PROVISION HAD
ALREADY BEEN EXCEEDED BY END MARCH 2004 AND NO NEW
EMPLOYMENT LAND BEYOND EXISTING COMMITMENTS AND THE PHASED
ROLL-OVER OF LAND FROM LP1995 IS THEREFORE MADE THE SUBJECT OF
SITE SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS IN THIS PLAN.

(b)

That reasoned justification be formulated to include:
 Reference to WASP policy I.1.
 A tabulation of employment land supply in the form of Table 1.1 above.
 Explanation of the influence of Hams Hall and Birch Coppice on overall
supply and the strategic objection by the County Council to over-supply.
 Indication that development, including that needed to meet the
requirements of existing local firms, will therefore be limited to existing
developed or committed employment land.
 A cross-reference to policies which make such provision, including
ECON1, ECON4 and ECON12 as recommended for modification in
accordance with CD100.

DEVELOPMENT DISTRIBUTION (Round Table Session 1)
2.19

The second strand of the County Council’s statement of non-conformity arises
primarily from the deposit Plan’s identification of Coleshill as a market town of
equivalent status to Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon. This does not
accord with WASP policy GD.3, which requires that most new development be
directed towards towns of over 8,000 people (“the Main Towns”), because these offer
the best opportunities of expanding public transport and job opportunities across the
community. Coleshill has a population of only about 5,000. The theme of urban
concentration is further refined in policy GD.5 which establishes an order of priorities
for most new housing and employment development beginning with locations within
the existing built-up areas of the Main Towns that lie within recognised transport
corridors, followed by identified broad locations (none being in North Warwickshire)
and lastly by locations adjacent to the built up areas of the Main Towns, which are
outside the Green Belt, easily accessible to town centre services and facilities and
are or can be well-served by public transport. In each of these locations, the policy
adds that previously developed land should be allocated before greenfield sites. A
factor underlying the County Council’s concern is that development at Coleshill may
stimulate pressure on the Green Belt and encourage commuting to and from the
Birmingham conurbation.
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The County Council concedes, however, that policy WASP policy GD.5 is not
locationally specific and, as the Borough Council observes, WASP strategy does not
exclude development in rural areas altogether. Rather, WASP policy RA.1 provides
for such development specifically to meet the needs of the local population and to
support rural communities. Policy RA.2 further requires there to be a balance of new
housing and industrial development in rural areas and for this to be complemented by
the provision of local transport and other community facilities. Policy RA.3, in
particular, requires housing and industrial development in rural areas to be planned
in or adjacent to towns and villages, to be related in scale to a hierarchy of
settlements, to meet identified local needs and to be planned so that all necessary
supporting infrastructure and services are secured.
In providing for development in the deposit Plan, the Council accordingly began by
identifying the existing built up areas in the Borough, a process informed by the
settlements with defined development boundaries in LP1995 and leading to the
inclusion in the First Deposit Plan of a settlement hierarchy. A comprehensive
capacity study was then undertaken within each of these settlements to identify
opportunities for development on previously developed land. After discounting some
sites in the normal way to allow for such factors as unavailability and unsuitability,
sufficient sites to meet the WASP requirement were selected, with any shortfall being
met on green field sites within those same settlements. It was only at this stage, and
following recommendation in the sustainability appraisal of the Plan (CD37) that the
settlement hierarchy was further refined to inform revised deposit site selection, and
this is the hierarchy that now appears in Appendix 2 to the deposit Plan. I set out in
the following table a summary of the resulting proposed distribution of housing
allocations based on that hierarchy:

Table 1.2 Deposit Plan Settlement Hierarchy and Housing Allocations
Category 1:
Market Towns
Atherstone/Mancetter
Polesworth/Dordon
Coleshill
Category 2:
Local Service Centres
Ansley Common
Old Arley
New Arley
Baddesley Ensor
Curdworth
Grendon
Hartshill
Hurley
Kingsbury
Warton
Water Orton
Wood End
Total rural (excluding Coleshill)
Category 3: Other settlements
with a development boundary

Dwellings allocated
427
15
245

0
65
42
0
17
12
40
20
15
59
10
55

Percentage
of
allocations (1022)
41.2%
1.5%
24%

0%
6.4%
4.1%
0%
1.7%
1.2%
3.9%
2.1%
1.5%
5.8%
1.0%
5.5%
33.2%

0
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Category 4: Other settlements 0
without
a
development
boundary

2.22

The Council’s approach supplants the WASP category of “Main Towns” with a
different categorisation, namely “market” towns. Nonetheless, the above table, when
compared with settlement size and facilities (CD58) illustrates a quantitative pattern
of allocations that does not accord with WASP policy requirements. This is because
only about 43% of development is allocated to the two WASP “main” towns while
57% is allocated to “rural” settlements (in which I include Coleshill). The County
Council sees Coleshill as the distorting factor here, because the deposit Plan’s
settlement hierarchy fails to suitably differentiate the planning status of Coleshill from
the Main Towns with a population of more than 8,000 as required by WASP policies
GD.3 and GD.5. However, I find the Borough Council’s approach to be more deeply
flawed, for the following reasons:












The identification of settlements in LP1995 was initiated in response to the need
to identify settlements to be inset within the Green Belt in accordance with PPG2
advice and to prevent the outward expansion of villages encroaching into open
countryside. It was inappropriate to simply carry those settlements forward as
the most suitable development locations oin the initial search for urban capacity.
Rather, the settlements subjected to urban capacity study should have been
selected because they enjoy particular sustainability or locational advantages
relative to other settlements, not simply because provision for development had
historically been made within them.
As such, the search for previously developed land was cast over an excessively
wide area, with the result that the proposed development allocations in the
deposit Plan have become too widely dispersed across the rural parts of the
Borough. Such a pattern of development would not provide the community
infrastructure or support for local services that a more concentrated pattern of
development could deliver.
New development allocations have been made mainly according to the quantum
of previously developed land available within each settlement rather than the
individual characteristics of the settlements concerned. The result is that there
are some relatively large allocations in relatively small settlements and viceversa.
The discounting process employed during the urban capacity study process has
not been sufficiently rigorous in terms of retaining land and buildings that may be
needed to serve the needs of the local population, particularly in the context of
open space provision.
The category of settlement referred to in the hierarchy as “Local Service Centres”
is based on criteria that are insufficiently refined to ensure that the settlements
concerned are, or are capable of, acting as such and that development within
them would not lead to increasing social exclusion rather than the reverse.
No clear relationship has been established between the distribution of
employment opportunities and the provision of new housing. This is of particular
relevance to the very sizeable employment site at Birch Coppice, the North
Warwickshire housing requirement having been increased by 800 dwellings to
3,200 dwellings specifically to reflect the impact of that development. This was in
the interests of minimising commuting to and from the Birmingham conurbation
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and avoiding pressure for additional housing in the neighbouring County of
Leicestershire (CD56, paragraphs 3.22 and 5.17).
2.23

For all of these reasons, I come to the view that the Plan’s strategy for the distribution
of development should be modified to bring it more closely into line with WASP
strategy, paragraphs 30, 31 and 32 of PPG3 and paragraph 27 of PPS1. This can, I
consider, nevertheless be achieved in a way that strengthens rather than dilutes the
Council’s perception of North Warwickshire as a “community of communities” and
meets the Council’s wider planning objectives voiced in Chapter 2 of the Deposit
Plan. Fundamentally, however, it requires that a hierarchy of sustainable locations
for development be identified at the outset of the process, and then provides for the
search for suitable development opportunities to takes place at the locations so
identified, in a suitably structured way. This, in effect, is the reverse of the process
employed by the Council, which commenced with the search for sites in all
settlements of any size sieved for locational suitability using only a limited range of
sustainability criteria and allocated sites according to land availability within them
rather than with regard to settlement size and function. The subject is of considerable
importance to the formulation of the Local Plan and to the Core Strategy
Development Plan Document that I have referred to in my recommendation at
paragraph 2.8 above. For this reason, I explain below the reasoning for my
recommendations in some detail, using as a framework what I regard as the
appropriate settlement hierarchy. Once established, the hierarchy should be used to
guide the pattern of Local Plan development allocations as well as the formulation of
development control policies governing “windfall” proposals, both of which should be
consistent with each other in quantitative terms.

2.24

In this latter respect, I do not support the County Council’s request that policy be
included to control the amount of “windfall” development that the Borough Council
should permit. Rather, the anticipated contribution from windfalls over the Plan
period is taken into account in establishing the residual requirement. If monitoring
shows windfalls to be exceeding anticipations in either amount or location, that is a
matter to be corrected when the Plan is reviewed, either through reduced allocations
or their revised distribution. There is, however, no reason to believe that windfall
development would take place in inappropriate locations or proportions if the policies
I have recommended are suitably applied.

Category 1: The Main Towns
2.25

WASP policy GD.3 requires that “most” development be directed to the Main Towns
and the manner in which this is to interpreted with specific regard to housing (as the
main driver of Wasp’s basic development strategy) is set out in paragraphs 2.3.122.3.14 of the WASP explanatory memorandum. It makes a clear distinction between
the “migration” component and the “locally generated” component. The calculation
produced on this basis by objectors at RTS1 suggests that “most” should accordingly
mean 70% of housing in North Warwickshire is to be within the Main Towns
(CD/RTS1-2, paragraph 4.15 and appendix 1). However, paragraph 2.3.12 of the
Explanatory Memorandum concedes that it is for the District/Borough Councils to
justify their own interpretations of “most” development. There is thus no substantive
reason to demand this particular proportion and the County Council’s representative
indicated at RTS1 that a minimum of 51% would remove the objection on the basis of
non-conformity. Nonetheless I find this figure acceptable only in the light of the
inherently rural nature of North Warwickshire and regard it very much as a minimum.
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A figure much nearer to 70% is necessary if the “step change” from rural dispersal to
urban concentration presaged by RSS/RPG11 is to be achieved in the post-2007
period, notwithstanding the wider perspective taken by RSS/RPG11 to the
distribution of development across the West Midlands region as a whole.
2.26

The only two settlements in North Warwickshire that qualify as “Main Towns” in terms
of WASP policy GD.3 are Polesworth/Dordon and Atherstone (CD31, paragraphs
2.3.4 and 2.3.5). Even so, the relatively small size of these settlements should not
be lost sight of. WASP recognises that Warwickshire is made up of a small number
of Main Towns with no pre-eminent centre and the focus on “main urban areas” in
RSS/RPG11 passes over settlements of the size of those in North Warwickshire
altogether. I include Mancetter with Atherstone because there is no physical
separation between these two settlements and the Council affirms that they have
long been regarded as a single entity, a point that the County Council has not
disputed. Conversely, the Council contends that local residents regard Polesworth
and Dordon as two separate settlements, each with a distinct identity. As such,
individually they fall beneath the WASP 8,000 population threshold and this is one of
the reasons why the Council has maintained that development should be allocated
here in only the small quantity proposed. That does not rest comfortably, however,
with a much larger quantum of allocations being made at Coleshill (relative to
Polesworth/Dordon, which does not qualify as a main town in WASP strategy.

2.27

I do not dispute that Polesworth and Dordon may indeed function as two distinct
settlements, and there is plainly a very real difference in urban form between the two.
Nonetheless, they are contiguous with each other and WASP specifically identifies
them as a single settlement (or network of settlements) for planning purposes. If for
no other reason, it seems to me that this is necessary to facilitate construction of at
least some of the 800 additional dwellings allocated to North Warwickshire in
consequence of the Birch Coppice employment site (see paragraph 2.22 above) in a
manner that would be consistent with WASP policy GD.3. Importantly, regarding
these two settlements as a single entity for planning purposes does not imply that the
separate character of each cannot be protected or enhanced.

2.28

The Council argues that there is no specific requirement in WASP for development to
be allocated in any particular proportions between Atherstone/Mancetter and
Polesworth/Dordon and advances this as a further point in support of limited housing
allocation to the latter. Nonetheless, the combined deposit Plan allocation to the
WASP Main Towns falls below 51%, so some additional allocations are called for in
this category of the hierarchy. It is not sufficient for the Council to say that there is
previously developed land available within other settlements that should be allocated
first, and that there is therefore no need to explore greenfield opportunities at
Polesworth/Dordon.
Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon have been
identified in WASP as the Borough’s two most sustainable development locations
and the search for a minimum of 51% of allocations should be focussed on these two
settlements beginning with previously developed land and buildings within the urban
areas and, failing that, by providing for urban extension. This, in effect, is precisely
what WASP explanatory memorandum paragraph 2.5.5 intimates and has not been
followed through in North Warwickshire.

2.29

Moreover, it is in my judgement appropriate to address the deposit Plan’s imbalance
in allocations between the Main Towns by making greater provision for development
at Polesworth/Dordon for a number of reasons. These include the close physical
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relationship with Birch Coppice employment area, the need to protect the historic
qualities of Atherstone and its attractive landscape setting from an over-abundance
of new development, and the opportunity that new development at
Polesworth/Dordon would provide to create a more sustainable and inclusive
community than currently exists here. The location is also one where, unlike
Coleshill, WASP clearly expects development to take place.
2.30

In sum, therefore, I come to the view that only Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/
Dordon should be identified as “Main Towns” in the Borough. A minimum of 51% of
all housing allocations be directed to these two settlements in the period 31 March
2004 - 31 March 2007 and this should be increased to 70% of any allocations for
development thereafter. In effect, this means that in the period 2005-2011, about
12.75 ha (510 dwellings) should be allocated to these settlements which, on an
equal split, would represent about 6.4 ha (255 dwellings) in each. These towns
should also represent the two main foci where employment, housing and facilities
that are intended to be accessible to the whole of the Borough’s population are to be
provided together.

Category 2: Green Belt Market Town(s)
2.31

In the deposit Plan hierarchy, Coleshill is included alongside Atherstone/Mancetter
and Polesworht/Dordon as Category 1 settlements, which the Council calls “market
towns” rather than “Main Towns”. While there is considerable logic in including
Coleshill in this category because it plainly is an historic market town and has
sizeable employment areas associated with it (Hams Hall in particular), there is no
strategic justification for doing so in land use planning terms. This is because the
population of Coleshill falls well below the 8,000 threshold set by WASP to qualify as
a “main town” and because of its location, which is firmly embedded as an “inset”
settlement within the Green Belt. In both of these respects, it is important to
distinguish between land use planning objectives (which include guiding development
to locations which offer the greatest opportunity for creating sustainable patterns of
development and avoiding unnecessary development pressure on the Green Belt)
and the Council’s desire to recognise Coleshill as one of the Borough’s individually
largest and most distinctive towns.

2.32

That said, while the allocation sites advanced in the deposit Plan would provide for
significantly more housing here than at the “main town” of Polesworth/Dordon, the
quantum (for Coleshill alone) still falls well within the proportion of the WASP
requirement that would be acceptable in the rural areas (as a whole) outside the
Main Towns. Effectively, therefore, I perceive the County Council’s objection on the
basis of non-conformity in terms of this aspect of distribution as one that is capable
of being suitably addressed by re-allocation to the Main Towns (in this case
Polesworth/Dordon) from the rural areas in general rather than from Coleshill in
particular. My view in this respect is reinforced by two further points. The first is that
the Council has not proposed any physical expansion of Coleshill, its housing
allocations here focussing on the re-use of existing developed land. The second is
that the sites selected by the Council are ones that (subject to availability within the
Plan period) would, it seems to me, be likely to come forward as windfalls even if
they were not to be allocated. Importantly, therefore, the search for allocation sites at
Coleshill during the Plan-making process stops at previously developed land within
the existing built up area and does not extend to green field or “urban extension”
sites, factors which can be seen to clearly distinguish the planning approach of
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development restraint here from the search sequence that I have recommended be
applied to the main development locations of Atherstone/Mancetter and
Polesworth/Dordon.
2.33

While I therefore have no doubt that it would be wrong in land use planning terms to
include Coleshill as a “main town” of equal status to Atherstone/Mancetter and
Poleworth/Dordon, I find that there is nothing inherently unacceptable in allocating
development here in broadly the quantity proposed in the deposit Plan, subject to the
sites selected being ones that would meet normal development control requirements
within the existing defined boundaries of an inset settlement within the Green Belt.
To the extent that the Council wishes to give recognition to the size and
characteristics of Coleshill in the interests of differentiating it from the villages that
otherwise typify the Borough’s rural settlements, and to ensure that it may benefit
from measures such as the Market Towns initiative, I therefore recommend that it be
placed in a new intermediate tier in the hierarchy, which I have called “Green Belt
Market Town(s)”. Of the 49% of housing allocations that remain available for
distribution (following from paragraph 2.30 above, it would seem to me appropriate to
for the proportions to be divided equally between Coleshill and the Local Service
Centres, but much will depend on relative needs. Given that both categories of
settlement are regarded as part of the wider rural area outside the Main Towns, I do
not therefore consider it necessary to make set any fixed amount in this respect.

Category 3: Local Service Centres
2.34

The strategic background for provision for development at rural villages is derived
from a number of sources. WASP policy RA.1 suggests that development in rural
areas generally is to be limited to that necessary to meet the needs of the local
population and to support rural communities. Policy RA.2 indicates that the scale
and distribution of new housing and industrial development in rural areas should be
in balance and complemented by the provision of local transport and other
community facilities. The latter themes are further developed in policy RA.3.
Paragraph 3.3.1 of the WASP Explanatory Memorandum is of particular relevance in
this respect saying that the bulk of rural development should be directed to those
settlements that have the basic facilities to provide a reasonable standard of life for
all sectors of the community. While it refers to settlements that “have at least a shop,
school and a bus service” it is made clear that the presence of these particular
facilities is sufficient only to identify settlements “further down the hierarchy”.
RSS/RPG11 policy CF2, within the context of increasing development focus on the
“main urban areas”, adds that the provision of housing in rural areas should generally
be restricted to meeting local housing needs and/or to support local services. These
policies all broadly accord with the thrust of advice in paragraphs 69, 70 and 71 of
PPG3 concerning village expansion and infill. Paragraph 70, in particular, says that
villages will only be suitable locations for accommodating significant additional
housing where, among other things, it can be demonstrated to support local services
such as schools or shops which would become unviable without some modest
growth, especially where the village has been identified as a “Local Service Centre”
in the development plan. It is from here that the Council has drawn the title for the
tier of settlement in the hierarchy to which most village development is directed and
the role and function of “Local Service Centres” is now further explained in
paragraphs 2.55-2.62 of PPS6.
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North Warwickshire’s countryside includes a diverse range of villages but many of
the larger ones have origins associated with the coal extraction industry whether from
their original inception or significant expansion of small pre-existing settlements.
They tend to be distributed according to the location of past coal reserves rather than
because of other inherent locational advantages and are of very different nature to
villages more typically found elsewhere in rural areas. In particular, they are mainly
characterised by extensive and fairly uniform estates of housing, much of which was
employer-provided on a rental basis and constructed over a relatively short period,
mostly during the 20th Century. Each contains a thin scattering of corner shops
rather than an easily defined centre and most have a sizeable employment area
nearby, either in the form of an industrial estate built on the site of settlement’s
former colliery, or businesses occupying former colliery workshop buildings. A
unifying feature to which the Council draws particular attention is a strong sense of
community and social identity within each such settlement. The Council also refers
to the settlement consultation exercise carried out at the beginning of the process of
Local Plan preparation, the results of which indicated (among other things) a clear
desire to avoid outward expansion of the villages, to support local services, maintain
local identity and provide locally affordable social housing, particularly for elderly
residents who had lived in particular villages for most, if not all, of their lives.
The Council’s selection of Local Service Centres, being initially drawn from
settlements that have a defined boundary in LP1995, represents the Borough’s
largest settlements. There is, nonetheless, a need to ensure that the thresholds
chosen to differentiate these larger settlements from other smaller ones suitably
reflect appropriate sustainability criteria. In this respect only a few of the Council’s
selected settlements can be said to provide services of a scale, range or type that
offer an attractive alternative to travelling to a nearby town. The establishment of
minimum criteria is in my view essential for four main reasons:







2.37

To avoid scattering too widely the investment in community infrastructure that
development can bring. Increased expenditure by the occupiers of new
development is, for example, more likely to successfully support local shops and
other services if development is allocated in sufficient quantity to make a tangible
difference to viability in particular locations.
To provide certainty, both now and in the future, for public investment decisions,
whether in the provision and renewal of statutory services, determining the
appropriate scale of public transport, or focussing programmes of grant
application and expenditure.
To minimise the need to travel.
To avoid social exclusion, especially bearing in mind the Council’s focus on
delivery of affordable housing, which should not be provided in locations where
easy access to a range of necessary support services is unavailable.

While the Council is therefore right to seek to focus development on a limited number
of “Local Service Centres”, there is need for clear definition of the characteristics of
such a development location in the Plan. An assessment was, I understand, made to
inform the formulation of the deposit Plan’s Appendix 2 settlement hierarchy, by
listing the range of facilities within each settlement and selecting those with the
greatest range (CD58). There is, however, no identifiable structure to show how the
relative utility, importance or viability of individual facilities was taken into account, or
how this was related to the scale of allocation within each settlement. To my mind,
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the exercise needs to have a much clearer sense of direction and purpose if a
sustainable pattern of development is to emerge.
2.38

The approach which I therefore recommend has three main criteria. The first is that
the settlement has sufficient existing population to support a range of services. In the
context of North Warwickshire, I regard this as about 2,000 people. The second is
distribution, in the sense that a spread of service centres is necessary across the
rural area as a whole if accessibility is to be maximised. The third is the range of
facilities needed to make a settlement function, or be capable of functioning, as a
Local Service Centre. There can be no standardised list of requirements in this
respect since much will depend upon how the various services combine within a
particular settlement and interact with others in the vicinity (including Main Towns
and other settlements outside North Warwickshire’s administrative area). I also don’t
presume to have such thorough knowledge of the needs of the Borough’s rural
communities as the Council itself. Nonetheless, it should be possible to devise a
suitable “typology” drawing on Annex A to PPS6 (but in a wider context than retailing
alone) to indicate the general range of facilities that would need to be present. I
attach my suggested “typology” as an appendix to this Chapter of my Report and
have used this to identify what I would regard as the settlements with the greatest
potential to operate in the manner required. However, my recommendation leaves it
open to the Council to review and modify both the typology and the list of
settlements, should it be considered necessary to do so, in conjunction with the early
Core Strategy DPD that I refer to in paragraphs 2.7 and 2.8 above.

2.39

Whatever the case may be in that respect, the minimum requirements should be for
the settlements concerned to have a sufficiently wide range of services (including
shops and health care facilities) to meet the day-to-day needs of the settlement itself
and those of the surrounding smaller rural villages and communities, to offer a range
employment, recreation and leisure opportunities close at hand, to have frequent and
good quality public transport linkages to a main town where a good range of higher
order facilities and services are available and to provide attractive alternatives to
private car usage for regular journeys (such as to school or work). It is on this basis,
in the light of CD58 and my inspection of each of the Council’s Category 2 villages
that I come to the view that only the following should be identified as Local Service
Centres in this Plan:






2.40

Old and New Arley (together, as a single network of villages)
Grendon/Baddesley Ensor (together, as a single network of villages)
Hartshill
Kingsbury
Water Orton

Within these settlements, the aim of allocating sites for development (in addition to
meeting the WASP requirement in an appropriately sustainable way) should be to
measurably support or increase local services, fulfill specific community land use
aspirations identified from community involvement in the Plan-making process and/or
support rural transport strategies. Given the availability, within these settlements, of
previously developed land identified by the Council’s capacity study (CD35) and the
RSS/RPG11 and WASP requirements to meet only locally generated needs (ie.
excluding migration from elsewhere), I perceive no need to extend the search for
sites suitable for allocation beyond existing defined settlement limits.
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Category 4: Other settlements with a development boundary
2.41

The residue of settlements originally identified in LP1995 can be carried forward
provided only limited provision for housing development is made within them, strictly
in accordance with the local needs requirements of WASP policy RA.1 and
RSS/RPG11 policy CF2. Such development should accordingly be only that for
which a local affordable need has been identified and should normally take the form
of limited infilling or minor development within the established development
boundaries. It should also be Plan-led, with any necessary allocations being of these
types and made only within the defined development boundaries, and should
otherwise be accepted outside the boundaries only as a “rural exception” if the
identified need is so pressing that it cannot await boundary review in a future
Development Plan document. This approach would accord with paragraph 3 of
Annex B to the Update of PPG 3 “Housing: Planning for Sustainable Communities in
Rural Areas” published in January 2005 and draws on the provisions of parts 2 and 3
of deposit policy HSGB, but I comment more fully on this in my consideration of
detailed objections to that policy in Chapter 4 of this Report. In particular, however,
this residue of settlements does not represent appropriate locations for general
expansion of employment development or for the provision of local services that may
undermine the viability of more widely accessible facilities in the Local Service
Centres.

Category 5: Other settlements without a development boundary
2.42

Development at these settlements, whether for housing or other purposes, should be
treated in the same way as proposals for development in the open countryside. It
should thus be limited to that requisite for the needs of agriculture or forestry or other
use for which a rural location is essential. Rural exceptions policy in the January
2005 update of PPG3 may apply to proposals aimed at meeting identified local
housing needs within a particular community, but only to schemes advanced through
the development control process and considered in accordance with Section 38(6) of
the 2004 Act on the basis of material considerations that may warrant a decision
other than in accordance with the development plan.

Employment development
2.43

Returning briefly to the subject matter of RTS2, deposit policy ECON1 seeks to
identify existing employment sites within which the expansion, conversion or
redevelopment of existing buildings would be acceptable. Such provisions must be
in accordance with the distribution strategy that I have outlined, in order to ensure
appropriate correlation between housing and employment while also ensuring
sustainable patterns of travel and transport. Under deposit policy ECON2, the only
new employment site allocation in the deposit Plan is at Holly Lane, Atherstone (if
Rush Lane, Dosthill is now discounted as a commitment, as it now must be).
Provided local employment requirements within the quantitative limitations set by my
recommended core policy CPB are met only in or adjacent to the Borough’s Main
Towns, the market town of Coleshill and villages identified as Local Service Centres,
I do not consider that the deposit Plan would display any inconsistency with WASP in
terms of employment land distribution.
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(a).
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Recommendation:
That the Plan be modified to include a new policy setting out the Council’s
strategy for the location of development:
CORE POLICY C: DEVELOPMENT DISTRIBUTION
(i) THE SETTLEMENTS IDENTIFIED IN CATEGORIES 1, 2 AND 3 IN THE
APPENDIX S.2 SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY INDICATE THE MAIN TOWNS,
GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S) AND LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES WITHIN
THE DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES OF WHICH DEVELOPMENT FOR
EMPLOYMENT,
HOUSING
(INCLUDING
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING),
SERVICES AND OTHER FACILITIES WILL BE PERMITTED AT A SCALE
PROPORTIONATE TO THEIR POSITION IN THE BOROUGH’S SETTLEMENT
HIERARCHY AND WHERE SUCH DEVELOPMENT WOULD MAINTAIN OR
ENHANCE THE FUNCTION OF THE SETTLEMENT.
(ii) IN OTHER SETTLEMENTS WITH DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES DEFINED
ON THE PROPOSALS MAP, HOUSING DEVELOPMENT WILL BE LIMITED
TO THAT FOR WHICH A LOCAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING NEED HAS BEEN
IDENTIFIED.
(iii) OUTSIDE THE DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES AND EXCEPT WHERE OTHER
POLICES OF THIS PLAN EXPRESSLY PROVIDE, DEVELOPMENT WILL BE
LIMITED TO THAT REQUISITE FOR AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY OR OTHER
USES THAT CAN BE SHOWN TO REQUIRE A RURAL LOCATION.

(b). That reasoned justification for this policy be formulated to include:





A reference to establishing a sustainable pattern of development as being
a primary aim of planning policy in North Warwickshire (drawn from
paragraph 3.25 of the deposit Plan).
A broad indication of the manner in which the sustainable development
locations have been identified, referring to relevant WASP and RSS/RPG11
policies in respect of the Main Towns, the reasons why Coleshill has been
separated out from the rural areas a distinct Market Town, and reference to
the appended “typology” used to identify the Local Service Centre,
distinguishing these from other rural settlements carried forward from
LP1995 on the basis of their size and cohesion (This may draw on
paragraph 2.20 of the deposit Plan, and all but the third and fourth
sentences of paragraph 2.21).
An explanation of the way in which the resulting settlement hierarchy has
been used to guide the sequential search for housing capacity and the
scale and distribution of housing allocations in policy HSG1, as between
the Main Towns, Coleshill and the Local Service Centres. This is to include
a specific reference to WASP policy GD.3, and the manner in which “most
development” has been interpreted locally to mean a minimum of 51%
housing development, including allocations, taking place in the “Main
Towns” indicating that if RSS/RPG11continues with its present strategy, a
figure nearer 70% would be necessary for the post 2007 period. In the rural
areas, the balance of the WASP requirement is to be distributed between
the Green Belt Market Town(s) and Local Service Centres according to
local needs.
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Affirmation that, if monitoring shows that these proportions are not being
maintained in development control decisions, the position will be
redressed in the Core Strategy Development Plan Document dealing with
housing allocations that the Council is committed to producing in its Local
Development Scheme.
Explanation, drawing from paragraph 2.34 above, of how the Local Service
Centre typology and settlement hierarchy has been used also to inform the
formulation of development control policies elsewhere in the Plan and will
be used in their application, with a view to steering development to those
settlements that offer the greatest opportunities to deliver a sustainable
pattern of development.

(c). That a Local Service Centre “typology” along similar lines to that at appendix S.1
to this Chapter be included as an appendix in the Plan.
(d). That the Plan’s appendix 2 settlement hierarchy be modified as set out in
appendix S.2 to this Chapter of my Report.

Qualitative Factors
Affordable housing (Round Table Session 4):
2.45

As is clear from Section 1 of the minutes of RTS4, the need for affordable housing in
North Warwickshire identified by the Fordham Research analysis (CD38)
considerably exceeds, on an annualised basis, the overall WASP housing
requirement for the Borough.
This causes a particular difficulty in North
Warwickshire because the analysis further shows that the ratio of income to house
price/market rental in the Borough is such that all but a very small proportion (some
3.8%) of the affordable need would only be met by socially rented housing (which I
henceforth call “locally affordable”), to the exclusion of market housing. The
difference between “affordable housing” (in terms of WASP glossary definition and
RSS/RPG11) and “locally affordable housing” (as identified by the Fordham analysis)
should be made clear in the Plan as the benchmark for policy application. Deposit
Plan paragraphs 4.3a-c and 4.19l do not give sufficient clarity to this and modification
is necessary in this respect.

2.46

It was apparent, throughout the Inquiry, that delivery of affordable housing is
accordingly regarded by the Council with very high priority. Conversely, considerable
concern was expressed by objectors in attendance (housebuilders and community
representatives alike) that this was being pursued with such vigour that market
housing activity would be seriously impeded and would fail to provide the mix of
housing necessary to facilitate social and economic progress (in line with paragraphs
14, 15 and 16 of PPS1). On the first of these matters, both the Council and objectors
should be aware that new housebuilding is neither the only, nor necessarily, the most
efficient and cost effective means of providing affordable housing. Rather, the overall
approach to meeting local housing needs is a matter to be determined principally
through formulation of the Council’s housing strategy and the related investment
programmes of other stakeholders and support agencies, processes that take
account of a wide range of considerations including the availability of funding, local
preferences, turnover of existing housing stock, and the operation of the local
housing market. The Fordham analysis addresses this wider context and I do not
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therefore spend time in this Report on the detailed critique of its methodology
submitted at RTS4 by objector 0898. In effect, the development plan only gives land
use expression to the Council’s housing strategy, primarily by ensuring an adequate
supply of suitable housing land in sustainable locations, making site specific
provision for locally affordable housing and by providing a framework for negotiations
on planning proposals that have the potential to contribute to the delivery of locally
affordable housing. It is these matters, which represent only part of the overall
approach to the subject, that must be the prime focus the Plan’s policies.
2.47

In particular, the Council was keen to stress that the WASP policy H.1 general
housing requirement includes an affordable housing assumption. This is quantified in
WASP policy H.2, which affirms that Local Plans should provide for affordable
housing to meet both locally generated needs and that arising through migration from
Coventry and Birmingham. For the period 1996-2011, the policy sets an indicative
affordable housing target for North Warwickshire of 1,300 dwellings. Thus, it is
argued by the Council that if, for example, no affordable housing were to be provided
in North Warwickshire, the WASP overall housing requirement should be reduced by
this amount. While I do not dispute the logic of that argument, a primary purpose of
the development plan is to facilitate the construction of sufficient housing in a range
of types and tenures to meet all needs of the community, not just the “locally
affordable” component. In that context, maximising the supply of general market
housing (within the WASP overall requirement) would also serve to maximise the
delivery of locally affordable housing. For that reason I find no substance in the
Council’s contention that delivery of locally affordable housing should be the main
priority of the Plan, with meeting the WASP housing policy H.1 requirement
subordinated to it. Rather, the primary aim should be to deliver the latter, with
affordable housing being provided in whatever quantity can reasonably be achieved
alongside it. I therefore regard the subject of locally affordable housing primarily as a
qualitative output of the normal development control process (the type of housing that
will be sought) and only secondarily as one for quantitative policy formulation (in that
it flows from the amount of general housing permitted, rather than determining that
amount or establishing some other free-standing amount).

2.48

The requirement for locally affordable housing is expressed in a number of the
deposit Plan’s policies. These include policy HSG1, which promotes a mixture of
housing allocations some requiring 40% of the houses to be locally affordable and
others requiring 100% to be so. The 40% sites are promulgated on the basis that if
“community benefits” are not also provided, development would be required to be for
100% affordable housing. Reasoned justification for this policy adds that the Council
would further welcome some of the market housing on these sites being provided via
equity share, low cost market or alternative forms of “affordable” tenure. Deposit
policy HSGB extends the 40% locally affordable requirement to windfall sites in the
main/market towns and Local Service Centres where the development is for more
than 5 houses or the site area exceeds 0.2 ha. In smaller settlements, this policy
also requires all housing (including proposals for individual properties) to be locally
affordable or, in the case of “rural exception sites”, to meet an identified local need.
Deposit policy HSGG adds a requirement for 10% special needs accommodation on
sites for 25 dwellings or more or of more than 1 ha, albeit this may be either general
market housing or affordable housing. Taken together, these requirements are
perceived by objectors as representing a significant obstacle to the economic
delivery of market housing, a point that objector 0898 endeavoured to research in
some detail and to whom I express my thanks for so doing.
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2.49

The 40% affordable housing requirement applying to some policy HSG1 allocations
and to most windfall development is, I acknowledge, towards the top end of the range
sought by Local Planning Authorities on a nationwide basis, as identified in
supplementary Fordham survey data produced for RTS4. It is, nonetheless, broadly
in line with the indicative target of 1,300 dwellings expressed in WASP policy H.2 as
a proportion of the overall policy H.1 requirement, and below that set for the other
Warwickshire Districts and the County as a whole (typically being nearer 44%). The
migration component of that figure (43%) is also significantly below most of the other
Districts, as well as being both below the County average (49%) and the smallest in
total number. The 40% affordable requirement is thus a figure which, I consider, is of
sufficiently widespread use to be readily assimilated into initial land acquisition costs
locally without any significant risk of sites being held back in expectation of a better
offer in the future. Moreover, the Council acknowledges that this requirement must
be applied with due consideration to other development constraints, such as the
need to provide community infrastructure in compliance with deposit policy HSG7.
This is a suitably pragmatic approach, but one that can hardly be said to be reflected
in the sentence following the tabulation of “40%” sites in deposit policy HSG1 itself.
Realistic flexibility should be manifested much more clearly in the Plan than is at
present apparent, a point that I come back to in formulating my recommendations on
this subject. With that proviso, I do not therefore consider that policy that starts form
the base point of seeking a contribution of 40% locally affordable housing would
significantly delay or inhibit general house building activity.

2.50

The position relating to sites where 100% affordable housing is required from the
outset by policy HSG1 is different. Private developers will not generally bring such
sites forward themselves because it would not be commercially viable for them to do
so. If the supply of housing land is not therefore to be compromised, these
allocations can only be made where the Council owns the land or there is some other
wiling provider of social housing in place who has expressed a clear intention to
secure and develop the site only for locally affordable housing. In response to my
request at RTS4, the Council accordingly produced a supplementary paper detailing
the deliverability of these sites (CD97). I consider the site specific detail of that paper
in greater detail in my appraisal of objections to the individual allocations in Appendix
H.1 Chapter 4 of my Report. Nonetheless, development of those sites that are
demonstrated to be within the Council’s ownership or control (or that of a willing
social housing provider) and where appropriate levels of subsidy have been agreed,
will effectively pursue a separate course from normal market housing development.
It is for this reason that I have suggested that these be reformulated as the Council’s
own “proposals” rather than as “allocations” in order to make this difference clear.
The resulting more limited range of “proposals” (after sieving out those where there is
no willing provider) also will not delay or inhibit more general house building activity
but, unlike the sites to which the 40% requirement attaches, this is because they are
separate from the market housing sector and (subject to my findings in Appendix H.1
to Chapter 4) their delivery can effectively be guaranteed.

2.51

As recorded in Section 2 of the minutes to RTS4, the site and development size
thresholds for affordable housing in part 1 of deposit policy HSGB have been
formulated in response to local circumstances and I consider these further in my
appraisal of objections to that policy in Chapter 4 of this Report. With regard to
deposit policy HSGG, it is likely that in most cases the 10% special needs
requirement would be subsumed into the 40% locally affordable requirement and
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would not thus be a significant additional burden on development. This is particularly
so in the light of Part M of the Building Regulations, which applies to all new housing
and would provide properties suitable for those with mobility problems even if not
specifically for the other category of need that the Council is anxious to address, the
frail elderly. Since development in the latter category normally takes the form of
sheltered or nursing care homes, its provision is also unlikely to be an adjunct to
market housing “windfall” schemes and is more likely to come forward separately.
For reasons of consistency, policy HSGG requirements should, nonetheless,
explicitly apply equally to policy HSG1 allocations and “proposals”. It should
therefore be worded in a way that facilitates due flexibility in application, in order to
recognise cases where, for example, the site may be unsuitable, no local need has
been identified, no suitably funded provider is present, or where other more pressing
infrastructure requirements render provision uneconomic. Subject to policy HSGG
being modified accordingly (a subject that I deal with in my Chapter 4
recommendation on that policy), the provision of special needs accommodation, like
the provisions of the other affordable housing policies to which I have referred, is I
conclude therefore unlikely to compromise meeting the overall WASP policy H.1
housing requirement.
2.52

Taking all of these matters together, it also seems to me that actual delivery of
affordable housing is likely to be nearer the 40% end of the spectrum than 100%,
with provision on the Council’s own “proposals” sites effectively making up any
shortfall that may arise from flexibility of application of the 40% requirement to
“allocations” sites. Some 60% or more of development on “allocations” and windfalls
would thus be market housing. Much the same applies to the provision of 2 and 4+
bedroom properties for which the Council has identified a particular need (deposit
Plan paragraph 4.3d refers), where the mix on “allocations” sites and windfall sites
will reflect developer’s perceptions of local demand informed in some measure by the
Council’s perceptions of need, with much of the provision to meet “need” being made
up on the Council’s own “proposals” sites. The Council further acknowledged during
the Inquiry that it may be possible to provide new-build “locally affordable” housing
other than in the form of subsidised rental units managed by a registered social
landlord. Subject to being “locally affordable”, the precise arrangements (including
those for “cascading” between local and migration components) are, however, an
administrative matter rather than warranting detailed voice in Local Plan policy.
Moreover, new-build housing developed during the currency of this Local Plan will
represent only a tiny proportion of the overall stock of dwellings in the Borough. Its
influence on overall housing mix will be correspondingly small. I understand the
concern expressed by local community representatives at the dearth of housing
suitable for those able to contribute most to the social and economic well-being of the
area (including “key workers” and “captains of industry”). However, on the basis of
these findings and the policy modifications that I have referred to and recommend,
there is no reason to believe that provision for any particular sector of the community
would be excluded other than for reasons of an absence of either market demand or
identifiable need.

2.53

That said, given the importance that the Council attaches to the delivery of affordable
housing, it is surprising that there is no specific reference to the subject in any of the
deposit Plan’s core policies, other than in reasoned justification for policy CP5. That
policy, in itself, is mainly concerned with affirming that the WASP policy H.1
requirement will be met in the “market towns”. It seems to me that the subject
warrants separate policy treatment, and I recommend accordingly.
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2.54

I further note that the Council’s proposed monitoring target for the delivery of
affordable dwellings is expressed as “1300 affordable housing units by 2011”.
Although lifted directly from WASP policy H.2, for the period 1996-2011, its
attainment is now unrealistic. I say that in the light of the assertion at paragraph 4.12
of the deposit Plan that up to March 2002 only 177 affordable dwellings had been
completed (with a further 57 in the pipeline) and also having regard to the total
residual housing requirement being for between only 900 and 1,100 completed
dwellings in the period end March 2004 to end March 2011. Effectively, more than
100% of all housing development in the Borough would thus need to be affordable if
the Council is to meet the deposit Plan target. In these particular circumstances, I
am of the view that a simple percentage target should be employed, rather than a
numerical one, and consider that the 40% ratio would be a suitably testing overall
figure to aim at from all sources to use for monitoring purposes as well as a starting
point for negotiations on “allocations” and qualifying windfall sites.

2.55

In sum, therefore, policies for the delivery of affordable housing need to start from a
clear definition of what actually represents “locally affordable housing”. Given the
importance of the subject to the Council, I recommend this definition and the
background to it be included in reasoned justification for a new core policy setting out
the overall approach to securing delivery. This should be accompanied by a 40%
monitoring target.

2.56

Actual delivery would be secured through a mixture of “proposals”, allocations and
development control policies dealing with “windfall” development contained (as now)
in Chapter 4. These must however, be formulated in a way that makes the various
requirements clear and which enables an appropriate balance to be struck between
affordable housing needs, the requirements of paragraph 10 of Circular 6/98 and
other infrastructure requirements while ensuring that the overall WASP policy H.1
housing requirement will be met. My recommendations on these more detailed
matters of policy formulation are included in Chapter 4 of this Report and follow my
appraisal, conclusions and recommendations on specific objections to the deposit
Plan’s housing policies, including policies HSGB and HSGG. I deal here only with
what I have identified as “core policy” recommendations.

2.57

Recommendation

(a)

That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of the following core policy:
CORE POLICY D: AFFORDABLE HOUSING
A MINIMUM OF 40% OF DWELLINGS COMPLETED IN THE PERIOD END
MARCH 2004 TO END MARCH 2011 IS TO BE IN THE FORM OF LOCALLY
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
SITE-SPECIFIC HOUSING ALLOCATIONS AND
PROPOSALS TOGETHER WITH THE PLAN’S OTHER HOUSING POLICIES ARE
FORMULATED TO DELIVER, IN COMBINATION, THIS OVERALL PROPORTION.

(b)

That reasoned justification be formulated to include:
 A definition of “locally affordable housing” along the lines that this means
housing provided by a Registered Social Landlord, or housing of a similar
standard that is available at an equivalent or lower cost (in terms of weekly
or monthly mortgage repayments or rent).
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An explanation of how this definition is arrived at in terms of the
relationship between local income levels and house prices or rents for
particular types of household (drawing on deposit Plan paragraphs 4.2a4.3c) and highlighting the differences from the definition of affordable
housing in general (drawing on deposit Plan paragraphs 4.19k and 4.19l.
Indication that planning conditions will be imposed or planning Obligations
sought in order to ensure that affordable housing provision endures in the
long term, and is cascaded first to local people (drawing on deposit Plan
paragraph 4.19j in summary form).
A cross reference to the relevant Chapter 4 policies and proposals (drawing
on deposit Plan paragraph 2.17).
A monitoring target of securing 40% affordable housing in total housing
completions during the period end March 2004-end March 2011.

Relationship to transport
2.58

The distributed pattern of rural settlements that characterises much of North
Warwickshire is such that ensuring new development is located where everyone
enjoys ease of access to services and facilities on foot, bicycle, or by public transport
rather than having to rely on access by car, is difficult. This would be so even with
the more focussed pattern of development that I have recommended in policy CPC
above. Indeed, most of the settlements are too remote for walking to be a realistic
proposition, while cycling would often involve riding along a network of relatively
narrow rural roads, long sections of which are subject only to the national 60 mph
speed limit and have no lighting. The area does have a well developed bus network
and ridership levels are, I understand, relatively high, but even so many of the rural
villages have infrequent services covering lengthy routes at commercial fares. I have
no doubt that travel costs (in both time and monetary terms) represent a significant
burden on many families living in the villages, a matter of considerable significance in
terms of the potential for social exclusion given the findings of the Fordham analysis
of local housing needs (CD38, paragraph 5.2 and figure 5.1). The relative
convenience of car use also provides little incentive for any significant change in
travel habits, with adverse consequences for the local and wider environment in
sustainability terms.

2.59

Moreover, while the two Main Towns in the Borough (Atherstone/Mancetter and
Polesworth/Dordon) are identified in WASP policy GD.3 as locations within the
County where most new development is to be directed, the existing railway stations
at both of these settlements were closed at the time of the Inquiry, with some
uncertainty over the likelihood of their re-opening. Paragraph 32 of PPS1 affirms that
in preparing Spatial Plans, the aim should be to co-ordinate urban and rural
regeneration strategies, regional economic and housing strategies, community
development and local transport plans with development plans. It is apparent that
this will be a significant challenge in North Warwickshire and one that must be
tackled if the pattern of Main Towns, Green Belt market town(s) and Local Service
Centres is to succeed in meeting the aims of Government’s sustainable development
strategy.

2.60

The Council is neither the highway authority nor the public transport authority for its
area and nor does it have major retail or leisure centres within its boundaries, these
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being found mainly in the neighbouring Nuneaton, Tamworth and Birmingham areas.
On the face of it, therefore, the Council is not in any position to exert a major
influence on travel patterns. However, the Council’s area does include employment
sites of sub-regional, if not regional significance at Hams Hall and Birch Coppice both
of which are still in the process of development. Road traffic serving these sites is
already a subject of concern on two of the main transport corridors through the
District. These are the A5, which links Tamworth, Dordon, Atherstone, Mancetter
and Nuneaton across the north of the Borough (largely tracing the line of the railway
to which I have already referred) and the M42/M6 toll motorway down the western
side of the Borough (which was built to relieve congestion on the northern side of
Birmingham). Continuing development at Hams Hall and Birch Coppice will bring
additional traffic to both routes and would be compounded by any housing
development at the Main Towns and, potentially by the closure of the two railway
stations, an effect that will only be partially off-set by the proposed construction of a
new railway station at Coleshill. For all of these reasons, it seems to me that there is
a need to develop, with some urgency, a programme of measures designed to
minimise the potential growth in road traffic in the area. This, I consider, would be
most successfully achieved by focussing on journeys to work since these are at least
partly within the Council’s sphere of influence, occur at peak traffic times when
congestion is greatest, offer considerable potential for travel management, and have
demonstrable advantages to car drivers in terms of savings in car running costs and
charges as well as (with suitable priority measures in place) savings in drive-time.
2.61

The key, I feel, is to make the journey to work by public transport at least as
attractive, if not more so, than by private car. Thus, for example, the attractiveness
of public transport could be enhanced by a combination of measures such as:






Fast, comfortable and direct commuter coaches (which, unlike scheduled bus
services, need not operate with any particular service interval or over extensive
periods or follow meandering routes, but must have consistent and convenient
passenger delivery and collection times, whether to workplace, home or railway
station).
Priority measures at major congested junctions and segregated lanes where
appropriate (both to save journey time and also to visibly demonstrate an
advantage for bus travel).
Season ticketing and provision for the purchase of tickets in advance (either at
home or at workplace) (to avoid delays at bus stop, to enable the operator to
match service provision closely to demand, and to encourage wider bus usage).
Convenient, safe and attractive pick-up points (based on the pattern of Local
Service Centres, Market Town(s) and Main Towns and located possibly close to
a shop or other focus of community activity or where “park and ride” from villages
may be advantageous, and provided with shelter, lights and seats).

and the attractiveness of car commuting lessened by a corresponding combination
of measures, such as:


Limiting the amount of on-site workplace parking and progressively
tightening roadside parking controls in employment areas well-served by
public transport (to be effective and enforceable, parking controls would
only need to prohibit parking for a brief and specific period during the
working day).
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Establishing a suitable price differential between journey-to work bus
fares and car travel (which is not to say that the former must be less than
the latter, since motoring costs are an assemblage of costs, whereas bus
fares are not, and not all employment sites will have the option of
convenient public transport service).
Distribution, through the work place or community centres, of information
concerning the true costs/disbenefits of travelling to work by car with
specifically costed (time and money) comparisons to bus travel (which
may be used to reinforce “green travel plans”).

2.62

These are all measures that would be consistent with Warwickshire’s Local Transport
Plan (CD75) including, for example, paragraphs 5.49 (integrated ticketing), 5.56
(reaching out to rural communities), 5.62 (punctuality), 5.63 (rural transport
initiatives), 5.83 (quality corridors and the West Midlands “showcase”), 5.88
(frequent, direct services), 5.121 (integration with other forms of transport) and 7.14
(control of workplace parking). There are also delivery mechanisms available which,
in addition to those listed in paragraph 5.12 of the strategy, include planning
Obligations and developer contributions already negotiated, or yet to be negotiated,
in connection with the major employment sites in the Borough (including potentially
the former Baddesley Colliery). In addition to Hams Hall and Birch Coppice, the main
employment sites include Kingsbury link and the extensive Coleshill Industrial area,
all of which are closely aligned with A5/Trinity Road/A4097/A446 routes between
Dordon and Coleshill. This runs on a broadly parallel alignment to the M6/M42 Toll.
A very real opportunity therefore exists to exploit the juxtaposition of employment
sites here in a way that would enable their potential contribution to the regional
economy to be maximised, while minimising their traffic impact and forging useful
transport links with the Borough’s settlement pattern.

2.63

I make no recommendation on this subject, because transport strategy of this kind
extends beyond the scope of the Local Plan. Its importance to delivery of the Plan’s
distribution strategy should not, however, be underestimated, and consideration of it
is particularly pertinent while the future of local railway stations serving the Main
Towns is under threat and development of strategic scale is either under way or
planned in the area. I simply record my view that a suitably co-ordinated travel
strategy needs to be devised to support this development, which is of considerable
importance to the economic regeneration and future prosperity of this part of the
West Midlands region. It is for that reason that I comment on the subject here, with a
view to supporting the Council in urging appropriate action upon the relevant
stakeholders.
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APPENDIX S.1: LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TYPOLOGY
In order to qualify as a Local Service Centre in the Borough’s Settlement Hierarchy, a range
of services and facilities are required to be present, sufficient in type and size to meet the
day-to-day needs of needs residents in the settlement concerned and those in surrounding
smaller villages and the wider countryside. These needs will vary from settlement to
settlement, according, for example, to the nature and location of existing provision in the
area and accessibility to Main Towns both within the Borough and outside it. The following
list represents a broad “typology” formulated to illustrate the broad range of key services and
facilities that would normally be expected to found at a Local Service Centre. It responds to
the advice in paragraphs 6 and 7 of PPS7.
Operation:
The typology is intended to serve two main purposes in the determination of applications for
planning permission:
1. To steer development in rural areas to locations where it would make the greatest
contribution to the delivery of a sustainable pattern of development. Thus, where
development is proposed within a Local Service Centre that does not currently have
the range, type or size of services or facilities to meet the demands that the
development would place upon it, permission will either:
 only be granted for development that, in scale or type, would be acceptable in
the next lower category of settlement in the Council’s Settlement Hierarchy at
appendix S2, or
 planning conditions will be imposed (in accordance with Circular 11/95) or
planning Obligations sought (in accordance with Circular 1/97) with a view to
remedying the deficiency.
2. To inform decisions on planning applications that bear on the function of the
settlement as a Local Service Centre, whether in the terms of suitably improving or
enhancing the range, type and size of facilities and services available to the local
community, or avoiding losses that would undermine the functioning of the settlement
as a Local Service Centre.
The Typology
Population:
 A minimum population of 2,000 people is regarded as the minimum necessary to
support the range of facilities necessary to enable a Local Service Centre to
function as such.
Location:
 At a node on the intersection of public transport routes, and sufficiently distant
from other Local Service Centres and settlements higher in the settlement
hierarchy to avoid potentially mutual harmful impacts on economic viability.
Employment:
 A range of employment opportunities close at hand (ie an employment estate
within or connected to the village by safe walking and /or cycling routes, or by a
shuttle bus).
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Transport
 A single half hourly day-time bus or hourly rail service to one or more of the
following destinations: Atherstone, Polesworth/Dordon, Coleshill, Tamworth,
Nuneaton, Birmingham or Coventry, with additional services at weekends and
during evening periods;
 OR a range of dedicated bus services to specific destinations identified in
consultation with the local community (eg a commuter bus to a major
employment site, two or more town centres or to a railway station, with additional
timetabled services to a major supermarket, hospital and place of
entertainment/recreation such as a multi-screen cinema, skating rink or sports
stadium).
 Bus stops with shelters, seats, lights, timetables and, where practicable, real time
information displays.
Education
 A junior school (which may include a swimming pool available for community use
and facilities for adult education).
 A choice of at least two modes of transport to a secondary school in addition to
car/taxi (ie school bus, regular bus, walk, or cycle, the last two being on safe
routes).
Shopping
 A range of local convenience shops, and other Class A1, A2 and A3 uses
including a post office and a small supermarket (not provided at a petrol station
accessible only by car)
 Banking facility (may be a cash point)
 Petrol (or green refuelling) station
Health care
 A doctor’s surgery, which may also include a pharmacy, dentist and other service
facilities (such as acting as a centre for the distribution of “meals on wheels” and
other home support).
 A sheltered home for the elderly.
Recreation, entertainment and leisure
 Park/fair ground.
 Playing field/all weather playing pitch.
 A library or building suitable for use as a resource centre for electronic
communications and for the delivery of community information including that
concerning bus services and other transport.
 A hall of sufficient size to be used for a range of purposes (for showing films,
staging plays, exhibitions, displays, meetings, clubs and societies).
 Public House or Licensed club.
Other community facilities
 A place of worship
 A police presence/contact point for emergency/social services.
 Electronic communications (“wired villages” - for example Broadband or similar
computer facility for home workers and home shoppers).
Housing
 A mix of housing, including affordable housing.
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APPENDIX S.2: SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY
The Settlement Hierarchy is a key component of the Council’s strategy for delivering a
sustainable pattern of development. It has been formulated to steer most development to
the Main Towns, where housing, employment, shopping, recreation, entertainment, public
services and other facilities can be provided close together, in locations that are most easily
accessible to the whole of the Borough’s population. It also seeks to avoid stimulating
pressure on the Green Belt around Coleshill, and to make suitable provision for development
necessary to sustain rural communities by focussing rural housing development and
supporting facilities on a network of Local Service Centres, with only limited development
provision in other smaller settlements identified with a development Boundary on the
Proposals Map. Elsewhere, other than where specifically provided for in the Plan,
development will be limited to that requisite for agriculture, forestry or other uses that can be
shown to require a rural location.
Category 1. The Main Towns:
Atherstone/Mancetter
Polesworth/Dordon
Category 2. Green Belt Market Town(s):
Coleshill
Category 3. Local Service Centres
Old and New Arley (together, as a single network of villages)
Grendon/Baddesley Ensor (together, as a single network of villages)
Hartshill
Kingsbury
Water Orton
Category 4. Other settlements with a settlement boundary
Ansley
Ansley Common
Austrey
Curdworth
Fillongley
Hurley
Newton Regis
Piccadilly
Shuttington
Shustoke
Warton
Whitacre Heath
Wood End
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CHAPTER 2B - LOCAL PLAN STRATEGY
OBJECTIONS TO INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPHS
PARAGRAPH 2.2
First Deposit Objections
FD0877(5864) West Midlands RSL Consortium
FD0898(5957) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0550 (6023) Curdworth Parish Council (Mrs P Ross)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0877(5864) objects to the use of the word "restraining" in paragraph 2.2 and
objector 0898(5957) adds that the objective expressed in the first bullet point of this
paragraph would appear to be fundamentally contradictory to the objectives in the other four.
Objector 0215(4328) in general terms welcomes the focus on development restraint in North
Warwickshire, but considers that the Curdworth development boundary is not totally
sacrosanct and could be altered slightly to accommodate new housing on two alternative
sites to those indicated on the Proposals Plan.
2.63

The Council says that the word “restraint” responds to the progressive decline in
housing provision outside the MUAs signalled by RSS/RPG11 paragraph 6.11, policy
CF3 and Table 1. It seems to me that it also acknowledges the Green Belt status of
a large part of the Borough. In that context, I find no inherent conflict between
meeting housing requirements (including affordable housing) and exercising
development restraint, the main implications being that the relatively limited quantum
of development that North Warwickshire is required to accommodate is of good
quality and takes place alongside sustainability improvements and protection of the
environment. That, in effect, is what the other three bullet points say.

2.64

Nonetheless, in response to objectors FD0877(5864) and FD0898(5957) I
acknowledge that “restraining” new development could be taken to imply a more
stringent approach extending further than the RSS/RPG11 reduced housing
requirement. I recommend modification to avoid any potential for ambiguity in this
respect.

2.65

With regard to objector FD0215(4328), the location strategy that I recommend in
Chapter 2A of this Report (paragraph 2.44), would not recognise Curdworth as a
Local Service Centre and, given the Green Belt location, I find no reason to
recommend modification of the development boundary of this village to provide for
development growth here.

2.66 Recommendation
That the first bullet point of paragraph 2.2 be modified to read:


“…….by providing for new development sufficient to meet, but not exceed,
strategic requirements,” .
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CORE POLICIES AND JUSTIFICATIONS (GENERAL)
First deposit objections
FD0215(4328) – Countryside Agency West Midlands

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Objector 0215(4328) makes the general point that although generally supporting the core
policies, they seem to be objectives rather than policies.
2.67

Paragraph 14 of Annex A to PPG12 advises that Local Plans should include in the
introduction a clear and concise statement of main aims, objectives and targets and
the strategy for achieving them with the purpose, among other things, of making clear
the Authority’s priorities from the outset. The Council has sought to translate this
statement of priorities into a number of “core policies”, an approach no doubt
intended to reflect the transition from old-style (1990 Act) land use plans to new-style
(2004 Act) spatial plans. In these particular circumstances, I regard this approach as
appropriate, but care must be taken to ensure that:
 They do not introduce a further layer of strategic policies and thus come to be
regarded as representing an alternative strategy to WASP (in much the same
way as Part 1 policies deal with strategy in a Unitary Development Plan).
 They fulfil the purpose required by PPG12 Annex A.
 Their respective themes are further developed in more specific policies
elsewhere in the Plan (for example, by each of the “core policies” forming an
entrée to a particular Chapter of the Local Plan).
 They are suitably reviewed and edited before being carried forward into future
Development Plan Documents as core spatial policies.

2.68

In these respects, it seems to me that the main themes that the Plan should seek to
establish as “core policies” are the broad types and quantities of development being
planned for, the framework for guiding that development to appropriate locations, the
general qualitative standards that development will be expected to meet, and the
main means of implementation.

2.69

In Chapter 2A of this Report, I have recommended core policies to give expression
(at least in part) to the first two of these matters and have touched upon the third in
the context of affordable housing. Many other qualitative requirements can be
embraced by reference to what I call the “development control trinity”, namely that all
development will be required to be well designed and in keeping with its
surroundings, to avoid harmful impact on neighbour amenities and to maintain the
safe and free flow of pedestrian and vehicular traffic. Since the Plan is to be read as
a whole, such policy avoids unnecessary repetition of similar criteria in a range of
other policies throughout the rest of the Plan and gives greater focus to criteria of
particular relevance to the subject matter they deal with. The fourth policy theme,
implementation, is to be pursued through a range of measures which include site
specific policies and proposals, the grant or refusal of planning permission, the
imposition of planning conditions and the negotiation of planning Obligations. This is
the subject of the Council’s core policy 10.

2.70

I take all of these factors into account in considering the objections to the deposit
Plan’s core policies below and formulating my recommendations on them. The
approach that I recommend in respect of each would, I consider, in this case more
suitably meet the point raised by objector 0215(4328) than re-formulating the policies
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as broad aims and objectives as PPG12 implies. While the point is well-made, I
therefore make no specific recommendation for modification in direct response to it.
2.71

Recommendation

That no modification be made directly in response to this objection.

Core Policy 1
and paragraphs 2.3-2.7
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4259) – I M Properties
FD0826 (5587) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0867 (5802) – Groutage & Ingram Ltd

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Objector 0189 (4259) considers that the principles expressed in this policy are not carried
forward into the more detailed policies of the Plan.
2.72

The policy as drafted implies that the only reason for resisting dispersed, isolated and
unsustainable development is to protect the character and quality of the countryside.
Establishing sustainable patterns of development has much wider importance, as
paragraph 27 of PPS1 indicates. Core Policy C and its reasoned justification that I
have recommended at paragraph 2.44 above would explain this more clearly and
establish clear links to other relevant policies in the Plan. With that policy in place,
there would be no need for partial coverage of the subject in deposit policy CP1.

Objector 0826 (5587) has objected on the basis that the description of environmental assets
in paragraph 2.3 of reasoned justification is inadequate.
2.73

While the Council is agreeable to including additional wording, detailed lists of
“environmental assets” or other features of the environment will always be open to
criticism for being insufficiently comprehensive, and I therefore counsel against their
incremental expansion in response to objections. Paragraph 27 of PPS1 includes, as
an objective of sustainable development, to “enhance as well as protect biodiversity,
natural habitats, the historic environment and landscape and townscape character”.
This particular aspect of sustainability is a matter for Chapter 3 policies. Listed
buildings and archaeological remains, including Scheduled Ancient Monuments are
an integral part of the historic environment and I likewise consider that a reference in
Chapter 3 (rather than here), would suitably acknowledge the importance of their
protection or enhancement to the delivery of sustainable patterns of development.
To that extent, I again find the deposit version of policy CP1 superfluous.
Nevertheless, protection of the natural and historic environment in towns, villages
and open countryside in the round is an important strategic objective and should, I
consider, be referred to in core policy as an integral component of the Plan’s
strategy. I recommend additional policy to this end.

Objector 0867 (5802) says that special circumstances should be specified in policy to allow
for the redevelopment of developed sites in the Green Belt.
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2.74

Green Belt policy is a facet of National planning policy and, around Birmingham, is
also an important component of Regional Planning policy, established, among other
things, to control the outward growth of the conurbation. It extends across a wide
swathe of the southern part of the Borough and, by seeking to maintain openness in
this area, has considerable influence on the overall distribution of development in
North Warwickshire. To my mind, its significance in these respects to the Plan’s
strategy warrants specific reference in Core Policy, and in the light of my findings on
the foregoing two objections, I recommend substitution of Core Policy 1 accordingly.

2.75

That said, PPG2 makes provision for the limited infilling or redevelopment of major
existing developed sites in the Green Belt, subject to certain preconditions, as “not
inappropriate” development. I deal with such provisions more thoroughly in my
appraisal of objections to policy ENV3 in Chapter 3 of this Report, where I also deal
with a site specific matter raised by this objector. Insofar as objection 0867(5802)
itself is concerned, however, there is no need to make any specific policy provision
for “special circumstances” because paragraph 3.4 of PPG2, and thus by implication
my recommended Core policy CP3 with policy ENV3, already allow for circumstances
where development would be regarded as “not inappropriate” in Green Belt terms.
Local policy should not adopt any more relaxed approach to the Green Belt than
National Planning Guidance provides for (as paragraphs 3.1 to 3.3 of PPG2 intimate).

2.76

Recommendation

(a)

That Core Policy 1 be modified to read:
CORE POLICY CP1 GREEN BELT
THE OPENNESS OF THE GREEN BELT IN THE BOROUGH WILL BE
MAINTAINED AND THERE WILL BE A GENERAL PRESUMPTION AGAINST
INAPPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN IT.

(b)

That reasoned justification be formulated to include:



(c)

A note of the national and regional importance of maintaining the Green
Belt and if its influence on the Local Plan’s strategy (drawing on
paragraph 2.8 above).
A cross reference to policy ENV3.

That the Plan be modified by the insertion of the following additional core
policy:
CORE POLICY E: NATURAL AND HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT
ALL DEVELOPMENT DECISIONS WILL SEEK TO PROTECT OR ENHANCE
BIODIVERSITY, NATURAL HABITATS, THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT, AND
EXISTING LANDSCAPE AND TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER.

(d)

That reasoned justification be formulated to include:


Cross references to relevant policies in Chapter 3 of the Plan.
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Core Policy 2
and paragraphs 2.8-2.9
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4260) – I M Properties
FD0822 (5468) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0826 (5588) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0841 (5645) – Birmingham City Council
FD0877 (5861) - The West Midlands RSL Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0189 (4260) considers that there is a failure to refer to the creation of communities
in balance with employment opportunities in this Core Policy.
2.77

Core Policy C that I have recommended at paragraph 2.44 above would identify
settlements where development for employment, housing (including affordable
housing), services and other facilities will be permitted together, at a scale
appropriate to their position in the Borough’s settlement hierarchy. That policy would
meet this objector’s concern more suitably than modification of Core Policy 2, which
is primarily concerned with measures to support social and economic regeneration.

The concern of objector 0841 (5645) is that this Core Policy may generally encourage largescale employment development even though there is a substantial over-supply of
employment land.
Objector 0822 (5468) expresses the view that the aspirations of this Core Policy seem to be
inconsistent with the realities of the Plan, regeneration having produced only large and
intrusive warehouse buildings creating traffic problems but providing relatively few jobs. It is
submitted that there needs to be greater attention paid to strengthening local communities.
2.78

Core Policy B that I have recommended at paragraph 2.18 above would affirm that
no new employment land beyond existing commitments is allocated in this Plan, in
accordance with WASP strategy. With that policy in place, and supported by
modifications that I have recommended to policies in Chapter 5, I find objection
0841(5645) to be unsubstantiated. With regard to the first point raised by objector
0822(5486), the development of further warehousing in the form of Regional Logistic
Sites is not precluded altogether since RSS/RPG11 policy CA9 makes specific
provision for them, but they are to be brought forward only following further study
(paragraph 7.46 of RSS/RPG11), which will pay particular regard to traffic
implications (paragraph 7.48). It does not necessarily follow that such development
will be in North Warwickshire. However, given the current oversupply of employment
land in the Borough that I refer to in paragraph 2.10 above and the consequent
stricture imposed by WASP policy I.2, there is only limited scope for the Council to
secure economic and social regeneration through new employment development.

2.79

Indeed, it seems to me that the principal course the Council will need to follow if
significant progress on regeneration is to be made is through qualitative rather than
quantitative enhancement of existing employment sites and opportunities, and
through measures designed to improve access to jobs by local people, whether
through transport or training. Land use policies can influence all of these factors,
especially if implemented in a clear and co-ordinated way in support of local
economic strategy through, for example, promoting higher environmental standards,
more sustainable patterns of development and the effective use of planning
conditions and Obligations.
Rather than aspiring to the “reclamation of
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environmentally sensitive employment sites” in undefined “areas of the Borough
undergoing structural change”, the Plan’s strategy would, I consider, be lent greater
coherence if Core Policy 2 and its reasoned justification instead explained how the
Plan’s more detailed policies and proposals can be drawn together and applied in
support of regeneration initiatives. Deposit Plan paragraph 2.18 provides useful
quarry material in this respect.
Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist) - FD0826 (5588) has objected
on the grounds that account has not been taken of the nature conservation / historical value
of many of the areas referred to in the policy.
2.80

Repeated references to nature conservation/historical value are unnecessary
throughout the Plan and would, I consider, be out of place in policy CP2 as I
recommend it be modified. The Plan’s strategy for protecting and enhancing the
quality of the local environment is the subject matter of my recommended policy
CP11 and my recommended modification of reasoned justification for policy ENV13
in Chapter 3 of this Report would, I consider, suitably address the objector’s concern.

The West Midlands RSL Consortium - FD0877 (5861) consider that affordable housing is a
key tool in achieving economic regeneration and maintenance of communities and this
should be included in the supporting text.
2.81

The approach that I have referred to in paragraph 2.78 above would facilitate a
suitably brief reference to the part that affordable housing delivery may play in the
regeneration of local communities (for example by the provision of housing for key
workers within the community).

2.82

Recommendation

(a).

That policy CP2 be modified to read:
CORE POLICY 2 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC REGENERATION
THE LOCAL PLAN WILL SUPPORT THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
REGENERATION OF THE AREA, PRIMARILY BY SEEKING TO ENSURE LOCAL
PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO A RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY EMPLOYMENT,
HOUSING, SHOPPING, LEISURE EDUCATION AND OTHER COMMUNITY
FACILITIES.

(b).

That paragraphs 2.8 and 2.9 of reasoned justification be supplemented by:




A reference to the WASP constraint on new employment development in
the Borough and the consequent need to focus on qualitative factors and
measures to enhance accessibility.
A reference to the key themes and priorities of the Borough’s economic
strategy (CD81), identifying those with land use policy implications
(drawing largely upon deposit Plan paragraph 2.18).
Cross references to the Plan’s policies of greatest relevance to supporting
the Council’s economic and social regeneration strategy.
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Core Policy 3
and paragraph 2.10
First Deposit Objections
FD0535 (4877) – Coleshill & District Civic Society (Alan Vaughton)
FD0550 (4927) – Curdworth Parish Council (Mrs P Ross)
FD0825 (5572) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0856 (5746) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0535 (4877) is glad to see that this policy relates to the Coleshill Corridor but feels
it needs to be strengthened so that the policy specifically states that development pressure
will be resisted as it is important to maintain the separate physical identities of Coleshill and
Water Orton.
Objector 0825 (5572) believes that account should be taken of unique areas of nature
conservation within the M42/ River Tame corridor.
Objector 0856 (5746) is concerned that the M42/Tame Corridor implies that there is no
protection to farming, that there will be a gradual conversion to recreational use and that
landscape implications need addressing.
Objector 0550 (4927) wants the Environmental Enhancement Zone from LP1995 to be
retained to underpin Green Belt policy and to avoid large intrusive recreational developments
here.
2.83

Paragraph 26 of Annex A to PP12 (and its equivalent in PPS12) says that Local
Plans Proposals Maps should define the areas to which specified development
control policies will be applied. The M42/River Tame corridor is not identified on the
Proposals Map and nor have I been able to find any other reference to it in the Plan
beyond policy CP3. I understand the corridor is one that has come under pressure
for development since the opening the M6 Toll and it would also seem to represent at
least part of the “clearly recognisable economic corridor running north-south through
the western side of the Borough” referred to in paragraph 2.8 of the Local Plan.
However, it is within the part of the Borough that lies inside the Green Belt. Green
Belt is a policy designation of sufficient weight on its own to ensure the separation of
Coleshill and Water Orton is maintained as requested by objector 0535 (4877).

2.84

If there are areas within the corridor other than those already shown on the Proposals
Map that ought to be protected for their nature conservation value, then they should
be identified as SINCs and protected by policy ENV8. The fact that none have been
in the deposit Plan suggests to me that, while acknowledging the importance
attached to the area as a whole by objector 0825 (5572), there are no additional
areas warranting such protection.

2.85

Essential facilities for outdoor sport and outdoor recreation are “not inappropriate”
development in the Green Belt (subject to paragraph 3.5 of PPG2) and to that extent
objections 0856 (5746) and 0550 (4927) seem to be directed at policy application
rather than policy formulation. Landscape conservation and enhancement (as
opposed to maintaining the “openness” of the Green belt) is, however, a matter of
Borough-wide importance and the Council’s approach is to formulate policy
accordingly, a point which I consider in greater detail in my appraisal of related
objections to deposit policies ENV2 and ENVA. The replacement policy ENVB that I
have recommended there would, in my view, provide the protection that the objectors
here seek.
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2.86

In sum, I find policy CP3 unacceptably vague in terms of the intended extent of its
application and its means of implementation and accordingly recommend its deletion.

2.87

Recommendation

That the plan be modified by the deletion of Policy CP3 and paragraph 2.10.

Core Policy 4
and paragraphs 2.11-2.15
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4261)
FD0332 (4527)
FD0883 (5894)
FD0910 (5988)

– I M Properties
– The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins)
– UK Coal
– George Wimpey Strategic Land (James Brierley)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0189(4261), 0883(5894), and 0910 (5988) all relate to the respective status of the
Borough’s towns and villages.
2.88

Policy CP4 does not seek to distinguish between the various settlements and simply
seeks, in a general way, to maintain vitality and viability, while respecting historic
assets. I thus regard it as a policy that provides framework for more detailed policies
in Chapter 5 of the deposit Plan, rather than one that bears directly on development
distribution. To that extent, I find the objections unfounded, but my appraisal of the
ensuing objection is also relevant with regard to points made by various of these
objectors concerning paragraph 2.12 of reasoned justification.

Objector FD0332 (4527) considers that paragraph 2.12 does not indicate the history of
Polesworth by highlighting that it is an ancient settlement. Objection is also raised to the fact
that Polesworth is referred to as a satellite settlement.
2.89

The policy has two component parts, the first relating to vitality and viability and the
second to protection of the historic environment. While I acknowledge that there is
an interplay between the two, it does not follow that they will always represent
competing interests. Moreover, the historic assets referred to in paragraph 2.15, in
particular, are not all ones that are found only in towns and villages. It is for this
latter reason that I have recommended a separate policy (Core Policy E at paragraph
2.78(c) above), to deal with the historic environment more comprehensively and for
both reasons that I consider it appropriate for policy CP4 to deal only with the former.
Reasoned justification does, however, provide a suitable opportunity to include a
pen-portrait of the evolution of the various settlements and in that context I find no
reason why the objector’s two specific points cannot be suitably accommodated.
Nonetheless, these pen portraits should, I consider, have a focus on vitality and
viability issues rather than dwelling entirely upon settlement history, in order to
indicate how the Local Plan’s strategy will seek to deliver the policy’s intentions. I
therefore recommend modification of each of the paragraphs of reasoned justification
accordingly.

2.90

Recommendation
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(a)

That Core Policy 4 be modified to read:
CORE POLICY CP4 DEVELOPMENT IN TOWNS AND VILLAGES
IN MAKING PROVISION FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT, THE LOCAL PLAN WILL
PROMOTE AND SUPPORT THE VITALITY AND VIABILITY OF THE BOROUGH’S
MAIN TOWNS, MARKET TOWNS AND SELECTED VILLAGES.

(b)

That paragraph 2.11 of reasoned justification be modified by addition of a
concluding section of text indicating the main land use planning issues to be
faced in Atherstone, along the lines of:
“The need here is to accommodate development necessary to promote
Atherstone’s role as a main town and the Civic focus of the Borough while
protecting the historic character and scale of the town centre and providing
enhanced facilities accessible to the community as a whole”.

(c)

That paragraph 2.12 of reasoned justification be modified to read:
“Polesworth and Dordon have developed historically as two separate
settlements. Polesworth is an historic market town established at a crossing of
the River Anker.
It exhibits a typically traditional pattern of streets and
buildings, the latter including Polesworth Abbey. Dordon is of much more
recent origin and grew with housing required for workers at the nearby
collieries, which included Birch Coppice.
Although having now become
contiguous settlements, both retain distinctive identities which both
communities wish to retain. Nevertheless, they are to be regarded as a single
entity in strategic planning terms, an approach which recognises them,
together, as one of the Borough’s two largest centres of population where
most development is to be directed. This is because such centres offer the
best prospect of expanding public transport and job opportunities. A major
challenge for the Plan is therefore to ensure that development growth here
makes a positive contribution to sustainability embracing a mix of housing and
other uses supported with all necessary infrastructure and services while
protecting the separate identity of the two distinct settlements.”

(d)

That paragraph 2.13 of reasoned justification be modified by the addition of
concluding words along the lines of:
“Given the location of Coleshill in the Green Belt, the main thrust of policy here
will be to accommodate development necessary to maintain the continuing
prosperity of this historic market town while avoiding outward pressure on and
within the surrounding countryside.”

(e)

That paragraph 2.14 of reasoned justification be modified by the addition of
concluding words along the lines of:
“A small number of these villages have been identified as Local Service
Centres in recognition of their size and locational advantages in being best
able to offer a range of services and facilities, including employment
opportunities and public transport, to residents from smaller surrounding
villages and the rural area in general.
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Core Policy 5
and paragraphs 2.16-2.17
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4262) – I M Properties
FD0428 (4701) – R Jarvis
FD0536 (4886) – Atherstone Hall Estate
FD0550(4928) (part) – Curdworth Parish Council (Mrs P Ross)
FD0822 (5471) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0824 (5538) – Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy (WCC)
FD0844 (5665) – House Builders Federation
FD0856 (5747) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0877 (5862) – West Midlands RSL Consortium
FD0883 (5893) – UK Coal
FD0910 (5986 & 5989) – George Wimpey Strategic Land (James Brierley)

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0883 (7497) – UK Coal

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
2.91

The objections to this policy fall into three main groups:


Those expressing views on the quantitative provision made for housing
development in the plan and its proposed distribution (objectors 0428 (4701),
0189 (4262), 0824 (5538), 0883 (5893 and 7497), and 0910 (5986 and 5989).
This was the subject of Round Table discussion (RTS1 and RTS3) and my
commentary and recommended Core Policies are included at paragraphs 2.32.44 above.



Those questioning the importance attaching, or needing to be attached, to the
delivery of affordable housing (objectors 0877 (5862), 0536 (4886),
0550(4928), 0822 (5471), 0844 (5665), 0898(5956 (part) and 0856 (5747).
This also was the subject of Round Table discussion (RTS4) and my
commentary and recommended core policy are included at paragraphs 2.45 –
2.57 above.



Site specific issues (objector 0910 (5989). This is a matter that I deal with in
the context of deposit policy HSG1 in the individual housing site appraisals in
Appendix H.1 to Chapter 4 of this Report.

2.92

In the light of my findings and recommendations thus made elsewhere in the Plan, I
regard core policy 5 as both inappropriate (inasmuch as it does not fully respond to
WASP strategy) and superfluous. Notwithstanding the Council’s willingness to
modify the policy by inclusion of a reference to affordable housing, I consider it
should be deleted in its entirety, together with the deposit Plan’s supporting text.
This, I consider, would most suitably meet the points raised by the objectors that bear
on this particular Core Policy. In those circumstances, and in the interests of
avoiding duplication, I accordingly make no further comment or recommendation on
the specific objections raised here.

2.93

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Core Policy CP5 and paragraphs 2.16,
2.17 of reasoned justification in their entirety.
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Core Policy 6
and paragraphs 2.18
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4263) – I M Properties
FD0870 (5822) – Coventry & Warks Chamber of Commerce
FD0910 (5987) – George Wimpey Strategic Land (James Brierley)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
I M Properties - 0189 (4263) support this Core Policy in principle, but consider that in order
to consolidate existing economic development investment and growth potential it may be
appropriate to expand locally, which may require departure procedures or special
justification to progress matters.
2.94

The Plan must include policies and proposals that respond appropriately to
development that may reasonably be expected to be promoted during the period of
the Plan. However, that which is unexpected cannot by definition be planned for and
must be considered in the light of the Plan’s generic development control policies in
accordance with paragraphs 8 and 9 of PPS1. Policy to encourage freight terminals
in general, as suggested by the objector, would be inappropriate without a suitable
strategic context. No modification should be made in response to this objection.

Coventry & Warks Chamber of Commerce - 0870 (5822) is concerned that there has been
insufficient consideration of the implications of the WASP employment land allocation
already having been met.
2.95

This subject was considered fully in the Employment Land Round Table (RTS2) and
finds expression in my recommended Core Policy CPB (formulated with a view to
ensuring that the Local Plan is in accord with Regional and Sub-Regional policy) and
Core Policy CP2 as I recommend it be modified, together with recommended
modifications to policies in Chapter 5. In effect, it is necessary for the Plan to
respond to local economic needs primarily by promoting qualitative improvement of
existing employment sites rather than by provision of additional sites. The latter
would serve mainly to increase the present stock of unused or underused
employment land in the Borough. With the two Core Policies to which I have referred
in place, policy CP6 would be superfluous, and I therefore recommend its deletion.

Objector FD0910 (5987) – George Wimpey Strategic Land (James Brierley) believes that the
Local Plan does not go far enough to support the Local Economic Development Strategy
and that housing should be built alongside employment land.
2.96

The relationship between the distribution of housing and employment land would be
covered by my recommended Core Policy CPC. While the Council contends that
Birch Coppice (to which the objector specifically refers) is effectively the replacement
of existing employment uses, the “gross approach” adopted by WASP (paragraph
2.14 above refers) acknowledges that the period taken to regenerate extensive
employment sites is considerable and that the form of employment offered may be
significantly different from that subsisting before. Irrespective of whether or not it is
realistic for the Council to imply that there is a large pool of labour at
Polesworth/Dordon awaiting re-employment at Birch Coppice, provision of local jobs
for local people is as much a social objective (the re-building of communities) as it is
an economic one (the efficient operation of the local and sub-regional economy).
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Policy CP2 as I recommend it be modified would, I consider, express the Plan’s
strategy for both economic and social regeneration in more balanced form than
deposit policy CP6 which focuses only on one of these matters. Deletion of policy
CP6 would, I consider, thus meet the point underlying objection FD0910 (5987).
2.97

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy CP6 and paragraph 2.18.

Core Policy 7
and paragraphs 2.19
First Deposit Objections
FD0040 (4057) – National Farmers’ Union (Paul Tame)
FD0215 (4329) – Countryside Agency (West Midlands) (Andrew Canning)
FD550 (4929) – Curdworth Parish Council (Mrs P Ross)
FD0822 (5472) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0856 (5748) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0040 (4057) considers that reasoned justification should indicated how the policy is
to be implemented.
2.98

As with all of the Plan’s core policies there is a need for cross references to the
relevant detailed development control policies that have been formulated to bring the
Council’s general aims and objectives to fruition. In this particular case, the relevant
policies are in Chapter 5. I recommend modification accordingly.

Objector 0550 (4929) is concerned that diversification should not be pursued at the expense
of compromising the character of farm buildings and the roads that give access to them.
2.99

The Plan must be read as whole and, given my recommended policy CP11
(paragraph 2.114 below), there is no need to repeat environmental safeguards here.
The balance between competing interests is more appropriately achieved by
application of the Plan’s detailed development control policies in each case, including
those in Chapter 5, which include specific criteria for the consideration of a range of
types of diversification proposals.

Objector 0215 (4329) considers that Core Policy 7 is too narrow as rural diversification
should be encouraged as a whole and not limited to agricultural diversification. Objector
0822 (5472) sees a need for a definition of agricultural diversification. Objector 0856 (5748)
is concerned that agricultural diversification would open the door to unsuitable rural activities
and questions whether there is actually any rural economy within the Borough given its
proximity to main urban areas.
2.100 Paragraph 3 of PPS7 makes clear that the focus of most new development in rural
areas should be in or near to local service centres where employment, housing
(including affordable housing) services and other facilities can be provided close
together. That is a main thrust of my recommended policy CPC (paragraph 2.44
above). Deposit Policy CP7 is, in effect, intended to deal with a much more limited
range of development that may be acceptable in what paragraph 14 of PPS7 refers
to as the largely undeveloped countryside that separates cities, towns and villages.
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Among the objectives for such areas in paragraph 16 of PPS7 are to “support
development that delivers diverse and sustainable farm enterprises” and “support
other country-based enterprises and activities that contribute to rural economies
and/or promote recreation in and the enjoyment of the countryside.” The latter
extends beyond farm diversification (the meaning of which is further explained in
paragraph 27 of PPS7) and both refer to aspects of the rural economy that are plainly
evident in North Warwickshire. A simple reference to PPS7 in reasoned justification
would, I consider, meet the points raised in all of these three objections.
0822 (5472) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) considers the policy to be worthy but
believes its objectives would be more readily achieved by encouraging investment in quality
housing.
2.101 To include in the Plan an aim of promoting housing development (including “quality
housing”) in rural areas (as defined by paragraph 14 of PPS7) would be contrary to
National, Regional and Sub-Regional planning policies. No modification should be
made in response to this objection.
2.102

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by supplementing paragraph 2.19 with additional reasoned
justification explaining:




the broad extent of the area to which the policy refers (by reference to
paragraphs 3 and 14 of PPS7)
the broad types of development to which it refers (by reference to
paragraphs 16 and 27 of PPS7)
the relevant detailed development control policies in Chapter 5 of the Plan.

Core Policy 8
and paragraphs 2.20-2.21
First Deposit Objections
FD0040 (4058) – Paul Tame National Farmers’ Union
FD0189 (4264) – I M Properties
FD0828 (5604) – A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0856 (5749) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0866 (5792) – Mr P Moorewood
FD0877 (5863) – NHF West Midlands

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7510) – I M Properties
RD0332 (7060) – The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0040(4058) considers that the Plan must recognise that in some rural areas there is
absolutely no alternative to car and lorry use travel in rural areas.
2.103 The distribution strategy that I recommend in Core Policy CPC (paragraphs 2.19-2.44
above) would appropriately recognise this by limiting the scope for development in
areas that are inaccessible other than by car or lorry, rather than by promoting
measures that would increase their accessibility to such vehicles.
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Objectors FD0189 (4264 and 7510), FD0828 (5604), FD0856 (5749) RD0332 (7060) –
criticise the Plan’s strategy for delivering sustainable patterns of development.
2.104 Core policy 8 effectively gives expression to the Plan’s strategy for the distribution of
development. This, I consider, is given more fulsome and accurate expression in my
recommended policy CPC, which would suitably meet the objections here, expressed
at Round Table Session RTS1 (paragraphs 2.19-2.44 above). Deposit policy CP8 is
therefore superfluous and should be deleted.
West Midlands RSL Consortium - FD0877 (5863) supports the commitment to pursue
sustainable growth but sees affordable housing as a key priority that should not be restricted
by limited growth principles.
2.105 Affordable housing would be recognised as a priority of the Plan in my recommended
Core Policy CPD (paragraphs 2.45 -2.57 above). While there may be some scope
for the provision of such housing as “rural exceptions” it would not be expedient to
pursue its provision in areas where the result would be to increase social exclusion.
0866(5792) – Mr P Moorewood strongly opposes the exclusion of small-scale in-fill
development on small sites in smaller settlements without development boundaries.
2.106 It would not be appropriate to make core policy provision for windfall development in
relatively isolated rural locations of the type referred to by this objector. To do so
would be likely to lead to increased social exclusion, unsustainable patterns of travel,
and demands on service provision that are more easily and economically met in
Local Service Centres.
2.107 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Core Policy 8 and paragraphs 2.20 and
2.21 of reasoned justification.

Core Policy 9
and paragraph 2.22
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4265) – I M Properties
FD0856 (5750) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0189 (4265) says that this policy does not emphasise requirements for local
employment and job growth sufficiently or for more of a balance between jobs and local
residents.
2.108 The overall pattern of development distribution was the subject of Round Table
Session RTS1 and would be expressed in my recommended policy Core Policy C
(paragraph 2.44 above). Core policy 9 effectively operates as the entrée to policies
in Chapter 6 of the Plan and should be retained for that purpose without modification.
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Objector FD0856 (5750) considers that the policy will not be effective without more detail
and practical policy
.
2.109 The approach that I have recommended in formulating policy CPC (paragraph 2.44
above) includes the compilation of a “typology” that recognises the different ways in
which settlements function in the provision of services and other facilities for the local
community and to guide development to locations where it is most likely to support
them. The typology (which provides ample scope for community involvement) also
provides a framework for the consideration of individual proposals that may result in
either the provision of new, or loss of existing, services and facilities (Appendix S.1 to
Chapter 2A of this Report). This, I consider, would provide the detail and practicality
that objector FD0856 (5750) seeks and without need to modify deposit policy CP9
beyond giving greater clarity to its aims and objectives in reasoned justification. I
recommend accordingly.
2.110 Recommendation
That paragraph 2.22 of the Plan be modified to refer to the advice in paragraphs 40-44
of PPS1, the contribution that communities can make to refining the Appendix S.1
typology and the relationship to policies ECON15 and COM2.

Core Policy 10
and paragraphs 2.23-2.24
First Deposit Objections:
FD0812 (5364) McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd
FD0821 (5432) J M Bassan
FD0844 (5664) House Builders Federation
FD0877 (5855) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0879 (5880) John Deakin
FD0189 (4253) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0440 (4723) Richard J Barker
FD0548 (4913) Atherstone Town Council
FD0821 (5422) J M Bassan
FD0825 (5568) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0826 (5585) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0847 (6035) Sport England
FD0870 (5816) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
FD0886 (5911) Advantage West Midlands
FD0189 (4250) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0206 (4307) Paul Reader
FD0272 (4416) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch
FD0387 (4633) K A Gregory
FD0804 (5312) Southwest Property Services Ltd
FD0812 (5361) McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd
FD0815 (5393) WCC Property Services Dept
FD0824 (5514) Warwickshire County Council (Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy)
FD0877 (5844) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Revised Deposit Objection:
RD0821 (7846) J M Bassan
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Inspector’s Note
I have transferred these objections from policies HSG7,ECON16 and COM4, where I deal
with various of the detailed points raised. At the Inquiry, however, the Council agreed that
there should be a single overarching policy dealing with implementation of the Plan’s policies
and proposals and it is in my view appropriate for this role to be taken on by Core Policy
CP10.
The objector’s criticise the Council’s general approach to Planning Obligations.
2.111 The purpose of this policy should be to establish the broad implementational
framework for the more detailed proposals and development control policies in
ensuing Chapters of the Plan. Measures involved include the grant or refusal of
planning permission and the imposition of planning conditions, the formulation of site
specific proposals as well as the various means referred to in the second sentence of
paragraph 2.23. These should be transferred from reasoned justification to the policy
itself. While the bullet points later in the same paragraph give justification for some of
these measures, the imposition of planning conditions and the seeking of planning
Obligations is currently governed by the guidance in Circulars 11/95 and 1/97
respectively. Explanatory text should affirm this is to be the case. Together with the
deletion of policies HSG7, ECON16 and COM4 (which I recommend in Chapters 4, 5
and 6 of this Report respectively) together with my comments there on the substance
of the objections concerned, Core Policy 10 modified as I recommend would, I
consider, suitably meet the concerns raised by these objectors.
2.112 Recommendation
(a)

That Core Policy 10 be modified to read
CORE POLICY 10 IMPLEMENTATION
THE PLAN’S POLICIES AND PROPOSALS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED BY
WORKING IN CONSTRUCTIVE PARTNERSHIP WITH FUNDING AGENCIES AND
SERVICE PROVIDERS, BY THE GRANT OR REFUSAL OF PLANNING
PERMISSION, AND BY THE USE OF PLANNING CONDITIONS AND
OBLIGATIONS, TO SECURE:
 ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
AND PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING THE PROVISION OF
AFFORDABLE HOUSING;
 PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND
MITIGATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PAST AND
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF LAND; AND
 PROVISION
OF
NECESSARY
SERVICES,
FACILITIES
AND
INFRASTRUCTURE TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF NEW DEVELOPMENT.

(b)
(c)

That paragraph 2.23 be modified be modified by the deletion of the second
sentence and the re-drafting the third sentence to read;
“Considerable importance attaches to the need to ensure that local
communities in north Warwickshire have reasonable access to a range of
services and facilities:…”
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(d)

That paragraph 2.24 be modified to read:
“The Council will look to developers to contribute effectively to maintaining
and developing local Quality of Life through high standards of development,
the type and character of buildings and uses proposed and from measures of
the type referred to in paragraph 16 of PPS1. This may be required by planning
conditions or sought in the form of Planning Obligations in accordance with
Circulars 11/95 and 1/97 respectively (or their successors).”

POLICY OMISSION
First Deposit Objection
0178/4230 Warwickshire Wildlife Trust (Andrew Thompson)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0178(4230) seeks inclusion of a new core policy (CP11) to provide a framework for
Chapter 3 policies dealing with protection and enhancement of the natural environment.
2.113 I acknowledge the positive suggestion made by this objector in suggesting wording
for an additional policy. However, I have recommended a specific reference to biodiversity and natural habitats be included in Core Policy E (paragraph 2.76(c),
below), drawn from paragraph 27 of PPS1. There, the subject would be included as
a central part of the Plan’s strategy for establishing a sustainable pattern of
development. Rather than return to the subject in the manner suggested by this
objector (which would imply a need for further core policies referring to other
components of the environment), I consider a more suitable approach would be to
formulate an entrée to policies in Chapter 3 that are more generally concerned with
protecting and enhancing the environment.
2.114 Recommendation
a). That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of an additional Core Policy as follows:
CORE POLICY 11 QUALITY OF DEVELOPMENT
ALL DEVELOPMENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO BE WELL DESIGNED AND TO
RESPECT AND/OR ENHANCE ITS SURROUNDINGS.
b). That reasoned justification be formulated to:



Affirm that in addition to delivering suitable forms of development in
appropriate locations, a main objective of the Plan is to promote high
quality development.
Outline the broad aspects of development that this may bear upon
(drawing from the policy coverage in Chapter 3 with relevant cross
references to the policies themselves).
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PLANNING ACHIEVEMENTS IN NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
PARAGRAPHS 2.37- 2.45
First Deposit Objection
FD0822(5477) Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822(5477) suggests that paragraphs 2.37-2.45
should make reference to the Borough’s canals and historic environment and believes that
there is little point in mentioning the Ryder Cup at the Belfry.
2.115 I question the inclusion of these paragraphs in the Local Plan. While I understand
the Council’s desire to record its past planning achievements, there are other ways in
which publicity can be secured. The paragraphs add nothing to policy development
and, in the deposit plan, serve only to unnecessarily attract objections.
2.116 With regard to this objector’s particular point, addition of descriptive matter relating to
the contribution that the existing canal network and Forest of Arden landscape may
make to tourism is divorced from the subject matter - past planning achievements –
and would be misplaced here.
2.117 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraphs 2.37-2.45 in their entirety.
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CHAPTER 3 NATURAL AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Objections to Introductory Paragraphs
Paragraph 3.2
First Deposit Objection:
FD0822 (5491) Atherstone Civic Society (part)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0822 (5491) - Atherstone Civic Society suggests that in paragraph 3.2 there should
be more emphasis on the historic environment, for instance Astley Castle, Polesworth
Abbey, the historic town centres and ancient monuments.
3.1

The Local Plan is fundamentally a policy document rather than a descriptive one.
The Council has accordingly sought to keep the amount of descriptive material to a
minimum and that is an approach that I support. No modification should be made in
this respect.

3.2

Recommendation

That no modification be made.

Paragraph 3.4
First Deposit Objection
FD0826 (5597) Museum Field Services

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0826 (5597) Museum Field Services propose that an additional sentence should be
added to paragraph 3.4 which reads; ‘A programme of historic landscape characterisation
will be undertaken by Warwickshire Museum as part of a national programme supported by
English Heritage.’
3.3

The proposed sentence would be more suitably placed within paragraph 3.35b of the
Plan, but like the Council I find no compelling reason to include reference to future
work programmes here or elsewhere in the Plan.

3.4

Recommendation

That no modification be made

Paragraph 3.6
First deposit Objection
FD0811 (5356) English Heritage
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0811(5356) - English Heritage state that compared to the introduction of other
chapters in the Plan the text found in the natural & built environment chapter is cursory and
warrants further description. It is also suggested that paragraph 3.6 would be better placed
in chapter 7.
3.5

For the same reason that I have given in paragraph 3.1 above, I find no reason to
enlarge upon the descriptive material that the Plan contains. That said, I agree that
paragraph 3.6, which is primarily concerned with traffic congestion and delays, is
misplaced here and has little bearing on the formulation of policies ENV5 and ENV14
to which the Council refers in its rebuttal evidence. Rather than relocate the
paragraph to Chapter 7 as the objector suggests, however, I consider that it should
simply be deleted altogether.

3.6

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 3.6.

Paragraphs 3.7-3.21
First Deposit Objection
FD0879 (5881) John Deakin

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0879(5881) states that the following errors should be rectified: the date of
publication of PPG1 and PPG7 should be February 1997 not August 2001 and March 2001
as suggested in the Plan.
3.7

The Council is cognisant of the need to up-date references to published documents
prior to adoption of the Local Plan. I include a general recommendation in this
respect, simply as a reminder.

3.8

Recommendation

That references throughout the Plan to published documentation be updated prior to
adoption of the Plan, including in particular, PPS1, the updates of PPG3, PPS6, PPS7
and PPS22.

Paragraph 3.24
First Deposit Objections
FD0822 (5491) Atherstone Civic Society (part)
FD0825 (5580) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology Unit)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
0822(5491) Atherstone Civic Society states that paragraph 3.24 makes no
acknowledgement of historic environment. A 6th bullet is consequently proposed which
would read: ‘Rich heritage of historic buildings and ancient monuments’.
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3.9

The Council considers that the subject is adequately covered by point 2 of the
paragraph, but it seems to me that the point made there could be taken to imply that
the Plan will seek only to protect, enhance or promote the character of pleasant
towns and villages. As paragraphs 33-39 of PPS1 makes clear, Local Planning
Authorities should plan positively for the achievement of high quality and inclusive
design for all development. In that context, protecting built heritage is a different
point from promoting high quality design everywhere and I therefore agree with the
objector that it warrants a separate reference.

0825 (5580) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology Unit) propose that an additional
bullet point be added to paragraph 3.24 which reads; ‘important geological exposures’.
3.10

On this subject, I agree with the Council that the manifestation of protecting important
geological exposures will, in land use terms, be an integral function of landscape
protection. No modification should be made in this respect.

3.11

Recommendation

That paragraph 3.24 be modified as follows:
(i)

Clause 1. to read: “high quality and inclusive design for all development in
towns, villages and the wider countryside”.

(ii)

Addition of a clause to read: “the Borough’s rich heritage of historic
buildings and ancient monuments”.

Policy ENV1– Overall Rural Character
and paragraphs 3.25 – 3.31
First Deposit Objections:
FD0171 (4222) – C H Richardson
FD0189 (4266) – I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0330 (4505) – Mr T Bramble
FD0332 (4529) – The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins)
FD0534 (4869) – Mr & Mrs R F Faulkner
FD0550 (4931) - Curdworth Parish Council (Mrs P Ross)
FD0800 (5305) – Mrs Heather Swan
FD0821 (5437) – J M Bassan
FD0821 (5438) – J M Bassan
FD0822 (5478) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0834 (5614) – Crisps Farm Ltd
FD0846 (5678) – Centex Strategic Land

FD0850 (5708) – Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0851 (5714) – David Wilson Estates
FD0852 (5716) – Mr B Barnes
FD0854 (5730) – Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd
FD0856 (5751) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0861 (5779) – Maximus Ltd (part)
FD0866 (5793) – Mr P Morewood
FD0867 (5803) – Groutage & Ingram Ltd
FD0877 (5867) – West Midlands RSL Consortium
FD0896 (5950) – Mr P Archer
FD0898 (5958) – Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0139 (6018) – Mr Paul Douglas

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0189 (7049) (7512) (7513) – I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0844 (7017) – House Builders Federation
RD0847 (7012) – Sport England
RD0866 (7704) (7705) – Mr P Morewood
RD0867 (7838) – Groutage & Ingram Ltd
RD0883 (7498) – U K Coal
RD0898 (7064) – Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
0898 (5958) – Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd and 0866 (5793) – Mr P Morewood object to
the use of the terms “sustainable agriculture” and “sustainable forestry” and have questioned
what is meant by these terms.
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3.12

The Council has responded to these first deposit objections by including, in the
second deposit Plan’s Glossary, definitions of “sustainable agriculture” and
“sustainable forestry”. However, although PPS7 seeks to promote sustainable
development in rural areas, it does not distinguish between types of agriculture and
forestry in the way that the Council seeks to do. Introducing such a distinction in
development plan policy would be likely to engender confusion and uncertainty in
relation to the definitions of agriculture and forestry contained in the Planning Acts
and associated Orders, including the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 1995 and Section 36(8) of the 2004 Act in particular. It would
also facilitate an excessive degree of detailed control over normal rural activities. I
thus consider the word “sustainable” to be both unnecessary and inappropriate here.

Atherstone Civic Society - 0822 (5478) and 0856 (5751) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch have
objected to the lack of description of the rural character of North Warwickshire and because
they wish to see the reinstatement of the adopted Plan's landscape designations.
3.13

These objections have no direct bearing on the particular objectives of, or formulation
of, policy ENV1. There are related objections to policies ENV2 and ENVA, and I
accordingly deal with the points raised there, in paragraphs 3.29 – 3.39 below.

Atherstone Civic Society - 0822 (5478) suggests that the last sentence of the first deposit
policy needs to take account of visual impact.
3.14

There is no need for general development control requirements to be repeated in
every policy throughout the Plan. The Plan must be read as a whole and a single
policy reflecting PPS1 advice and requiring that all development be well designed
and in keeping with its surroundings is sufficient. My recommended Core Policy
Policy CP11 and policy ENV14 as I recommend it be modified cover the point
adequately both in general and in detail. No modification of policy ENV1 should
therefore be made in response to the objection.

IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd (0189(4266) questions the Plan’s general strategy for the
distribution of development.
Curdworth Parish Council - 0550(4931) is concerned that a presumption in favour of
development within development boundaries would lead to buildings on all open spaces in
villages.
0852 (5716) – Mr B Barnes feels that the policy does not indicate that rural areas are
appropriate for new employment generating uses and new residential use particularly where
it supports local services and facilities. This is a view also held by Redrow Homes
(Midlands) Ltd - 0898 (5958) which sees the policy as too restrictive in dealing with
development outside development boundaries because it does not allow for the provision of
affordable housing schemes on the edge of settlements.
West Midlands RSL Consortium - 0877 (5867) share the view of Redrow Homes and
advocate that in areas where need has been identified affordable housing should be
considered as an appropriate use outside of development boundaries.
Mr P Morewood - 0866 (7704) considers that the policy should encourage proposals that
increase locally available services and jobs for local communities - especially those in rural
areas. Furthermore, he believes the deletion of part of the first deposit policy is inconsistent
with the encouragement given to farm diversification proposals outside development
boundaries elsewhere within the Plan.
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3.15

The policy title suggests that the aim of ENV1 is to protect rural character. In that
context, there is justification for showing boundaries on the Proposals Map for
settlements where development is acceptable. This is also an explicit requirement of
paragraph 2.11 of PPG2 for that part of the Borough which lies within the Green Belt.
Such an approach lends a considerable degree of certainty to development control
decisions and policies of this type have accordingly become widely accepted as part
of the development control “toolkit” both in Green Belts and elsewhere.

3.16

The objections, however, highlight the fact that the policy has wider objectives of the
type referred to in reasoned justification. It is too simplistic in this regard for the
policy just to state baldly that there is a presumption in favour of all development
within development boundaries and that development outside the boundaries will
generally not be permitted. Moreover, the Council should take care not to introduce
locally unique “presumptions” in policies, since these effectively reverse the normal
operation of the planning system, by requiring applicants to demonstrate why
permission should be granted for development, rather than the Council to show why it
should not be.

3.17

To my mind, in consequence of the emphasis on sustainable development, which
has increased progressively from the introduction of PPG3 to the more recent advice
in a range of Planning Policy Statements including PPS1, this particular policy has
assumed much greater significance than when originally included in LP1995 (as
policy ENV2), from which it has been carried forward with only minor alteration. In
effect, there is now a need for policy to give voice to a key component of the Plan’s
strategy for delivering sustainable patterns of development, by relating the scale and
character of development to its location. Such policy also provides the framework for
the formulation and application of many of the other policies and proposals in the
Plan (acting, for example, as part of the Plan’s policy framework for the distribution of
housing allocations and to policies that seek to sustain or enhance local communities
and the range of services and facilities available to them). For these reasons, I take
the view that the policy warrants expression as core policy rather than as a qualitative
environmental policy and have recommended its re-formulation accordingly at
paragraph 2.44 above as Core Policy CPC. In so doing, I draw on paragraph 3 of
PPS7 to formulate the list of settlements in categories 1, 2 and 3 of appendix S.2 to
Chapter 2A of this Report and paragraph 2.50 and Annex A (“local centres”) of PPS6
particularly for the last two of these categories. This would, I consider, meet
objection 0189(4266) and go some way to meeting the criticisms voiced by objectors
0852(5716) and 0550 (4931). For the most part, however, the latter objection is one
that would be met by other policies of the Plan giving protection to the types of
facilities of concern such as ENV6, COM4 and ECON15 as I recommend they be
modified.

3.18

It is also necessary to bear in mind, when considering the advice in paragraph 4 of
PPS7, that North Warwickshire covers a relatively small area and is mainly rural in
character. The smaller settlements that I have included in category 4 of the Appendix
S.2 settlement hierarchy are predominantly residential in character and not
sufficiently remote from or so poorly linked by public transport to the Local Service
Centres and higher order settlements to warrant significant development provision in
their own right. My recommended policy CPC would, I consider, therefore go as far
as is appropriate to meeting objection 0877 (5867), with an “exceptions” policy of the
type referred to in Annex B of PPG3 and its January 2005 up-date provided for in
Policy HSGB as I recommend it be modified. The distinction between general
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employment growth in rural areas and provision for farm diversification as raised in
objection 0866 (7704) is, however, a matter for ECON policies rather than ENV1.
I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd - 0189(7049)(7512), House Builders Federation 0844(7017), I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd - 0189(7513), Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd –
0898(7064) PC031, U K Coal - 0883(7498) and Mr P Morewood –0866(7705) all object to
the references to the priority to be given to the use of previously developed land.
3.19

The policy does not make clear how such “priority” is to be given or how widely the
priority is to be applied (whether settlement-by-settlement, or on a Borough wide
basis). In particular, while such an approach might be suitably applied at planmaking stage in the search for housing land for allocation, it would be unduly
restrictive in the consideration of “windfall” proposals to prohibit otherwise acceptable
development within development boundaries until all previously developed land in the
particular settlement concerned (or others) had been used up. I have also intimated
at paragraphs 2.21 - 2.22 of Chapter 2A of this report that there may be
circumstances in which green field development on the edge of a main town is
sequentially preferable to development of previously developed land within a small
village envelope.

3.20

Other than in the formulation of site specific proposals and allocations for inclusion in
the Plan, the existence of previously developed land outside development boundaries
and its relative suitability for any particular proposal would be material considerations
to weigh in the balance when considering planning applications. Whether an
exception should be made to the general pattern of distribution proposed in the Plan
would thus fall for consideration under the provisions of Section 38(6) of the 2004
Act. In similar vein, the availability and suitability of previously developed land on a
particular farm to accommodate a farm diversification proposal may also be a
material consideration at planning application stage. However, the individual
circumstances of each such case would be too diverse for blanket policy formulation
and it is not in my view appropriate for this policy to make general provision for such
exceptions. I therefore recommend no modification in this respect.

Sport England –0847 (7012) seeks inclusion of a reference to the suitability of “'outdoor
sports academies” for locations outside development boundaries.
3.21

The deposit policy makes provision, among other things, for development that meets
the needs of outdoor sports, recreation, leisure and tourism. However, in the light of
advice in paragraphs 1.8, 3.3 and 3.4 of PPS6, I do not consider it would be
appropriate to follow the deposit Plan’s approach or, as this objector requests, to
make general provision for sports academies. Equally, producing a list of potentially
acceptable rural uses (as the Council has sought to do in paragraph 3.29 of reasoned
justification) can never be comprehensive. Whether any particular sports academy
proposal (or other use) falls within the scope of “uses that can be shown to require a
rural location” (and related policies such as ENV3 for the Green Belt) will, essentially,
be a matter of fact and degree to be determined in the circumstances of each case.
The test of requiring a rural location is, I consider, sufficient to include suitable sports
academy proposals that accord with paragraph 3.4 of PPS6 and is included in my
recommended Core Policy CPC.

Mr P Archer - 0896 (5950) objects that the development boundary for Dordon cuts through
two sections of residential garden, which are shown on the Proposals Map as part of an
SNIC. This, it is suggested, would place unacceptable restrictions on the property.
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3.22

The objector’s property at “Windy Ridge” stands uncharacteristically some distance
behind a lengthy ribbon of dwellings fronting the south side of Church Lane. It thus
appears as a relatively isolated dwelling in open surroundings rather than as an
integral part of the built up area. The present boundary alignment, carried forward
from LP1995, does no more than reflect the existing pattern of built development
hereabouts and it would be wrong, in my view, to adjust the development boundary in
a way that may result in the formation of a yet more conspicuous free-standing
enclave of development in the outermost parts of the property’s gardens.

3.23

It would seem that the Council intends to delete the SINC from the Proposals Map in
accordance with PC537, so the objection would, in effect, be met. I make no specific
recommendation in this respect here, as the subject of protection of wildlife sites is
one that I deal with on a comprehensive basis in connection with objections to policy
ENV8.

Polesworth Society - 0332 (4529) believes that development boundaries need to be
reviewed as they consider that fringe development may be preferable to cramming
development inside development boundaries.
3.24

This particular objection is one of many that, in effect, questions the Plan’s strategy
for the distribution of development. That is a subject that I have dealt with in Chapter
2A in formulating my recommended Core Policy CPC (paragraphs 2.19 – 2.44) and I
therefore make no further comment on the subject here.

J M Bassan –0821 (5437 & 5438) is concerned that further development in Atherstone will
give rise to more congestion and lead to the loss of important buildings in the town without
proposals for their replacement.
3.25

Identification of Atherstone as a focus for development is a consequence of it being
one of the Borough’s two main settlements identified in WASP. It is for other polices
of the Plan to establish the necessary safeguards to protect against congestion and
loss of important buildings and for policy implementation through the development
control process to achieve a suitable balance between any competing policies. No
modification is necessary to policy ENV1 in this respect.

Transferred objections
3.26

I deal with the following objections in appendix H.1 to the Housing Chapter of the
plan because each has a related objection to development within the settlement
concerned:
FD0139 (6018) – Mr Paul Douglas (Hartshill) (part)
FD0171 (4222) – C H Richardson (Austrey)
FD0189 (4266) – I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd (Polesworth/Dordon)
FD0330 (4505) – Mr T Bramble (Austrey)
FD0800 (5305) – Mrs Heather Swan (Austrey)
FD0854 (5730) – Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd (Atherstone)
FD0851 (5714) – David Wilson Estates (Atherstone)
FD0834 (5614) – Crisps Farm Ltd (Austrey)
FD0850 (5708) – Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd (Austrey)
FD0534 (4869) – Mr & Mrs R F Faulkner (Warton)
FD0846 (5678) – Centex Strategic Land (Wood End)
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3.27

On a similar basis, I deal with the following objections and parts of objections in the
Economy Chapter:
0139 (6018 (6019) 6020) – Mr Paul Douglas (policy ECON9) (part)
0861(5779) – Maximus Ltd (policy ECON2)
0867(5803) (7838) – Groutage & Ingram Ltd (policy ECON1)

3.28

Recommendation

a).

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy ENV1 and paragraphs 3.253.31) (in favour of redrafting both the policy and its reasoned justification as
Core Policy in accordance with my recommendation at paragraph 2.44 of this
Report.

b).

That Glossary definitions of “sustainable agriculture” and “sustainable
forestry” be deleted.

Policy ENV2 – Delivering Environmental Improvements
and paragraphs 3.33 – 3.35a
First Deposit Objections:
FD0811 (5348) – English Heritage
FD0822 (5479) – Atherstone Civic Society
FD0826 (5591) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Archaeology)
FD0856 (5752) – CPRE
FD0866 (5794) – Mr P Moorewood

Revised Deposit Objection:
RD0807 (7440) – Woodland Trust

Policy ENVA – Landscape Character
and paragraphs 3.35b - 3.35e
Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0811 (7768) English Heritage
FD0822 (7472) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0826 (7437) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0856 (7828) CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0866 (7706) Mr P Moorewood
FD0883 (7499) UK Coal

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
3.29

I deal with these two policies together because they are closely inter-related.
LP1995 includes two policies that represent their origins, namely ENV6 which
identifies a Special Landscape Area within which conservation is the primary
objective, and ENV7, which identifies an Environmental Enhancement Zone
within which restoration and improvement are the primary objectives. Both of
these extant policies are supported by WASP policy ER.4, but the Council
advises that they have been omitted from the deposit Plan for three main
reasons:
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3.30

It was considered that the whole of North Warwickshire should benefit from
opportunities for landscape enhancement, and also benefit from landscape
conservation and protection measures. This is one reason why Core Policy 1
was apparently included in the Plan (which I have recommended be deleted).
The Government itself, through PPS7, seeks to protect the countryside for the
sake of its intrinsic character and diversity of landscape. This is a key principle
which can only be effective if it applies throughout all countryside areas.
Whilst recognising the importance of statutorily designated areas, the
consultation draft of PPS7 (current when the deposit Plan was being prepared)
was not wholly comfortable with locally designated areas. The now published
version does, however, indicate that such areas can be adopted if they are
based on formal and robust assessments of landscape quality. At present the
two Designated Areas in the 1995 Plan lack formal Designation reports.

Policy ENV2 was accordingly included in the First Deposit version of the Plan to
identify the range of measures available to secure landscape protection, including
when required to mitigate the adverse impact of development. Policy ENVA was
added at second deposit stage to address the subject of landscape character
assessment and to secure the planting and protection of trees.

Atherstone Civic Society - 0822 (5752) and CPRE - 0856 (5479) want the LP1995
designations of Special Landscape Area and Environmental Enhancement Zone reinstated.
P Moorewood - 0866 (7706) objects to inclusion of policy ENVA in the Plan because it
perpetuates a local landscape designation.
3.31

The objectors have a different perspective of the SLA and EEZ designations from
that of the Council. The objectors say that the LP1995 policies have acted in concert
with the Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines (1993) to protect and enhance the
Arden Forest and Mease Lowlands landscapes of the Borough, and to target
restoration initiatives on former coal mining areas, for which the EEZ designation in
particular has been a useful basis on which to claim funding support. It is argued that
both designations should be retained, at least on an interim basis until the process of
formal landscape character assessment has been completed. The Council, however,
takes the view that the policies are too selective in identifying only parts of the
Borough for landscape protection or enhancement, these being matters that should
have Borough-wide applicability. The Council also avers that there is no evidence
that the EEZ designation has actually brought forward any landscape enhancement
that would not have come about without such designation.

3.32

While noting these points, I find both policies ENV2 and ENVA to be unclear in their
formulation. With regard to policy ENV2, for example, the policy title suggests that
the objective is to deliver environmental improvements in general (urban and rural)
whereas the policy wording has a singular focus on landscape. Even then, the policy
begins with a general statement about sustainability rather than landscape, before
listing procedural matters in clauses 1, 3 and 6a that are unsuitable for inclusion in
land use policy. Likewise, policy ENVA also begins with a procedural rather than
land use matter and then deals with trees, woodlands and hedgerows only in general
terms, with the implication that these are important in the landscape to the exclusion
of townscape (there being no comparable policy to deal with “town” trees).
Importantly, I find nothing in either policy to express landscape conservation or
enhancement as a development control objective. Such policy would, I consider,
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more suitably meet the Council’s and objectors’ concerns than either retaining the
LP1995 policies. I recommend alternative policy accordingly.
UK Coal – 0883(7499) states that the blanket protection of all trees/hedgerows in policy
ENVA is unreasonable and as such the word ‘especially’ should be deleted. The policy
would therefore read ‘the removal of individual trees, woodlands and hedgerows will be
resisted especially where they are of historical, ecological or landscape significance’
3.33

Protection of trees, woodlands and hedgerows is not achieved by policy but by Tree
Preservation Order and by statute. Should the Council wish to formulate more
general policy with regard to avoiding losses as a consequence of development in
both urban and rural situations it should do so in a generic development control policy
rather than in policy ENVA. I include suitable wording for such a policy in my
recommendation below.

English Heritage - 0811(5348) and Warwickshire Museum –0826(5591) consider that there
should be recognition of archaeological and historic influences on the character of the
landscape, and that harm to the landscape should be avoided rather than mitigated.
Woodland Trust - 0807(7440) wants semi-natural habitats such as ancient woodland to be
excluded from references to mitigation and given absolute protection.
3.34

It is for landscape character assessment (carried out separately from the Planmaking process) rather than land-use planning policy or its reasoned justification to
identify the factors that have moulded the character of the landscape. The character
assessment will be a material consideration when determining whether development
proposals will protect or enhance the landscape. Only to the extent that neither
protection nor enhancement is possible should mitigation be considered as an
alternative, and even then not necessarily as an acceptable one.
This can be
explained in reasoned justification.

English Heritage - 0811(7768) states that landscape character is not just about biodiversity,
that it also includes cultural and historic heritage. It suggests that reference to biodiversity
should be deleted from paragraph 3.35b and emphasis placed on the holistic nature of
landscape character. Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist) 0826(7437) similarly states that reference should be made to the contribution of the historic
environment to landscape character.
3.35

The Council is agreeable to making the following change to paragraph 3.35b of
reasoned justification for policy ENVA in response to this objection:
“A landscape character approach will be pursued when considering development
proposals so that all development respects and where possible enhances the
Borough’s landscapes. In the landscape character approach all landscapes, which
are formed by an interaction of the natural, cultural and historic environment, are
considered important.
The Special Landscape Area and Environmental
Enhancement designations have consequently been superseded by this
comprehensive approach.”

3.36

To my mind, however, the change should be accompanied by modification of the
policy itself and my recommendation for policy ENVB reflects this approach.
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English Heritage - 0811(7768) further requests that the policy should point out that all
development should respect and where possible enhance the character of the Borough’s
landscape.
3.37

The Council has no objection to this, which represents the substance of my findings
and recommendation with regard to my recommended policy ENVB and its reasoned
justification.

P Moorewood - 0866(5794) points out that policy ENVA gives no indication of what a
significant application might be, or whether the policy is intended to apply to all applications
or just those outside development boundaries.
3.38

Although the Council considers it desirable for the policy requirement to be as flexible
as possible with regard to determining what may, or may not be, a “significant”
proposal, such lack of clarity has no place in land use policy. A more suitable
approach would be to replace this word with criteria against which the significance of
proposals is to be judged, but my recommended replacement policy would be
applicable to all development of whatever scale (and whether within or outside
development boundaries), so there is no need for such criteria in this case.

3.39

Recommendation:

a).

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policies ENV2 and ENVA and
inclusion of the following replacement policy:
POLICY ENVB PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF NATURAL LANDSCAPE
DEVELOPMENT THAT WOULD NEITHER PROTECT NOR ENHANCE THE
INTRINSIC QUALITIES OF THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE, AS DEFINED BY
LANDSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT, WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. ONLY
WHERE PROTECTION OR ENHANCEMENT IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT MIGHT MITIGATION BE CONSIDERED AS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO PROTECTION OR ENHANCEMENT.

b).

Reasoned justification be formulated to include the following:






Reference to advice on local landscape designations in PPS7 and the
process of landscape character assessment, indicating the source and
status of the document(s) that the Council proposes to rely on for informing
decisions concerning landscape character. Reference should be made to
the Warwickshire Landscape Guidelines (1993) as fulfilling this role on an
interim basis.
A brief note of the key landscape characteristics of North Warwickshire,
including for example the Mease Lowlands, the Forest of Arden and other
areas of Ancient Woodland.
Explanation that the siting, layout, design and landscaping of proposals will
be expected to protect, complement or enhance the identified
characteristics of the landscape.
Recognition that where protection or enhancement of the existing
landscape would stand in the way of otherwise acceptable or needed
development, proposals for mitigation of impact will be considered on or
off site, but will not always be acceptable especially where important
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features of the landscape would be lost or the overall quality of the
landscape eroded.
c).
That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of generic development control
policy for the protection of trees, as follows:
POLICY ENVC TREES AND HEDGEROWS
DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IF IT WOULD RESULT IN THE LOSS
OF TREES, WOODLANDS OR HEDGEROWS THAT IN TERMS OF THEIR
HISTORICAL, ECOLOGICAL, TOWNSCAPE OR LANDSCAPE SIGNIFICANCE
MAKE A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE QUALITY OF THE LOCAL
ENVIRONMENT. THE PLANTING OF NEW TREES, WOODLANDS AND/OR
HEDGEROWS WILL BE SOUGHT IN THE LANDSCAPING OF NEW
DEVELOPMENT.
d).

That reasoned justification for such policy include paragraphs 3.35d and 3.35e
of the Deposit Plan.

Policy ENV3 – Green Belt
and paragraphs 3.40 – 3.43
First Deposit Objections
FD0077 (4105) Satnam Investments Ltd
FD0386 (4631) Mrs I C Henn
FD0799 (5304) Shustoke Parish Council
FD0836 (5617) Coleshill Grammar School Endowment Foundation
FD0838 (5619) Mr J Luckett
FD0842 (5651) (5652) (5653) (5654) W H Smith & Sons
FD0860 (5776) George Wimpey Strategic Land
FD0861 (5779) (5780) Maximus Ltd
FD0867 (5804) (5806) Groutage & Ingram Ltd
FD0872 (5832) European Metal Recycling
FD0874 (5834) Beaver Metals
FD0876 (5841) E on (formerly Powergen UK Plc)
FD0877 (5868) (5869) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0881 (5886) Mr B Cooper

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Introduction
3.40

PPG2 affirms, among other things, that an essential characteristic of the Green Belts
is their permanence and that detailed boundaries in adopted Local Plans should be
altered only exceptionally. Paragraph 2.64 of the WASP explanatory memorandum
acknowledges that Green Belt boundaries have in many cases been drawn too tightly
around built-up areas. It concedes that there may exceptionally be a need for review,
particularly where development “might contribute significantly to the objective of
reducing the need to travel” taking account also of the need to promote sustainable
patterns of travel.

Satnam Investments Ltd - 0077 (4105) want a development boundary to be drawn around
Bassett’s Pole, effectively excluding it from the Green Belt.
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3.41

Although Bassett’s Pole is described by the objector as “suburban” it does not qualify
for inclusion in any category of the Council’s settlement hierarchy at appendix 2 of
the deposit Plan or my recommended modification in Appendix S.2 of this Report.
The hierarchy ranks settlements according to their sustainability having regard to
such factors as the size of settlement, distribution, accessibility and range of
community facilities. Given the advice in paragraph 2.11 of PPG2, I find no reason
for Green Belt notation to do anything other than wash over the subject area or to
make any other provision for development here.

Mr J Luckett - 0838 (5619) seeks exclusion of land at Ousterne Lane, Fillongley. It is stated
that the boundary follows an arbitrary line and prevents a viable housing redevelopment
scheme.
3.42

In LP1995, Fillongley is an inset village within the Green Belt, where development is
to be limited to infilling. The deposit Plan proposes no alteration to the inset
boundary, and Fillongley is identified in the deposit Plan’s Appendix 2, following
sustainability appraisal, as one of the Borough’s Category 3 settlements. It falls into
category 4 in my recommended hierarchy at appendix H.2 of this Report. This
category represents typically small and relatively isolated rural settlements with few
community facilities and limited travel and transport alternatives to private car usage.
Outward realignment of the Green Belt boundary as sought by objector FD0838
(5619), to facilitate development (whether for housing or any other purpose), would
represent neither “infilling” (in the sense of the filling of a small gap between
dwellings on an otherwise built-up road frontage) nor limited expansion of a
sustainable settlement in terms of WASP strategy. There are therefore no
“exceptional circumstances” warranting realignment in this case.

Mrs I C Henn - 0386 (4631) seeks a change to the Green Belt boundary to allow housing
development of a field and barn in Wall Hill Road, Corley Moor.
3.43

Corley Moor amounts to no more than a hamlet and is “washed over” by the Green
Belt notation in both LP1995 and the deposit Plan. There would be no justification for
excluding a single field and barn here from the Green Belt as requested by this
objector.

Shustoke Parish Council - 0799 (5304) wish to see the housing that has been built since the
adoption of the current Local Plan included within the Shustoke village development
boundary and not shown as being within the Green Belt.
3.44

Shustoke is an “inset” village within the Green Belt. Whatever the background may
be to the development that has taken place beyond the inset boundary during the
currency of LP1995, the purposes of defining an inset boundary are recited in
paragraph 2.11 of PPG2. These are, in effect, to provide for suitable infilling or
limited expansion of such villages, rather than specifically to define their present built
up extent. I thus see no compelling reason to re-align the boundary in this case.

George Wimpey Strategic Land - 0860 (5776) want to see the exclusion of land south of
Water Orton from the Green Belt in order to provide for housing development.
3.45

There is a related objection seeking allocation of the land referred to for housing
development, which I deal with in Appendix H.1 to Chapter 4 of this Report. In the
light of my findings there, I find no exceptional circumstances in this case to warrant
any any realignment of the Green belt boundary here.
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West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium - 0877(5868) & (5869) consider that the policy
should set out guidelines tailored to North Warwickshire for affordable housing schemes in
the Green Belt rather than relying on national guidance.
3.46

Green Belt policy is of nationwide applicability and variations from it should be
included in Local Plans with utmost caution. In this respect, I find the Council’s
formulation of policy ENV3, which simply applies PPG2 guidance to the whole of its
Green Belt area, to be commendable for its brevity. As such, affordable housing,
would be admissible within the defined boundaries of Green Belt villages that have
been “inset” in line with paragraph 2.11 of PPG2. Outside of these boundaries and at
settlements that have been “washed over” by the Green Belt notation, the advice in
paragraph 5 of Annex B to PPG3 applies. This says, in effect, that the general
presumption against inappropriate development in the Green Belt applies equally to
affordable housing schemes but that exceptionally provision may be made through a
“rural exceptions” policy for a very limited amount of such housing. Policy HSGB of
the deposit plan includes such a policy and my recommended modification of HSGB
would maintain the PPG3 approach. In that way, provision can be tailored
specifically for the needs of North Warwickshire as the objector requests without
requiring any modification of policy ENV3.

Beaver Metals - FD0874 (5834), Groutage & Ingram Ltd - FD0867 (5802), W H Smith &
Sons - FD0842 (5651)(5652)(5653)(5654) and E.ON (Powergen UK Plc) - FD0876 (5841)
complain that the Council has not identified any Major Developed Sites within the Green Belt
and seek to have their sites so identified.
3.47

The general extent of the Green Belt in North Warwickshire is established by WASP
and covers a wide area of the Borough with a primary purpose of preventing the
outward sprawl of the Birmingham conurbation. It is therefore inevitable that some
significant parcels of developed land will be included within the Green Belt, and
individual sites cannot realistically be excluded in piecemeal fashion without placing
the overall integrity of the Green Belt in jeopardy. Paragraph 1.7 of PPG2 further
explains that the purposes of including the land in the Green Belt are of paramount
importance and take precedence over other land use objectives (which may include
employment provision). In addition to checking the sprawl of large built-up areas,
Green Belt purposes relevant to these objections include assisting in safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment and facilitating urban regeneration (that is to say
within settlements excluded from the Green Belt) by encouraging the recycling of
derelict and other urban land.

3.48

Nonetheless, paragraph 3.4 of PPG2 includes among the categories of new buildings
that are “not inappropriate” in Green Belts the limited infilling or redevelopment of
major existing developed sites identified in Local Plans, subject to the criteria in
paragraph C3 or C4 of Annex C being met. Councils have discretion as to whether
or not to identify any such sites in their area. If sites are not identified, they remain
subject to the general presumption against inappropriate development, which will
only be permitted if the applicant (rather than the Council) is able to demonstrate very
special circumstances. As paragraph 3.3 makes clear, such exceptional cases should
be treated as departures and referred to the Secretary of State. The Council’s
approach to objections 0842(5651) & (5652) in which it says that it will “consider
favourably” the day-to-day development needs of the current occupiers would seem
at odds with this.
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3.49

The Council proffers three main reasons for not identifying sites, which may be briefly
summarised as locational unsustainability, ensuring full control over proposals, and
fear of precedent. However, the advice in Annex C to PPG3 is itself designed to
respond to such considerations. Arguments based on WASP and RSS/RPG11
employment and economic strategy, the need to sustain rural communities, the
desirability of providing jobs close to where people live and the aims of making full
and effective use of previously developed land while also securing environmental
restoration or improvement (in its widest sense) also need to be reconciled in a
suitable way.

3.50

In effect, Annex C does not provide for unlimited development of existing developed
sites. Rather, it requires firstly that the sites be “substantial” and that, even if
redundant, they are “existing developed” sites rather than sites that have long been
cleared of buildings. If there are such sites, then it is open to the Council to
formulate policy for them in two distinct ways.

3.51

Under paragraph C3, consideration is to be given to whether limited infilling would
serve the objective of helping to secure jobs and prosperity. If so, the present extent
of buildings on the site (rather than the site itself) may be identified on the Proposals
Map and accompanied by policy that allows infilling (as defined in paragraph C2)
subject to clauses a), b) and c) of paragraph C3. In that way, the openness of the
Green Belt would not be prejudiced.

3.52

Alternatively, under paragraph C4 consideration is to be given to whether partial or
complete redevelopment of the site may lead to environmental improvement. This,
for example, may be the case where buildings on one part of a site may be less
conspicuous or unsightly if transferred (on redevelopment) to a different part of the
site. In this case, the extent of the whole site is to be identified on the Proposals
Map and policy formulated to allow redevelopment subject to clauses a), b), c) and d)
of paragraph C4. These include requirements that the replacement buildings are, in
effect, no greater in area or height than the existing. As with paragraph C3, the
clauses are thus designed to avoid prejudice to the openness of the Green Belt.

3.53

While I therefore caution against closing the door on identifying major developed
sites on the basis of the specific reasons given by the Council, judgements
concerning the suitability of any of these sites for identification in this way must
dependent not only on whether or not any or all of them are “substantial” and would
whether their development would contribute to jobs and prosperity on the one hand
or environmental improvement on the other. I have only limited information before
me in those respects in any event. Rather, judgement must also be made in the
context of the strategy for the distribution of development that I have recommended
in Core Policy CPC and in the light of restraint on employment development to
accord with WASP strategy, to which recommended core policy CPB responds.

3.54

Against that background, only objection 0842(5651)(5652) can, in my estimation, be
said on the evidence before me to meet the criteria for treatment as an “infill site”
under paragraph C3 and to have the attribute of being well related to a Local Service
Centre (inasmuch as it is well related to the settlement and its rail and bus services,
and is not therefore reliant mainly on private car usage). At my invitation, this
objector has further deliberated with the Council on the subject of site boundaries and
the Council has sought my view on whether that suggested at the Inquiry by the
objector for this site would be preferable to that advanced in response by the Council.
In this respect, I have no hesitation in saying that the boundary shown by the Council
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on plan titled appendix B, dated 30/03/2005 responds more closely to the paragraph
C3 advice on infill boundaries in PPG2 than that shown on plan titled appendix A
submitted by Wood Frampton (which is more akin to a C4 redevelopment boundary).
If the Council is minded to make provision for development here in accordance with
Annex C to PPG3 having reflected on my foregoing findings, then it is in my view the
Council’s annex C3 (drawing appendix B) boundary that should prevail.
3.55

Nonetheless, It would be wrong, in my view, to single out one particular site for
treatment under Annex C3 before a comprehensive review of all qualifying sites has
been undertaken by the Council. This is because of the need for consistency in the
application of Green Belt policy and the restraint on employment development in the
Borough imposed by WASP strategy. Rather, the subject of identification of major
developed sites is, I consider, one that the Council could usefully revisit as part of the
proposed “core policies Development Plan Document” referred to in its approved
Local Development Scheme, having regard to its community strategy and
environmental objectives, in consultation with relevant interests, including the County
Council and local employers. This would be with a view to ensuring that the limited
provision that the Council is able to make for employment development in the
Borough during the currency of WASP is directed to where the benefits to the local
economy and local communities is likely to be greatest. As matters currently stand, it
seems to me that the priority is provision for small businesses and start-up units. I
therefore make no recommendation for modification in this respect.

Transferred objections
3.56

The following have related objections to policies in Chapter 5 of the Plan and seek
consequential realignment of Green Belt boundaries to accommodate employment
development. I deal with the objections together there, but my findings are such that
no modification should be made to policy ENV3 in formulation, application or extent:
0881(5886) Mr B Cooper (ECON2)
0836(5617) Coleshill Grammar School Endowment Foundation (ECON2).
0861(5780) Maximus Ltd

3.57

Recommendation

That no modification be made to policy ENV3 or its reasoned justification.

Policy ENV4 Area of Restraint
and paragraphs 3.44 - 3.47
First Deposit Objections:
FD0189 (4267) I M Properties
FD0399 (4648) Mr L Neal
FD0869 (5809) MOTO Hospitality
FD0805 (5317) St Modwens Developments Ltd
FD0810 (5327) Tamworth Borough Council
FD0840 (5630) GO-WM South Eastern Division
FD0856 (5754) CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0875 (5836) Mr M Burge
FD0885 (5906) David Hodgetts Farm
FD0898 (5959) Redrow Homes (Midlands Ltd)
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0840(5630) – GO-WM South East Division, 0898(5959) – Redrow Homes
(Midlands) Ltd and 0810(5327) – Tamworth Borough Council all object to the designation
and urge its deletion.
3.58 The “Area of Restraint” is a local landscape designation carried forward from LP1995
and formulated to ensure that the extent of open land separating the developed
areas of Tamworth and Polesworth/Dordon is not reduced. The Council draws
support for the policy from WASP policies ER.6, GD.5 and the WASP glossary which
variously encourage the inclusion in Local Plans of such areas and assign strategic
significance to them once designated. I see that there is also support for the policy in
the representations from local people following public deposit of the Plan itself.
3.59

Nonetheless, paragraph 25 of PPS7 (which post-dates WASP) says that landscape
local designations should be maintained (or extended) only where it can be clearly
shown that criteria-based planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.

3.60

In this respect, paragraph 8.6.2 of the WASP explanatory memorandum indicates
that the main purpose of designating “Areas of Restraint” is to provide long-term
protection for key areas of open land within or adjacent to towns with a view to
balancing the impact of “town cramming” deriving from policies of urban
concentration. The extent to which strategic significance may thus be attached to the
designation thus turns more upon mitigating the effect of development within towns
than avoiding coalescence between towns. I acknowledge that Tamworth and
Polesworth/Dordon are separated by only a relatively narrow swathe of open land
and that the Council is particularly concerned to avoid incremental erosion of this
gap. Nonetheless, the Council affirms that Tamworth is not designated as a Major
Urban Area or a sub regional focus for development in RSS/RPG11. The effect of
this is to limit development at Tamworth to that necessary to meet local needs. Both
settlements also have defined development boundaries and although that for
Tamworth is within the neighbouring Council’s administrative area, the area between
the two settlements lies almost entirely within North Warwickshire’s administrative
control. It is therefore the latter’s development plan policies that apply with the force
attaching to them under Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act, rather than any aspirations
that there might be in Tamworth to promote easterly expansion. Relevant policies in
North Warwickshire would include my recommended Core Policy CPC, this being a
general policy designed (among other things) to limit development in the countryside
to that requisite for agriculture or other typically rural uses.

3.61

The point is clearly made in paragraphs 5.12-5.14 of the Sustainability Appraisal of
the Plan (CD37), with specific reference to policy ENV4, that the Council should
avoid seeking to “slay the same beast over and over again”. In essence, it is the
strength of a single policy like CPC and its determined and consistent application that
gives protection to areas of open countryside from development, not the number of
such policies that are applied.

3.62

The difference from Green Belt policy should also be clear. While the aims and
purposes of policy ENV4 may be regarded as broadly similar to those of a Green
Belt, Green Belts are given added protection because they have national or regional
importance in (among other things) preventing urban sprawl, protecting historic towns
and assisting urban regeneration. These are wider matters than deposit policy ENV4
seeks to address and are supported by a general presumption against inappropriate
development, which does not apply elsewhere.
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3.63

None of this is to say that there cannot be additional policy to control development
within the area between Tamworth and Polesworth/Dordon if a specific additional
purpose is identified. Indeed the Council has sought to distinguish between built
development that may be permissible under deposit policy ENV1 (farm buildings, for
example), which the application of policy ENV4 may seek to resist or, where already
existing, remove. The Council has also referred to secondary objectives that may
include landscape enhancement. However, the precise purpose of the policy (over
and above policy CPC) and its means of implementation must be expressed much
more clearly than in its deposit form. If landscape enhancement is to be included as
an objective, policy must also be based on formal and robust assessment of the
landscape qualities that it is sought to protect. Such policy may, for example, focus
on measures to make the urban edge of Polesworth/Dordon less stark, to create an
attractively landscaped corridor of movement along M42 and/or promote or reduce
intervisibility between settlements, the motorway and/or important features of the
local countryside including Birch Coppice. This may or may not rely on a limited
amount of development to secure implementation, or on lottery finance via the Arden
project, but whatever the case may be should be formulated in accordance with
paragraph 2.30 of PPS12.

3.64

As matters currently stand, however, I find the Council’s objectives unclear and that
the need for policy in addition to ENV1 (as I recommend it be modified) has not been
demonstrated.
I do not therefore support continuing the Area of Restraint
designation in the Plan. Unless and until these criticisms can be fully addressed, the
policy and its reasoned justification should therefore be deleted, and consequential
modification made to the Proposals Map.

Other objections to the policy
3.65

I have considered the changes to the wording of the policy and its reasoned
justification sought by objectors 0805(5317) and 0856(5754) together with that
suggested in response by the Council itself in the form of Inquiry changes, but these
do not persuade me to any different conclusion than that the policy should be deleted
in its entirety. That does not mean the site specific objections 0805(5317),
0875(5836), 0885(5906) seeking designation of parts of the Area of Restraint for
development thereby succeed. The areas concerned remain subject to policy ENV1
and the subject matter of the objections falls to be considered in the context of other
relevant policies referred to by the Council, including HSG1, ECON2 and ECON15.

3.66

Much the same applies to objection 0869(5809), but there are some supplementary
points that it is convenient to deal with here. The first is that the objector’s existing
site at Tamworth interchange on M42 should be identified as a “major developed site”
on the Proposals Map. Such designation would not in my view be correct, because
major developed sites as defined in Annex C to PPG2 are unique to Green Belt
locations. There is no plan before me to indicate the exact extent of the objector’s
holding, but I understand the Tamworth site to be neither wholly nor partly in a Green
Belt location. As such development proposals there, whether by way of infilling or
redevelopment would fall to be considered in the context of my recommended policy
CPC. Need for extension or enhancement of existing motorway related services
would be a material consideration which may, in the light of Section 38(6) of the 2004
Act, warrant a decision other than in accordance with that policy of the development
plan but is a matter that would necessarily have to be determined in the
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circumstances of a specific proposal. However, on the submissions before me, I find
no reason to make provision for such an eventuality in this Plan.
3.67

Objection 0189(4267) would be suitably met by simply adjusting the boundary of the
Birch Coppice Employment allocation, which the Council has indicated its agreement
to. This would fall under “consequential modifications to the Proposals Map” so no
further recommendation is required in that respect here. Objector 0399(4648)
proposes that an additional area of restraint should be created to separate Water
Orton and Coleshill from Solihull but since that part of North Warwickshire lies within
the Green Belt, such policy would be duplicative and unnecessary.

3.68

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy ENV4 and its reasoned justification
and that consequential modification be made to the Proposals Map.

Policy ENV5 Public Access
and paragraphs 3.48 – 3.52
First Deposit Objections:
FD0537 (4889) Arbury Estate
FD0866 (5795) Mr P Moorewood
FD0887 (5927) Matthew Dugdale Estates

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0866 (7707) Mr P Moorewood

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
The Arbury Estate - FD0537(4889) objects on the basis that that applicants can only be
required to provide such rights of way when the land in question falls within the application
site, and that exploitation of access opportunities is a matter for negotiation with the
landowners concerned.
Mr P Moorewood - FD0866(5795)(7707) objects on the grounds that there is no legitimate
justification for insisting that all development should provide new Public Rights of Way, and
further objects to policy stipulating what may or may not be a material consideration.
Matthew Dugdale Estates - FD0887(5927) argue that inclusion of Public Rights of Way by
developers could be invasive to the continued/proposed use of the land and suggest that
access over land could be provided without being designated as Public. The Policy should
also clarify that such access for leisure uses would be secondary to the use of the land and
subject to some controls by the landowner. The objector further comments that it is feasible
that in some areas the use of countryside for recreational purposes would lead to demand
for off road parking and that the Plan needs to specify that this should not be the
landowner’s responsibility.
3.69

The Council says that this policy has been formulated in response to the need to
place increased emphasis on the promotion of public rights of way in order to
encourage sustainable means of travel, such as walking and cycling, and to promote
recreational enjoyment of the countryside. However, promotion of sustainable travel
and transport, as a necessary component of the access arrangements to, within and
from development sites, finds suitable expression in deposit Plan policy TPT3. Policy
ENV5, under the title “public access”, has a wider thrust and conveys the implication
that developers will in some way be required to contribute to a general expansion of
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the Borough’s rights of way network across their sites and beyond, for the benefit of
the public at large. It is this which lies at the root of the various objections.
3.70

PPG17 advises that rights of way are an important recreational facility, which Local
Authorities should protect and enhance. It adds that Local Authorities should seek
opportunities to provide better facilities for walkers, cyclists and horse riders, for
example by adding links to existing rights of way networks. While the underlying
objective of policy ENV5 is therefore worthy of support, the wording of PPG17
suggests that implementation is likely to be the responsibility of the Local Authority
(perhaps acting in partnership with other agencies). Indeed, while not necessarily
excluded, there is clear difficulty in requiring developers to provide new routes or fill
gaps in existing ones through the land use planning process.

3.71

This is because the imposition of planning conditions or the negotiation of planning
Obligations in association with decisions on planning applications must take place
within the framework provided by Circulars 11/95 and 1/97. Both require, among
other things, that tests of need (from a practical point of view, to enable development
to go ahead) and relevance (such that the development ought not be permitted
without it) to be satisfied. While reasoned justification refers at paragraph 3.49 to
implementation through the Countryside Stewardship scheme, that is in the context
of permissive routes rather than dedicated public rights of way. Much the same
applies to the “Greenway Networks” being promoted by the Countryside Agency
referred to in paragraph 3.50. In either case, the Circular 11/95 and 1/97 tests apply
equally to “permissive routes” as to public rights of way, whether initiated by a
developer or by the Council in connection with development proposals.

3.72

If policy is to be promoted to secure additions to the rights of way network in
connection with development, a much less vague formulation would be necessary
avoiding terms such as “to and around the countryside” and “where suitable
opportunities exist”. Rather, it would have to refer to specific sections of route that the
Council would seek to provide or infill, explain how this would be fairly and
reasonably related to individual development proposals in scale and kind, and set out
the intended means of implementation. In development control policy the expression
“the Council will have regard to..” is also inappropriate, because the Council will not
always be the only or ultimate decision maker.

3.73

In the light of all of the shortcomings of the deposit policy, however, I find the policy
unacceptable and therefore recommend its deletion.

3.74

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy ENV5 and its reasoned
justification.

Policy ENV6 Green Space and Urban Landscape
and paragraphs 3.32a-3.52f
First Deposit Objections:
FD0166 (4217) - Austrey Parish Council
FD0189 (4268) - I M Properties
FD0440 (4725) - Richard J Barker
FD0475 (4771) - Martin C Davis
FD0476 (4776) - Gillian D Davis
FD0548 (4918) - Atherstone Town Council
FD0711 (5167) - Samuel Fullerlove
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FD0712 (5168) - Thomas Walker
FD0535 (4881) - Coleshill & District Civic Society
FD0714 (5172) - Paul Hamilton
FD0715 (5173) - Dominic Nakielski
FD0753 (5229) - Lorraine Freer
FD0821 (5439) - J M Bassan
FD0822 (5482) - Atherstone Civic Society
FD0840 (5635) - Government Office for the West Midlands
FD0871 (5828)(5829) - Queen Elizabeth School
FD0200 (4295) – Mr W H Powell (part)

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0189 (7514) - I M Properties
RD0189 (7515) - I M Properties
RD0807 (7441) - Woodland Trust
RD0807 (7442) - Woodland Trust
RD0847 (7482) - Sport England
RD0847 (7540) - Sport England
RD0847 (7541) - Sport England
RD0847 (7542) - Sport England
RD0847 (7543) - Sport England
RD0877 (7496) - West Midlands RSL Planning
RD1306 (7864) - Warwickshire County Council

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Austrey Parish Council - 0166 (4217) believes that the Proposals Map shows insufficient
green space in Austrey and seek to avoid development at Crisps Farm, Austrey.
The West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium - 0877 (7496) object to the incorporation in
the policy of open spaces that are not shown on the Proposals Map.
I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd - 0189 (7514) suggest that the policy should be amended to
clarify and justify which open spaces may be developed upon and those open spaces that
will be protected in all circumstances.
Richard J Barker - 0440 (4725) and Mr W H Powell –0200 (4295) consider that there should
be areas set aside in Atherstone for new green space and urban landscape projects, such
as a new linear park on the derelict allotments bordering the Sheepy Road cemetery and
provision of other land for heritage and leisure use.
The Coleshill and District Civic Society 0535 (4881) consider that some of the green spaces
shown on the Proposals Map should be excluded and others included.
The Woodland Trust - 0807 (7441)(7442) wishes to see explicit support of the role of
woodland creation in urban greening.
The Queen Elizabeth School - 0871 (5828)(5829) state that the policy should be modified to
allow the development of small areas of Green Space for purposes of benefit to the
community when no other alternative site is available and that land needed for rebuilding the
school should not be identified as open space.
Samuel Fullerlove - 0711(5167), Thomas Walker -0712 (5168), Paul Hamilton - 0714 (5172),
Dominic Nakielski - 0715 (5173) and Lorraine Freer – 0753 (5229) and Richard J Barker 0440 (4725) object to building on the Queen Elizabeth School Fields, Atherstone.
The Atherstone Civic Society - 0822 (5482) strongly object to loss of open spaces in
Atherstone to town cramming and suggest that new development should instead take place
off Holly Lane north of Rowlands Way. Green Space at Nightingale Close should be restored
and former playing field for Mancetter School retained. Green spaces on Carlyon Road
Industrial Estate should also be restored.
Warwickshire County Council - 1306 (7864) considers that the designation of open space
should be removed from the housing allocation Site 23b (Manor Road).
J M Bassan –0821 (5439) objects on the grounds that green spaces are being eroded on
policy H1 allocation sites 6, 7 and 8 and says that the football ground (allocation site 34)
must be replaced in Atherstone with similar, if not improved facilities. The objector adds that
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although the Plan does ask for S106 agreements for play equipment it is highly unlikely that
these will be forthcoming due to the high affordable housing requirements.
I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd - 0189 (4268), Martin C Davis - 0475 (4771), Gillian D Davis 0476 (4776), and The Atherstone Civic Society - 0822 (5482) object to the allocation of a
range of sites for housing under policy HSG1 that were formerly safeguarded as green
spaces.
G.O. West Midlands - FD0840 (5635) observes that the policy should take account of
PPG17, which includes the need for audits and assessment of needs for open space, sport
and recreation as well as local standards.
Sport England - 0847(7482)(7540)(7541)(7542)(7543) objects that the PPG17 Audit is not
sufficiently robust and clear and that assessment of existing and future needs for open
space, sports and recreational facilities should have been completed. The Plan should
protect national, regional and locally important areas of open space, sports and recreation
land, make provision to address any deficits through policy and specific land allocation, and
set local standards. I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd – 0189(7515) object to the Council’s
reliance on the NPFA “six acre standard”.
3.75

Although the objections to this policy are numerous and diverse, all have a single
underlying theme which is the adequacy of the Council’s approach to open space
protection and provision in the Borough. It is for this reason that I deal with all the
objections together.

3.76

The importance attached by Government to the formulation of well designed and
implemented planning policies for open space, sport and recreation is made clear in
the opening paragraphs of PPG17, which avers that they are fundamental to
delivering objectives of supporting urban renaissance and rural renewal as well as,
promoting social inclusion and community cohesion, health and well being and
sustainable patterns of development.

3.77

In terms of its structure, however, I find policy ENV6 not to be well designed. I make
no particular criticism of the Council in this respect, because PPG17 was published
mid-way through the Plan preparation process and could not be fully assimilated
without engendering significant difficulty and delay. Rather, I record briefly what I
perceive as the main defects of the policy here only to illustrate why I find it should
not be carried forward without significant modification.

3.78

In effect, the second deposit policy as drafted has four distinct components. The first
is to protect all “Green Spaces” shown on the Proposals Map. This presupposes that
sufficient and suitable open spaces to meet the community’s needs have been
identified in the first place, a subject that I return to later in my appraisal of the
objections, particularly in response to the points made by objectors 0840(5635) and
0847(7482)(7540)(7451). Importantly, it makes no provision for any additional open
spaces that may be needed to remedy deficiencies or how open space requirements
for new development are to be set for the purposes of implementing deposit policy
COM4. The second component is to have “special regard” (whatever that may mean
in practice) to the retention or replacement of Green Spaces not shown on the
Proposals Map, in the event of development proposals being advanced. Reference
here to those “which are considered to be of value to the community” is unacceptably
vague. The third component seeks to protect and enhance certain types of Green
Space within settlements, which I take to exclude all Green Spaces adjoining or
otherwise outside defined development boundaries. The Council’s rebuttal evidence
indicates that the main aspect of this part of the policy is to secure enhancement of
existing Green Space rather than to repeat either of the preceding two components,
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but there is no indication of how enhancement is to be achieved. The final
component is, in effect, to protect the setting of Green Space. This is an objective
which, I suggest, relates more to urban design issues in the context of policy ENV14
than to the community’s need for recreational open space in the context of policy
ENV6.
3.79

That said, PPG17 essentially requires three steps to be undertaken in formulating
policy for open space, sport and recreation. These are:




an assessment of the Community’s needs (paragraphs 1 and 2 of
PPG17).
an audit of what is actually available at present (paragraphs 3 and 4 of
PPG17).
the setting of local standards, designed to inform strategy for reconciling
differences between the assessment and the audit, and to guide
development control decisions where loss of existing facilities may be
involved, or the provision of new or replacement facilities may be sought
(paragraphs 6,7 and 8 of PPG17).

3.80

Because of the timing of the publication of PPG17, the Council has as yet only
completed the audit and, in formulating policy ENV6 and other related policies and
proposals, has simply compared the findings with National Standards for open space
provision. It acknowledges the deficiencies in this approach in CD42, and has
effectively excluded assessment of what is actually needed in a local context in
quantitative, qualitative and accessibility terms. Among other things, it has also not
yet taken account of any contribution that may be made by built sports and recreation
facilities.

3.81

In these circumstances, it seems to me that the advice in paragraph 10 of PPG17 is
particularly pertinent, because until community needs have been robustly assessed
and up-to-date local standards set, it is impossible to determine which existing open
space, sports and recreational buildings and land are surplus to requirements in
terms of all the functions that open space can perform. In the interim, PPG17
effectively says that such land and buildings should not be built on. A single
exception is where an applicant for planning permission demonstrates through
independent assessment that the land and buildings are indeed surplus, has
consulted with the local community and is able to show that the proposals are widely
supported by them.

3.82

The normal course of events envisioned by PPG17 is that the assessment, audit and
standard-setting processes would be completed before, or at least in parallel with, the
development plan-making process. In that way, it can be assumed that development
proposals and allocations brought forward through the Plan would not prejudice
provision of adequate open space, sports and recreational facilities to meet the
community’s existing and future needs.

3.83

However, that is not the case in North Warwickshire, and paragraph 14 of PPG17 is
of particular relevance in this situation. It advises that parks, recreation grounds,
playing fields and allotments must not be regarded as previously developed land as
defined in Annex C of PPG3 and that even where land does fall within the definition,
its existing and potential value for recreation and other purposes should be properly
assessed before development is considered. A number of the site specific
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allocations made by the Council under deposit policy HSG1 are wholly or partly on
existing recreational land and incorrectly identified as previously developed land.
Moreover, until community needs have been properly and robustly assessed, little
reliance can be placed on the Council’s submissions that in some cases only part
loss of open space is involved, or that alternative or better facilities are or would be
made available. This is particularly so, given that the proposals do not appear to be
widely supported by the community, as objectors 0711(5167), 0712(5168),
0714(5172), 0715(5173), 0753(5229), 0440(4725), 0822(5482), 0821(5439),
0189(4268), 0475(4771), 0476(4776), 0548(4918), 0822(5482) to this policy (as well
as others to the deposit policy HSG1 allocation sites themselves) attest. Those
allocations should not, in my view, be made until their potential for recreation has
been properly determined following completion of the assessment, audit and
standard setting processes. This bears on the adequacy of the Plan’s housing
provisions and certain of the policy HSG1 allocations rather than on the formulation
of policy ENV6. However, it is relevant to the formulation of policy ENV6 inasmuch
as open space, once built upon, is lost forever. The importance of evaluating its
existing or potential contribution to community needs before allocation is therefore
paramount, especially if allocations are not to fall foul of policy ENV6 at development
control stage (as they may do so with the third component of the policy as currently
drafted).
3.84

Returning to policy ENV6 itself, there can be no suggestion that its formulation should
await completion of PPG17 processes because that would leave all open space
unprotected. Equally, if policy were to be formulated in a way that prevented any
development on any open space whatever (including, for example, private garden
land) unreasonable restraint would be placed on acceptable development activity.
For these reasons, I consider that protection of Green Spaces already identified on
the Proposals Map should endure until such time as the relevant assessment
processes have been completed. The monitoring criteria at the end of reasoned
justification should also include a realistic date by which this can be expected to be
achieved. A criteria-based approach is additionally called for with regard to other
locally important open space that is not so shown, in order to enable those preparing,
considering and determining planning applications to identify and protect open
spaces that may have existing or potential recreational importance. This should draw
on paragraph 2 of the Annex to PPG17, thereby combining the second and third
components of the deposit policy, but being clearer as to when replacement will be
sought. Reference to urban landscape and development in the vicinity of open space
should be deleted. To the extent that not all existing or potential open space may be
“green” (some may support water-borne recreation for example), I also recommend
the substitution of “open space” for “Green Space” throughout.
Reasoned
justification should affirm that the policy has been formulated on an interim basis and
should also refer to Core Policy CP10 (as I recommend it be modified) in the context
of provision of open space in association with new development. Until local
standards have been set, national standards would need to apply for the purposes of
that policy as a general guide, and it would be necessary for the Plan to indicate
accordingly.

3.85

Such an approach may, to varying degrees, frustrate objectors 0871(5829),
0189(4268)(7515), 0877(7496), 1306(7864) but by setting clear criteria and making
provision for schemes to come forward supported by independent assessment it
should be possible to ensure an appropriate balance between the protection and
provision of open space on the one hand, and development needs on the other.
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3.86

I find no reason, however, to accede to objector 0807(7441)(7442) request for
inclusion of reference to woodland creation, because that subject is more
appropriately covered by my recommended policy ENVC (paragraph 3.39(c) above).
Objector 0166(4217) concern about Crisps Farm is also not a subject that policy
ENV6 can deal with. Proposals for development there would fall within the ambit of
my recommended policy CPC.

3.87

Recommendation

(a).

That policy ENV6 be modified to read:
POLICY ENV6 OPEN SPACE
DEVELOPMENT RESULTING IN THE LOSS OF OPEN SPACE WHICH HAS
BEEN SHOWN TO BE NEEDED TO MEET THE OPEN SPACE, SPORTS AND
RECREATIONAL NEEDS OF THE BOROUGH FOLLOWING THE PROCESS OF
NEED ASSESSMENT, AUDIT AND SETTING OF LOCAL STANDARDS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPHS 1-9 OF PPG17 WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.
UNTIL THAT PPG17 PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPLETED, DEVELOPMENT
RESULTING IN THE LOSS OF OPEN SPACES FALLING WITHIN ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS THE
PROPOSAL, IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 10 OF PPG17, IS
SUPPORTED BY AN INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT SHOWING THE LAND TO
BE SURPLUS TO REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE LOCAL COMMUNITY HAS BEEN
CONSULTED AND THAT THE PROPOSALS ARE WIDELY SUPPORTED BY
THAT COMMUNITY:
(i). OPEN SPACE IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP.
(ii). OPEN SPACE WHICH FALLS WITHIN THE TYPOLOGY IN
PARAGRAPH 2 OF THE ANNEX TO PPG17, EXCEPT WHERE
DEVELOPMENT PROVIDES FOR RELOCATION OF THE OPEN SPACE
TO A SITE WHICH IS AT LEAST EQUIVALENT IN SIZE, QUALITY,
ACCESSIBILITY, USEFULNESS AND ATTRACTIVENESS TO THAT
WHICH WOULD BE LOST.

b).

That reasoned justification be modified by:
 In paragraph 3.52b by adding a sentence to the effect that the PPG17
process has not yet been completed in the Borough, and policy ENV6 has
been formulated to provide interim protection, adding that a monitoring
target has been set to affirm the Council’s commitment to its early
completion.
 Deletion of paragraph 3.52c and its substitution with reference to need for
new development to provide for its own open space requirements, this to be
judged using the NPFA “6 Acre Standard” as a general guide and carried
forward through policy CP10 (as recommended for modification).
 Distinguishing more clearly in paragraph 3.52e between open space
protected by policy ENV6 and other sports, recreation and community
facilities protected by policy COM2.
 Deletion of paragraph 3.52f.
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c).

Inclusion under the heading “monitoring” of a realistic performance target for
publication of the results of PPG17 assessment, audit and local standardsetting processes.

ENV7 – Telecommunications
and paragraphs 3.52g-3.52j
First Deposit Objections
FD0063 (4090) Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd
FD0090 (4118) Hutchison 3G UK Ltd
FD0281 (4430) Vodafone Ltd
FD0840 (5631) GOWM
FD0848 (5693) Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
FD0853 (5720) BT Group plc
FD0856 (5755) Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (Warwickshire Branch)
FD0864 (5785) T-Mobile (UK) Ltd

Revised Deposit Objections
RD550 (7048) P Ross
RD0811 (7770) English Heritage West Midlands Region
RD0853 (7489) BT Group plc
RD1308 (7765, 7762) Mobile Operators Association

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
3.88

For the most part, first deposit objections have, I consider, been suitably met in the
second deposit version of the policy and its reasoned justification. In particular,
advice in PPG8 is referred to in objection 0840(5631) is now more accurately
reflected, inclusion of criteria relating to overhead transmission lines has been
excluded in response to objectors 0063(4090), 0090(4118) as a separate regime of
control exists under the Electricity Act 1989, and fear of a blanket ban on all freestanding masts has been avoided by re-drafting clause 1 in response to objector
0281(4430). The Council has also conceded that a requirement to remove redundant
equipment is unnecessary as this is a covered by operator licence controls and on
that basis the suggestion by objector 0856(5755) that consents should be time limited
cannot be supported.

BT Group plc - 0853(5720) and 0853(7489), Orange Personal Communications Services
Ltd- 0063 (4090), Hutchison 3G UK Ltd - 0090(4118) and Mobile Operators Association 1308 (7765)( 7762) object to the negative wording of the policy.
3.89

This suite of objections would most easily be met by deleting the word “only” from the
introductory words of the policy, an approach that in combination with clause 2 would
more closely reflect Government policy expressed in PPG8 “to facilitate the growth of
new and existing telecommunications systems while keeping the environmental
impact to a minimum”. I recommend accordingly.

Mobile Operators Association - 1308(7765)(7762) object to the clause 1 requirement to
demonstrate that shared use of masts and sites or use of existing buildings and structures is
not possible and point out that that mast sharing may, on occasion, result in a greater
environmental impact than two smaller masts.
3.90

Clause 1 as drafted makes adequate provision for operators to demonstrate technical
obstacles to mast sharing but neither this clause nor paragraph 3.52h of reasoned
justification adequately provides, in my view, for more subjective judgement of the
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type required in judging the relative environmental impact of one mast rather than
two. Adding the words “or that to do so would result in greater visual intrusion” to
clause 1 would, I consider, suitably meet this point and is included in my
recommended modification.
Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd - 0063 (4090), Hutchison 3G UK Ltd - 0090
(4118) and Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd - 0848 (5693) object to clause 3, arguing that it
would be wrong to refuse a scheme on the basis of unsubstantiated health concerns from
the public and suggest that it should include specific reference to ICNIRP guidelines for
public exposure referred to in PPG8. Mr P Ross – 0550(7048) takes an opposite view and
prefers first deposit wording that proposals should only be considered acceptable where
there is no public concern as to health risks.
3.91

The wording of this clause follows suggestions made by the Mobile Operators
Association and is broadly consistent with PPG8 advice. Reference to ICNIRP
guidelines is made in paragraph 3.52j of reasoned justification and the Council says
that it is better placed there than in the policy itself as Government-backed guidance
may change within the lifespan of the Plan. Nonetheless, the important qualification
of being “Government backed” should in my view be included in the policy to avoid
uncertainty over the status of guidance that may be used in policy application, which
would arise if the suggestion by objector 0550(7048) were to be adopted.

BT Group plc - 0853(5720)(7489) suggest that all of the policy criteria should be qualified by
the caveat “the above points are subject to operational and technical requirements”.
3.92

Although paragraph 37 of PPG8 says that policy should take account of the
limitations imposed by the nature of the telecommunications network and the
technology, I find nothing in PPG8 to suggest that operational and technical
requirements should, as a matter of policy, always take precedence over other
planning considerations. There is nothing in the policy to suggest that operational
and technical matters will not be taken into account, and the change suggested by
this objector should not therefore be made.

English Heritage – 0811(7770) suggests that paragraph 3.52i of reasoned justification
should be modified to refer to “the impact on nature conservation and historic designations”.
Mobile Operators Association - 1308 (7765)(7762) consider that the reference to Green
Belts in this same paragraph should also make mention of very special circumstances.
3.93

It is the impact on land and buildings designated for their archaeological, historic,
nature conservation, landscape or townscape quality that warrants particular
attention, rather than the impact on the designations themselves. A simple cross
reference to policy ENV3 would suitably meet the point raised by objector
1308(7765)(7762).

Other matters
3.94

I raised in correspondence with the parties the applicability of the policy to “prior
approval” procedures and the Council suggested additional wording in response.
This was considered acceptable to all respondents bar Network Rail Infrastructure
Ltd - 0848(5693) who commented that it would be wrong to include policy that sought
to limit permitted development rights. In this respect, broadening the proposed policy
to include reference to prior approval procedures would not restrict permitted
development rights. It would simply establish the considerations that the Council
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would take into account in considering the siting and/or design of proposals once the
Council had determined under paragraph A.2(4) of Part 24 of the GPDO that prior
approval is necessary. I include the additional wording suggested by the Council
accordingly.
3.95

Recommendation

a).

That policy ENV7 be modified to read:
POLICY ENV7: TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ALL TYPES OF APPLICATIONS FOR NEW
INSTALLATIONS WILL BE PERMITTED WHERE:

TELECOMMUNICATION

1. THERE IS EVIDENCE TO DEMONSTRATE THAT IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO
SHARE EXISTING MASTS OR SITES OR UTILISE EXISTING BUILDINGS OR
STRUCTURES OR THAT TO DO SO WOULD RESULT IN GREATER VISUAL
INTRUSION.
2. THE DESIGN AND SCALE OF THE EQUIPMENT MINIMISES VISUAL
INTRUSION.
3. THE EQUIPMENT COMPLIES WITH UP TO DATE GOVERNMENT-BACKED
GUIDELINES ON THE LEVELS OF SAFE EXPOSURE TO RADIO WAVES.
b).

That paragraph 3.52g of reasoned justification be modified by the inclusion of
the following sentence: “This policy will apply to all applications, including
cases where intervention is necessary due to the need to relocate an antenna
installed under permitted development rights and where the Council has
required prior approval of siting and appearance of a development”.

c).

That paragraph 3.52i of reasoned justification be modified by:
 Substitution of “the impact on land and buildings designated for their
archaeological, historic, nature conservation, landscape or townscape
quality” for the words “the impact on nature conservation and historic
designations”.
 Substitution of the final sentence with the words “in the Green Belt,
proposals will also be subject to policy ENV3”.

Policy ENV8 Nature Conservation
and paragraphs 3.52k – 3.52n
First Deposit Objections:
FD0076 (4104) Narrowcraft Ltd
FD0131 (4161) Malcolm Burge
FD0178 (4233) (4236) (4237) Warwickshire Wildlife Trust
FD0397 (4646) Alvecote Marina
FD0513 (4829) K J Ulliot
FD0803 (5310) Tarmac Central Ltd
FD0803 (5311) G Fyles
FD0807 (5319) Woodland Trust
FD0807 (5320) Woodland Trust
FD0807 (5321) Woodland Trust
FD0840(5632) GOWM
FD0875 (5837) Mr M Burge
FD0895 (5949) Heart of England Promotions
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Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0814 (7458) English Nature
RD0825 (7851) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Tarmac Central Ltd -0803(5310) objects that the policy does not distinguish between sites of
National and local importance.
3.96

Changes made to the Plan between First and second deposit stage have, I consider,
suitably addressed this criticism. No further modification need be made in response
to it.

Warwickshire Wildlife Trust 0178(4233)(4236)(4237) objects on the grounds that reasoned
justification does not include a statement on how SINCs are selected and questions the
manner of their illustration on the Proposals Map. As such it is stated that reference should
be made to ‘Guidance for the selection of non-statutory sites of importance for nature
conservation in Warwickshire’ (May 1998).
3.97

In effect, this objector seeks to introduce a reference to SINCs that would extend
policy protection beyond identified SINCs to include sites that have been “identified
as potential SINCs”. It would seem from the representations, however, that the latter
have yet to be identified, with a review awaiting completion. These cannot therefore
be shown on the Proposals Map (as required by paragraph 25 of PPG9, paragraph
26 of Annex A to PP12 and the equivalent provision in PPS12) because the
application of policy ENV8 to them is uncertain. Expanding upon the glossary
definition of SINCs as proposed by the Council in its rebuttal evidence would not be
sufficient to deal with this criticism, and the details of site selection (apparently
contained in the 1998 document to which the objector has referred) are not before
me. In all the circumstances, I have no option but to recommend deletion of the
category of “potential” SINCs altogether.

The Woodland Trust - 0807(5319, 5320, 5321 ) would like to see the Plan provide absolute
protection for ancient woodland and ancient trees, allowing no development where they
would be adversely affected and to give stronger support for the promotion of woodland
creation.
3.98

Although Ancient Woodlands and other ancient trees may be protected for their
ecological value, such protection is not the only purpose of protection because other
factors may also be relevant, such as their contribution to the historic landscape. It is
for this and other reasons that I have recommended a separate policy (policy ENVC)
at paragraph3.39(c) above and do not support the Council’s suggestion in its rebuttal
evidence that the subject be referred to in policy ENV8 or its reasoned justification.
The separate policy I have recommended would also deal with the planting of new
trees, woodlands and hedgerows. In view of that recommended policy, no further
modification is called for here.

Objectors 0814(7458) - English Nature and 0825(7851) - Warwickshire Museum Field
Services (Ecology) state that the policy needs to protect rare species as well as those that
are endangered. It is therefore suggested that the first sentence of the policy be amended.
3.99

The Council has suggested additional wording that would suitably meet this
objection. The policy should be modified accordingly.
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Narrowcraft Limited - 0076(4104) says that the Canal Basin, Robeys Lane, Alvecote should
be deleted as a wildlife site because it is boat hire base and boatyard, and has been for the
last 20 years.
Mr M Burge - 0875(5837) states that the local wildlife designation at Alvecote marina should
be deleted as the designation is inconsistent with the permitted use of the site.
A similar point is made by objector 0397(4646) – Alvecote Marina.
3.100 I understand that the designation refers to a “potential” SINC and, as such, my
comments at paragraph 3.97 above apply. In any event, it would seem from the
Council’s rebuttal evidence that the marina area to which extant permissions for built
development relate would, however, be excluded if SINC designation is confirmed.
Even so, I find no obvious reason why the boatyard use and nature conservation
interests should be regarded as inherently incompatible in the area as a whole. No
further modification would therefore be appropriate to policy ENV8 to meet these
objections.
Malcolm Burge – 0131(4161) contends that Kitchen Bridge, Polesworth Road, Grendon and
the next door property have been incorrectly identified as a wildlife site.
3.101 The objection is made on the basis that the two properties referred to include private
houses and their domestic gardens. The objector says that the Site of Nature
Conservation Interest (SINC) designation has been deleted from the Proposals Map
but still subsists in the Council’s written records, held separately. That being the
case, however, it is not within my powers to extend recommendations beyond what is
specified in the Local Plan itself. I make no recommendation for modification on that
basis.
Heart of England Promotions -0895(5949) objects to the designation of Birchley Hays Wood
as a site of important nature conservation (SINC) on the grounds that it is a working forest.
3.102 I understand that the designation refers to a “potential” SINC and, as such, my
comments at paragraph 3.97 above again apply.
As the County Council has
indicated, the fact that the wood is managed under an agreed Plan of operations with
the Forestry Commission does not in itself change the wood’s ecological status.
Nonetheless, balancing the needs of forestry and nature conservation is a matter for
the agreed Plan of operations (policy implementation) rather than the formulation of
development plan policy of general applicability to address with regard site specific
issues. No modification should be made on that basis.
0803(5311) G Fyles states that the Proposals Map should not identify Oldbury Reservoir as
a local wildlife site as the site is part of active quarry workings.
3.103 In the light of my findings at paragraph 3.97 above “potential” SINCs should be
deleted from the Proposals Map. If the Council’s rebuttal of this particular objection is
that the site is now a SINC rather than a potential SINC it should, however, be
identified as such on the Proposals Map. In response to the objector’s concern,
policy ENV8 would, even so, only apply when development is proposed and would
not therefore impinge unduly on existing permitted operations.
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Other Matters
3.104 Objector 0840(5632) is, I understand, content that the revised deposit policy now
suitably accords with PPG9 and 0513(4829) is, I understand, content that the status
of property at Boot Hill, Grendon has been properly recognised in changes made
between First and Second deposit.
3.105 The wording of the second and third paragraphs of the policy under the heading
“Regionally and Locally Important Sites” warrants attention. Use of the term “have
an adverse effect” may, for example, include any adverse effect no matter how small
and whether or not outweighed by other beneficial effects. Also, development and
land use change is “permitted” rather than “approved”, it being important to
distinguish between policies that relate, for example, to applications for planning
permission, for Listed Building or Advertisement consent, or approval of details
pursuant to outline permissions. Use of the word “substantive” serves only to lend
vagueness to the policy and the expression “where development does proceed” fails
to provide a suitable link between the grant of planning permission and the use of
planning conditions/obligations. In paragraph 3.25n of reasoned justification, it would
be helpful to include a more precise reference to the three tests referred to, or to
include the tests themselves. Finally, no part of the reasoned justification refers to
the last part of the policy, dealing with species protection.
3.106 Recommendation:
a).

That the first paragraph of policy ENV8 under the heading “Regionally and
Locally Important Sites” be modified to read:
DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER LAND USE CHANGE LIKELY TO HAVE A
HARMFUL EFFECT ON THE NATURE CONSERVATION VALUE OF:




A LOCAL NATURE RESERVE;
A SITE OF IMPORTANCE FOR NATURE CONSERVATION; OR
A REGIONALLY IMPORTANT GEOLOGICAL/GEOMORPHOLOGICAL SITE

WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS IT CAN BE CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED
THAT THERE ARE REASONS FOR THE PROPOSAL THAT CLEARLY
OUTWEIGH THE NEED TO SAFEGUARD THE NATURE CONSERVATION
VALUE OF THE SITE OR FEATURE.
b).

That the beginning of the ensuing paragraph of the policy be modified to begin:
WHERE DEVELOPMENT IS PERMITTED…..

c).

That the first paragraph of policy ENV8 under the heading “Species Protection”
be modified to read:
DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER LAND USE CHANGES LIKELY TO HAVE A
HARMFUL EFFECT ON RARE, ENDANGERED OR OTHER SPECIES OF
CONSERVATION IMPORTANCE WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.

d).

That reasoned justification be modified to include:
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At paragraph 3.52n a clearer exposition of the three tests in the Habitats
Directive referred to.



Additional text relating to the section of the policy dealing with Species
Protection.

Policy ENV10 – Water Resources
and paragraphs 3.74a – 3.77
First Deposit Objections
FD0840(5633) GOWM
FD0868 (5808) Bowater Windows
FD0897 (5951) Mrs S Williams

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Bowater Windows - 0868(5808), raised objection to the wording of Policy point 2 which, in
its view, appeared to restrict all development on sites liable to flood, rather than reflecting the
more flexible sequential approach set out in Table 1 of PPG25.
3.107 This first deposit objection has been suitably met by the deletion of clause 2 of the
policy as originally drafted and its replacement by 1a. However, “Having regard to..”
in this clause conveys unacceptable vagueness to the application of policy, and
should be replaced with “By applying”.
Mrs Williams – 0897(5951) raised objection to the inclusion of Alder Mill House at Sheepy
Road Atherstone within the Indicative Floodplain shown on the Proposals Map.
3.108 The indicative flood plain is no longer shown on the Proposals Map, so this first
deposit objection has also been suitably met.
Other matters
3.109 Objector 0840(5633) is, I understand content with modifications made to the policy
between first and second deposit and that there would no longer be any conflict with
PPG25. It is inappropriate for the policy to be introduced by the words “The Council
will…” because the policy may on occasion fall to be implemented by others,
including for example the First Secretary of State. I recommend minor re-wording to
avoid this criticism.
3.110 Recommendation
a).

That the introductory words of policy ENV10 be modified to read:
THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE BOROUGH WILL BE SAFEGUARDED AND
ENHANCED, AND DEVELOPMENT PROTECTED FROM FLOODWATER BY:

b).

And that in clause 1a the words “HAVING REGARD TO…” be replaced with “BY
APPLYING….”
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Policy ENV11 – Air Quality
and paragraphs 3.79 – 3.81
First Deposit Objection
FD0821 (5440) J M Bassan

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
JM Bassan – 0821(5440) questions the air quality implications of proposed housing
development at Atherstone and the wisdom of promoting residential development of first
deposit policy HSG1 allocation site 5 (land at Station Street Atherstone) having regard to
likely noise exposure.
3.111 The Council’s air quality monitoring indicates that present levels of air pollution
attributable to vehicle usage are not close to breaching public health thresholds in
Atherstone. With the increasing trend towards less polluting fuel and engines, and
the promotion of sustainable modes of travel and transport, it is unlikely that
additional housing would have any significant detrimental impact in the foreseeable
future. The first deposit stage allocation of site 5 has been deleted from policy
HSG1 in the Plan and the latter part of the objection has therefore been met.
Other matters
3.112 As with policy ENV11, it is inappropriate for the policy to be introduced by the words
“The Council will…” because the policy may on occasion fall to be implemented by
others, including for example the First Secretary of State.
“Giving special
consideration to…in and around…” in clause 1 of the policy also represents
unacceptable vagueness of expression. I again recommend minor re-wording to
avoid these criticisms.
3.113 Recommendation
a).

That the introductory words of policy ENV11 be modified to read:
THE AIR QUALITY OF THE BOROUGH WILL BE SAFEGUARDED AND
ENHANCED BY:

b).

That in clause 1 the words “GIVING SPECIAL REGARD TO NEW
DEVELOPMENT IN AND AROUND….” be replaced with “NOT PERMITTING
NEW POTENTIALLY POLLUTING FORMS OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN AND
BORDERING …”

Policy ENV12 – Sustainable Use of Energy
and paragraphs 3.82 – 3.83
First Deposit Objections
FD0040 (4062) National Farmers’ Union
FD0821 (5441) J M Bassan
FD0822 (5486) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0839 (5620) Future Energy Solutions (DTI)
FD0844 (5668) House Builders Federation
FD0866 (5796) Mr P Moorewood
FD0870 (5823) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
FD0887 (5928) Matthew Dugdale Estate
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Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Future Energy Solutions – 0839(5620) makes the point that there needs to be clearer
distinction in policy between renewable sources of energy and making use of energy more
efficiently. The policy should focus instead on the circumstances in which permission would
be granted for renewable energy projects.
3.114 Although the policy is titled “Sustainable Use of Energy” the policy requirement refers
to “energy efficiency”, while the objector is concerned to have policy to guide
proposals for renewable energy installations. All three are different subjects and
there needs to be care in policy formulation to ensure, for example, that policy
promoting energy efficiency within development proposals is not misconstrued as
policy for the support or control of free-standing proposals for energy generation. In
this respect, I note that RSS/RPG11 makes a clear policy distinction between Energy
Generation (policy EN1) and Energy Conservation (policy EN2), which seems to me
to represent a sound approach to the subject.
3.115 That said, PPS22 says at paragraph 1 that Planning Authorities should set out the
criteria that will be applied in assessing applications for planning permission for
renewable energy projects. This is to be within the context of targets set for
renewable energy capacity in the region, derived from assessments undertaken in
connection with RSS preparation of the potential taking account of regional
environmental, economic and social impacts. Given that WASP pre-dates PPS22
and refers to the subject only in passing in policy GD.1, local policy formulation for
renewable energy installations is an exercise that must be carried out within a
considered framework provided by Regional Spatial Strategy, as paragraph 8.52 of
RSS/RPG11 indicates, rather than as an improvised exercise at this advanced stage
in Local Plan preparation. As such the policy can only deal with Energy Conservation
now.
3.116 I therefore make no recommendation for modification in direct response to this
objection, other than to the policy title and introductory wording, to make clear the
intended thrust of this Local Plan’s policy.
Mr P Moorewood - 0866 (5796) and Matthew Dugdale Estate - 0887 (5928) consider it
unreasonable to require developers to include all the measures listed in the policy in all
proposals.
The Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce FD0870 (5823) and the Atherstone
Civic Society 0822(5486) take a similar stance but for a different reason, being concerned
that certain of the measures required may have adverse impacts in terms of appearance,
especially where landscapes and buildings have been designated in recognition of their
special qualities.
National Farmers Union -0040(4062) argue that the requirement to use locally produced
materials and to provide sustainable travel plans would be costly for small developments and
could inhibit development.
House Builders Federation - 0844(5668) says that the policy should be deleted as the
requirements would be best achieved through the Building Regulations.
3.117 Paragraph 18 of PPS22 suggests that Local Planning Authorities should consider the
opportunity for incorporating renewable energy projects in all new developments and
urges Authorities to specifically encourage such schemes through positively
expressed policies in Local Development Documents. However, this falls some way
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short of suggesting that policy should require all development, of any scale, to
include specified measures. Indeed, the companion guide to PPS22 cautions that
policies should be flexible rather than prescriptive and should not place undue
burdens on developers. In recognition of this advice, the Council has suggested in its
rebuttal evidence to the Inquiry a change to the introductory words so that the various
measures prescribed would, in effect, become a list of suggestions. This would, I
consider, suitably meet objectors (0866)5796, 0887(5928) and 0040(4062).
3.118 However, examples should be incorporated in reasoned justification (or in separately
published Supplementary Planning Guidance) rather than in policy. It is also
important that policy is not formulated in a way that gives encouragement to the use
of unsuitable materials or the inclusion of incongruous structures in environmentally
sensitive locations. Introduction of the policy with the words “the Council will
require..” may convey the wrong impression in this respect, quite apart from having
the same defect that I have observed in other policies in this part of the Plan, that
potential for implementation other than the Council needs to be recognised. I
recommend modification to address these points which would, I consider, also meet
those raised by objectors 0870 and 0822.
3.119 No modification should be made in response to objector 0844(5668) because the
policy would promote measures that do not fall within the scope of the Building
Regulations, relevant provisions of which are concerned mainly with promoting
thermal efficiency in construction. The last paragraph should, however, be deleted
from the policy because BREEAM certification may, in some cases, have different
requirements from the Building Regulations and it should be only the latter that have
statutory force.
3.120 Recommendation
a).

That policy ENV12 be modified to read:
POLICY ENV12 ENERGY CONSERVATION
NEW DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS ITS SITING, DESIGN
AND LAYOUT AVOIDS UNNECESSARY WASTE OF RENEWABLE AND NONRENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES AND MAKES ECONOMIC USE OF RAW
MATERIALS.

b).

That reasoned justification be modified to include:


A brief list of examples drawn from clauses 1-8 of the deposit policy.



Cross references to other policies concerned with protecting the
environment, including ENVA, ENV8, ENV15 and ENV16 as I recommend
they be modified.

Policy ENV13 - Re-Use of Previously Developed Employment Land
Outside Development Boundaries
and paragraphs 3.84-3.87
First Deposit Objections
FD0200 (4301) – Mr W H Powell
FD0546 (4910) – AMEC Group Ltd (Mr J Hannon)
FD0811 (5352) – English Heritage
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FD0822 (5487) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0826 (5593) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0840 (5634) – GO-WM South Eastern Division
FD0853 (5721) – BT Plc
FD0867 (5805) – Groutage & Ingram Ltd
FD0870 (5824) – Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
FD0877 (5871) – West Midlands RSL Consortium
FD0887 (5929) – Matthew Dugdale Estate

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0811 (7771) – English Heritage
RD0887 (7088 & 7089) – Matthew Dugdale Estate

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
GO-WM South Eastern Division - 0840 (5634) states that the policy could allow development
that is inappropriate in the green belt.
3.121 Although the Council has responded to this first deposit stage objection by inserting a
policy clause requiring compliance with other policies in the Plan, that clause should
be deleted because the Plan must be read as whole. It would engender the wrongful
impression that this “wholeness” does not apply in the case of policies where no such
caveat has been explicitly included. A more suitable approach is to include a specific
policy requirement that the proposal does not represent inappropriate development in
the Green Belt, accompanied by a cross-reference to policy ENV3 in reasoned
justification indicating that the advice in paragraphs 3.1-3.15 of PPG2 is of particular
relevance to such proposals.
Atherstone Civic Society –0822 (5487) seeks a definition of “appropriate countryside uses”.
Mr W H Powell - 0200 (4301), AMEC Group Ltd (Mr J Hannon) - 0546 (4910) and BT Plc 0853 (5721) disagree with the policy arguing that re-use should not be restricted just to
countryside uses.
3.122 My recommended Core Policy CPC would limit development in the countryside
outside the defined development boundaries to that “requisite for agriculture, forestry
or other uses that can be shown to require a rural location”. I do not recommend the
Council to seek to compile a list of such uses because this could never be
comprehensive and omissions are likely to give rise to arguments over policy
application. The test there is simply whether any particular use needs to be located
in the countryside, because it is of an inherently rural nature and its intrinsic
characteristics render it unsuitable for location within an urban area.
3.123 Policy CPC, however, is primarily concerned with the distribution of new
development, whereas policy ENV13 has a much more limited focus, being
concerned only with controlling the redevelopment of existing employment sites in the
open countryside. It would seem from paragraph 3.85 of reasoned justification that
the Council has fairly sizeable sites in mind, with the list there having a degree of
commonality with “major developed sites” referred to in paragraph C.1 of appendix C
to PPG2. That being so, I doubt that it would be realistic for the Council to expect
such sites to be redeveloped only for “countryside uses”, a point that I take to have
been tacitly accepted in changes made between first and second deposit stages
(deletion of “and” in clause 1). Rather, in revised deposit form, the policy provides for
continued employment use provided the scale of development is reduced. Some
importance attaches to avoiding wholesale losses of employment land in this way
because of the strictures imposed by WASP employment strategy over the provision
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of new employment sites throughout the Borough. In these particular circumstances,
I do not therefore support objectors who wish to see redevelopment for a broader
range of uses other than employment (because that could potentially lead to large net
losses of employment land) and consider that the stance adopted in the revised
deposit plan is a broadly suitable one.
Matthew Dugdale Estate - 0887 (5929) and 0887 (7088 and 7089), Atherstone Civic Society
- 0822 (5487), Groutage & Ingram Ltd – 0867 (5805) and Coventry & Warwickshire
Chamber of Commerce - 0870 (5824) question the practicability of the policy, its impact on
existing rural businesses and refer to the potential for re-development of previously
developed land to deliver environmental benefits.
3.124 In support of the policy, the Council refers to the large number of developed
employment sites in the North Warwickshire countryside, many of which are long
established but in unsustainable locations and give rise to environmental blight. The
title of the policy together with the various clauses of the policy itself and its reasoned
justification intimate that the focus is on seeking restoration and enhancement of
such sites when they are vacated for their original use and new proposals for their reuse or redevelopment come forward. However, objectors 0887, 0867 and 0872
perceive the policy as having a potentially restraining effect also on existing users of
such sites, a point reinforced by paragraphs 2.1 and 4.9 of the Council’s evidence in
references to proposals for expansion and existing uses respectively. Greater clarity
of policy expression is necessary in this respect.
3.125 There can be little doubt that policy that seeks to relocate long-established and often
sizeable commercial enterprises, or to restrain or prohibit their modernisation and
development may have a serious impact on the viability of the businesses concerned
(whether directly, by inhibiting business growth, or indirectly by reducing the value of
property portfolios). This may, in some circumstances, be justified in land use
planning terms, especially where existing uses are in remote or inaccessible parts of
the Borough, as referred to in paragraph 3.87 of reasoned justification or where
“inappropriate” Green Belt development would be involved. However, those whose
property interests are adversely affected in this way by development control
decisions and are faced with costs of remediation, security and restoration are
unlikely to be favourably disposed towards the Council’s proposal in paragraph 3.84
of reasoned justification, that it will seek to redress environmental impacts by
“working with site owners and securing legal agreements”. A rather more pragmatic
approach to development proposals is, I consider, necessary if the Council’s aims are
to be achieved in either the short or long term.
3.126 In effect, I consider that policy should be formulated in two distinct parts both of which
include criteria to establish a suitable balance between commercial needs,
environmental enhancement and sustainability issues, as well as recognising WASP
policy restraint on employment development. Thus the first part of the policy, for
existing businesses, would provide for modernisation but not expansion or
intensification. The second part, for redundant sites, would provide for suitable reuse and redevelopment provided the area of the site used for commercial purposes
would be reduced in favour of enhancement of the natural environment. Reference
should also be made in reasoned justification to policy ECON12, to acknowledge that
there are sites where development beyond simply re-using existing buildings would
be unacceptable. Reasoned justification should explain the implications of each of
the policy clauses in more detail. In this way, I consider that this suite of objections to
the policy could be suitably met.
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West Midlands RSL Consortium - 0877 (5871) wants to give special priority to housing that
meets affordable housing needs.
Atherstone Civic Society –0822 (5487) considers that Ansley Workshops should be used for
housing
3.127 As PPG3 now makes clear (the January 2005 up-dates refer), the appropriate way to
deal with small amounts of affordable housing that may be needed in the countryside
is through a rural exceptions policy. This would provide for development within or
adjoining villages where residents would be within easy reach of a range of
community services and facilities, rather than in relatively isolated locations in the
countryside. In effect, the need to provide for affordable housing for any particular
settlement or group of settlements by way of a “rural exception” should be considered
first, and then the search for a suitable site should follow the PPG3 sequence.
Previously developed employment land close to a settlement may well fall within that
sequence. However, even a relatively short separation distance between houses
and a nearby village, with no lighting or footways between may result in an
unacceptable degree of social exclusion and risk to personal safety, especially for
children on roads carrying infrequent but fast moving traffic. Such matters need to be
considered in the circumstances of each case and no modification should be made to
policy ENV13 to deal with “exceptions” in response to these objections.
English Heritage - 0811 (5352, 7771) and Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County
Archaeologist) - 0826 (5593) want inclusion of a reference to features of historic,
archaeological, geological, ecological and recreational value.
3.128 The Council is agreeable to modifying paragraph 3.85 of reasoned justification to
accommodate this point. The last sentence of that paragraph should, however, take
the form of a cross reference to other relevant policies such as ENV15 and ENV16,
rather than effectively incorporating additional policy that all or “parts of sites which
are affected will be protected and enhanced”.
3.129 Recommendation
a)

That policy ENV13 be modified to read:
POLICY ENV13 DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LAND OUTSIDE
DEFINED DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES
DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING EMPLOYMENT LAND OUTSIDE THE DEFINED
DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES OF THE MAIN TOWNS, GREEN BELT MARKET
TOWN(S) AND LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED IF:
A) THE SITE IS TO REMAIN IN ITS EXISTING AND CONTINUING USE AND:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT REPRESENT INAPPROPRIATE
DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE GREEN BELT; AND
THE APPLICANT FIRM OCCUPIES THE LAND WITH THE BENEFIT OF
AN EXTANT PLANNING PERMISSION FOR THE USE CONCERNED, OR
THE EXISTING USE IS OTHERWISE A LAWFUL ONE IN PLANNING
TERMS; AND
THERE WOULD BE NO QUANTITATIVE INCREASE IN EMPLOYMENT
FLOORSPACE; AND
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(iv)
(v)

(vi)

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IS NECESSARY TO SECURE
EXISTING JOBS; AND
LASTING
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT
OF
THE
SITE
COMMENSURATE WITH THE SCALE OF THE PROJECT WOULD BE
SECURED; AND
THE PROPOSAL INCLUDES MEASURES TO AVOID GIVING RISE TO
ADDITIONAL UNSUSTAINABLE PATTERNS OF TRAVEL AND
TRANSPORT.

OR
B) THE SITE IS REDUNDANT AND:
(vii) THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT REPRESENT INAPPROPRIATE
DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE GREEN BELT; AND
(viii) THE SITE IS OR WILL BE MADE ACCESSIBLE BY SUSTAINABLE
MODES OF TRANSPORT; AND
(ix) THE PROPOSED USE IS ONE THAT REQUIRES A RURAL LOCATION OR
IS OTHERWISE INCOMPATIBLE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL, TRAFFIC OR
AMENITY REASONS WITH BEING LOCATED WITHIN A SETTLEMENT
HAVING A DEFINED SETTLEMENT BOUNDARY; AND
(x) THE PROPOSAL WOULD RESULT IN A NET REDUCTION IN THE AREA
OF THE SITE USED FOR EMPLOYMENT PURPOSES AND A NET
INCREASE IN THE AREA OF THE SITE IN OPEN COUNTRYSIDE USE;
AND
(xi) LASTING
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT
OF
THE
SITE
COMMENSURATE WITH THE SCALE OF THE PROJECT WOULD BE
SECURED; AND
(xii) LOCAL JOBS AND/OR LOCAL SERVICES WOULD BE PROVIDED.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified by:


Deletion of paragraph 3.84 and its replacement with wording drawn
from the last part of paragraph 3.87, beginning “North
Warwickshire’s countryside includes large areas of …”



Inclusion of the words “In many cases previously developed sites
are important for their nature conservation, historical and
archaeological value…” at the beginning of paragraph 3.85a and
replacement of the last sentence by the inclusion of cross
references to the relevant policies including ENV15 and ENV16.



Deletion of the first part of paragraph 3.87 and its replacement with
text to explain that the policy is complementary to Core Policy CPB
and aims to progressively reduce the amount of existing
development in unsustainable locations, while recognising the
needs of businesses and services that that operate from within the
rural part of the Borough or whose activities necessitate a rural site.



Adding a paragraph briefly how the various clauses might be
complied with (for example, by the imposition of planning conditions
or negotiation of planning Obligations designed to achieve the
removal of surplus structures and the landscaping of their sites, the
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formulation of green travel plans, securing the permanent re-routing
of existing bus services, and measures to fill jobs locally including
the provision of suitable on-the job retraining opportunities).


Adding a further paragraph to identify the sources of any assistance
that may be available to identify more suitable alternative sites for
relocation, and to achieve restoration/suitable re-use of existing
sites in the context of clause c) of the policy.



Inclusion of cross references to policies ENV3 and ECON12 with the
latter drawing on deposit paragraph 3.84 to indicate the likely
approach to surplus land and buildings unsuitable for re-use under
that policy.

Policy ENV14 – Quality of Design
and paragraphs 3.88-3.89a
First Deposit Objections:
FD0541 (4900) – Mr R Williams
FD0821 (5442) – Mrs Bassan
FD0844 (5669) – House Builders Federation
FD0866 (5798) – Andrew Thomas Planning

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0898 (7067) – Redrow Homes
RD0811 (7772) – English Heritage

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
House Builders Federation - 0844 (5669) criticises the length of the policy and suggests that
much of it should be translated into reasoned justification.
3.130 The Council acknowledges that policy ENV14 is intended to be an “allencompassing” one that outlines all of the design and amenity criteria that the
Council will consider when determining development proposals, explaining that it is
largely an up-date of LP1995 policy ENV24, expanded mainly to take account of
increased Government emphasis on design considerations.
3.131 Nonetheless, such a lengthy policy (covering two pages of the Deposit Plan in which
some clauses are numbered duplicatively and others are not numbered at all)
militates against clarity of expression and its understanding. This is not assisted by a
dearth of explanation of the various requirements in reasoned justification. While
such criticism may be met to some degree through future preparation of detailed
Supplementary Planning Documents, the policy has to be effective from the time that
the Plan is adopted as a replacement of LP1995. Comprehensive policy coverage,
to give effect to the design requirements of PPS1 (and its “daughter” documents) and
PPG3 in particular is therefore necessary at this stage.
3.132 Indeed, it seems to me that the policy would be much more digestible if divided into a
number of shorter policies, each with its own explanatory text in reasoned
justification. An appropriate division based largely upon CABE “By Design” advice
and formulated to lead seamlessly into the structured production of a range of
Supplementary Planning Statements would, to my mind, be as follows:
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Policy to promote good building design: drawn from clauses 2a and 7 of the
“High Quality Design” section of the deposit policy and clause 7 of the “General
Amenity” section (with modifications I recommend at paragraph 3.142 below).
Policy to promote good urban design: drawn from clauses 3, 4, and 6 of the
“General Amenity” section of the deposit policy and clause 4 of the “High Quality
Design” section.
Policy to ensure satisfactory access design : drawn from clauses 2 and 5 of the
“General Amenity” section of the deposit policy and clause 5 of the High Quality
design section.
Policy to protect neighbour amenities: drawn from clause 1 of the “General
Amenity” section of the deposit policy.

3.133 I deal with “High Quality Design” clauses 1 and 2 at paragraphs 3.139 and 3.141
below. Clause 6 (“interpretation of local heritage”) of this same section is unclear as
to meaning or implementation. It seems to me to be a theme that could more
appropriately be developed in reasoned justification. The section under the heading
“Upgrading Existing Areas” also appears to be a list of suggestions in amplification of
urban design matters rather than policy in its own right and would therefore be more
appropriately located in reasoned justification for urban design policy. Control of
advertisements is governed largely by Regulations, which require that applications be
considered only in the interests of amenity and public safety. The corresponding
section of deposit policy ENV14 deals only with the former. Given the statutory force
of the Regulations themselves, inclusion of policy in the Development Plan adds little
of weight to the consideration of proposals and the detailed minutiae of both amenity
and safety issues are to my mind factors that translate more comfortably into
Supplementary Planning Guidance that the Council says it has already produced in
response to public concern. Despite the Council’s assertions to the contrary, I find
nothing in the part dealing with Mobility Impaired Access to distinguish the deposit
policy requirements from Part M of the Building Regulations. To avoid such criticism,
this part may be better re-directed at external spaces around buildings rather than at
the buildings themselves. Without knowing exactly what the Council wishes the
policy to achieve, however, I simply recommend deletion of the section as drafted.
3.134 Modification in accordance with this general framework would go some way to
diminishing the length of policy requirements and, in my judgement, satisfactorily
address objector 0844(5699) concerns.
Mr R Williams - 0541 (4900) and Andrew Thomas Planning - 0866 (5798) object to the
inclusion of a 30% threshold in respect of extensions to existing dwellings outside of
development boundaries in clause 7 of the policy under the heading “General Amenity””.
3.135 The Council‘s rebuttal evidence indicates that the foundation of this policy lies in
paragraphs 3.4 and 3.6 of PPG2. These paragraphs advise, in effect, that the
extension, alteration or replacement of existing dwellings in the Green Belt is not
inappropriate provided this does not result in disproportionate additions over and
above the size of the original dwelling. It is for development plans to make clear the
approach that the Local Planning Authority will take in determining whether or not
proposals are disproportionate. While any size limit will inevitably be of a largely
arbitrary nature, among the main purposes of development plan policies are lending
consistency and openness to the decision making process. For these reasons, I
consider a size limit should be included and consider that 30% represents a
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reasonable balance between meeting the domestic needs of individual householders
and protecting the openness of the Green Belt from the cumulative impact of dwelling
enlargement.
3.136 It is, however, important that the limit is expressed with clarity, a point recognised by
the Council in suggesting that the policy clause should include a reference to the size
limit being calculated in terms of the volume of the dwelling. While I do not disagree
with that approach, a considerable degree of uncertainty still remains. It is unclear,
for example, as to whether volume below ground, householder permitted
development rights, and garages and other outbuildings that may be attached to the
existing or enlarged dwelling should be taken into account. While the Council says
that such matters are too detailed for inclusion in the policy, there is no reference to
them in reasoned justification and no extant Supplementary Planning Statement or
Guidance to indicate the intended approach. To the extent that such matters will
bear directly on decisions as to whether extensions are disproportionate or not, I
consider that they should be referred to in policy and recommend accordingly. In so
doing, I draw on my experience of Green Belt policy applied by Local Planning
Authorities in other parts of the Country, but acknowledge that the Council may wish
to make alterations to reflect local circumstances. I regard that as a matter for final
editing prior to formal adoption.
3.137 Clause 7 of the policy is not, however, confined solely to that part of the Borough
lying within the Green Belt. In its rebuttal evidence the Council suggests that the
reason for extending control over the size of extensions more widely, to all parts that
lie outside the development boundaries defined under deposit policy ENV1, is to
protect the local heritage of small, vernacular cottages, villas and houses. Whether
this is for architectural, landscape or affordability reasons is not made clear, but
whatever the case may be, the diverse range of properties found in rural areas
indicates that an entirely uniform limit for these dwellings would be unsuitable. I
recommend policy modification to reflect this and to include specific justification for
this part of the policy.
3.138 I have considered the human rights implications of control over the size of
householder development raised by objector 0541(4900). Protection of the Green
Belt and of local heritage are interests of widespread public importance.
Section
38(6) of the 2004 Act also provides for other material considerations to be taken into
account when development plan policies are applied and decisions on individual
applications made. For these reasons, I do not consider the policy, as I recommend it
be modified, to represent anything other than a suitably flexible and proportionate
response to the need to establish a reasonable balance between protection of public
and private interests. In my judgement, human rights would not therefore be
prejudiced.
English Heritage - 0811 (7772) wants clause 1 of the policy under the heading “High Quality
Design” to refer to a range of other design guidance documents that the Council has or may
produce.
Andrew Thomas Planning - 0866 (5798) questions the status that clause 1 of the policy
lends to Supplementary Planning Guidance.
3.139 Documents of the type referred to be objector 0811(7772) all take the form of
supplementary planning guidance. Although the Council has included in the revised
deposit policy a reference of the type requested (albeit not as wide ranging as this
objector seeks), any requirement for development to conform with such guidance as
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a matter of development plan policy would, for the purposes of Section 38(6) of the
2004 Act, effectively give the guidance the same status as the development plan
itself,. As objector 0866(5798) implies, this does not accord with the approach in
paragraph 14 of PPS12 (relating to Supplementary Planning Documents) or its
predecessor PPGG12 (relating to Supplementary Planning Guidance) and is
unacceptable, not least because such documents have not been subjected to the full
rigour of the development plan-making process. The clause should therefore be
deleted in its entirety and translated into reasoned justification explaining how the
available documents will be used to inform the decision making process.
Mrs Bassan - objection 0821 (5442) considers that the density of proposed housing in
Atherstone under policy HSGF would preclude compliance with clauses 1,2 and 3.
3.140 Policy HSGF indicates that the minimum density to be permitted in Atherstone would
be 30 dph, rising to a minimum of 50 dph in the town centre area defined on the
Proposals Map. The latter is a relatively tightly confined area embracing mainly
frontage properties in the town’s main shopping streets. Densities of this order
accord with PPG3 advice, which asks Local Planning Authorities to avoid
development that makes inefficient use of land (less than 30 dph), and to seek
greater intensity of development (30-50 dph or more). Efficient use of land is not,
however, to be sought in isolation from other planning requirements. It would also be
wrong to conclude that low density development is in some way inherently more
attractive than high density development. Rather, Local Planning Authorities and
developers are urged in PPG3 to think imaginatively about designs and layouts that
make more efficient use of land without compromising the quality of the environment.
The two objectives are, therefore, to be seen as complementary rather than
conflicting ones, to be brought together in consultation with the local community and
expressed in policies that, among other things, promote safety and crime prevention
and give priority to the needs of pedestrians. Clauses 1, 2 and 3 of policy ENV14
respond to the environmental quality aspects of development and it is those charged
with responsibility for determining applications who are required to interpret policy in
a way that ensures the requisite design standards are met. In my view, no
modification is warranted to policy ENV14 in response to this objector’s concerns.
Redrow Homes - 0898 (7067) objects to the requirement for Design Statements to be
discussed and agreed prior to the submission of a application.
3.141 Applicants for planning permission should be able to demonstrate how they have
taken account of the need for good design and that they have had regard to relevant
development plan policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance. In essence, the
production of design statements for this purpose is a matter of procedure and does
not warrant expression in clause 2 of the policy as drafted (under the heading “High
Quality Design”) since it is sufficient for the policy simply to indicate that poor design
will be rejected. That clause should therefore be deleted. Rather, procedural advice
as to how the policy requirements could be shown to be met is for inclusion in
reasoned justification. I find paragraph 3.89 unsatisfactory in this respect, because it
implies that only “significant” schemes (whatever that may mean) will require an
explanation by the designer of the design principles involved. Advice on page 65 of
“By Design – Urban Design in the Planning System: Towards Better Practice”
indicates differently, that this is to be done in a manner appropriate to the nature and
scale of the proposals. In that context, it is a matter of judgement as to whether the
scale, impact or nature of the project warrants prior consultation with the Council
during preparation of a design statement. To introduce a requirement that such
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statements also be “approved” by the Council (or “preferably approved” as the
Council suggests in rebuttal evidence”) before applications are submitted goes
beyond the advice on pages 60, 61 and 65 of “By Design”, which indicates only that
applicants should be encouraged to consult with the Local Planning Authority at an
early stage and that Local Planning Authorities should respond constructively by
giving clear indication of their design expectations. Any more onerous process,
applied as a matter of course in North Warwickshire, would be likely to delay
development and discourage a participative approach to design issues.
I
recommend modification accordingly, to adhere to “By Design” advice.
3.142 Recommendation
a).

That policy ENV14 be divided into four separate policies under the headings
Building Design, Urban Design, Access Design and Neighbour Amenities
respectively, and that clauses 1, 2 and 6 of the policy under the heading “High
Quality Design” be deleted, together with the sections headed “Upgrading
Existing Areas”, “Advertisements” and “Mobility Impaired Access”.

b).

That within the general framework of headings in recommendation a), clause 7
of the deposit policy under the heading “General Amenity” be modified to read:
THE EXTENSION OR ENLARGEMENT OF EXISTING DWELLINGS OUTSIDE
DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IF THE PROPOSAL
WOULD RESULT IN DISPROPORTIONATE ADDITIONS OVER AND ABOVE THE
SIZE OF THE ORIGINAL DWELLING. EXTENSIONS OR ENLARGEMENT OF
EXISTING DWELLINGS IN THE GREEN BELT WILL BE FURTHER LIMITED TO
NO MORE THAN 30% OF THE VOLUME OF THE DWELLING AS ORIGINALLY
PERMITTED OR AS EXISTING ON 1 JULY 1948, WHICHEVER IS THE LATER.
THE VOLUME WILL BE MEASURED EXTERNALLY TO EXCLUDE ANY
ACCOMMODATION ENTIRELY BELOW GROUND, BUT INCLUDING ANY
SUBSEQUENT ADDITIONS, WHETHER BUILT AS PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT
OR NOT, AND ANY GARAGE OR OTHER OUTBUILDING THAT EITHER IS OR
WILL BECOME ATTACHED TO THE DWELLING OR WILL STAND WITHIN 5
METRES OF ANY OF ANY EXTERNAL WALL OF THE ENLARGED OR
EXTENDED PROPERTY.

c).

That reasoned justification for clause 7 of the deposit policy under the heading
“General Amenity” be re-assigned to “Building Design” policy and modified to
indicate that this clause responds to paragraphs 3.4 and 3.6 of PPG2 for the
purposes of identifying whether proposals are to be regarded as “not
inappropriate” development in the context of policy ENV3. This should be
followed by text referring to the Council’s further desire to protect its heritage
of small rural dwellings indicating the precise reasons why, and how this will
translate into policy application for properties both inside and outside the
Green Belt in the form of a brief list of the characteristics that typify the
dwellings referred to and the features that are to be protected (for example, by
reference to number of rooms, floorspace, and/or locally distinctive features
that reflect on scale and proportions). Text should further explain that
protection of the heritage of small rural dwellings applies throughout the
Borough’s countryside, including the Green Belt and that the 30% limitation on
Green Belt policies will apply in addition to (and not instead of) protecting this
heritage (thus, policy for the rural areas as a whole may seek to avoid small 1, 2 and
3 bedroom cottages being developed into large 4 and 5 bedroom houses but would
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not limit or prevent further development of houses that did not qualify as small
cottages. In the Green Belt, the 30% limit would apply to all dwellings, irrespective of
whether a large house or a small cottage).
d).

That reasoned justification for Building Design policy be formulated to replace
that in paragraph 3.89a of the deposit Plan and be based upon advice in 35 of
PPS1, the companion guides referred to in paragraph 37, and paragraph 54 of
PPG3.

e).

That reasoned justification for Urban Design policy include, in addition to
paragraphs 3.88 and 3.89 and text drawn form the policy clause under the
heading “upgrading existing areas”, a reference to the availability and scope of
other extant relevant Supplementary Planning Guidance and any intended
Supplementary Planning Documents intended to be produced during the Plan
period.

f).

That reasoned justification for Access Design policy include reference to good
practice advice in the companion guide to PPG13 and “Safer Places – The
Planning System and Crime Prevention”.

g).

That reasoned justification for Neighbour Amenities policy indicate whether the
policy is intended to apply to both residential and business neighbours (ie
living conditions and working conditions), a reference to the relationship of the
policy to environmental health powers and a reference to paragraph 29 of the
companion note to PPS1 “The Planning System: General Principles”.

Policy ENV15 – Heritage Conservation, Enhancement and Interpretation
and paragraphs 3.89b-3.89k
First Deposit Objections:
FD0188 (4248) – Inland Waterways Association
FD0821 (5443) – Mrs Bassan
FD0822 (5489) – Atherstone Civic Society
FD0826 (5595) – Warwickshire Museum

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0535 (7072) – Coleshill and District Civic Society
RD0811 (7773) – English Heritage
RD0811 (7774) – English Heritage
RD0811 (7775) – English Heritage
RD0811 (7776) – English Heritage
RD0811 (7777) – English Heritage
RD0826 (7434) (7435) (7436) (7439) (7440) (7441) – Warwickshire Museum

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
Inland Waterways Association - 0188 (4248) wants there to be a commitment to designating
Conservation Areas for the canals in the Borough
Warwickshire Museum – 0826 (5595) – seeks inclusion of policy for the review of
Conservation Area boundaries.
3.143 Paragraph 2.9 of PPG15 advises that Plans should set out Local Planning
Authorities’ broad criteria for the designation of new Conservation Areas and for the
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review of existing Conservation Area boundaries. It further states, however, that the
process of assessment, detailed definition of boundaries and formulation of proposals
for individual Conservation Areas should involve extensive consultation and should
be pursued separately from the Local Plan process itself. Objector 0826(5595) has
suggested suitable wording to meet the first part of this policy advice, but paragraphs
3.89b and 3.89i of the deposit Plan may also be said to do so. Although the criteria
and intentions could be expressed more clearly, I do not consider that any
modification is called for in response to either of these objectors.
Mrs Bassan - 0821 (5443) is concerned that affordable housing requirements on town centre
sites will not enhance the urban landscape
3.144 It is not right for this objector to implicitly assume that there is a direct relationship
between affordability and poor design. Chapter 04 of “By Design – Better Places to
Live” (a companion guide to PPG3) contains a range of examples of good quality low
cost housing integrated successfully into town centres and other urban areas and
makes a key point that in terms of building form and external appearance affordable
dwellings can be indistinguishable from homes for private sale. PPS1 further affirms
that high quality and inclusive design should be the aim of all those involved in the
development process. Good design is important not only to improve the quality of the
urban environment but also to attract business and investment, reinforce civic pride
and a sense of place and to help secure continued public acceptance of necessary
new development. Policies like ENV15 complement these objectives, and should be
rigorously applied to all development, including proposals for affordable housing. No
modification of the policy should therefore be made to address the objector’s
concern.
Atherstone Civic Society - Objection 0822 (5489) considers that the Council should do more
to support conservation and to enforce breaches of Listed Building and Conservation Area
controls. A specific example is the fitting of plastic windows and cladding to Victorian
terraced houses.
3.145 Preparation of the Local Plan provides the opportunity for the Council to formulate its
policies for, among other things, the protection of heritage in all its forms, in
consultation with all parts of the community. Enforcement of the policies, once
adopted, lies outside my remit but there is little point in formulating policies if there is
neither the will nor the resources to enforce them. Such matters are for the Council
to pursue with due vigour. PPG15 advises that Local Planning Authorities should
ensure that they can call on sufficient specialist conservation advice to inform their
decision making and to assist owners and other members of the public. It adds that
the historic environment cannot be preserved unless there is broad public support
and understanding, a key element of Government policy for conservation being that
there should be adequate processes of consultation and education to facilitate this. I
understand that the Council has recently appointed a full time Conservation and
Heritage Officer, which would seem to signal a suitable response to this advice.
3.146 The fitting of plastic windows and cladding to Victorian houses can often result in
serious disfigurement but unless the building concerned is listed, occupied other than
as a single dwelling, or subject to a Direction withdrawing permitted development
rights, usually falls outside planning control.
Public education in improving
environmental awareness (such as through the publication of Supplementary
Planning Documents), reinforced with the targeted use of Article 4 Directions, may be
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a suitable response to such matters but are procedural rather than policy matters.
No modification needs to be made to policy ENV15 in this respect.
Warwickshire Museum - 0826(5595) requests that the first clause of the policy include
developments that lie outside Conservation Areas and suggests that there should be more
detailed guidance on the level of information required to support an application within a
Conservation Area (suggestions for policy and text included in the objection form).
3.147 Paragraph 4.14 of PPG15 draws attention to the requirements of Section 72(1) of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, which requires that
special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of Conservation Areas. It adds that this should also be
material consideration in the handling of proposals which are outside the
Conservation Area but would affect its setting, or views into or out of the area. In
order to avoid potential confusion, the policy should be modified to reflect this more
fully.
The requirement for applicants to provide design details of proposed
development and its setting is, however, a procedural rather than land use policy
matter. It should be transferred from policy to reasoned justification. Fuller
explanation as requested by this objector would be more appropriately contained in a
Supplementary Planning Document.
Warwickshire Museum - 0826(7434, 7435, 7436, 7439, 7440, 7441) seeks amplification of
the section of the policy dealing with Industrial Heritage to require exploratory works
encompassing programmes of archaeological and building recording and analysis, and
wants reasoned justification to refer to a broader range of industrial heritage and to refer to
the deposition of archive and records to be deposited with the Sites and Monuments Record.
3.148 The existing policy requirement for a photographic and written record of development
sites is misplaced because it refers to a procedural rather than land use policy
matter. An appropriate response to the objector’s first point would be to redraft the
policy for protection of industrial heritage to indicate the criteria that must be met
before planning permission is granted and the conditions that may be imposed in any
such permissions, rather than as a list of bald statements. Paragraph 3.89k of
reasoned justification is also unclear as to whose responsibility it is to send records of
industrial heritage, or where they should be sent to. I recommend modification to
meet these shortcomings reflected in the objector’s criticisms.
Coleshill and District Civic Society - RD0535 (7072) objects to the word “expected” in clause
6a of the policy, dealing with shopfronts.
3.149 Although the Council says that the term is clear and unequivocal, it fails to indicate
who it is that is to expect and what the consequences of failure of expectation would
be. I recommend modification to address this criticism.
English Heritage - 0811 (7773, 7774, 7775, 7776, 7777) seeks the inclusion of further
explanation to support the policy on demolitions and Conservation Areas, suggests that the
reference in paragraph 3.89g of reasoned justification should be to “registered parks and
gardens of special historic interest” and that paragraph 3.89h should include a list of the
parks and gardens and a note of their status (local or national). The objector also suggests
that “eyesores” in paragraph 3.98e has potential for misinterpretation and should be deleted.
3.150 The Council accepts the need for further explanation of the approach to demolitions
and its rebuttal evidence includes additional wording for paragraph 3.89b of reasoned
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justification. While I find this revised text acceptable, the first part is appropriate
material for reasoned justification, while the second part is effectively a re-statement
and amplification of the policy. I recommend modification to both policy and
reasoned justification to assimilate both points.
3.151 The Council further accepts that paragraph 3.89g should refer to registered parks
and gardens. For consistency, the same wording should also be used in the policy
itself. I agree with the Council that there is no need to include a list of such gardens
in the Plan, since the list is publicly available and periodically up-dated independently
of the Plan-making process.
3.152 The Council wishes to retain the word “eyesore” in paragraph 3.89e of reasoned
justification. What may or may not be regarded as an eyesore can be a highly
subjective matter, and the next part of the sentence refers to incongruous features,
which suggests that one or other is superfluous. It seems to me that “features that
disfigure an area” would be less open to argument than “eyesore”. However, the
precise choice of words is for the Council to decide, so I make no recommendation
on the subject.
Other matter
3.153 Clause 3 of the policy would militate against tree works that may be necessary for
sound arboricultural reasons or to enhance the appearance of the Conservation Area
(for example by the trimming of overgrowth and the opening up of important views.
My recommendation includes a form of words to address this point.
3.154 Recommendation
a).

That policy ENV15 be modified by:
(i) Deletion of the second paragraph, reading “In these areas, applicants will
be required to provide design details including plans to show the proposed
development in its setting”, and its translation into a paragraph of reasoned
justification.
(ii) Substitution of the following words for clause 1 of the policy:
DEVELOPMENT INSIDE OR OUTSIDE A CONSERVATION AREA WILL NOT BE
PERMITTED IF IT WOULD HAVE A HARMFUL EFFECT ON THE CHARACTER,
APPEARANCE OR SETTING OF THE CONSERVATION AREA, OR VIEWS INTO
OR OUT OF THE AREA.
(iii) Substitution of the following words for clause 2a of the policy:
DEMOLITION OF AN UNLISTED BUILDING WITHIN A CONSERVATION AREA
WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED WHERE IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT THE EXISTING
BUILDING DOES NOT MAKE A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE
CHARACTER OR APPEARANCE OF THE CONSERVATION AREA, OR IT IS
BEYOND ECONOMIC REPAIR. ANY REPLACEMENT BUILDING WILL BE
REQUIRED TO MAKE A GREATER POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE
CHARACTER OR APPEARANCE OF THE CONSERVATION AREA THAN THAT
WHICH IS BEING REPLACED. A CONDITION MAY BE IMPOSED TO PREVENT
DEMOLITION BEFORE PLANNING PERMISSION FOR REDEVELOPMENT HAS
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BEEN GRANTED AND A CONTRACT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW
BUILDING IS IN PLACE.
(iv) Re-wording clause 3 as follows:
THE FELLING OR SIGNIFICANT LOPPING OF TREES WITHIN CONSERVATION
AREAS WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED FOR SOUND ARBORICULTURAL OR
SAFETY REASONS, OR WHERE SUCH FELLING OR LOPPING WOULD, IN
ITSELF, ENHANCE THE CHARACTER OR APPEARANCE OF THE AREA.
(v) By deleting the term “Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest
throughout the penultimate section of the policy and from paragraph 3.89 and
be replacing with the term ”Sites included in English Heritage’s Register of
Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest”.
(vi) By re-drafting clause 6a of the policy be modified to read:
THE REMOVAL OF EXISTING TRADITIONAL SHOP FRONTS AND FASCIAS
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS THEY CAN BE SHOWN TO BE BEYOND
REPAIR OR ARE INCAPABLE OF ADAPTED FOR CONTINUED USE. THE
DESIGN OF NEW SHOP FRONTS AND FASCIAS MUST RESPECT THE
CHARACTER AND APPEARANCE OF THE BUILDING AND ITS WIDER
SURROUNDINGS.
(vii) By re-drafting the section of the policy dealing with Industrial Heritage be
modified to read:
DEVELOPMENT THAT DOES NOT MAKE PROVISION FOR THE
PRESERVATION OR ENHANCEMENT OF FEATURES AND ARTEFACTS
PRESENT ON THE SITE THAT, IN TERMS OF THEIR ARCHITECTURAL,
CULTURAL OR HISTORIC INTEREST, CONTRIBUTE TO THE BOROUGH’S
INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE, WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. CONDITIONS MAY BE
IMPOSED, OR PLANNING OBLIGATIONS SOUGHT, IN CONNECTION WITH THE
REDEVELOPMENT OF ANY FORMER INDUSTRIAL SITE REQUIRING THE
DEVELOPER TO UNDERTAKE A SUPERVISED PROGRAMME OF
INVESTIGATION, ANALYSIS AND RECORDING OF THE SITE AND ITS
CONTENTS BEFORE DEVELOPMENT TAKES PLACE.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified to include:


In the last sentence of paragraph 3.89k an indication that it is the
developer who will be made responsible for submitting the results of
investigation to the County Sites and Monuments Record (by
planning condition or Obligation).



An additional paragraph to indicate that within Conservation Areas
applicants will be required to provide details including plans of their
proposals sufficient to show the proposed development in its
setting.



A further paragraph to say that control of demolition is important in
conserving the character and appearance in Conservation Areas.
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Unlisted Buildings play an important role in contributing to the
group value of buildings, and to the overall appearance and
character of Conservation Areas.

Policy ENV16 – Listed Building and Sites of Archaeological Importance
and paragraphs 3.89l-3.11b
First Deposit Objections:
FD0811 (5355) – English Heritage
FD0822 (5490) – Atherstone Civic Society
FD0826 (5596) – Warwickshire Museum

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0811 (7778) – English Heritage
RD0811 (7779) – English Heritage

Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
English Heritage –0811(5355, 7778, 7779) suggests that the policy title should refer also to
non-listed buildings, that clause 1b of the first part of the policy should refer to “special”
character, and that clause 1a of the third part should make clear when assessments/field
evaluations have to be submitted and refer to sites with possible archaeological interest.
This last point is also made by Warwickshire Museum –0826 (5596)
3.155 Although the sub-headings introduced in the policy at revised deposit stage have
gone some way to meeting objection 0811(5355), the Council’s approach to
combining policies on different subjects is not without problems. This is particularly
so where the numbering sequence of the various clauses is duplicated within each
section of the policy and includes some paragraphs with no numbers at all, an
approach which must, for example, make concise expression of policy reasons for
the grant or refusal of planning permission difficult on decision notices. More
importantly, it is an approach that results in lengthy and cumbersome policies which,
among other things, make the relationship between particular clauses and their
reasoned justification difficult to discern, especially for those who are not familiar with
planning matters. Either the policy should be divided into a number of shorter
policies each with its own reasoned justification (as I have recommended for policy
ENV14) or, at the very least, the numbering of the clauses should be continuous
throughout the policy, with reasoned justification identifying the clause number to
which the text relates. I regard this is an editing matter for the Council to consider, so
I make no recommendation on it here and say only that the pursuit of economy in the
number of policies (which I support) should not be at the expense of clarity.
3.156 Turning to the second deposit objections, given that the policy includes a section on
non-listed buildings of local historic value, it is misleading for the policy title to refer
only to listed buildings and archaeology. The title should be modified accordingly.
3.157 The Council is agreeable to modifying clauses 1b and 1a in the first and third parts of
the policy respectively in accordance with wording suggested by objector
0811(7778). I agree that is acceptable (subject to minor re-wording in the interests of
clarity) with regard to the first part, but the requirement to undertake archaeological
assessment/field evaluations in the third part is a matter for procedure rather than
land use policy, not least because it is triggered before permission can either be
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refused or made subject to conditions. It would thus be better for the introductory
paragraph of this part of the policy to affirm that development affecting sites of known
or potential archaeological importance and their settings will not be permitted unless
it can be shown that any remains will be preserved and protected. Paragraph 3.100a
of reasoned justification should then be supplemented by a statement to the effect
that where applications are to be made on sites which are shown on the Proposals
Map or included in the Sites and Monuments record, the results of assessment/field
evaluation should be submitted with the application. The implication then is that if
there is no such assessment, there can be no guarantee that the remains would be
suitably protected and the policy itself would not therefore be complied with. This, I
consider, would suitably meet objections 0811(7779) and 0826 (5596) and I
recommend accordingly.
Atherstone Civic Society –0822 (5490) is concerned about “presumptions” throughout the
policy, considers that clause 2 of the first part of the policy may lead to the loss of important
later additions, requests that the List of Historic Buildings be appended to the Plan and
suggests that reasoned justification should make clear that it is the responsibility of
applicants to check the relevant lists to ensure that their proposals do not affect the historic
environment.
3.158 The policy correctly imports the presumption in favour of the protection of Listed
Buildings from paragraph 3.3 of PPG15 and the presumption in favour of preserving
nationally important archaeological remains , whether scheduled or not, and their
settings, from paragraph 27 of PPG16. The effect of such presumptions is to reverse
the normal operation of the planning process, by requiring applicants to demonstrate
why permission should be granted rather than the Council to demonstrate why it
should not. Such presumptions should therefore only be included in policy where
there is a clear mandate in National Planning Guidance to do so and not unilaterally
by individual Local Planning Authorities. The converse is also true – that local policy
should not be formulated in a way that excludes prescribed presumptions relating to
matters of national importance. No modification should be made to the policy in
response to this part of the objector’s concerns.
3.159 Clause 2 of the first part of the policy seeks removal only of later additions or
alterations that detract from the character or appearance of a listed building, not
those that make a positive contribution to its historic interest. While the importance of
later additions may be difficult to assess until a considerable period of time has
elapsed, in all cases the presumption in favour of preservation voiced in clause 1 will
be the starting point. Historic interest is therefore unlikely to be compromised by this
clause.
3.160 While I agree with the Council that it would be both unnecessary and inappropriate to
append the Statutory List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest to
the Plan, the policy also seeks to protect an unspecified range of building of Local
Historic Value. While paragraph 6.16 of PPG15 provides for protection of buildings of
local interest, I see from paragraph 3.89m of reasoned justification that these “may
be identified” via consultation through lists prepared by the Council or Parish Plans.
However, until a comprehensive list has been compiled and made publicly available
at a centrally accessible location, it seems to me that this part of the policy would be
clouded with an unacceptable degree of vagueness and uncertainty. A partial list
would also leave exposed to risk of loss buildings that may have as yet unidentified
local interest. To my mind, an appropriate way forward would be for policy to indicate
more clearly the broad types of structures that the Council will seek to protect, and
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how that protection would be applied. Reasoned justification can then refer to the
extant lists as signalling specific buildings and artefacts that the Council has already
assessed for local interest, and affirm that protection may also extend to others falling
within the terms of the policy, but not more widely.
3.161 It would, nonetheless, remain for applicants and owners to examine the development
plan to identify whether their buildings are protected in any way. To include a
statement in the Plan urging those involved to do so would be of no additional
benefit. Education and publicity about the importance of heritage protection how to
identify potentially important structures may be more productive in this respect but is
a separate matter of process for the Council and others to pursue, and not one that
falls within the remit of formulating land use policy.
Warwickshire Museum –0826(5596) advocates a comprehensive revision of the policy and
its reasoned justification to include, among other things, a requirement to submit detailed
plans with applications for Listed Building Consent and a reference to measures available to
secure the repair of Listed Buildings. It is suggested that the policy for non-listed buildings
should indicate that investigation and recording may be required by condition, and that
paragraph 3.99a should embrace archaeological sites other than those that include
Scheduled Ancient Monuments.
3.162 Any requirement for the submission of documentation with applications for listed
Building Consent is a procedural rather than land use policy matter. The Council is
agreeable to including a reference to such matters in the Plan pending preparation of
a Supplementary Planning Document and the correct place for such a reference
would therefore be in reasoned justification.
3.163 While the Council objects to inclusion of reference to statutory enforcement powers in
the Plan, it seems to me that it would be expedient to make at least passing
reference in reasoned justification to the various responsibilities of owners of Listed
Buildings to ensure their proper upkeep. I recommend accordingly.
3.164 The Council accepts that recording of non-listed buildings may be a requirement and
policy should therefore indicate that this may give rise to a planning condition.
3.165 The objector’s suggested amendment to paragraph 3.99a is also accepted by the
Council without reservation and should in my opinion be made.
3.166 Recommendation
a).

That the heading of policy ENV16 be modified to include non-listed buildings of
local historic value.

b).

That clause 1b in the first part of the policy be modified to read:
DEVELOPMENT THAT WOULD DETRACT FROM THE CHARACTER,
APPEARANCE OR HISTORIC VALUE OF A LISTED BUILDING (INCLUDING ANY
BUILDING WITHIN ITS CURTILAGE) IN TERMS OF HISTORIC FORM AND
LAYOUT OR ITS SETTING, WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.

c).

That the second part of the policy be modified to read:
NON-LISTED BUILDINGS OF LOCAL HISTORIC VALUE
DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IF IT WOULD RESULT IN THE
DEMOLITION, LOSS OR DISFIGUREMENT OF BUILDINGS THAT ARE OF
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DEMONSTRABLE LOCAL TOWNSCAPE, ARCHITECTURAL OR HISTORIC
INTEREST, UNLESS:
a). THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE IS NO LONGER CAPABLE OF
BENEFICIAL USE, AND ITS FABRIC IS BEYOND REPAIR; OR
b). THE PROPOSED REPLACEMENT OR ALTERED BUILDING OR
STRUCTURE WOULD BE OF EQUAL OR GREATER TOWNSCAPE AND
ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY THAN THE EXISTING; AND
c). THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT CANNOT PRACTICABLY BE ADAPTED
TO RETAIN ANY HISTORIC INTEREST THAT THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE
POSSESSES.
IN THE EVENT THAT DEMOLITION IS PERMITTED, A CONDITION MAY BE
IMPOSED REQUIRING THE EXISTING BUILDING OR STRUCTURE TO BE
FULLY RECORDED.
d).

That clause 1a of the third part of the policy be modified to read:
DEVELOPMENT
AFFECTING
SITES
OF
KNOWN
OR
POTENTIAL
ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE AND THEIR SETTINGS WILL NOT BE
PERMITTED UNLESS IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT ANY REMAINS WILL BE
PRESERVED AND PROTECTED.

e).

That reasoned justification be modified to include:


At paragraph 3.89l, a reference to the Council’s requirement that fully
detailed plans accompany applications Listed Building consent, to the
responsibilities of owners to ensure proper upkeep of Listed Buildings,
which may be enforced by a range of powers under the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.



at paragraph 3.89m, deletion of the existing text and inclusion of a
statement to the effect that “there are buildings of Local architectural or
historic interest that do not qualify for inclusion on the Secretary of
State’s list but which are nonetheless worthy of retention. The Council is
compiling a list of such buildings, and this will be available for inspection
in the Council’s offices. This list, even when completed, cannot however
be exhaustive, not least because the value of individual buildings to the
local community may not always be identifiable until detailed internal or
external inspection and appropriate research has taken place. The policy
indicates three broad categories of building that might be worthy of
protection. Developers are urged to notify the Council of any buildings on
their sites that they consider may fall within these categories before
formulating their development proposals in order that early assessment of
the buildings can be made.”



At paragraph 3.99a an acknowledgement of the importance of remains that
are not Scheduled.



at paragraph 3.100a, addition of supplementary text to the effect that
where applications are to be made on sites which are shown on the
Proposals Map or included in the Sites and Monuments record, the results
of assessment/field evaluation should be submitted with the application.
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Policy Omissions
First Deposit Objections
FD0822 (5492) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0839 (5621) Terence O’Rourke
FD0840 (5636) GO-WM South Eastern Division
FD0853 (5722) BT PLC
FD0856 (5757) (5758) (5759) CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0824 (5561) West Midlands Planning and Transportation Sub - Committee

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
0822 (5492) Atherstone Civic Society objects to the fact that the Plan does not contain
policies to protect dark skies. 0856 (5757) CPRE (Warwickshire Branch) state that the Plan
should include policies on lighting & light pollution.
3.167 Although the Council says that the subject is adequately covered by policy ENV14, it
seems to me that the focus of relevant clauses in that policy is on overshadowing of
neighbouring property and the display of illuminated advertisements. Excessive
illumination represents a waste of energy resources and can obscure visibility of the
night sky. Policy can reasonably require external lighting (such as that surrounding
sports pitches) to be minimised, directed and shaded, and I regard this as a subject
that policy ENV14 under the heading “urban design” as I recommend it be modified
could usefully address. I recommend accordingly.
3.168 Recommendation
That a clause be included in policy ENV14 indicating that external illumination
will be permitted only if measures are included to minimise sky glow, glare and
light trespass, together with a reference in reasoned justification to the
Council’s published supplementary guidance on the subject.
0822(5492) - Atherstone Civic Society also seek inclusion of policy to protect trees and
disagree that the Forest of Arden is defunct, requesting that there should be a specific policy
in the Plan to protect it from inappropriate development.
3.169 My recommended policies ENVB and ENVC would suitably address these points. No
further modification is in my view necessary.
3.170 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
0856 (5757)(5758) (5759) - CPRE (Warwickshire Branch) state that the Plan should include
policies on the protection of floodplains and the protection of the best & most versatile
agricultural land. 0840(6536) – GOWM also requests inclusion of policy for protection of
agricultural land.
3.171 Changes made between first and second deposit stages have suitably addressed
these objections and no further modification is in my view appropriate.
3.172 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
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0839 (5621) Terence O’Rourke states that the Plan should include a section on renewable
energy within which there should be specific policies governing the development of particular
technologies. It is stated that the policies should be based on the resources that are most
likely to be developed in the North Warwickshire area.
3.173 Paragraph 1(iii) of PPS22 requires Local Planning Authorities to set out the criteria
that will be applied in assessing applications for planning permission for renewable
energy projects and there is nothing in the guidance that suggests this should be
deferred pending feasibility assessment of specific technologies. Paragraph 8 of the
guidance and pages 44-49 of the Companion Guide indicate how policies should be
framed, and the Council should incorporate policy accordingly.
3.174 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified to include criteria based policy for the consideration of
renewable energy projects.

0840 (5636) GO-WM South Eastern Division state that the Plan should include a policy on
green spaces prepared in line with PPG17 and its companion guide.
3.175 I have considered this subject in my appraisal of objections to policy ENV6 and
recommended modification of that policy (and others, including HSG1) to ensure
compliance with PPG17 advice. No further modification is called for to meet this
objection.
3.176 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
0853(5722) - BT PLC propose a policy that is worded as follows: ‘In accordance with
Government guidance the Local Authority will encourage the re-use of previously developed
(Brownfield) sites prior to Greenfield sites for alternative uses. Each site will be considered
on its merits and will take account of the character of the surrounding area and other
relevant policies within the plan.’
3.177 It would not be practicable to formulate development control policy in a way that
sought to compare application sites with unspecified others (that are not the subject
of similar and concurrent applications) before permission is either granted or refused.
Government advice on the sequential approach to site selection is reflected in the
strategy for the distribution of development that I have recommended (Core policy
CPC) and detailed policies and proposals that flow from it (including site specific
housing allocations in appendix H.1 of this Report).
3.178 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
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0824 (5561) - West Midlands Planning and Transportation Sub-Committee seeks inclusion
of a policy for recycling.
3.179 Ensuring waste re-cycling targets are met is primarily a matter for the Waste Local
Plan. If the County Council wishes to seek policy provision in the Local Plan, there
would need to be land use perspective. While I am aware that some Local Plans
contain policies requiring the provision of suitable re-cycling bins in connection with
certain types of development and encourage the re-use of reclaimed building
materials, the objection is not sufficiently precise for me to be able to recommend the
Council to formulate policy on either basis.
3.180 Recommendation
That no modification be made
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APPENDIX H.1: Settlement by settlement appraisal of the Policy H1 allocation
sites and the Objector sites (including general objections relating to particular
settlements).

H.1

In this Appendix, I deal with the Borough’s settlements in turn, starting with
Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon as the main towns before turning
to Coleshill, as a Green Belt Market Town. I then turn to consider each of the
villages variously referred to by the Council and Objectors in advancing sites for
allocation, in alphabetical order. In each case, I begin with a brief pen portrait of
the settlement concerned, to provide my reasons for assigning it to a particular
tier of the settlement hierarchy I have recommended in Appendix S.1 to this
Report (or excluding it from the hierarchy altogether). This also provides the
context for my consideration of the sites within each settlement.

H.2

In referring to the various sites, I have based my appraisal on the plans and
details contained in the representations but not all of the objections are explicit in
these respects. To assist in identification, I asked the Council to provide for me a
plan of the various sites, with a number assigned to each. I have included these
numbers in my appraisals as they are generally the only numbers that can be
directly related to boundaries marked on plans. In compiling its evidence,
however, the Council has changed approach and identified each objector site
with a letter of the alphabet instead. It would seem from these and from reading
the representations that not all are consistent, and some objector sites have not
been assigned a number or letter at all. I have included the numbers and letters
where available but in all cases have incorporated a site address and brief
description, to make clear the land and objections that I am dealing with.
Paragraph numbering in the deposit Plan also seems to have become confused
between first and second deposit stages. In commenting on the various
paragraphs of reasoned justification for policy H.1, I have included some
numbering with “strikethrough” (repeated from the deposit Plan) to assist in
identifying the block of text to which I am referring.

H.3

At the outset, it is important to be aware that sites advanced other than by the
Council have not been subject to formal consultation or publicity processes of
any kind and could therefore only be included in the Plan following a formal
modification process. If objections are then received, there would be every
likelihood of a modifications Inquiry. This would delay the Plan’s progress
towards adoption at a time when LP1995 has to all intents and purposes expired
and when transfer to the new system of Local Development Frameworks is
pressing. Introduction of Strategic Environmental Assessment requirements for
development plans with effect from July 2006 is a further potentially delaying
factor. The transitional status of this Plan also means that it will have only a
three year life from the date of adoption before Core Policy must be reviewed in a
fresh Development Plan document. That will respond to RSS/RPG11 more
fulsomely than is possible for the deposit Plan, which has been compiled mainly
within the strategic framework of WASP. Even though my findings indicate that
the deposit Plan’s housing allocations are not sufficient to meet the residual
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housing requirement expressed in my recommended Core Policy CPA, I do not
therefore consider it expedient to recommend modification of the Plan by the
introduction of fresh sites. Rather, my recommendation in policy CPA is that the
Council follows the path to early review that I outlined at Round Table Session 3
and is recorded in the second indent of the third bullet point of paragraph 5 of the
minutes of that Session.
H.4

In effect, the only sites that I therefore recommend unreservedly for allocation in
this Plan are those which I have selected from the deposit Plan’s allocations (the
Council’s preferred sites) on the basis of their compatibility with Core Policy CPC,
which sets out my recommended strategy for the distribution of development.
That is not to say that I have discounted objector sites altogether. Indeed, in this
respect, I have had regard to the views expressed at the Round Table session
and in subsequent addenda submitted by the various parties as well as to the
written and oral evidence submitted at the individual Inquiry sessions, which
stress the need for certainty about maintaining continuity of housing land supply.
Thus, having taken care to establish, as simply and realistically as possible, the
housing requirement in policy CPA and the distribution strategy in policy CPC (a
strategy that is compliant with extant and emerging guidance at national and
regional level), I have sought to lay a solid foundation for the early and suitable
preparation of the requisite Core Strategy Development Plan Document that the
Council is committed (in its approved Local Development Scheme) to preparing
by 2009. In order to further guide the Council (and others) to where I consider
site specific housing allocations and proposals would be most appropriately
made in that document (from the choices before me), I have arranged my
recommendations in this appendix into four categories, as follows:


Category 1 sites: These are sites which accord fully with my recommended
Core Policy CPC, are relatively free from constraints and would seem to be
deliverable within the Plan period. They should all be included as site
specific proposal or allocations in the Plan for adoption.



Category 2 sites: These are sites that would be equally acceptable to the
category 1 sites were it not for the need for the Council to first undertake
assessment in accordance with PPG17 advice to ensure the land is surplus
to open space requirements. The Council could deal with this matter on a
settlement-by settlement basis for local open space (for children’s equipped
play areas, for example), but where the open space has potentially wider
importance than for the immediate neighbourhood (as may be the case with
town parks and sports fields), then appraisal must be Borough-wide. Sites in
this category can only be included in the Local Plan if the assessment (at the
appropriate level for the site concerned) is completed before the Plan is
adopted and determines that the area proposed for housing development is
not needed for open space purposes.



Category 3 sites: Sites in this category are also in suitable locations for
allocation but are subject to constraints (which I specify) that, in my
estimation, render them either unavailable or undeliverable within the Plan
period, or (mainly in the case of green field sites) are suitable only if no
sequentially preferable alternatives can be identified. It is in this category that
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I include (alongside certain other of the Council’s proposed sites) the most
suitable of the sites advanced by objectors.


Category 4 sites: These are the sites (advanced both by the Council and by
objectors) that I regard as unacceptable in principle, mainly through conflict
with policy CPC, and which I recommend should be rejected altogether.

H.5

It is thus from categories 1 and 2 that sites will be taken forward for allocation in
this Plan, but I do not rule out sites in category 3 which have been through the
formal deposit process and where the constraints that I have identified have been
suitably resolved. Any such sites, and those others from category 3 carried
forward into the Core Strategy Development Plan Document will also need to
meet the broad distribution that I have referred to in paragraphs 2.28 - 2.30 and
2.44b of not less than 51% in Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon
combined (with a broadly equal split between the two), and not more than 49% in
Coleshill and the Local Service Centres combined. I have included a sizeable
non-site specific allocation in Polesworth/Dordon to ensure that a suitably
balanced distribution can be achieved and certainty lent to the forward planning
of the area. I have included a summary of the site categorisation at the end of
this Appendix, with a clear steer for my preferred Polesworth/Dordon site in
Category 3.

H.6

The precise way in which the various proposals and allocations are to be
expressed in the Plan is a matter for the Council to determine, but my
recommendations indicate that each should be self-contained, beginning with a
statement of what the Council proposes or seeks and, immediately following,
relevant text explaining and clarifying any further relevant details. Importantly, it
should be borne in mind that the strategic requirement is to provide an adequate
housing land supply. The allocations and proposals should thus be expressed in
terms of net site area, which for the purposes of comparison with policy CPA is
converted to dwelling numbers on the average ratio of 40 dph (only gross site
areas are before me, so the net areas are for the Council to measure). This
calculation simply ensures an overall adequacy of land supply, to verify the
soundness of the Plan (or, in this case, that of the future Core Strategy
Development Plan Document). The numerical targets (for dwellings and
affordable dwellings) that I have indicated for each site are, however, based on
what the Council may expect each site to deliver. They represent the figures
against which the actual performance of each site can be monitored. This should
be made clear in introductory text or in the formulation of the policies and
proposals themselves.

ATHERSTONE AND MANCETTER
Inspector’s appraisal of the settlement
H.7

These two contiguous settlements are identified as one the County’s “main
towns” in the context of WASP policy GD.3 and, as such, there can be no
objection in principle to housing allocations being made here. Atherstone is,
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nonetheless, an historic market town of some quality, with an extensive town
centre conservation area and a range of Listed Buildings. It is also the
administrative centre of the Borough. There is a well used bus station in the
town but, for the duration of the Inquiry, the railway station remained closed. Text
that I have recommended at paragraph 2.90(b) of Chapter 2B of this Report of
this Report, in reasoned justification for Core Policy 4, sets the general context
for my appraisal of site specific objections here.
H.8

Two points repeatedly made by objectors at the Inquiry and in the written
representations relate firstly to the need to promote a greater mix of dwellings
within the settlements and secondly to the need to reserve suitable land for
community uses, points reflected to some degree in CD77. New house building
in Atherstone during the Plan period will make only a small addition to the overall
housing stock of the town in both quantity and mix, but my findings at paragraphs
2.48 – 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report will have some effect on the latter.
Changes made prior to final publication of the second deposit version of the Plan
have also largely excluded sites that may have potential for community use. I do
not revisit those sites other than to deal with second deposit objections, because
it is only the second deposit version of the Plan (without those sites) that is
before me for consideration. Policy COM2 as I recommend it be modified would
provide the framework for any proposals involving sites currently used for the
provision of community services and facilities within the town, and would also
inform decisions on development allocations and proposals in the Core Policy
Development Plan Document that the Council is to produce in accordance with
its approved Local Development Scheme. Community involvement and early
discussion with landowners and service providers will be paramount in this latter
respect.

General objections
First Deposit Objections
FD0504(4815) Graham Smith
FD0201(4302) Mr H Lloyd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0504(4815) opposes housing allocations in Atherstone generally
H.9

As indicated in my foregoing appraisal of the settlement, Atherstone is a
sustainable development allocation, where new housing development would fully
accord with Regional, sub-regional and Local Plan strategy. It would be
unacceptable to preclude development here, with the implication that it would be
displaced to less sustainable settlements or greenfield sites elsewhere. That is
not to say that all development allocated to Atherstone would be acceptable and I
deal with individual site appraisals in the ensuing paragraphs of this Report. No
modification should be made however specifically in response to this objection.
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Objector 0201(4302) opposes development on open spaces in Atherstone and a
concentration of affordable housing here.
H.10

I deal with the appropriate approach to protection of open space in my appraisal
of objections to policy ENV6 and my findings there are carried forward into my
consideration of sites advanced by the Council and others in the site specific
appraisals below. If the Council modifies the Plan as I have recommended, open
space would be suitably protected wherever it is not surplus to requirements.

H.11

With regard to affordable housing, my recommended Core Policy CPD seeks to
secure a minimum of 40% affordable housing from new house-building activity
within the Plan period. That would leave some 60% market housing. The
present proportions would also not be significantly altered because new
housebuilding would represent only a small net addition to the overall stock of
dwellings here. I therefore consider the objector’s concerns to be unfounded and
make no recommendation for modification in response to them.

H.12

Recommendation

That no modification be made.

Allocation Site 3 Brittannia Mill, Coleshill Road
and paragraph 4.19a of reasoned justification
Gross site area: 0.44 ha
Expected housing quantity: 56 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0073 (4101) A B Wilson
FD0286 (4441) Mr & Mrs P Holland
FD0287 (4442) Miss D J Hughes
FD0322 (4482) B S Beeson
FD0900 (5961) Mr P C Collins

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0821 (7722) J M Bassan

Issues variously raised in the objections:





Need for housing and suitability for other uses
Traffic and parking
Community infrastructure
Affordable Housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Need for housing and suitability for other uses
H.13

It is a function of the Local Plan to identify sufficient land for new housing to meet
the WASP policy H.1 requirement for the Borough. Government guidance for the
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identification of suitable sites, set out in PPG3, establishes a search sequence
beginning with previously developed sites in existing urban areas and WASP
policy GD.3 classifies Atherstone as one of the County’s “main towns” within
which most new development is to take place. It follows that this existing
developed site within the built up area of Atherstone is a prime candidate for
housing allocation. The Council is also concerned to avoid potentially harmful
reversion to manufacturing use. Although alternative uses such as craft units
and a cottage hospital have been suggested by objectors, there is no evidence of
any need to identify land for these purposes that is equally compelling to, or
greater than, housing need. Paragraph 4.19a does, however, indicate that the
site is to be developed for mixed uses incorporating a canal related
tourist/heritage attraction, not just housing. This expectation should be voiced in
the allocation itself, and I recommend accordingly.
Traffic and parking
H.14

Existing local traffic speed which, I understand, can occasionally make Coleshill
Road hazardous to cross, is a matter of traffic regulation for the enforcing
authorities to control. The proposed development would have no bearing on this.
On-site parking provision for the development is a matter to be determined at
planning application stage having regard to the Council’s parking standards and
other material considerations. Should there be an overspill of roadside parking in
surrounding streets (which may or may not be attributable to the proposed
development) and this is found to be to the detriment of safety and the free flow
of traffic, then the Council would need to consider the introduction and
enforcement of suitable roadside parking controls. These are not, however,
matters that militate against the principle of allocation.

Community infrastructure
H.15

The site is sufficiently close to Atherstone town centre for the wide range of
services and facilities there to be reached on foot. The Council has not identified
any deficiency in existing facilities (including school places) that would be
exacerbated by housing development here. Should such concerns arise at
planning application stage, any necessary service provision could be secured
either by planning condition or Obligation in accordance with Circular 11/95 or
1/97 advice and my recommended Core Policy 10.

Affordable Housing
H.16

In common with other “allocations” sites, a monitoring target of 40% affordable
housing would be set but this would represent the starting point for discussions
rather than a fixed requirement, in accordance with my recommendation at
paragraph 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report. As advised by Circular 6/98, this
would not stand in the way of considerations relating to the economics of
provision or the need to achieve a successful development.
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Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.17

I find this site very suitable for housing provision, but a question mark must hang
over its deliverability given the absence of any indication at the Inquiry that the
owner is pressing to carry out the development in the form proposed in the
deposit Plan (CD97 refers). This is especially so if developer interest in
establishing a canal-related tourist/heritage attraction has not been investigated
or funding for it has not been secured. It is also unclear from paragraph 4.19a of
the Plan whether there is more than one Listed Building on the site and whether
the requirement to bring this (these) back into use extends to every existing
building on the site or only those parts which are specifically identified in the List
description as being of special architectural or historic interest. Clarification of
this would be helpful to understanding of the Plan’s requirements. It seems to
me that direct action may be needed by the Council if its plans for the site are to
be realised, but this is not impossible given the range of statutory powers
available to deal with Listed Buildings in need of repair. On balance, therefore, I
include this site as an allocation that may contribute towards housing land supply
during the Plan period.

Other matter
H.18

If it is solely the Council’s intention that, by referring in paragraph 4.19a to the
suitability for elderly persons’ accommodation, on-site parking demand would be
minimised, it may be more suitable for supplementary text to refer to “low car
ownership housing” in order to maximise flexibility and avoid compromising
deliverability.

H.19

I place this site in Category 1 and recommend

(a)

That site 3 be allocated for housing development in the following terms:
Atherstone/Mancetter
SITE 3 BRITTANNIA MILL, COLESHILL ROAD, ATHERSTONE.
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 56 UNITS OF WHICH 22 UNITS (40%)
ARE EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated within the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.19a of the deposit Plan, modified to include:





Reference to a requirement for provision of a canal-related tourist/heritage
attraction if developer agreement and/or funding is first agreed, or to
welcoming such an attraction if the mechanism for provision has not yet been
determined.
Clarification of whether all or only some of the existing buildings on the site
will be required to be retained.
Reference to the suitability of the site for the provision of low car-ownership
housing (such as that limited to occupation by people over car-driving age) if
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the deposit Plan reference to “elderly accommodation” is included solely to
minimise potential on-site parking demand.

Allocation Site 6 Land off York Avenue and Lister Road, Atherstone
and paragraph 4.20 of reasoned justification
Gross site area: 0.55 ha
Expected housing quantity: 16 units 40% affordable
Site 6
First Deposit Objections
FD0185 (4245) Mr D A Clarke
FD0187 (4247) Rose B Clarke
FD0200 (4292) Mr W H Powell
FD0479 (4780) Mrs Warner
FD0560 (4946) Mrs J Carding
FD0561 (4948) Mrs N White
FD0562 (4950) Mr P J Way
FD0563 (4952) Mr S G Temple
FD0564 (4954) Mrs A Heptinstall
FD0565 (4956) Mrs Joyce Rose Walker
FD0566 (4958) Mr R Lees
FD0567 (4960) Mrs R Lees
FD0568 (4962) Mr G H Beechey
FD0569 (4964) Mrs K Brookes
FD0570 (4966) Mr M Brookes
FD0571 (4968) Sheepy Road Residents Association
FD0572 (4970) Mr R B Walt
FD0573 (4972) Mrs M E Walt
FD0574 (4974) Mrs V Whittle
FD0575 (4976) T Whittle
FD0578 (4981) Mrs A Hankinson
FD0579 (4983) Jean Frost
FD0580 (4985) Roy William Frost
FD0581 (4987) John Pritchard
FD0582 (4989) Mrs Ann Pritchard
FD0583 (4991) Mrs J Watts
FD0584 (4993) Mrs Lorraine Jane Miller
FD0585 (4995) Mr John Charles Miller
FD0766 (5243) Kevin & Lorna Riley
FD0822 (5460) Atherstone Civic Society

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0536 (7750) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0859 (7463) Leicestershire County Council

Paragraph 4.20
First Deposit Objections
FD0156 (4200) B. J. Horton
FD0157 (4201) Mrs. S. R. Naylor
FD0167 (4218) Michael & Celia Hand
FD0197 (4280) Mr J Stevens
FD0416 (4676) B R Gudger
FD0494 (4801) Mrs Chesters
FD0495 (4802) Wendy Jackson
FD0557 (4943) Mr B Cardins
FD0558 (4944) Mrs Brian Jones
FD0559 (4945) Mr Brian Jones
FD0560 (4947) Mrs J Carding
FD0561 (4949) Mrs N White
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FD0562 (4951) Mr P J Way
FD0563 (4953) Mr S G Temple
FD0564 (4955) Mrs A Heptinstall
FD0565 (4957) Mrs Joyce Rose Walker
FD0566 (4959) Mr R Lees
FD0567 (4961) Mrs R Lees
FD0568 (4963) Mr G H Beechey
FD0569 (4965) Mrs K Brookes
FD0570 (4967) Mr M Brookes
FD0571 (4969) Sheepy Road Residents Association
FD0572 (4971) Mr R B Walt
FD0573 (4973) Mrs M E Walt
FD0574 (4975) Mrs V Whittle
FD0575 (4977) T Whittle
FD0578 (4982) Mrs A Hankinson
FD0579 (4984) Jean Frost
FD0580 (4986) Roy William Frost
FD0581 (4988) John Pritchard
FD0582 (4990) Mrs Ann Pritchard
FD0583 (4992) Mrs J Watts
FD0584 (4994) Mrs Lorraine Jane Miller
FD0585 (4996) Mr John Charles Miller
FD0821 (5435) J M Bassan

Revised deposit objection
RD0821 (7856) J M Bassan

Issues variously raised in the objections:









Loss of open space
Loss of shops
Development should take the form of a retirement ‘codominium’ arranged
around a quadrangle.
Excessive density of development
Loss of outlook/overlooking
Traffic/parking
Arbitrariness in distinguishing between sites for 100% affordable housing and
those for 40% affordable housing
Objector 0859(7463) is concerned that the reduction from 23 to 16 in the
housing allocation for this site (which took place between first and second
deposit stages) will adversely affect the balance between housing and
employment in the Borough and thus result in increased housing demand in
the neighbouring County.

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.20

It would seem from the representations that the extensive area of greenery
around the existing parade of local shops is a much appreciated local amenity,
enjoyed particularly by the elderly residents who live in purpose built housing
bordering the site including in nearby Bracebridge Court. Following first deposit
objections, the Council has excluded a part of this open space from the site
proposed to be allocated for development but this is not, in my view, an adequate
response to the requirements of PPG17. The site should not be allocated in
whole or in part unless and until it has been found “surplus to requirements” in
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terms of paragraph 10 of the guidance, following completion of the process
outlined in paragraphs 1-8 and explained in more detail in the companion guide
referred to in paragraph 9.
Loss of shops
H.21

The Council says that the existing shops are now coming to the end of their lives
and that the intention is to replace them on site. The representations indicate
that these local shops provide a convenient facility for the elderly people in the
vicinity who would have difficulty undertaking the relatively lengthy walk into the
town centre for daily purchases. I saw that the shops are of quite recent
construction but run-down, and there is no evidence before me relating to their
present or potential future economic vitality or viability. Nonetheless, given the
views expressed by local people, I have no doubt that it would be helpful if the
Plan made clear to local residents that the existing shops would be retained until
replacement shops have been provided and affirmed whether the replacement
shops would be of comparable range and utility to those there at present.
Subject to that, I find the deposit Plan wording in paragraph 4.20 to be
acceptable without other modification should the PPG17 process to which I have
referred clear the way for the site to be allocated for development.

Condominium style development
H.22

Details of the precise form and nature of development is for determination at
planning application stage and should not be stipulated in Local Plan policy.

Excessive density
H.23

I understand that the Council’s estimate of the number of dwellings the site can
accommodate is based on 30 dph, which is at the lower end of the range
necessary to ensure efficient use of land in PPG3 and below the 40dph figure
that I use to establish the adequacy of overall housing land supply (paragraph
4.38 of Chapter 4 of this Report refers). In practice, however, the number of
dwellings the site can accommodate will, of course, depend in large measure on
whether all or part of it is required for open space, and the amount needed to
accommodate the replacement shops with suitable access, customer parking
and servicing facilities. Nonetheless, the numerical housing target for the site
should be based on the net site area and for that reason 40 dph should be used.

Loss of outlook/privacy
H.24

If the principle of redeveloping all or part of this site is established following
PPG17 assessment of open space needs, questions of potential loss of outlook
and privacy would need to be taken into account at development control stage.
With careful attention to siting and design, there is no reason why the
development should be unacceptably harmful in either respect.
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Traffic/Parking
H.25

I find no evidence to indicate that the road network surrounding the site has
insufficient capacity to accommodate incremental traffic growth of the relatively
limited scale that may derive from the residential part of the proposed
redevelopment. On site parking and servicing provision for the development is a
matter to be determined at planning application stage having regard to the
Council’s parking standards and other material considerations. If the standards
are applied in full, there should be no overspill of parking into surrounding roads
attributable to the proposed development.

Arbitrariness on affordable housing requirements
H.26

The generality of this subject was considered at RTS4 and the approach that I
have described in paragraphs 2.45-2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report would
ensure that a 40% affordable housing target would represent the starting point for
negotiations on “allocations” sites. The 100% requirement would be reserved for
sites in the Council’s ownership or control (or that of a willing social housing
provider) and expressed differently, in the form of site specific “proposals”. This
would, I consider, suitably meet the objector’s criticism.

H.27

Although this particular site is, I understand, within the Council’s ownership
and/or control, paragraph 4.20 of reasoned justification makes clear that the
affordable housing requirement is 40% in this case in order to recognise the need
to finance replacement of the existing shops. Nevertheless, given the Council’s
desire to both stipulate a mix of development and an affordable housing
requirement I take the view that the allocation should be expressed as a Council
proposal, so that the intended means of implementation is clear.

Potential impact on the balance between housing and employment in the Borough and
consequent increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.28

My recommended approach to quantitative housing and employment provision
and the distribution strategy for both forms of development in Chapter 2A of this
Report (paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44) would suitably meet this objection.

Deliverability and Overall conclusion
H.29

Much work still has to be done in terms of securing community support for the
replacement of the existing shops and ensuring that necessary funding is in
place, at least for the RSL component of the scheme (in housing supply terms
only). Nonetheless, the number of units is small and provided the Council can
complete its PPG17 analysis of open space needs first (and the land is
accordingly found to be “surplus to requirements”), it seems to me that this site
would be suitable for allocation.

H.30

I place this site in category 2 and recommend
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(a)

That, subject to prior compliance with the requirements of paragraph 10 of
PPG17, site 6 be included as a proposal site for housing, open space and
shops in the following terms:
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER
SITE 6 LAND OFF YORK AVENUE AND LISTER ROAD, ATHERSTONE
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 16 UNITS OF WHICH 6 UNITS (40%)
ARE EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated with the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.20 of the deposit Plan, modified to say:


The proposal requires provision of (Council to insert figure) … ha of open space
and the replacement of the existing local shops. Development will be
confined to a part of the site equivalent to that found “surplus to
requirements” in the context of paragraph 10 of PPG17. The existing shops
are to be retained until the replacement shops are available.

Allocation Site 7 Land rear of 78/80 St Georges Road, Atherstone
and paragraph 4.19b
Gross site area: 0.28 ha
Expected housing quantity: 10 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0328 (4503) W D Carney
FD0412 (4670) R B Gisbourne
FD0422 (4683) S T Congrave
FD0479 (6022) Mrs Warner
FD0766 (5244) Kevin & Lorna Riley

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0859 (7468) Leicestershire County Council
RD0877 (7813) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections:







Loss of open space
Urban cramming
Use of access way
Privacy
Effect on property value
Objector 0859(7468) is concerned that the reduction from 13 to 10 in the
housing allocation for this site (which took place between first and second
deposit stages) will adversely affect the balance between housing and
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employment in the Borough and thus result in increased housing demand in
the neighbouring County.
Affordable housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.31

This is a secluded backland site occupied formerly in part by lock-up garages and
still occupied in part by a children’s playground. Paragraph 4.19b of reasoned
justification explains that the proposal would facilitate improvements to a part of
the children’s playground that is to be retained. Whatever the case may be in
that respect, the site should not be allocated in whole or in part unless and until it
has been found “surplus to requirements” in terms of paragraph 10 of PPG17,
following completion of the process outlined in paragraphs 1-8 and explained in
more detail in the companion guide referred to in paragraph 9.

Urban cramming
H.32

The density of proposed development would be a little over 30 dph, which is at
the lower end of the range that PPG3 advises is necessary to ensure efficient
use of land. The Council also says that the proposed units would be for elderly
people and while I question the wisdom of placing such accommodation
alongside a potentially noisy playground rather than in greater proximity to the
Lister Road shops, I do not therefore regard the proposal as representative of
urban cramming.

Use of access way
H.33

Access to the site is between the flanks of houses via the drive that originally
served the original lock-up garages. This drive is narrow and has no footways. It
is nonetheless unlikely that any traffic disturbance that may be experienced by
the occupiers of adjoining dwellings would be any greater than when the drive
was in use to serve the garages. The Council further points out that elderly
persons’ accommodation generates relatively few traffic movements and says
that the number of units proposed here has also been reduced in the interests
minimising vehicle numbers. Considerable care would need to be taken in
designing the scheme to create a safe access environment both for children
using the playground and for elderly residents. Subject to that proviso and given
the limited number and type of dwellings proposed, I find objector fears about the
suitability of the access to be unfounded.

Privacy
H.34

A well designed scheme should not compromise the privacy of existing residents.
This is a matter for consideration at planning application stage rather than one
that bears on the principle of site suitability for housing provision.
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Effect on property value
H.35

Private interests of this type are not normally material planning considerations,
but a well-designed scheme may enhance local property values, rather than the
reverse.

Potential impact on the balance between housing and employment in the Borough and
consequent increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.36

My recommended approach to quantitative housing provision and the distribution
strategy for development (paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report)
would suitably meet this objection.

Affordable housing
H.37 Objector 0877(7813) considers that the requirement for 100% affordable housing
may prejudice availability of the site. However, since the site is in the Council’s
ownership and control, I find no reason to question achievability of this level of
provision.
Overall conclusion
H.38

I understand from CD97 that an RSL is interested in the site and that funding is
being sought from the Housing Corporation as part of a phased development
with site 6. As with that site, provided the Council can complete its PPG17
analysis of open space needs first, and the land is accordingly found to be
“surplus to requirements”, there seems to be no significant obstacle to the
delivery of housing on this site. However, given that it is a Council-controlled
100% affordable housing site, it should be reformulated as one of the Plan’s site
specific “proposals”.

H.39

I place the site in category 2 and recommend

(a)

That, subject to prior compliance with the requirements of paragraph 10 of
PPG17, site 6 be included as a site specific proposal for affordable housing
development in the following terms:
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER
SITE 7 LAND REAR OF 78/80 ST GEORGES ROAD, ATHERSTONE
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 10 UNITS OF WHICH ALL (100%)
WILL BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(c)

That amplifying text incorporated with the proposal 4.19b of the deposit
Plan, modified to say:


The Council will secure the development of this site for affordable housing.
The development is to include enhancement of the adjoining children’s
playground.
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Allocation Site 8
Queen Elizabeth Lower School, Atherstone
and paragraph 4.21
Gross site area: 3.2 ha
Expected housing quantity: 60 units 40% affordable
Site 8
First Deposit Objections
FD0004 (4003) Mr R. W. Evans
FD0012 (4016) Mr Mrs Hardy
FD0015 (4019) Gary & Margaret Meeks
FD0057 (4084) Mrs Collins & Mr R Collins
FD0119 (6037) D K Hilton
FD0120 (6038) Mandy Zitola
FD0164 (4213) EH Norman
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0248 (4376) Carol Bates
FD0253 (4382) D & DG O'Connor
FD0276 (4425) Mrs J Lewis
FD0277 (4426) Mr R J Lewis
FD0289 (4444) Mr O Mulllins
FD0290 (4445) Mrs N Mullins
FD0322 (4483) B S Beeson
FD0428 (4698) R Jarvis
FD0436 (4715) Mrs June Maidens MBE
FD0439 (4719) Mr & Mrs G C Young
FD0441 (4727) Mr & Mrs G McArdle
FD0442 (4728) Mr & Mrs J D Downing
FD0450 (4741) Mr B D Stanton & Mrs K Stanton
FD0488 (4794) M. G. & M. A. Plackett
FD0577 (4979) Mr & Mrs D Irving
FD0755 (5232) Mr and Mrs J M Ross
FD0758 (5235) Mr C Cassidy
FD0759 (5236) Miss J Allsopp
FD0765 (5242) John Starmer
FD0817 (5404) J Nakielski
FD0821 (5424) J M Bassan
FD0847 (5683) Sport England
FD0907 (5976) Mrs J Evans
FDo916 (6012) Mr and Mrs Hardy

Second Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7517) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0758 (7501) Mr C. Cassidy
RD0859 (7464) Leicestershire County Council
RD0871 (7535) Queen Elizabeth School

Paragraph 4.21
First Deposit Objection
FD0183 (4243) Mr P Horton

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0821 (7723) J M Bassan
RD0871 (7536) Queen Elizabeth School

Issues variously raised in the objections:



Loss of open space
Need for a new school
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Existing noise from school, bad language, noise disturbance from new
houses
Traffic/parking
Privacy/overlooking
Pollution, including light pollution
Adequacy of infrastructure including sewers.
Effect on character and appearance of town.
Loss of habitat
Affordable housing
Effect on property values
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Background to the allocation and objections
H.40

The existing Queen Elizabeth School consists of an Upper School and a Lower
School. The Upper School occupies an attractive Listed Building on the eastern
approach to the town centre and is separated from the School’s extensive
playing fields by North Street. These playing fields continue eastwards back
along Witherley Road for some considerable distance to the more modern and
utilitarian Lower School buildings. For a variety of educational reasons, the
school wishes to provide a replacement school. Its original intention was that the
new buildings would be developed at the North Street end of the site. That
scheme would have been be financed mainly by disposing of the existing Lower
School site for housing redevelopment.

H.41

In the first deposit version of the Plan, the existing Lower School site was
accordingly included as a proposed housing allocation (site 8) for 125 dwellings,
40% of which were to be affordable under then policy HSG3. There was no
specific site identified for the replacement school in the First deposit Plan other
than a passing reference in paragraph 4.21 of reasoned justification to the effect
that it would be “off North Street”. It is, however, apparent from the
representations that the new school would have been constructed on part of the
existing school playing fields, a suggestion that brought forth the majority of the
first deposit objections. In the second deposit version of the Plan, the Council
responded to those objections by reducing the housing allocation to 60 dwellings
(still 40% affordable). I understand (as does the School) that the Council
envisages this would enable the school to be re-built together with the housing
on the existing Lower School site. However, revised reasoned justification in
paragraph 4.21 is not so specific and simply refers to the housing allocation as
“enabling development” to ensure delivery of the new school, adding that it would
also enable re-use of the upper school buildings for community purposes. The
school itself now objects to the housing allocation on the basis that the scheme
would be unviable and urges that the original allocation for 125 dwellings be
reinstated and the affordable housing requirement significantly reduced.
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Loss of open space
H.42

Any loss of open space on this site, whether to housing or the replacement
school, could only be countenanced after rigorous assessment. This is made
clear in paragraph 15 of PPG17 and Circular 9/98 which, with the Town and
Country Planning (Playing Fields) (England) Direction 1998, requires consultation
with Sport England and, in the event of objection at planning application stage,
empowers the Secretary of State to intervene. In these circumstances, it would
plainly be inappropriate to make an allocation in the development plan that
would, directly or indirectly, lead to loss of playing fields before formal
assessment of need has taken place in accordance with paragraphs 1-8 of
PPG17. The outstanding objection from Sport England would also first need to
be suitably resolved.

Need for a new school
H.43

Determination of need for a new school is primarily a matter for the education
authorities, with the role of the development plan being to make suitable land use
provision once the need is confirmed. The exclusion from the Plan of any
reference to the identification of a specific site (and/or in this case, any
assessment of whether it would be physically or economically feasible to
reconstruct the school and housing together on the site of the Lower School) is, I
consider, a serious shortcoming of the proposed housing allocation. Several
objectors refer to alternative ways of meeting need, such as developing the
school on the site of the existing Upper School, but it would not be prudent for
me to comment on these in the absence of precise details of what is actually
required envisaged. I remark only that National planning guidance establishes a
general presumption in favour of the protection of existing Listed Buildings and
their settings.

Noise and disturbance, traffic/parking, privacy/overlooking, pollution, adequacy of
infrastructure, effect on the character and appearance of the town, loss of habitat
H.44

These are matters that do not bear directly on the principle of development since
they may be suitably addressed at development control stage through the
incorporation of a range of mitigation measures or by careful site planning,
building design and landscaping.

Affordable housing
H.45

In common with other “allocations” sites, a monitoring target of 40% affordable
housing would be set but this would represent the starting point for discussions
rather than a fixed requirement, in accordance with my recommendation at
paragraph 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report. The Council advises that there
would be no objection to provision of accommodation for elderly persons on the
site, but this is similarly a matter for negotiation and discussion in the formulation
of proposals.

Effect on property values
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H.46

Private interests of this type are not normally material planning considerations,
but a well-designed scheme with careful juxtaposition of the school and its
playing fields and existing and proposed dwellings may enhance local property
values, rather than the reverse.

Availability, deliverability and overall conclusion
H.47

Given the need to complete the PPG17 process for assessing local open space
needs there is a question mark over the availability of this site. The significant
concern expressed by the school itself over the viability of the proposals, the
range of other concerns expressed by local people and the absence of any clear
indication of the size of the proposed school sufficient to demonstrate that it can
be fitted onto the allocation site (if necessary) together with 60 dwellings in a
suitably phased construction programme, also indicate to me that this site is
insufficiently advanced to justify allocation at this stage.

H.48

I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the site be deleted as an allocation.

Allocation Site 10 Land off Sheepy Road, Atherstone
and paragraph 4.19b (part relating to this site)
Gross site area: 0.45 ha
Expected housing quantity: 20 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0004 (4005) Mr R. W. Evans
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0200 (4295) Mr W H Powell
FD0348 (4569) (4570) Mrs C Lodge
FD0349 (4575) Mr M Lodge
FD0826 (5586) Warwickshire Museum Field Services

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0536 (7758) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0821 (7726) Mrs J M Bassan
RD0859 (7470) Leicestershire County Council
RD0877 (7816) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections









Open space, provision of a park, extension to cemetery
Location not good for housing as too close to A5 and cemetery
Size of development site
Potential for use as a car park
Impact on educational facilities and other community infrastructure
Affordable housing
Identification of archaeological interest.
Objector 0859(7463) is concerned that the reduction in the size of this site
(which took place between first and second deposit stages) will adversely
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affect the balance between housing and employment in the Borough and thus
result in increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Open space
H.49

The Council acknowledges that this former allotment land must be subjected to
the completion of open space needs assessment in accordance with advice in
paragraph 10 of PPG17 before allocation for development can be contemplated.

Proximity to A5 and cemetery
H.50

The land lies between the A5 Atherstone by-pass (which is in a cutting to the
south) and the town’s cemetery (to the north). There is no evidence before me
on noise exposure, but the grade separation would provide some mitigation of
traffic noise and it should be possible to design an acoustic barrier of sufficient
substance to ensure that traffic noise remains at acceptable levels. I find no
inherent incompatibility between housing areas and cemeteries, which are
commonly found close together in urban areas.

Size of development site
H.51

The site has been reduced in area from 2.37 ha at first deposit stage to 0.45 ha
at second deposit stage. I understand that this was specifically in response to
objectors concerned about the amount of development proposed here and those
seeking retention of existing greenery in this part of the town. The site owner,
objector 0536(7758), would prefer to see the whole site allocated and developed
comprehensively. It is important that the Council makes efficient use of the land
available in accordance with PPG3 advice, while also maintaining an
environmental buffer with the existing employment area to the west and road to
the south while also making suitable provision for open space following PPG17
analysis. The appropriate balance of uses would, I consider, be more easily
achieved if the whole of the original 2.37 ha site were to be identified on the
proposals map, with the text indicating the specific requirements for the parts of
the site not to be developed for housing (because needed for “buffer” and open
space uses) and identifying the remainder for housing development (which may
be more than 0.45 ha). Such an approach would, I consider, suitably meet the
points raised by those supporting and objecting to the proposal on site size
grounds and may potentially allow more housing (including affordable housing) to
be provided here.

Use for car park
H.52

Objector 0200 (4295) suggests that the site may have potential as a car park for
those visiting this part of the town, together with the existing cemetery, any
community use that may take place on site 9, or the town centre itself. There is,
however, no evidence of any shortfall in available parking space for the cemetery
and (in the light of my foregoing findings on site 9) the future of site 9 is
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uncertain. Parking strategy for the town centre also has yet to be formulated. In
these circumstances, I cannot support the objector’s suggestion.
Impact on community infrastructure
H.53

As a “main town” Atherstone may be expected to contain a sufficient number and
range of facilities to meet the needs of the local community. Should there be
shortfalls in any necessary services (such as education) which would be directly
attributable to development, it would be open to the Council (in accordance with
my recommended Core Policy 10 - paragraph 2.112 of Chapter 2B of this
Report) to impose planning conditions or seek to negotiate planning Obligations
to ensure sufficient capacity.

Affordable housing
H.54

Since this site is not in the Council’s ownership or control, nor that of a willing
social housing provider, the affordable housing requirement should be reduced
from 100% to 40%, in order to ensure availability. With 40% affordable housing
as the target for this site, actual provision would be subject to negotiation having
regard to the economics of provision and the need to ensure a successful
housing development in accordance with the provisions of Circular 6/98. Given
that about 60% of the proposed housing would thus be market housing, a
suitably mixed community would, I consider, result.

Archaeological interest
H.55

The potential archaeological interest of this site and the implications for intending
developers should be referred to in supplementary text supporting any allocation.

Potential impact on the balance between housing and employment in the Borough and
consequent increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.56

My recommended approach to quantitative housing provision and the distribution
strategy for development (paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report)
would suitably meet this objection.

Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.57

Provided the Council can complete its PPG17 analysis of open space needs first,
and the land is accordingly found to be “surplus to requirements”, there seems to
be no significant obstacle to the delivery of housing on this site, potentially in
greater quantity than the deposit Plan allocation suggests.

H.58

I place this site in Category 2 and recommend

(a)

That, subject to prior compliance with the requirements of paragraph 10 of
PPG17, site 10 be included as a site specific allocation in the following
terms:
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER
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SITE 10 LAND OFF SHEEPY ROAD, ATHERSTONE
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 20 UNITS (minimum, for the council to
decide) OF WHICH 8 (40%) ARE EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.
(b)

That amplifying text incorporated within the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.19b of the deposit Plan, modified to say:





Vehicular and pedestrian access will be required from Sheepy Road.
Careful attention will need to be paid to the siting, layout and design of the
dwellings in order to protect future residents from the effect of traffic noise
from A5. The construction of a noise barrier may also be required.
Archaeological investigation of the site will be required before development
takes place and measures agreed with the developer to ensure that any
“finds” are suitably recorded and preserved.
The net site area available for housing development recognises the need to
make provision for open space and an environmental buffer with the nearby
employment land.

Allocation Site 11 Phoenix Yard, Atherstone
and paragraph 4.21
Gross site area: 0.71 ha
Expected housing quantity: 55 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0356 (4593) Mr & Mrs T Shilton
FD0597 (5013) K T Poole
FD0598 (6030) Mrs M A Poole
FD0882 (5887) Clients of R John Craddock Assoc.

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0821 (7725) J M Bassan

Issues variously raised in the objections







Access arrangements
Footpath crossing the site
Flooding and pollution
Detailed design issues
Noise and disturbance
Development costs and affordable housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Access arrangements
H.59

This is a relatively extensive town centre site that formerly contained a range of
uses including workshop premises and garages. It may therefore be the case
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that housing development would result in fewer traffic problems than has
historically been the case. There are also frontages to Church Street and Long
Street, as well as to a car park off Sheepy Road (rear of Croft Road) and, via
Long Street, the town’s swimming pool car park. Pedestrian or vehicular access
may thus come from any of a number of points, either singly or in combination.
The precise arrangements must be determined having regard to the need to
maintain the safe and free flow of traffic in accordance with my recommended
modification of policy TPT1 (see paragraph 7.22 of Chapter 7 of this Report) core
and the “Access Design” policy that I have recommended policy ENV14 includes
(at paragraphs 3.130 – 3.142 of Chapter 3 of this Report). In order to ensure
maximum flexibility in the approach to the preparation of a detailed scheme of
development for this complex site, I regard these as matters for the sensitive
application of policy at development control stage, rather than for rigid policy
prescription. Nevertheless, it would be open to the Council to provide clear
guidance in formulating any allocation here, if it wished to do so.
Footpath crossing the site
H.60

Arrangements for the temporary or permanent stopping up or diversion of
existing footpaths are matters to which separate statutory provisions apply,
mainly under Section 257 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. While
these provisions may be a material consideration at planning application stage, it
is sufficient when allocating a site simply to draw attention to the presence of the
footpath as a matter that development proposals would need to accommodate.
My recommendation is framed accordingly.

Flooding and pollution
H.61

The flooding referred to by objectors under this heading is apparently a result of
blocked drains in Sheepy Road rather than any inherent propensity to flood
affecting the site itself. In this respect, suitable drainage arrangements would be
a requirement of any development and would be dealt with under the Building
Regulations or in consultation with the Environment Agency and Water
Authorities as appropriate at design stage. Development on the site should not
therefore exacerbate any problem in Sheepy Road. The Council has not advised
of any serious or impending problems of pollution in the town centre area but, as
objector 0597(5013) acknowledges, there are ways in which discharges from
additional residential properties can be controlled other than by prohibiting
development altogether.
Neither of the risks of flooding nor pollution thus
amount to obstacles to the principle of development in this case.

Detailed design issues
H.62

The detailed design of the scheme, including landscaping, would be subject to
the Plan’s general development control policies in the same way as any other
proposed development. Such policies, (as I recommend they be modified,
including ENV14 at paragraphs 3.130 – 3.142 of Chapter 3 of this Report)
include building design, townscape design and landscape design as well as the
protection of the amenities of occupiers of adjoining land and buildings. Within
the town centre Conservation Area, Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed
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Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 further requires that special
attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character
or appearance of Conservation Areas. Similar provisions apply to Listed
Buildings and their setting. There is thus no reason to believe that development
here would not meet suitable design standards.
Noise and disturbance
H.63

The principal point raised under this issue concerns existing problems arising
from the use of the car park at the rear of the Croft Road properties. I have no
reason to expect these to increase in consequence of development of the
allocation site (indeed, they may decrease as a result of a greater residential
presence). Existing problems like these are, in any event, beyond the scope the
Local Plan to address.

Development costs and affordable housing
H.64

Objector 0882(5887) advises that the costs faced by the developer of this site
include demolition and site clearance, remediation of contamination,
archaeological investigation, refurbishment of existing Listed Buildings and other
buildings, design requirements associated with the Conservation Area location
and costs accrued during lengthy negotiations. Not all of these factors are unique
to this particular site and some may be off-set against the nature and intensity of
the scheme that may eventually be agreed. Unduly onerous requirements should
not, however, be put in the way of development that is much needed to secure
early renewal of a significant part of Atherstone’s historic centre and the Council
has conceded that an affordable housing contribution from this site is “unlikely”
(CD97). Wherever the appropriate balance of housing need and development
cost may eventually be held to lie, it would not be appropriate for me to arbitrarily
reduce the affordable housing requirement from this site, or to exclude it
altogether, in the absence of any currently agreed details of the scheme itself.
While I therefore consider that the general 40% target for affordable housing
should apply to this site, it represents only the starting point for detailed
discussions and negotiations (in accordance with my recommendation at
paragraph 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report) which, as with any other site, have
to take account of the economics of affordable housing provision and the need to
achieve a successful housing development in line with Circular 6/98 advice. In
the light of that advice there is, therefore, no need to modify the allocation of this
site in order to meet the objector’s concern.

Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.65

While negotiations to secure a suitable development of this site are likely to be
lengthy and complex, I see from the Council’s representations that a planning
application was submitted in September 2003 and that negotiations with English
Heritage are on-going. It was apparent at the Inquiry that both the Council and
the developer remain intent on securing a suitable scheme and I would therefore
be surprised if delivery could not be assured within the Plan period. Indeed, it is
one of two sizeable key sites in the town centre (the other being site ECON7)
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where the Council wishes to bring forward early development proposals. I
therefore consider the site suitable for allocation.
H.66

I place the site in Category 1 and recommend

(a)

That the allocation of site 11 be modified as follows:
SITE 11 PHOENIX YARD, ATHERSTONE
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 55 UNITS OF WHICH 22 (40%) ARE
EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated with the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.21 of the deposit Plan, modified to say:




This is a key central redevelopment site within Atherstone’s
Conservation Area.
The proposed development will be required to include the preservation
or enhancement and re-use of the existing Listed Buildings on the site.
There is a public footpath crossing the site, which the development
proposals will need to accommodate.

Allocation Site 23a Land at Church Walk and
Allocation Site 23b Land at Manor Road, Mancetter
and paragraphs 4.20 and 4.23
Gross site area, Site 23a: 0.37 ha
Expected housing quantity: 16 units 40% affordable
Gross site area, Site 23b: 0.35 ha
Expected housing quantity: 16 units 100% affordable
Inspector’s note
H.67

In the First deposit version of the Plan, these two sites formed part of a larger
single allocation in the form of Site 23, comprising a small parade of local shops,
some lock-up garages and an extensive area of open space. At second deposit
stage, the site was reduced and divided into two, of which the County Council
and Borough Council are apparently joint owners. Site 23a now includes the
shops and lock-up garages, while site 23b represents about a third of the existing
area of open space. Reasoned justification in paragraphs 4.20 and 4.23
indicates that site 23a (which is allocated for 40% affordable housing) is to
include re-provision of local shopping facilities while site 23b (which is allocated
for 100% affordable housing) is to provide a children’s play area and a pedestrian
route through the site. The two sites are to be developed together in order to
ensure that the local shopping facilities are not lost during the construction
period. Such an arrangement would go some way to allaying local fears
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expressed at first deposit stage about the amount and nature of development
proposed here.
H.68

Matters since seem to have moved on, with a report being presented to the
Council’s Executive Board in September 2004 (CD97). In this, it is suggested
that the development would be primarily to provide care and support and to meet
special needs in the locality together with communal living and care and standalone affordable housing for the elderly, for at least 60 residents. This would
apparently be achieved with the Borough and County Councils, the George Elliot
Hospital, the Local Primary Care Trust and the local voluntary and community
sector working in partnership.

First Deposit Objections
FD0054 (4081) Mr & Mrs Ford
FD0815 (5392) Warwickshire County Council Property Services Dept
FD0905 (5971) Lynne Dingley
FD0906 (5974) Barbara Hiatt
FD0847 (5683) Sport England
FD0826(5586) Warwickshire Museum Field Services

Revised Deposit Objections
Site 23a
RD0536 (7756) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0609 (7863) Mr/Mrs T Saunders

Site 23b
RD1306 (7850) Warwickshire County Council
RD0877 (7820) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections











Loss of open space
Loss of shops
Fear of crime
Affordable housing
Traffic
Availability of other land nearby
Need for a new school on the site
Adequacy of existing local services and facilities
Archaeology
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.69

Although a draft plan has been produced which includes provision of a children’s
play area, it indicates that the major part of the existing open land here would be
developed. Whatever the merits of the development proposed, it would be wrong
to allocate any part of it for development unless and until it has been found
“surplus to requirements” in accordance with paragraph 10 of PPG17.
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Future of the shops
H.70

The Council regards these as “an important local shopping facility” and is intent
upon retaining them. There is no evidence before me concerning their vitality or
viability and consultation with the local community may help establish the precise
level of local need if the intention is for anything other than exact quantitative and
qualitative replacement. Nonetheless, the Council’s response would meet the
objector concerns to maintain a local shopping facility here.

Fear of crime
H.71

It would seem from the views expressed by those living closest to the existing
shops that a degree of rowdyism and disturbance attaches to the retail presence,
especially late in the evenings. There have apparently also been difficulties with
“problem tenants” in some other nearby social housing developments, which has
engendered local opposition to further such development here. However, neither
of these problems would be likely to increase if the proposed residential
development takes the form of accommodation for the elderly and those in need
of care as currently anticipated by the Council, and may reduce if the shops and
the environmental quality of their surroundings are enhanced as envisaged.

Traffic
H.72

Replacement of the existing shops is unlikely to result in any greater amount of
traffic generation than at present in this otherwise residential area, and
accommodation for the elderly is not usually regarded as a significant source of
traffic generation. I consider these fears unfounded.

Availability of other land nearby
H.73

The Council says that although it owns vacant land in nearby Old Farm Road,
development of that is being pursued separately and it is not, in any event, of
sufficient size to represent an alternative to the proposed allocation site or
otherwise to qualify for inclusion in the Plan. I have no reason to dispute the
Council’s stance on this subject.

Need for a new school/adequacy of existing services and facilities
H.74

There is no evidence before me of any local shortfall in education provision
sufficient to warrant a new school here. If development would bring additional
demands that cannot be met other than by the provision of new or enhanced
services and facilities without which the development would be unacceptable, it
would be open to the Council to impose planning conditions or seek planning
Obligations in order to remedy the situation in accordance with my recommended
modification of Core Policy 10. No specific shortfall has been drawn to my
attention here and if the proposed development progresses in the manner now
envisioned by the Council there would be unlikely to be any additional pressure
on school facilities, while community care facilities would be improved.
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Archaeology
H.75

The Museums service suggests that there may be archaeological remains in the
vicinity, albeit not necessarily on the site itself. Requirements for investigation,
recording and preservation are matters that can be dealt with by planning
condition if necessary, but it would be expedient for the allocation to signal that
the matter would need to be examined before development took place.

Affordable housing and availability
H.76

The County Council, as owner of site 23b, is an objector to the allocation on the
basis of (among other things) what is seen as an inequitable distribution of
housing and retail uses in relation to site 23a and the requirement for 100%
affordable housing, which is regarded as excessive and unlikely to encourage
release of the site for housing. The availability of this site is therefore open to
question unless or until the objection can be resolved amicably between the
disputing development partners.

Deliverability and overall conclusions
H.77

Whether the County Council’s objection to the allocation of site 23b would endure
in the light of the evolving scheme described in the Executive Board repost
(CD97) is unclear, but it had not been withdrawn at the time of writing. It is also
site 23b that remains subject to open space needs assessment under PPG17.
Unless both matters can be suitably reconciled before the Plan is brought
forward for adoption (by securing the County Council’s agreement to the form of
development proposed and completion of the PPG17 process), it seems to me
that only site 23a can be regarded as deliverable. Although subject also to
funding, this should not be problematic given the partnership arrangements that
the Council foresees. Since site 23a is within the Council’s ownership and
control, and in the absence of any substantive obstacles to its redevelopment, I
accordingly recommend its inclusion in the Plan as a site specific “proposal”.
This should indicate the intention to develop the site for social housing for the
elderly and those with special needs and to secure the replacement of the
existing shops. Given that site 23a represents about half of the overall site 23
and the density of development that should be achievable with the type of
accommodation involved, the proposed target should, in my estimation, be to
provide 30 dwellings (not 16 or 60), all of which are to be affordable. The
constraints attaching to site 23B are such that I cannot unreservedly recommend
its allocation at this stage.

H.78

I place site 23a in category 2 and recommend

(a)

That site 23a be included as a site specific proposal for affordable housing
development in the following terms:
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER
SITE 23A LAND AT CHURCH WALK, MANCETTER
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
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NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET:
WILL BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.
(b)

30 UNITS OF WHICH ALL (100%)

That amplifying text incorporated with the proposal be drawn from
paragraph 4.21 of the deposit Plan, modified to say:


Development of this site will be for the provision of accommodation for the
elderly and those with special needs and will include replacement of the
existing shops.

(c)

That reference also be made to the potential archaeological interest of the
site and the need for prior investigation and the formulation of any
necessary mitigation works.

H.79

I place site 23b in category 3 and recommend that it be deleted as an
allocation.

Allocation Site 24 Manor Road Industrial Estate, Mancetter
and paragraphs 4.24 and 4.25
Gross site area: 3.6 ha
Expected housing quantity: 121 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0232 (4357) M K C Associates Ltd
FD0821 (5425) J M Bassan
FD0870 (5817) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
FD0905 (5972) Lynne Dingley
FD0906 (5975) Barbara Hiatt

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7521) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0821 (7724) J M Bassan

Issues variously raised in the objections






Traffic
Loss of employment
Fear of crime
Affordable housing
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Traffic
H.80

This site extends along the north side of the railway line between Atherstone and
Nuneaton and straddles both sides of Manor Road. It includes about 8 existing
factory units mostly on the northern side of the road, with the smaller units
together with a lengthy row of lock-up garages on the southern side. There is an
extensive swathe of recreation ground behind those on the northern side of the
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road and the site is also deeply embedded in part of Mancetter characterised by
relatively modern estates of housing. The Council is promoting residential
development here primarily with a view to securing the removal of lorry traffic
which currently passes through these residential areas between the site and the
A5 trunk road.
H.81

I note, however, that there have been no representations of support for this
proposal from local residents (or further afield) while there are objections from
those who fear that traffic in the area may actually increase as a result of the
number of houses being proposed for allocation here. There are no figures
before me indicative of current lorry movements and no estimates of future car
traffic either, so an empirical comparison is impossible. Nevertheless, given the
competing views, the seriousness of the problem that the Council seeks to
address here is, I find, therefore at least questionable. While unrestricted lorry
traffic may be inherently incompatible with maintaining high standards of road
safety in residential areas, few housing areas are entirely free of all such traffic
and the road system hereabouts is of relatively modern engineering standards. I
also understand that weight restrictions have already been imposed along one of
the approach roads. A more pragmatic approach may simply be to extend these
and introduce a regime of traffic control measures designed, for example, to
keep traffic speeds low, prevent reversing and turning movements in potentially
hazardous locations and secure physical separation between pedestrians
(especially children) and the carriageway along the main lorry route involved.

Loss of employment
H.82

The Council acknowledges that with prevailing strategic limitations on existing
employment land provision in the Borough (paragraphs 2.9 – 2.18 of Chapter 2A
of this Report refer) it is not able to identify a new replacement employment site
to accommodate the businesses that would be displaced. Even though some of
the premises are, I understand, currently vacant and it is intended to develop
starter units on the part of the site alongside the railway line, there would be a
significant net loss of employment land to the Borough which, although no doubt
acceptable in strategic terms, would erode the supply of land and buildings
available in Atherstone/Mancetter to meet the needs of local businesses.
Moreover, no measures beyond proffering general assistance to find suitable
alternative sites have been advanced to assist in decanting the existing users.
Faced with the costs and inconvenience of relocation, there is a likelihood that at
least some of the existing firms may be forced to close, while others may move
outside the Borough if suitable alternative premises are not readily available.
This would be to the detriment both of the local economy and the families that
rely on local employment opportunities. To my mind, it would not be prudent to
risk precipitating such a scenario without considerably more convincing evidence
of the environmental problems that the present businesses give rise to. It may
be, in any case, that the present strategic limitations on employment land in the
Borough will not continue indefinitely, so it may be easier to bring the Council’s
plans to fruition at a later date when sites and premises suitable for relocation
could be more readily available, should further traffic management measures of
the type to which I have already referred be unsuccessful in mitigating
environmental harm.
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Fear of crime
H.83

The concern expressed by local residents under this heading apparently results
from difficulties with “problem tenants” experienced in some other nearby social
housing developments, and a desire to avoid them being repeated here. There
is, however, no direct causal relationship between the provision of social housing
and anti-social behaviour, and the subject is one for effective housing
management by any registered social landlord that may be involved rather than
for the formulation of land use planning policy.

Affordable housing
H.84

The deposit Plan’s requirement for 40% affordable housing on this site is
accompanied with other requirements to contribute to improvement of the
neighbouring recreation ground, including the provision of paths, lighting, and
sports and other equipment. While I do not doubt the desirability of such
provision, care must be taken not to prejudice the economics of affordable
housing provision and the need to achieve a successful housing development in
line with Circular 6/98 advice. As with other housing allocations, any affordable
housing element should be expressed only as a target for monitoring and as a
starting point for negotiations.

Availability
H.85

An occupier of one of the existing units points out that a lease is held on a fixed
term that does not expire until March 2017 and says that there is no intention of
selling the site or terminating the lease. Although matters may change, the
Council says that there have not yet been any discussions with the owners on
the subject (CD97), so there can be no guarantee that the site will become
available within the Plan period.

Deliverability and overall conclusions
H.86

A trigger for the allocation of this site would seem to have been the refusal of
planning permission for the development of part of it for elderly persons’
accommodation leading to the germination of a desire by the Council to secure a
comprehensive, rather than piecemeal, approach to redevelopment. That
objective may well be one that is worthy of being pursued, but the implications for
the existing businesses, the wider consequences for employment land availability
(at least in the short term) and the practicalities of site assembly have yet to be
begun to be addressed. In these circumstances, not only do I find the
deliverability of this site insufficiently secure to warrant allocation within the
timescale leading to adoption of the Plan, I also consider that its redevelopment
would be more suitably delayed until such time as a scheme for orderly
relocation of the existing businesses has been devised. Any necessary land use
provision for that should, I conclude accompany reconsideration of the allocation
in a future review of the Plan.

H.87

I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 24 (Manor Road
Industrial Estate, Mancetter)
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Allocation Site 34 Football Ground, Atherstone
Gross site area: 2.19 ha
Expected housing quantity: 57 units 40% affordable
Revised deposit objections
RD0189 (7518) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0488 (7036) M. G. & M. A. Plackett
RD0536 (7751) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0821 (7725) M Bassan
RD0847 (7013) Sport England
RD1298 (7439) Mr E P Gordon

Issues variously raised in the objections





Loss of open space
Quality of replacement facility
Suitability for housing
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.88

The existing football ground lies within the northern part of the town and includes
the playing pitch itself, some spectator terracing (part covered), a car park and a
clubhouse/public house known as “The Boadicea”. Paragraph 10 of PPG17 says
that existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land should not
be built on unless, following systematic appraisal in accordance with paragraphs
1-8, it has been found “surplus to requirements”. That is not the case here,
because the process of systematic appraisal of the community’s open space
needs not yet been completed. In these circumstances, there can in my view be
no question of the pitch and ancillary recreational buildings being developed for
housing in the face of the requirements of paragraph 15 of PPG17, whether the
existing football club wishes to continue using it or not. Objection 0847(7013) is
of particular significance in this respect because such objection, if not first
suitably resolved, may lead to intervention by the Secretary of State under the
Town and Country Planning (Playing Fields) (England) Direction 1998 at
planning application stage.

Quality of replacement facility
H.89

The Council’s evidence indicates that the existing football ground falls short of
league requirements and that the enhanced level of facilities necessary cannot
be accommodated here without unacceptable impact on neighbouring residential
property. If it is held that the Club must, in consequence, move to a different site
in order to remain in Atherstone, clause 15(iii) of PPG17 intimates that any
replacement would need to be of equivalent or better quantity and quality and in
a suitable location. Even then it does not necessarily follow that the land vacated
would be “surplus to requirements” for other open space purposes under
paragraph 10 of PPG17.
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H.90

With that in mind, the difficulty of identifying a suitable site for relocation of the
club should not be under-estimated. I say this having regard to the contours of
nearby open land (which is largely beyond the development boundary), the
identification of a high proportion of potentially suitable land within the town for
housing purposes necessary to meet WASP numerical and distributional
requirements, and the need to balance the aspirations of club supporters against
protecting the living conditions of any nearby householders. The location would
also need to be one that is accessible to local supporters by a range of modes of
transport other than private car. It is a main function of the Local Plan to make
land use provision for the development needs of the local community and I find it
wholly unsatisfactory for this potentially contentious matter to have been left, in
the deposit Plan, as one for the developer to address only at planning application
stage. In my view, the feasibility and viability of relocating the club needs to be
considered alongside the league’s requirements and, if relocation is the preferred
option, a proposal advanced to secure the smooth and successful move of the
club to a site specifically reserved for the purpose in the Local Plan before
redevelopment of the existing facility for housing purposes takes place. At the
very least, the allocation of the existing football ground for housing must be
accompanied in the Local Plan by the allocation of a suitable plot of land for the
replacement football ground with a clear link between the two sufficient to ensure
that the replacement would be made available for use before housing
development is commenced.

Suitability for housing
H.91

Objector 0536(7751) suggests that the allocation of this site for housing has
resulted from a desire to secure investment in the football club rather than from a
systematic search for suitable housing land in accordance with paragraph 29 of
PPG3. Given the inherent uncertainty of the deposit Plan’s approach to securing
the relocation of the club, I doubt the substance of the first of these concerns.
With regard to the second, the site represents at least in part previously
developed land (the Boadicea) and there are sizeable estates of houses to the
north (on the opposite side of Holly Lane) and to the east (on both sides of
Sheepy Road).
There are local shops, employment opportunities and
recreational land (allotments) closeby and, were it not for the existing open space
use, in all of these respects I have no reason to question the selection of the site
for housing allocation early in the search sequence explained in paragraphs 30
and 31 of PPG3.

Availability
H.92

The site is, I am told, Council owned but until it has been found surplus to
requirements in PPG17 terms, it cannot be regarded as available for housing
allocation.

Deliverability and overall conclusions
H.93

The Council may or may not be able to complete its assessment of the
community’s needs for open space relatively quickly, but until such time as the
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club relinquishes its use of the ground for sports purposes in favour of acceptable
alternative provision, it cannot be held to be surplus to requirements. Moreover, I
am not convinced that there is any certainty that a suitable site on which to
establish a replacement facility for the football club will be anything other than a
lengthy and contentious task. If suitable financing is also at issue, problems of
securing relocation are likely to multiply. For these reasons, I consider the site
unlikely to deliver completed dwellings within the Plan period and conclude that
the allocation should therefore be deleted.
H.94

I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 34 (Football
Ground, Atherstone).

First deposit Site 2 Land at Taverners Lane, Atherstone
First Deposit Objections
FD0045 (4069) B J Boulstridge
FD0068 (4096) J and D K Hilton

Second Deposit Objection
RD0859 (7465) Leicestershire County

Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0045(4069) and 0754(5230) oppose the allocation in principle.
H.95

This site was deleted prior to second deposit stage, so these objections have
been met.

Objectors 0068(4096) seek to avoid overlooking of their house
H.96

This is a matter that falls to be considered at planning application stage and does
not bear on the principle of allocation.

Objector 0859(7465) is concerned that deletion of the allocation will adversely affect the
balance between housing and employment in the Borough and thus result in increased
housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.97

My recommended approach to quantitative housing provision and the distribution
strategy for development (at paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report)
would suitably meet this objection.

H.98

Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Plan.
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First Deposit Site 4 Arts Centre Meadow Street/Owen Street, Atherstone
Revised Deposit objection
RD0859 (7466) Leicestershire County Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusion
Objector 0859(7466) is concerned that deletion of the allocation (which took place prior
to second deposit) will adversely affect the balance between housing and employment in
the Borough and thus result in increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.99

This site specific objection is made in support of the neighbouring County’s wider
strategic concern over the deposit Plan’s formulation. My recommended
approach to quantitative housing provision and the distribution strategy for
development (at paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report) would
suitably meet such objection. This site was deleted prior to second deposit stage,
so the site specific objection has also been met.

H.100 Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Plan.

First deposit Site 5 Land Corner of Station Street, Atherstone
Revised deposit objection
RD0859 (7467) Leicestershire County Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusion
Objector 0859(7467) is concerned that deletion of the allocation (which took place prior
to second deposit) will adversely affect the balance between housing and employment in
the Borough and thus result in increased housing demand in the neighbouring County.
H.101 As above, this site was deleted prior to second deposit stage, so is no longer
before me for allocation. My recommended approach to quantitative housing
provision and the distribution strategy for development (at paragraphs 2.3 – 2.44
of Chapter 2A of this Report) would suitably meet the underlying point of this
objection.
H.102 Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Plan.
First deposit Site 9 Sheepy Road – Police Station and Magistrates Court,
Atherstone
First Deposit Objections
FD0004 (4004) Mr R. W. Evans
FD0160 (4207) Mr/s K Eastaff
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FD0161 (4208) Mrs EA Clarke
FD0163 (4211) Mr R Clarke
FD0202 (4303) Mrs R Lloyd
FD0247 (4374) (4375) Mr D. H. Jones
FD0251 (4380) Dr H G Smith
FD0272 (4419) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0272 (4420) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0322 (4484) B S Beeson
FD0341 (4558) Ruth Hauley
FD0342 (4560) Mr R Deeming
FD0343 (4562) Mrs M Deeming
FD0344 (4564) Mr Neal Wood
FD0345 (4565) Mrs R Wood
FD0346 (4566) Mrs D E Sweet
FD0350 (4578) Mrs A Windridge
FD0351 (4579) Mr D Windridge
FD0353 (4582) Mrs M E Morris
FD0353 (4583) Mrs M E Morris
FD0353 (4584) Mrs M E Morris
FD0354 (4586) M Taylor
FD0355 (4588) Mrs G M Ambrose
FD0357 (4592) Mr R Kendall
FD0358 (4595) Mr F E Croxall
FD0359 (4596) R A Croxall
FD0360 (4597) M N Hudson
FD0361 (4598) Mrs L Sanders
FD0362 (4600) G W Mumford
FD0363 (4602) Mrs M W Kendall
FD0365 (4605) Mr & Mrs Mundy
FD0366 (4608) Mrs Lynn Curtis
FD0367 (4609) Dean Curtis
FD0409 (4667) Mr C Brown
FD0421 (4682) W W T Neal
FD0425 (4690) David Cheshire
FD0426 (4692) Jenny Cheshire
FD0429 (4705) Derek A Northcote
FD0430 (4707) J W Northcote
FD0591 (5006) Mrs Sally Brierley
FD0597 (5013) (5014) K T Poole
FD0598 (5016) Mrs M A Poole
FD0892 (5943) (5944) Mr E J Clarke
FD0893 (5945)(5946) Dr H G Smith
FD0894 (5947) (5948) Mrs J C Clarke

Second Deposit Objections
RD1301 (7445) Warwickshire Police Authority
RD0355 (7375) Mrs G M Ambrose
RD0366 (7062) Mrs Lynn Curtis
RD0367 (7376) Dean Curtis
RD0859 (7469) Leicestershire County Council
RD1085 (7796) R W Potter

Background and issues variously raised in the objections
H.103 The Council withdrew this proposed allocation between First and Second deposit
stage, there being strong opposition locally to the loss of the existing facility and
a desire to see the site used, if the facility is lost, for community purposes rather
than for housing. Objector 1301(7445) opposes its deletion, the site having now
become surplus to operational requirements with policing and court functions
having been transferred elsewhere outside the Borough. Other revised deposit
objections indicate opposition to any redevelopment proposal that may come
forward in the form of an application for planning permission.
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusion
H.104 It is for the police authority to determine its own operational needs, although I
note that the draft “Warwickshire Compact” 2004 (CD111) does suggest that
there should be consultation between service providers and the local community
on such matters. This does not appear to have taken place prior to the First
Deposit allocation. Nonetheless, while impending closure of the existing police
station and courts cannot be forestalled by the development Plan, the future use
of the land and/or buildings is subject to land use planning control. Given the
strength of local opposition and the potential for uses other than housing here, it
seems to me that the future of the site is insufficiently clear for there to be any
certainty that it would contribute to housing land supply during the Plan period. I
do not therefore regard it as a suitable candidate for allocation at this stage.
Given the size and significance of this site, I take the view that it would be more
appropriate for the future pattern of land use here to be considered in
consultation with the local community as the “Warwickshire Compact” envisions,
and for suitable proposals to be brought forward in a future review of the Plan.
Nonetheless, this is not something that the Local Plan can stipulate (because it is
a procedural rather than a land use matter). It would be open to the Police
Authority to advance proposals independently through the development control
process, and these would be subject, among other things, to policy COM2. Local
residents would then have the opportunity to express their views on the planning
application in the normal way. I do not therefore support any of the second
deposit objections.
H.105 Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Plan.

First deposit site 22 Former allotments off Witherley Road, Mancetter
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0905 (5970) Lynne Dingley
FD0906 (5973) Barbara Hiatt

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.106 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.107 Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Second Deposit Plan.

Objector Site B Land at end of Westwood Road, Atherstone
First Deposit Objections (promoting the allocation)
FD0843 (5655)(5657)(5658) Mr M Bailey
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FD0854 (5723)(5730) Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.108 This site lies to the south east of the town at the end of a lengthy cul-de-sac
through an extensive estate of modern houses. The Council’s objection to its
allocation is that it lies outside the development boundary for Atherstone and
previously developed land within the urban area should, it considers, be
developed before urban extensions like this are considered.
H.109 While the Council’s approach accords with the sequential approach to site
selection outlined in paragraph 30 of PPG3, urban extensions are the next best
option if an adequate supply of housing cannot be identified within sustainable
urban areas. Additional housing land does, in my analysis, need to be identified
at the Boroughs “main towns” not least to respond to the distribution strategy that
I have recommended in Core Policy CPC (at paragraphs 2.19 – 2.44 of Chapter
2A of this Report) and the consequent retrenchment of allocations away from
small rural villages to more sustainable locations. It may also be necessary to
redress any shortfall that arises from completion of PPG17 open space
assessment within the Local Service Centres and the main towns themselves.
H.110 This particular site is contiguous with the urban area, physically separated from
the surrounding countryside by the canal and is no more distant from the centre
of Atherstone than existing outlying housing areas to the north. There is also a
footbridge across the railway giving access to Mancetter and the nearby Manor
Road employment area. Apart from a footpath traversing the central part, and
provided the Highway Authority and emergency services are content with the
means of access (length of cul-de-sac, to which the advice in paragraphs 2.11
and 2.12 of Design Bulletin 32 “Residential Roads and Footpaths” applies), the
site appears to be free of significant development constraints and appears to be
suitable for allocation in all other respects.
H.111 As an objector site, it cannot be regarded as available for allocation in this Plan
for the reasons I give in paragraphs H.3, H.4 and H.5 but I consider it to be a
suitable candidate for inclusion in the forthcoming Core Strategy development
plan document if a sufficiency of sites within Atherstone’s present development
boundary cannot be identified at the time.
H.112 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Objector Site C
Atherstone

Land north of Rowland Way and east of Old Holly Lane,

First Deposit Objection (promoting and/or supporting allocation)
FD0851(5709) (5714) David Wilson Estates
FD0822(5460) Atherstone Civic Society

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
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H.113 This site lies to the north of Atherstone with a lengthy frontage to the north side of
Rowland Way, and extends to some 3.15 ha.
It is currently divided into
paddocks and represents the lower part of an area of farmland that rises
northwards away from the town. As with objector site B, the Council opposes its
allocation on the basis that it lies outside the development boundary and
previously developed land within the urban area should, it considers be
developed before urban extensions like this are considered.
Objector
0822(5460) suggests, however, that it would be better to develop this site than to
develop on open space within the development boundary of the town.
H.114 A distinctly rural character is engendered hereabouts by the tree and hedgerow
lined boundaries of the objector site, the view northwards across it to farm
buildings and further fields beyond, and by the currently undeveloped nature of
the land on the south side of this section of Rowland Way/Holly Lane. However,
residential estate development to the eastern side of the objector site continues
northwards for a greater distance along Sheepy Lane, the land to the south was
first earmarked for employment development in LP1995 and employment land
(albeit mainly in the form of landscaping) also wraps around its western end. The
site could therefore be said to represent a rural protrusion into the designated
built up area of the town, which development here could “round off” without, in
effect, encroaching into the more extensive open countryside that prevails to the
north. Although the field boundary would represent a much less physical
demarcation of the town’s development boundary than Rowland Way currently
does, additional tree planting combined with the local contours could, I consider,
establish a more solid visual separation between town and country and provide a
suitably attractive containment of this end of the built up area. In particular, the
contours distinguish this site from other areas around the northern part of the
town which are generally much flatter and where outward expansion would be
less easily absorbed into the landscape and more likely to be exposed to flood
risk from the River Anker.
H.115 A significant contribution to housing land supply could, I consider, thus be made
here (about 125 dwellings at 40 dph) without causing serious harm to the quality
of the local environment. Being at a “main town” it would also be in a suitably
sustainable location to redress any shortfall that arises from my recommended
deletions of a number of the deposit Plan’s allocations within the villages and
PPG17 open space assessment. No significant constraints have been drawn to
my attention and it would seem that the site is thus suitable for allocation but not
available as such for the reasons I give in paragraphs H.3, H.4 and H.5 above.
It should be included (either in whole or in part) in the forthcoming Core Strategy
development plan document if a sufficiency of sites within Atherstone’s present
development boundary together with Site B above cannot be identified at the
time. I add the final proviso because site B is smaller and would thus result in
less take of green field land, but it may be that the larger allocation here (subject
to the last sentence of paragraph 30 of PPG3) could assist with managing
housing land supply through phased release.
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H.116 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

POLESWORTH/DORDON
H.117 These two contiguous settlements are identified as one the County’s “main
towns” in the context of WASP policy GD.3 and, as such, there can be no
objection in principle to housing allocations being made here. Polesworth is the
older of the two and spans both sides of the River Anker, mainly to the north of
Grendon Road, which forms part of a northerly route to towards Tamworth.
Dordon is a much more extensive area of development between here and the A5
route further to the south. It is of solidly suburban character. Despite the size of
their combined population, the range of facilities and services within the
settlements is much less in number, range and quality than is found in
Atherstone. There is a railway station in Polesworth, but this is situated at the
northern tip of the settlement and amounts to little more than two platforms with a
small and semi-derelict shelter for passengers. The station remained closed
throughout the duration of the Inquiry, with a temporary bus service in operation
along Station Road. Buses run north–south through the settlement and along
A5 in both directions to Tamworth, Atherstone and beyond, effectively providing
only an hourly service, albeit one that operates late into the evening.
H.118 My findings at paragraphs 2.19 – 2.30 of Chapter 2A of this Report together with
text that I have recommended at paragraph 2.90(c) of Chapter 2B, in reasoned
justification for Core Policy 4, set the general context for my appraisal of site
specific objections here and is complemented by reference to travel and
transport issues in paragraphs 2.58 – 2.63.
H.119 Despite objections to further development from local people, it is my view that
development planned in the deposit Plan for dispersal across a number of
relatively small rural villages should be redistributed to the main towns and Local
Service Centres, for the reasons I have given in paragraphs 2.19 – 2.44 of
Chapter 2A of this Report. A significant proportion of this should be directed to
Polesworth/Dordon, in support of large scale employment provision at Birch
Coppice, to avoid over-concentration of development at Atherstone, and to
ensure that development at the Local Service Centres is of a scale
commensurate with their essentially local, rather than Borough-wide, function.
New housing must not be seen in isolation, however, simply as further additions
to suburban character of Dordon. Rather, it must be regarded as an opportunity
to deliver significant and sustainable social progress through an expanded range
of services, better access to employment and significant environmental
improvement.
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General objections
First Deposit Objections
FD0011(4015) Mr L C Wilkes
FD0064 (4091) Keith Robinson, Glyn Robinson, Lee Russell, Susan Rusell
FD0174 (4225) Mrs L Taylor
FD0231 (4356) B A Clemons
FD0332 (4529) The Polesworth Society
FD0511 (4826) Rattan Lalsils
FD0525 (4850) Alan D Jones
FD0175 (4226) Mrs J Price
FD0176 (4227) Mrs E Kokorus

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0011(4015), 0064(4091), 0174(4225), 0175 (4226), 0176 (4227), 0231(4356)
and 0511(4826) variously oppose further development in Polesworth for a range of
reasons including traffic, effect on Conservation Areas, flooding implications, availability
of services, affordable housing provision and future housing needs. Reference is also
made to the capacity of the graveyard and loss of open space.
H.120 It is WASP strategy to guide development to the County’s “main towns” where a
wider range of accessible facilities and facilities are, or can be made available
than in smaller and more isolated settlements. WASP policy GD.3 defines the
main towns as those having a population of 8,000 or more and Polesworth
together with Dordon exceed this threshold figure. While not typical of a “main
town”, these two settlements in combination are regarded as suitable locations
for development also because of the major employment provision currently being
made at Birch Coppice. By providing housing and employment close together,
the need to travel can be minimised and sustainable patterns of development
established. The need for affordable housing throughout the Borough flows from
both WASP strategy and the Council’s Housing Needs Survey and it is
appropriate for this to be provided, along with general market housing,
predominantly in the “main towns” including Polesworth/Dordon.
H.121 In accommodating such development, it would be necessary to ensure that
roads, services and facilities are improved as necessary to meet the additional
demands placed on them. As Government guidance in PPG17 explains, this
embraces the provision of adequate open space in all its forms (including, as
referred to by one objector, graveyards). To establish a more socially inclusive
and self-sustaining community than currently exists would also require careful
planning and a sensitive approach to the siting and design of development. Of
relevance to Polesworth in particular, Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 imposes a statutory duty to pay
special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or
appearance of Conservation Areas. This duty further extends to the protection of
views into and out of the Conservation Area. New development would also need
to take place away from the flood plain and would need to meet Environment
Agency requirements with regard to drainage, in order to avoid creating any
additional risk of flooding there or elsewhere.
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H.122 In identifying suitable sites at the main towns and elsewhere, a systematic
approach has to be adopted, to accord with Government Guidance in PPG3.
This begins with previously developed land in existing built up areas, before
moving to urban expansion sites. The Council advises that the amount of
previously developed land within the LP1995 development boundary for
Polesworth/Dordon suitable to accommodate additional housing is limited and
this is, I understand, reflected in the deletion of some of the first deposit Plan’s
proposed allocations. In order to avoid compromising the quality of the urban
environment, it follows that urban expansion sites need to be examined for
development potential. This is a point that some of the objectors here say they
would be supportive of in preference to “cramming” within the existing built up
area. In the light of all of these considerations, I cannot support those who
oppose development in Polesworth/Dordon.
Objector 0525 (4850) is opposed to the allocation of sites that include rear garden.
H.123 In response to this objection, the Council has excluded first deposit allocations
that included private rear gardens, the deliverability of which is inevitably hedged
with uncertainty. The objection has thus been suitably met.
H.124 Recommendation
No modification be made to the deposit Plan in direct response to these
objections.

Allocation Site 25 The Lynch
Gross site area: 0.3 ha
Expected housing quantity: 15 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0525 (4851 Alan D Jones
FD0910 (5981) George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0877 (7821) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections



Deliverability
Affordable housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.125 The Council has recorded objection 0910(5981) against site 25, although the
objection form does not refer specifically to this site. Nonetheless, to the extent
that the objection opposes the re-allocation of sites carried forward from LP1995,
of which Site 25 is one, I deal with the objection here.
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H.126 It would seem from the Council’s evidence (CD97) that the Housing Corporation
has approved funding for this proposed development, that the site is now in the
hands of an RSL and that work on the site should, by now, be well under way. I
thus find no substance in the objection, made on the basis that there is no
realistic prospect of the site delivering completed dwellings within the Plan
period. Since the site was not a commitment as at end March 2004, it is also
appropriate for it to be included in the Plan as a site specific proposal rather than
as a commitment.
H.127 I place this site in category 1 and recommend
(a)

That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of site 25 (The Lynch,
Polesworth) as a site specific proposal in the following terms:
POLESWORTH/DORDON
SITE 25 THE LYNCH
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 15 UNITS OF WHICH ALL (100%)
WILL BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated with the proposal say:


This site is included as a proposal because the intended development had
not progressed sufficiently for it to become a firm commitment at thePlan’s
base date. Development has since commenced on the delivery of 15
affordable dwellings by an RSL.

First deposit Site 26 Garages off Coronation Avenue and gardens to the rear of
Coronation Avenue, Polesworth.
First Deposit Objections
FD0033 (4038) Mr & Mrs Deakin
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0418 (4678) Alan Green
FD0508 (4820) (4821) M Walton & J Perrin
FD0509 (4822) (4823) Joseph & Tracy Gilliver
FD0510 (4824) (4825) Mr & Mrs R Tidmarsh
FD0512 (4827) (4828) Mr & Mrs Taft
FD0792 (5289) Gail Putland
FD0793 (5295) T Putland

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.128 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.129 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
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First deposit Site 27 Nethersole School, Polesworth
First Deposit Objections
FD0005 (4006) Mrs J. Kibble
FD0011 (4014)(4015) Mr L. C. Wilkes
FD0019 (4024) D. J. Sharlott
FD0020 (4025) Karen Johnson
FD0021 (4026) Mrs E. Quiltin
FD0023 (4028) Ms Ordidge
FD0024 (4029) Sandra Talbot
FD0025 (4030) Mrs K. Smith
FD0027 (4032) Mrs L. Deakin
FD0028 (4033) A. W. & J. Wem
FD0033 (4039) Mr & Mrs Deakin
FD0047 (4072) Mrs J Cheneler
FD0060 (4087) Mr Anthony Allsopp
FD0089 (4117) Branford
FD0190 (4272) Valerie J Evans
FD0192 (4274) K Hennessy
FD0193 (4275) J Hennessy
FD0229 (4354) Mr C A & R Duffy
FD0264 (4398) Trustees of The Francis Nethersole Foundation
FD0418 (4679) Alan Green
FD0525 (4852) Alan d Jones
FD0768 (5246)(5247) Lee Russell
FD0770 (5250) (5251) (5252) (5253) Stephen Duffy
FD0771 (5255) (5256) (5257) (5258) J Hallinan
FD0772 (5260) (5261) (5262) (5263) Mr & Mrs W Wright
FD0780 (5273) Mrs B M Thorpe
FD0792 (5287) (5288) Gail Putland
FD0793 (5296) T Putland

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.130 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.131 Recommendation
That no modification be made.

First Deposit Site 28 Land off Rickyard Close, Polesworth
First Deposit Objections
FD0048 (4073) David & Christine Maddams
FD0092 (4120) Mr P Allwood
FD0132 (4162) Mr & Mrs D. Holland
FD0134 (4164) Mr I D Lisseman
FD0145 (4185) Mrs E M Pugh
FD0146 (4186) Ian G Keeley
FD0159(4204) T and L Sparrow
FD0259 (4389) (4390) (4391) Mr G R Eddon
FD0549 (4921) D J Reeved
FD0792 (5293) Gail Putland
FD0793 (5297)T Putland
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.132 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.133 Recommendation
That no modification be made.

First deposit Site 29 Land off Fairfields Hill, Polesworth
First Deposit Objections
FD0006 (4007) Teresa Dawber
FD0036 (4042) Mr & Mrs M. A. Walker
FD0065 (4092) Mr R Deakin
FD0066 (4093) Mrs M E Haywood
FD0078 (4106) Mr W Burke
FD0079 (4107) Mrs D Burke
FD0111 (4139) Mr S Adler
FD0133 (4163) Nicole Walker
FD0144 (4184) Mr Roy Deakin
FD0149 (4680) Mrs J Barnes
FD0518 (4839) Mr & Mrs Wilkins
FD0792 (5294) Gail Putland
FD0793 (5298)T Putland
FD0917 (6013) Katerina Harley
FD0918 (6014) Mark Williams

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.134 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.135 Recommendation
That no modification be made.

Objector Sites 43 and 44 (parts of) Land off Gypsy Lane (site G)/ Land
south of Dordon/ Land south of Watling Street
First and Revised Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4256)(7524) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0885 (5904) (5905)David Hodgetts Farms
FD0920 (6016) Mr Adrian Burn

Objector Site (un-numbered) Land on eastern side of Polesworth and Dordon (site
H)
First Deposit Objection
FD0883 (5889) UK Coal
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Objector Site 43 and 44 (part of) Land north of A5, west of Dordon (site I)
First Deposit Objection
FD0885 (5905) David Hodgetts Farms

Objector site (unnumbered)
Polesworth

Land on Pooley Lane, north of The Lynch,

First Deposit Objections
FD0878 (5874) (5875) Mr and Mrs K Holloway

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.136 Given my findings on the general suitability of Dordon/Polesworth as a location
for development allocations commensurate with its status as one of the County’s
“main towns” under WASP policy GD.3, and the Council’s assertion that there is
no suitable development land of any significance remaining within the existing
urban area (which I do not dispute), it is necessary to consider the potential for
urban extension. The various sites proffered in these objections all promote such
extension, so it is convenient to record certain considerations that are common to
all three, before moving on to consider their individual attributes and, lastly,
formulating my overall conclusions and recommendations. My assessment is
made within the context of paragraph 2.30 of Chapter 2A of this Report that
about 6.4 ha (or sufficient land for about 255 dwellings) should, in my estimation,
be identified for residential development at Polesworth/Dordon during the Plan
period.
Matters common to all sites:
H.137 Firstly, I made clear to the Council and to objectors who appeared at the Inquiry
with regard to these sites that it would be one of the “cornerstones” of my Report
not to recommend urban extension at Polesworth/Dordon unless such
development contributed positively to the creation of a sustainable mixed
community. This is in accord with the advice in paragraph 66 of PPG3 and has
an influence on the scale of development for which provision is made if it is to be
properly and comprehensively planned. I further identified five further potential
obstacles to the early release of land for development here:




Review of the settlement edge – Polesworth/Dordon stands in a sensitive part
of North Warwickshire’s countryside. Around much of its perimeter, the built
up area stops abruptly along a series of steeply undulating ridges and
presents an unattractive and highly exposed urban edge. Considerable care
would need to be taken to ensure that the siting, design and layout of any
urban extension contributed to establishing an attractive landscape setting for
the settlement. While the various proposals are each accompanied with
landscape assessments, none have undertaken a comprehensive
examination of the urban edge to identify where development could be most
beneficially located.
Highways issues – The Highways Agency has indicated that it has no
objection in principle to urban extension at Polesworth/Dordon (CD110) but
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would require Transport Assessment to identify exactly what the impact of
the proposed development would be likely to be. The implication is that
developer funded enhancement may be required both to the A5 trunk road
itself and to existing junctions including that with the nearby M42. While
detailed assessment and design work can be undertaken at development
control stage, it is to my mind important for the general extent of such
measures to be considered at an early stage as this may have a significant
effect on the quantum of development provision that can be made and the
funding that would be available for provision of other items of community
infrastructure, including affordable housing.
Environmental Impact Assessment – Any or all of the proposals may be of
sufficient scale and content to represent “infrastructure projects” in the
context of the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment)(England and Wales) Regulations 1999. Such assessment is
normally undertaken at development control stage but in my view it is
appropriate to undertake initial “screening” before making an allocation in the
Development Plan, since the effect of such an allocation is to establish a firm
commitment to the development taking place. Subsequent deletion of a
significant allocation following identification of adverse environmental impact
could also undermine delivery the Plan’s overall strategy. In the case of
objector sites like these, there has been no screening through the process of
environmental appraisal of the Plan as a whole. While I acknowledge the
submissions that no insurmountable impacts have been identified to date, the
environmental information so far collated is partial, does not consider the
implications for the Plan’s overall strategy and is not advanced on any
comparative basis sufficient to inform the choice of sites.
Community consultation – It is apparent from the community consultation
exercise undertaken by the Council at Plan-making stage that local residents
do not wish to see outward expansion of the settlement. That view is not
universally held by all residents, however, and WASP strategy dictates that
some provision for development should be made here as one of the
Borough’s two most sustainable settlements. It may also be that at least
some local opposition would fade if urban extension is advanced in a suitably
planned form rather than for housing alone and once a particular location has
been identified. None of the proposals before me have been the subject of
widespread community consultation, because they have progressed only as
objections to the Plan and the Council has chosen not to advertise objector
sites. As with all of the Plan’s other allocation sites, community consultation
during the Plan formulation stage is, in my view, prerequisite and the more so
given the scale of development that is involved (relative to other allocations).
Discussion with transport providers – I have commented elsewhere on the
importance of public transport infrastructure to the Plan’s strategy for
delivering sustainable patterns of development (see paragraphs 2.57 -2.62 of
Chapter 2A of this Report).
This is particularly so in the case of
Polesworth/Dordon, which stands at an intersection of main corridors of
movement across the northern part of the Borough (between Tamworth,
Atherstone and Nuneaton) and down its western side (via Birch Coppice,
Kingsbury Link, Hams Hall, the Coleshill industrial estate and Birmingham).
The principal needs are to ensure that new and existing residents have ease
of access to a range of higher order facilities (including shops, employment
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and leisure) than can be made available at Polesworth/Dordon, while also
ensuring that development does not become simply a dormitory settlement
with convenient car access to M42. The inter-relationship between rail travel
and existing and proposed bus services is a complex one here, and one that
needs a clear strategy aimed at maximising the usage of each. Its
formulation will need discussion with the service providers, transport
authorities and user groups, rather than the piecemeal approach inherent in
the bus proposals that variously accompany some of the schemes before me.
H.138 Having recorded those points, I now turn to consider the individual sites.
Site 43 and 44 (Gypsy Lane part – site G, I M Properties)
H.139 This site extends to about 12 ha and is claimed to have capacity for about 400
dwellings. Development here would not require any new access to be
constructed directly onto the A5 because it would simply feed into Gypsy Lane,
which joins with the A5 at an existing roundabout a short distance to the north.
Some reconstruction of the roundabout may, however, be necessary to ensure
adequate junction capacity.
H.140 Nevertheless, I regard the site as being on the “wrong” side of A5, which is part
of the trunk road network and carries high volumes of traffic throughout the day,
and especially during peak hours. To my mind, this represents a very serious
obstacle to pedestrians and cyclists travelling between the site and local shops,
schools and other facilities in Dordon. There is an existing pedestrian overbridge
nearby, but that is over 5 m high, very exposed and follows a diversionary and
thus unattractive route away from the principal pedestrian desire line. Its future
retention is also, I understand, in doubt. The more direct alternative of using an
existing or reconstructed ground level crossing closer to the existing roundabout
may be acceptable in highway engineering terms but would be far from ideal.
Reliance on this crossing point would inevitably involve compromising either the
free flow of traffic around the roundabout (if it became signal controlled) or the
ability of pedestrians to cross on demand (whether or not it became signal
controlled), especially at the busiest times. Given the relatively limited view of
approaching traffic around the roundabout, the latter would have personal safety
implications if pedestrians chose not to wait for signals to change. Even with
much reduced traffic speeds, I regard the need to regularly traverse this road as
unacceptably hazardous for children and the elderly or infirm in particular. The
existence of dwellings already on this side of the road does not justify
significantly increasing their number, and pedestrian access between Dordon
and Birch Coppice and the existing recreational facilities already here would be
much less likely to involve unaccompanied children, or the elderly and infirm
needing to cross the trunk road.
H.141 I acknowledge that development, unlike any of the competing alternatives, would
open the opportunity to establish a new bus route between Polesworth/Dordon
and Nuneaton, passing through the site and Birch Coppice and travelling via
major shopping facilities on the outskirts of Nuneaton. This would certainly
enhance the sustainability of development here by providing a potentially
attractive alternative to private car use. However, its impact on the viability of
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existing public transport services may not be so advantageous if patronage is
thereby deflected from the existing to the proposed route. In any event, the site
occupies an attractively part wooded and steeply sloping hillside, exposed to
view for a considerable distance over the countryside to the south of Dordon.
Housing here would be very conspicuous and, with Birch Coppice, extend
incongruous urbanisation over an excessively large area. Permission has, I
understand, been granted for the development of the site for a golf course. That
or similarly open recreational development would involve relatively few crossing
movements over the A5, contribute more directly to the social well-being of the
community and may still facilitate provision of a bus route between Gypsy Lane
and Birch Coppice (if found desirable) with much more benign landscape impact
than some 200 new dwellings. For all of these reasons, and irrespective of the
disputed position regarding coal and mineral reserves claimed by the Council to
underlie part of the land, I do not support making a housing allocation on the
Gypsy Lane site.
Site 43 and 44 ( Land south of Dordon part – David Hodgetts Farms)
H.142 This site is a large, open arable field variously referred to in the objection and
subsequent correspondence as being advanced in combination with the
foregoing Gypsy Lane site or separately from it.
The most recent
correspondence before me implies that the two are now in separate ownerships
and that this part, to the south and east of Hall End Farm, may complement
development at Gypsy Lane by providing greater flexibility in terms of access and
landscaping arrangements. It is further suggested that the site may be suitable
to accommodate some expansion of employment premises at Hall End Farm in
addition to or separately from residential development. However, it seems to me
that outside the development boundaries of the main towns, policies ECON1 and
ENV13 would provide all of the employment land that would be acceptable within
the constraints of WASP employment strategy, so I make no recommendation for
further modification in respect of employment provision in respect of this
particular site.
H.143 With regard therefore solely to housing provision, the site has a lengthy common
boundary with Birch Coppice and, as the objector suggests, would thus enable
housing and employment provision in close juxtaposition. While there may be
merit in that, the site has much the same shortcomings as the Gypsy Lane Land.
It is on the “wrong” side of A5 to ensure ease of access to community facilities,
especially for children, the elderly and infirm and its exposure to the landscape to
the south is equal or greater, not least because of a relative dearth of upstanding
vegetation in or around the field itself (although I saw at my site inspection that
some new hedgerow planting has recently been undertaken). For these reasons,
I find no merit in the suggestion that the site could beneficially be developed for
housing whether in conjunction with, or separately from, the Gypsy Lane land.
Sites 43 and 44 ( Land south of Watling Street part – Mr Adrian Burn)
H.144 The site subject of this objection is occupied by the Miner’s welfare Club and
includes the clubhouse, a bowling green, playing pitches and other recreational
land. In addition to being on the “wrong” side of A5, a characteristic shared with
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the Gypsy Lane site (H.139 – H.141 above), it is also subject to the requirements
of paragraphs 10 and 15 of PPG17. These advise that such land should not be
built on unless, following systematic analysis, it is found “surplus to
requirements”. The objector implicitly accepts that this land is not “surplus to
requirements” by acknowledging that the displaced sports and social facilities
would need to be replaced. No equally or more suitable alternative recreational
land is suggested and settlement growth would increase demand for open space
rather than reduce it. For both reasons, I find no merit in this proposed site for
housing allocation.
Site un-numbered (east of Dordon, site H – UK Coal)
H.145 This site has a total (gross) area of about 244 ha. Development is advanced on
the basis of a master plan incorporating community uses, open spaces and
extensive landscaping and it is suggested that up to about 1300 dwellings could
be accommodated in a number of separate phases.
H.146 Although the former Orchard Colliery here has long since closed and largely
blended back into an attractive landscape of woodlands and open fields, much of
the land on this side of Polesworth/Dordon is still shown on the Minerals Local
Plan Proposals Map as a potential area for open cast operations. Given the
advice in MPG1 and the provisions of policy MP1 of the Minerals Local Plan
(CD73), it is the Council’s case that the coal reserves should be safeguarded
and, following extraction, the land should be restored only to rural uses. Open
cast mining was, in fact, proposed by UK Coal’s predecessor in 1999 on 56ha of
the site north of A5 but, following refusal of permission by the County Council (as
Minerals Planning Authority) was dismissed on appeal by the Secretary of State.
The principal reasons for refusal focussed on the unacceptable effects of dust
and noise on nearby residents and the impact on the landscape.
H.147 While the objector thus suggests that the subject is now closed, it may be that a
different balance between the need to protect the environment and any need to
extract coal could yet prevail. This may, for example, be the case either if a
smaller or different area were to be advanced for development or if, as now
proposed in the submitted master plan, development would effectively sterilise a
much larger area than previously envisaged. In either case, protection of the
coal resource seems to me unlikely to be compelling, given the general proximity
to Polesworth/Dordon and increasing reliance on alternative energy resources.
Given that coal reserves underlie an extensive area hereabouts, potentially
including much of the existing built up area and parts of sites G and I, it would
also be odd to identify Polesworth/Dordon as a main town in WASP to which
most development is to be directed, only then to oppose all such development
because of the importance of protecting the coal reserve.
H148 It may, in any event, be feasible to extract at least some of the more distant parts
of the resource before development takes place, an exercise which the Council
suggests could take no more than about 3 years once permission for extraction
had been obtained, and less time if a reduced part of the 56ha area previously
considered were to be mined. Nevertheless, whatever the case may be in all of
these respects, the Council points out that the Minerals Planning Authority has
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opposed allocation, and it is not for me to engage in minerals planning for the
County in the context of this Local Plan Inquiry. I simply therefore record that in
the light of all the considerations before me, I do not see the presence of the coal
reserve to represent an absolute embargo on development across every part of
the whole site.
H.149 A more significant concern in my view is that development for about 255
dwellings (see paragraph 2.30 of Chapter 2A of this Report) would enable
provision of only a very small proportion of the community infrastructure that the
master plan (for 1300 dwellings) proposes. That is not to say, however, that no
community benefits would ensue. Apart from the delivery of both housing and
affordable housing, restoration of despoiled land could be brought forward,
necessary nature conservation measures undertaken and contributions sought
for any increase in school capacity or other services that may be attributable to
the development in accordance with my recommended core policy 10 (see
paragraph 2.112 of Chapter 2B of this Report). These benefits would increase
proportionately with the amount of development involved. This may be of
significance if, for example, a larger area was to be incorporated for a later
phase, to be drawn upon only if or when required to ensure continuity of 10 year
housing land supply. In that scenario, increased certainty would facilitate a
positive approach to Master Planning of the area from the outset and thereby
maximise the opportunities to secure early formalised public access to wider
areas of land in the objector’s ownership, provision of additional footpaths, cycle
links and areas of open space, and allow for the establishment of advance
landscaping. Given the extent of the WASP housing requirement and the
approach to housing quantity and location emerging in RSS/RPG11, there can,
however, be no question that the present Master Plan is over-ambitious. The
RSS/RPG11 Table 1 annual rate of housing provision for North Warwickshire
(assuming WASP proportions are maintained) would be about 135. Assuming
WASP policy GD.3 distribution to main towns is maintained this would represent
about 170 dwellings at Polesworth/Dordon for the period 2011-2016 in addition to
the 255 for the period to 2011. Without substantial re-allocation away from
Coleshill and the Local Service Centres (which I know the Council would not
support) the maximum amount of land for housing that could be allocated here at
a density assumption of 40 dph would be about 10.5 ha (170+255÷40). It is
questionable whether development on this scale would contribute significantly to
the sustainability of the settlement but this is a matter for further investigation
with the parties concerned.
H.150 Any development on this side of Dordon would also need to be closely integrated
with the existing built up area and in a location where it would be most easily
absorbed into the local landscape. The first phase of development promoted by
the objector, in the area shown on the submitted Master Plan to the south of
Dunn’s Lane, has shortcomings in both of these respects and it may be more
appropriate to look further westwards with the insertion of housing within a
woodland setting if compatible with existing or potential SINC designation or,
alternatively, to the north of Dunn’s Lane. Either would be subject to ensuring
suitable vehicular access between the land and A5.
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H151 While the suitability of the land for development is thus subject to a number of
significant constraints, none may prove insurmountable and there is some
prospect that a significant contribution to housing land supply, and the provision
of affordable housing, could be made here in a way that did not impinge unduly
on the local landscape and benefited the form and functioning of the settlement.
Site 43 and 44 (Land west of Dordon part, site I – David Hodgetts Farms)
H.152 This site is an open field of about 30 ha. No estimate of dwelling capacity is
submitted but, after deductions for areas of existing and proposed greenery and
other landscaping, about two thirds of the site would be available for housing.
With a density assumption of 40 dph, this would mean that the site could
accommodate some 800 dwellings. Vehicular access would be taken from the
north side of a reconstructed traffic light-controlled junction on A5, the southern
side of which is the entry to Birch Coppice. A distributor road through the
proposed development would effectively provide a direct vehicular, cycle and
pedestrian route between Birch Coppice, the proposed new housing and Dordon
itself, where there would also be convenient access to existing local shops,
schools and other services. There would also be a walking and cycling route
established across the site in the direction of Tamworth. As with site G, the
proposals are solely for residential development.
H.153 The main shortcomings of development here are its encroachment into the
narrow gap between Dordon and Tamworth and the exposure of the site to view
from the west, where it would appear in the foreground of a particularly prominent
and starkly elevated section of the urban edge of Dordon. Extensive areas of
landscaping are proposed around the borders of and within the site in order to
ameliorate the visual impact of both the existing and proposed built up areas.
The requisite amount of tree planting would, however, be likely to take some
years to reach sufficient height and density to provide full and effective screening
and I have some doubt that such screening would ever mask development
completely, especially on the highest north eastern corner of the site.
H.154 That is not to say that landscaping here would not be beneficial because plainly it
would be, whether or not development took place, in the interests of improving
the quality of the view between Tamworth and this part of Dordon and adding to
nature conservation interests in the area. Once fully established, it may also
create a physical and visual barrier to further outward expansion of the
settlement. In this respect, I understand that off-site landscaping financed by
planning Obligation associated with Birch Coppice has been proposed here but
has not progressed to date. The sketch plans submitted with the Local Plan
objection would, nonetheless, establish a suitable framework for such
landscaping which, if the parties were agreeable to it being financed in this way,
could thus be achieved without development taking place here at all. Moreover,
should a need arise in future years for further outward expansion of Dordon, then
a landscaping framework capable of absorbing housing would already be in
place. Whatever the case may be, however, I regard the short term landscape
impact of development on this side of Dordon to be unacceptable. Substantial
advance landscaping would be required, ruling out the availability of this site
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within the Plan period and, even if planting commenced immediately, in all
likelihood until post 2016.
Site un-numbered (Land on Pooley Lane, north of The Lynch, Polesworth)
H.155 Some 2 ha of land is initially advanced here for housing development and open
space purposes. It lies on the opposite side of the River Anker floodplain from
the main built up area of Polesworth. I saw that development here would much
diminish the present rural setting of the historic core of the town. It is also the
furthest of the sites proffered around Polesworth/Dordon from large scale
employment opportunities at Birch Coppice and because of the intervening river,
is also some considerable distance on foot from shops and other facilities in
Polesworth, including the railway station. Importantly, there are no proposals to
enhance community facilities (other than unspecified open space provision) or to
otherwise integrate suitably mixed development into the existing settlement. The
site is not well located to ensure ease of access to and from any such facilities in
any event. I do not therefore favour this site.
Overall conclusions
H.156 From the foregoing appraisal of the objector sites proffered for allocation, there is
no doubt in my mind that land to the east (part of former Orchard Colliery) offers
the greatest potential to accommodate development in a way that could add
positively to the local landscape and the function of Polesworth/Dordon as a
“main town”. Even so, I do not regard it as being immediately available for
development because of the need to resolve the five obstacles referred to at the
outset of my appraisal, to liaise with the County Council over the location and
extent of areas least likely to sterilise important coal reserves, and to carefully
identify the areas where development could be most easily assimilated into both
the landscape and the urban structure on the eastern side of the existing
settlement. Planning Obligations over necessary infrastructure also require time
to negotiate and produce. Should the obstacles to development here prove
insurmountable, then I would regard Site I as the next best option,
notwithstanding its potential landscape impact. Selection of this site would,
however, then be dependent not only upon resolving the five main obstacles but
also on substantial advance landscaping being carried out in sufficient time for it
to become well established before development commences, and a more
comprehensive approach being taken to community infrastructure and integration
with the existing settlement. I rank sites 43 and 44 after these (in no particular
order) where, in addition to the foregoing requirements for site I, there would also
be a need to considerably enhance linkages across the A5. I reject the other two
sites altogether on the basis of loss of open space in the case of the Miner’s Club
and location in the case of Pooley Lane.
H.157 Given the Council’s reluctance to provide for development at Polesworth/Dordon,
which was expressed unambiguously at the Inquiry, it is, nevertheless, in my
view important that these matters should not be regarded as reasons for further
prevarication. It is therefore my intention to make a firm recommendation for
allocation here. For the same reasons as with other objector sites and in the
absence of sites free from all development constraints, it is not possible for me to
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do this in site specific terms. Rather, I make a quantitative allocation to
Polesworth/Dordon for release in the post 2007, which should provide sufficient
time for the various obstacles to be suitably addressed following systematic
appraisal of the sites in the sequence I have outlined. The allocation will be for
up to 425 dwellings (255+170), but on the assumption that only about 255 will be
needed in the period to 2011. This allocation is, in my consideration, necessary
to ensure robustness in the overall sufficiency of housing land supply knowing
that many of the deposit Plan’s allocations are hedged with uncertainty
concerning future open space needs and other assumptions on deliverability.
Any “over allocation” in my recommendations in this respect would thus ensure
an adequate supply of housing land in an appropriate development location. It is,
however, also necessary to lend certainty to the future pattern of development at
Polesworth/Dordon in the interests of maximising community infrastructure
investment. This can be done without unilaterally extending the Plan period, by
regulating the release of the land. To do so in this way would, in any event,
represent a suitable way of contributing towards ensuring continuity of 10 year
housing land supply without compromising any future review of RSS/RPG11.
This is because some additional housing land will still be needed in the Borough
whatever the outcome of any such review. Thus, should there be a need to
adjust overall housing land supply downwards (or upwards) before or after 2011,
a more sustainable pattern of development is likely to emerge by continuing with
development of 425 (or more) dwellings at Polesworth/Dordon, than by
redirecting that number (or proportion of any change) to Coleshill and the Local
Service Centres. My recommendation is formulated accordingly.
H.158 Recommendation
a).

That the Plan be modified by inclusion of the following proposal:
PROPOSAL
A:
POLESWORTH/DORDON

PLANNED

HOUSING

PROVISION

AT

PLANNED PROVISION WILL BE MADE AT POLESWORTH/DORDON FOR
THE PHASED DEVELOPMENT IN THE POST 2007 PERIOD OF UP TO 425
DWELLINGS WITH NECESSARY COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE,
ENVIRONMENTAL WORKS, ACCESS AND TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
FACILITIES. THIS WILL BE BROUGHT FORWARD IN SITE SPECIFIC FORM
IN THE CORE POLICIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENT TO BE
PRODUCED BY THE COUNCIL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEME FOR THE BOROUGH.
b).

That reasoned justification be formulated to:




Indicate the strategic need to provide for development at Polesworth/Dordon,
drawing on paragraphs H.117 – H.120 above.
Illustrate how the quantitative provision has been arrived at, drawing on
paragraph 2.30 of Chapter 2A of this Report and paragraph H.135 above.
Explain the development constraints that militate against site specific
allocation at this stage, drawing on paragraphs H136 and H.137 above.
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Intimate that the primary area of search will be to the east side of the
settlement.
Affirm that the intention will be to ensure physical and social integration to the
benefit of the existing settlement by securing mixed and sustainable
development.
Say that development is therefore to take place only in accordance with a
Master Plan to be first agreed between the Council and the developer in
consultation with the local community and other relevant stakeholders.
Require that the Master Plan is to make provision for all necessary
pedestrian, cycle and vehicular access, community services and
infrastructure, recreational open space and landscaping.

Coleshill
H.159 This is an historic market town in the southern part of the Borough. However it
does not have sufficient existing population to qualify as one of the Borough’s
“main towns” in the context of WASP policy GD.3 to which most development is
to be directed. It is also embedded in the Green Belt around Birmingham and the
County Council is particularly anxious to avoid stimulating development pressure
here that may, directly or indirectly, undermine Green Belt purposes and
objectives or lead to the erosion of openness. The approach to development
allocations here is accordingly as set out in paragraph 2.90(d) of Chapter 2B of
this Report.
Site 13 Father Hudson’s, Coleshill
and paragraph 4.21
Gross site area: 3.3 ha
Expected housing quantity: 150 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0316 (4474) Sandra Fellowes
FD0535 (4872) Coleshill & District Civic Society
FD0829 (5605) (5607) Father Hudsons Society

Second Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7519) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0536 (7752) Atherstone Hall Estate

Issues variously raised in the objections





Need for high design standards in Conservation Area, parkland character of
site should be retained and so should certain of the buildings.
Arbitrariness in distinguishing between sites for 40% affordable housing and
those for 100% affordable housing.
Policy treatment
Availability
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Scheme design
H.160 Father Hudson’s is an extensive care home complex on the east side of Coventry
Road just to the south of Coleshill town centre. The proposed allocation relates
to the northern part of the complex, much of which has become surplus to
present requirements. It excludes the St Joseph’s home. In order to assist with
marketing and scheme design for the northern part, Father Hudson’s Society has
produced a development brief which, at the time of the Inquiry, was being
considered by the Council but had not been approved. The brief envisages that
the most significant buildings on this part of the site (notably the St Edward’s
building and headquarter office buildings) would be retained together with an
existing memorial garden, and that redevelopment of the remainder should take
the form of blocks of development with vistas through, thus maintaining the
present garden or parkland atmosphere. Precise details are a matter for
planning application stage, but would need to satisfy the requirements of the
Plan’s normal development control policies as well as Section 72(1) of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. This requires that
special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of Conservation Areas. The site is suitably located
within the town for residential development and with the appropriate policy
safeguards in place there is no reason why a satisfactorily designed
redevelopment cannot be achieved.
Affordable housing
H.161 As I have indicated in paragraph 2.50 of Chapter 2A of this Report, sites where
100% affordable housing is required should be limited to those sites which the
Council or other social housing provider controls and where suitable funding is in
place sufficient for them to be formulated as firm proposals. In this particular
case the site owners have signalled contentment with a requirement to provide
not more than 40% of the housing on the site in the form of affordable housing,
the precise amount to be determined in negotiations with the Council. It is
therefore appropriate for any allocation here to include that as the target and
starting point for negotiations.
Policy treatment
H.162 The Father Hudson’s Society wants a separate policy for this site in order to give
fuller voice to the range of potential development proposals. Although the
Council suggests that reasoned justification paragraphs are sufficient for this
purpose, policy HSG1 and its reasoned justification ramble over some 8 pages
with the individual allocation sites and their related reasoned justification
separated from each other by a great deal of intervening text. I find this
confusing and unsatisfactory. The formulation that I recommend at paragraph
4.83 of Chapter 4 of this Report is for policy HSG1 simply to affirm that the
allocations and proposals that follow the policy are those identified to meet the
WASP residual housing requirement. The allocations and proposals themselves
would then follow in sequence, each amplified as necessary to highlight any
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particular constraints or requirements attaching to them. They would need no
separate reasoned justification, because each would be self-contained. The
totality of the proposals and allocations would thus be clear to see. This
approach would, I consider, suitably meet objector criticism on this point.
Availability, deliverability and overall conclusions
H.163 Discussions with the Father Hudson’s Society have continued over a long period,
with an original version of the development brief having been compiled (and
adopted by the Council) in 1997. This provided a structure within which various
of the activities taking place on the site have been re-organised and a number of
the buildings vacated. With the preparation of a revised brief, it would seem the
Society is now moving towards disposals with rather more determination than
heretofore. There is thus every indication that dwellings can be delivered on this
site within the Plan period.
H.164 I place this site in category 1 and recommend
(a)

That the allocation of site 13 be modified as follows:
COLESHILL
SITE 13 FATHER HUDSON’S, COVENTRY ROAD, COLESHILL
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 150 UNITS OF WHICH 60 (40%) ARE
EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated with the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.21 of the deposit Plan, amended to reflect the title and content
of the new development brief.

Site 15 Land off Park Road, Coleshill
and paragraph 4.22
Gross site area: 1.32 ha
Expected housing quantity: 70 units 40% affordable
Inspector’s note
H.165 In the first deposit version of the Plan, policy ECON8 provided for the
comprehensive redevelopment of land west of Coleshill town centre for a mixture
of leisure and community facilities, retail, housing and other commercial uses.
The precise extent of the site was undefined on the Proposals Map, on which the
general area involved was identified, unacceptably, solely by a faint yellow star.
Following objections, the revised deposit version of the Plan translates the former
policy into a housing allocation with the site boundary defined on the Proposals
Map (Inset 6) as site 15, which includes the town’s existing police station, fire
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station and leisure centre. I therefore deal with the un-withdrawn first deposit
objections to policy ECON8 here, alongside the revised deposit objections to site
15 itself.
First Deposit Objections to policy ECON8 (deleted in second deposit version)
FD0182 (4242) Peter Rafferty
FD0235 (4361) Mr G E Meer
FD0252 (4381) Jaqueline Ann Treadwell
FD0272 (4417) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0273 (4422) Dr Jack Stuart
FD0274 (4423) Mrs C R Stuart
FD0315 (4473) Mrs Jill Hilditch
FD0316 (4474) Sandra Fellowes
FD0785 (5279) Zena Gill
FD0791 (5286) Jean Akhurst
FD0825 (5569) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)

Revised Deposit Objections to Site 15
RD0272 (7872) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
RD0387 (7871) K A Gregory
RD0536 (7753) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0189 (7520) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd

Issues variously raised in the objections









Loss of police station and fire station
Impact on open space and leisure centre
Retail development
Vagueness of the plans
Affordable housing –adequacy of services to support
Implications for the Green Belt
Potential impact on nature conservation interests
Deliverability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of police station and fire station
H.166 It is for the providers of these services to determine their own operational
requirements, principles and standards. I am, nonetheless aware of the draft
“Warwickshire Compact” (CD111) which intimates that consultation will take
place between the service providers and the community on such matters. From
the submissions at the Inquiry, it would seem that this is a process which has not
yet taken place in this case. However, the land use planning policy-making
process can respond only by making provision, where necessary, for the
redevelopment of existing surplus land and buildings and for the identification of
sites suitable for any new or replacement facility. While the allocation of site 15
for housing redevelopment may deal suitably with the former, the Plan does not
address the latter. Indeed, I see from CD97 that the fire and police authorities
are still actively looking into their future needs/requirements, so the availability of
this site would seem to be far from certain.
H.167 I find the failure of the deposit Plan to address replacement provision to be
serious shortcoming not only because there is a need to engender certainty
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within the community that service standards will not be compromised before,
during and after the relocation process, but also because, if replacement sites
are needed, they may not be easy to find especially in a relatively small market
town hemmed in by the Green Belt, like Coleshill. Unless the development plan
makes any necessary provision for replacement, the result of a lengthy and
potentially fruitless search may mean that other aspects of the Plan’s policies
and proposals may be delayed or thwarted (in the case of the deposit Plan,
housing land supply), with important and often contentious decisions being left to
be resolved only at the eleventh hour through the development control process.
While it may be that an adequate replacement policing facility could be
accommodated without great difficulty in the main shopping area of the town, the
locational, access and site size requirements for a fire station are much more
rigid. In my judgment, this site should not be allocated for redevelopment unless
and until the fire and police authorities have finalised their requirements, found
their respective parts of the site surplus, and alternative, available and suitable
sites for their needs have been identified, preferably through the Plan-making
process.
Impact on open space and leisure centre
H.168 Paragraph 10 of PPG17 says that existing open space, sports and recreational
buildings and land should not be built on unless an assessment has been
undertaken which has clearly shown the open space or the buildings and land
to be surplus to requirements. It is apparent from the representations and from
my visits to Coleshill during the Inquiry that the existing leisure centre is a wellused and much appreciated local facility. The Council says that it has not yet
been decided to include a replacement leisure centre on the site (with
consequent implications for its housing capacity) or relocate it elsewhere in
Coleshill (in which case much the same criticisms would apply as to the police
and fire station parts of the site). It would be premature to allocate this site for
housing until the community’s future needs have been assessed and a suitable
alternative site, if needed, has been identified.
Retail development
H.169 The proposal to include retail development of the site was abandoned between
first and revised deposit stages and is no longer part of the Plan’s proposals.
The promotion of any such scheme would now need to follow through PPS6
processes (paragraphs 2.15-2.18 in particular). The objections on this point have
thus effectively been met by deletion of reference to such provision as part of the
Council’s plans for development of the area.
Vagueness of the Plans
H.170 First deposit objections on this basis have been met by the revised deposit Plan’s
definition of the site boundary and proposed allocation solely for housing.
Affordable housing
H.171 The objections under this heading are directed as much to the principle of
developing housing here as they are to the provision of affordable housing in
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particular. If the site is found surplus to community needs for police, fire and
leisure facilities, then, as previously developed land within the confines of the
existing built up area of the town, it would in my estimation be a suitable
candidate for housing development subject to there being no other more
compelling need. As such the 40% requirement (to which I refer in paragraphs
2.49 and 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report) would represent the target and
starting point for negotiations on the affordable housing element.
Implications for the Green Belt
H.172 Since the site lies wholly within the existing settlement boundary for Coleshill
there would be no incursion into the Green Belt around the town.
Nature Conservation Interests
H.173 The concern raised under this heading is that there is potential nature
conservation interest on adjoining land that may be adversely affected by
development, rather than that any such interest exists on the site itself. The
subject is thus one that should be capable of being suitably addressed by
mitigation measures and does not therefore amount to an objection in principle to
development.
Availability, deliverability and overall conclusions
H.174 Given the present uncertainty over police, fire and leisure needs and the absence
of identification of suitable replacement sites, I am not sufficiently convinced that
this site will become available for housing development within the period of the
Plan to justify allocation.
H.175 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Site 15 (Land off Park Road,
Coleshill).

Site 16 Land to north of Birmingham Road, Coleshill
and paragraph 4.22
Gross site area: 0.51 ha
Expected housing quantity: 25 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0833 (6026) Mr R Arnold

Recond Deposit objections
RD0235 (7373) Mr G. E. Meer
RD0536 (7754) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0538 (7056) Coleshill Town Council

Issues variously raised in the objections
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Extent of the site
Suitability for commercial development
Density of development
Arbitrariness in distinguishing between sites for 40% and 100% affordable
housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Extent of site, suitability for commercial development, density of development
H.176 This site includes an existing garage/workshop and car sales premises together
with a large detached “farmhouse” having a garden to one side and a yard area
to the rear. The house is, I understand, a Listed Building. Objector 0833(6026)
says that the sales and repair garage at the western end of the site should be
excluded from the site because the intention is to redevelop it for commercial
purposes and that such development might be prejudiced by residential
development of the rest of the site. Objector 0538(7056) takes the view that the
whole site should be redeveloped residentially to the exclusion of commercial
uses. The Council’s evidence departs from the deposit Plan allocation solely for
housing and promotes a third view, that there may be housing on the garage site
and commercial use of the Listed Building, while maintaining that housing
numbers would not thereby be reduced.
H.177 Whatever the case may be, it would seem that there is no dispute that the site is
available for development in some form. Given also that relatively modern
houses already closely border all sides of the site other than the Birmingham
Road frontage, I also find no inherent incompatibility between housing and
commercial uses on the site itself, since this would simply replicate and
consolidate an established pattern of development. Nonetheless, to achieve 25
dwellings on the site would indicate a density of about 50 dph and rather more if,
as now appears to be proposed, other uses are to be incorporated on about
25%-30% of its area. Given the design, layout and proximity of the existing
surrounding dwellings properties, I question whether such high density of
development can be achieved with mixed use development while maintaining
suitable standards of amenity for the neighbouring householders. It seems to me
that a figure of between 15 and 20 dwellings is all that is likely to be achievable
from this site if commercial development is to take place on part and access
arrangements have been taken into account. My recommendation takes this
finding into account, utilising the figure of 20 dwellings as the target but
recognising (as with all other allocated sites) this may not, in practice, be met.
Arbitrariness on affordable housing requirements
H.178 The generality of this subject was considered at RTS4 and the approach that I
have described in paragraphs 2.45 – 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report would
ensure that a 40% affordable housing target would represent the starting point for
negotiations on “allocations” sites. The 100% requirement would be reserved for
sites in the Council’s ownership or control (or that of a willing social housing
provider) and expressed differently, in the form of site specific “proposals”. This
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would, I consider, suitably meet the objector’s criticism. This particular site falls
into the 40% category as an “allocation” rather than a “proposal”.
Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.179 Despite uncertainty about the precise form of development, I find no reason why
a contribution to housing supply cannot be achieved from this site within the Plan
period, albeit at a slightly lesser scale than the Council anticipates.
H.180 I place this site in category 1 and recommend
(a)

That the allocation of site 16 be modified as follows:
COLESHILL
SITE 16 LAND TO THE NORTH OF BIRMINGHAM ROAD, COLESHILL
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 20 UNITS OF WHICH 8 (40%) ARE
EXPECTED TO BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text incorporated with the allocation be drawn from
paragraph 4.22 of the deposit Plan, amended to reflect the Council’s
position on mixed use development at the time the Plan is presented for
adoption.

ANSLEY
H.181 Ansley lies in the south eastern part of the Borough, between Hartshill and Arley
and on the outer northern edge of the Green Belt. It is a linear village straddling
Birmingham Road and has a population of 1661. There are two shops with post
office facilities in the village but no primary school and, apart from the church, no
other facilities of any significance. A bus route between Nuneaton and Coventry
passes only through the southernmost extremity of the village.
H.182 This is a typically small and relatively isolated rural settlement that does not in my
estimation qualify as a Local Service Centre in the typology at appendix S.1 of
this Report in terms of size, location or range of services it provides.
Development allocations here would, I consider, be inappropriate beyond any
that may be regarded as “rural exceptions” to meet local needs in accordance
with paragraph 3 of Annex B to the 24 January update of PPG3. No such need
specific to Ansley has been identified.

Objector site 37 : Land North East of Ansley Village
First Deposit Objection
FD0828 (5603) A R Cartwright

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
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H.183 The site is near the northern end of the village and includes some cottages, a hall
and a church building on the east side of Birmingham Road, together with a
sizeable field behind. The frontage buildings are within the existing development
boundary of the village and, as such, policy HSGB as I recommend it be modified
(at paragraph 4.114 of Chapter 4 of this Report) would apply to any housing
development proposed on that part. Although the field behind is beyond the
outward extent of the Green Belt, it also lies wholly outside the village
development boundary. In the light of my recommended Core Policy CPC (at
paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report) I can see no reason to justify
extending the boundary to include this field or to allocate land for housing here.
H.184 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan in response to this objection.

Objector Site (38) Land East of Birmingham Road, Ansley
First Deposit Objection
0855 (5732)(5733) Brian Lewis

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.185 This is an extensive swathe of open pasture land to the north and east of the
village. Although outside the Green Belt boundary, it is also wholly outside the
LP1995 development boundary for the settlement. In supplementary evidence,
the objector suggests that the site would be suitable for development for a mixed
employment, affordable housing and market housing use (about one third each).
In particular, it is suggested that development would have little visual impact and
would make a valuable contribution to private and affordable housing
requirements. However, I disagree. As may be inferred from my recommended
core policy CPC, Ansley is not a suitable location for additional housing
development, employment or other development. The site is exposed to view
from an extensive swathe of countryside to the north and east, seen from where
it would be a conspicuous and visually harmful intrusion of built development into
the natural landscape of the area. No compelling need to provide for locally
affordable housing to meet needs within Ansley has been identified, and
particularly not on the scale which this site could accommodate. It is not a
suitable candidate for housing (or employment) allocation in whole or in part.
H.186 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Objector Site 39 Ansley Workshops, Pipers Lane, Ansley
First Deposit Objections
FD0856 (5741) CPRE (Warwickshire Branch)
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FD0822 (5460) Atherstone Civic Society

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.187 The objectors have no ownership or other control over this land and suggest its
allocation on the basis that it would represent a better site for housing than for
continued employment use. Given the relatively isolated location (closer to
Ansley Common than to Ansley itself) it is in my view far from ideal for either.
Whatever the case may be, I am advised by the Council that the owner has re-let
the premises for employment use, so it cannot be regarded as available and my
findings on Ansley as a development location are such that I also regard it as
unsuitable for housing.
H.188 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Objector Site (Un-numbered) Land North West of Ansley Village
First Deposit Objection
FD0449 (4739) Mr K T Glover

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.189 This is the site of Village Farm, which is set between the outer edge of the Green
Belt and the development boundary for Ansley. It would seem from the
representations that the Council has prevaricated over the suitability of the site
for development (including for affordable housing) since about 1992. However,
while the exclusion of this relatively narrow slither of land from the development
boundary may be regarded as an anomaly, it does not follow that the anomoly
would be suitably resolved by realigning the development boundary. Indeed,
given the strategy for the distribution of development that I have recommended in
Core Policy CPC, a more appropriate response would, in my view, be to extend
the Green Belt across the site instead. Since the land concerned is, however,
effectively part of the outer edge of the Green Belt, realignment here may be
seen as an alteration to the general extent of the Green Belt rather than a
detailed boundary re-alignment within it. Since alteration of the general extent of
the Green Belt can only be initiated at strategic level, I make no recommendation
on the subject in this case and simply affirm my overall finding that Ansley is not
a suitably sustainable development location. Effectively, development of the land
would thus remain subject to the same regime of planning control as similar land
to the east side of the village (which also lies outside the Green Belt).
H.190 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

ARLEY
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H.191 Arley lies within the Green Belt in the eastern part of the Borough. It includes two
distinct and relatively isolated rural settlements separated by a railway line and a
swathe of open countryside. Together they have a population of some 2,148.
The larger of the two settlements, known as New Arley, includes a primary
school, a thin scattering of shops and a small medical centre, together with the
sizeable Springhill Industrial estate. It is served by three bus routes, two of which
are hourly (one operating between Atherstone and Nuneaton until late in the
evening) and the third connecting less frequently to Coventry. Old Arley has its
own primary school and a leisure centre but only one shop and post office and
two bus services to Nuneaton. The bus journey from both settlements to
Nuneaton, where there is a wide range of facilities including secondary schools,
takes a little under half an hour.
H.192 Arley is thus a location where a range of housing, jobs and services already exist
in relatively close proximity to each other, with the medical centre being of
particular value in serving the wider rural area hereabouts. There are also
opportunities to enhance walking routes between the two settlements and the
Springhill Industrial, and to further develop bus travel and interchange facilities,
especially in New Arley. It accordingly seems to me that Arley has potential to
function as a Local Service Centre for this part of the Borough, subject to two
significant constraints. The first is the Green Belt location, which militates firmly
against outward expansion of the settlements and against any development
growth within the settlements that may lead, directly or indirectly, to loss of
openness outside the settlements. The second is that in order to guard against
increased social exclusion and to ensure that the settlements genuinely function
as a Local Service Centre, there is a need to secure significant additional
investment in infrastructure. I regard the key priorities in this respect as:
 Enhancing the attractiveness of the Springhill Industrial Estate as an
employment location through qualitative rather than quantitative measures
and by improvements to pedestrian accessibility.
 Further development of the local bus network, particularly with regard to
journeys to secondary schools beyond standard school hours, and to provide
practical alternatives to private car use for journeys to and from work in
nearby towns and the Borough’s other major centres of employment,
shopping and entertainment.
 Measures to establish a clearly identifiable focus for the range of local
services and facilities that are currently rather randomly dispersed throughout
the two settlements, in order to make them more accessible and attractive to
the wider community.
H.193 In sum, I therefore come to the view that Arley could accommodate a limited
amount of additional housing, provided this contributes positively to establishing
the potential sustainability of the location and does not lead to wider development
pressures beyond the existing development boundaries.
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OLD ARLEY
Site 1 Site of Rectory Cottages (known also as Bournebrook)
and paragraphs 4.18 and 4.19b of reasoned justification
Gross site area: 1.7 ha
Expected housing quantity: 65 units, 100% affordable.
First Deposit Objections
FD0034 (4040) Mr & Mrs Guy
FD0175 (4226) Mrs J Price
FD0176 (4227) Mrs E Kokorus
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0200 (4297) Mr W H Powell
FD0334 (4551) Mr & Mrs Kilcoyne
FD0335 (4552) S Mountcastle
FD0336 (4553) R Williams
FD0337 (4554) Victoria Williams
FD0338 (4555) Barry Whittington
FD0339 (4556) Mr & Mrs P Spellman
FD0340 (4557) Mrs D Bates
FD0372 (4617) Mr M Cutter
FD0373 (4618) Ms D Cutter
FD0380 (4625) Mr & Mrs R Stain
FD0383 (4628) Melanie Binks
FD0384 (4629) S Climer
FD0385 (4630) Mrs S Wilkinson
FD0501 (4808) Brian Hardman
FD0502 (4809) S Stewart
FD0522 (4846) (4847) Mr Richard Duff
FD0828 (5598) A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0885 (5903) David Hodgetts Farms
FD0910 (5979) George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised deposit objection
RD0877 (7815) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections:










Reasons for allocation
Suitability of location
Ground conditions
Impact on local services
Traffic impact
Loss of open space
Affordable housing provision
A significant proportion of the objectors advance an alternative proposal to
develop the site for a Methodist Church with associated community facilities.
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Reasons for allocation
H.194 It is inappropriate for paragraphs 4.18 and 4.19b of the deposit Plan to imply that
this site is allocated simply because it is carried forward from LP1995 with an
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increased density applied. Site selection must follow the sequential approach in
PPG3, published in 2000, in order to ensure that sustainability considerations are
fully taken into account. The reference to the site in those paragraphs is
therefore misleading and should be deleted.
Suitability of the location
H.195 For the reasons given in my appraisal of the settlement, I consider Arley to be a
suitable location, in principle, for additional housing development.
Ground conditions
H.196 The Council says that it has no reason to believe there to be any insurmountable
problem with ground stability and there is no evidence before me on which to
come to a different conclusion. The matter is one that would need to be
assessed in detail before development could take place, but may require no
more than suitable site preparation and foundation design. For these reasons, I
do not regard this as an obstacle to the principle of development here.
Impact on Local Services and Traffic Impact
H.197 It is a function of the planning process to ensure that necessary services and
infrastructure are available to serve the needs of proposed development. Site
specific development proposals and allocations should therefore only be
advanced through the Local Plan-making process where there is certainty that
existing capacity is already sufficient, or can be made sufficient to accommodate
the demands of the development being proposed. In the case of the Local
Service Centres (like the combined Arleys), the suitability for development
provision is based upon the settlement being able to provide a range of facilities
to serve not only the needs of residents within the settlement but also those of
the wider local area. It is on that basis that I have formulated the “typology” in
appendix S.1 to this Report, both to assist in identifying the characteristics of
settlements suitable for development as Local Service Centres and to indicate
the broad range of facilities which individual communities may variously seek to
aspire to within them. By ensuring, through the Plan-making process, that
development and service provision are planned together in such centres, in
consultation with the local community, service providers and relevant land
owners and developers, the Plan’s site specific proposals and allocations should
be seen as an opportunity to make a positive and selective contribution to the
functioning of settlements in the countryside rather than simply as an increasing
drain on already stretched rural facilities.
H.198 Even where proposals are initiated through the development control process, the
Council may impose planning conditions or seek to negotiate a planning
Obligation at application stage to ensure that development provides for its own
needs and would not make any extant deficiency worse, as provided for in my
recommended Core Policy 10. I thus find no substance in the objections made
on these grounds.
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Open space
H.199 The site is currently an area of green sward which local residents say is used by
children in preference to a large recreation ground nearby, access to which is
compromised by the need to cross a main road. In these circumstances, the
suitability of the site to provide for local open space needs must be assessed
through the PPG17 process before any housing allocation can be made.
Affordable housing provision
H.200 Together with site 33 at New Arley, the total number of affordable dwellings
proposed in Arley as a whole would amount to 107 units. That seems to me to be
an excessive number given that the existing total number of households in the
two component settlements is only a little over 1,200 and that the Council’s
Housing Needs Survey (CD38) indicates a need (from all sources) for only 17
affordable dwellings per annum in the Arley sub-area. Those in need of
affordable housing are also the least likely to be able to afford high travel costs to
work, shops and places of entertainment beyond the limited range available even
within a fully functional Local Service Centre. The result of this proposal
advancing by itself, and very much the more so if advancing together with site 33
would, I consider, inevitably be unacceptable levels of social exclusion. While
objector 0877(7815) seeks to maximise affordable housing provision, I do not
therefore support that approach here.
The Methodist Church proposal
H.201 I note that the Council is not entirely averse to this proposal, but has a number of
reservations. Whatever the case may be, any development of the site should
only be countenanced after the PPG17 assessment of the community’s need for
open space has been completed.
Schemes of this type are more suitably
initiated following full and inclusive community involvement from the outset, as
indicated in paragraphs 40-44 of PPS1, with the scheme advancing in an orderly
way through the community strategy and parish plan-making processes prior to
emerging as a land use requirement in a development plan document.
Availability, deliverability and overall conclusion
H.202 Although the Council owns the site and it is thus available, it has to date failed to
secure delivery of housing here since its initial allocation in LP1995.
The
Council says that there is now an RSL “very interested in developing the site” but
that does not amount to a firm commitment and funding from the Housing
Corporation does not yet seem to be in place. Given these factors, the need to
undertake PPG17 appraisal, uncertainties over the approach from the Methodist
Church it seems to me that there is a considerable way to go before the site
could be regarded as an appropriate candidate for allocation or for the
formulation of any firm proposal. More particularly, I am concerned that a large
concentration of affordable housing at Arley would inevitably lead to
unacceptable levels of social exclusion irrespective of any range of facilities that
a Local Service Centre could reasonably be expected to be able to provide within
the Plan period. Of the two sites available, I regard Site 33 as being the most
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suited to such provision because it is more conveniently located in relation to
existing services, especially for accommodation for the elderly. To my mind a
greater mix of housing should be pursued, with a view to maximising planned
service provision instead.
H.203 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Site 1 (Rectory Cottages, Arley)

NEW ARLEY
Site 33 Land off Ransome Road (Former Miners’ Welfare Club)
and paragraph 4.19b
Gross site area: 0.94 ha
Expected housing quantity: 42 units 100% affordable
Revised deposit objections
RD0189 (7522) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0536 (7757) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0877 (7814) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
RD0922 (7000) Mrs T C Sweet
RD0923 (7001) Mrs Audrey Brown
RD0924 (7002) Rachel Downs
RD0925 (7004) C. Davies
RD0926 (7005) L Twigger
RD0927 (7006) Mr Alan Smith & Mrs J H Smith
RD0928 (7007) Kathleen Edwards
RD0929 (7008) Mrs Petula Dorman
RD0930 (7010) William, Margery & Graham Miller
RD0931 (7014) Mrs C. P. Partlow
RD0932 (7015) Mr L. P. Partlow
RD0933 (7016) Mrs E Wilson
RD0934 (7025) Mr & Mrs Bryant
RD0935 (7026) Miss Ria Peterson
RD0936 (7028) Mrs Tracey Wright
RD0937 (7029) Roger Winnet
RD0939 (7031) Graeme Towell
RD0940 (7377) Mr Derek Asbury
RD0941 (7038) Michael Phillips
RD0942 (7039) Mr & Mrs R Power
RD0943 (7041) John Harness
RD0944 (7042) Rebecca Weatherill
RD0945 (7043) Peter Dixon
RD0947 (7045) Amelia Phillips
RD0949 (7050) Mervyn & Beverley Jones
RD0950 (7051) Mrs Williams
RD0951 (7052) James Nestor
RD0952 (7053) Roger Austin George Cahy-Smith
RD0954 (7057) Steven Rudd
RD0955 (7058) Miss Jaqueline Greenwood
RD0956 (7059) Mr & Mrs Sedgwick
RD0957 (7061) Paul Andrew Reader
RD0958 (7077) Carol Taaffe
RD0960 (7079) Mr Satpal Chatha
RD0961 (7080) Jenz Shirra
RD0962 (7081) Mrs S. J Gould
RD0963 (7082) Mr M. D Gould
RD0964 (7083) Miss Michelle O'Brien
RD0965 (7084) G. Small
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RD0966 (7085) Geoffrey Webster
RD0967 (7086) Robena Onions
RD0968 (7087) Dave Smith
RD0970 (7840) Mrs K Laverick
RD0971 (7041) Mr Davies
RD0972 (7042) Mrs Davies
RD0973 (7092) Gary Heath
RD0974 (7093) Diane Gill
RD0975 (7094) Fiona Buchanan
RD0976 (7095) Luan Nikoqi
RD0977 (7096) Mrs L Lewis
RD0978 (7097) C. Pillet
RD0979 (7098) Mr Craig Robinson
RD0980 (7099) Mr Ian Whyborn
RD0981 (7100) Mrs Angela Whyborn
RD0982 (7101) Gail Shore
RD0983 (7102) Olga Palmer
RD0984 (7103) Mr J Fletche
RD0985 (7104) Mr Richard Tolin
RD0986 (7106) Mrs Bet Fulleylove
RD0987 (7797) Miss Vanessa Coakley
RD0988 (7107) Mr & Mrs Davis
RD0989 (7108) Carol Taaffe
RD0990 (7109) Mr & Mrs G Jackson
RD0991 (7110) Gail Wilkinson & David Williams
RD0992 (7111) Mr & Mrs Dyke
RD0993 (7112) Denise Greenway
RD0994 (7113) Miss Karen Stephen
RD0995 (7114) Zena Davis
RD0996 (7115) Mr Beni
RD0997 (7116) Mrs M Nicholls
RD0998 (7117) Antony Gavan
RD0999 (7118) Emma Neale
RD1000 (7119) Nicola Rowe
RD1001 (7120) Ian Cleaver
RD1002 (7121) Mr P Earley
RD1003 (7122) Mrs Lisa Baker
RD1004 (7123) Antony Pitt
RD1005 (7124) Mrs L J Hardcastle
RD1006 (7125) Ms K Garkand
RD1007 (7126) C Whitmmore
RD1008 (7127) Laura Giles
RD1009 (7128) Paul Hollinrake
RD1010 (7129) Mr P M Bates
RD1011 (7130) Michael Butcher
RD1012 (7131) Susan Walton
RD1013 (7132) Mr & Mrs Marshall
RD1014 (7133) Mrs Dawn Roberts
RD1015 (7134) Carolyn Lavender
RD1016 (7135) Mr K Quarrington
RD1017 (7136) Mrs M Merrett
RD1018 (7137) Ray Wenn
RD1019 (7138) Andrew Bray
RD1020 (7139) Annete Bray
RD1021 (7140) Mr R. A Whordley
RD1022 (7141) Mrs A Whordley
RD1023 (7142) Joanne Franklin Pitt
RD1024 (7143) Paul Atkins
RD1025 (7144) Kim Atkins
RD1026 (7145) John Atkins
RD1027 (7146) Richard Kelly
RD1028 (7147) Ann Jacks
RD1029 (7148) Andrew Jacks
RD1030 (7149) T.S Gettings
RD1031 (7150) Shelia Varden
RD1032 (7151) Simon Preele
RD1033 (7152) Russell Bray
RD1034 (7153) D. Baillie
RD1035 (7154) Carl Denton
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RD1036 (7155) Mrs L Pierce
RD1037 (7156) Mr Steven Green
RD1038 (7157) L Lovelock
RD1039 (7158) A Lovelock
RD1040 (7159) Mr & Mrs J Green
RD1041 (7160) J. L Thompson
RD1042 (7161) Mr & Mrs Denton
RD1043 (7162) Lucy Jayne Spriggs
RD1044 (7163) John Patrick Spriggs
RD1045 (7164) Mr. & Mrs R. Owen
RD1046 (7165) M. J. Painter
RD1047 (7166) Mr. J. K. Jackson
RD1048 (7167) James Aston
RD1049 (7168) Joanne Davey
RD1050 (7169) Stephen Sims & Sarah Worthington
RD1051 (7170) Mr. P. Fletcher
RD1052 (7171) Florence Wildig
RD1053 (7172) F. T. Hayward
RD1054 (7173) Craig Stephen
RD1055 (7174) Kevan Savery
RD1056 (7175) Mr. & Mrs B. Johnson
RD1057 (7176) John Cashmore
RD1058 (7177) Mr. & Mrs Baugh
RD1059 (7178) Tim Venus
RD1060 (7179) K. Satchwell
RD1061 (7180) Roy Marsh
RD1062 (7181) Mr. Bonsel
RD1063 (7182) Mr. & Mrs Cheneler
RD1064 (7183) Haynes
RD1065 (7184) W. A. Luckett
RD1066 (7185) S. Keen
RD1067 (7186) Nadine Bamford
RD1068 (7187) Andrew Bamford
RD1069 (7188) Theresa Bamford
RD1070 (7189) Mrs I. Zammit
RD1071 (7190) RJ & SP Barnet
RD1072 (7191) Mr. R. Potter
RD1073 (7192) Mr & Mrs Hadley
RD1074 (7193) William & Florence Nicholson
RD1075 (7194) Valerie Reader
RD1076 (7195) Brian Joseph Reader
RD1077 (7196) Mr. J. Halford
RD1078 (7197) D. Thorne
RD1079 (7198) Mr. P. Baker
RD1080 (7199) Mr & Mrs Downes
RD1081 (7200) T. J. Garratley
RD1082 (7201) Mrs. P. J. Graham
RD1083 (7202) Sarah Upton
RD1084 (7203) Debra Ashmore
RD1086 (7205) Mrs D. Cook
RD1087 (7206) Mr. P. Cowap
RD1088 (7207) J. T. Pownes
RD1089 (7208) Sara Richardson
RD1090 (7209) Nicola Castle
RD1091 (7210) Mrs Cecilia Middleton
RD1092 (7211) Mrs. D. J. Hopkins
RD1093 (7212) Mrs J. E. Lomas
RD1094 (7213) Steven Hill
RD1095 (7214) Mrs Susan Hill
RD1096 (7215) Mrs Marianne Nash
RD1097 (7216) Mr. Jason Nash
RD1098 (7217) Mrs C Birchall
RD1099 (7218) Miss V-J Eady
RD1100 (7219) Mr & Mrs Dandridge
RD1101 (7220) S. J. Rowley
RD1102 (7221) Mrs A Parkes
RD1104 (7223) G. Latham
RD1105 (7224) Mrs J. Harding
RD1106 (7225) Mrs K. Stain
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RD1107 (7226) Mrs S. A. Hawkins
RD1108 (7227) Wendy Beckett
RD1109 (7228) Mrs K. M. Bindley
RD1110 (7229) Mr Glover
RD1111 (7230) Mrs M. Taylor
RD1112 (7231) Dawn Osborne
RD1113 (7232) Mrs Zoe Wilson
RD1114 (7233) Mrs S Wilkinson
RD1115 (7234) Binnie
RD1116 (7235) Mr Whitmore
RD1117 (7236) Mr T Lloyd
RD1118 (7237) Mr V Court
RD1119 (7238) Mrs Jones
RD1120 (7239) Mr D Spencer
RD1121 (7240) John M Whittle
RD1122 (7241) Mrs Wilson
RD1123 (7242) G & L Taylor
RD1124 (7243) Mrs Jones
RD1125 (7244) J Spencer
RD1126 (7245) Antony Robert Weaver
RD1127 (7246) Mrs V Martin
RD1128 (7247) Mrs C Hands
RD1129 (7248) B Marsh
RD1130 (7249) Lila Venus
RD1131 (7250) Mrs J Kelly
RD1132 (7251) Mr D Pemberton
RD1133 (7252) Susan Jackson & David King
RD1134 (7253) Miss Kim Allan
RD1135 (7254) Mr & Mrs John Backhouse
RD1136 (7255) V R S Allton
RD1137 (7256) Terence John Bowman
RD1138 (7257) Rachel Townsend
RD1139 (7258) Mike Nicholson
RD1140 (7259) Dorothy Horton
RD1142 (7261) Mrs R Whiting
RD1143 (7262) R D Whiting
RD1144 (7263) David Wilson
RD1145 (7264) Sallyanne Bassett
RD1146 (7265) Mr M D & Mrs J Wright
RD1147 (7266) Anita Hutchings
RD1148 (7267) Chris Bradley & Sarah Lees
RD1149 (7268) John & Valerie Birch
RD1150 (7269) Mr & Mrs B Rothwell
RD1152 (7270) Mr G Roberts
RD1153 (7271) Michael Slaney
RD1155 (7273) Andrea & Sarah Golby
RD1156 (7274) Kathleen Johnson
RD1157 (7275) George William Johnson
RD1158 (7276) Mr & Mrs Golby
RD1159 (7277) Jeff Tyler
RD1160 (7278) Sarah Tyler
RD1161 (7279) Mr G Pierce
RD1162 (7280) Mrs Mandy Alicia Thomas
RD1163 (7281) Mark Thomas
RD1164 (7282) Mr Robert Harness
RD1165 (7283) Mr R Cook
RD1166 (7284) J Stretton
RD1167 (7285) Mr K Halford
RD1168 (7286) Mrs M Jackson
RD1169 (7287) E B Allen
RD1170 (7288) Mr & Mrs L Slaney
RD1171 (7289) Mrs Margaret Stinton
RD1172 (7290) Carol Cullimore
RD1173 (7291) Jayne Stephen
RD1174 (7292) Mrs Fowkes
RD1175 (7293) Quentin Howell
RD1176 (7294) Mrs V J Cox
RD1177 (7295) P J Coleman
RD1178 (7296) J M Bufton
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RD1179 (7297) Mr & Mrs A Robinson
RD1180 (7298) Patricia Jean Allton
RD1181 (7299) Mr & Mrs Duff
RD1182 (7300) Mrs S Buck
RD1183 (7301) Mr Garry Neale & Miss Emily Russell
RD1184 (7302) Mr P J Wearing
RD1185 (7303) J Wearing
RD1186 (7304) Mr P & Mr J Jones
RD1187 (7305) Mr & Mrs David Leslie Murphy
RD1188 (7306) Karen Marie Birch
RD1189 (7307) Mr & Mrs Baker
RD1190 (7308) C O'Driscoll
RD1191 (7309) John Taylor
RD1192 (7310) Gordon Rollason
RD1193 (7311) J A Alsop
RD1194 (7312) Andrea J Rushton & John Weathered
RD1195 (7313) Miss C Purt
RD1196 (7314) R Franklin
RD1197 (7315) Mrs Franklin
RD1198 (7316) Mrs J Hawkins
RD1199 (7317) Julie & Brian King
RD1200 (7318) Lorraine Turnbull
RD1201 (7319) L Willetts
RD1202 (7320) Siobhan O'Niell
RD1203 (7321) Alan Graham
RD1204 (7322) S. Graham
RD1205 (7323) David Streeting
RD1207 (7325) Mary Neale
RD1208 (7326) Gemma Harvey
RD1209 (7327) Peter Marshall
RD1210 (7328) Mr Eric Lloyd
RD1211 (7329) Mr F Newcombe
RD1213 (7331) Mrs G Mann & Family
RD1214 (7332) A J Pickard
RD1215 (7333) Mrs M J Hughes
RD1216 (7334) Ms Neale
RD1217 (7335) Mrs J Whordley
RD1218 (7336) Mr B & Mrs D Hardman
RD1219 (7337) Garry Batt
RD1220 (7338) Mrs Kilcoyne
RD1221 (7339) A R Tatum
RD1222 (7340) P A G Tatum
RD1224 (7342) Neil Streeting
RD1225 (7343) Tracy Teagles
RD1226 (7344) Mr R Jackson
RD1227 (7345) Mrs Waistell
RD1228 (7346) Tammie Chilton
RD1229 (7347) Steve Owen
RD1230 (7348) Sandra Baillie
RD1231 (7349) A J Neale
RD1232 (7350) V Barnet
RD1233 (7351) David Myers
RD1234 (7352) Lesley Myers
RD1235 (7353) Mr S S Mallabone
RD1236 (7354) Mrs A Mallabone
RD1237 (7355) Peter King
RD1238 (7356) Miss Nicola Griffiths
RD1239 (7357) Carole Harness
RD1240 (7358) Mrs D Roberts
RD1241 (7359) E K Hughes
RD1242 (7360) A P Hughes
RD1243 (7361) J Steane
RD1244 (7362) Sarah Stephen
RD1245 (7363) R Langley
RD1246 (7364) Mr R C Jennings
RD1247 (7365) Mrs M J Bindley
RD1248 (7366) Matthew Barton & Leanda Albrighton
RD1254 (7374) Kenneth Brian Large
RD1255 (7593) Peter Bowen
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RD1256 (7003) Mr R T Bettaney
RD1257 (7378) J T Fessey
RD1258 (7379) Mrs T R Bettaney
RD1259 (7380) Jody Bethell
RD1260 (7381) Neil James Gardiner
RD1261 (7382) Mr & Mrs M Godfrey
RD1262 (7383) Mr & Mrs G James
RD1263 (7384) Mrs M D Dye
RD1264 (7385) Mr S J Thomas
RD1265 (7386) Mrs R Thomas
RD1266 (7387) J Thomas
RD1267 (7388) D J Thomas
RD1268 (7389) Mr George Dye
RD1269 (7390) Mr R Williams
RD1270 (7391) Mrs Wendy Williams
RD1271 (7392) Mr R Brown
RD1272 (7393) Mrs J Brown
RD1273 (7394) Mr & Mrs Fessey
RD1274 (7395) Mr J M Sweet
RD1275 (7396) McAnn
RD1276 (7397) Kenneth Goring
RD1277 (7398) Mr A Sykes
RD1278 (7399) Mrs D Sykes
RD1279 (7400) Malcolm O'Brien
RD1280 (7401) Abi O'Brien
RD1281 (7403) Sutton
RD1282 (7405) Roy Reading
RD1283 (7406) Helen Reading
RD1284 (7407) John Truman
RD1285 (7408) Mr James Gallagher
RD1286 (7409) Mrs Mary Gallagher
RD1287 (7410) Lyn Warner
RD1288 (7411) Bridget Edwards
RD1289 (7412) Mrs Barbara Jones
RD1290 (7040) M Donovan
RD1291 (7413) Mrs Joanne Gillespie
RD1292 (7414) Mrs K Peake
RD1293 (7415) Mr David Wilson
RD1294 (7416) Mr D Rothwell
RD1295 (7417) Mrs Mel Vittle
RD1296 (7418) Nick Vittle
RD1297 (7438) Mr & Mrs E Hewitt
RD1299 (7443) Mr Lee Edwards
RD1300 (7444) Mrs Julie Edwards
RD1302 (7460) Anna-Marie Heath
RD1303 (7461) Alan Cullimore
RD1304 (7462) A McDowall
RD1305 (7486) Auker Rhodes
RD1309 (7843) (petition)
RD1310 (7844) (Bettool Saleh)
RD1311 (7845) (Mr Haynes)
RD1312 (7862) (Helen Elson)
RD1313 (7865) (petition)
RD1314 (7866) (petition)

Issues variously raised in the objections








Sustainability of location
Loss of open space
Loss of community facilities and actual community needs
Capacity of existing services and facilities
Affordable housing/vacancy rate
Fear of crime
Density of development
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Effect on the character of the village
Traffic

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Sustainability of location
H.204 New Arley and Old Arley together are, I consider, well placed to act as a Local
Service Centre in this part of the Borough, for the reasons that I have given in
paragraphs H.191 – H.193 above. It follows from such status that the combined
settlements are suitable to accommodate new housing provision in line with my
recommended core policy CPC (at paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report),
subject to this being of appropriate scale. Site 33 is centrally located in New
Arley, close to shops, bus stops and other facilities and must therefore be
regarded as a potentially suitable candidate for allocation in sustainability terms.
Loss of open space
H.205 Although referred to as the site of the former Miner’s welfare club, the club
building occupied only a relatively small proportion of the overall site area. Part
was undeveloped open ground and part once accommodated a bowling green.
The Council acknowledges that at least a part of the site falls within the definition
of “open space of public value” in the annex to PPG17. Such land should not be
built on unless and until found “surplus to requirements” following systematic
analysis in line with the process outlined in paragraphs 1-8 of PPG17.
Loss of community facilities and actual community needs
H.206 The Miner’s Welfare Club was apparently established in about 1923, having been
set up by CISWO (Coal Industry Social & Welfare Organisation) and thereafter
funded at least in part from contributions by employees at the Arley and Daw Mill
collieries. It closed some years ago following financial problems associated with
loans to cover rising bar costs and then stood unused and uninsured before
burning down. It is now in the ownership of trustees of the Miners Welfare Club.
H.207 Given the site’s history of community use, there is strong opposition to the site
being developed for housing rather than for community purposes. Rather, it is
variously suggested, the site should be used to provide a youth facility, support
services for the elderly, a surgery and/or pharmacy with easy access for the
infirm, or a replacement bowling green. Allocation of the site for housing on
condition that part is developed for a community facility may be one way of
securing suitable land and/or buildings for some such use in line with the advice
in paragraph 6 of PPS7, but on-going revenue costs would still need to be met.
The potential for similar development in Old Arley on land provided by the
Methodist Church (see paragraphs H.201 – H.202 above) would also need to be
borne in mind, in the interests of avoiding duplication in provision. All of these
matters warrant further consultation with the local community (a process that to
my mind would be most suitably advanced through the Parish Plan-making
process and Community Strategy) before a housing allocation is made.
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Capacity of existing services and facilities
H.208 Upgrading of existing services and facilities is more likely to be achieved in
conjunction with, or in consequence of, new development rather than without it,
and would complement the role of the Arleys as a Local Service Centre. My
recommended Core Policy 10 would establish a suitable mechanism to ensure
that investment in community infrastructure necessary to enable development to
go ahead (such as the provision of adequate sewers or increased capacity in
local schools) can be secured in this way.
Affordable housing/vacancy rate
H.209 A survey by local residents suggests that there may currently be some 100
vacant dwellings in the village. This gives rise to the suggestion that better use
of the existing housing stock would avoid the need for the proposed allocation.
However, I understand that many of the vacant dwellings are at Hill Top, a
separate enclave of housing some distance beyond the settlement’s
development boundary, where the Council had been contemplating clearance but
has now decided to pursue regeneration. In any event, the need for additional
housing derives from WASP policy H.1, which seeks to secure an adequate
supply of land for new housebuilding throughout the Plan period. Making full
and effective use of existing dwellings is a desirable objective, but does not count
against the policy H.1 requirement and must be pursued separately from new
housing land provision.
H.210 Some local residents suggest that this site might be suitable for accommodation
for the elderly, assisting in the release of under-occupied dwellings throughout
the settlement for younger families. The Council responds, however, that the
Warwickshire Rural Community Council and the Parish Council have yet to
determine what type of facility is required. Nonetheless, I comment on affordable
housing provision in the Arleys in my appraisal of objections to allocation site 1
(Site of Rectory Cottages, Old Arley), where I conclude that a total of over 100
new affordable dwellings would not be commensurate with the scale of the two
settlements and would inevitably lead to social exclusion. Of the two sites
advanced in the deposit Plan for allocation, I regard site 33 as the most suitable
(especially for accommodation for the elderly) because it is more centrally
located in relation to shops and services (including bus services) as well as being
occupied by a building in need of redevelopment. The number of dwellings
proposed should, however, be reduced if community facilities are also to be
accommodated here, with the proportion of affordable dwellings also reduced to
a target of 40% (as a starting point for negotiations with prospective developers)
in the interests of ensuring site availability and achieving a suitably mixed
community. This would also meet the main points raised by objectors 0877
(7814) and1305 (7486).
Fear of crime
H.211 Some residents fear that an increase in affordable housing provision would result
in an influx of “problem families” from outside the area, but it does not follow that
all those in need of affordable housing provision are “problem families”. They
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may be key workers, the elderly, people with special needs or simply families
who are unable to purchase. Although primarily a management matter rather
than one for land use policy formulation, it is clearly the Council’s intention to
“cascade” affordable housing to local people first, in accordance with paragraph
4.19j of the deposit Plan. A further concern expressed under this issue relates
to withdrawal of a police residential presence in the village. However, the
manner of policing in rural areas is an operational matter for the Police Authority
rather than the land use planning system to determine. The Government
publication “Safer Places: The Planning system and Crime Prevention” suggests
a number of ways in which the design and layout of new development can be
arranged in the interests of minimising the risk of crime, which would be relevant
at planning application stage.
Density of development
H.212 The deposit Plan allocation translates into a gross density of about 45 dph, a
figure that would move higher if expressed as a net density (as it should be) and
if part of the site is reserved for community use without reduction in dwelling
numbers. PPG3 suggests that densities normally in the range of 30-50 dph
should be sought in order to avoid the inefficient use of development land, but it
would be wrong to stipulate any precise figure in this case in the absence of full
details of the form or content of the development proposed. To my mind the
subject is more appropriately one for sensitive development control, having
regard to the qualities of surrounding development, than for rigid policy
formulation.
Effect on the character of the village
H.213 There is no intrinsic reason why new development, if well designed and of
appropriate form and scale could not enhance the character of the village.
Traffic
H.214 I have no evidence before me to suggest that Ransome Road is operating other
than within its design capacity, and could not accommodate additional traffic
associated with housing development and/or a local community facility. This is,
however, a matter that would need to be assessed in consultation with the
Highway Authority when specific proposals are formulated, whereupon any
necessary improvements to the road layout and construction could be secured by
planning condition or Obligation. Application of the Council’s parking standards
should likewise ensure that there is no overspill of parked vehicles traffic from the
site onto the adjacent highway.
Deliverability and overall conclusions
H.215 Since the site is allocated for 100% affordable housing in the deposit Plan, but
the site owner is unwilling to promote development on that basis, its availability is
open to question. If that criticism is addressed by reducing the element of
affordable housing to a target of 40% as a starting point for negotiations (as I
recommend it should be), its deliverability would still be subject to completion of
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the appraisal of the community’s open space needs in accordance with PPG17
and to consideration of whether replacement community facilities should be
sought in addition to housing, in order to ensure that the settlement can continue
to function properly as a Local Service Centre. Given the need to secure early
redevelopment of this now semi-derelict site in the centre of the settlement, it
may be anticipated that the Council will seek to address these matters with some
urgency. Nonetheless, given the present uncertainties I cannot recommend the
site for allocation at this stage.
H.216 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of site 33 (Former Miners’ Welfare
Club).

AUSTREY
H.217 Austrey lies in the north of Borough and is a small and relatively isolated mainly
residential village. There is a primary school and a shop/post office here
together with a church and a public house, but the settlement neither has the size
nor range of facilities necessary to become a Local Service Centre
representative of the typology in appendix S.1 of this Report. Provision for travel
and transport other than by car is also very limited. I see no reason to make
housing allocations here.

General Objections
First Deposit Objections
FD0330 (4505) – Mr T Bramble
FD0369 (4613) – Amanda Blount
FD0800 (5305) – Mrs Heather Swan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0330(4505) and 0800(5305) are concerned about further development and
extension to Austrey’s development boundary suggesting it would be harmful to nature,
wildlife and the environment and that there is a need to preserve village life and its
character.
H.218 The development boundary for Austrey is carried forward from LP1995 without
change, and I recommend no modification be made to it.
Objector 0369(4613) seeks provision of affordable housing in the village
H.219 Provision of affordable housing at villages like Austrey would be permissible as a
“rural exception” to meet local needs in accordance with paragraph 3 of Annex B
to the 24 January update of PPG3. This must, however, follow from systematic
appraisal in sufficient detail to identify the need for such housing deriving from
within the particular settlement (or group of settlements) concerned. The process
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of formulating Community Strategy and parish plans as outlined in paragraph 41
of PPS1 may provide a suitable basis for such appraisal. Proposals may then
be progressed through site identification either by way of a site specific allocation
in the development plan or through the development control process. No such
detailed analysis of need has yet been undertaken particular to Austrey, and it
would be wrong to make a pre-emptive allocation here which may then serve
only to import families in need of housing from a wider area and lead to
increasing levels of social exclusion. No modification of the Plan is required,
however, in order to meet this objection.
H.220 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
No modification of the Plan be made.

Objector Site D

Land west of Austrey

First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD0834 (5613) (5614) Crisps Farm Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.221 This site lies to the south side of the village and represents an extensive swathe
of existing agricultural land wholly outside the LP1995 development boundary. It
is advanced on the basis that additional housing would support local services,
but there is no evidence before me indicative of the present viability or vitality of
the existing shop/post office, school or church, or anything to demonstrate that
such development would assure their continued operation. Indeed, significant
investment in services here may serve only to undermine the viability of those in
the Local Service Centres, which are better able to satisfy demands from the
wider rural area. There is also no identified need for affordable housing that can
be directly attributed to the settlement (CD38). Rather, it seems to me, an influx
of new families here with very limited access to services and facilities other than
by car would serve only to give rise to unacceptable levels of social exclusion,
especially among the elderly, referred to by the objector as potential
beneficiaries. Given that the village does not, in my view, have the potential to
function independently as a Local Service Centre the site should not be allocated
for housing in whole or in part, and the development boundary shown on the
Proposals Map (Inset Map 4) should not be modified to accommodate it.
H.222 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Objector Site E

Land south of Austrey

First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD0850 (5701) (5708) Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.223 This is the site of a playing field at the southernmost end of the village. The
same considerations apply to this site as to the foregoing site D but there is in
addition a further reason not to develop here. This derives from the advice in
paragraphs 10 and 15 of PPG17 which says that open space, especially playing
fields, should not be built on unless found surplus to requirements following
systematic appraisal of the community’s open space needs. Such appraisal has
not been completed in Austrey and, even if it had been and the land found
surplus to requirements, I would not consider it a suitable candidate for allocation
on sustainability grounds.
Recommendation
H.224 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.
Objector Sites F
Various small sites around the edge of Austrey including
small orchard east of No Mans Heath Lane
First Deposit Objection (promoting the allocation)
FD0171(4222) C H Richardson

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.225 This is recorded as an objection to policy ENV1 and the development boundary
for Austrey carried forward from LP1995. The Council has, however, assigned
the objection an “objector site number”, and it is convenient to deal with it here
accordingly.
H.226 The various small sites referred to are not identified in the objection, and it is
simply the objector’s general point that development of such sites would be more
appropriate at Austrey than large scale development. Nonetheless, provision for
development at Austrey would, I consider, be inappropriate beyond that which
may be regarded as “rural exceptions” to meet local needs in accordance with
paragraph 3 of Annex B to the 24 January update of PPG3. No such need has
been identified specific to this village, so I find no reason to extend the village
boundary to provide for it.
H.227 Particular reference is made to a small plot of land fronting No Mans Heath Lane,
close to where a conversion of former farm buildings has apparently been
permitted. However, while it may be appropriate to adapt and re-use existing
buildings in the countryside, it does not follow that additional development should
then be permitted to fill the gap between those buildings and the nearest village,
no matter how close by it may be.
H.228 I place these sites in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.
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CORLEY
H. 229 Corley is a small settlement lying in the south eastern part of the Borough and is
washed over by the Green Belt. As such, the advice in paragraph 2.11 of PPG2
applies and no new building other than that provided for in the first three indents
of paragraph 3.4 of PPG2 should be permitted.

Objector site (un-numbered)
First Deposit Objection (promoting the allocation)
FD0543(4904) Mr P Donovan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.230 The objector seeks allocation of land at Corley Nurseries for housing, indicating
that investment in the nursery has been regarded as a “pension” and that the
intention would be to redevelop the nursery for 16 retirement bungalows. While I
understand the objector’s desire to maximise site value in this way, provision for
the elderly here would be unsustainable (in terms of remoteness for shops,
health care, entertainment facilities and frequent and regular transport other than
by car). It would also be plainly be inconsistent with Green Belt policy. No such
provision should be made.
H.231 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

CURDWORTH
H.232 Curdworth lies in the south western part of the Borough, embedded within the
Green Belt. It includes a large modern industrial estate, but has a population of
just 948 and includes only a primary school, a single shop/post office and two
public houses. There are hourly day-time bus services to Birmingham and
Tamworth (with additional peak hours services), and a half-hourly daytime
service to Sutton Coldfield. Being astride the busy A4097 (Kingsbury Road) and
only a short distance from Junction 9 on the M42, car travel will inevitably be the
most attractive travel and transport option. Although the Council has identified
the settlement as a Local Service Centre, I disagree. The size of the settlement
and the range of facilities within it are not, in my estimation, representative of the
typology that I have outlined in appendix S.1 of this Report and insufficient to
enable it to function effectively as a Local Service Centre. The Green Belt
location also militates against stimulating any further development pressures
here.
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Site 17 Land adjacent to Curdworth First School and the Beehive Public House
and paragraph 4.22
Gross site area: 0.48 ha
Expected housing quantity: 17 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0038 (4048) J C Evans
FD0051 (4078) Joy Sanders
FD0140 (4171) Mr John Roberts
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0228 (4353) Mr & Mrs G Blick
FD0233 (4358) (4359) Timothy Atkinson
FD0242 (4369) F. E. Hubball
FD0243 (4370) Mr & Mrs P. Rooke
FD0244 (4371) Alison Smith
FD0245 (4372) Mrs Shirley Orton
FD0246 (4373) Colin Bayliss
FD0255 (4385) Mr T Gamble
FD0263 (4397) Mr G Arthurs
FD0278 (4427) Mr DA Parker
FD0279 (4428) Mrs Jean Wade
FD0331 (4506) T F Smith
FD0395 (4644) G P Hannigan
FD0396 (4645) Dennis Williams
FD0417 (4677) Ms T Alloy
FD0523 (4848) Mrs Anna Griffith
FD0524 (4849) A P Vaughton
FD0550 (4925) Curdworth Parish Council
FD0767 (5245) Mr & Mrs Sanders
FD0783 (5277) Patrick Whelan
FD0784 (5278) Mr P C F Morse
FD0786 (5280) (5281) Mr & Mrs R N Marchant
FD0787 (5282) S Wallbank
FD0820 (5409) Curdworth & Wishaw Residents Association

Second Deposit Objection
RD0536 (7755) Atherstone Hall Estate

Inspector’s appraisal and Conclusions
H.233 This site has been granted permission for development and has thus become a
firm commitment no longer available for allocation. I accordingly make no further
comment on the representations.
H.234 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Site 17 (Land adjacent to
Curdworth First School and Beehive Public House).

GRENDON AND BADDESLEY ENSOR
H.235 Grendon is a somewhat straggling settlement lying mainly to the south of A5
between Atherstone and Dordon.
It has a population of 1431 and is
predominantly residential in character, with no significant employment sites in
operation close by. There are two primary schools here, one newly built and
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accessible from the nearby settlement of Baddesley Ensor, together with a small
permanent library, but only one shop. For the most part, it benefits from the
frequent bus services along A5 between Nuneaton and Tamworth, via
Atherstone and Dordon but only an hourly bus service penetrates to the main
northern part of the settlement, passing along the road dividing Grendon from
Baddesley Ensor and linking to Birmingham, via Hurley.
H.236 In itself, it seems to me that Grendon is of insufficient size and has an inadequate
range of services to fulfil the role of a local service centre in the context of the
typology I have outlined in appendix S.1 of this Report. It is, however, close
enough to Baddesley Ensor for both to be regarded together as linked
settlements, which would result in a combined population of about 2,600. While
bus interchange opportunities between routes to Birmingham, Nuneaton and
Tamworth may be capable of enhancement to establish this as “a node on a
public transport corridor” (to which paragraph 30 of PPG3 refers) this would, I
consider, also need to be accompanied by significant enhancement in the range
of local services before either settlement could be regarded as suitable to
accommodate further development. Strategic scale development of the former
Baddesley Colliery may have a bearing on the future functioning of the two
settlements, and it is for this reason that I include the combined settlements as a
Local Service Centre. This may need to be reviewed when the future of the
Colliery site becomes clear and in the interim I make no recommendations for
housing allocations here.

Site 18 Former Baddesley School, Grendon
and paragraph 4.22
Gross site area: 0.41 ha
Expected housing quantity: 12 units 40% affordable
First Deposit Objection
FD0825 (5569) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)

Inspector’s appraisal and Conclusions
H.237 This site has been granted permission for development and has thus become a
firm commitment no longer available for allocation. I accordingly make no further
comment on the representations.
H.238 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Site 18 ( Former Baddesley
School ).

Site 12 Land at The Vicarage, Newlands Road, Baddesley Ensor
First Deposit Objections
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FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0308 (4463) Mrs S Phiillips
FD0309 (4464) Cllr R Sweet
FD0310 (4465) Mrs A Ball
FD0311 (4466) Nancy Wiggall
FD0312 (4467) Mrs J Fox
FD0314 (4469) (4470) (4471) (4472) Mrs A Sweet
FD0317 (4475) Mr R W Middleton
FD0443 (4729) Mrs S Jacques
FD0825 (5569) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0899 (5690) Dr & Mrs A M Hetherington

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.239 The Council deleted this site following first deposit objections, which have thus
been met.
H.240 Recommendation
That no modification be made to the Second Deposit Plan to meet these
objections.

HARTSHILL
H.241 Hartshill is a sizeable settlement bordering the outermost urban edge of
Nuneaton. It has a population of 2,805 together with both primary and secondary
schools. There is also a clinic, a scattered range of local shops and a library. A
number of daytime bus services ply between here, Birmingham, Nuneaton,
Atherstone and Tamworth. I regard the settlement as one that falls squarely
within the typology of a Local Service Centre as outlined in appendix S.1 of this
Report.

Site 19 Former Michael Drayton Middle School, Church Road, Hartshill
Gross site area: 0.93 ha
Expected housing quantity: 40 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0013 (4017) Mr R. Turner
FD0847 (5683) Sport England
FD0815 (5390) Warwickshire County Council Property Services Department
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0877 (7817) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections




Loss of open space
Affordable housing
Availability
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space and availability
H.242 This site includes a school playing field to which the guidance in paragraph 15 of
PPG17 applies. The County Council objection also states that there are no plans
for disposal of the school at present. Although it would appear from the Council’s
evidence that some negotiations have nevertheless taken place, this seems only
to have elicited the response that there would be a need to replace certain of the
buildings, which are currently used by the nearby secondary school.
The
Council responded to the first deposit objecting by adding to reasoned
justification that this matter would need to be investigated. As matters currently
stand, however, it seems that the site is not genuinely available for allocation.
Affordable housing
H.243 Delivery of affordable housing on this site is dependent upon the County Council
releasing it for development, whether for 40% or 100% affordable housing. In the
light of that proviso, the concerns of objector 0877(7817) to maximise affordable
provision without prejudicing land supply is beyond the scope of the allocations
process in this particular case.
Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.244 Given the need to complete assessment of open space needs before the playing
field area could be developed, the need to replace at least some of the buildings
on site or elsewhere and the County Council’s lack of support, I conclude that
this site is unlikely to deliver housing, including affordable housing, during the
Plan period. It should therefore be deleted as an allocation.
H.245 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 19 (Former
Michael Drayton Middle School, Church Road, Hartshill)

Site J Land off Church Road, Hartshill
First Deposit Objection (promoting settlement boundary review)
FD0139 (6018, 6019, 6020) – Mr Paul Douglas

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.246 Abbeyfields is a modern detached house standing some distance back from the
west side of Church Road in extensive sloping grounds. The development
boundary for Hartshill excludes the whole of the property and its gardens, and
the objector seeks re-alignment to acknowledge potential for either housing or
commercial development. There are sizeable residential areas to either side and
developed areas opposite, so the property is hardly within an “isolated location”
of the type envisioned by deposit Plan paragraph 3.28. However, it is not
necessary for reasoned justification for a policy of Borough-wide applicability to
explain other than in the most general terms the basis for drawing development
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boundaries around Local Service Centres. Rather, it is sufficient simply to
indicate the basis on which Local Service Centres have been identified and then
to explain that the development boundaries recognise the need to meet the
strategic housing requirement at appropriate development locations ranging
through the settlement hierarchy and following a sequential approach to site
selection.
H.247 This particular property is set within an otherwise undeveloped section of
frontage that includes the grounds of an ancient monument and extends towards
paddocks, a churchyard, cemetery and a country park to the rear. While close to
the centre of the settlement, its grounds therefore lend to the environmental
qualities of the area by complementing the openness of the frontage, providing
views from the settlement to the countryside beyond and thus adding significantly
to the rurality of the village location. Development may make some contribution
to the functioning of the village but, it seems to me, this would inevitably be at the
expense of form and attractiveness. There is no evidence that development here
is necessary to provide facilities for the village that are currently absent or in
short supply and no guarantee that the site would necessarily be brought forward
for development in any event. Rather, boundary alignment is advanced on the
basis that it may allow some unspecified development at some unspecified time
in the future. Given the positive contribution that the open gap makes to village
amenity, I see no compelling reason to engage in boundary realignment here and
the site would also seem to be of insufficient size to warrant a site specific
allocation. No modification should be made in either respect.
H.248 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

HURLEY
H.249 Hurley is a relatively isolated rural village in the Green Belt about midway
between Atherstone and Coleshill. It has a population of 1,252 and includes a
primary school, a clinic and a small number of shops together with a post office.
There are no significant employment sites close by. Hourly daytime bus services
link to Tamworth, Birmingham and Atherstone.
H.250 While the clinic no doubt provides a service to the local rural community, the
range of facilities here is not in my view sufficient to enable the settlement to
function as a Local Service centre or to be representative of the typology for such
settlements that I outline in appendix S.1 of this Report. The Green Belt location
also militates against its suitability for further development.

Site 20 Land off Queensway, Hurley
Gross site area: 0.40 ha
Expected housing quantity: 20 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
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FD0910 (5980) George Wimpey Strategic Land
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0822 (5460) Atherstone Civic Society

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0877 (7818) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections



Suitability
Affordable housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Suitability and affordable housing
H.251 The site is advanced by the Council on the basis that it is carried forward from
LP1995 and lies within the development boundary of the settlement. However,
LP1995 pre-dates the site selection process outlined in paragraph 30 of PPG3
and sustainability considerations must now be fully taken into account alongside
WASP and RPG11 strategy. It is a greenfield site within (or, in my view more
properly on the edge of) a village that does not qualify as a local service centre in
terms of 70 of PPG3. The Council’s Housing Needs Survey (CD38) indicates an
annual need for only 30 affordable dwellings (from all sources of supply, not just
new-build) in the whole of the Kingsbury sub-area that includes Hurley. To place
20 new families here, reliant on existing levels of services and public transport
would, I consider, lead to social exclusion and be unsustainable. There is no
suggestion that this level of provision is necessary to satisfy an identified need
within this particular settlement and the most appropriate location within the subarea for general housing is, in my view, at Kingsbury itself.
Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.252 I understand that the site is Council-owned and its greenfield status suggests that
it could be brought forward for development relatively easily, if needed. In the
deposit Plan, it is, however, phased for development in the later part of the Plan
period, because previously developed sites within existing urban areas should be
developed first. For that reason there has not yet been any approach to the
Housing Corporation for funding of affordable housing here. Irrespective of
whether or not funding would be available and the timing of development,
however, I regard the site as unsuitable for allocation because of the
unsustainable location and the absence of demonstrable need for this number of
dwellings in this particular settlement.
H.253 I place this site in Category 4 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 20 (Land off
Queensway, Hurley).
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KINGSBURY
H.254 Kingsbury lies in the western part of the Borough, within the Green Belt. It has a
population of about 3,470 and includes a parade of local shops, a primary and
secondary school, a sizeable sports centre, and a clinic. The secondary school
also has a swimming pool which is available for community use. The settlement
is also situated on the main road route between Tamworth and Coleshill, close to
a junction with the route between Polesworth/Dordon and Coleshill off M42.
There are hourly day-time bus services to Tamworth and Birmingham (half hourly
during peak periods), and an hourly service to Atherstone.
The
Tamworth/Birmingham railway station also passes alongside the settlement, but
there is no station here. Although there is no significant employment provision
within the settlement itself, there is potential to enhance public transport
connections to nearby Kingsbury Link and, further afield to Birch Coppice, Hams
Hall and the Coleshill Industrial estate, as well as to wider employment
opportunities in both Birmingham and Tamworth.
H.255 Given the present range of facilities and relative ease of access the settlement is
capable of functioning as a Local Service Centre in terms of the typology in
Appendix S.1 of this Report, although significant development here is
constrained by the Green Belt location and the need to ensure that any additional
housing is coupled with concurrent enhancement of local services.

Site 21 Site off Pear Tree Avenue, rear of Sports Hall
Gross site area: 0.29 ha
Expected housing quantity: 15 units 100% affordable
First Reposit Objections
FD0035 (4041) Gary Smith
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0877 (7819) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections




Loss of open space
Affordable housing
Availability

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.256 This is an attractive grassy area in the centre of the village, between the sports
hall and surgery. As with other open spaces that fall within the open space
definition in the Annex to PPG17, it would be wrong to allocate this site for
development unless and until it has been found “surplus to requirements” in
accordance with paragraph 10 of PPG17 following the process of assessment
outlined in paragraphs 1-8.
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Affordable housing
H.257 Affordable housing would be a suitable component of development on this site in
terms of location and sustainability and the number of units proposed is relatively
small. However, unless the Council could guarantee delivery of 100% affordable
housing here either through acquisition or the auspices of a willing social housing
provider, it is no different from other sites in private ownership and could be
allocated only for 40% affordable housing. That would represent the target and
starting point for negotiations rather than a fixed requirement, accordingly
meeting the point raised in objection 0877(7819).
Availability
H.258 The site is held in trust by a registered charity (the Coal Industry Social Welfare
Organisation), which does not seem to have been approached before formulation
of the deposit Plan’s allocation about the prospects of developing the site wholly
for affordable housing. The Charity says that it has its own proposals for the
land, but does not specify whether these would be for housing or some other
use. There cannot therefore be any certainty about its availability for allocation.
Deliverability and overall conclusion
H.259 Even though the deposit Plan indicates that development would be phased to
take place in the later part of the Plan period, it has not yet been determined that
this site is “surplus to requirements” for open space within the community and the
Housing Corporation have not yet been asked to indicate whether funding for
100% affordable housing here would be committed. Given also the objection
from the site owner, it is unlikely that this site will deliver housing, including
affordable housing, within the Plan period.
H.260 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 21 (site off Pear
Tree Avenue, rear of the Sports Hall, Kingsbury).

Objector Site (un-numbered) Land north of Kingsbury
First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD 0837 (5618) Mr J Stelfox

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.261 This site is a swathe of open countryside in the Green Belt to the north of the
LP1995 development boundary.
It extends to about 7.0 ha and could
accommodate about 210 dwellings. A main argument advanced in support of
allocation is that housing would contribute towards the provision of a new rail
station in the village. However, the provision of a railway station at Kingsbury is
still hedged with some uncertainty (deposit policy TR4 refers) and it would be
wrong to make such a sizeable allocation here in anticipation of infrastructure
provision that may yet fail to materialise. Completion of assessment of open
space needs in accordance with PPG17 advice may also yet identify
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opportunities of more appropriate scale on land surplus to open space needs
within the existing development boundary. As an “urban extension” this site is
lower in the search sequence and its Green Belt status militates firmly against
promoting outward expansion of Kingsbury, notwithstanding its inherent
attributes as a sustainable village, unless and until sites higher in the sequence
have been further assessed and rejected. Even then, development on any scale
should be expected to make a significant contribution to the sustainability of the
settlement.
H.262 I place this site in category 3 and recommend
That no modification of the Plan be made.

SHUTTINGTON
H.263 Shuttington is a small rural settlement of just 296 people in the northern part of
the Borough. It has neither the size nor range of facilities to qualify as a Local
service Centre or a sustainable location for development.

Site K Land at Shuttington
First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD0857(5762)(5765) R J Arnold

The objector wants the development boundary around Shuttington re-drawn to include
buildings opposite Manor Farm for development.
H.264 Whether or not there are shortcomings in the alignment of the existing
development boundary, paragraph 30 of PPG3 advises that the search for land
for allocation for development should not extend further than required to provide
sufficient capacity to meet the agreed housing requirement. That requirement,
contained in WASP policy H.1 can be met without allocating development sites in
Shuttington. On a similar basis, I find no reason to alter the development
boundary carried forward from LP1995. If there are existing rural buildings that
warrant adaptation and re-use, such proposals fall to be considered in the
context of policy ECON12 as I recommend it be modified, which applies
irrespective of relationship to the development boundary alignment.
H.265 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

WARTON
H.266 Warton lies in the northern part of the Borough and is a village of some 1894
people. It is predominantly residential in character, having just one shop and a
primary school and a thin scattering of other community facilities, including a
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mobile library service. The nearest employment locations of any significance are
in Polesworth/Dordon and Tamworth, to which there are 2 bus services looping
around different routes together providing only an hourly service to Tamworth
until 18:00 hours on weekdays.
H.267 This settlement does not, in my estimation, have the size or range of facilities
necessary to qualify as a “Local Service Centre” in line with the typology at
appendix S.1 of this Report and the more suitable location for such facilities in
this part of the Borough is at Polesworth/Dordon, where residents would not need
to rely on private car usage to avoid social exclusion.

Allocation Site 30 Land off Waverton Avenue
Gross site area: 1.57 ha
Expected housing quantity: 59 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0043 (4067) Mrs B J Wright
FD0049 (4076) Mr E Briers
FD0121 (4149)(4150) Dr S. C. J. & Mrs J. M. Afford
FD0175 (4226) Mrs J Price
FD0176 (4227) Mrs E Kokorus
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0200 (4297) Mr W H Powell
FD0291 (4446) Mr G Beadman
FD0292 (4447) Mr & Mrs D Stanley
FD0293 (4448) Mrs G Nokes
FD0294 (4449) Mrs S Brough
FD0295 (4450) Karen Ingley
FD0297 (4452) Mr & Mrs Nutt
FD0298 (4453) Clarkson
FD0299 (4454) Miss K. Crowley
FD0300 (4455) Mr & Mrs Gould
FD0301 (4456) Pauline Deacon
FD0302 (4457) June Smith
FD0303 (4458) Mr & Mrs Cooper
FD0304 (4459) Paul Glenn
FD0305 (4460) Miss J Harrington
FD0306 (4461) Caswell
FD0307 (4462) Mrs V Tranter
FD0527 (4857) Mrs Barbara Smith
FD0528 (4858) W Wheatley
FD0529 (4859) H C Wetton
FD0533 (4867) Mr & Mrs L Sherriff
FD0773 (5264) Iain Handy
FD0822(5460) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0880 (5883) Mr C Swinnerton
FD0910 (5982)George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0877 (7822) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections




Sustainability
Traffic/parking
Infrastructure capacity
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Impact on schools and other community facilities and services
Fear of crime
Loss of open space
Affordable housing
Effect on wildlife
Effect on character of village
Neighbour amenity (privacy, noise, outlook etc)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.268 This is a greenfield site, part of which includes former allotments, that has been
carried forward from LP1995. The Council’s Housing Needs Survey (CD38)
indicates an annual need for 51 affordable dwellings from all sources in the
Polesworth/Dordon sub-area of which Warton forms part. While the amount of
development proposed by the Council would contribute towards this meeting this
need, it far exceeds that which could reasonably be held to derive from within the
village itself. Any endeavour to settle up to 59 families here would, given the
relative paucity of facilities available in the village and the infrequency of public
transport to larger centres of population, result in either unsustainable patterns of
travel or considerable social exclusion. Whatever the individual merits of the
issues variously raised in the objections, I do not regard Warton as a suitable
location for additional housing provision.
H.269 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
The Plan be modified by the deletion of Site 30.

Objector Site 46

Land rear of 26-32 Church Road, Warton

First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD0534 (4868)(4869) Mr & Mrs R F Faulkner

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.270 This site lies on the west side of the village and extends to about 0.2 ha. It is set
to the rear of four detached houses fronting Church Road and represents the
residual portion of a site formerly used as a haulage depot. That use ceased
when the existing four houses were built on the front part of the yard, and the
rear part has since fallen into disuse. I understand that during the formative
stages of Plan preparation, the objectors were advised to advance this site as a
potential housing allocation. Given its relatively small size, however, the
objection is based on proposed re-alignment of the development boundary for
Warton, which would enable development to come forward as a “windfall”.
Development here, it is argued, would avoid problems of fly-tipping and ratinfestation and prevent periodic visitation by gypsies, to the benefit of the
neighbours. It would seem from correspondence handed into the Inquiry by the
Council that the neighbours do not agree and have expressed an interest in
purchasing the land for garden extension. I make no comment on whether that
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would be an appropriate future land use, it being a matter for the Council to
determine independently of the Plan-making process. I also note the additional
correspondence since submitted on behalf of the objector in rebuttal of third party
representations submitted with the Council’s evidence at the Inquiry
H.271 Whatever the case may be in all of these respects, I find no reason to promote
further development at Warton beyond that which may be regarded as a “rural
exception” to meet local needs in accordance with paragraph 3 of Annex B to the
24 January update of PPG3. No such need has been specifically identified for
Warton and, even if it had been, there may be more suitable sites within the
existing development boundary on which to accommodate it. There is no
justification for modifying the development boundary in these circumstances.
H.272 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.
Objector site 47 – Former Quarry off Barn End Road, Warton
First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
0858 (5768) Walton Homes Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.273 It is submitted that because this site has housing development on three of its
sides, development would represent a logical extension of the village boundary.
Nonetheless, the former quarry has now blended into the local landscape in the
process of time to the extent that it can reasonably be considered as part of the
natural surroundings of the settlement. Development here would considerably
urbanise the outlook from the many surrounding properties and would be
particularly conspicuous in the approach to the village centre from the south,
because of the rising contours. Given these factors and my findings on the
unsuitability of Warton as a development location, there are clear reasons that
outweigh re-use of the site and no provision for development should therefore be
made here.
H.274 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Objector site 48 Land at The Elms, Warton
First Deposit Objections (promoting allocation)
FD0880 (5882)(5884) Mr C Swinnerton

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
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H.275 The plan accompanying this objection includes land that lies within the deposit
Plan development boundary, carried forward from LP1995. Proposals within the
development boundary fall to be considered in the light of my recommended
Core Policy CPC and policy HSGB as I recommend it be modified. I therefore
consider the objection on the basis only of the part that falls outside the
development boundary. I have no measured site area for this portion but it would
seem from the objection plan to be capable of accommodating about 8 dwellings,
or more if an area shown as open space is also included for development.
H.276 The site includes an existing barn and some stables and to that extent may be
regarded as previously developed land.
However, neither that nor any
comparison with allocation site 30 is sufficient to warrant development here,
given my findings on the unsuitability of Warton as a development location in
paragraphs H.266 and H.267 above. In particular, the availability of jobs on local
farms, in the primary school or in the village’s public houses or similar does not
represent a sufficient economic base on which to promote additional housing and
there is no empirical evidence before me to suggest that development on the
scale proposed would make any significant difference to the vitality or viability of
local services. The site is also one that is both elevated and exposed, leading
me to the view that new housing would be unacceptably conspicuous in the local
landscape.
H.277 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

WATER ORTON
H.278 Water Orton lies in the south western part of the Borough, within the Green Belt
and close to the outer edge of Birmingham. It has a population of 2784 and
includes a parade of local shops, two banks, a library, a clinic and a primary
school. There are significant employment opportunities close by, including at
Hams Hall, the Coleshill Industrial Estate, sizeable industrial premises within
walking distance of the settlement and Birmingham itself. Importantly, it also has
a railway station and a range of relatively frequent bus services between
Birmingham, Coleshill and other local destinations.
H.279 To my mind, this settlement is well placed to act as a Local Service Centre for
those not wishing to travel into the centre of Birmingham or Coleshill, for the
nearby village of Curdworth as well as residents on the outskirts of Birmingham.
Although the Green Belt location here is especially sensitive to development
pressure, a modest amount of development within the built up area is possible
and would be of particular benefit in promoting close and sustainable
relationships between home and places of work.
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Site 32 Land adjacent to Dog Inn PH, Marsh Lane, Water Orton
Gross site area: 0.21 ha
Expected housing quantity: 10 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0147 (4189) Mrs Lynda Davies
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0236 (4363) Mr and Mrs Mann
FD0393 (4641) P & T Whitehouse
FD0545 (4906) PCPT Architects
FD0822 (5460) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0825 (5569) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)

Second Deposit Objections
RD0877 (7824) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections







Loss of open space
Potential for development with neighbouring car park
Capacity of infrastructure, services and facilities
Traffic/parking
Affordable housing
Effect on Site of Importance for Nature Conservation

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Loss of open space
H.280 The site is an area of grassland alongside the car park to the public house. It
was in clean and tidy condition at the time of my inspection but seemed little
used. Nonetheless, the Council rightly acknowledges that the site falls within the
PPG17 typology of open space that may have “public value”. As such, it should
not be built upon unless and until found “surplus to requirements” in accordance
with paragraph 10 of PPG17.
H.281 Objector 0822(4906) suggests that the utility of open space here could be
enhanced if it were to be absorbed into a more comprehensive development with
the public house car park, an approach which the Council resists on the basis
that loss of parking may harm the economic viability of the public house itself.
The process of assessing community needs for open space may provide the
opportunity for this to be explored further with the public house owner, in
conjunction with consideration of whether housing development could stimulate
replacement of the existing open space with equivalent or better provision in a
more suitable location on an enlarged site.
Capacity of local infrastructure
H.282 Although objectors 0393 (4641) are concerned that the village lacks facilities to
accommodate large numbers of new families, it is better placed in this regard
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than many of the Borough’s other and generally smaller villages for the reasons I
have explained in paragraphs H.278 – H.279 above. Identification of the
settlement as a “Local Service Centre” should also encourage a planned
concentration of facilities here rather than random dispersal over a wider area. If
additional provision is necessary for further housing development (within the
defined development boundary) to go ahead, then my recommended
modification of Core Policy 10 would provide a framework for achieving this. For
all of these reasons, I consider it would not be appropriate to effectively place an
embargo on new development in Water Orton as suggested by the objectors
under this issue.
Traffic/parking
H.283 There is no evidence before me on local traffic flows, accident statistics and other
characteristics of the local highway network. I saw that daytime traffic along
Marsh Lane is relatively free flowing. To the extent that traffic analysis may show
a need for junction improvements either at the site access or at the nearby corner
with Minworth Road, it would be open to the Council to impose conditions or seek
to negotiate planning Obligations with a view to securing a satisfactory highway
arrangement before development is occupied. Development on the deposit
Plan’s allocation site would need to meet the Council’s adopted parking
standards, so there should be no overflow of parking demand onto Marsh Lane.
The acceptability of development taking place on part of the existing public house
car park would no doubt turn, at least in part, on the existing and potential
parking demand from patrons of the public house itself. In either event, I regard
neither traffic nor parking conditions in themselves to represent a sufficient
reason to oppose the principle of development here.
Affordable housing
H.284 Although the site is allocated for 100% affordable housing provision, it seems
from CD97 that neither the Council nor an RSL have ownership control over the
site at present. There is also nothing before me to intimate that the existing
owner of the land is willing to proffer the site for development on the basis of
affordable housing provision alone. A target of 40% affordable housing, as a
starting point for negotiations, would, I consider, be more likely to render the site
“available” and this would suitably meet objector criticism under this heading.
Site of Importance for Nature Conservation
H.285 Objector 0825(5569) does not oppose development of the site but requests that
reference be made in any allocation to its proximity to a Site of Importance for
Nature Conservation, in order that appropriate safeguards can be included in
formulation of proposals. From my inspection of the Proposals Map (Inset Map
18), it would appear that the nearest identified Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation Importance is to the north of the village, some distance off.
However, if the Council is satisfied that the concern raised by the County Council
is a valid one, I find no reason why a suitable reference should not be included in
reasoned justification for the allocation and I recommend accordingly.
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Deliverability and overall conclusions
H.286 The deliverability of housing on this site turns upon PPG17 analysis showing the
local community’s need for accessible open space to be assuaged and the
willingness of the landowner to make the site available. Provided those two
matters can be satisfactorily resolved, I regard this as an eminently suitable site
for housing provision to serve both needs generated within the village itself and
by the sizeable local employment sites in the area.
H.287 I place this site in category 2 and recommend
(a)

That, subject to prior compliance with the requirements of paragraph 10 of
PPG17, the Plan be modified by the inclusion of site 32 ( Land adjacent to
the Dog Inn PH, Marsh Lane, Water Orton) as a housing allocation in the
following terms:
WATER ORTON
SITE 32 LAND ADJACENT TO THE DOG INN PH, MARSH LANE, WATER
ORTON
NET SITE AREA: (COUNCIL TO INSERT)
NUMERICAL MONITORING TARGET: 10 UNITS OF WHICH 4 UNITS (40%)
WILL BE AFFORDABLE UNITS.

(b)

That amplifying text be incorporated with the allocation, along the following
lines:


Development of this site will be required to include replacement open space
(as identified by the PPG17 appraisal in terms of amount, type and location).
Measures may also be necessary to safeguard nearby nature conservation
interests affected by the proposed development. These are to be formulated
in consultation with Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology). The
neighbouring public house is expected to remain. The layout and design of
the proposed development should recognise the proximity of the site to the
railway line.

Objector Sites 49

Land south of Water Orton (Site N and part un-numbered)

First Deposit Objections (promoting allocation)
FD0860 (5774) George Wimpey Strategic Land
FD0539 (4896) The Church of England

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.288 The land promoted for allocation in the first of these objections is an extensive
swathe of countryside (in two separate parcels) around the southern side of the
settlement. The land referred to in the second objection is absorbed within the
larger of the two parcels. It is suggested that development here would represent
housing provision around a node in a good transport corridor close to the Hams
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Hall employment site and proposed multi-modal interchange. While I do not
disagree with that summation, sub-regional strategy voiced in WASP policies
GD.5 and GD.6 is to guide most new housing development towards the County’s
nine main towns (which do not include Water Orton) and away from the Green
Belt, an approach expanded upon in paragraphs 2.5.1 to 2.6.6 of the explanatory
memorandum. Regional strategy in RSS/RPG11 has, if anything, a more
stringent approach. This is expressed particularly in paragraph 6.7, clauses C
and D of policy CF2 and, unless in support of urban regeneration (which is not
the case here), paragraph 3.14(d). Development at nodes on transport corridors
is also only the third choice in the search sequence advocated in paragraph 30 of
PPG3. Notwithstanding the Local Service Centre function that I attribute to the
settlement, outward expansion into the Green Belt should I consider therefore
be avoided altogether here in order to avoid compromising national policy aims,
purposes and objectives set out in paragraphs 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 of PPG2. This is
especially important in such close proximity to the Birmingham conurbation. The
offer of a mix of housing and community facilities in objection 0539(4896)(4897)
does not persuade me to any different view.
H.289 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

WOOD END
H.290 Wood End lies in the western part of the Borough between Dordon and
Kingsbury and is on the northern edge of the Green Belt, which girdles three of
its sides. It has a population of 1152 and includes four shops and a primary
school. Although close to the extensive Kingsbury Link employment estate, there
are no direct pedestrian or cycle links and the route along the main roads is
relatively lengthy with no recognisable footway for part of its length. There are
hourly bus services to Tamworth, Birmingham and Atherstone, decreasing to 2
hourly during the evening period. Journey times are also relatively lengthy
(CD103).
H.291 Kingsbury is much better suited in terms of size and range of facilities to act as a
Local Service Centre in this part of Borough and, given the edge of Green Belt
location, I find nothing to support housing allocations or proposals here.

Site 31 Redevelopment of Islington Crescent, Wood End
Gross site area: 1.2 ha
Expected housing quantity: 55 units 100% affordable
First Deposit Objections
FD0122 (4151) Mr Darren Gould
FD0175 (4226) Mrs J Price
FD0176 (4227) Mrs E Kokorus
FD0186 (4246) Mrs Beverley Forman
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FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon)
FD0200 (4297) Mr W H Powell
FD0258 (4388) Aqbal Uppal
FD0544 (4905) Mrs S E McKinstrie
FD0910 (5983) George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0877 (7823) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Issues variously raised in the objections





Sustainability
Water supply
Traffic
Affordable housing

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.292 There were originally about 20 pre-fabricated dwellings on this site, and the
former service road and dwelling bases still remain in situ. The site is carried
forward from LP1995 and development is now imminent. Indeed, it would seem
from the Council’s evidence (CD97) that the Housing Corporation has approved
funding for it and that the site has now been sold to an RSL. Building is, I
understand, due to start during the summer of 2005 although reference is made
in the Council’s evidence to the potential need to use CPO powers to acquire a
part of the site, a point reflected in objection 0258(4388). I make no further
comment on that particular objection since it does not influence appraisal of the
site’s suitability for allocation and concerns mainly administrative and procedural
matters between the parties, which can be resolved independently of the Local
Plan process. Should that site come forward for development independently of
the whole, proposals would fall to be considered in the light of my recommended
policy CPC and policies HSGB and HSGG, but those policies would not influence
any permission that may be extant at the time the Plan is adopted.
H.293 The Council’s own proposals for development were not sufficiently far advanced
at the end of March 2004 for the scheme to be regarded in the Plan as a
commitment, and (like objector 0258(4388)) I do not regard this as a suitably
sustainable location to introduce 55 new families where the Council’s Housing
Needs Survey identifies an annual need (from all sources) for only 30 dwellings
per annum in the whole of the Kingsbury sub-area. Provision other than to meet
need deriving from within the village itself should, I consider, be at Kingsbury,
where a much wider range of community facilities are available, rather than here.
If completion of site acquisition continues to represent an obstacle to
development then, in my view, the proposal should not progress beyond simply
replacing the number of original dwellings that existed on the site in a manner
that would best serve needs identified within the local community. As there
would be no “gain” in dwelling numbers, it would not then fall for consideration as
one of the Plan’s housing “allocations” or “proposals”. If, however, development
has now already progressed beyond the point of no return (for example, with the
grant of planning permission) then any housing contribution from this site should
be regarded as a “windfall”.
This is because if the Council itself either
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“allocated” or “proposed” development in this location, it would undermine the
Plan’s strategy that I have recommended for the distribution of housing.
H.294 Whether as a windfall or otherwise, it would be necessary for the Council to be
confident, following consultation with the Water Authority and the Highway
Authority that the new dwellings would have adequate water supply and would
not give rise to traffic danger. To that extent, I find the objections on these
infrastructure issues to be unfounded, but that does not alter my view that policy
provision for significant development should not be made here.
H.295 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of allocation site 31 (Islington
Crescent, Wood End).
Objector Site O

Land at Tamworth Road, Wood End

First Deposit Objection (promoting allocation)
FD0846 (5675) (5678) Centex Strategic Land

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
H.296 This is an area of open ground behind dwellings on two of its sides and with
Islington Farm and open countryside on its other two sides. It would seem that
its development would require the demolition of an existing frontage dwelling in
order to provide access. Although on the side of the settlement excluded from
the Green Belt, new housing provision here would effectively result in the
development boundary for the village being extended outwards by a significant
amount on the eastern side. Given my findings in my overall appraisal of the
village at paragraphs H.290–H.291 above, it would not in my view be acceptable
to allocate this site for housing. Should any identifiable local need arise, then
previously developed land at Islington Crescent should be the first choice of
location, not here.
H.297 I place this site in category 4 and recommend
That no modification be made to the Plan.

Summary of recommendations
ATHERSTONE (total of categories 1 and 2 = 187 units)
Category 1 sites
Site 3 Brittannia Mill

56 units

22 affordable

Site 11 Phoenix Yard

55 units

22 affordable
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Category 2 sites
Site 6 Land off York Avenue

16 units

6 affordable

Site 7 Land rear of 78/80 St Georges Road

10 units

10 affordable

Site 10 Land off Sheepy Road

20 units

8 affordable

Site 23a Church Walk Mancetter

30 units

30 affordable

Category 3 sites
Site 8 Queen Elizabeth Lower School

60 units

24 affordable

Site 23b Land at Manor Road, Mancetter

16 units

16 affordable

Site 24 Manor Road Industrial Estate, Mancetter

121 units

48 affordable

Site 34 Football Ground, Atherstone

57 units

23 affordable

Objector site B

30 units

12 affordable

Objector site C

125 units

50 affordable

POLESWORTH/DORDON (total of categories 1 and 2 = 15 units)
Category 1 site
Site 25 The Lynch

15 units

15 affordable

425 units

170 affordable

Category 3 site
Site H (part)
COLESHILL (total of categories 1 and 2 = 170)
Category 1 sites
Site 13 Father Hudson’s

150 units
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Site 16 Land north of Birmingham Road

20 units

8 affordable

70 units

28 affordable

Category 3 sites
Site 15 Land of Park Road

LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES (total of categories 1 and 2 = 361)
Category 2 site
Site 32 Land adjacent to the Dog Inn, Water Orton

10 units

4 affordable

Site 1 Rectory Cottages, Arley

65 units

65 affordable

Site 33 Land of Ransome Road, Arley

21 units

8 affordable

Site 19 Former Michael Drayton Middle School , Hartshill

40 units

40 affordable

Site 21 Site off Pear Tree Avenue, Kingsbury

15 units

15 affordable

Land north of Kingsbury

210 units

84 affordable

Total Category 1

296 dwellings

Total Category 2

86 dwellings

Total Category 3

1637 dwellings

Category 3 sites
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CHAPTER 4 - HOUSING
Objections to Introductory paragraphs
Paragraphs 4.2- 4.4 Snapshot of Local Housing
First Deposit Objections:
FD0200(4299) Mr W H Powell

Second Deposit Objections
RD0828 (7446) (7447) (7448) (7449) (7450) (7451) A R Cartwright Ltd
RD0821 (7721) Mrs J Bassan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0200(4299) criticises the approach to assessment of housing need and
suggests that there should be more focus on co-ownership through Limited Liability
Partnerships and measures to increase the supply of market housing.
4.1

The Council’s Housing Needs Survey, undertaken by Fordham Research
(CD38), follows closely the guidance in the ODPM’s Guide to Housing Needs
Assessment. Consistency is important in this respect since the results of
surveys by different Local Authorities must be capable of collation and use on
a National basis.

4.2

The Council has accepted that there are means by which locally affordable
housing can be provided other than by Registered Social Landlords and my
recommended definition of “locally affordable housing” (paragraph 2.57(b) of
Chapter 2A of this Report refers), which will inform the application of policy
HSGB and the selected allocations and proposals sites for housing
development during the Plan period is formulated with a view to recognising
this potential.

4.3

If the Council were to seek to address market housing costs by significantly
increasing the supply of housing land, it is likely that the intended effect would
negated by increased demand arising from in-migration. Should the WASP
housing requirement would thereby be exceeded, there would also be a
further issue of non-conformity. This is therefore an approach that, whatever
the objector considers its merits might be, should not be initiated or pursued
through the Local Plan process.

Objectors 0821 (7721) and 0828 (7446, 7447, 7448, 7449, 7450 and 7451) consider
that the conclusions of the Housing Needs Survey have been misapplied and that
this has led to excessive affordable housing requirements.
4.4

The Council’s evidence to RTS4 (CD88) acknowledges that the results of the
Housing Needs Survey (CD38) indicate the scale of the affordability problem
rather than the extent of the solution. The findings do not therefore translate
directly into 100% affordable housing requirements and it is for the Council to
decide the extent to which housing need should be met through land use
planning policy. Among other things, this must be determined with a view to
avoiding over-supply (in combination with other sources) or encouraging
excessive levels of in-migration, while ensuring suitably mixed communities
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without rendering market housebuilding uneconomic. Having regard to these
factors, the overall target that I have recommended in core policy CPD is
40%, a figure that would accord with WASP policy H.2 (paragraph 2.49 of
Chapter 2A of this Report). It would include the expected contribution from
“windfall” developments as well as that secured from the Plan’s site specific
proposals and allocations. Only on sites over which the Council has
ownership control or has demonstrated the prior willing agreement of the
owner (the Plan’s site specific proposals) do I recommend that the
requirement be 100% affordable housing. Subject to this approach being
adopted by the Council, I consider that this objector’s criticism of paragraphs
4.2a – 4.3c would be suitably met. With regard to objection 0828 (7451),
paragraph 4.3d simply records a finding of the Housing Needs Survey (CD38)
which manifests itself in policy terms in the deposit Plan only as a
requirement to provide a mix of housing on allocated sites (deposit policy
HSG1). I return to the subject in my appraisal of objections to paragraph
4.18b of the Plan below (paragraphs 4.57-4.59 of this Report, below) and my
recommendation there would ensure a mix of housing in accordance with
PPG3 advice while leaving the size of dwellings for the developer to
determine having regard to marketability (or, in the case of social rented
housing, the waiting list) and I thus find the paragraph acceptable.
Objector 0821 (7721) wants to ensure that up-to-date income figures are used in
paragraph 4.3b.
4.5

This paragraph of the Plan summarises relevant findings of the Housing
Needs Survey 2003 (CD38). It would be wrong to distort the summary by
introducing figures from other sources. Should the survey data be up-dated
before the Plan is adopted, it would be an editing matter for the Council to
insert different figures throughout the “Snapshot of Local Housing” section of
text, including paragraph 4.3b. However, in the absence of any alternative
figures, I make no recommendation in this respect.

Other matter
4.6

It seems to me that paragraphs 4.2a – 4.3c of the Plan may be better
translated into part of the reasoned justification for my recommended core
policy CPD (paragraph 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report), but this is an
editing matter for the Council to decide.

4.7

Recommendation

That no modification be made to paragraphs 4.2- 4.3d of the Plan.

Paragraphs 4.5 - 4.8 National, Regional and Sub-Regional context
First Deposit Objections
FD0200 (4296) Mr W H Powell
FD0631 (5058) C Capner
FD0632 (5059) L S Capner
FD0634 (5072) Mrs G Francis
FD0716 (5174) Carol Foster and T J Foster
FD0775 (5267) John Stanley
FD0821 (5436) Mrs J M Bassan
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FD0891 (5942) R F Chambers

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0200(4296) seeks to promote green field expansion of Atherstone and the
provision of larger homes, rather than urban concentration and small dwellings, in the
interests of promoting economic investment and safeguarding town centre land for
community facilities. Objector 0821(5436) is also concerned to ensure a suitable mix
between properties for rent and properties for purchase in Atherstone and criticises
the amount of affordable housing proposed for the town. Similar points are made in
objections 0631 (5058), 0632 (5059), 0634 (5072), 0716 (5174), 0775 (5267) and
0891 (5942).
4.8

These paragraphs of the Plan highlight relevant parts of national, regional and
WASP strategies that provide the wider framework for the Plan’s policies
across the Borough as a whole. The various sections of text will need updating to reflect, among other things, the January 2005 up-dates of PPG3 and
the status of RSS/RPG11 at the time of adoption, but these are factual
matters for the Council to address in editing. That said, it would be
inappropriate to introduce commentary on local strategy pertinent only to
Atherstone here. It would also, in my view, be inconsistent with the strategies
concerned to promote outward expansion of this town while suitably
discounted capacity remains within the existing development boundary, or to
the exclusion of development at the Borough’s other “main town” –
Polesworth/Dordon. The precise balance of provision in these towns will be
for the Council to determine in the light of my recommendations in paragraphs
2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report and Appendix H.1 and policy HSG1 as I
recommend it be modified (paragraph 4.83, below).

Other matter
4.9

In similar fashion to paragraphs 4.2a – 4.3c above, the Council may wish to
consider relocating these paragraphs to the beginning of the Core Policies
Chapter of the Plan when undertaking final editing prior to adoption.

4.10

Recommendation

That no modification be made to paragraphs 4.5- 4.8 beyond minor editing to
incorporate reference to the 2005 updates of PPG3 and to reflect the status of
RPG11 at the time of adoption.

Paragraph 4.10 Housing Strategy
First Deposit Objections
FD0815 (5391) WCC Property Services Dept
FD0821 (5436) Mrs J M Bassan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusion
Objector 0815(5391) wants a proportion of the affordable housing requirement to be
used for the provision of specialist housing for the elderly.
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4.11

The Local Plan is primarily a land use plan among the aims of which is to
secure sufficient land for the provision of affordable housing following
identification of local needs. The proportions in which that housing land, once
secured, is actually used by those with responsibility for people in need is
primarily a matter between the providers themselves. Housing specifically for
people with special needs is the subject of deposit policy HSGG and it would
not be appropriate to include a reference to the subject here, which simply restates the overall aim of the Council’s housing strategy.

Objector 0821(5436) considers that the overall aim expressed in this paragraph
would not be met by the deposit Plan’s policies and proposals.
4.12

It is a purpose of the Local Plan to make suitable land use provision to
achieve the aim of the Council’s overall Housing Strategy, but that strategy is
a free-standing one to be pursued also by a range of other measures outside
the land use planning system. While the objector’s point may thus be
factually correct, paragraph 4.10 merely states the aim and does not, in itself,
promote any specific approach to addressing it. This may be clearer if the
paragraph, like paragraphs 4.9 and 4.11 were transferred to the Core Policies
Chapter in support of my recommended policies CPA, C and D. Again, the
Council may wish to consider this when undertaking final editing of the Plan
prior to adoption but the subject does not warrant specific recommendation
for modification.

4.13

Recommendation

That no modification be made to paragraph 4.10 of the Plan.

Paragraph 4.12 Meeting the Structure Plan Housing Requirement
First Deposit Objections:
FD0189 (6041) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0200 (4298) Mr W H Powell
FD0815 (5394) WCC - Property Services Dept
FD0815 (5388) WCC - Property Services Dept
FD0821 (5433) J M Bassan
FD0822 (5466) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0910 (5985) George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0189 (7516) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0883 (7500) UK Coal
RD0898 (7065) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The objectors raise a range of general and specific matters concerning housing land
supply.
4.14

Paragraph 4.12 of the Deposit Plan deals with five factors determining
housing provision in North Warwickshire, namely the WASP numerical
housing requirement, the location of new housing, the focus on previously
developed land, the windfall allowance and affordable housing needs. These
are all matters that I have taken into account in considering objections raised
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at the Round Table Sessions and to which I refer in Chapter 2A of this
Report. The points are, in effect, absorbed into my recommended core
policies CPA, C and D (paragraphs 2.8, 2.44 and 2.57) and their reasoned
justification. These deposit Plan paragraphs accordingly become superfluous
and should be deleted, thus suitably meeting the objectors’ criticisms.
4.15

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.12.

Paragraph 4.15 Monitoring
Revised Deposit Objection
RD0883 (7847) UK Coal

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The objector points out that this paragraph is factually incorrect in suggesting that
carrying out an urban capacity study will ensure the operation of the “plan, monitor
and manage” process for ensuring an adequate housing land supply.
4.16

Urban capacity studies have the primary aim of identifying sites suitable for
housing development and inform the planning of land releases but do not
contribute to either monitoring or managing their release. To that extent, the
paragraph is incorrect and should be deleted.

4.17

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.15

POLICY HSG1 – HOUSING ALLOCATIONS
Inspector’s note
4.18

I deal with objections to the deposit Plan’s individual site specific allocations
and associated sections of text in appendix H.1 to this Chapter, where I also
deal with sites advanced for allocation by objectors themselves. Those
appraisals are set within the framework of brief pen portraits of each
settlement that have both informed the compilation of the settlement hierarchy
that I recommend in Appendix S.2 to this Report and which in turn develops
the distribution strategy that I have recommended in Core Policy CPC.

4.19

In effect, I have sought in Appendix H.1 to identify for inclusion as site specific
allocations and proposals in the Plan sites that are both suitable in terms of
location and available to contribute in appropriate proportions to meeting the
residual housing requirement in accordance with my recommended Core
Policies CPA and CPC.

4.20

From the summary at the end of Appendix H.1 it will be seen that this process
has resulted in my being able only to affirm that, from the sites before me,
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land for just 296 houses can be held to be unequivocally suitable and
available for immediate allocation, with provision for a further 86 dependent
on further appraisal of open space needs. By annualising the residual
housing land requirement expressed in my recommended Core Policy CPA, it
can be seen that land for about 142 dwellings per year is required (to be
allocated) for the period end March 2004-end March 2011 (1000÷7). It is thus
evident that, at most, this Plan can make site specific provision for, 3 years
supply of housing land from end-March 2004.
4.21

The normal approach in such circumstances would be for me to recommend
the Council to complete its analysis of open space requirements in
accordance with PPG17 advice and to bring forward sufficient supplementary
sites to make up the requirement to 2011, drawn from among those advanced
by objectors and others identified through further search.
The
“supplementary” sites would then have to be progressed as modifications to
the Plan which, in the event of objections, may lead to a further Inquiry. That
is a process which I consider unacceptable in this case for the reasons that I
give in paragraph H.3 of Appendix H.1. It is also an exercise that would be
unlikely to be completed more quickly than if the Council transfers its efforts
to production of the Core Strategy Development Plan Document, dealing with
housing allocations, which is included in the approved Local Development
Scheme required by the 2004 Act.

4.22

It is for this reason that I have recommended a formulation for my
recommended Core Policy CPA that:
 commits the Council to ensuring the WASP/RSS/RPG11 requirement is
met through “planned provision” (without stipulating that this particular
Plan must make all such provision), and
 is accompanied by affirmation of the commitment to early production of
the Core Strategy Development Plan Document in the approved Local
Development Scheme.

4.23

As I have indicated in paragraph H.4 of Appendix H.1, I have structured my
recommendations in a way that gives the Council clear guidance as to the
respective merits of all the sites before me. In concert with the distribution
strategy I have recommended in Core Policy CPC, this should enable the
Council to make swift progress in selecting sites for inclusion in the Core
Strategy Development Plan Document to 2011 and beyond (in response to
RSS/RPG11). The discipline imposed by the absence of an up-to-date
development Plan and the strictures of the 2004 Act planning regime should
further ensure all due diligence and expediency in this respect. The Core
Strategy Development Plan Document should itself make sufficient provision
for housing land supply for at least 10 years post adoption in accordance with
CD84 and will gather increasing weight as it progresses towards adoption.
Given the transitional nature of this Plan, there is therefore no reason why
continuity of housing land supply cannot be maintained.

4.24

I must stress, however, that inclusion of sites in category 3 of my
recommendations in Annex H.1 does not mean that these sites should be
carried forward automatically into the Core Strategy Development Plan
Document, or should be permitted if applications are submitted in the interim.
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It must remain open to the Council to judge these sites against others that
may be proffered or otherwise become available in the interim, to have regard
to the relative merits of each and to take account of normal development
control considerations. The only caveat is to say that wherever allocations
are made they must accord (at least during the currency of this Plan) with
Core Policy CPC in both location and proportions. In order that I may be
content that this will be so, I have included in my recommendations in
Appendix H.1 at paragraph H.158 a sizeable non-site specific allocation to
Polesworth/Dordon (Proposal A) for the reasons I have outlined in paragraph
H.156. This is intended both to facilitate a Plan-led approach to maintaining
continuity of housing land supply in quantitative terms for the post 2007
period, and to ensure a suitable balance in the distribution of housing
allocations in this Plan.
4.25

Turning to policy HSG1 itself, this need only introduce the various site specific
proposals and allocations, formulated in the manner that I have outlined in
paragraph H.6 of Appendix H.1. My recommendation on policy HSG1 is
made on that basis and is to be found at paragraph 4.83 below, following my
appraisal of objections to the deposit wording of the policy and its reasoned
justification.

Objections to the wording of policy HSG1
First Deposit Objections
FD0064 (4091) Keith Robinson, Glyn Robinson, Lee Russell, Susan Russell
FD0134 (4164) Mr Ian D. Lisseman
FD0159 (4204) T & L Sparrow
FD0165 (4214) Bridget Whitehouse
FD0174 (4225) Mrs L Taylor
FD0189 (4255) (4256) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0194 (4276) Dr Andrew Whitehouse
FD0271 (4413) Mr A Michaloloski
FD0272 (4419) (4420) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0333 (4549) C R Dixon
FD0369 (4613) Amanda Blount
FD0525 (4850) Alan D Jones
FD0539 (4896) The Church of England
FD0804 (5314) Southwest Property Services Ltd
FD0815 (5390) WCC - Property Services Dept
FD0822 (5460) (5465) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0824 (5528) Warwickshire County Council Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy
FD0825 (5569) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0826 (5586) Warwickshire Museum Field Services
FD0830 (5608) (5609) Clients of Tyler-Parkes Partnership
FD0834 (5613) Crisps Farm Ltd
FD0837 (5618) Mr J Stellfox
FD0844 (5659) House Builders Federation
FD0847 (5683) Sport England
FD0850 (5701) Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0857 (5762) Mr R J Arnold
FD0877 (5848) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0878 (5874) (5875) Mr & Mrs K Holloway
FD0883 (5889) (5895) (5892) UK Coal
FD0898 (5952) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0913 (5995) Highways Agency

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7524) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0538 (7056) Coleshill Town Council
RD0840 (7848) GO-WM South Eastern Division
RD0883 (7502)(7503)(7505) UK Coal
RD0189 (7525) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0844 (7018) (7019) (7020) House Builders Federation
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RD0877 (7495) (7798) (7799) (7800) (7801) (7802) (7803) (7804) (7805) (7806) (7807) (7808) (7809) (7810) (7811)
West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0189(4255), 0189(7524), 0824(5528), 0830 (5608) and (5609),
0844(5659), 0850 (5701), 0883 (5889) (5895) (5892) and (7505), 0898 (5952) raise a
range of matters relating to housing land supply and housing distribution. Objectors
0165(4214), 0194(4276), 0271 (4413), 0333 (4549) and 0822(5465) are also
concerned with the quantum and distribution of affordable housing provision.
4.26

The points raised in these objections were considered in RTS1, RTS3 and
RTS4 and my appraisal, conclusions and recommendations are to be found in
Chapter 2A of this Report.

Objector 0877(7495), (7798), (7799), (7800), (7801), (7802), (7803), (7804), (7805),
(7806), (7807), (7808), (7809), (7810), (7811) refers variously to the wording of policy
HSG1 and paragraphs 4.16-4.19 of reasoned justification, saying that the affordable
housing requirement should not be levied other than as a benchmark for negotiation
and that the requirement should apply to all future housing development, not just
allocations.
4.27

The approach to policy formulation for affordable housing that I have
recommended in Core Policy CPD would meet this objector’s points, having
derived from discussion with interested parties at RTS4 (paragraphs 2.45 –
2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report).

Objector 0539(4896) criticises the housing capacity study and say provision should
be made for development of greenfield sites, which the study has precluded.
4.28

The relationship between the Council’s methodology in undertaking its urban
capacity study and arriving at a strategy for the distribution of development
was considered as part of RTS1 and my findings and recommendations are
to be found at paragraphs 2.19 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report.

Objector 0840(7848) questions whether sites for 100% affordable housing would
compromise the creation of mixed communities, submits that the sites would also
need to be justified and suggests that there is a further need to justify the low site
size thresholds for a number of the 40% sites.
4.29

The amount of new housing to be delivered during the Plan period would
represent a very small proportion of the total housing stock available within
the Borough (existing and proposed). Provided allocations for 100%
affordable housing are therefore individually relatively small in scale and not
concentrated in small settlements, it is unlikely that community mix would be
significantly affected. The need for some such sites is established by the
Council’s Housing Needs Survey (CD38) and in order to “balance” allocations
where the more widely sought 40% target cannot, in practice, be achieved. I
have considered the thresholds in paragraph 2.48 – 2.50 of Chapter 2A of this
Report and indicate there why I consider them to be acceptable.
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Objectors 0844(5659) and 0898(5952) oppose the 100% affordable requirement and
40% on others, mainly because it would compromise delivery of the WASP overall
housing target and, in consequence, the delivery also of affordable housing.
4.30

With the modifications I recommend pursuant to my analysis in paragraph
2.45 – 2.57 of this Report, the 100% requirement would apply only to the
Council’s own “proposals” and would not therefore bear on the development
of allocations being advanced by market housebuilders. Elsewhere, the 40%
target accords broadly with WASP policy H.2 and would represent the starting
point for site-by-site negotiations having regard to the economics of provision
and the need to achieve a successful housing development. I thus see no
reason why housing land supply should be compromised.

Objector 0877(5848) wants policy to integrate the affordable housing requirement
with the allocations, so that its provision is not a separate, detached issue.
4.31

A direct link between affordable housing provision and overall housing land
supply is established by the “affordable housing assumption” referred to in
paragraph 4.2.5 of the WASP Explanatory Memorandum. In order to monitor
housing land supply and suitably manage its release (as I have indicated in
paragraph 2.54 – 2.56 of Chapter 2A of this Report), it is therefore
appropriate to include, in the various site specific allocations, a target for
affordable housing delivery from each site. The framework within which
negotiations for affordable housing will take place, however, applies
universally and equably to all allocated and “windfall” sites and is, as I have
indicated in CD90, therefore most economically expressed in a single policy
based on deposit policy HSGB. That policy as I recommend it be modified
would, I consider, suitably meet the objector’s concern.

Objector 0847(5683) is concerned to avoid the loss of sports and recreational spaces
(sites 8, 19 and 23 in particular). Objectors 0165(4214), 0194(4276), 0271(4413)
and 0333(4549) raise similar points with specific regard to Atherstone/Mancetter.
4.32

Given that open space, once built upon, is lost forever, it is unacceptable for
the Council to allocate or propose development on any open spaces that may
be of public value. That is the thrust of paragraph 10 of PPG17, which I drew
to the Council’s particular attention at the Inquiry. It does not, however,
follow, that sites containing existing or potentially useable open space must
be deleted altogether from the Plan. Rather, such sites should not be brought
forward until such time as a robust and up-to-date assessment has
demonstrated them to be “surplus to requirements” in accordance with
PPG17 advice. For open spaces in the main towns and Coleshill that may
have potential to serve the needs of the Borough as a whole, this would mean
completion of a Borough-wide appraisal. However, for small areas of open
space (such as neighbourhood play areas) and others in relatively isolated
settlements, an appraisal of purely local needs may be sufficient provided
consultation has first taken place with the local community and support for the
proposals engendered. In my analysis of the individual proposals, allocations
and objector sites in appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report, I have placed
all potential “open space” sites in category 2, but it would be open to the
Council to re-introduce those that are surplus, as housing allocations or
proposals, if the PPG17 process is completed first.
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Objectors 0165(4214) and 0194(4276) want to see provision of larger “executive”
houses, especially in Atherstone and Mancetter.
4.33

I consider the Council’s policy approach to securing a suitable mix of
dwellings in my appraisal of objections to paragraph 4.18b of reasoned
justification, below (paragraphs 4.57 – 4.58, below). In effect, the deposit
policy requirement is for a mix of dwellings to be provided. On the Council’s
own “proposals sites”, the focus will be on affordable housing (with the
Housing Needs survey indicating a particular need for 2 and 4+ bedroom
properties) and on the “allocations sites”, provision beyond that reserved for
affordable housing will be for the market to determine (representing some
60% of the total). No similar requirement attaches to “windfall” development,
so should there be a market demand for particular house types, there would
thus be no policy reason why they should not be provided in suitable
proportions.

Objectors 0271(4413) and 0333(4549) are concerned that there will be insufficient
capacity in local facilities (such as doctors and dentists) to service a concentration of
development in Atherstone/Mancetter.
4.34

In accordance with my recommended Core Policy 10, it would be open to the
Council to impose planning conditions or seek planning Obligations to avoid
any potential shortfall in capacity that may be attributable to proposed
development.

Objector 0913(5995) is concerned about the potential cumulative impact of traffic on
the trunk road network from allocations at Atherstone, Polesworth and Dordon and
seeks additional text in paragraph 4.19 to say that transport assessment will be
needed and developer funded mitigation measures agreed. The objector suggests
also that a sequential test for housing be included as a separate policy to deliver
sustainable patterns of development.
4.35

It is apparent from correspondence with the Highways Agency that objector
0913(5995) does not object in principle to development in the three
settlements referred to on highway capacity grounds (CD110). Rather, the
point being made is simply that capacity may have to be increased and that
developer financing will be sought to bring any necessary measures forward.
In order to avoid uncertainty about the realism of development allocations
progressing during the Plan period, it would be helpful for at least some
indication of the measures likely to be required to be included in the site
selection process, and referred to in the allocations themselves.
Nonetheless, the requirement for transport assessments and travel plans is
the subject matter of policy TPT1, which would apply at development control
stage to allocations, and developer contributions is likewise the subject of my
recommended core policy CP10. The delivery of sustainable patterns of
development is covered by my recommended Core Policy CPC. Given those
policies, there is in my view no need for further modification to meet this
objection.

Objectors 0877 (7495) and 0883 (7502) oppose the policy sentence “The following
sites are allocated for 40% affordable units:”
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4.36

Since any requirement for the provision of affordable housing must have
regard, among other things, to the economics of provision and the need to
achieve a successful development (as referred to in paragraph 10 of Circular
6/98), it is inappropriate to make development allocations for a fixed number
of affordable units unless the developer has signalled agreement to the
number proposed. The alternative approach that I recommend (where there
is no such agreement) is to indicate a numerical target for monitoring
purposes in each allocation and to establish the 40% figure as the starting
point for negotiations on all developments in a modified version of policy
HSGB. The sentence objected to is therefore unnecessary and would be
deleted in my recommended reformulation of policy HSG1. This would, I
consider, suitably meet the objectors’ point.

Objectors 0804(5314), 0844(5659) and 0189(7525) oppose the policy sentence “The
Council will expect these housing sites to be developed for the number of units
shown in the tables above and not for any other purpose.”
4.37

Although the main function of policy HSG1 is to ensure that the WASP
housing requirement will be met, it must achieve this by ensuring an adequate
supply of housing land rather than by the stipulation of precise dwelling
numbers. Indeed, unless the Council and prospective developers have joined
in sufficiently detailed appraisal of the individual allocation sites to be able to
agree a specific number of dwellings it would be inappropriate for the force of
Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act to attach to a specific number. Such an
approach would not, for example, allow for variation in response to detailed
design considerations revealed only at development control stage. Instead, it
is customary to apply a “density assumption” to convert between the amount
of land needing to be allocated and the amount of housing needing to be built.

4.38

Thus, in the table annexed to the minutes of RTS3 (which I have
recommended as the format for inclusion in the Plan, at paragraph 2.8 of
Chapter 2A), I have employed a density assumption of 40 dph, being the midpoint in the range between 30 dph and 50 dph referred to in paragraph 58 of
PPG3 as representing efficient use of land. That same density assumption
should also be applied to the sum total of the net area of the sites selected for
allocations/proposals in Annex H1 to this Report, in order to ensure that the
Plan is capable of delivering the amount of housing land required to meet the
WASP requirement at a “normally suitable” density. I cannot undertake that
exercise in this case because the net site areas are not before me. The
allocations themselves may, however, include an estimation of the likely
numbers that the Council thinks each site is actually likely to deliver. This
would recognise site specific variations between, for example, sites that
include existing buildings for residential conversion/adaptation (such as
Brittannia Mill) and sites that would be developed afresh entirely for housing
(such as The Lynch). Monitoring of development control decisions as the
various allocations and proposals come forward would then identify whether
these latter figures are being achieved, with phasing policy used (if
appropriate) to suitably regulate supply in the case of impending shortfall or
surplus. In that “plan, monitor, manage” regime, the sentence objected to is
unduly prescriptive and, given the limited housing provision that can be made
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in this Plan, it is also superfluous and is therefore deleted in my
recommended reformulation of policy HSG1.
Objectors 0844(7018), 0877(7495), and 0883(7502) oppose the policy sentence
“Affordable units will be provided before or in tandem with market accommodation”.
4.39

In most cases, the locally affordable element is likely to be provided by a
different developer than the market housing, or at least under a separate
contract. The planning system must be sufficiently flexible to recognise this.
In effect, it will be for the terms of the planning permission for an allocated site
that will seek to control the sequence in which development takes place,
rather than the terms of the policy. It is sufficient for reasoned justification to
indicate that, where affordable housing is to be provided, a condition may be
imposed or an Obligation sought to ensure its delivery and that, to my mind, is
more important than stipulating the sequence in which it is to be provided. My
recommendation at paragraph 4.83 below follows this approach.

Objectors 0844(7019), 0883(7503) oppose the policy sentences “The above sites are
expected to deliver benefits specified in this Plan. Where they do not, the site will be
developed for 100% affordable housing”.
4.40

It is unacceptably vague to refer to “benefits specified in this Plan” when none
are specified in a way that can be directly attributed to any particular site or
sites. If the Council wishes to secure particular “benefits” in conjunction with
the allocation of land for housing development, the allocation itself must state
what the expected benefits are actually intended to be. These should be
formulated in the light of initial appraisal of the economics of provision or
agreement to their provision with the site owner and/or prospective
developers. Failure to do so may prejudice the delivery of housing to meet
the WASP policy H.1 requirement. The sentences are both therefore deleted
in my recommended reformulation of policy HSG1.

Objector 0844(7020) opposes the policy sentence “All housing developments will be
expected to provide or improve play facilities”.
4.41

There can be no justification for requiring all housing development on
allocated sites to provide or improve play facilities, because not all
development will take place in areas where there is or would be a deficiency,
or where play provision would necessarily be appropriate for safety or other
reasons, or will be of a type that generates a requirement for play facilities
(housing for the elderly for example).

4.42

Once the PPG17 process of need assessment, audit and local standard
setting has been completed, and if it indicates a need for more or better
equipped play spaces (or other open space), it would be open to the Council
to include specific requirements when making housing allocations or, at
development control stage, to apply the standards that residential
development in general would be required to satisfy. In the interim, however,
the sentence objected to must be deleted and requirements judged on a siteby site basis, having regard to Circular 1/97 advice.
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Objectors 0804(5314), 0844(5659) oppose the policy paragraph reading “Developers
are required to prepare and consult on development briefs for these sites, which will
be adopted by the Council before the submission of any planning applications”
saying that such a requirement would be unreasonable.
4.43

In my experience, requiring developers to prepare development briefs is an
unusual approach, since the purpose of such documents is normally for the
Council itself to elucidate and exemplify plan policies, and thereby give
greater certainty to all those involved in the design and development process.

4.44

In this case, it would seem from paragraph 4.19 of reasoned justification that
the Council is seeking an explanation from prospective developers of the way
in which proposals are being formulated in order to satisfy the generality of
the Plan’s development control requirements. To some degree, this is
duplicative of policy ENV14 as I recommend it be modified inasmuch as the
pre-application design statements referred to there (paragraphs 3.130 – 3.142
of Chapter 3 of this Report) would be a suitably effective and flexible
mechanism for structuring the design and planning process in the case of
sites which are not the subject of a Council-produced development brief.

4.45

Beyond those design issues, the requirements of the policy and paragraph
4.19 are, I consider, unacceptably vague.
If the Council wants to ensure
that its expectations in respect of “local housing and environmental
requirements and other objectives of the Plan” are met, it is incumbent on the
Council to state clearly what those requirements are in the formulation of its
allocations and any supplementary planning documents that may accompany
them.
Such an approach would provide for appropriate community
involvement in the planning of development on the allocation and proposals
sites and engender necessary support from the local community in bringing
the Plan’s proposals to early and successful conclusion.

Objector 0844(5659) requests that the site areas expressed in the policy be net
areas, not gross, to accord with PPG3 and questions some of the densities
envisaged by the Council.
4.46

The site areas for the allocated sites should be expressed as net densities in
accordance with the advice in Annex C to PPG3. I have indicated what I
regard as the suitable approach to expressing the Council’s estimates of
residential density in my appraisal of objections 0804(5314), 0844(5659) and
0189(7525) (paragraph 4.37, above). This is necessary to guard against any
risk that excessively optimistic density estimates may lead to an inadequate
supply of housing land.

Objections to paragraphs 4.16 – 4.19m and 4.30 – 4.31 of reasoned
justification for policy HSG1
Paragraph 4.16
FD0828 (5598) A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0885 (5903) David Hodgetts Farms
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Objector 0828(5598) seeks clearer expression of the Plan’s strategy for the
distribution of development and the reasons underlying it, suggesting also that
Ansley should be identified as a “Local Service Centre”.
Objector 0885(5903) criticises the Plan’s approach to the distribution of housing
allocations, arguing that there should be greater provision for development at
Polesworth/Dordon
4.47

The main thrust of these two objections was included in the subject matter
deliberated upon in RTS1 (CD85) and is subject to the modifications that I
have recommended at paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report. There is
a related site specific objection to 0828(5598) and I consider the proposed
status of Ansley in connection with that, in Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my
Report (paragraphs H.181 – H.184).
I deal with development at
Polesworth/Dordon in paragraphs H.117 - H.158 of that same Appendix. In
view of my recommendations there, I make no specific recommendation for
modification in direct response to either of this particular pair of objections.
Nonetheless, in the light of my recommendations at paragraph 2.44 of
Chapter 2A of this Report, paragraph 4.16 is superfluous and should be
deleted.

Recommendation
4.48

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.16.

Paragraph 4.17
First Deposit Objections
FD0821 (5434) J M Bassan
FD0828 (5598) A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0885 (5902) (5903) David Hodgetts Farms
FD0910 (5978) George Wimpey Strategic Land

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7861) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0883 (7853) UK Coal

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0821(5435) suggests there should be a greater correlation between the
distribution of housing allocations and the employment provision made at Hams Hall
and Birch Coppice. Objectors 0828(5598) and 0885(5903) question the Plan’s
approach to the distribution of housing development.
4.49

Paragraph 4.17 of the deposit Plan is concerned with meeting the WASP
numerical housing requirement rather than the distribution of development.
Whatever the veracity of the objectors’ criticisms, it would therefore be
inappropriate to meet them here.
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Objectors 0189(7861), 0885(5902), 0910(5978) and 0883(7853) question the
calculation of the residual housing requirement and suggest that more land should be
allocated for development.
4.50

All of these objections concern the subject matter of RTS3, and my
commentary and recommendations at paragraphs 2.3 – 2.8 of Chapter 2A of
this Report respond to them accordingly. In the light of my findings and
recommendations there, the tabulation at paragraph 4.17 is unsuitable and
unnecessary. The paragraph should therefore be deleted.

4.51

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.17 in its entirety.

Paragraph 4.18
First Deposit Objections
FD0828 (5598) A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0885 (5903) David Hodgetts Farms

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The objectors consider sites 1, 20, 25, 30 and 31 to be inappropriate for allocation.
4.52

I deal with site specific objections in Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my
Report. In itself, the fact that sites were allocated for development in LP1995
is not sufficient justification for their inclusion in the deposit Plan. This
paragraph should therefore be deleted.

4.53

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.18.

Paragraph 4.18a
Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7527) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0847 (7483) Sport England
RD0844 (7021) House Builders Federation
RD0898 (7074) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0847(7483) contends that the PPG17 process for setting local open space
standards should be completed and included in the Plan’s strategy.
4.54

I consider the implications of PPG17 for open space provision in the Borough
in my appraisal of objections to policy ENV6 (paragraphs 3.75 – 3.87 of
Chapter 3 of this Report). Given that the Council had, at the time of the
Inquiry, only completed the first stage of the PPG17 process for establishing
local open space requirements, it would not, in my view, be appropriate to
follow the objector 0847(7483) approach. That would delay the Plan moving
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to adoption until the process is completed and leave North Warwickshire
without Local Plan coverage for a potentially lengthy period. Rather, my
recommendations in Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report are advanced
on a more pragmatic basis, whereby sites that may be subject to open space
needs (“category 2” sites in Appendix H.1) are brought forward only when
requisite PPG17 processes have been completed. In some cases that may
be prior to adoption of this Plan and in others it may require potential
suitability
to be reconsidered in the context of the Core Strategy
Development Plan Document that the Council is committed to producing in
accordance with its approved Local Development Scheme under the 2004
Act. In either case, the supply of open space would not be prejudiced. This
approach would, it seems to me, suitably meet the objector’s concern.
Objectors 0189(7527), 0844(7021) and 0898(7074) variously consider that play
space requirements should be considered on a site-by-site basis having regard to
local need, be proportional to the impact of the proposed development and directly
related to the site.
4.55

Paragraph 4.18a of the deposit Plan refers to site specific allocations and not
to windfall development. If the Council wishes to secure open space in
connection with site specific allocations (or proposals), it should specify the
amount and type of provision required on each particular site and ensure that
there are suitable arrangements in place to secure delivery (through the
application of my recommended Core Policy CP10 where Circular 1/97
requirements are met, or through separate arrangements where they are not).
To do otherwise would compromise the ability of development to satisfy the
requirements of Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act. On that basis, paragraph
4.18a of the Plan should be deleted and any specific open space
requirements included within the site specific allocations. In the present
absence of any local standards pending PPG17 analysis, this will mainly be a
matter for the Council’s proposed Core Strategy Development Plan Document
to address. Until then, paragraph 4.18a is unacceptably vague and should be
deleted.

4.56

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.18a.

Paragraph 4.18b
Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7528) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0844 (7021) House Builders Federation
RD0883 (7506) UK Coal
RD0898 (7066) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
All of these objectors consider that dwelling size requirements should be considered
only on a site-by-site basis, objector 0898(7066) adding that the Council’s Housing
Needs Survey represents an indication of need only at one particular moment in time.
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4.57

The first part of this paragraph is superfluous because it does no more than
repeat paragraph 4.3d. The second part is unacceptable because it
expresses a policy requirement in reasoned justification. That requirement is
manifested differently in the policy itself, simply as a “mix of size of dwellings”.
This part of paragraph 4.3d is thus contradictory and likely to engender
confusion over what is actually likely to be required. I take the policy wording
to represent what the Council actually intends and consider the paragraph of
reasoned justification should therefore be deleted.

4.58

Notably, both policy HSG1 and this paragraph of reasoned justification refer
only to allocations (and proposals), so the mix in windfall development is left
(whether intentionally or by omission) for the market to decide. If the Council
therefore wishes to secure particular types of housing identified from the
Needs Survey, it should clearly state the requirements in the individual site
specific allocations - having first taken account of the implications for
deliverability (of overall housing numbers as well as the types of dwellings
concerned), which may be compromised if the provision is not supported by
prospective developers. With that proviso, I am content that the advice in
paragraphs 9-11 of PPG3 would be suitably met, without the need for
paragraph 4.18b.

4.59

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.18b.

Paragraph 4.19
First Deposit Objections
FD0319 (4477) Rekord Sales Ltd
FD0321 (4480) Whetstone Brothers Ltd
FD0828 (5598) A R Cartwright Ltd
FD0885 (5903) David Hodgetts Farms

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0811 (7780) English Heritage

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0319(4477) and 0321(4480) consider that the requirement should be for
development briefs to be submitted with a planning application rather than
beforehand.
4.60

I have considered the points raised here in my appraisal of the wording of
policy HSG1 itself, and consider this requirement to be unacceptable for the
reasons I give there (paragraphs 4.37 - 4.38 above). The paragraph should
therefore be deleted.

Objector 0811 (7780) seeks inclusion of a reference to Conservation Area appraisals.
4.61

References to Conservation Area Appraisals, Parish Plans, Village Design
Statements and other supplementary planning documents are more suitably
set out in reasoned justification for policies ENV14 and ENV15, which apply
to all developments including those concerning the allocation sites.
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Objectors 0828(5598) and 0885(5903) include this paragraph in a comprehensive
objection to paragraphs 4.16-4.19 of the first deposit version of the Plan, but make no
specific criticism of it.
4.62

In the absence of any specific issue to deal with, I make no comment on
these objections here.

4.63

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19.
___________________________________________________________________
Paragraph 4.19a
First Deposit Objections
FD0826(5576) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0826(5576) wants inclusion of a reference in this paragraph to the potential
location of archaeological remains and the need for prior evaluation and mitigation.
4.64

Where there are potentially archaeological remains on allocations or
proposals sites, this should be identified in the site specific allocation or
proposal concerned and not in paragraph 4.19a, which is concerned with
affordable housing provision on all sites. My site specific recommendations in
Appendix H.1 to the Plan are formulated on this basis.

4.65

Recommendation

That no modification be made.

Paragraph 4.19b
Revised deposit objections
RD0536 (7759) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0877 (7812) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0536 (7759) questions the assertion that there is sufficient justification to
seek 100% affordable housing on the specified sites.
Objector 0877 (7812) wants the affordable housing requirement set as a benchmark
for negotiation adding that affordable housing should be a requirement of all future
housing development.
4.66

Given the findings of the Council’s Housing Needs Survey (CD38) there may
be justification for seeking 100% affordable housing on some, if not all,
allocation sites but in either case the question the Council must address is
whether or not it would be expedient to do so. For the reasons set out in
paragraphs 2.48 – 2.50 of Chapter 2A of this Report, I have come to the view
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that it would be appropriate to seek 100% affordable housing only on those
sites that the Council or a willing social housing provider have direct control
over. To do otherwise would risk putting overall housing land supply at risk
and make delivery less certain, rather than the reverse. Those allocations are
to be reformulated as the Council’s own proposals, to distinguish them clearly
from other sites (both allocations and windfalls) where 40% affordable
housing will be the target and starting point for negotiations. In that way, the
points raised in both of these objections would, I consider, be suitably met.
Paragraph 4.19b should, however, in the light of these findings be deleted in
its entirety.
4.67

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19b.

Paragraph 4.19d
First deposit objection
RD0898 (7071) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The objector questions whether past failure to deliver affordable housing is
attributable to the absence of suitable policies, as the Council asserts in this
paragraph.
4.68

There can be no dispute that an appropriate policy framework is necessary to
secure delivery of affordable housing, but it is in my view inappropriate for the
Council to draw the inference that the bulk of future housing in the Borough
would need to be 100% affordable in order to redress the consequent
“backlog” in provision. No such requirement should be imposed unilaterally
upon private housing developers. Indeed, to impose such a requirement on
many allocation sites is likely to have an opposite effect, and is also likely to
threaten overall housing land supply. My recommendation (paragraphs 2.49
and 2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report refer) that a 40% affordable housing
requirement be established on allocation sites and windfalls, as a starting
point for negotiations and to facilitate monitoring, is an approach that in my
consideration would suitably meet this objector’s main point of criticism
without unduly inhibiting the supply of housing, including affordable housing.
Paragraph 4.19d is unsatisfactory in this respect and should be deleted

4.69

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19d.

Paragraph 4.19f
Revised deposit objections
RD0536 (7857) Atherstone Hall Estate
RD0828 (7452) A R Cartwright Ltd
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4.70

Both objectors question the Council’s general approach to the provision of
affordable housing. This was the subject matter of RTS4, and I record my
findings and recommendations in that respect at paragraphs 2.45 -2.57 of
Chapter 2A of this Report. In particular Circular 6/98 provides that in
settlements in rural areas with a population of 3,000 or less (which includes
all but a few of those in North Warwickshire), the local planning authority
should adopt appropriate thresholds based on assessments which include
local needs and the available supply of land for housing. These are to be
adopted through the Local Plan process. Such assessments have been
made and, given the overall rural character of the Borough and the limited
size and relatively small number of “greenfield” sites likely to come forward, I
am content that the thresholds proposed by the Council are necessary to
ensure delivery of adequate affordable housing during the Plan period. In the
light of all my findings and recommendations on the subject (paragraph 2.57
of Chapter 2A of this Report), I consider the objectors’ concerns to have been
suitably met. Paragraph 4.19f should nonetheless be deleted.

4.71

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19f.

Paragraph 4.19h
Revised deposit objections
RD0828 (7453) A R Cartwright Ltd
RD0898 (7069) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
4.72

As the objectors say, the finding of the Council’s Housing Needs Survey
(CD98) that there is a “need to maximise the availability of affordable housing
from all available sources” ought not be translated without question directly
into a requirement sites to deliver 100% affordable housing. Nonetheless,
paragraph 4.19h simply records the finding of the Survey and the Council’s
cognisance of the need to consider other matters is reflected in policy
formulation which allocates some sites for 100% affordable housing and
some sites for 40% affordable housing. While there are nonetheless
shortcomings in the Council’s approach (in consequence of which paragraph
4.19h should be deleted), the subject was fully aired at RTS4 (paragraphs
2.45–2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report) and my conclusions and
recommendations there (CD88) suitably meet these objections.

4.73

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19h.
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Paragraph 4.19l
Revised deposit objections
RD0189 (7529) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0326 (7034) Mr & Mrs E Collins
RD0530 (7037) Susan Evans
RD0758 (7526) Mr C. Cassidy
RD0821 (7727) J M Bassan
RD0828 (7454) A R Cartwright Ltd
RD0883 (7507) UK Coal
RD0898 (7068) Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd
RD0969 (7837) M. E. & L. A. Hamson

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0189(7529, 0530(7037), 0821(7727), 0969(7837) request that the
definition of affordable housing be expanded to include shared ownership and low
cost market housing in accordance with Circular 6/98 and/or suggest that the 40%
requirement should be open to negotiation.
Objectors 0828(7454) questions the Council’s overall approach to affordable housing
provision.
4.74

It is necessary to distinguish between affordable housing in the context of
Circular 6/98 and what is “locally affordable” having regard to the relationship
between local incomes and local house prices/market rents (paragraph 2.45
of Chapter 2a of this Report refers). In the case of North Warwickshire, this
latter relationship is such that low cost market housing would not meet
identified needs. Nonetheless, there are other means by which locally
affordable housing could be provided than through renting from a registered
social landlord and the definition of “locally affordable housing” that I have
recommended at paragraph 2.57(b) of Chapter 2a of this Report recognises
this. I have likewise recommended that on all sites other than those under
the Council’s direct control or that of a willing social housing provider, the
40% requirement should be the target for monitoring and the starting point for
negotiations. I therefore consider these representations to have been met by
my recommendations elsewhere in this Report (paragraph 2.57 of Chapter 2A
of this Report in particular). Those recommendations make this paragraph
superfluous and it should be deleted.

Objector 0898(7068) is unconvinced by the basis on which the Council’s Housing
Needs Survey has reached its conclusions
4.75

The Council’s Housing Needs Survey has been produced in accordance with
Government advice and I do not find it open to criticism in that respect.
Nonetheless, it is a document that informs rather than dictates the Local Plan
policy formulation process. Its findings must be interpreted with considerable
care having regard to other land use planning aims including, for example, the
need to promote sustainable patterns of development. The interpretation of
the Survey was considered at RTS4 and my recommendations at paragraph
2.57 of Chapter 2A of this Report respond suitably to this objection.

Objector 0883(7507) suggests that the type and form of tenure for affordable housing
should be left for the market to decide.
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4.76

The approach suggested by this objector would inevitably leave identified
local needs unmet, because those unable to afford to purchase would
effectively be excluded from the housing market.

Objector 0758(7526) seeks greater dispersal of affordable housing and the option for
all occupiers to purchase their own homes.
4.77

The approach that I have recommended for the distribution of housing
(including affordable housing) would focus mostly on the “main towns” and on
Coleshill, where residents would have greatest access to a range of jobs,
shops, leisure facilities and other services, with relatively limited provision
elsewhere (paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report). In all cases other
than where the Council or some other willing social housing provider has
direct control of the land, provision of affordable housing would represent only
an element of the total housing on the site, generally 60% or more of which
would be market housing. Whether the 40% or so affordable provision is
distributed throughout each site or focused on particular parts would be for
the developer and/or provider to determine, as would any arrangements for
“staircasing” to partial or full ownership on both 40% and 100% affordable
sites. I therefore consider the objector’s underlying concern, that large
concentrations of housing for those in need would be created, is unfounded.

4.78

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19l.

Paragraph 4.19m
Revised deposit objection
RD0828 (7454) A R Cartwright Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The objector is concerned that the reference to the Council’s Affordable Housing
Protocol in this paragraph effectively seeks to attach development plan status to a
document that has not been through the appropriate planning process.
4.79

For the avoidance of doubt, my consideration of objections is limited to the
development plan itself and does not extend to the consideration of
supplementary planning documents.
Paragraph 3.16 of PPG12 and
paragraphs 2.42 - 2.44 of PPS12 explain the status attaching to such
documents produced under the 1990 Act and 2004 Act respectively. It would
not, in my view, be appropriate for the Council to cross-refer to the Protocol in
any Development Plan Document until the necessary processes referred to in
those paragraphs have been completed. The paragraph should accordingly
be deleted.

4.80

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of paragraph 4.19m.
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Paragraphs 4.30- 4.31
First deposit objections
FD0327 (4502) Mr and Mrs R Grimsley
FD0614 (5034) Mr and Mrs L Stafford
FD0821 (5423) J M Bassan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0327(4502) and 0164(5034) oppose the provision of any more affordable
housing in Atherstone.
4.81

Both paragraphs are deleted from the deposit Plan. Given the provisions of
WASP policies GD.3 and H.2, the objector’s stance is, nonetheless,
untenable.

Objector 0821(5423) submits that the reference in paragraph 4.31 to “ring fencing”
sites for 100% affordable housing fails to recognise the different characteristics of
each settlement.
4.82

The paragraph referred to has not been carried forward into the second
deposit version of the Plan, but manifests itself now in the sites allocated for
100% affordable housing in policy HSG1 itself. It cannot always be the case
that affordable housing needs are met only where they arise – there may be
no suitable land available or the location concerned may not be a sustainable
one, for example. A more appropriate approach is to provide for the
“migration component” of the WASP policy H.2 affordable housing
requirement in the main towns and Coleshill where the widest range of
facilities is available and is coupled with accessible public transport. This
would avoid creating social exclusion among the Borough’s “incomers”. For
locally arising needs, it may be appropriate to focus provision on the Local
Service Centres, where those needing affordable housing would likewise
have access to a range of facilities and adequate public transport, albeit on a
lesser scale than in the main towns, and can contribute to the range and
vitality of local community services in areas where they have established
roots. Where there is a more specific and demonstrable need to provide local
accommodation elsewhere, for example to enable elderly people to remain
within the settlement they have always inhabited, it may be appropriate to rely
on “rural exceptions” to provide the very limited amount of accommodation
likely to be required in more dispersed locations. The approach that I have
recommended to distinguishing between 100% and 40% affordable sites, and
the general strategy for the distribution of housing, including affordable
housing, reflects this pattern (paragraphs 2.19 -2,44, 2.49, 2.57 of Chapter 2A
of this Report refer) and would suitably respond to the objector’s concern.

4.83 Overall Recommendation on Policy HSG1, taking account of the
foregoing findings:
a)

That policy HSG1 be modified to read:
POLICY HSG1 HOUSING LAND ALLOCATIONS AND PROPOSALS
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THE FOLLOWING SITE SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS AND PROPOSALS
ARE MADE TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS MEETING THE RESIDUAL
HOUSING REQUIREMENT FOR THE DISTRICT DURING THE PERIOD
END MARCH 2004 TO END MARCH 2011 EXPRESSED IN CORE POLICY
A:
(Council then to list out the various allocations and proposals in sequence).
b)

That reasoned justification be formulated to:
 Refer to the residual housing requirement expressed in my
recommended policy CPA.
 Indicate that together these allocations and proposals would provide
land sufficient only for approximately ….(Council to insert)
dwellings.
 That allocations and proposals to make up the shortfall and to
ensure maintenance of a 10 year supply of housing land will be
brought forward through a core strategy development plan
document produced in accordance with the approved Local
Development Scheme.
 Say that conditions or Obligations may be imposed where affordable
housing is a requirement of a site specific allocation or proposal.

Policy HSG2 - Phasing of Housing
and paragraphs 4.26-4.27
First Deposit Objections
FD0048 (4074) David & Christine Maddams
FD0134 (4165) Mr I D Lisseman
FD0146 (4187) Ian G Keeley
FD0159 (4205) T & L Sparrow
FD0189 (4257) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0259 (4390) Mr G R Eddon
FD0349 (4576) Mr M Lodge
FD0475 (4768) Martin C Davis
FD0476 (4773) Gillian D Davis
FD0854 (5724) Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd
FD0536 (4884) Atherstone Hall Estate
FD0545 (4907) PCPT Architects
FD0548 (4916) Atherstone Town Council
FD0793 (5297) T Putland
FD0821 (5426) J M Bassan
FD0828 (5599) A R Cartwight

FD0844 (5660) House Builders Federation
FD0846 (5676) Centex Strategic Land Ltd
FD0849 (5698) Coventry City Council
FD0850 (5702) Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0898 (5953) Redrow Homes (Midlands)

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0859 (7464) Leicestershire County Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
4.84

The objections to this policy raise issues of principle concerning specific sites,
considerations relating to the provision of affordable housing, and a range of
criticisms concerning detailed wording and the basis on which phasing is
promoted by the Council. There are related objections to the specific sites,
which I consider in Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report, so I do not
consider those further here. While noting the other objections to the policy
itself, it is apparent from my findings on policy HSG1 and in Appendix H,1 to
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this Report that there is an insufficient supply of housing land for site specific
allocation in North Warwckshire during the currency of this Plan to warrant a
phasing policy. The policy and its reasoned justification should therefore be
deleted in their entirety.
4.85

Recommendation

That the plan be modified by the deletion of policy HSG2 and paragraphs 4.264.27.

POLICY HSG6 - Housing Outside Development Boundaries and
paragraphs 4.45 and 4.56
First Deposit Objections
FD0284 (4438) – Trustees of Packington Estate
FD0537 (4888) – Arbury Estate
FD0769 (5248) – Matthew Edwards
FD0850 (5706) – Cala Homes Ltd
FD0854 (5728) – Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd
FD0856 (5744) – CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0857 (5764) – Mr R J Arnold
FD0858 (5769) – Walton Homes Ltd
FD0866 (5791) – Mr P Moorewood
FD0877 (5854) – West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0537 (7479 & 7480) – Arbury Estate
RD0859 (7468) – Leicestershire County Council
RD0866 (7700, 7701, 7702 & 7703) – Mr P Moorewood
RD0913 (7869) - Highways Agency
RD0953 (7054) – Nicola Anderson (Ansley Parish Council)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Introduction
4.86

This policy is in three parts, the first dealing with agricultural, forestry and
other occupational dwellings, the second with the replacement of existing
dwellings and the third with the conversion to residential use of existing rural
buildings. My appraisal is arranged in the same sequence, prior to which I
consider general objections to the policy.

General objections
Objectors 0850(5706) and 0854(5728) suggest that the policy should be deleted in its
entirety on the basis of an inadequacy of land for housing in the Borough. Objector
0913(7869) says that the policy should recognise more than two steps in applying a
sequential approach to the distribution of housing.
4.87

I deal with the overall housing land supply situation in the Borough in my
findings at paragraphs 4.18 - 4.25 above. While I have identified a significant
shortfall in sites suitable for planned provision within the currency of this Plan,
it would not be appropriate to invite a “free for all” approach to the distribution
of housing in the countryside in order to address it. The policy should not
therefore be deleted as objectors 0850(5706) and 0854(5728) suggest, and
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the distribution of housing must follow the approach established by PPG3.
My recommended core policy CPC would suitably ensure this (paragraph
2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report) and satisfactorily meet objection
0913(7869).
Objector 0866(5791)(7702) suggests that the policy should allow for development
where small-scale infill or rounding-off would be acceptable.
Objector
0866(7700)(7701) contends that the policy would effectively leave land in small
settlements in a policy vacuum, outside of development boundaries and not within
open countryside.
4.88

The January 2005 update to PPG3 acknowledges that it is important for there
to be adequate housing provision in rural areas to meet the needs of local
people and to contribute to the delivery of sustainable communities. It advises
that Local Planning Authorities should make sufficient land available either
within or adjoining existing rural communities to enable these local
requirements to be met in a manner which contributes to the achievement of
sustainable communities. “Infilling” and “rounding off” of small and relatively
isolated rural settlements would make no such contribution. Rather, the
reverse is likely to be the case with development in such settlements tending
to increase the need to travel for employment, shopping, leisure and other
facilities or leaving the occupiers to face the consequences of social
exclusion. Policy HSG6 does not leave land neither within development
boundaries or open countryside.
It simply affirms that land outside
development boundaries, including small rural settlements, are not
appropriate locations in which to plan for new house building. No modification
should therefore be made.

Objector 0877(5854) considers that the policy should allow for the provision of
affordable housing in the countryside.
4.89

While I acknowledge the Council’s desire to maximise the provision of
affordable housing, I share its view that there is no justification for making
general provision for such development in the countryside. Sufficient
provision for the migration component of the WASP policy H.2 indicative
figure can be made in the main towns and Coleshill and for the Borough’s
own local needs component both there and in the Local Service centres
where housing, jobs and a range of services can be provided together. While
exceptions may be made for housing which provides for specific local needs,
such needs must be identified on the basis of the individual settlements
concerned following formal appraisal and it would be wrong to make a
general exclusion (whether for market or affordable housing) in policy HSG6.
As the Council says, the subject of local needs housing is more suitably
addressed by policy HSGB than by modification of policy HSG6 in any event.
No modification should be made to policy HSG6 in this respect.

Part 1: Agricultural, forestry and other occupational dwellings
Objector 0769(5248) is critical of the formulation of the policy and its lack of precision
in use of terms such as “essential”, “sustainable”, “established” and “lawful”. Objector
0856(5744) considers that the policy should militate more robustly against proposals
based on spurious agricultural or other needs.
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4.90

The Government’s recommended approach to the consideration of proposals
for agricultural, forestry and other occupational dwellings is set out in Annex A
to PPS7. It avoids the use of imprecise terminology of the type referred to by
objector 0769(5248) and establishes an appropriate balance between needs
and protection of the countryside sought by objector 0856(5744). However, it
extends to some 18 paragraphs of text on four pages. Any attempt to
condense its requirements into a formulation suitable for expression in Local
Plan policy is likely to result in omissions and introduce considerable scope
for arguments over interpretation. A more suitable approach in my view is to
adapt that used by the Council with regard to the Green Belt in its formulation
of policy ENV3. This simply adopts Government guidance on the subject. I
recommend accordingly.

Part 2: Replacement of existing dwellings
Objector 0537(7479) considers that site specific circumstances should be taken into
account, as well as permitted development tolerances. Objector 0953(7054)
considers the policy requirement to be unreasonable.
4.91

As the Council points out, there is a close relationship between this part of
policy HSG6 and the part of policy ENV14 that deals with extensions to
existing dwellings. My appraisal of objections to the latter policy at
paragraphs 3.130 – 3.142 of Chapter 3 of this Report is thus also of relevance
here.

4.92

In effect, paragraphs 3.4 and 3.6 of PPG2 indicate that the replacement of
existing dwellings in the Green Belt is not “inappropriate” providing the new
dwelling is not materially larger than the dwelling it replaces. The paragraphs
add that development plans should make clear the approach Local Planning
Authorities will take, including the circumstances (if any) under which
replacement dwellings are acceptable.

4.93

Given that the Council proposes a 30% limit on extensions to existing
dwellings in the Green Belt, I can see no reason to impose the more stringent
preclusion proposed by this policy, that there should be no enlargement
arising from redevelopment. Rebuilding may, for example, sometimes be
more likely than extension of existing to result in the appearance of dwellings
being enhanced or in general improvement in the construction standard of the
housing stock. It should not therefore be discouraged ubiquitously, or without
good reason. To my mind the 30% limit should be applied equally here with
the same provisos as in policy ENV14 (as I recommend it be modified) as to
how the size is to be measured.

4.94

Also as with policy ENV14, the Council must take care not to unilaterally
extend Green Belt policy to all parts of the Borough’s countryside. It may be
that the Council has different objectives in the latter wider area from those
that serve the purposes of Green Belt designation, such as the protection of
an architectural heritage of small rural dwellings, the need to maintain a stock
of affordable rural dwellings or a general desire to avoid proposals that
incrementally may lead to suburbanisation of the countryside. If so, those
objectives need to be made clear in reasoned justification.
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4.95

For all of these reasons, my recommendation includes modification of this
part of the policy along similar lines to my recommended modification of
policy ENV14.

Part 3: Conversion to residential use of existing rural buildings
Objector 0284(4438) considers that residential use may cause less disturbance than
commercial re-use in rural areas and should therefore be welcomed. Objector
0537(4888) adds that commercial factors must be taken into account. Objector
0537(7480) points to the need for good quality housing in the countryside, which
conversions can often provide. Objector 0866(5791) says that conversions can
usefully contribute to dwelling supply. Objector 0769(5248) wants clearer definition
of what is meant by “exceptional circumstances” and seeks distinction between
Green Belt policy and policy for protection of overall rural character. Objector
858(5769) opposes blanket policy formulation and objector 0857(5764) submits that
the policy should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate suitable conversions, such
as at Manor Farm, Shuttington. Objector 0866(7703) considers that reasoned
justification should acknowledge the role that residential conversions play in avoiding
the need for greenfield development and sustaining rural communities.
4.96

Part 3 of the policy amounts only, in effect, to a cross reference to policy
ECON12, which deals with the re-use of rural buildings in general. The cross
reference should be translated from policy into reasoned justification, and I
deal with the substance of the objections on this subject in my appraisal of
objections to policy ECON12. Objections 0769(5258) and 0866(7703)
however include points relating to reasoned justification for policy HSG6 and I
deal with those briefly here.

4.97

It is wrong for paragraph 4.46 to say that policy ECON12 only allows
residential development in “exceptional circumstances”, because that
expression is used in neither the deposit version of the policy nor as I
recommend the policy be modified.
Rather than expand on the role of
conversions here, it is sufficient for reasoned justification for policy HSG6
simply to say that proposals for the adaptation and re-use of rural buildings
fall to be considered under policy ECON12.

4.98

Recommendation:

a). That policy HSG6 be modified to read:
POLICY HSG6 HOUSING OUTSIDE DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES
THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW DWELLINGS OUTSIDE DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARIES WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED IF THE ACCOMMODATION IS
REQUIRED TO ENABLE AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY OR OTHER FULLTIME WORKERS TO LIVE AT, OR IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF,
THEIR PLACE OF WORK. THE ADVICE IN ANNEX A TO PPS7 APPLIES
TO ALL SUCH PROPOSALS.
THE REBUILDING OF EXISTING DWELLINGS OUTSIDE DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARIES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IF THE PROPOSED
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REPLACEMENT DWELLING WOULD BE MATERIALLY LARGER THAN
THE DWELLING IT REPLACES. WITHIN THE GREEN BELT SUCH
ENLARGEMENT WILL BE LIMITED TO NO MORE THAN 30% OF THE
VOLUME OF THE DWELLING AS ORIGINALLY PERMITTED OR AS
EXISTING ON 1 JULY 1948, WHICHEVER IS THE LATER. A CONDITION
MAY BE IMPOSED IN ANY PERMISSION WITHDRAWING PERMITTED
DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS FOR SUBSEQUENT FURTHER EXTENSION OR
ENLARGEMENT OF THE REPLACEMENT DWELLING.
b). That reasoned justification for the policy be modified by:





Deletion of paragraph 4.46 in its entirety.
Affirmation that measurement of the volume of proposals involving
the replacement of existing dwellings will be undertaken in the same
way as in clause 7 of policy ENV14 (as I recommend it be modified)
and that the relationship between policy application to proposals in
the Green Belt and those in the countryside generally will be handled
in the same way as with that policy.
A cross reference to policy ECON12, simply saying that proposals
for the adaptation and re-use of existing rural buildings for
residential purposes fall to be considered under the provisions of
that policy.

POLICY HSGB – AFFORDABLE HOUSING ON NON-ALLOCATED SITES
and paragraphs 4.19n – 4.19u
First and revised deposit objections
FD0004

4003, 4004, 4005

Mr R. W. Evans

FD0015

4019

Gary & Margaret Meeks

FD0041

4065

Mr & Mrs J Everitt

FD0042

4066

Carolyn Hall

FD0047

4072

Mrs J Cheneler

FD0050

4077

Mrs A Evans

FD0052

4079

Mrs R Tweed

FD0053

4080

Mr A Tweed

FD0064

4091

Keith Robinson, Glyn Robinson, Lee Russell, Susan Russell

FD0073

4101

Mr A B Wilson / Pegasus Planning Group

FD0088

4116

Lynda Smith

FD0089

4117

Branford

FD0093

4121

Mr J H Kent

FD0107

4135

Steve Brennan

FD0108

4136

Mr C R Bartholomew

FD0109

4137

Mrs B Bartholomew

FD0110

4138

J. P. Everett

FD0119

6037

D. K. Hilton

FD0120

6038

Mandy Zitola

FD0129

4158

Glynn & Hilary Russell

FD0143

4183

P.I Harris

FD0146

4186, 4187, 4188

Ian G Keeley

FD0157

4201

Mrs. S. R. Naylor
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FD0160

4207, 6029

Mr/s K Eastaff

FD0161

4208, 4209

Mrs EA Clarke

FD0163

4211, 4212

Mr R Clarke

FD0165

4214, 4215

Briget Whitehouse

FD0181

4241

Mrs Mary Gilbert

FD0189

4255, 4258, 6041

I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd / Tweedale Ltd

RD0189

FD0194

7517, 7518, 7519, I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd / Tweedale Ltd
7520, 7524, 7525,
7527, 7528, 7529,
7531
4276, 4277
Dr Andrew Whitehouse

FD0195

4278

Pauline Green

FD0196

4279

Maurice Green

FD0197

4280

Mr J Stevens

FD0200

4296, 4298, 4299

Mr W H Powell

FD0201

4302

Mr H Lloyd

FD0202

4303

Mrs L. Lloyd

FD0203

4304, 5110

Mrs Rita Parker

FD0204

4305

Joanne Marshall-Blank

FD0205

4306,

Niklas Marshall-Blank

FD0208

4309

Mr K. Stanbridge

FD0209

4310

Mrs D. Stanbridge

FD0210

4311

Ken Martin

FD0211

4312

Mary & Trevor Bourne

FD0212

4313

Mr P. J. Clinton

FD0213

4314

Mr A. Williscroft

FD0214

4315

G. Dalmer

FD0216

4341

Mrs K Shuttler

FD0217

4342

Mrs T Green

FD0218

4343

Jim & Lestrence Huckfield

FD0219

4344

Natalie Murphy

FD0220

4345

Mr C Murphy

FD0221

4346

Ian Murphy

FD0222

4347

Mrs T Murphy

FD0223

4348

Mr S Crosby

FD0224

4349

Roy Gilliver

FD0225

4350

Ann Gilliver

FD0226

4351

Karen Salsbury

FD0227

4352

John Salsbury

FD0232

4357

M K C Associates Ltd

FD0235

7373

Mr G. E. Meer

FD0248

4376

Carol Bates

FD0253

4382, 4383

D & DG O'Connor

FD0256

7858

Mr B Brookes

FD0259

4389, 4390, 4391

Mr G R Eddon

FD0264

4398

Trustees of The Francis Nethersole Foundation / Mr P A Bennett

FD0269

6034

Mrs S Osborne

FD0276

4425

Mrs J Lewis

FD0277

4426

Mr R J Lewis

FD0290

4445

Mrs N Mullins

FD0303

4458

Mr & Mrs Cooper

FD0318

4476

Arragon Properties / Hilton Architectural

FD0319

4478

Rekord Sales ltd / Fisher German
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FD0321

4481

Whetstone Brothers Ltd / Fisher German

FD0323

4491, 4492, 4493

A G Salt

FD0324

4494

John Ryder

FD0325

4495

Melanie Ryder

RD0326

7034

Mr & Mrs E Collins

FD0328

4503

W D Carney

FD0329

4504

Mr P F Langtree

FD0333

4549

C R Dixon

FD0334

4551

Mr & Mrs Kilcoyne

FD0337

4554

Victoria Williams

FD0338

4555

Barry Whittington

FD0341

4558, 4559

Ruth Hauley

FD0342

4560, 4561

Mr R Deeming

FD0343

4562, 4563

Mrs M Deeming

FD0344

4564

Mr Neal Wood

FD0345

4565

Mrs R Wood

FD0347

4567

Mr M Swan

FD0348

4569, 4570

Mrs C Lodge

FD0349

4575, 4576

Mr M Lodge

FD0350

4578

Mrs A Windridge

FD0351

4579, 4580

Mr D Windridge

FD0353

4583, 4585

Mrs M E Morris

FD0354

4586, 4587

M Taylor

FD0355

4588, 4589

Mrs G M Ambrose

FD0357

4592, 4594

Mr R Kendall

FD0358

4595

Mr F E Croxall

FD0359

4596

R A Croxall

FD0360

4597

M N Hudson

FD0361

4598, 4599

Mrs L Sanders

FD0362

4600, 4601

G W Mumford

FD0363

4602, 4603

Mrs M W Kendall

FD0364

4604, 6044

Irene Mumford

FD0365

4605, 4606

Mr & Mrs Mundy

FD0366

4608

Mrs Lynn Curtis

FD0367

4609

Dean Curtis

FD0369

4613

Amanda Blount

FD0416

4676

B R Gudger

FD0420

4681

Mrs M M Deakin

FD0421

4682

W W T Neal

FD0425

4690, 4691

David Cheshire

FD0426

4692, 4693

Jenny Cheshire

FD0428

4700

R Jarvis

FD0429

4706

Derek A Northcote

FD0430

4707

J W Northcote

FD0430

4708

J W Northcote

FD0435

4714

Mr J K Charlton

FD0436

4716

Mrs June Maidens MBE

FD0440

4724

Richard J Barker

FD0445

4731

Mrs S Stringer

FD0449

4737

Mr K T Glover / Shoosmiths

FD0450

4742, 4743

Mr B D Stanton & Mrs K Stanton

FD0453

4746

Susan Kuchta
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FD0454

4747

Mrs S MacDuff

FD0456

4749

Ian Kirkman

FD0457

4750

Mrs C. Kirkman

FD0459

4752

Pearl Eccleston

FD0460

4753

Steven Eccleston

FD0461

4754

Carol Eccleston

FD0462

4755

Michael Greaves

FD0466

4759

P Howitt

FD0467

4760

B Howitt

FD0468

4761

Mrs P M Hathway

FD0469

4762

Mr M J Hathway

FD0470

4763

G Hathway

FD0471

4764

Miss Gemma Hathway

FD0472

4765

Suzanne Foulsham

FD0473

4766

Mr D Sheldon

FD0474

4767

Andrew Lockton

FD0475

4768, 4770

Martin C Davis

FD0476

4773, 4775

Gillian D Davis

FD0477

4778

Thelma & David Evans

FD0478

4779

S McNally

FD0480

4782, 4783

Mr J Rainer

FD0481

4784

Michael Curtin

FD0482

4785

Miss M J Green

FD0483

4787

Mrs Muriel Wilkins

FD0484

4788

Mrs Wendy Ketch

FD0485

4790

Amanda Macchi

FD0486

4792

Robert Macchi

FD0488

4794, 4795

M. G. & M. A. Plackett

FD0489

4796

Kevin Prendergast

FD0490

4797

Julie Prendergast

FD0492

4799

Mr M. Robinson

FD0493

4800

Mrs D. Robinson

FD0496

4803

Miss Helen Smith

FD0497

4804

Mrs J. Mercer

FD0499

4806

D. Chetwynd

FD0500

4807

Pauline Allsop

FD0502

4809

S Stewart

FD0504

4815

Graham Smith

FD0505

4816

No name given

FD0514

4832

Christine Cummings

FD0518

4839

Mr & Mrs Wilkins

FD0523

4848

Mrs Anna Griffith

FD0530

7037

Susan Evans

FD0535

4872, 4875, 4876

Coleshill & District Civic Society

FD0536

4885

Atherstone Hall Estate / Smiths Gore

FD0536

7750, 7752, 7753, Atherstone Hall Estate / Smiths Gore
7754, 7755, 7756,
7757, 7758, 7759,
7857
4904
Mr P Donovan

FD0543
FD0545
FD0547

4906, 4907, 4908, PCPT Architects
4909
4911
Mancetter Parish Council
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FD0548

4916, 6040

Atherstone Town Council

FD0552

4938

Mary Ball

FD0553

4939

Kathleen O'Brien

FD0554

4940

Marion Owen

FD0555

4941

Mr K Telford & Miss M A Allsop

FD0556

4942

Mrs Sheila Parkes

FD0563

4952

Mr S G Temple

FD0563

4953

Mr S G Temple

FD0570

4967

Mr M Brookes

FD0570

4966

Mr M Brookes

FD0576

4978

Andrew Hobbins

FD0577

4979

Mr & Mrs D Irving

FD0577

4980

Mr & Mrs D Irving

FD0578

4981

Mrs A Hankinson

FD0578

4982

Mrs A Hankinson

FD0586

4998

Mr C Culwick

FD0587

5000

D R Milligan

FD0588

5002

R J Chetwynd

FD0589

5004

Mrs D J Milligan

FD0590

5005

Mr G Chetwynd

FD0591

5007

Mrs Sally Brierley

FD0593

5009

Sean Yeates / Christina Hobson

FD0594

5010

Mrs K Clempson

FD0595

5011

Mr D Clempson

FD0596

5012

Hazel Greenstiles

FD0597

5015

K T Poole

FD0598

5017

Mrs M A Poole

FD0599

5018

Mrs K Spragg

FD0600

5019

Lynette Tolliey

FD0601

5020

L Waldron

FD0604

5024

S McGuffog

FD0605

5025

D Greenwell

FD0608

5028

J Crumpier

FD0611

5031

N Southerd

FD0612

5032

K Southerd

FD0613

5033

I P Sarson & T A Lakin

FD0614

5034

Mr and Mrs L Stafford

FD0165

5035

S Evans

FD0616

5036

R Evans

FD0617

5038

Mrs M Whitehead

FD0618

5040

E Latimer

FD0619

5042

K Rickett

FD0620

5044

Mrs D Rickett

FD0621

5045

Mrs Donna James

FD0622

5046

J W Allbrighton

FD0623

5047

Mrs Allbrighton

FD0624

5048

K Ford

FD0625

5049

M Ford

FD0627

5052

M Starkey

FD0628

5054

Miss K Sanders

FD0629

5055

Mr/Mrs S Ford

FD0630

5057

L Draper
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FD0633

5060

Mrs N Sutton

FD0634

5061

R A Twigger

FD0635

5062

S Clarke

FD0636

5063

Mrs C Clarke

FD0637

5064

D Evers

FD0638

5065

A Evers

FD0639

5066

Carla Bache

FD0641

5069

Pauline Ekin

FD0642

5070

Richard Hogg

FD0644

5074

Mrs L Day

FD0646

5076

C Squires

FD0647

5077

Mrs M E Sanders

FD0648

5078

W A Sanders

FD0649

5080

Tracy Hubbard

FD0651

5083

Fred Hogg

FD0652

5085

Mrs F. J. Hogg

FD0653

5087

P. Court

FD0654

5089

Charles Taft

FD0655

5091

Margaret Taft

FD0656

5092

Louise James

FD0657

5093

David Conlon

FD0658

5094

L. Fletcher

FD0659

5095

T. J. Pond

FD0660

5096

Mrs Patricia Dyde

FD0661

5097

Mr Herbert Dyde

FD0662

5098

Tara Gadsby

FD0663

5100

Mrs K. Hatton

FD0664

5102

Mr E. I. Hatton

FD0665

5104

Christina Hobson

FD0666

5106

Sean Yeates

FD0667

5108

Mr Paul Parker

FD0669

5112

S. Langhor

FD0670

5113

Mrs Emma Evers

FD0671

5114

Mrs M. McManus

FD0673

5116

Tracey Benham

FD0674

5117

Mrs R. Glen

FD0675

5119

Mr N. Evans

FD0676

5121

Mrs N. Evans

FD0677

5122

Mrs J. Macrow

FD0679

5125

Mr & Mrs Harris

FD0680

5126

Simon Boulstridge

FD0681

5127

Barbara Boulstridge

FD0683

5131

M. Arnett

FD0685

5135

Mrs A. Burgess

FD0686

5136

Donna Miles

FD0687

5137

Mrs S. Riley

FD0688

5138

David Chetwynd

FD0689

5139

Joanne Chetwynd

FD0690

5141

Mr M Eaton

FD0691

5143

Mr J. R. Jones

FD0692

5145

Mrs J. R. Jones

FD0693

5147

Louise New
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FD0694

5149

Mr A. Masters

FD0696

5151

S. R. Watkins

FD0697

5152

Mrs S. Cole

FD0699

5154

Mrs Juliet Sweet

FD0700

5155

Lee Clarke

FD0701

5156

J Kirsty Clark

FD0703

5158

Mrs P. C. Gurney

FD0704

5159

Pauline Webb

FD0705

5160

Janice Hogg

FD0706

5161

Claire Hogg

FD0707

6031

Jeff Albrighton

FD0708

5163

Julia White

FD0709

5165

B. Marven

FD0710

5166

Mary Albrighton

FD0713

5170, 5171

S. A. Hewitt

FD0717

5176

John Gardiner

FD0718

5178

Mrs Elaine Gardiner

FD0719

5180, 5181

Lesley Jones

FD0720

5182

Sheila Osborne

FD0722

5185

Mrs Griffin

FD0723

5186

Ruby Chambers

FD0724

5188

Mr A. Webster

FD0725

5190

Mr E. Webster

FD0726

5192

Mr D. Miller

FD0727

5194

Mrs M. Miller

FD0728

5196

Mr B Mayner

FD0729

5198

Mrs L. Mayner

FD0730

5200

Craig Vincent

FD0731

5201

J. Vincent

FD0733

5203

Mrs S Satirle

FD0734

5205

Mrs D. Lowe

FD0735

5206

Mrs J. Tonks

FD0736

5207

Nicola Taylor

FD0737

5209

T. Turner

FD0738

5211

Melanie Colby

FD0739

5212

Julie Johnson

FD0740

5214, 5215

Mrs H. Aston

FD0741

5216

Lakara Stringer

FD0744

5219

Paul Bell

FD0745

5220

Kate Jackson

FD0747

5222

Elizabeth Daniels

FD0748

5224

Mr & Mrs R. P. Morris

FD0749

5225

Mr & Mrs Fairfax

FD0750

5226

Mrs Jean Tatt

FD0751

5227

Mr & Mrs Wright

FD0752

5228

Mr B. Wright

FD0756

5233

J. Schofield

FD0757

5234

Mr K. Roberts

RD0758

7526

Mr C. Cassidy

FD0760

5237

Mr Stephen John Chetwynd

FD0761

5238

Mrs Diane Chetwynd

FD0762

5239

Mr & Mrs B. Ward
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FD0763

5240

Mr & Mrs L. C. King

FD0764

5241

Mr & Mrs T. J. Ross

FD0774

5266

Jackie Williams

FD0776

5268

Mr L Green

FD0777

5269

Sandra Tipton

FD0787

5282

S Wallbank

FD0789

5284

Martin & Anne Lea

FD0790

5285

Birmingham Diocesan Board of Education

FD0792

FD0795

5287, 5288, 5289, Gail Putland
5293, 5294
5295, 5296, 5297, T Putland
5298
5300
D Harvey

FD0796

5301

Rebecca Aucott

FD0798

5303

Mr John Sutton

FD0804

5315

Southwest Property Services Ltd / Farrell Bas Prichard

RD0811

7781

English Heritage

FD0812

5363, 5364

McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd / The Planning Bureau Ltd

FD0815

5394

WCC - Property Services Dept

FD0816

5398

Vero & Everitt Ltd

FD0817

5402, 5403, 5404

J Nakielski

FD0819

5407

Mrs V J Powell

FD0821

FD0822

5423, 5424, 5426, J M Bassan
5428, 5430, 5431,
5432, 5433, 5436
7722, 7723, 7727, J M Bassan
7728, 7855
5462 - 66
Atherstone Civic Society

RD0822

7475, 7852, 7860

Atherstone Civic Society

FD0823

5505, 6042, 6043

West Midlands Planning & Transport Sub Committee

FD0824

5537

Warwickshire County Council

FD0828

5600, 5601, 5602

A R Cartwright Ltd / Wood Frampton

RD0828

FD0829

7446, 7447, 7448, A R Cartwright Ltd / Wood Frampton
7449, 7450, 7451,
7452, 7453, 7454,
7455, 7456, 7457
5606, 5607
Father Hudsons Society / Wood Frampton

FD0831

5610

Clients of Tyler-Parkes Partnership / The Tyler-Parkes Partnership

FD0832

5611

Clients of Tyler-Parkes Partnership / The Tyler-Parkes Partnership

FD0835

5615

Trustees of Wingfield Digby Settled Estate / The Tyler-Parkes Partnership

RD0840

7848, 7849

GO-WM South Eastern Division

FD0841

5642, 5643

Birmingham City Council

FD0843

5656

Mr M Bailey / Wood Frampton

FD0844

5661, 5662

House Builders Federation

RD0844
FD0846

7018, 7019, 7021, House Builders Federation
7022
5677
Centex Strategic Land Ltd

FD0850

5703, 5704, 5705

Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd / RPS plc

FD0851

5710, 5711, 5712

David Wilson Estates / RPS plc

RD0851

7859

David Wilson Estates / RPS plc

RD0853

7190

BT PLC / RPS plc

FD0853

5719, 6025

BT PLC / RPS plc

FD0854

5725, 5726, 5727

Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd / RPS plc

FD0856

5740, 5742, 5743

CPRE Warwickshire Branch

FD0860

5775

George Wimpey Strategic Land / Barton Willmore Planning Partnership - Western

FD0870

5818, 5819, 5820

Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce / Vero & Everitt Ltd

FD0793

FD0821
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FD0871

5827

FD0877

FD0879

5848, 5850, 5851, West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium / Tetlow King Planning
5852, 5854, 5855
7473, 7493, 7494, West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium / Tetlow King Planning
7789, 7790, 7791,
7798, 7799, 7800,
7801, 7802, 7803,
7804, 7805, 7806,
7807, 7808, 7809,
7810, 7811, 7812,
7813, 7814, 7815,
7816, 7817, 7818,
7819, 7820, 7821,
7822, 7823, 7824
5879, 5880
John Deakin

FD0882

5887, 5888

RD0883

7502, 7503, 7505, UK Coal / Gough Planning Services
7506, 7507, 7508,
7992
5890, 5891
UK Coal / Gough Planning Services

RD0877

FD0883
RD0885

Queen Elizabeth School / Stansgate Planning Consultants

Arragon Properties / R J Craddock Associates

FD0885

7832, 7833, 7834, David Hodgetts Farms / Turley Associates
7835, 7836
5902
David Hodgetts Farms / Turley Associates

FD0887

5923, 5924

Matthew Dugdale Estate / Peter Pendleton & Associates Ltd

FD0890

5940

Mrs Kerry Hodgetts

FD0893

5945

Dr H G Smith

RD0898
FD0898

7068, 7069, 7071, Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd
7074
5954, 5955
Redrow Homes (Midlands) Ltd

FD0910

5978, 5984

George Wimpey Strategic Land / Gough Planning Services

RD0922

7000

Mrs T C Sweet

RD0930

7010

William, Margery & Graham Miller

RD0931

7014

Mrs C. P. Partlow

RD0932

7015

Mr L. P. Partlow

RD0937

7029

Roger Winnett

RD0939

7031

Graeme Towell

RD0941

7038

Michael Phillips

RD0942

7039

Mr & Mrs R Power

RD0949

7050

Mervyn & Beverley Jones

RD0950

7051

Mrs Williams

RD0951

7052

James Nestor

RD0953

7054

Ansley Parish Council

RD0955

7058

Miss Jaqueline Greenwood

RD0956

7059

Mr & Mrs Sedgwick

RD0957

7061

Paul Andrew Reader / Arley Community Association

RD0958

7077

Paul Stephen

RD0966

7085

Geoffrey Webster

RD0967

7086

Robena Onions

RD0969

7837

M. E. & L. A. Hamson

RD0970

7840

Mrs K Laverick

RD0971

7841

Mr Davies

RD0972

7842

Mrs Davies

RD0973

7092

Gary Heath

RD0974

7093

Diane Gill / Arley Community Association

RD0980

7099

Mr Ian Whyborn

RD0981

7100

Mrs Angela Whyborn

RD0989

7108

Carol Taaffe
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RD0990

7109

Mr & Mrs G Jackson

RD0991

7110

Gail Wilkinson & David Williams

RD0993

7112

Denise Greenway

RD0994

7113

Miss Karen Stephen

RD0995

7114

Zena Davis

RD0996

7115

Mr Beni

RD1010

7129

Mr P M Bates

RD1021

7140

Mr R. A Whordley

RD1022

7141

Mrs A Whordley

RD1024

7143

Paul Atkins

RD1025

7144

Kim Atkins

RD1026

7145

John Atkins

RD1029

7148

Andrew Jacks

RD1033

7152

Russell Bray

RD1034

7153

D. Baillie

RD1036

7155

Mrs L Pierce

RD1037

7156

Mr Steven Green

RD1043

7162

Lucy Jayne Spriggs

RD1044

7163

John Patrick Spriggs

RD1047

7166

Mr. J. K. Jackson

RD1048

7167

James Aston

RD1056

7175

Mr. & Mrs B. Johnson

RD1067

7186

Nadine Bamford

RD1068

7187

Andrew Bamford

RD1069

7188

Theresa Bamford

RD1071

7190

RJ & SP Barnett

RD1072

7191

Mr. R. Potter

RD1075

7194

Valerie Reader

RD1078

7197

D. Thorne

RD1084

7203

Debra Ashmore / Arley Community Association

RD1091

7210

Mrs Cecilia Middleton

RD1095

7214

Mrs Susan Hill / Arley Community Association

RD1096

7215

Mrs Marianne Nash

RD1098

7217

Mrs C Birchall

RD1102

7221

Mrs A Parkes

RD1105

7224

Mrs J. Harding

RD1106

7225

Mrs K. Stain

RD1108

7227

Wendy Beckett

RD1110

7229

Mr Glover

RD1126

7245

Antony Robert Weaver

RD1133

7252

Susan Jackson & David King

RD1137

7256

Terence John Bowman

RD1148

7267

Chris Bradley & Sarah Lees

RD1160

7278

Sarah Tyler

RD1162

7280

Mrs Mandy Alicia Thomas

RD1175

7293

Quentin Howell

RD1176

7294

Mrs V J Cox

RD1177

7295

P J Coleman

RD1178

7296

J M Bufton

RD1179

7297

Mr & Mrs A Robinson

RD1181

7299

Mr & Mrs Duff

RD1183

7301

Mr Garry Neale & Miss Emily Russell
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RD1184

7302

Mr P J Wearing

RD1186

7304

Mr P & Mr J Jones

RD1188

7306

Karen Marie Birch

RD1191

7309

John Taylor

RD1194

7312

Andrea J Rushton & John Weathered

RD1200

7318

Lorraine Turnbull / Arley Community Association

RD1201

7319

L Willetts

RD1204

7322

S. Graham / Arley Community Association

RD1205

7323

David Streeting

RD1214

7332

A J Pickard

RD1217

7335

Mrs J Whordley

RD1221

7339

A R Tatum

RD1222

7340

P A G Tatum

RD1225

7343

Tracy Teagles

RD1233

7351

David Myers

RD1238

7356

Miss Nicola Griffiths

RD1241

7359

E K Hughes

RD1242

7360

A P Hughes

RD1255

7539

Peter Bowen

RD1259

7380

Jody Bethell

RD1260

7381

Neil James Gardiner

RD1261

7382

Mr & Mrs M Godfrey

RD1263

7384

Mrs M D Dye

RD1266

7387

J Thomas

RD1269

7390

Mr R Williams

RD1270

7391

Mrs Wendy Williams

RD1275

7396

McAnn

RD1276

7397

Kenneth Goring

RD1277

7398

Mr A Sykes

RD1278

7399

Mrs D Sykes

RD1282

7405

Roy Reading / Arley Community Association

RD1283

7406

Helen Reading

RD1284

7407

John Truman

RD1293

7415

Mr David Wilson

RD1295

7417

Mrs Mel Vittle

RD1296

7418

Nick Vittle

RD1300

7444

Mrs Julie Edwards

RD1302

7460

Anna-Marie Heath

RD1305

7486

Auker Rhodes / CDS Development Services Ltd

RD1306

7850

Warwickshire County Council / BK The Property Assets Consultancy

RD1309

7843

Arley Community Association (Petition with various names)

RD1311

7845

Mr Haynes

RD1314

7866

Mr Bent

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Introduction
4.99

The Council says that in the First Deposit Plan the delivery of affordable
housing was addressed through 3 different policies. HSG3 dealt with
affordable housing on allocated sites, HSG4 in market towns and Local
Service Centres and HSG5 in locations elsewhere in the Borough. This
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format was amended at Revised Deposit with policy HSG1 identifying specific
affordable housing requirements in respect of each allocation site, and HSGB
dealing with provision on windfall sites.
4.100 In essence, the bulk of the objections here challenge the principle of
affordable housing provision, question the need for the 40% and 100%
thresholds and their implications for delivery, and express concern over
distribution as well as raising a number of site specific points. Most of these
matters were fully aired at the Affordable Housing Round Table (RTS4), my
findings from which are recorded at paragraphs 2.45 – 2.57 of this Report.
The site specific issues are covered in my individual appraisals of allocations,
proposals and objector sites in Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report. I
therefore deal here only with the residual points raised in the revised deposit
objections that are specific to policy HSGB and its reasoned justification.
General objection
Objector 0913(7869) argues that the sequential test has not been applied with
sufficient rigour to windfall sites.
4.101 Paragraph 30 of PPG3 establishes a search sequence for identifying sites to
be allocated for housing in Local Plans. However, policy HSGB is concerned
with “windfall” sites rather than allocations. The guidance in paragraph 31 is
of more relevance to these inasmuch as it is concerned with determining the
suitability of sites once the sequential search process has completed its trawl.
Effectively, paragraph 31 establishes a range of sustainability criteria for
judging the suitability of sites for development. Those criteria are reflected in
the approach to development distribution (including affordable housing) that I
have recommended in Core Policy CPC (paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this
Report).
Provided the settlement hierarchy deriving from that policy is
reflected in the structure of policy HSGB, and the presumption referred to in
paragraph 32 is applied to planning applications (in accordance with
paragraph 33) I consider that the requirements of PPG3 will have been
suitably met. No modification should therefore be made in response to this
objection.
Part 1 of the policy - Market Towns and Local Service Centres
Objectors 0822(7860), 0828(7455), 0840(7849), 0851(7859) and 0877(7494) say
that the site size and dwelling number thresholds triggering an element of affordable
housing are set too low.
4.102 The thresholds in this part of the policy recognise, in particular, the overall
rurality of the Borough and the very small scale of developments that typically
come forward in the area. Indeed, since the comprehensive capacity study
undertaken by the Council will have identified, and resulted in the allocation
of, the largest sites in Atherstone/Mancetter, Polesworth/Dordon, Coleshill
and the Local Service Centres, the prospect of sites above the thresholds
recommended in the Circular coming forward as windfalls under policy HSGB
will be small. This is affirmed by the Council’s monitoring figures, which
indicate that since 1998 only 1 windfall application has involved a proposal for
more than 25 dwellings. Windfall development is thus unlikely to make any
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significant contribution to the supply of affordable housing at whatever level
the thresholds are set. A much greater contribution is likely to be secured by
the allocation of sites of suitable size and location through the Plan-making
process, which should be actively pursued with relevant land owners if the
Council’s affordable housing objectives are to be met.
4.103 Nonetheless, paragraph 10 of Circular 6/98 advises, among other things, that
with the exception of settlements in rural areas with populations of 3,000 or
fewer, the Secretary of State does not consider that it would be appropriate
for Local Planning Authorities to seek to adopt thresholds below 15 dwellings
or 0.5 ha. Of the towns in North Warwickshire, Atherstone/Mancetter and
Polesworth/ Dordon have populations of 10,000 or more and Coleshill has a
population of just over 5,000. The next largest settlement is Kingsbury,
which is the largest of the villages identified as “Local Service Centres” in my
recommended revision of the Borough’s settlement hierarchy at appendix S.2
to Chapter 2A of this Report. These have been defined, among other things,
on the basis that they all have populations of about 3,000.
4.104 In all the circumstances, and given the strictures of Circular 6/98, I take the
view that it is only in the Local Service Centres rather than the higher order
settlements that thresholds below 15 dwellings or 0.5ha would be warranted
and that part 1 of the policy should be sub-divided accordingly.
Part 2 of the policy – Other settlements with a development boundary
Objector 0822(7852) considers it unreasonable to require new dwellings in deposit
category 3 settlements to be affordable in perpetuity. Objector 0828(7455) argues
that policy effectively requiring 100% affordable housing in certain villages is
unjustifiable. Objector 0883(7508) says that the policy should restrict windfall
development within settlements only to previously developed land.
4.105 Part 2 of the policy relates to settlements that do not qualify as Local Service
Centres in terms of size, location or range of facilities, but nevertheless have
a development boundary. To make general provision for housing in such
settlements would inevitably increase reliance on travel by private car to
achieve access to employment, shops, schools and other services. In the
alternative such provision would serve only to result in social exclusion. The
January 2005 update of PPG3 affirms that it is important that there is
adequate housing provision in rural areas to meet the needs of local people
and to contribute to the delivery of sustainable communities. It does not,
however, suggest there should be general provision for market housing in
small rural settlements. Rather, the implication is that if a local need is
identified for housing and satisfying that need would contribute to
sustainability (for example by providing housing for those employed in the
provision of essential local services or in maintaining the local rural economy)
an exception should be made. Such exception sites should be small and
within the existing settlement or, if no suitable land is available within the
settlement, may be located adjoining the settlement. The update further
advises that affordable housing on such sites should meet local needs in
perpetuity.
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4.106 The Council has made provision for such exception sites in Part 3 of the
policy, but it seems to me that there is no actual distinction in approach
between Parts 2 and 3 of the policy in the deposit Plan. Indeed, it is apparent
that Part 3 of the deposit policy contradicts deposit policy HSG6 in that both
refer to development outside development boundaries, the former making
provision for up to 10 units and the latter making provision only for farm,
forestry and other “occupational” dwellings. For all forms of local needs
housing, it seems to me that a more sustainable approach would be for policy
HSGB to provide only for rural exceptions in the smaller villages with
development boundaries, and for development elsewhere in the open
countryside, including in settlements without development boundaries, to be
governed by policy HSG6. This would accord with the distribution strategy in
my recommended core policy CPC, and I recommend accordingly.
Part 3 of the policy Housing in settlements without development boundaries
Objector 0877(7494) says that reference should be made to RSLs managing
affordable housing developed through the rural exceptions policy in order to ensure it
be secured in perpetuity. Objector 0883(7992) says that the policy should restrict
windfall development within settlements only to previously developed land.
4.107 In the light of my view that Part 3 of the deposit policy should be deleted in
favour of reliance on policy HSG6 (as I recommend it be modified), the only
dwellings that would be provided in settlements without development
boundaries would be agricultural, forestry and other “occupational” dwellings.
The occupancy of these would be controlled by condition in accordance with
paragraphs 16 and 17 of Annex A to PPS7, so a reference to RSLs would be
inappropriate here. The approach that I recommend to policy formulation in
settlements without a development boundary would also suitably meet
objection 0883(7992).
Paragraph 4.19q
Objector 0828(7456) disputes the Council’s justification for adopting thresholds below
those set in Circular 6/98.
4.108 Paragraph 4.19q should be modified to reflect my findings on part 1 of the
policy and this would suitably meet the objection raised here.
Paragraph 4.19r
Objector 0828(7457) says that it is unreasonable to effectively require all new
housing in category 3 settlements to be affordable.
4.109 This is a combined objection with one made to Part 2 of the policy, and my
same findings apply. This paragraph of reasoned justification should be
modified in consequence of those findings, but the objector criticism is not
justified.
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Paragraph 4.19t
Objector 0844(7022) submits that it is the Council’s responsibility to demonstrate that
there is a local need for affordable housing. Objector 0877(7494) adds that the
guidance in paragraph 19 of Circular 6/98 must be followed.
4.110 Although it is generally the case that Local Authorities will assess the need for
affordable housing through Local Needs Surveys, these are often not
sufficiently detailed to identify individual settlements in which “rural
exceptions” may need to be made. The Council’s own survey (CD48) for
example, is based on sub-areas derived from groups of parishes rather than
single villages. That is not to say, however, that it should be left completely
to developers to undertake their own appraisals and promote their own
schemes. Indeed, paragraph 4 of the Annex to the January 2005 up-date of
PPG3 cautions that rural exception sites are not appropriate for general
market housing or market housing even if for local needs only. Rather, the
need for more detailed analysis is acknowledged in the up-date through the
promotion of close working with local communities, landowners and housing
providers in progressing such schemes. While not supporting the objector
criticism in full therefore, paragraph 4.19t should be modified to reflect the
relevant guidance more closely.
4.111 The “cascade” approach referred to in paragraph 19 of Circular 6/98 is
included in the deposit Plan as part of policy HSG1 and again at paragraph
4.19j as reasoned justification for that policy. As such, it would apply only to
allocation sites. In my recommended modifications, it would be transferred to
reasoned justification for Core Policy CPD, which is an overarching policy
dealing with affordable housing in terms of allocations, proposals and
windfalls together. In those circumstances, it would be unnecessary to repeat
the cascade here.
Paragraph 4.19u
Objector 0822(7475) contends that affordable dwellings on “exception sites” should
not be excluded from the affordable dwelling total.
4.112 Paragraph 36 of PPG3 says that no allowance should be made for greenfield
windfalls (whether for affordable housing or otherwise) in assessing the
residual housing requirement, this being because the amount of such
development may be expected to be minimal in sustainable development
plans. The advice was changed in the January 2005 up-date of PPG3
specifically to recognise that a contribution to housing land supply may be
made from rural exception sites, whether allocated in the development plan or
coming forward as windfalls. In the case of North Warwickshire, rural
exception sites have not been identified and no local analysis has taken place
to indicate that any particular level of “exceptions” development is likely to
come forward as windfalls during the Plan period. In these circumstances, it
seems to me that paragraph 4.19u outlines an appropriate approach to
determining the residual housing requirement, albeit the paragraph
contributes little if anything to justifying the policy. Its retention or deletion is,
however, an editing matter which I leave for the Council to decide.
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Other matters
4.113 The substance of deposit paragraphs 4.19n - 4.19o and 4.19r would
effectively be assimilated into reasoned justification for my recommended
Core Policy CPC making them superfluous and they should therefore be
deleted. In this way, policy HSGB would become entirely focussed on the
delivery of affordable housing, which I consider to be the most appropriate
approach to its formulation.
4.114 Recommendation
a). That policy HSGB be modified to read:
POLICY HSGB
1. MAIN TOWNS AND GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S)
IN
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER,
POLESWORTH/DORDON
AND
COLESHILL AN ELEMENT OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING WILL BE
SOUGHT IN ALL DEVELOPMENTS THAT PROVIDE FOR 15 OR MORE
DWELLINGS OR INVOLVE SITES OF 0.5 HA OR MORE IRRESPECTIVE
OF THE NUMBER OF DWELLINGS.
2. LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES
IN THE LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES OF KINGSBURY, HARTSHILL,
BADDESLEY ENSOR WITH GRENDON, WATER ORTON, AND ARLEY
(OLD AND NEW) AN ELEMENT OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING WILL BE
SOUGHT IN ALL DEVELOPMENTS THAT PROVIDE FOR 5 OR MORE
DWELLINGS OR INVOLVE SITES OF 0.2 HA OR MORE.
THE ELEMENT OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING SOUGHT IN BOTH OF
THESE CATEGORIES OF SETTLEMENT WILL BE EXPECTED TO
AMOUNT TO 40% OF TOTAL HOUSING PROVISION ON THE SITE
CONCERNED, BUT THE PRECISE AMOUNT WILL BE DETERMINED
HAVING REGARD TO SITE SIZE, SUITABILITY, THE ECONOMICS OF
PROVISION AND THE NEED TO ACHIEVE A SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT.
WHERE IT IS APPARENT THAT THE SITE IS A FRAGMENTED PART OF
A LARGER WHOLE, THE THRESHOLDS AND RATIOS IN THE
FOREGOING CLAUSES OF THIS POLICY WILL BE APPLIED AS IF THE
PROPOSAL IS FOR THE LARGER WHOLE.
3. OTHER SETTLEMENTS WITH A DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARY
NEW HOUSING IN OTHER SETTLEMENTS WITH A DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARY WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED WHERE IT WOULD MEET A
LOCAL NEED THAT HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED FOLLOWING SYSTEMATIC
ANALYSIS INVOLVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY CONCERNED,
LANDOWNERS AND HOUSING PROVIDERS AND WILL BE LIMITED TO
LOCALLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING THAT WILL REMAIN AVAILABLE AS
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SUCH IN PERPETUITY. SUCH DEVELOPMENT WILL BE SMALL IN
SCALE, OF NO MORE THAN 10 UNITS.
b).

That reasoned justification for the policy be modified by:




Deletion of paragraphs 4.19n, 4.19o and 4.19r.
Revising paragraphs 4.19q and 4.19r to reflect the guidance in
paragraph 10 of Circular 6/98 with regard to thresholds and
settlement size.
Combining paragraphs 4.19s and 4.19t into a single paragraph
explaining the approach to rural exception sites derived
primarily from the January 2005 update of PPG3.

Policy HSGE – Sequential testing of Windfall Sites
and paragraphs 4.27a – 4.27c
First Deposit Objections:
FD0849 (5698) Coventry City Council

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0189 (7530) I.M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0844 (7023) House Builders Federation
RD0844 (7024) House Builders Federation
RD0846 (7009) Centex Strategic Land
RD0851 (7204) David Wilson Estates
RD0851 (7710) David Wilson Estates
RD0851 (7716) David Wilson Estates
RD0883 (7509) U.K Coal
RD0883 (7793) U.K Coal
RD0883 (7794) U.K Coal
RD0885 (7829) Hall End Farm
RD0885 (7830) Hall End Farm
RD0885 (7831) Hall End Farm
RD0913 (7869) Highways Agency

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0849(5698) states that there should be a reference to the phasing of
greenfield windfall sites on the basis that if some of the allocated sites fail to come
forward there is likely to be pressure for the development of greenfield windfall sites.
It is suggested that the reference should appear in either HSG2 or a new policy.
4.115 The Council says that it was this objection that prompted the drafting of policy
HSGE. However, it is not possible to “phase” windfall sites because (by their
very nature) their quantum, distribution and timing cannot be predicted.
Rather, policy HSGE would seek to prevent any housing development coming
forward on greenfield sites until it can be shown that there is no previously
developed land available within “the settlement”. That is an unsatisfactory
approach because previously developed land is not fixed in its availability –
premises may close and uses may cease at any time and considerable
uncertainty would be introduced into the planning system if, for example, the
flow of development land was effectively controlled by such eventualities.
4.116 The Plan does not in my view need to countenance unforeseen delays in
bringing forward allocated sites because in a “plan, monitor, manage”
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environment, it is incumbent on the Council, in accordance with paragraphs 4
and 37 of PPG3 to prepare development plans (now site allocations
development plan documents) which aim to maintain sufficient supply. This
particular Plan cannot achieve that for reasons I have previously explained
(paragraphs 4.18-4.25 above) but specific provision is made for review in the
Council’s now approved Local Development Scheme. The distribution
strategy that I have recommended in Core Policy CPC (paragraph 2.44 of
Chapter 2A of this Report) coupled with the findings of my site appraisals in
Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report would also provide a clear
indication of where future development activity should be directed and where
it would be unacceptable.
4.117 The Council is agreeable to deletion of the policy on the basis that deposit
policy HSG1 (now absorbed into my recommended Core Policy CPC) renders
it superfluous. In the light of this, I support the tenor of the revised deposit
objections and conclude that policy HSGE should be deleted.
4.118 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy HSGE and paragraphs
4.27a-c of reasoned justification.

Policy HSGF – Densities
and paragraphs 4.27c and 4.27d
Revised Deposit Objections
RD0326 (7035) – Mr & Mrs E Collins
RD0332 (7709) – The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins)
RD0811 (7781) – English Heritage
RD0821 (7729) – J M Bassan
RD0822 (7476 & 7477) - Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
RD0877 (7493, 7473, 7789 & 7790) – West Midlands RSL Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0326(7035) considers that density should be determined on a site-by site
basis.
4.119 Paragraph 57 of PPG3 records that, nationally, half of all new housing (as at
March 2000) was being built at less than 20 dph, representing a level of landtake which is historically very high and that can no longer be sustained.
Paragraph 58 accordingly
urges Local Planning authorities to avoid
inefficient use of land (meaning less than 30 dph) and encourages housing
developments that make more efficient use of land, indicating that this means
between 30 and 50 dph. Policy HSGF provides for density to be determined
on a site-by-site basis stipulating only a minimum density of 30 dph. That is, I
consider, a suitable response to National planning advice, albeit the figure
should be expressed as a net figure in accordance with the definition at
Annex C of PPG3.
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Objector 0322(7709) argues that high density development should be avoided in the
heart of historic market towns. Objector 0811(7781) is of the view that exceptions
should also be provided for in other historic areas such as Conservation Areas.
4.120 Paragraph 58 of PPG3 urges Local Planning Authorities to seek greater
intensity of development at places with good public transport accessibility,
such as city, town, district and local centres or around major nodes along
good quality public transport corridors. Paragraph 54, however, cautions that
this should be achieved without compromising the quality of the environment.
In effect, the expectation is that high density and environmental quality are
not mutually exclusive but should be pursued together. That said, the
reference to town centres in deposit policy HSG3 “expects” rather than
“imposes” a minimum density of 50 dph, so it does not automatically follow
that high density development must be pursued at all costs. Paragraph 4.27d
of reasoned justification does not, however, fully reflect this and should be
modified accordingly. It would also in my view be expedient to include a
safeguarding reference to maintaining environmental quality in order to avoid
any implication that policy HSGF takes precedence over ENV14, and to
ensure a suitably balanced approach to both policy formulation and
implementation.
Objector 0821(7729) says that densities greater than 30 dph should be provided for
only where supported by the local community and the development is preceded by a
development brief.
4.121 It would not be appropriate in my view for the density of development on
particular sites to be determined by a “straw poll” among those in favour or
against. Rather, the determination of density should follow from careful
analysis of the area, sensitive design and the need to avoid the profligate use
of land. Supplementary Planning Documents including development briefs
and settlement appraisals combined with the preparation of design
statements may helpfully inform this process, but must be tailored to the scale
and nature of development concerned. This is the thrust of policy ENV14 as I
recommend it be modified and does not call for modification of policy HSGF.
Objector 0822(7467)(7477) argues that densities of 50 dph in town centres will
militate against family homes with gardens and diminish social mix and is concerned
that design standards will suffer.
4.122 Town centre areas are defined only in Atherstone, Polesworth and Coleshill.
All are relatively small in extent and embrace mainly the commercial hearts of
the various settlements. It seems to me that opportunities to provide family
homes with gardens in these central areas would be few regardless of density
policy. It is not every family that welcomes garden space in any event,
accessibility to public open spaces and a range of leisure facilities often being
more highly valued by those seeking to live in such locations. High density
development is not therefore incompatible with the provision of family homes
or high design standards, but it is imperative that Local Planning Authorities
and developers think imaginatively about design and layouts to ensure
delivery on all fronts. This is primarily a matter for policy implementation
rather than policy formulation, with policy ENV14 as I recommend it be
modified providing a suitable framework in both building design and
townscape design terms.
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Objector 0877(7493)(7473)(7789)(7790) argues that higher densities should be
provided for in developments designed to meet special housing needs such as
elderly and single person housing.
4.123 Policy HSGF as drafted does not establish any maximum density, so no
modification is called for to address this objection.
4.124 Recommendation
a).

That policy HSGF be modified to read:
POLICY HSGF
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AT A NET DENSITY OF LESS THAN 30 DPH
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. IN TOWN CENTRES, NET DENSITIES OF 50
DPH OR MORE WILL BE SOUGHT, BUT IN ALL CASES MAKING MORE
EFFICIENT USE OF LAND MUST NOT COMPROMISE THE QUALITY OF
THE ENVIRONMENT.

b).

That reasoned justification for the policy be modified as follows:


In paragraph 4.27c by the addition of a sentence to the effect that the
Council nonetheless attaches considerable importance to
maintaining the quality of the local environment, followed by a cross
reference to policy ENV14 as I recommend it be modified.



In paragraph 4.27d by the deletion of the second sentence and its
substitution with wording to the effect that “for this reason higher
densities, of 50dph or more, may be considered appropriate in the
defined town centre areas”.

Policy HSGG – Special Needs Accommodation
and paragraphs 4.27e and 4.27f
First Deposit Objections:
FD0812 (5365) McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0189 (7531) IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD0822 (7478) Atherstone Civic Society
RD0853 (7190) BT Group PLC
RD0877 (7370) NHF West Midlands
RD0877 (7474) NHF West Midlands
RD0877 (7492) NHF West Midlands
RD0877 (7760) NHF West Midlands
RD0885 (7832) Hall End Farm
RD0885 (7833) Hall End Farm
RD0884 (7834) Hall End Farm
RD0885 (7835) Hall End Farm
RD0885 (7836) Hall End Farm
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0812(5365) pointed out the absence from the first deposit version of the
Plan of a policy on special needs housing, in particular sheltered housing for the
elderly.
4.125 The Council acknowledges that North Warwickshire, like the rest of the UK,
has an ageing population. The 2001 Census showed that 20% of the
Borough’s population is aged 60 or over (In the 1991 Census 16% of the
Borough’s population was of pensionable age). The 2003 Housing Needs
Survey (CD38) further highlighted that one third of all households in North
Warwickshire include an older person, a proportion that is above the national
average. At 14%, the Survey also showed that the number of households
containing someone with special needs was above the national average
figure of 12%.
4.126 In the light of these findings, the Council elected to formulate policy HSGG for
inclusion in the revised deposit version of the Plan. This accords with the
guidance in paragraph 11 of PPG3, which urges Local Planning Authorities to
formulate plans that, among other things, encourage the provision of housing
to meet the needs of specific groups. Although the first deposit objection has
not been withdrawn, it seems to me that inclusion of such policy would
represent an appropriate response to it. On that basis, I consider the policy
should be carried forward into the Plan for adoption. The following revised
deposit objections refer primarily to matters of policy content rather than
principle.
Objector 0877(7370)(7474)(7492)(7760) strongly supports the policy but seeks a
definition of “special needs” that extends beyond accommodation for the elderly, and
suggests closer integration with the Council’s Community Care Plan.
4.127 Paragraph 13 of PPG3 advises that Local Planning Authorities should work
with housing departments to assess the range of needs for different types and
sizes of housing across all tenures in their area. This is with a view to helping
to meet the needs of specific groups including, for example, the elderly, the
disabled, students and young people, rough sleepers, the homeless and
those who need hostel accommodation, key workers, travellers and occupiers
of mobile homes and houseboats. Not all of these needs can be expressed in
a single policy and I note, for example, that the Council deals with travellers in
paragraph 4.13 of the deposit Plan.
4.128 For the purposes of policy HSGG, the Council accepts the need for a clear
definition of “special needs” and suggests amendment to specify the frail
elderly, those with physical or mental disability, the vulnerable young, those
with severe sensory disability and “other”. This is drawn from the Housing
Corporation’s own definition and is reflected in the analysis of special needs
at table 13.1 of the Council’s Housing Needs Survey (CD38). This definition,
a reference to the proportions of need in each category, an indication of
distribution from table 13.7and an explanation of the implications for policy
application (including, for example, the last sentence of paragraph 13.8)
should be included in reasoned justification, to give focus to the translation of
the survey findings into land use policy requirement. A similar approach
should be taken to provision for travellers when the Plan is next reviewed.
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Objectors 0189(7531), 0853(7490) and 0885 (7832)(7833)(7834)(7835)(7836) argue
that it is unacceptable to seek the provision of special needs housing in all residential
developments. Instead special needs housing should be sought on a site-specific
basis based on the site location and local needs of the area.
4.129 For the reasons given in the Council’s evidence, it is apparent that the policy
would bite principally on allocated sites rather than windfalls, because of the
site size threshold and the capacity approach to housing land identification in
a Plan-led process. That said, two of the objectors here are promoters of
sites for allocation as urban extensions of Polesworth/Dordon, to which the
policy would apply either if their sites were allocated or initiated independently
through the development control process.
4.130 It is apparent from the advice in paragraphs 9-13 of PPG3 and paragraph 2
(with footnote 2) of Circular 6/98 that developments of the size involved on
those sites should contribute to creating mixed communities. The Council
has undertaken a Housing Needs Survey (CD38) to identify, among other
things, the needs of specific groups. Provision to meet those needs is
necessary both for the creation of mixed communities and the avoidance of
social exclusion and, to that extent, I find the objections here unfounded.
4.131 Care will nevertheless be needed in implementing the policy to ensure that
identified needs are suitably met and to ensure that land and buildings, if
provided, would be taken up. Discussions with potential providers can most
easily take place during the Plan-making process rather than being left until
planning applications are made, but in either case regard must be paid to site
suitability, the economics of provision and the need to achieve a successful
development. I recommend modification to take these factors into account
which would, I consider, suitably meet the objections.
RD0189 (7531), 0822(7478), 0853(7490) and 0885 (7832)(7833)(7834)(7835)(7836)
state that any request for special needs accommodation should be incorporated
within the affordable housing provision, not as a further addition.
4.132 There is a distinction between affordable housing and special needs housing
in that the cost of access to housing is addressed by the former, and the
physical suitability of housing is addressed by the latter. Thus, not all special
needs housing is affordable housing, or vice-versa. It is appropriate therefore
for policy to be formulated in a way that maintains this distinction. In effect,
the deposit policy acknowledges that an element of affordable housing is
already being sought and, while seeking also special needs housing,
recognises that some or all of this may be absorbed into the affordable
element. Since the special needs element (10%) is smaller than the
affordable element (40%), it will only amount to an additional requirement if all
or part of the special needs housing is provided as market housing. That will
be for the developer to determine, since it would be unreasonable for the
Council to insist on a particular type of market housing for which the
housebuilder perceives no, or insufficient demand or which the developer
considers would be uneconomic to construct, or in which the developer has
no expertise. Thus, the need for locally affordable housing of whatever type
should be dealt with solely through policy HSGB, with the proportion of
provision for more widely available affordable housing, low cost market
housing and general market housing, whether for those with special needs or
otherwise, remaining for the market to determine. In that way, there would be
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no risk of the overall WASP housing requirement being compromised. The
concerns raised by the objectors would, I consider, thus be suitably met.
4.133 That said, it is necessary in my view for reasoned justification to indicate
much more clearly than now the range of types of accommodation that the
2003 Housing Needs Survey reveals to be in short supply and that policy
HSGG will seek to secure. This is necessary to provide developers with
information on which to make informed decisions about the type of
accommodation the Council would wish to have provided (in accordance with
paragraph 11 of PPG3).
Other matters
4.134 There are no objections to the first paragraph of the policy, but I find it
unacceptably vague in expression because it is not clear what is meant by
“the centre of a town or local service centre”. It should refer to the identified
town centres of the Main Towns and Coleshill (these being the only
settlements with town centre areas defined on the Proposals Map). Few of
the Local Service Centres have an identifiable “centre”, their facilities
generally being widely scattered throughout the settlements concerned.
Proximity to open space, bus stops, halls or surgeries would, it seems to me,
be a more appropriate criterion. In either case I doubt that it is the Council’s
intention that all housing development within 500 m of such areas and
facilities should be elderly persons accommodation. For all of these reasons,
I consider that this part of the policy should be translated into reasoned
justification by way of example of the type of housing provision the policy will
seek to secure. My recommendation is formulated on that basis.
4.135 The table in paragraph 4.27f also requires modification to reflect my findings
on individual allocations in appendix H.1 to this Chapter. A more suitable
approach, to my mind, would be for the special needs requirements to be
referred to within the allocations/proposals themselves, along the lines of “an
element of special needs housing will also be sought on this site, in
accordance with policy HSGG” to avoid a fragmentary approach to the
requirements for these sites. This, however, is a matter of editing for the
Council to decide.
4.136 Recommendation
a). That policy HSGG be modified to read:
POLICY HSGG SPECIAL NEEDS ACCOMMODATION
AN ELEMENT OF SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING WILL BE SOUGHT IN ALL
DEVELOPMENTS (INCLUDING THE ALLOCATIONS AND PROPOSALS
SITES IN POLICY HSG1) THAT PROVIDE FOR 25 OR MORE DWELLINGS
OR INVOLVE SITES OF 1 HA OR MORE IRRESPECTIVE OF THE
NUMBER OF DWELLINGS.
THE AMOUNT OF SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING SOUGHT WILL BE
EXPECTED TO AMOUNT TO 10% OF TOTAL HOUSING PROVISION ON
THE SITE CONCERNED, BUT THE PRECISE QUANTITY WILL BE
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DETERMINED HAVING REGARD TO
ECONOMICS OF PROVISION AND
SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT. ALL
MAY BE ABSORBED WITHIN THE
REQUIREMENT OF POLICY HSGB.
b).

SITE SIZE, SUITABILITY, THE
THE NEED TO ACHIEVE A
OR PART OF THE PROVISION
40% AFFORDABLE HOUSING

That reasoned justification for the policy be modified by:


Inclusion of a definition of “special needs” housing (or a
reference to such definition in the Plan’s Glossary) together
with further background relating to needs beyond those of the
elderly, drawn from Section 13 of the 2003 Housing Needs
Survey.



Deletion of the last two sentences of paragraph 4.27 and
insertion in their place of a sentence to the effect that it
follows from the 2003 Housing Needs Survey that the main
types of accommodation sought by policy HSGG will be low
cost accommodation for the elderly, such as bungalows
particularly for shared ownership or Housing Association
tenure.



Addition at the end of paragraph 4.27f of a sentence to the
effect that the provision of accommodation suitable for the
elderly would be particularly welcomed on sites within 500 m of
the identified town centres or, in the Local Service Centres,
within 500m of any of the services referred to in the typology at
appendix S.1.



Deletion of sites 19 and 23b from the table at the end of
paragraph 3.27f.

Policy HSG7 Community Benefits
and paragraphs 4.47 – 4.47a
First Deposit Objections:
FD0812 (5364) McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd
FD0185 (5393) WCC Property Services Dept
FD0821 (5432) J M Bassan
FD0844 (5664) House Builders Federation
FD0847 (6035) Sport England
FD0877 (5855) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0879 (5880) John Deakin

Revised Deposit Objections:
RD0821 (7846) J M Bassan

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0821 (5432) and 0879 (5880) object to the policy on the grounds that the
requirement to provide 100% affordable housing will mean that it will not be possible
to attract Section 106 funding for other facilities.
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4.137 This pair of objections is directed more at the requirement to provide 100%
affordable housing on certain allocated sites, than at the principle of using
planning Obligations to secure community benefits. Requirements for 100%
affordable housing would apply only to site specific “proposals” (see
paragraph 2.50 of Chapter 2A to this Report). Such “proposals” concern only
sites controlled by the Council or by a willing social housing provider.
Planning Obligations are not normally required to secure provision of
affordable housing where registered social landlords are involved. In
formulating the “proposals” it will be for the Council to determine the level of
any additional infrastructure that may be required and to make funding
arrangements accordingly. The provision of facilities other than affordable
housing would not therefore be inhibited.
Objector 0877 (5855) contends that RSLs should not be obliged to provide other
publicly funded services such as education in addition to affordable housing.
4.138 Allocated” housing sites and windfalls follow a different path to “proposals”
(see paragraph 2.49 and 2.50 of Chapter 2A of this Report). In general, they
are promoted not by the Council or other willing providers of social housing
but by private developers. Any element of affordable housing that is
negotiated in accordance with policy HSGB in association with such schemes
would be secured by a planning Obligation. The negotiations would, as the
policy (with my recommended modifications) requires, have to take into
account the economics of provision and the need to ensure a successful
development, and the amount of affordable housing would be established
accordingly. It is to be expected that only the land or buildings to which the
affordable requirement relates would be transferred to a social housing
provider once that Obligation has been negotiated, so any contribution to
other public services would be made by the developer and not fall on RSLs at
all. Nonetheless, should cases arise whereby RSLs choose to advance
development on allocations or windfall sites themselves, I see no reason why
the strictures of policy HSGB should not be applied directly to them. In all
cases, a balance must be struck between the need to provide affordable
housing, the need to ensure that suitable community infrastructure is in place
for the occupiers of development, and to enable the housing industry to
function. The Plan’s policies, as I recommend they be modified, would
provide a suitable framework for this on a case-by-case basis.
Objector 0821(7846) submits that contributions for CCTV should be included in the
policy.
4.139 It would be inappropriate to include a list of all potential matters that the
Council may seek a planning Obligation to deal with. Such lists have a
tendency to grow while still not becoming exhaustive and omissions can
obstruct negotiations. This is one of the reasons why the Council accepted
my suggestion at the Inquiry that the list in paragraph 4.47a should be deleted
in favour of a more generalised approach. The ODPM publication “Safer
Places – the Planning System and Crime Prevention” makes clear that safety
and security are essential to successful sustainable communities. If, in the
light of that advice, CCTV cameras are necessary to enable any particular
development to go ahead, there is no reason why they cannot be required by
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planning condition or Obligation in accordance with Circular 11/95 or 1/97
advice and my recommended modification of Core Policy CP10.
Objector 0815(5393) proposes that the wording ‘all housing developments of more
than 10 homes will be required to pay the capital costs of providing school, preschool and childcare facilitates where appropriate’ be added to the policy.
4.140 Paragraph B.17 of Annex B to Circular 1/97 cautions that policies concerning
planning Obligations in development plans should not be unduly prescriptive
and should address land use planning matters first and foremost rather than
funding or financial matters or the consultative arrangements between the
Borough Council and service providers at planning application stage. The
wording suggested by this objector is unacceptable on all of these counts.
Objector 0847(6035) proposes that the policy should refer to the need to identify
resources for the future maintenance and management of sports facilities.
4.141 Paragraph B17 of Annex B to Circular 1/97 states that policies concerning
planning Obligations in development plans are likely to be unacceptable if
they seek to secure maintenance payments other than in special
circumstances. Special circumstances (including the exceptions in paragraph
B14, which refers to small areas of open space rather than to sports facilities
for general public use) can rarely be anticipated in planning policy and such
matters would need to be negotiated in the individual circumstances of each
case. No modification should be made in response to this objection.
Objectors 0812(5363) McCarthy & Stone (Developments) and 0877(5664) House
Builders Federation state that it will not always be appropriate to seek recreational
facilities in housing developments. Objector 0812(5363) further points out that the
elderly do not generate a need for recreational facilities.
4.142 These arguments are recognised by the advice in paragraph B17 of Annex B
to Circular 1/97 which, among other things, cautions against the blanket
formulation of development plan policies on planning Obligations. I note that
the Council has responded to objection 0812(5363) by suggesting that the
wording of deposit policy HSG1 be modified to say that “all housing
developments will be expected to provide or improve play facilities or amenity
open space”. However, as paragraph B16 advises, policies should not seek
to set out precise requirements or impose rigid formulae.
4.143 A more suitable approach, to my mind, is that which I have recommended in
proposed modification of Core Policy CP10. This, I consider, has clearer
focus than the revision suggested in Appendix A to the Council’s rebuttal
proof (NWBC/HSG7,ECON16 and COM4) and sets out the broad range of
circumstances in which Obligations (and planning conditions) may be used to
support the Plan’s strategy. It represents a more flexible and inclusive
approach than intimated by the list in paragraph 4.47a of reasoned
justification for policy HSG7. It also does not preclude reference being made
to the potential use of planning Obligations in policies relating to specific
types of development or in relation to specific development sites if the Council
so desires. As matters stand, I find policy HSG7 duplicative of policy CP10
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(as recommended for modification) and of deposit policies ECON16 and
COM4, and I conclude that it should therefore be deleted.
4.144 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy HSG7 and paragraphs 4.47
and 4.47a of reasoned justification.

POLICY OMISSIONS
First Deposit Objections:
FD0200 (4297) Mr W H Powell
FD0840 (5629) GOWM
FD0877 (5857) (5858) NHF West Midlands
FD0850 (5707) Cala Homes (Midlands) Ltd
FD0851 (5713) David Wilson Estates
FD0854 (5729) Persimmon Homes (North Midlands) Ltd

Objector 0877(3857) NHF West Midlands questions whether or not the
circumstances in North Warwickshire warrant the inclusion of a key worker housing
policy or policy for the re-use of empty properties.
4.145 The objector has not produced any statistical evidence sufficient to justify
either type of policy and the Council’s own evidence suggests that provision
for key workers and the amount of empty properties in the Borough are not
significant issues locally. Potential for the re-use of empty properties is, in
any event, a matter that is included in “Tapping the Potential” as a
contributory source to assessing housing capacity rather than as a matter for
separate policy formulation. I therefore find no reason for the Plan to make
explicit reference to the subjects concerned.
Objectors 0850(5707), 0851 (5713) and 0854 (5729) contend that there should be an
additional policy in the Plan that allows for supplementary housing allocations to
come forward if other allocated sites do not progress as expected within the Plan
period. Wording for such policy is suggested.
4.146 I have dealt with a similar objection by Coventry City Council - 0849(5698) to
policy HSGE at paragraphs 4.115 – 4.118 above. That objection effectively
adopted a different stance, seeking to introduce policy to avoid undirected
pressure for the release of greenfield windfall sites. The objectors here
effectively seek a more structured approach, promoting a predetermined list
of sites to be held in reserve for release should an impending shortfall
emerge. While supporting the principle of a Plan-led approach to such
matters, delay in incorporating additional sites (beyond those I have identified
in Categories 1 and 2 of Appendix H.1 to this Chapter of my Report) is
unacceptable for the reasons I have given in paragraph 4.21 above. The
Council’s efforts would, I consider, be more suitably directed to ensuring
adequate housing land supply for the 10 year period post adoption of the
Core Strategy Development Plan Document that it is committed to producing
in its approved Local Development Scheme under 2004 Act procedures. In
these circumstances additional policy of the type sought in these objections is
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both impractical and unnecessary. My consideration of the specific sites
advanced by objectors 0850(5707) and 0854(5729) is included in Appendix
H.1 to this Chapter of my Report.
Objector 0200(4297) seeks policy provision for those wanting accommodation to care
for elderly relatives, for those working from home, for those living in houseboats and
mobile homes and for 1 acre smallholdings for “hobby farmers”.
4.147 As I have indicated in paragraphs 4.33 and 4.59 above, the precise mix of
dwellings to be provided on allocations and windfall sites is for the market to
decide. Larger homes suitable for extended families and home-workers can
also be provided through adaptation of the existing stock, under policy ENV14
(as I recommend it for modification). Provision for those living in houseboats
and mobile homes, other than for the categories of need I have referred to in
paragraphs 4.127-4.28 above, is essentially a matter for the market to decide.
The Council has perceived neither a need nor a demand sufficient to warrant
either site specific or general policy provision, and there is no empirical data
before me on which to question its judgement in those respects. Division of
the countryside around towns into 1 acre small-holdings would represent an
unsustainable pattern of development, requiring an inefficient fragmentary
approach to service and infrastructure provision. No modification should be
made in response to this objector’s points.
Objector 0840(5629) wants policy to be included relating to the control of density in
accordance with PPG3.
4.148 Such policy is included in the deposit Plan in the form of HSGF. No further
modification is necessary to meet the objection.
4.149 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
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CHAPTER 5 ECONOMY
Inspector’s note
5.1

My appraisal of policies here and in other Chapters of this Report respond to
individual objections directed at different parts of the Plan and my recommendations
are, in consequence, inevitably fragmented. I summarise those relating to
employment development together here because they are more fragmented than
most. I do so in a hierarchy formulated to illustrate their interrelationship with Core
Policy CPB, which establishes the overarching strategy of restraint on employment
development in North Warwickshire, at least during the currency of this Plan, deriving
from WASP policy I.2 and pending further detailed analysis presaged in RSS/RPG11:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Sites of Regional and Sub-Regional significance are identified at
Hams Hall and Birch Coppice under policy ECON1 (part). Development
at these sites is to take place within the context of extant permissions
until such time as RSS/RPG11 indicates otherwise. A third potential site
of at least sub-Regional significance (Baddesley Colliery – policy ECON3)
is deleted pending strategic review of development needs, having regard
to sustainability issues.
Local provision for new employment land under policy ECON2 is limited
to Holly Lane, Atherstone, but this is effectively put “on hold” in the light of
policy CPB and to enable alternative uses for that site to be considered.
Land at Dosthill has already become a commitment and is therefore
deleted from this category.
Within the Main Towns, Green Belt Market Town(s) and at the Local
Service Centres, provision is made for (limited) employment growth on
existing sustainable sites under policies ECON1 (part) and ECON4, the
latter making greater provision in the two Main Towns (combined) than in
the other two categories (combined).
Qualitative enhancement of the portfolio is to be sought through policy
ECON4 (and ENV policies).
Existing employment sites within development boundaries are to be
retained in employment use (policy ECON5 and, in the case of Manor
Road, through modification of deposit policy HSG1).
Outside development boundaries and in the Green Belt, policy
ENV13 provides for continuing use by existing employers by way of
adaptation and improvement without floorspace increase. It also provides
for the re-use of vacated sites in appropriate locations, provided
floorspace is reduced in favour of environmental enhancement. Within
the Green Belt, no provision can be made for “inappropriate”
development and it will be for the Council to deal with any needed
employment development via the mechanism provided for in Annex C to
PPG2. A consistent approach is required in this respect, responding
particularly to policy CPC, and is a matter for the forthcoming Core
Strategy Development Plan Document to review. Any such provision
should be well related to the Settlement Hierarchy in Appendix S.2 and
policy CPC.
A range of policies make provision for small scale employment
development in suitable locations, including on existing employment
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estates (policy ECON1), re-use and adaptation of rural buildings (policies
ECON4 and ECON 10 and ECON12) and the upper floors of shops
(policy ECON4).
5.2

Taken together, I consider these policy provisions establish a portfolio of employment
land that, in the particular context of North Warwickshire, would respond suitably to
the requirement of WASP policy I.4. Essentially, they are aimed at exercising firm
strategic restraint pending RSS/RPG11 review, while making necessary provision for
meeting local needs. The latter is to be reciprocated with a firm emphasis on
qualitative enhancement of the portfolio, the sites and their environs in suitably
accessible locations.

Objections to Introductory Paragraphs
Paragraphs 5.8-5.17
First Deposit Objections:
FD0886 (5912) Advantage West Midlands

Objector 0886(5912) proposes that reference should be made to the Regional Economic
Strategy, Regional Planning Guidance and to adjoining regeneration zones.
5.3

The Council has suggested an Inquiry change in its proof NWBC/Other to address
this point. That change is acceptable and should be made.

5.4

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by inclusion after paragraph 5.15 of a new section entitled
‘Regional Context’, to include a brief summary of the key points of the RSS/RPG11
and the Regional Economic Strategy.

Policy ECON1 Industrial Development
and paragraphs 5.23-5.25
First Deposit Objections:
FD0200 (4283) Mr W H Powell
FD0440 (4720) Richard J Barker
FD0823 (5499) W. Midlands Planning & Transport Sub Committee
FD0824 (5515) Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy
FD0825 (5563) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0840 (5622) GO-WM South Eastern Division
FD0841 (5637) Birmingham City Council
FD0842 (5650) W H Smith & Sons
FD0859 (5770) Leicestershire County Council
FD0867 (5799)(5803)(7838) Groutage & Ingram Ltd
FD0868 (5807) Bowater Windows
FD0912 (5991) Aldi GMBH & Co KG
FD0913 (5992) Highways Agency
FD0919 (6015) Morston Western Region Properties Ltd
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Inspector’s Appraisal and Conclusions
General objections to the policy
Objectors 0823(5499), 0824(5515), 0840(5622), 0841(5637), 0859(5770) raise points
concerning employment land supply in general.
5.5

These were the subject of RTS2. My findings and recommendations in that respect
are at paragraphs 2.9 2.18 of Chapter 2A of this Report and I do not return to the
subject here.

Objector 0440/4720 observes that the Hams Hall, Birch Coppice and Kingsbury Link sites
have an excessive focus on distribution uses to the exclusion of good quality office and high
technology development in the Holly Lane/Rowlands Way areas of Atherstone.
5.6

Paragraph 32 of PPG13 says that Local Authorities should adopt a positive plan-led
approach to identifying preferred areas and sites for Class B1 uses which are (or
will be) as far as possible highly accessible by public transport, walking and cycling.
This advice is further refined in paragraph 2.44 of PPS6, which requires the adoption
of a sequential approach to site selection for main town centre uses including offices,
once a need for such development has been established. The Council accordingly
says that it cannot support office development in Atherstone other than within the
town centre, and I find no reason to dispute that view. Policy ECON1 would not,
however, prevent research and development use on allocated employment land at
Holly Lane/Rowlands Way (whether as existing or on the part proposed for allocation
under deposit policy ECON2, should that allocation endure) and to that extent I find
the objection unfounded. In either case, no modification should be made in response
to the objection.

Objectors 0823(5499), 0840(5622), 0841(5637) and 0913(5992) say that the policy does not
provide adequate or appropriate guidance for future development at Hams Hall or Birch
Coppice and inappropriately provides for unrestricted B1 uses in a range of locations that do
not satisfy the sequential test (now voiced in paragraph 2.44 of PPS6)..
5.7

The background to the development of Hams Hall is explained in LP1995, in
reasoned justification for policy BEM1. In effect, it was permitted in 1994 as a freight
terminal, manufacturing and distribution park and there are restrictions on each
category of use imposed by planning conditions. Birch Coppice has advanced
through a broadly similar process, but its development is less far advanced than
Hams Hall.

5.8

Nonetheless, neither WASP (CD31) nor RSS/RPG11 (CD30) explicitly identify Hams
Hall or Birch Coppice as sites of regional significance or as regional logistics sites.
Rather, Wasp policy I.4 urges Local Planning Authorities to maintain a portfolio of
employment land which includes small, large and major investment sites. Specific
policy is advanced only for the first and last of these categories, with Hams Hall and
Birch Coppice seemingly being excluded from them. RSS/RPG11 includes a
different categorisation, ranging from Regional Investment Sites to land likely to be of
interest only to local investors (such as small sites within rural areas). It says that
Major Investment Sites and Regional Logistics Sites should only be identified
following consultation with RPB and that the need for further sites in those categories
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should be considered in the context of RPG/RSS review. There is nothing before me
to show that the requisite consultation with RPB has taken place post publication of
RSS/RPG11 with regard to Hams Hall or Birch Coppice. Smaller, sub-regional
employment sites are defined as highly attractive, 10-20 ha in size in sustainable
urban locations with potential to meet both cluster priorities and local needs. While
Hams Hall and Birch Coppice may meet some of these criteria, RSS/RPG11 does
not seek to constrain the type of employment use that may be located on sites within
this category. I do not therefore find the strategic planning policy background to
either site to be as clear cut as the representations suggest.
5.9

However, policy ECON1 is concerned only with making provision for development
within the confines of existing permitted sites and does not provide for their further
expansion. Within this more limited context, the Council says it would be agreeable
to modifying the policy specifically to recognise the regional significance of Hams
Hall, but makes no similar concession in respect of Birch Coppice. In either case
there can be no inhibition on the implementation of extant permissions, whereafter a
“cap” on employment provision must in my view be maintained in accordance with
the quantitative requirements of WASP policy I.2 (2.9 – 2.17 of Chapter 2A of this
Report refers) at least until the consultations and reviews presaged in RSS/RPG11
have been completed. It is only at that stage, and if found acceptable by RPB, that
any different policy regime for new development at Hams Hall and Birch Coppice can
be formulated and carried through in a suitable Development Plan Document. I
recommend modification only insofar as is necessary to reflect this position. In those
circumstances, the concerns expressed in objection 0913(5992) to ensure suitable
safeguards over the impact of proposals on the trunk road network would be met by
the extant planning conditions and Obligations pertinent to each of the two sites.

5.10

The advice in paragraph 2.44 of PPS6 also applies to “main town centre uses”
(including offices). The Council acknowledges that offices would only be acceptable
within the town centre areas and has suggested a change accordingly, which my
recommendation absorbs. With such modification, I consider the points raised in
these objections would be suitably met.

Objector 0825(5563) highlights a potential conflict between the development of certain
employment sites and their potential designation as SINCs. It is therefore suggested that
the boundaries are redrawn, surveys undertaken or reference made to the issue in the
reasoned justification of the policy.
5.11

The protection of sites of nature conservation interest that are not identified on the
Local Plan Proposals Map is a subject that I deal with in my appraisal of objections to
policy ENV8 (at paragraph 3.97 of Chapter 3 of this Report). The approach that I
recommend there (deletion) would suitably meet this objection (the wording in the
Council’s proposed change in paragraph 3.39 of its evidence (NWBC/ECON1) being
in any event unacceptably vague). Given that the objector says that five out of eight
policy ECON1 sites may be affected by the provisions of policy ENV8 (as I
recommend it be modified), reasoned justification for policy ECON1 should, I
consider, include a suitable cross reference. My recommendation is made on that
basis.
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Objector 0842(5650) wants policy provision made for industrial development on land at
Water Orton Lane, Minworth.
5.12

As I have indicated in my appraisal of objections considered at RTS1 (paragraph
2.43 of Chapter 2A of this Report), a purpose of policy ECON1 must be to guide
employment development (within the limitations set by my recommended Core Policy
CPB) to sustainable locations. These are the main towns, Coleshill and villages
identified as Local Service Centres. At the Local Service Centres, deposit policy
ECON1 may thus be taken to imply (but this is for the Council to affirm) that
employment provision for Arley would be at Colliers Way, for Baddessley/Grendon
would be at Atherstone and Birch Coppice, for Hartshill would be in Nuneaton, and
for Kingsbury would be at Kingsbury Link. It would be helpful if reasoned justification
for the policy explained the pattern of distribution of policy ECON1 sites by reference
to policy CPC and their correlation to respective settlements.

5.13

Policy ECON1 makes no provision, however, at Water Orton, which I have also
identified as a Local Service Centre. While the site subject of this objection is well
related to the settlement, it does not offer significant diversity of employment, which
sets it apart from other policy ECON1 sites selected on the foregoing basis. Given
also the strictures of WASP strategy, my recommended core policy CPB and the
prevailing Green Belt notation, it seems to me that a suitable policy framework for
development here would be through the provisions of Annex C to PPG3 rather than
through modification of policy ECON1 in the manner this objector suggests.
Provision under Annex C3 would enable the site to be identified as a “major
developed site” where infilling would be appropriate if necessary to secure jobs and
prosperity. This is a matter on which I have suggested the Council should reflect
further in paragraphs 3.54 -3.55 of Chapter 3 of this Report, given that it has greater
knowledge of prevailing circumstances here than is available to me, and the need to
be consistent in the approach to such sites throughout the Green Belt.

0867 (5799)(5803)(7838) objects to the omission of the Jack O’Watton Business Park from
the list of existing industrial estates, thus not allowing for redevelopment of the site. The
objector proposes that the policy should include major developed employment sites that
adjoin development boundaries or that the development boundary should be amended to
include the site.
5.14

This site lies within the Green Belt to the north east of Coleshill and is physically and
visually separated from Water Orton by the M42 Motorway. It is also separated from
Hams Hall by open fields. It would seem that manufacturing of various kinds has
taken place here since at least 1938. At present, the site includes premises used for
the manufacture of concrete products (mainly for fencing and paving slabs) and the
sale of garden products, a motorcycle showroom and a Fujitsu storage unit, the most
recent construction having been in 2004. Nonetheless, it is far from intensively
developed, and whatever the highway considerations pertinent to its access, the
location is not a sustainable one in the context of my recommended core policy CPC.
In particular, the site does not enjoy ease of access by a range of means of transport
(including on foot) to a range of housing and support services either in the centre of
Coleshill or in a Local Service Centre. Given also the combination of limitations on
employment provision imposed by WASP policy I.2 and on inappropriate
development imposed by Green Belt policy in PPG2, I find no reason to make
provision for further employment development here, beyond policy ENV13 as I
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recommend it be modified. No modification should therefore be made to policy
ECON1 in response to this objection. Having read all of the comprehensive evidence
on this subject, I find nothing of sufficient weight to alter this conclusion.
0868(5807) states that the policy is too restrictive because it does not allow B2 or B8
development close to residential areas. It is suggested that the policy should refer to criteria
whereby B2 and B8 use would be considered acceptable within defined development
boundaries and close to residential areas.
5.15

While I understand the Council’s desire to maintain physical segregation between
uses that are likely to cause environmental disturbance and those which are sensitive
to such disturbance, I find the vagueness of the relevant policy requirement (the
paragraph before the heading “small units”) to be unacceptable. Indeed, blanket
policy (whether carried forward from LP1995 or not) that seeks to prevent all
industrial or storage uses close to the residential parts of towns and villages would
fail to recognise the contribution that many such uses make to the development of
mixed and inclusive communities and to sustainable patterns of travel and transport.
To avoid this criticism a criteria based approach, as suggested by the objector, is
called for which makes provision for industrial and storage uses that do not cause
demonstrable harm to local environments and that may contribute to the pursuit of
sustainable development in an integrated manner. These criteria (which do not
amount to the creation of exceptions) must also be expressed in ways that avoid
ambiguous terminology such as “substantial” and “close to residential environments”.
My recommended modification reflects this approach.

Objector 0912(5991) seeks exclusion of land at Holly Lane Atherstone from clause (ii) of the
policy.
5.16

The part of the Holly Lane estate referred to in this objection contains a sizeable,
modern warehouse building with ancillary offices used by the objector for storage and
distribution purposes in connection with a national chain of supermarkets. The
Council advises that the reference to Holly Lane in clause (ii) of the policy is incorrect
and should be deleted. A similar change is advanced in respect of paragraph 5.23 of
reasoned justification. Modification should be made in both respects.

Objector 0919(6015) seeks identification of the Ansley workshops in Pipers Lane, Ansley as
an employment site under policy ECON1.
5.17

This is an isolated site lying in open countryside about 1 km to the east of Ansley
Common and 2 km or more from Hartshill. It extends to about 4.9 ha and was
formerly occupied by workshops that supported local colliery activity but has now
been partly redeveloped for industrial and warehousing purposes in accordance with
various planning permissions granted since 2001. I further understand that a green
travel plan is in existence and that Pipers Lane is part of an established bus route
between Nuneaton and Atherstone.

5.18

However, the travel plan relates to only one of the plots, the bus service is a daytime
weekday hourly service only, the site is too distant from Hartshill for walking to be an
attractive option, and the road system locally (which is comprised mainly of typically
rural roads subject only to the National 60 mph speed limit) is also not well suited to
cycling. As matters currently stand, and given the relatively limited number and
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range of job opportunities that can be provided on a site of the size and type
concerned, I do not therefore regard this as a suitably sustainable location at which
to focus employment provision to complement the Local Service Centre function of
Hartshill.
5.19

The objector is concerned that failure to qualify under policy ECON1 would render
the site subject to an unduly onerous regime under policy ENV13 which, in its deposit
form, is designed among other things to secure restoration of sites to “countryside
use”. However, with the modifications that I recommend for policy ENV13, such sites
would be acknowledge as previously developed land and provision made, in suitable
circumstances, for qualitative improvements to the site and buildings, and to their
accessibility, within the quantitative strictures of WASP policy I.2 (which applies
equally to policy ECON1 sites). This, it seems to me, is broadly the same policy
framework that has been applied to the site to date and has not unduly inhibited its
refurbishment and re-use. Whatever the case may be in that respect, I conclude that
the attributes of this site are not sufficient to warrant modification of policy ECON1 to
include it.

Objector 0200(4283) refers specifically to paragraph 5.24 and says that the retention of
industrial premises in the older areas of towns and villages is essential rather than just
“desirable”, since they support other activities such as retail, service, community and leisure
activities and suggests that their continued use should be actively promoted with grant aid or
other measures in preference to allocating new employment sites.
5.20

Policy ECON1 is concerned with making provision for employment development in
appropriate locations rather than the retention and enhancement of existing
employment premises, which is the thrust of policy ECON5. The objector’s
suggestion that by permitting housing development on employment land at Rowlands
Way in Atherstone, funding could be released for the refurbishment of town centre
properties in general is untenable in terms of Circular 1/97 advice. It will be for the
Council in implementing policy ECON5 to secure suitable renovation and
refurbishment of properties subject of planning applications by whatever means are
at its disposal, but the distribution of grant aid (for example) is not a land use
planning matter. No modification should be made in response to this objection.

Other matters
5.21

Deposit policy ECON1 provides for employment development at Kingsbury Road,
Curdworth. Curdworth, in my judgement, is not a sustainable location for the reasons
I have given in paragraph H.232 of appendix H.1 to Chapter 4 of this Report.
Development there mainly takes the form of a recently completed industrial estate,
which differentiates it from other older industrial sites in the rural area. Nonetheless,
WASP strategy and my recommended Core Policy CPB firmly militate against
increased employment provision, especially in unsustainable locations.
The
relatively recent origin of the buildings is also unlikely to lead to significant pressure
for conversion or redevelopment. Exclusion of the site from the village development
boundary and its inclusion within the Green Belt (where policy ENV3 as I recommend
it be modified would apply) would, I consider, put it on a similar footing to other “rural”
employment sites such as the Ansley Workshops) and represent a suitable policy
regime for the consideration of future proposals. Planned provision for existing
businesses to secure jobs and prosperity could then be made, if needed, through the
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framework provided by Annex C to PPG2. However, since significant realignment of
the Green Belt boundary would be required here, there is a risk that objection at
modifications stage could delay the progress of the Plan as a whole towards
adoption. In this particular case, the need for boundary review is not sufficiently
pressing to warrant such delay (which would affect the whole of the Plan, not just this
policy). Rather, the site can remain within the village development boundary and
policies CPC and ENV13 would apply to suitably restrain development within WASP
policy I.2 limitations. The Council should, however, act to remove this anomaly when
Green Belt and development boundaries are next generally reviewed.
5.22

In incorporating the modifications that I have found it necessary to recommend, I
have substantially re-ordered the policy in the interests of clarity and to include a limit
on overall quantum in accordance with paragraph 2.16 of Chapter 2A of this Report.
No objections have been made to the part of the policy dealing with small units, so I
make no comment on it. In order to avoid any misapprehension that a less stringent
approach applies to premises that are not within “main existing industrial locations”, it
would in my view be expedient to add a note to the end of reasoned justification to
say that at existing rural industrial estates outside of those specified here, policy
ENV13 will apply.

5.23

Recommendation

a).

That policy ECON1 be modified to read:
POLICY ECON1 INDUSTRIAL SITES
1. THE FOLLOWING SITES, IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP, ARE
EMPLOYMENT SITES OF REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE:



HAMS HALL
BIRCH COPPICE

WITHIN THESE SITES, DEVELOPMENT WILL CONTINUE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH EXTANT PLANNING PERMISSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT WILL
BE PERMITTED ONLY WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF RSS/RPG11 REVIEW.
2. THE FOLLOWING EXISTING INDUSTRIAL ESTATES, AS IDENTIFIED ON
THE PROPOSALS MAP, ARE THE SITES DESIGNATED FOR LOCAL
EMPLOYMENT PURPOSES TO SUPPORT THE FUNCTIONING OF THE MAIN
TOWNS, THE GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S) AND THE LOCAL SERVICE
CENTRES:
 HOLLY LANE, ATHERSTONE
 CARLYON ROAD,
RATCLIFFE ROAD/NETHERWOOD ESTATE,
ATHERSTONE.
 COLESHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
 KINGSBURY LINK
 COLLIERS WAY, NEW ARLEY
CLASS B1(A) OFFICE DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED ON ANY OF
THE IDENTIFIED INDUSTRIAL ESTATES OTHER THAN WHERE ANCILLARY TO
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CLASSES B1(B), B1(C), B2 OR B8 USE, AND WILL OTHERWISE BE
PERMITTED ONLY WITHIN THE TOWN CENTRE AREAS DEFINED ON THE
PROPOSALS MAP OF THE MAIN TOWNS AND GREEN BELT MARKET
TOWN(S).
CLASS B1(B) AND B1(C) USES WILL BE PERMITTED ON THE IDENTIFIED
INDUSTRIAL ESTATES OR WHERE THE PROPOSAL INVOLVES THE USE OF
EXISTING COMMERCIAL LAND OR BUILDINGS ELSEWHERE WITHIN THE
DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES OF THE MAIN TOWNS AND GREEN BELT
MARKET TOWN(S) BUT ONLY OUTSIDE THEIR DEFINED TOWN CENTRE
BOUNDARIES.
CLASS B2 OR B8 USES WILL BE PERMITTED ON THE IDENTIFIED
INDUSTRIAL ESTATES, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF COLLIERS WAY, NEW
ARLEY, WHERE ONLY CLASS B2 USES WILL BE ACCEPTABLE. USE OF
EXISTING COMMERCIAL LAND OR BUILDINGS FOR SUCH PURPOSES WILL
ALSO BE PERMITTED WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES OF THE
MAIN TOWNS AND GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S) BUT OUTSIDE THEIR
DEFINED TOWN CENTRE BOUNDARIES PROVIDED THAT THE SCALE AND
NATURE OF THE INTENDED OPERATION WOULD NOT CAUSE
DEMONSTRABLE HARM TO RESIDENTIAL AMENITY OR TO THE SAFE AND
FREE FLOW OF TRAFFIC ON THE LOCAL ROAD NETWORK.
IN ALL CASES, THE QUANTUM OF DEVELOPMENT ARISING FROM ANY
EXPANSION, CONVERSION OR REDEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING PREMISES
WILL BE LIMITED TO THAT PROVIDED FOR BY CLASSES B AND D OF PART 8
OF SCHEDULE 2 TO THE TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (GENERAL
PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT) ORDER 1995.
SMALL UNITS (NO MODIFICATION RECOMMENDED)
b).

That reasoned justification for the policy be modified to:
 Outline the background to Hams Hall and Birch Coppice and the
reasons for the policy approach to be adopted there.
 Explain the relationship between the identified employment sites and
the distribution strategy of recommended policy CPC.
 Delete from paragraph 5.23 reference to Holly Lane.
 Include cross references to policies ENV8 (specifying the five sites
concerned) and ENV13.
 Mention of the Council’s aim to enhance the quality of the portfolio of
premises and their environs on these sites.
 Incorporate additional wording to explain the limitation on quantum to
that provided for in Classes B and D of the GPDO.

Policy ECON2 – Employment Land
and paragraphs 5.25a-5.29
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4252) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0440 (4721) Richard J Barker

FD0200 (4284) Mr W H Powell
FD0450 (4740) Mr B D & Mrs K Stanton
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FD0452 (4745) Theresa Green
FD0446 (4732) Staffordshire County Council
FD0480 (4781) Mr J Rainer
FD0483 (4786) Mrs Muriel Wilkins
FD0485 (4789) Amanda Macchi
FD0486 (4791) Robert Macchi
FD0548 (4914) (Atherstone Town Council)
FD0586 (4997) Mr C Culwick
FD0587 (4999) D R Milligan
FD0588 (5001) R J Chetwynd
FD0589 (5003) Mrs D J Milligan
FD0604 (5023) S McGuffog
FD0606 (5026) R Evans
FD0607 (5027) A Evans
FD0617 (5037) Mrs M Whitehead
FD0618 (5039) E Latimer
FD0619 (5041) K Rickett
FD0620 (5043) Mrs D Rickett
FD0627 (5051) M Starkey
FD0628 (5053) Miss K Sanders
FD0630 (5056) L Draper
FD0687 (6027) Mrs S Riley
FD0643 (5071) Mrs G Francis
FD0644 (5073) Mrs L Day
FD0645 (5075) K Harvey
FD0649 (5079) Tracy Hubbard
FD0651 (5082) Fred Hogg
FD0652 (5084) Mrs F. J Hogg
FD0653 (5086) P Court
FD0654 (5088) Charles Taft
FD0655 (5090) Margaret Taft
FD0663 (5099) Mrs K Hatton
FD0664 (5101) Mr E I Hatton
FD0665 (5103) Christina Hobson
FD0666 (5105) Sean Yeates
FD0667 (5107) Mr Paul Parker
FD0668 (5109) Mrs Rita Parker
FD0669 (5111) S Langhor
FD0675 (5118) Mr N Evans
FD0676 (5120) Mrs N Evans
FD0683 (5130) M Arnett
FD0684 (5132) Janet Greenway
FD0685 (5134) Mrs A Burgess
FD0690 (5140) Mr M Eaton
FD0691 (5142) Mr J R Jones
FD0692 (5144) Mrs J R Jones
FD0693 (5146) Louise New
FD0694 (5148) Mr A Masters
FD0702 (5157) S Andrews
FD0707 (5162) Jeff Albrighton
FD0709 (5164) B Marven
FD0713 (5169) S A Hewitt
FD0717 (5175) John Gardiner
FD0718 (5177) Mrs Elaine Gardiner
FD0719 (5179) Lesley Jones
FD0724 (5187) Mr A Webster
FD0725 (5189) Mr E Webster
FD0726 (5191) Mr D Miller
FD0727 (5193) Mrs M Miller
FD0728 (5195) Mr B Mayner
FD0729 (5197) Mrs L Mayner
FD0730 (5199) Craig Vincent
FD0734 (5204) Mrs D Lowe
FD0737 (5208) T Turner
FD0738 (5210) Melanie Colby
FD0740 (5213) Mrs H Aston
FD0742 (5217) K Stanbridge
FD0743 (5218) D Stanbridge
FD0774 (5265) Jackie Williams
FD0823 (5500) West Midlands Planning and Transport Sub Committee
FD0809 (5323) Onyx Land Technologies Ltd
FD0809 (5324) Onyx Land Technologies Ltd
FD0810 (5325) Tamworth Borough Council
FD0810 (5326) Tamworth Borough Council
FD0817 (5401) J Nakielski
FD0821 (5415) J M Bassan
FD0841 (5638) Birmingham City Council
FD0859 (5771) Leicestershire County Council
FD0861 (5778) (5779) Maximus Ltd
FD0862 (5781) TNT Logistics UK Ltd
FD0867 (5800) Groutage & Ingram Ltd
FD0708 (6028) Julia White
FD0876 (5383) Powergen UK Plc
FD0881 (5885) (5886) Mr B Cooper
FD0885 (5898) David Hodgetts Farm
FD0887 (5918) Matthew Dugdale Estate
FD0891 (5941) R F Chambers
FD0913 (5993) Highways Agency
FD0805 (5316) St Modwens Developments Ltd
FD0823 (5500) West Midlands Planning & Transport Sub Committee
FD0825 (5564) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0836 (5616)(5617) Coleshill Grammar School Endowment Foundation
FD0870 (5813) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0823(5500), 0841(5638), 0859(5771) and 0885(5898) raise points concerning
employment land supply in general. Objectors 0810(5326), 0823(5500), 0841(5638),
0870(5813) and 0885(5898) further object to the omission of any detailed analysis of existing
employment land supply.
5.24

These matters were the subject of RTS2. My findings and recommendations in that
respect are at paragraphs 2.9 – 2.18 of Chapter 2A of this Report. I do not return to
the subject here, beyond saying that my recommended core policy CPB is also
relevant to the objections here and that advice in the ODPM publication “Local
Development Framework Monitoring – A Good Practice Guide” (March 2005) will
need to be adhered to in forthcoming Development Plan Documents prepared by the
Council.
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Objector 0189(4252) seeks allocation of land at the south western end of the Birch Coppice
site for a rail freight terminal facility and ancillary uses.
5.25

It would seem that this objection is incorrectly numbered in the objector evidence,
where it is referred to as 0189(4258). That objection number appertains to policy
HSG3.

5.26

As I have indicated in paragraphs 5.7 – 5.10 above development at Birch Coppice
must proceed in accordance with extant permissions and otherwise only within the
context of RSS/RPG11 review (as presaged, for example, in policy PA9 and
paragraph 7.46 of the strategy). No modification should be made in response to this
objection, unless and until RPB indicates otherwise.

Objector 0440(4721) considers that the Hams Hall, Birch Coppice and Kingsbury Link sites
have an excessive focus on distribution uses to the exclusion of good quality office and high
technology development in the Holly Lane/Rowlands Way areas of Atherstone.
5.27

I have dealt with the points raised in this objection in a related objection to policy
ECON1 at paragraph 5.6 above. For the same reasons that I give there, no
modification should be made to policy ECON2 in response to the objector’s
criticisms.

Objectors 0821(5415), 0200(4284), 0450(4740), 0452(4745), 0480(4781), 0483(4786),
0483(4786), 0485(4789), 0486(4791), 0548(4914), 0586(4997), 0587(4999), 0588(5001),
0589(5003), 0604(5023), 0606(5026), 0607(5027), 0617(5037), 0618(5039), 0619(5041),
0620(5043), 0627(5051), 0628(5053), 0630(5056), 0640(5067), 0644(5073), 0645(5075),
0649(5079), 0651(5082), 0652(5084), 0653(5086), 0654(5088), 0655(5090), 0633(5099),
0664(5101), 0665(5103), 0666(5105), 0667(5107), 0668(5109), 0669(5111), 0675(5118),
0676(5120), 0683(5130), 0684(5132), 0685(5134), 0687(6027), 0690(5140), 0691(5142),
0692(5144), 0693(5146), 0694(5148), 0702(5157), 0707(5162), 0708(6028), 0709(5164),
0713(5169), 0717(5175), 0718(5177), 0719(5179), 0724(5187), 0725(5189), 0726(5191),
0727(5193), 0728(5195), 0729(5197), 0730(5199), 0734(5204), 0737(5208), 0738(5210),
0740(5213), 0742(5217), 0743(5218), 0774(5265), 0817(5401) variously oppose allocation
of site 1 and/or reasoned justification in paragraphs 5.25a-5.27, both of which relate to 6.9
ha of land east of Holly Lane, Atherstone.
5.28

The main tenets underlying this sizeable suite of objections are that previously
developed land should be taken for employment use before green field sites like the
land at Holly Lane, and that the site would be better suited to the provision of family
housing. In response, the Council says that no suitable previously developed land
for employment has been identified, and that the site is not suitable for housing
because of its exposure to noise and disturbance from the existing Holly Lane
industrial estate (identified in policy ECON1).

5.29

I note that the site is carried forward from LP1995 and that paragraph 5.26 of
reasoned justification says that it will not continue to be allocated if it is not developed
in this Plan period. In the same paragraph, however, the Council asserts that there
is a high demand for sites from local companies with paragraph 5.27 adding that
there is a particular lack of good quality small units which this site is specifically
allocated to deliver. This follows from the Chesterton Report commissioned by the
Council in 2001 and further recognises that provision for small firms would be
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inconsistent with the type of provision proposed at Hams Hall and Birch Coppice, of
regional scale.
5.30

The advice in paragraph 42 of PPG3 is of particular relevance in this case. It
requests Local Authorities to review all their non-housing allocations when reviewing
development plans and consider whether some might better be used for housing or
mixed use developments. The 2005 up-date of PPG3 “Supporting the Delivery of
New Housing” adds that planning applications for such developments should be
considered favourably if land is no longer needed for industrial or commercial use,
other than in a specified range of circumstances. These include the presumption that
previously developed sites (or buildings for re-use or conversion) should be
developed before greenfield sites and cases where there would be conflict with
housing or employment strategy.

5.31

Given that the site has remained undeveloped both since its original allocation in
LP1995 and since the publication of the Chesterton Report, I find the Council’s
assertion that the land is needed for employment development to be, at best,
tenuous. In any event, if there is a need for good quality starter units and no realistic
prospect of them being provided on a small part of the Hams Hall or Birch Coppice
sites, then the presumption in the 2005 up-date of PPG3 implies that a more rigorous
examination of alternatives should be undertaken by the Council before this
greenfield site is taken for development. This examination would need to encompass
a review of the scope for provision of small units on the employment sites identified in
policy ECON1 (as I recommend it be modified), where redevelopment may act to
stimulate qualitative, environmental and accessibility improvements without adding to
overall employment land supply. It should also extend to review of the capacity of
currently unidentified commercial sites within the urban areas to accommodate such
development, and of the potential to promote mixed use developments, with similar
objectives. Deposit policies and those which I recommend for modification (including
for example ECON1 and the format for HSG1 allocations and proposals) have been
formulated to accommodate such an approach. It is only if those options are
demonstrated to be incapable of meeting the identified need that greenfield land
should be brought into the frame. My views in this respect are reinforced by the
oversupply of employment land and the undersupply of housing land in the Borough,
both of which contribute to the County Council’s objection on the basis of nonconformity with WASP strategy.

5.32

Moreover, I am not convinced that noise and disturbance from the existing Holly
Lane Industrial Estate is such that residential development of the site must be
precluded from the whole. Even if that were to be the case, it may be expedient to
retain the site in open space use pending evaluation of its suitability for relocation of
Atherstone Football Club, in order to facilitate the release of that site for housing if
PPG17 requirements are first met.

5.33

Nonetheless, to delete the industrial allocation would, by itself, leave the site within
the development boundary of the town and thus exposed to pressure for
development for other, unplanned, purposes. Alternatively, to recommend that the
development boundary be modified to avoid that risk may result in a need to
immediately return the boundary to its former alignment should the site be found
suitable for housing as a greenfield “urban extension” in the Core Policy
Development Plan Document that the Council is committed to producing by its
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approved Local Development Scheme (paragraph 4.21 of Chapter 4 of this Report
refers). Such a rapid “volte-face” on the subject of development boundaries would
bring discredit to the forward planning of the area. Equally, allocating the site for
housing, for open space or for mixed use development would trigger a potentially
lengthy modifications process and foreclose one or other of these potential uses,
while introduction of an interim policy for “white land” within the development
boundary would be unique to this part of Atherstone and thus inconsistent with this
Plan (and, more generally, with a plan-led approach). Conversely, industrial
allocation would endure only for a short period pending compilation of the Council’s
Core Strategy Development Plan Document, necessary to supplant this “transitional”
Plan within 3 years from the date of adoption (rather than the period to 2011 implied
by paragraph 5.26 of reasoned justification). During that period, it would be for the
Council to reconsider the potential of the site for employment or other suitable uses,
or to bring forward enduring development boundary realignment. Any such
proposals would gather increasing weight under Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act with
progress towards adoption. On balance, therefore, it seems best to leave the
employment allocation in place.
However, in order to avoid options being
compromised by early submission of an application for permission for employment
development here, and to ensure that employment development on brownfield sites
takes place first, I recommend that the release of the site be phased to post 2009.
Objector 0809 (5323)(5324) - Onyx Land Technologies Ltd (part landowner of the Rush
Lane, Dosthill site), objects to the caveats attached to the allocation stating that these will
delay bringing the site forward for development and financially disadvantage the objector.
5.34

Given that the development of this site has now been permitted (paragraph 2.11 of
Chapter 2A of this Report refers), the site has effectively become a commitment.
Control over the size of units and means of access, if not included in the terms of the
permission, cannot now be imposed retrospectively by Local Plan policy. The
allocation should be deleted.

Objectors 0446(4732) and 0810(5325) point out that there is a long-standing policy
commitment for a Dosthill by-pass, the section within Staffordshire being shown indicatively
on the Tamworth Borough Local Plan and its connection to A51 being dependent upon
securing an alignment through North Warwickshire. It is submitted that reference to the bypass should be included in the policy ECON2 allocation of land at Rush Lane, Dosthill and
be shown on the Proposals Map.
5.35

Page 4 of the Council’s evidence (NWBC/ECON2) indicates that objection
0446(4732) has been withdrawn but it is responded to elsewhere in the proof and
remains as a continuing objection on the Inquiry database, so I deal with it here
alongside objection 0810(5325).

5.36

Paragraph 5.22 of PP12 advises that where planning authorities wish to safeguard
land for future road schemes they should do so through a proposal in the Local Plan.
The advice cautions, however, against proposals that seek to safeguard land where
the precise route is not known, or where the feasibility of the scheme commencing
within the lifetime of the Plan is uncertain, because of the need to be sensitive to the
implications of blight.
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5.37

In this particular case, there is no extant permission for the by-pass, it would seem
that the proposal for it only “features” in the neighbouring authorities’ Plans and that
financing for it is to be dependent upon the respective Councils’ abilities to extract
developer contributions in connection with any land use proposals that may be
advanced along its route. There is no reciprocal support for the proposal from either
Warwickshire County Council or the Borough Council. Without questioning whether,
in the context of Circular 1/97, the neighbouring Authorities propose that decisions on
planning applications should be influenced by general aspirations to by-pass a
particular village or contend that a by-pass is necessary for otherwise acceptable
development to go ahead, it seems to me that there is too much uncertainty over the
project to warrant safeguarding at this stage. A comprehensive approach with an
agreed route must be advanced by all the parties concerned (including the respective
land owners). This would need to show that a scheme can be devised to prevent
development taking place before the by-pass could relieve any excess of traffic from
the existing local roads, as well as ensuring equable and comprehensive contribution
to funding. The evidence before me falls well short of demonstrating that this is
achievable prior to adoption of the Plan, and I therefore recommend that no
modification be made.

0825(5564) - Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology) raises the concern that there
are potential SINCs on both sites and consequently states that either the boundary of the
sites should be amended, that a survey be undertaken or at the very least reference is made
to the issue in the reasoned justification.
5.38

As with a related objection to policy ECON1, a cross reference to policy ENV8 should
be incorporated into reasoned justification. I recommend accordingly.

Objector 0805(5316) seeks inclusion of land SW of Junction 10, M42, Dordon as an
employment allocation.
5.39

This site adjoins the urban edge of Tamworth and lies adjacent to M42 at junction 10.
In the light of my findings at RTS2 (paragraph 2.10 of Chapter 2A of this Report),
however, it would be wrong to add to the over provision of employment land in the
Borough, contrary to WASP strategy. No modification should be made.

Objector 0881(5885)(5886) seeks inclusion of land at Junction 9 of M42, Curdworth as an
employment allocation, arguing that it does not perform Green Belt functions and would be
an excellent site for employment development in the long term or to meet the needs of a
“special occupier”.
5.40

This is a site of some 7.57 ha, lying to the north east of the defined settlement
boundary for Curdworth, alongside an existing industrial estate. The site is bordered
on its other three sides by a railway, the A4097 road and the M42. It is currently in
agricultural use, as is further mainly open land on the opposite side of A4097. In
effect, the site is advanced as an extension of the existing employment site to which I
refer at paragraph 5.21 above. The objector seeks the exclusion of the site from the
Green Belt, in effect by the extension of the settlement boundary for Curdworth, and
its allocation for employment development or for warehouse/distribution, hotel or
similar service sector use in either the short or long term. The objection is
promulgated on the basis that Curdworth is a sustainable location for employment
development to meet the needs of small local firms. However, any such provision
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should be made at the main towns, the Green Belt Market Town(s) and the Local
Service Centres, where jobs, housing, transport and other facilities can be suitably
planned and provided for in close juxtaposition. Curdworth does not qualify as such
under the provisions of my recommended core policy CPC and I find no justification
for adopting the objector’s suggestion that it be designated “safeguarded land” in the
context of PPG2 Annex B.
5.41

In effect, the site represents part of the wider agricultural landscape forming the
margins of the M42, contributes to the rural northern and eastern approaches to
Curdworth and to the openness of the Green Belt and physically prevents further
outward expansion of the settlement into the countryside. Given also my findings at
RTS2, (paragraphs 2.9 -2.18 of Chapter 2A of this Report), it would be wrong to add
to the over provision of employment land in the Borough, contrary to WASP strategy
and especially in the Green Belt and in this unsustainable rural location. No
modification should be made. In sum, it is an integral part of the Green Belt and
should be retained as such.

Objector 0836(5616)(5617) seeks inclusion of land adjacent to the River Cole, Coleshill as
an employment allocation.
5.42

This objection refers to a strip of land to the east of the Coleshill Industrial Estate. I
understand that the River Cole has been diverted here, so that the land now lies on
the same side of the river as the industrial estate and effectively forms part of river’s
margins. I find no reason to make provision for employment development right up to
the river edge here, which would represent an outward encroachment of Coleshill
into Green Belt countryside. Moreover, any boundary realignment here would result
in addition to the existing over-supply of employment land in the Borough, contrary to
WASP policy I.2. No such modification should therefore be made.

Objector 0861(5778)(5779) seeks inclusion of land at Brackenlands Farm, Coleshill as an
employment allocation.
5.43

The subject land lies some distance beyond the defined development boundary of
Coleshill, and more closely borders the outskirts of the Birmingham conurbation.
Irrespective of the land quality following use as a motorway storage compound and
for sand and gravel extraction, paragraph 1.7 of PPG2 makes clear that the quality of
the landscape is not relevant to inclusion of land within the Green Belt or its
continued protection. To extend the development boundary outwards from the
settlements to embrace the site, and thereby intervening land, would plainly
compromise Green Belt purposes.

5.44

The objector relies on RSS/RPG11 policy PA6 to urge provision for a good quality
Use Class B1 “motorway” site as part of the Council’s employment land portfolio. It is
argued that the requirements of policy PA6 take precedence over the quantitative
limitations imposed by WASP policy I.2 and that this site is well related to
Birmingham Business Park for “cluster” development. I note that there is an extant
permission covering the whole of the site but this appears to have been based on the
premise that an office building would be constructed only on part, enabling
restoration, tree planting and access improvements on the remainder. It would seem
that these latter “benefits” were considered at the time to have represented “very
special circumstances” sufficient to outweigh the general presumption against
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inappropriate development in the Green Belt. The permitted offices have not,
however been built because of lack of demand and I was advised that vacant land
and buildings still remain on the Birmingham Business Park, so the need to make
employment provision here is, at best, questionable. RSS/RPG11 policy PA6 makes
no specific reference to “motorway” sites and if good quality offices are to be
provided, these should be in sustainable locations which meet PPG2 (paragraph
2.10), PPG13 (paragraph19), PPG6 (paragraphs 1.10 and 1.15) and PPS7
(paragraph2) criteria rather than at “out of centre” motorway junctions requiring
realignment of established Green Belt boundaries. No modification should therefore
be made in response to this objection.
Objector 0862(5781) seeks inclusion of land at the junction of A5 and Holly Lane, Atherstone
as an employment allocation.
5.45

This site of about 2 ha is an open field to the west side of Atherstone and it lies
outside the development boundary for the town. It is submitted that the land is
underused at present and could satisfy the expansion requirements of a significant
local employer, namely TNT Logistics UK Ltd which occupies a sizeable portion of
the existing Holly Lane industrial estate. However, there is no evidence of any
particularly compelling need for the firm to expand on this land at present beyond
vague aspiration, and any present under-use of the land is not a sufficient reason to
add to the oversupply of employment land in the Borough, in breach of WASP policy
I.2. No modification should be made.

Objector 0867(5800) seeks inclusion of the Jack o’Watton Business Park, Coleshill as an
employment allocation.
5.46

I have considered a related objection to policy ECON1 at paragraph 5.14 above and
my findings there are also pertinent here.
The purpose of policy ECON2 is to
allocate new employment land, not to identify existing employment sites, so the
objection is misplaced here in any event. No modification should be made.

Objection 0876(5841) advances additional land at Hams Hall on the basis of a specific
regional rather than local need, arguing that its regional significance sets it apart from the
other sites.
5.47

The existing Hams Hall Manufacturing and Distribution/Channel Tunnel Freight
Terminal extends to some 180 ha, an area that in itself was held to be sufficiently
sizeable to warrant a site specific exclusion from the Green Belt. The subject land
has an area of 21 ha and is the site of the former “B” electricity generating station, its
cooling towers and surroundings. Unlike the existing employment site, it is washed
over by the Green Belt notation. There are no longer any significant upstanding
buildings or structures on this part, a situation that I understand has prevailed for
some 10 years or more while future power generation needs have been under
consideration. The objectors seek to extend development of Hams Hall onto this
area as part of a “Regional Logistics Site”. While the County Council says that a
strategic development of this type would not count against oversupply of employment
land in North Warwickshire, that would not be the case if the allocation were simply
for employment use. It would also be wrong to make a site specific allocation for a
Regional Logistics Centre here in advance of further analysis required by paragraph
7.46 of RSS/RPG11. Moreover, the absence of significant built development would
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also seem to exclude it from “securing jobs and prosperity” under clause C3 of Annex
C to PPG2.
5.48

After the Inquiry session on this site, the objector forwarded a copy of “SMART
Growth: The Midlands Way” - a consultation report designed to inform the Region’s
Community Strategy. This recognises that there is a need to improve and develop
logistics and distribution facilities across the West Midlands, but does not supersede
RSS/RPG11 advice. I am also in receipt, from the same objector, of the ODPM
Guidance Note on Employment Land Reviews, but this is not specific to Hams Hall,
or to planning for Regional Logistics Sites in the West Midlands in general. In effect,
should the way be cleared, before the Local Plan is adopted, for designation of an
enlarged Regional Logistics Site here following the study referred to in paragraph
7.46 of RSS/RPG11, then policy could be handled in one of two ways. One would be
to retain Green Belt coverage and identify the site on the Proposals Map for
redevelopment in accordance with clause C4 of the Annex to PPG2. This would
enable a development brief to be prepared with a view to maximising environmental
improvements across the whole of this part of the objector’s land holding,
incorporating also a range of measures to ensure that development contributes to
local sustainability objectives. Alternatively, the site could be excluded from the
Green Belt and specifically allocated as a Regional Logistics Site.

5.49

However, until the paragraph 7.46 of RSS/RPG11 study is further advanced, it would
be wrong for the Local Plan to circumvent WASP employment restraint or pre-empt
regional planning decisions in either of these ways. If the study is not complete and
recommendations accepted by the RPB before the Local Plan is adopted, then
proposals may be pursued through the normal development control process.
Demonstrated regional need would no doubt be a weighty “very special
circumstance” in that regard. Nonetheless, the Council’s Local Development
Scheme includes provision for early review of employment land in a “core strategy”
Development Plan Document, so there is no obvious reason why the site cannot be
brought forward in a more suitably plan-led fashion as I have outlined. Whatever the
case may be, no modification of the present Plan should be made with regard to this
site.

5.50

RECOMMENDATION

a).

That policy ECON2 be modified to read:
POLICY ECON2 EMPLOYMENT LAND
THE FOLLOWING SITE IS ALLOCATED FOR EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT:
LAND EAST OF HOLLY LANE, ATHERSTONE, EXTENDING TO 6.9HA AS
SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS MAP, SUBJECT TO:
i.
ii.

DEVELOPMENT BEING FOR SMALL CLASS B1(B) and (C) AND B2 UNITS
UP TO 465 M2, OR
EXPANSION FOR CLASS B1 (B) and (C) OR B2 USE FOR AN EXISTING
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE BASED COMPANY
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IN EITHER CASE:
iii. PERMISSION WILL NOT BE GRANTED FOR DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO
JANUARY 2009.
iv. LAND BORDERING EXISTING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES AND ON THE
HOLLY LANE FRONTAGE AT THE JUNCTION OF ROWLAND WAY WILL BE
RESTRICTED TO CLASS B1 (B) and (C) USE ONLY.
b).

That reasoned justification for the policy be modified as follows:





Consequential modification of paragraph 5.25a, to refer to Holly Lane only.
In paragraph 5.26 and 5.27 inclusion of explanation of the reason for
phasing, drawing on paragraphs 5.28 – 5.33 above.
Deletion of paragraph 5.29.
Inclusion of a cross reference to policy ENV8.

POLICY ECON3 - The Former Baddesley Colliery Site
and paragraph 5.30
First Deposit Objections
FD0178 (4229) - Warwickshire Wildlife Trust
FD0822 (5450) - Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0824 (5516) - Dept of Planning Transport and Economic Strategy, WCC
FD0825 (5565) - Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0848 (5691) - Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd
FD0856 (5734) - CPRE Warwickshire Branch
FD0887 (5919) - Matthew Dugdale Estate
FD0913 (5994) - Highways Agency

Revised Deposit Objection
RD0887 (7091) - Matthew Dugdale Estate

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0877(5919)(7091) is the owner of the site and seeks a more accurate recitation of
the position reached with regard to restoration and after-use of the former colliery and
clearer indication of what the proposed development brief will propose, adding that the
requirement in paragraph 5.20 for annual reports on the delivery of rail access is
unreasonable.
5.51

This very extensive colliery is situated in open countryside between Dordon and
Atherstone, some distance to the south of the A5. It closed in the late 1980s, at
which time an existing minerals railway shared with Birch Coppice was removed.
Planning permission was granted in 1996 for a large part of the site to be used for
vehicle storage, subject to the rail link being re-instated. Much of the land has since
been restored to a high standard with significant areas having been re-graded and
planted with trees. Some former colliery buildings have also become used for office
purposes. However, despite the provision of a direct road link via Merevale Lane to
A5, there is an inherent rurality of location which militates against unsustainable
development.
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5.52

It was originally intended that the 1996 permission would address the sustainability
issue by securing re-instatement of the rail link (effectively, a relatively short
extension of that which has now been re-instated to Birch Coppice). I am not,
however, convinced that this would render the site more suitable for any wider
employment use, since the utility of the railway for anything other than the movement
of bulky commercial goods is uncertain and the frequency or quality of any passenger
service sharing a single track route with freight from Birch Coppice is questionable.
Whatever the case may be in that respect, a suitable user has not, to date, been
identified who would be prepared to finance provision of a rail link, and it seems to
me likely that most employees and visitors to the site would therefore travel by car.
In order to avoid the risk of such travel patterns becoming permanent, I understand
that the Council has resolved to permit storage use on the basis of road access only,
for a temporary period while finance for the rail link is being accrued. However, there
is still no prospective developer in place and the Council rightly has growing concerns
about the sustainability of such an approach even on the temporary basis envisaged.
It is apparently for this reason that policy has been formulated in the deposit Plan on
the basis of a commitment to formulate a development brief to consider potential for
other uses, including tourism and/or countryside recreation purposes. If these latter
uses were to be pursued, the provision of rail access may, I suspect, be even more
questionable.

5.53

However, policy to formulate policy has no place in a land use plan, and the
proposals of both the Council and the site owner are insufficiently developed to
enable the clarity and succinctness that PPG12 demands of policy expression. This
was a point accepted by the parties at the Inquiry, both of whom conceded that the
policy should therefore be deleted.

5.54

In subsequent correspondence the objector has suggested that the site be reintroduced instead as a policy ECON1 employment site. I understand that, because
of the 1996 permission, the Council would not regard this as amounting to the
allocation of new industrial land and would accept therefore that it would not
contravene the limitations on such allocations deriving from WASP policy I.2.
However, policy ECON1 (as I recommend it be modified) would identify only
sustainable development locations that accord with my recommended core policy
CPC (at paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report) and this would therefore be an
inappropriate course to follow. In response to the objector’s argument that the site
should be regarded as having equal status to Birch Coppice, I remark only that
Baddesley Colliery is much less well related to the settlement pattern of the Borough
than Birch Coppice. The existence of a 1996 planning permission (whether or not it
has since lapsed) does not automatically generate a requirement for employment or
other allocation in the Local Plan – indeed, there are many sites where planning
permissions have been granted but which are not individually recognised in
development plans. Any fresh proposals for employment or distribution uses different
from that already permitted and of similarly regional significance to those at Birch
Coppice (whether rail-served or not) ought, in any event, be advanced through the
RSS/RPG11 review process and not initiated in the Local Plan. Until there is a
shared vision between all of the parties involved (at strategic, sub-regional and
Borough levels, as appropriate, and agreed with the site owner and other
stakeholders such as the rail authority) it is not in my view either prudent or possible
to formulate land use policy for the site.
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5.55

It remains my view, therefore, that policy ECON3 should be deleted and reference to
Baddesley Colliery excluded from the Plan. In the interim, and while the extant
permission subsists, it would thus remain as a “commitment” which influences
analysis of the quantum of employment land availability within the Borough but does
not direct its future planned distribution. Unless or until emerging strategy provides
otherwise, such distribution should be in accordance with my recommended core
policy CPC. I recommend deletion of policy ECON3 and reject inclusion in ECON1
accordingly. The changes suggested in Appendix A to the Council’s proof
NWBC/ECON3 should also not be made.

Both Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology) - 0825 (5565) and Warwickshire
Wildlife Trust - 0178 (4229) consider that nature conservation value needs to be explicit to
ensure adequate protection. This is because there is a potential SINC (Site of Important
Nature Conservation) on the site and the site is directly adjacent to an existing SINC.
5.56

In the light of my foregoing findings, there is no need to include a reference to nature
conservation interests in this part of the Plan.

Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822 (5450) points out that one of the main reasons
for granting planning permission on the site was because of the potential to use rail to
transport the cars rather than using the local road network. It is suggested that if the rail link
is not implemented the temporary planning consent should not be renewed. A more
sustainable use of site is called for. Similarly CPRE Warwickshire Branch - 0856 (5734)
want to see the proposals for car storage dropped, as well as any reference to any future
industrial development.
5.57

My recommended modification would meet both of these objections.

The Dept of Planning Transport and Economic Strategy, WCC - 0824 (5516) is keen to see
that any proposals for new tourist, leisure and recreation development will create new jobs
that meet local needs for employment and provide community benefits as set out in WASP
Policy I.8.
5.58

The Council says that this is its intention but in the light of my recommendation, the
matter would not warrant expression in the Plan at this stage.

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd - 0848 (5691) has requested that National Rail be consulted
on any draft brief which will re-examine the need, demand and deliverability of rail access to
the site.
5.59

The Borough Council says that it will consult stakeholders when preparing a brief
and, where it relates to rail facilities, will consult the relevant bodies. It would be
opportune for initial consultation also to take place before specific development plan
proposals are formulated (especially if passenger access is to be proposed), and my
recommended deletion of the policy would enable such consultation to be carried out.

The Highways Agency- 0913 (5994) has asked that a Transport Assessment accompany
either the brief or the planning permission.
5.60

The Borough Council says that it will request an assessment in accordance with
policy TPT1 on the currently undetermined planning application for car storage reliant
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only on road use. The Highways Agency should also be consulted in the formulation
of any Local Plan policy or proposal that involves vehicular access to the site. Both,
however, are procedural matters that do not warrant expression in the Plan.
5.61

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of Policy ECON3 and paragraph 5.30.

Policy ECON4 - Managed Workspace/Starter Units
First Deposit Objections
FD0332 (4510) – The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins)
FD0816 (5395) – Vero & Everitt Ltd
FD0823 (5501) – West Midlands Planning & Transport Sub-Committee
FD0824 (5517, 5518 & 5526) – Dept. of Planning, Transport & Economic Strategy, Warwickshire County Council
FD0841 (5639) - Birmingham City Council
FD0859 (5772) – Leicestershire County Council
FD0870 (5814) – Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
A number of objectors (Warwickshire County Council - 0824 (5517), West Midlands Planning
& Transport Sub-Committee - 0823 (5501), 0841 (5639) - Birmingham City Council and 0859
(5772) – Leicestershire County Council) have objected to the fact that this policy allows for
the WASP employment target to be exceeded. Birmingham City Council considers such
policy to be acceptable in most circumstances but feels it is questionable with the over
supply of employment land in the Borough. Leicestershire County Council is particularly
concerned that the policy may lead to additional pressure for housing in southwest
Leicestershire. Warwickshire County Council - 0824 (5526) is concerned that the strategic
steer provided by WASP is not fully reflected, particularly with regard to the Council’s
identification of Coleshill as a town of equal status to the main towns. Objector 0332 (4510)
– The Polesworth Society (Susan Collins) believes that Polesworth needs managed
workspace / starter units and wonders why a site has not been identified.
5.62

The subject of over-provision of employment land was deliberated upon at RTS2 and
my findings and recommendations are set out at paragraphs 2.9 – 2.18 of Chapter
2A of this Report. The County Council has subsequently conceded that there is a
need to make limited provision for the needs of local employers in the Borough
(CD100) and, in the context of policy ECON4, has suggested a total floorspace limit
be imposed. Whereas the County Council has suggested this be set at 2,000 sq m
for Atherstone/Mancetter and the same for Polesworth/Dordon, the Borough Council
has requested that consideration be given to having a similar limit also for Coleshill.
Coleshill can, however, be distinguished from the main towns in terms of its Green
Belt location and proximity to the Birmingham conurbation, in consequence of which
the stimulation of development activity here in any quantity would, I consider, be
inappropriate. Nonetheless, in furtherance of the advice in paragraph 5 of PPS7 and
in accordance with Core Policy CPC, it seems to me that a floorspace limit of
2,000sq m covering both Coleshill and the Local Service Centres, as a single entity,
and confined to employment sites identified in policy ECON1(ie. existing industrial
estates) would represent a suitably proportionate means by which rural economic
regeneration can be progressed without compromising WASP employment
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objectives or the development strategies of neighbouring Authorities. There is some
scope for this in consequence of my recommended modifications of deposit policies
ECON2 and ECON3 in which certain employment allocations are, at least for the
time being, deferred. In response to objection 0322(4510), it is not the purpose of
policy ECON4 to identify particular sites for employment allocation, but with
modification as I have outlined all of the substantive points raised by the objectors
would, I consider, be suitably met. I recommend modification accordingly.
Warwickshire County Council - 0824 (5518) believes that bringing forward managed
workspace will prove difficult and is unrealistic because it will be dependent on grants from
private sector, local authority or other partner funding. Vero & Everitt Ltd - 0816 (5395) also
consider that the policy is idealistic with no hope of being implemented unless additional
external finance is available.
5.63

The Council responds to the criticism raised in these objections by saying that it
needs to be proactive in flagging up investment signals. While that is not a land use
planning consideration, it is a function of spatial planning to make appropriate land
use provision to secure desired outcomes – in this case the provision of employment
floorspace suitable for particular categories of occupier. While greater clarity of
expression is necessary to indicate more precisely what the Council is seeking to
deliver, control over such matters as unit size and design is, in my experience, a well
established aspect of development plan policy and one that is acceptable where
supported, as here, on a firm evidential basis. Subject to modification to focus on
land use considerations, a matter discussed at some depth with the Council during
the course of the Inquiry and manifested in draft form in CD112, I therefore do not
regard the policy as being unacceptably unrealistic or idealistic.

Although Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce - 0870(5814) supports this policy
it objects to criterion 2, which in the First Deposit restricted occupation of these units to 24
months. Vero & Everitt Ltd - 0816(5395) also objects to this criterion, on the basis that
starter businesses need at least 5 years before stabilising.
5.64

Even with the revised deposit change proposed to this policy in response to these
objections, I consider criterion 2 to be unacceptably vague. A “regular turnover” does
not, for example, necessarily equate to a frequent one and the criterion could thus be
satisfied even if the turnover was once a decade or more. Tenancy arrangements of
this sort are not a land use policy consideration and while it may be appropriate to
refer to such matters in explaining the typical characteristics of managed workspace
or starter units, the policy must concern itself only with physical and locational
considerations. I recommend modification accordingly, incorporating deletion of
deposit criterion 2.

5.65

Recommendation

That policy ECON4 be modified to read:
POLICY ECON 4 MANAGED WORKSPACE/STARTER UNITS
1. EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT WHICH WOULD PROVIDE OR INCLUDE
OFFICE OR WORKSHOP ACCOMMODATION SUITABLE FOR NEW OR SMALL
BUSINESSES (INCLUDING MANAGED WORKSPACE UNITS) WILL BE
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WELCOMED WITHIN THE MAIN TOWNS OF ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER AND
POLESWORTH/DORDON SUBJECT TO NO MORE THAN 2000 SQ M OF NEW
EMPLOYMENT FLOORSPACE BEING CREATED WITHIN EITHER OF THESE
PAIRS OF SETTLEMENTS AND WHERE IT:
(a). MAKES PRODUCTIVE USE OF UPPER FLOORS ABOVE TOWN
CENTRE RETAIL PREMISES, PROVIDED EXISTING OR POTENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN
PARTICULAR IS NOT THEREBY DISPLACED; OR
(b). IS PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF LIVE/WORK UNITS.
2. ELSEWHERE, THE PROVISION OF ACCOMMODATION SUITABLE FOR NEW
OR SMALL BUSINESSES WILL BE WELCOMED WHERE IT:
(c). FACILITATES THE ADAPTATION AND RE-USE OF EXISTING RURAL
BUILDINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY ECON12; OR
(d). DIVERSIFIES AND ENHANCES THE RANGE OF EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN EXISTING INDUSTRIAL ESTATES LISTED IN POLICY
ECON1, SUBJECT TO NO MORE THAN 2000 SQ M OF NEW
EMPLOYMENT FLOORSPACE BEING CREATED WITHIN THOSE AT
COLESHILL AND THE LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES COMBINED.
IN ALL CASES, CONDITIONS MAY BE IMPOSED TO PREVENT ANY
SUBSEQUENT EXPANSION OR EXTENSION OF SUCH ACCOMMODATION
THAT WOULD RESULT IN IT NO LONGER BEING SUITABLE FOR THE
PROVISION OF MANAGED WORKSPACE/STARTER UNITS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE TERMS OF THIS POLICY.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified as follows:







Preceding paragraph 5.32 with a reference to Core Policy CPB and WASP
policy I.2 in the context of the 2,000 sq m floorspace limits, drawing on
CD100 and affirming that the limits apply to the whole of the Plan period.
Deletion of paragraph 5.33 and insertion of a replacement paragraph
describing the typical characteristics of accommodation suitable for new
or small business including, for example, reference to floorspace and cost
per sq m to buy or rent and drawing also on sub-clause 1 of the deposit
policy.
Inclusion of a cross reference to policy ECON1 in the context of office
development, indicating that “free-standing” office development will be
confined to the town centre areas defined on the Proposals Map.
Mention of the Council’s aim to secure qualitative improvement of the
existing portfolio of sites, premises and their environs.
Insertion of a further paragraph along the lines that planning conditions
may be imposed or Obligations sought, to ensure that the size and tenure
of units provided under this policy provide a stock of accommodation
suitable for new and small businesses at various stages in their
development.
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Policy ECON5 – Protection of Existing Employment Sites and Buildings and
paragraphs 5.34-5.36
First Deposit Objections:
FD0200 (4285) Mr W H Powell
FD0812 (5362) McCarthy & Stone (Developments) Ltd
FD0822 (5452) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0824 (5519) WCC Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy
FD0857 (5760) Mr R J Arnold
FD0858 (5766) Walton Homes Ltd
FD0867 (5801) Groutage & Ingram
FD0873 (5833) CT Planning
FD0877 (5845) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0888 (5935) W M Morrison Supermarket PLC

Revised Deposit Objection:
FD0867 (7792) Groutage & Ingram

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
0824 (5519) - WCC Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy is concerned that the
policy provides scope to further exceed WASP’s allocation of industrial land. It is stated that
WASP takes into account the decline of manufacturing and mining and the growth of the
service sector in arriving at the allocations. Consequently any redevelopment of industrial
sites needs to be included as additions to the provision of industrial land.
5.66

In its first deposit form (to which this objection initially related) policy ECON5 included
a reference to redevelopment but in its now revised deposit form (with changes
suggested in NWBC/ECON5), the policy would have more precisely defined focus
only on retention. To that extent, it would seem that the objection has been at least
in part met, although continued objection appears to be predicated on the basis that
change from manufacturing to service sector use should, in itself, be counted as a
net addition to employment floorspace. I deal with the generality of this argument
concerning the “gross approach” adopted by the County in my consideration of RTS2
(paragraph 2.14 of Chapter 2A of this Report refers).

5.67

Whatever the merits of that approach might be, planning control over changes of use
is governed primarily by the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987
(as amended) and the provisions of Article 3 and Part 3 of Schedule 2 to the Town
and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995. These
distinguish between employment uses on the basis of their inherent characteristics
and potential environmental impact rather than on the nature of employment
provided. While the “gross approach” may thus be relevant to quantitative decisions
over the amount of employment land to be provided at Plan-making stage, it can
have only limited bearing on the formulation of qualitative policies for development
control purposes. Policy ECON5 does not, in any event, purport to promote changes
between different types of employment use, being concerned instead simply with
avoiding losses to non-employment use. By omission (if not by commission), CD100
would seem to signal the County Council’s recognition of this and I do not therefore
see any compelling reason to modify the revised deposit policy in response to the
County’s objection.
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0200 (4285) - W H Powell objects to the policy on the basis that it may on occasion be
desirable to promote renovation and re-use of existing buildings for modern employment
uses, especially where industrial re-use may engender unsuitable traffic. The objector
further submits that paragraphs 5.34-5.35 are too weak as a more proactive stance should
be adopted to promoting modern occupations outside development boundaries, including in
the Green Belt. 0867 (7792) - Groutage & Ingram point out that clause 1 of the policy refers
to normal development control matters that do not need repeating in the policy.
5.68

There is nothing in the policy that would inherently prevent renovation and re-use of
land and buildings for modern employment purposes, and policy ENV14 as I
recommend it be modified would suitably address traffic and other environmental
considerations (under the heading “access design”). On that basis, clause 1 of the
policy can be deleted. To have its intended effect, however, policy ECON5 should
refer to continuing employment use rather than only to the “present use”. Both points
are accepted by the Council and modification should be made in these respects.

5.69

PPS7 requires that away from the larger urban areas Planning Authorities should
focus most new development in or near to local service centres where employment,
housing, services and other facilities can be provided close together. General
dispersal of economic development, as promoted by this objector throughout the
countryside and in the Green Belt, would be wholly inconsistent with that advice and
should not be pursued.

0888(5935) - WM Morrison Supermarkets Plc states that a dogmatic approach to
safeguarding a site for traditional employment could prejudice footloose investment that
might otherwise create significant economic activity. It is therefore suggested that the policy
be amended to fully reflect paragraph 3.23 of PPG6 – i.e. that criteria should be added to
allow the re-development of existing employment sites for other uses where a) it does not
have the effect of limiting the range and quality of sites available for employment or b) the
building/ land in question is no longer physically or locationally suitable for the needs of
modern industry. 0812 (5362) - McCarthy & Stone (Developments) Ltd, 0858 (5766) - NHF
West Midlands (Walton Homes Ltd) and 0857 (5760) - Mr R J Arnold object to the policy
because it does not allow employment land to be re-used for residential purposes.
5.70

The advice in PPG6 has now been overtaken by that in PPS6. This promotes a
Plan-led approach to retail provision and, outside identified town centres, requires
assessment of need as a precursor to a sequential approach to site identification. It
would be wrong to modify policy ECON5 to indicate otherwise. A new paragraph 42
(a) has also been inserted into PPG3 by a January 2005 up-date. It says that Local
planning authorities should consider favourably planning applications for housing or
mixed use developments which concern land allocated for industrial or commercial
use in saved policies and development plan documents, or redundant land or
buildings in industrial or commercial use. This applies, however, only to land or
buildings no longer needed for such use.

5.71

The Council’s case for limiting potential losses to other uses, including housing, is
based on a desire to maintain a suitable portfolio of employment land in accordance
with the aims WASP policy I.4 and RSS/RPG11 policy PA6, without increasing
overall supply contrary to WASP policy I.2. This, it says, reflects the specific
circumstances of North Warwickshire, where there is firm strategic restraint on the
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supply side and clear evidence that existing land is still needed for employment use,
as shown by the Chesterton Report (CD50).
5.72 The policy would not prevent qualitative enhancement of existing sites or
redevelopment of buildings in order to make them fit for use by modern industries,
these being subjects suitably covered in policy ECON1 as I recommend it be
modified. The Council concedes, however, that protection should not be extended to
land and buildings in cases where loss would not result in a negative impact on the
range or quality of employment sites available within the settlement concerned, and I
agree that should be carried forward as a modification. Viability of individual
businesses, however, has no direct bearing on the general suitability of land for
continued employment use, and provision for the elderly in town centre locations is
the subject matter (in part) of policy HSGG
In the light of all these factors, I am
content with the Council’s general policy approach.
0867(5801) Groutage & Ingram propose that clause 3 of the policy be deleted on the basis
that it is unreasonable and bad planning to seek the removal/ rejection of employment sites
outside development boundaries where they are having significant economic benefits. It is
also submitted that the approach is contrary to against Green Belt policy.
5.73

Clause 3 of policy ECON5 has been formulated to recognise that buildings in
unsustainable rural locations may not be suitable for retention in employment use.
While I do not dispute that as a generality, conveys an incorrect interpretation of
Green Belt policy in that PPG2 does not promote removal or reduction of existing
employment sites. Development in the Green Belt is subject to policy ENV3, which
policy ENV13 (with recommended modifications) applies to employment sites both
there and outside development boundaries (including the boundaries of employment
sites allocated under policy ECON1). There is also no need for policy ECON5 to
retain land and buildings on policy ECON1 sites since non-employment use of those
would be contrary to the development plan allocation. In effect, therefore, policy
ECON5 need only be concerned with sites within development boundaries and this
should be made clear in its wording. With cross-references also to policies ECON1
and ENV13 in reasoned justification, clause 3 thus becomes superfluous and should
be deleted.

0822(5452) - Atherstone Civic Society states that the policy is too restrictive because it
would prevent the use of former industrial sites for community purposes. An additional
clause to the policy is proposed which reads ‘There is a clear community benefit’.
0200(4825) - W H Powell also objects that the policy prevents the re-use of buildings for
community uses.
5.74

The Council says that policy COM1 would provide for change of use to community
facilities and that an appropriate balance between the two policies would need to be
struck at development control stage. While flexibility in approach is desirable, these
two policies potentially directly contradict each other and reasoned justification
should, in my view, therefore include a cross reference between them (the same
applies to COM1) and indicate which has the greater priority in the Council’s overall
land use strategy. My understanding is that employment sites within settlements
would be retained for employment purposes unless there would be no negative
impact on the range or quality of employment sites available there, in which case
change of use to other purposes, including community use, would be supported.
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That seems to me to be an appropriate approach, and I recommend modification
accordingly.
0877 (5845) - NHF West Midlands states that provision should be made to allow allocated
employment sites to be used for affordable housing as an ‘exception to the norm’.
5.75

The case for exceptions to policies must be made on the individual circumstances of
the proposal concerned and should not be specifically provided for in policy. To do
so would compromise the intended operation of Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act. No
modification should be made in this respect.

0858(5766) - Walton Homes Ltd and 0857(5760) - Mr R J Arnold object that the policy
prevents a residential conversion of buildings at Manor Farm, Shuttington and state that not
all buildings are suited to employment re-use, that it depends on the character, location,
setting and quality of the building.
5.76

It is not the purpose of policy ECON5 to make site specific provision for residential
conversion proposals, wherever they may be. Rather, the policy is concerned only
with securing the retention of existing employment land and buildings. In accordance
with the provisions of Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act, proposals for change of use
must be determined in accordance with the development plan, taken as a whole,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Policy ENV14 as I recommend it
be modified establishes a range of design criteria that proposals would need to meet
and thus provides a suitable framework for the consideration of the relative design
merits of competing proposals for change of use. These do not warrant re-iteration in
policy ECON5, which I consider to be appropriately formulated to give priority to
continuing employment use over other uses. My recommended Core Policy CPC
establishes a similarly suitable framework for considering respective locational
merits, which would be reflected in the focus of policy ECON5 on sites within
development boundaries, as I recommend.

5.77

Recommendation

a).

That Policy ECON5 be modified to read:
ECON5 PROTECTION OF EXISTING EMPLOYMENT SITES AND BUILDINGS
WITHIN DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES
EXISTING EMPLOYMENT SITES AND BUILDINGS WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARIES OF THE MAIN TOWNS, GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S) AND
LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES WILL BE RETAINED FOR EMPLOYMENT
PURPOSES UNLESS :
(i)
REDEVELOPMENT OR RE-USE IS PROPOSED AS A MIXED USE
SCHEME WITHIN A TOWN CENTRE DEFINED ON THE PROPOSALS
MAP; OR
(ii)
THERE WOULD BE NO NEGATIVE IMPACT ON THE RANGE OR
QUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT SITES AVAILABLE IN THE SETTLEMENT
CONCERNED.
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b).

That reasoned justification be modified by re-drafting paragraphs 5.34-5.36 to
make clear that:
 the policy is predicated both on the basis of my recommended Core Policy
CPB, and on the need to ensure retention of a portfolio of employment land
and buildings sufficient to meet locally generated needs, arising for
example from existing local firms wishing to modernise or grow. It is also a
response to the need to maintain mixed communities in which homes, jobs,
services and other facilities are provided close together.
 the main focus of the policy is on retaining employment sites in sustainable
locations including the main towns, Green Belt Market Town(s) and Local
Service Centres, with policy ECON1 establishing the regime on identified
industrial estates and policies ECON12 and ENV13 being relevant
elsewhere.
 retaining suitable sites for continued employment use is not to be
perceived as an obstacle to redevelopment and/or qualitative improvement
of such sites, which the Council would wish to encourage within the
constraint of not adding to the supply of employment land contrary to
WASP policy I.2 strategy.
 it is also not the intention to retain all potentially suitable sites. There may,
for example, be cases where loss to employment use would not have a
harmful impact on the portfolio of sites available at a particular settlement
or where the site may be better suited to meet an identified need for
community facilities or services.
In such cases, proposals will be
considered on the basis that the site be retained in employment use unless
clauses (i) or (ii) of the policy are satisfied.
 In all cases, environmental safeguards will be required in accordance with
policy ENV14 as I recommend it be modified.

ECON6 – Facilities Relating to the Settlement Hierarchy
and paragraphs 5.37 – 5.40b
First Deposit Objections
FD0332 (4511) The Polesworth Society
FD0538 (4891) Coleshill Town Council
FD0822 (5453) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0824 (5520) (5527) Warwickshire County Council
FD0884 (5896) Sainsbury Supermarkets Ltd
FD0888 (5937) WM Morrison
FD0888 (5938) WM Morrison

First Deposit Objections transferred from Policy ECON9
FD0040 (4050) National Farmers Union
FD0139 (6019) Mr Paul Douglas

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0888 (7487) Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc
RD0913 (7870) The Highways Agency

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0824(5520)(5527) observes that WASP policy TC.2 includes only Atherstone as a
“town centre” in which shopping, entertainment and leisure developments over 1,000 sq m
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and less than 2,500 sq m should be permitted, and contends that Polesworth and Coleshill
should therefore be redefined lower in the Council’s hierarchy of centres, with the lower tier
role of Coleshill in the settlement hierarchy also being recognised.
5.78

I have dealt with the status of Coleshill in the Plan’s settlement hierarchy in my
findings from RTS2 and my recommendations for the distribution strategy are voiced
in policy CPC (at paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report). Effectively, this
recognises Atherstone/Mancetter and Polesworth/Dordon as “Main Towns” in
accordance with WASP policy GD.3 and gives Coleshill a lesser status as a “Green
Belt Market Town” with more limited opportunities for development. WASP policy
TC.2 has a narrower remit, however, and is concerned specifically with town centres
rather than the towns themselves. It seeks to ensure that all new major shopping,
entertainment and leisure developments are planned to be located in the identified
town centres, with provision to meet convenience needs and local services being
made in district, local, neighbourhood and/or village centres.

5.79

In North Warwickshire, WASP policy TC.2 recognises only Atherstone as having a
town centre of strategic importance in the County hierarchy. This is unsurprising,
given the limited range of facilities currently available in Polesworth/Dordon and the
failure of Coleshill to qualify as a “Main Town”. Although the Borough Council seeks
to justify its approach of grouping all these settlements together by drawing on the
conclusions of the independent sustainability appraisal of the Local Plan’s proposals
carried out by Baker Associates (CD37), that study was not carried out to inform
either strategic or local retail policy formulation. The purpose in WASP of singling out
Atherstone as having a town centre of strategic importance is that it identifies one
location in the Borough where shopping, entertainment and leisure developments of
more than local significance would be acceptable. By grouping Atherstone,
Polesworth and Coleshill together as “market towns” in policy ECON6, the upper tier
of the hierarchy of centres would be entirely unacknowledged in the Local Plan. This
would bring the risk that Polesworth and Coleshill could both inadvertently and
unsuitably become targets for town centre development proposals of strategic scale
or, in the alternative, prevent Atherstone from properly fulfilling its intended strategic
role, because of competition from these “lesser” centres. The policy must therefore
be modified to make the distinction between the roles of town centres at various
levels in the local and strategic hierarchy clear.

Objector 0884(5896) suggests that there is an existing mix of uses in town centres, and that
policy should provide for individual developments of single use where this would broaden the
mix of uses in the centre as a whole.
5.80

Paragraph 2.20 of PPS6 says that the Government is concerned to ensure efficient
use of land in town centres and elsewhere and encourages Local Planning
Authorities to formulate, among other things, policies that promote both mixed-use
developments and mixed-use areas. It does not therefore follow that mixed-use
developments are to be required on every town centre site. Provided the hierarchy
of centres is clearly expressed, and within the limitations of environmental
safeguards such as protection of the historic environment of town centres and other
normal development control criteria, there is no reason why individual developments
of single use (that individually contribute to mix rather than to single use areas)
should not be permitted. The Council’s evidence (NWBC/ECON6) acknowledges
this and affirms that clause 1 of the policy is not intended to secure provision only of
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mixed-use development. I recommend a minor modification of the wording to make
this clear.
Objector 0884(5896) seeks the inclusion of criteria for retail and other town centre uses
outside town centres. Objector 0888(7487) adds that the starting point for retail policy
formulation should be an assessment of needs over the course of the Plan period, followed
by identification of suitable sites to meet any needs identified and inclusion of criteria-based
policy for the consideration of proposals outside the town centres.
5.81

Advice on how Local Planning Authorities should adopt a positive and plan-led
approach to provision for retail, leisure and other town centre uses, including site
identification, is included in paragraphs 2.15-2.18 of PPS6. The Council says that in
producing the Local Plan the emphasis has been on maintaining the vitality and
viability of the town centres in the face of competition from retail locations outside the
Borough, rather than on any perceived need to plan for additional retail development
within the Borough. I am also aware that a retail impact assessment has been
undertaken for Atherstone, relating to a planning application for new supermarket, a
matter that I comment on more fully in my appraisal of objections to policy ECON7.
That aside, it is the Council’s intention to carry out a Borough-wide retail needs
assessment (NWBC/ECON6) which, although not specifically mentioned in the
approved Local Development Scheme, will I assume inform the quantitative and
locational aspects of the Core Strategy Development Plan Document proposed for
adoption in January 2009. It would be wrong, in my view, to delay the present Plan’s
progress towards formal adoption while this work is undertaken because to do so
would leave the Borough without up-to-date Local Plan coverage for a potentially
lengthy period of time.

5.82

PPS6 (2005) anticipates this type of situation and in Chapter 3 sets the approach to
development control. In essence it invites Local Planning Authorities to require
applicants to demonstrate the need for development (subject to the exclusion in
paragraph 3.8), that it is appropriate in scale, that there are no more central sites,
that there would be no unacceptable impacts on existing centres and that locations
are accessible. Until such time as needs have been assessed and suitable plan-led
provision can be made, it seems to me that it would be inappropriate for the present
Plan to include criteria based policy permissive of out-of-centre retailing. Rather, it is
sufficient simply to affirm that PPS6 guidance will be applied. That would, I consider,
suitably meet the objections and I recommend accordingly.

5.83

Objector 0200(4286) seeks amendment of clause 2 of the policy, arguing that in
Atherstone where frontages are, for historical reasons, very narrow, provision must
be made for frontage access to non Class A1 uses on upper floors.

5.84

The objectives of policy ECON6 would, I consider, be seriously compromised if entire
shop frontages were to be taken over for access to non-retail uses on upper floors
and I saw no examples of properties in the defined core area where this would be
necessary. Proposals for segregated access within a retail unit would normally be
regarded as incidental to the overall use of the premises and would not therefore
warrant specific policy treatment. No modification should be made in this respect.
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0822 (5453) - Atherstone Town Council contends that the reduction in the core area of the
town from that shown in LP1995 is excessive. While accepting that the market square
should now be excluded, omission of Somerfields Supermarket and Dillons Newsagents in
Long Street are opposed and it is suggested that the core area should instead be 49-123
and 50-88 Long Street. 0538 (4891) - Coleshill Town Council opposes the reduction in the
core area of the town from that included in LP1995. Objector 0332(4511) – the Polesworth
Society says that in Bridge Street, Polesworth, it may be desirable to permit service uses
rather than suffer the depressing blight of boarded up shops.
5.85

Although the Council points to differences between policy relating to frontages in
LP1995 and to core areas in the deposit Plan, the underlying issues are much the
same in each case. I also find it convenient to deal with the three centres together.

5.86

In LP1995, policy SHP1 effectively says that, within prescribed town centre
frontages, changes of use of shops to non retail will not be permitted if the result
would be more than 40% of the frontage being taken up by uses other than shops.
The Council says that it has had difficulty in applying this policy because of
arguments over the length of frontage relevant in each case and the incremental
nature of change that individual proposals bring about.
In the deposit Plan it is
therefore proposed to define smaller “core areas” within which only Class A1 uses
will be permitted at ground level. While this approach may broadly accord with
paragraph 2.17 of PPS6, the guidance cautions that primary and secondary
frontages must be realistically defined. If adjustments are made on a purely arbitrary
basis, as seems to be proposed in the deposit Plan, there is a risk that the pace of
retail loss outside the smaller core areas would accelerate without stimulating any
greater concentration of retailing within the core areas. There would thus be no
halting of the continuing erosion of retail function and to that extent I share the
objectors’ concerns.

5.87

Paragraph 2.3 of PPS6 requires Local Planning Authorities to adopt a plan-led
approach to the management of change in town centres, a theme that is further
developed throughout paragraphs 2.15-2.18.
Importantly, PPS6 urges Local
Planning Authorities to work in conjunction with stakeholders and the community in
undertaking assessment of retail needs and deficiencies including, among other
things, developing strategies in their LDFs for strengthening centres within their area.
Such matters will need to be an integral part of the Borough-wide retail needs
assessment which the Council proposes to carry out in producing its Core Policies
Development Plan Document in accordance with the approved Local Development
Scheme. For the time being, it seems to me that it would be pre-emptive to arbitrarily
reduce the extent of the main shopping frontages identified in LP1995. Rather, those
frontages should remain as previously defined and policy should seek to retain
existing Class A1 uses within them. In that way, the prevailing mix of uses can
remain largely undisturbed while consultation and needs assessment processes are
undertaken and appropriate LDF strategy prepared. It is only in Polesworth where
the deposit Plan’s core area should be adopted, since there is no identified centre for
this town on the LP1995 Proposals Map. I recommend accordingly.
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In the context of the part of the policy dealing with Local service centres and village facilities,
objector 0913(7870) wants a clear definition of “small scale” and says that such uses should
be confined to town centres.
5.88

WASP policy TC.2 establishes a threshold floorspace of 1,000 sq m, above which all
shopping, entertainment and leisure developments should be located within town
centres (as defined in WASP, this effectively means in Atherstone only). Core policy
CPC would effectively provide for these categories of use (without reference to
floorspace) in Atherstone/Mancetter, Polesworth/Dordon, Coleshill and the Local
Service Centres, to the exclusion of smaller settlements. Paragraph 2.41 of PPS6
also says that the scale of development should relate to the role and function of the
centre within the wider hierarchy and the catchment served, with the aim of locating
the appropriate type and scale of development in the right type of centre. In the light
of these factors, there is a need to include reference to size (floorspace) in the Local
Plan and this would be most suitably achieved here, through clear expression of the
Borough’s hierarchy of centres. My recommended modifications are formulated with
this in mind.

Objector 0913(7870) further requests inclusion of policy to protect A5 from roadside facilities.
5.89

Control of roadside trading from highway land is a matter for the Highway Authority,
as land owner, to prevent. In other circumstances where development has been
undertaken without permission, the Council’s powers of enforcement are not
dependent upon an enabling policy being incorporated in the development plan. No
modification is warranted in this respect.

Objector 0040(4050) says that the policy does not make provision for farm shops.
5.90

Paragraph 2.63 of PPS6 acknowledges that farm shops can meet a demand for local
produce in a sustainable way and can contribute to the rural economy. It cautions,
however, that care is needed to ensure that they do not adversely affect easily
accessible convenience shopping available to the local community. The focus of
local shopping should, I consider, be on the Local Service Centres where houses,
shops, employment and other facilities can be provided close together and where
those without access to a car (such as children, the elderly and infirm) are least likely
to be excluded from using them. The Council says that farm shops would normally
be ancillary to agricultural use, with proposals being considered accordingly. This
reflects the approach outlined in paragraph 3.30 of the Guidance and would be
suitably covered by policy ECON10 as I recommend it be modified. No change
should therefore be made to policy ECON6 in response to this objection.

Objector 0139(6018) (6019)(6020) wants the development boundary at Hartshill modified in
order to accommodate retail development at land off Church Hill, Hartshill.
5.91

Hartshill is one of the settlements that I have recommended be identified as a Local
Service Centre in appendix S.2 to this Report. However, pending detailed
assessment, I perceive no need for additional retail facilities there because the
settlement already includes a range of local shops together with a number that were
vacant and closed at the time of the Inquiry. The objector does not propose any
particular retail use or identify any facilities that are currently lacking. Policy ECON 6
as I recommend it be modified would provide for additional shopping facilities in the
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settlement, but only in locations where they would be grouped with existing facilities
of a similar nature. This is with the aim of concentrating services in specific areas
that are readily accessible from within the settlement by a range of means of travel
and transport, including on foot. Joint trips would thus be facilitated avoiding, for
example, the need for the elderly or infirm to walk long distances between outlets in
order to secure all of their daily needs. Services are also more likely to be mutually
reinforcing if grouped together because, for example, it is easier for people from
outside the settlement to identify and use all of the services available. Retail
provision at the objector’s Church Road site would add to dispersal and be both
inappropriate and unnecessary. No modification should be made.
Other matter
5.92

A minor change to the wording of paragraph 5.40 of reasoned justification is required
to acknowledge that not all of the towns covered by this policy are to be regarded
equally as “Market Towns” in land use planning terms. The Council may also wish to
reflect on whether it would be unduly precipitate to promulgation relaxation of parking
standards here, before a parking strategy is in place to regulate or reduce any
displaced parking demand. Policy TPT6 would seem to express the relevant
considerations more appropriately. As there are no objections on this point, it is a
matter that I leave for the Council to decide.

5.93

Recommendation

a).

That policy ECON6 be modified to read:
POLICY ECON6: FACILITIES RELATING TO THE SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY
(i) ATHERSTONE
PROPOSALS FOR ADDITIONAL SHOPPING, OFFICE, ENTERTAINMENT AND
LEISURE FLOORSPACE WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED IF WITHIN THE TOWN
CENTRE BOUNDARY IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP (INSET NO 3)
AND OF LESS THAN 2,500 SQ M.
PROPOSALS FOR MIXED USE
DEVELOPMENTS (COUNCIL TO INCLUDE UP-DATED LIST OF USE CLASSES
FROM THE 2005 UCO) WILL BE WELCOMED WITHIN THE TOWN CENTRE
PROVIDED THERE IS NO LOSS OF EXISTING CLASS A1 RETAIL
FLOORSPACE AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL WITHIN THE DEFINED CORE AREA
(SHOWN IN LP1995).
(ii) POLESWORTH AND COLESHILL
PROPOSALS FOR ADDITIONAL SHOPPING, OFFICE, ENTERTAINMENT AND
LEISURE FLOORSPACE WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED IF WITHIN THE TOWN
CENTRE BOUNDARY IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP (INSET NOS 6
and 14) AND OF LESS THAN 1,000 SQ M. PROPOSALS FOR MIXED USE
DEVELOPMENTS (COUNCIL TO INCLUDE UP-DATED LIST OF USE CLASSES
FROM THE 2005 UCO) WILL BE WELCOMED WITHIN THE TOWN CENTRES
PROVIDED THERE IS NO LOSS OF EXISTING CLASS A1 RETAIL
FLOORSPACE AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL WITHIN THE DEFINED CORE
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AREAS (FOR POLESWORTH AS SHOWN IN THE DEPOSIT PLAN AND IN
COLESHILL AS SHOWN IN LP1995).
(iii)

LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES

PROPOSALS FOR ADDITIONAL SHOPPING, OFFICE, ENTERTAINMENT AND
LEISURE FLOORSPACE WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED WITHIN THE LOCAL
SERVICE CENTRES IF THEY FALL WITHIN THE TYPOLOGY SET OUT IN
APPENDIX S.1, ARE COMMENSURATE IN NATURE AND SCALE WITH THE
ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE CONCERNED AND
THE SIZE OF ITS CATCHMENT AREA, ARE GROUPED WITH EXISTING
FACILITIES OF A SIMILAR NATURE AND ARE READILY ACCESSIBLE FROM
WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT BY A RANGE OF MEANS OF TRAVEL AND
TRANSPORT, INCLUDING ON FOOT.
(iv)
IN OTHER SETTLEMENTS AND ELSEWHERE OUTSIDE DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARIES
PROPOSALS FOR ADDITIONAL SHOPPING, OFFICE, ENTERTAINMENT AND
LEISURE FLOORSPACE WILL NOT BE PERMITTED.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified by deleting references to Market Towns
(other than where referring to the West Midlands Market Towns Initiative) in
favour of references to “town centres”, and as follows:


In paragraph 5.37, by deletion of the last two sentences and inclusion of
replacement text affirming a commitment to the plan-led approach to town
centre development, including future review of need, assessment of impact,
site identification and consideration of accessibility, together with the
definition of primary and secondary frontages as outlined in PPS6.



In paragraph 5.38b a reference to the reasons underlying retention of
existing retail floorspace in the core areas, drawn from paragraph…above
and a definition of mixed use development drawn from Clause 1 of the
policy and the last three sentences of paragraph 5.39.



In paragraph 5.39 a reference to the function of Local Service Centres
drawn from Annex A to PPS6.

Policy ECON7 - Site at Station Street Including Former Hat Factory, Atherstone
and paragraphs 5.41- 5.42a
First Deposit Objections
FD0440 (4722) – Richard J Barker
FD0548 (4912) – Atherstone Town Council
FD0811 (5331) – English Heritage
FD0816 (5396) – Vero & Everitt Ltd
FD0821 (5416) – J M Bassan

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0912 (7426) – Aldi Stores Ltd
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Vero & Everitt Ltd - 0816 (5396) owns the majority of the site. At first deposit stage, the
objector indicated that the site would be retained in the present mix of uses because
redevelopment would not be economic and argued that the policy was thus unnecessary
should be deleted, At second deposit stage, the objector changed stance and lent strong
support to redevelopment of part to provide a supermarket.
Aldi Stores Limited - 0912(7425)(7426) are promoting the supermarket proposal and seek
modifications to facilitate this.
English Heritage - 0811(5331) considers that the historic importance of the site should be
made clear in the policy, with reasoned justification indicating that proposals should be
based on informed appraisal of the site’s historic and architectural interest, setting out
relevant design criteria and requiring preparation of a development brief to guide formulation
of proposals.
Atherstone Town Council - 0548(4912) considers the mixed use policy to be unrealistic and
suggests that a development of craft units would provide a useful link between the existing
Co-Op supermarket, car parks and Long Street. Objector 0440(4722) suggests high quality
apartments and a mix of small retail and office units with preservation of the historic
buildings would be appropriate. Objector 0821(5416) suggests that regeneration should be
the primary objective with any opportunity grasped to ensure improvement of a “tatty” part of
the town.
5.94

This site lies at the western end of the town centre, within the Conservation Area,
and includes a range of commercial buildings and some open land, mostly
representing the remnants of a site formerly occupied by a hat factory, which had
long historic associations with the local economy. Development on the southern part
of the factory site apparently attracted European funding and facilitated extension of
Station Road around the south side of the town centre, to form part of a one-way
gyratory system with Long Street. A Co-Op supermarket and associated car parking
and filling station now stands on the part of the factory to the south side of Station
Road, and the ECON7 site stands on the north side with a range of unattractive
buildings that had formerly been internal to the site now prominently exposed to view
along the roadside.

5.95

It would seem that the site subject of policy ECON7 is in a multiplicity of ownerships
which the owner of the majority has been unsuccessful in assembling, at least in part
because of uncertainty about the nature of development to take place and the
absence of any potential occupier. The site, nonetheless, stands at a prominent
gateway into the western end of the town and, in its present condition, lends
Atherstone a down-at-heel appearance which is compounded by the currently semiderelict and no less extensive site at Phoenix Yard in the centre of the town. Both
have been singled out for priority attention in the Plan, but whereas Phoenix Yard is
allocated for housing, the proposals for the ECON7 site have no such precision,
referring only to mixed employment and commercial uses. While I share the
Council’s view that the majority owner’s first deposit “do nothing” approach should
not be supported, as with policy ECON3 it is extremely difficult to formulate land use
policy without having any clear idea of what future use should be provided for and
how development is to be brought about.
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5.96

My understanding of the Council’s wishes is that development, for whatever use,
should be of the highest architectural standard, in keeping with the traditional form,
scale and character of the town. It also wants to stimulate a comprehensive
development of the site which would facilitate adaptation and re-use of some of the
older factory buildings at the eastern end of the site rather than leave their future
unresolved. A particular concern of the Council is to avoid developers “cherry
picking” the most desirable parts of the site, leaving less commercially attractive
sections without any defined future. A further aim is to and provide better pedestrian
links across the site between Station Road and Long Street, this being one of the
main reasons why frontage properties to Long Street have been embraced within the
policy ECON7 boundary.

5.97

Against that background, the Aldi proposal represented the only developer interest in
the site at the time of the Inquiry. It refers to only part of the site and is for a
supermarket. Other than a site plan, details were not, however, before me, the
scheme having been refused by the Council and due to be considered at an appeal
later this year. The proposal has nevertheless been subjected to a retail impact
study commissioned by the Council and carried out by Donaldsons in September
2004. Among other things, this found a “quantitative need for additional convenience
retail development within the Borough” sufficient to support the proposal. The study
further acknowledged that the site was in a sequentially preferred (town centre)
location albeit not meeting the Council’s mixed use aspirations for the site, adding
that the impact on the town’s two existing supermarkets (Somerfields and the Co-Op)
would fall within the ambit of normal trade competition. Nonetheless, this pre-dated
publication of PPS6, which places considerable emphasis on Plan-led retail
provision, including within town centres.

5.98

It is in the light of this emphasis that paragraph 3.3 of the Guidance implies that
advice on demonstrating need in paragraph 3.8 applies only to proposals initiated
through the development control system and is additional to that applying to the Planmaking process, recited in paragraphs 2.32-2.40. Given also that paragraphs 2.33 2.40 indicate a wider interpretation of “need” (extending beyond a simple assessment
of “expenditure” and “capacity”) should be applied in appropriate cases, it would
therefore be wrong for Local Plan policy to be formulated in a way that actively
promotes this site for a single use retail proposal. In the Plan-making context it
would, for example, be appropriate to consider the wider context of retail provision
including more detailed analysis of the availability and suitability of other potential
sites, of other ways in which need could be met, and the implications for the eastern
end of the town if convenience retailing is consolidated at the western end. Indeed,
with the Donaldson’s report having identified an imbalance between expenditure and
retail capacity, it is now incumbent upon the Council to develop a policy approach
that leads rather than follows the development control process, as PPS6 envisages.

5.99

That said, the Council made clear to me that the reference to “commercial” use in
clause 1 of the deposit policy and to “retail” in paragraph 5.42 of reasoned
justification would both accommodate provision of a supermarket within a mixed use
of the whole site, if other policy objectives were met. Design, parking and pedestrian
access requirements may all be challenging in this respect, and the future of the
buildings that the Council and English Heritage wish to retain would also need to be
suitably resolved. My experience in this latter respect is that partial schemes
advanced as “catalysts”, unless accompanied by firmly committed proposals for the
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whole, have little impact in attracting developers to undertake potentially expensive
and complex refurbishment projects on the residual parts and serve only to depress
the attractiveness and operation of the “catalyst” part. Suggestions made by other
objectors promoting different patterns of use are open to similar criticism but are
additionally hindered by any indication of developer interest at all. It seems to me
that it would also be presumptive to exclude residential development from the whole
of the site at this stage, given that noise disturbance from a permitted nightclub use
may not endure in perpetuity and will, in any event, decrease with distance.
5.100 Taking all of these factors into account, I come to the view that Policy ECON7 is too
vague in expression to survive intact. Paragraph 5.42 gives a clearer steer towards
what the Council seeks, but proffers insufficient guidance on process and
implementation. It would be better in my view, at this formative stage in the Council’s
thinking, to translate policy ECON7 into a site specific proposal outlining the
necessary steps in a clear strategy to secure development of the site in an
appropriate way within a firm time period. This will lend certainty to the local
community and to prospective developers about the Council’s intentions for the site
while not preventing the consideration of individual applications for permission in the
interim. In particular, presentation as a proposal (or intended action plan) would
avoid the criticism that I made of policy ECON3 on the basis of the unacceptability of
policy to formulate policy and would readily translate into a free-standing
development Plan document if required. It would also ensure that the future of all of
the buildings that warrant retention is properly considered and determined as part of
a comprehensive proposal, even if a way is found for development to progress in
phases with parts being funded and implemented other than by a single developer.
This would, I consider, meet all of the objectors’ concerns in the only appropriate way
that I can perceive, and I recommend accordingly.
5.101 RECOMMENDATION
a).

That the Plan be modified by the translation of policy ECON7 into a site
specific proposal, along the following lines:
PROPOSAL ECON7: SITE AT STATION STREET INCLUDING FORMER VERO
AND EVERITT’S HAT FACTORY, ATHERSTONE.
THE COUNCIL PROPOSES TO PURSUE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THIS SITE
IN A FORM THAT WILL ENHANCE THE FUNCTIONING OF THE TOWN CENTRE
AND LEAD TO ENVIRONMENTAL REVITALISATION OF THE AREA. WITHIN
THE PLAN PERIOD, THE COUNCIL WILL THEREFORE:
 CONSULT WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY, POTENTIAL DEVELOPERS,
EXISTING
TOWN
CENTRE
TRADERS,
BUSINESSES
AND
INFRASTRUCTURE AGENCIES WITH A VIEW TO AGREEING A MIXED
PATTERN OF LAND USES THAT WILL SUSTAIN AND ENHANCE THE
VITALITY AND VIABILITY OF THE TOWN CENTRE WHILE SECURING
SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT;
 UNDERTAKE INFORMED APPRAISAL OF THE SITE’S HISTORIC AND
ARCHITECTURAL INTEREST TO IDENTIFY THOSE PARTS OF THE SITE
AND BUILDINGS THAT ARE TO BE RETAINED AND CONSERVED.
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b).

FORMULATE A DEVELOPMENT BRIEF TO GUIDE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
SITE IN A WAY THAT WILL COMPLEMENT THE TRADITIONAL FORM,
SCALE AND CHARACTER OF THE TOWN CENTRE AND PROVIDE A
SECURE ECONOMIC FUTURE FOR THE BUILDINGS TO BE RETAINED.
SEEK TO SECURE ALL POSSIBLE SOURCES OF FINANCE, INCLUDING
GRANT AID AND TO FACILITATE LAND ASSEMBLY USING COMPULSORY
PURCHASE POWERS IF NECESSARY, WITH A VIEW TO SECURING EARLY
DEVELOPMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH A COMPREHENSIVE PLAN;
WORK CONSTRUCTIVELY WITH A SELECTED DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
TO BRING THE AGREED SCHEME TO FRUITION.

That consequential modifications be made to paragraphs 5.41 – 5.42A to
include a reference to the site area, explanation of the Council’s preference for
mixed use development and affirmation that the primary consideration in the
determination of any planning application will be to secure a development of
enduring quality rather than to respond to short term expediency.

Policy ECON8 – West of Coleshill Town Centre
and paragraphs 5.43- 5.47
First Deposit Objections:
FD0182 (4242) Peter Rafferty
FD0235 (4361) Mr G E Meer
FD0252 (4381) Jaqueline Ann Treadwell
FD0272 (4417) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0273 (4422) Dr Jack Stuart
FD0274 (4423) Mrs C R Stuart
FD0315 (4473) Mrs Jill Hilditch
FD0316 (4474) Sandra Fellowes
FD0535 (4871) Coleshill & District Civic Society
FD0785 (5279) Zena Gill
FD0791 (5286) Jean Akhurst

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
5.102 Following first deposit stage, this policy was translated into a housing allocation in the
revised deposit Plan. A range of revised deposit objections to that allocation were
received and I have therefore dealt with those and these remaining first deposit
objections in my consideration of the site’s suitability for allocation, in appendix H.1 to
this Report. Since policy ECON8 has already been deleted from the revised deposit
Plan, no recommendation for modification (or otherwise) is either necessary or
appropriate here.

Policy ECON9 – Local Shopping Facilities
and paragraphs 5.48-5.49
First Deposit Objections:
FD0040 (4050) National Farmers Union
FD0139 (6018) (6019) (6020) Mr Paul Douglas

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
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5.103 Following first deposit stage, this policy was absorbed into policy ECON6 in the
revised deposit Plan. I accordingly deal with these remaining first deposit objections
in my consideration of other objections to that policy. Since policy ECON6 has
already been deleted from the revised deposit Plan, no recommendation for
modification (or otherwise) is either necessary or appropriate here.

ECON10 – Farm Diversification
and paragraphs 5.50-5.50b
First Deposit Objections
FD0200 (4289) Mr W H Powell
FD0215 (4320) The Countryside Agency
FD0541 (4899) Mr R Williams
FD0840 (5623) Government Office for the West Midlands
FD0856 (5735) Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (Warwickshire Branch)
FD0865 (5786) The Maxstoke Estate
FD0866 (5788) Mr P Moorewood
FD0879 (5876) Mr J Deakin
FD0887 (5921) Matthew Dugdale Estates

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0284 (7504) The Trustees of the Packington Estate
RD0866 (7696, 7697, 7698) Mr P Moorewood
RD0887 (7698) Matthew Dugdale Estates

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0865(5786) and 0887(5921) consider the policy should be directed at rural
diversification as a whole, rather than just agricultural diversification. Objector 0215(4320)
wants rural diversification to be a key aim of the Plan to maintain the rural economy and is
concerned that the policy is too narrow in scope.
5.104 Although PPS7 requires Planning Authorities to support a wide range of economic
activity in rural areas, paragraph 3 says that away from larger urban areas, most new
development should be focussed in or near to local service centres where
employment, housing (including affordable housing) services and other facilities can
be provided close together. Away from such settlements, the Guidance recognises
that one of the important and varied roles of agriculture is the maintenance and
management of the countryside and our most valued landscapes. Of particular
relevance to this role, it urges Planning Authorities to adopt policies that enable
farmers to become more competitive by diversifying into new agricultural
opportunities (such as renewable energy crops) and to broaden their operations to
“add value” to their primary produce. In supporting the rural economy, there is thus
no suggestion that proposals for non-agricultural businesses in the open countryside
should be free from control over type or location. It is also important, in the light of
this National planning guidance, to avoid confusing the subject matter of policy
ECON10 (farm diversification) with the wider subject of diversifying the rural
economy in general. The latter is a wider subject to be pursued through a range of
policies within the overarching framework of my recommended core policies CPC,
CP2 and CP4, including those responding to the appendix S.1 “typology” of Local
Service centres, such as ECON6. Against this background, I do not find the subject
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matter of policy ECON10 to warrant expression as a key aim of the Plan or to be too
narrow in scope.
Objector 0284(7504) sees no justification for requiring that proposals relate to and
complement the agricultural operations of the farm and be essential to the continuance of
the agricultural business. Objector 0856(5735) contends that the concept of a business plan
may not pass the test of being relevant to planning. Objector 0879(5876) is also concerned
about the requirement to submit a business case, saying that it would be sufficient to show
how proposals would complement the farm and avoid harm to the local area. Objector
0866(5788)(7696)(7697)(7698) is concerned about the requirement to submit a business
case and argues that proposals may need to be looked at in combination with other
proposals on the same farm. Objector 0865 (5786) wants the policy to allow tourism, sport,
recreation and employment uses.
Objector 0200(4289) takes a contrary stance, being concerned that the policy may be open
to abuse because of the difficulty in distinguishing between local agricultural activities and
those of a more general commercial nature, adding that there is a particular need to avoid
those that generate HGV traffic. Office development, home offices and leisure should all,
however, be acceptable if supported by the local community.
5.105 A requirement to submit a business plan or case for any particular proposal seems to
me to be of more relevance to those concerned with making investment decisions
about the economics of development and its funding than those concerned primarily
with its land use implications. With regard to the latter, paragraph 30 of PPS7
acknowledges that diversification into non-agricultural activities is vital to the
continuing viability of many farm enterprises, but it does not stipulate that proposals
only be permitted if, as the deposit policy requires, they are “essential to the
continuance of the agricultural business”. Rather, paragraph 30 (ii) of PPS7 requires
only that proposals help to sustain the agricultural enterprise and are consistent in
their scale with their rural location. Paragraph 31 adds that Planning Authorities
should have regard to the amenity of any nearby residents or other rural businesses
that may be adversely affected by new types of on-farm development.
5.106 There is also nothing in PPS7 guidance that suggests that proposals for farm-based
tourism, sport, recreation or employment uses (including “home offices”) should not
be permitted, the only additional provisos being that schemes are well conceived and
contribute to sustainable development objectives.
5.107 I find no reason for any more stringent approach to be taken to farm diversification
proposals in north Warwickshire than that applicable more generally. I therefore take
the view that the Plan’s policy coverage of the subject should be formulated to
adhere more closely to the criteria in paragraphs 30 and 31 of PPS7. The Council’s
evidence (NWBC/ECON10) suggests an appropriate change of wording, which I
consider acceptable. Reasoned justification can then explain in more detail what
may be required in support of proposals to demonstrate that the criteria will be met.
This will vary with the nature, scale and potential impact of the scheme involved but
may range, for example, from a “whole farm plan” in the case of a major and manyfaceted diversification proposal to a simple description of what is proposed in the
case of small scale proposals designed, perhaps, to enable the farmer to adapt to
changing markets or legislation. My recommended modification is formulated
accordingly and would, I consider, suitably meet the objections.
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Objector 0284(7504) wants the policy to be supportive of access improvements that are
necessary to enable diversification proposals to go ahead.
5.108 In addition to the Council’s concern to avoid heavy goods traffic using unsuitable
rural lanes, this objector raises the supplementary point that there may be a need to
provide for on- and off-site improvements at accesses and junctions to ensure
adequate driver visibility and manoeuvring space. These, however, are for the
Highway Authority to require and the developer to provide, rather than for the Council
to encourage. Policies ENV14 and TPT1 as I recommend they be modified in
association with suitably amended clause 2 of policy ECON10 would deal adequately
with such matters.
Objector 0865 (5786) points to the need for clearer distinction between policies ECON10
and ECON12. At second deposit stage, the objector argues that policies ECON10 and
ECON12 should be amalgamated so that a common approach is taken to proposals for both
matters such as the requirement for a business case. Objector 0541(4899) is concerned
that the policy would restrict the use and ownership of farm buildings. Objector 0865 (5786)
wants the policy to make provision for residential use or extensions to assist landed estates.
5.109 Policy ECON10 is designed to support farming activity by making provision on farms
for diversification through changes of use, which may or may not also involve existing
or new buildings. Policy ECON12 is concerned with rural buildings generally
(whether on farms or not) and is primarily concerned with making use of an existing
resource for the benefit of the community at large. The two policies thus have
different aims and objectives and should be treated separately, as is the case in
PPS7. That is not to say, however, that the use of existing farm buildings need
necessarily be confined only to diversification proposals, or that non-farm buildings
can have no role to play in farm diversification proposals – their existence may, for
example, avoid the need for the erection of new buildings (including farm-workers’
dwellings) in the countryside. The relationships between the two policies should, I
consider, be made clear in reasoned justification.
5.111 With such formulation, I see no reason why policy ECON10 should restrict the
ownership or use of buildings to any greater degree than the 1990 and 2004 Acts
normally provide for in pursuit of legitimate land use planning objectives. This
includes, for example, tying the use of a farm building to a particular farm where
fragmentation would effectively reverse the diversification process and be harmful to
continuing viability of the holding. Provision for housing in the countryside, whether
on landed estates or elsewhere, is the subject matter of policy HSG6 and need not
be referred to in policy ECON10. No policy modification should be made in these
latter respects.
Objectors 0845(5623) and 0856(5735) say that the policy should pay closer regard to PPG2.
5.112 For proposals that amount only to change of use of existing land and buildings, the
advice in paragraphs 3.8-3.12 of PPG2 is relevant. For proposals requiring also the
erection of buildings, the advice in paragraph 3.4 would apply. Given that policy
ENV3 simply adopts this guidance en bloc, there is no need for policy ECON10 to
refer to it beyond a simple cross reference in reasoned justification. I recommend
accordingly.
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5.113 Recommendation:
a).

That policy ECON10 be modified to read:
ECON10: FARM DIVERSIFICATION
PROPOSALS FOR FARM DIVERSIFICATION WILL BE PERMITTED PROVIDING
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA ARE MET:
1. THE PROPOSAL, IN TERMS OF ITS SCALE, NATURE, LOCATION AND
LAYOUT WOULD CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS SUSTAINING THE LONG
TERM OPERATION AND VIABILITY OF THE EXISTING FARM HOLDING.
2. THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT CAUSE ANY ADDITIONAL IMPEDIMENT
TO THE SAFE AND FREE MOVEMENT OF PEDESTRIAN, VEHICULAR
OR OTHER TRAFFIC ON THE RURAL ROAD NETWORK,
PARTICULARLY AS A RESULT OF HEAVY VEHICLE USAGE.
3. THERE WOULD BE NO ADVERSE IMPACT ON THE CHARACTER OF
THE SURROUNDING NATURAL AND HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT AND NO
DEMONSTRABLE HARM WOULD BE CAUSED TO THE LIVING OR
WORKING CONDITIONS OF NEIGHBOURING OCCUPIERS OR TO THE
VITALITY AND VIABILITY OF EXISTING SHOPS, SERVICES OR OTHER
FACILITIES IN THE LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES.

b).

That reasoned justification be modified as follows:




In paragraph 5.50 b to indicate that the supporting information required to
demonstrate that this requirement is met should be “in a manner
appropriate to the scale of the proposal” and may range from a simple
description of what the proposal involves to the submission of a whole
farm plan. This should be discussed with the Council prior to submitting
the application.
Inclusion of a cross-reference to policy ECON3 where proposals are in the
Green Belt and an explanation of the relationship to policy ECON12 with
regard to diversification proposals involving the re-use of existing rural
buildings.

Policy ECON11 – Agricultural & Forestry Buildings
and paragraphs 5.51 and 5.52
First Deposit Objections:
FD0284 (4433) – Trustees of the Packington Estate
FD0826 (5583) – Warwickshire Museum Field Services
FD0856 (5736) - CPRE

Revised Deposit Objection:
FD0284 (7070) – Trustees of the Packington Estate
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Objector 0284(4433)(7070) opposes clause 3 on the basis that there are circumstances in
which farm buildings may need to be sited in isolation from other structures.
5.114 While acknowledging that isolation may be necessary in some cases, the grouping of
buildings together in the countryside minimises their visual impact (relative to
“pepper-potting”), facilitates screening and enclosure, protects openness and more
closely reflects the traditional pattern of farmsteads and farmyards that is typical of
many of the country’s most attractive agricultural landscapes. It is also a pattern that
has developed historically at least in part for reasons of agricultural efficiency. These
factors were acknowledged in Annex E to the now superseded version of PPG7.
This recognised that new agricultural and forestry buildings could have a
considerable impact and urged that they be assimilated into the landscape without
compromising the functions they are intended to serve. It suggested, among other
things, that new buildings should normally form part of a group rather than stand in
isolation, should relate to existing buildings in size and colour and, wherever
possible, be set below the skyline so they would be viewed against a solid backdrop.
The extent to which all or part of this advice remains pertinent in North Warwickshire
Borough is a matter for landscape character analysis followed through, if necessary,
with supplementary planning guidance. Nevertheless, although it may be necessary
to site large modern farm buildings away from traditional farmyard groups to avoid
visual conflict this should, I consider, be the exception rather than the rule. Such
exceptions are, in my view, likely to be too diverse and too few in number to warrant
policy expression in criteria based form. If there are material considerations that
indicate particular proposals should be determined other than in accordance with the
development plan, Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act would be capable of
accommodating them. Apart from a minor alteration to the wording to emphasise
grouping rather than the more abstruse concept of physical relationship, I therefore
come to the view that no modification should be made in response to this objection.
Objector 0284(4433)(7070) is further concerned that clause 5 of the policy would cause
difficulty for farmers in areas where conversion of existing rural buildings or residential
development has impinged on the agricultural environment and also argues that a
separation distance should be stipulated.
5.115 It would be wrong for policy to seek to differentiate proposals on the basis of the
length of time that neighbouring buildings had been in existence. Rather, close
juxtaposition between potentially intrusive development and environmentally
sensitive buildings should be avoided regardless of age or sequence of construction.
Clause 5 of the policy expresses suitable restraint on agricultural and forestry
development, and the second sentence of clause 1 of deposit policy ENV14 (retained
in my recommended modification of that policy) would act in reverse, to restrain new
residential and other “occupied” development in locations where unsatisfactory living
or working conditions cannot be ensured. The reference in paragraph 5.52 of
reasoned justification to the relationship between policy application and the
provisions of the GDPO is also sufficient to indicate that development within 400m of
the curtilage of a protected building is likely to be subject to scrutiny under clause 5
and it would be wrong to arbitrarily introduce some other separation distance
applicable only within North Warwickshire.
I therefore find the deposit policy
acceptable as drafted in the respects criticised by this objector.
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Objector 0826(5583) wishes to see explicit reference to archaeological interests in the
policy.
5.116 Policy ENV16 is sufficient to ensure that archaeological interests will be protected in
all forms of development, not just that related to agriculture or forestry buildings and
structures. No modification should be made in response to this objector’s point.
Objector 0856(5736) seeks greater restriction on the erection of new agricultural buildings in
general.
5.117 PPS7 makes clear that Local Planning Authorities should support development that
delivers diverse and sustainable farming enterprises. Changes in agriculture may
well mean that existing buildings are no longer needed but many will not be suitable
for adaptation to modern practices while others will be needed to enable farmers to
adapt to new and changing markets, to comply with changing legislation and to
diversify their operations. A policy framework is necessary to facilitate this, and
policy ECON11 is an important component of that framework. No modification
should be made in response to this objector.
5.118 Recommendation:
That clause 3 of policy ECON11 be modified to read:
3.

NEW BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES FORM A GROUP WITH EXISTING
AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES ON THE HOLDING.

ECON12 Re-use of Rural Buildings
and paragraphs 5.52a – 5.52d
First Deposit Objections
FD0040 (4054) The National Farmers’ Union
FD0215 (4321) The Countryside Agency
FD0284 (4434, 4435, 4436) Trustees of the Packington Estate
FD0537 (4887) The Arbury Estate
FD0811 (5333) English Heritage
FD0840 (5624) Government Office for the West Midlands
FD0852 (5715) Mr R Barnes
FD0855 (5731) Mr B Lewis
FD0856 (5737) Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (Warwickshire Branch)
FD0857 (5761) Mr R Arnold
FD0865 (5787) The Maxstoke Estate
FD0866 (5789) Mr P Moorewood
FD0877 (5846) NHF West Midlands
FD0873 (5833) CT Planning
FD0879 (5877) Mr J Deakin

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0284 (7073, 7090) Trustees of the Packington Estate
RD0535 (7075) A Vaughton
RD0537 (7481) The Arbury Estate
RD0811 (7783) English Heritage
RD0853 (7491) BT Group
RD0865 (7767) The Maxstoke Estate
RD0866 (7699) Mr P Moorewood
RD0938 (7030) Mr R Barnes
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RD0948 (7046, 7047) Howkins and Harrison

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0215(4321) and 0853(7491) make the point that the policy should refer to all
redundant rural buildings, not just agricultural ones.
5.119 The Council has conceded this point and deleted the reference to agricultural
buildings in clause 1 of the policy in favour of a reference to rural buildings. In its
evidence to the Inquiry (NWBC/ECON12) the Council further agrees to deleting the
reference to agriculture in clause 1(ii) of the policy. Together, these would suitably
meet the objection. The first of the proposed changes is already embodied in the
revised deposit Plan, which does not therefore require further modification in that
respect, but modification is required to deal with the second.
Objector 0215(4321) submits that there should be greater emphasis on uses that benefit the
rural economy.
Objector 0040(4054) says that the policy should be more favourably disposed towards
residential conversions if business use is impractical. Objectors 0535(7075),
0537(4887)(7481), 0866(5789) and 0873(5833) adopt a similar stance.
Objector 0284(4436)(7073) is opposed to any prohibition on residential barn conversions,
arguing that residential use can generate less traffic and be more neighbourly than
commercial re-use, which may be unrealistic in isolated locations, adding that buildings
should not simply be left to deteriorate. Objector 0852(5715) considers that the policy
inadequately reflects the important contribution residential conversions can make to the
continuing viability local services and facilities. Objector 0855(5731) suggests that many
attractive rural buildings may be suitable for mixed use incorporating housing, such as
“telecottages”. Objector 0865(5787) suggests that the policy should make provision for
conversion to tourism and related uses with an element of residential accommodation where
there are large complexes of redundant farm buildings. Objector 0877(5846) is disappointed
that the policy misses the opportunity to seek affordable housing from residential
conversions.
Objector 0865(7767) wants a definition of appropriate countryside uses included in clause 1
of the policy, drawn from deposit policy ENV1.
Objector 0856(5737) says that the re-use of rural buildings for employment purposes would
add to the surplus of employment land in the Borough and lead to unsustainable relocation
of businesses from urban to rural premises, adding that there is no identifiable rural
economy in the Borough. It is further submitted that residential conversions in open
countryside are unacceptable and that modern farm buildings are mostly pre-fabricated
framed structures that can readily be dismantled and removed when at the end of their
useful lives. Objector 0040(4050) takes an opposite stance and contends that a wider range
of uses should be considered for large, modern buildings than is provided for in the last
paragraph of clause 1 of the policy.
5.120 The point linking all of these objections (and the reason that I consider them
together) is the range of uses that policy ECON12 should provide for. Because the
Plan was placed on revised deposit and the objection period ended before fresh
guidance on the subject in the form of PPS7 was published, I set the new guidance
out in some detail as part of my consideration of the points raised. In effect,
paragraph 17 of PPS7 establishes the following:
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Proposals must meet sustainable development objectives (set out in paragraph
1(i) of the statement).
Re-use for economic development will usually be preferable, but residential
conversions may be more appropriate in some locations and for some types of
building. Other uses, including mixed uses should also be provided for.
Policy criteria should take account of
- the potential impact on the countryside, landscapes and wildlife.
- specific local economic and social needs and opportunities.
- settlement patterns and accessibility to service centres, markets and housing.
- the suitability of different types of buildings and of different scales , for re-use.
- the need to preserve, or the desirability of preserving, buildings of historic or
architectural importance or interest, or which otherwise contribute to local
character.

5.121 Paragraph 18 adds that Local Planning Authorities should be particularly supportive
of the re-use of existing buildings that are adjacent or closely related to country towns
and villages, for economic or community uses, or to provide housing in accordance
with the policies in PPG3, and which are supportive of the retention of local services.
5.122 While the total contribution made by conversion proposals in any of these respects
may be small, policy should be formulated in a way that reflects this guidance and
which maintains the thrust of Regional, sub-Regional and Local Plan strategy.
Indeed, there are several consistent themes in this respect, which I draw primarily
(but not exclusively) from the Plan’s core policies, which (with my recommended
modifications) are consistent with those in the higher tier plans. These include the
WASP limitation on additional employment floorspace (referred to in CD86, CD100
and Core policy CPB), the strategy for the distribution of development based on a
hierarchy of settlements ranging from the Main Towns through a pattern of local
service centres, to small settlements not warranting development boundaries (voiced
in Core Policy CPC and Appendix S.2), the importance that the Council attaches to
the supply of affordable housing, especially that based on identified local needs (to
which CD38, CD88, Core policy CPD and policies HSGB and HSGG refer) and the
Council’s perception of North Warwickshire as a “community of communities” which
relies heavily on sustaining services and facilities of the type I have listed in appendix
S.1 of this Report (in support of Core Policy CPC).
5.123 With these matters in mind, I observe that the formulation of the deposit policy in two
parts, (one dealing with commercial use and the other with residential use) fails to
give clear voice to these issues. In the first paragraph of the policy, for example, the
reference to “appropriate countryside uses” (presumably as defined in paragraph
3.29 of the deposit Plan) does not necessarily equate to uses that contribute to the
sustainability of rural communities, and although I note the County Council has not
objected (via CD100) to class B1, B2 and B8 uses, undue emphasis on employment
use would be contrary to WASP strategy. Likewise, various of the criteria for
conversion under part 1 if the policy may be equally applicable to proposals for
residential use under Part 2, while part 2 itself gives no guidance at all to those
proposing residential conversion as to how to formulate schemes. To my mind, the
policy requires fundamental restructuring to avoid these and other criticisms,
including those voiced by the various objectors.
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5.124 The starting point for the consideration of conversion proposals must be whether the
existing building is in an appropriate location and condition for re-use. This
embraces sustainability issues including social inclusion (accessibility) and the
prudent use of natural resources, responds to the first sentence of paragraph 17 of
PPS7 and the third criterion in the second paragraph and absorbs relevant parts of
clauses 1(i), 1(ii) and 2(ii) of the deposit policy. Thus, it should require the building to
be well related to the Borough’s settlement pattern, accessible by a range of means
of transport, in keeping with its surroundings and of suitably substantial construction,
with separate and specific provision being made for buildings that are worthy of
retention and in need of rescue.
5.125 If appropriate for re-use in those terms, consideration should turn to the range of
uses for which the building might be suitable. This embraces the second and third
sentences and the second and fourth criteria of paragraph 17 of PPG7, provides for
the subordination of sustainability issues in terms of maintaining high and stable
levels of economic growth and employment (as required by WASP policy I.2) to other
land use objectives (such as social inclusion, through provision for community uses)
and recognises the advice in paragraph 18 of PPS7. I see no reason why this part of
the policy should not be expressed in a sequential way that reflects the priorities
attaching to the Plan’s strategy for sustaining the Borough’s rural economy,
communities and environment. Application of the policy would nonetheless have to
recognise that some buildings are more suitable than others for particular types of
use and that priorities for different types of use may vary according to location and
identified needs. Thus, in terms of economic development, the sequence would begin
with use to facilitate farm diversification in accordance with policy ECON10 (in order
to avoid weakening the farm economy through the disposal of fixed assets and so
strengthening countryside stewardship), followed by the provision of local services
and facilities (for which a need has first been identified, for example in the
Community Strategy or a Parish Plan), then for proposals that offer access to and
enjoyment of the countryside (essentially facilities for rural pastimes such as
equestrianism and other forms of intrinsically rural leisure and tourism activity), and
lastly for local employment use in the form of small business units of less than 465 sq
m (to reflect the restraint called for by WASP employment strategy and to support
policy ECON4).
5.126 The policy can then turn to deal with residential conversion proposals in a similar
way, beginning with local needs or “rural exceptions” housing (such as that
necessary to accommodate a farm or forestry worker or other person engaged in
intrinsically rural employment, or in the case of single large buildings or groups of
building, to meet any identified need in the area for care homes, sheltered retirement
units or other types of social housing) and affordable housing (including housing for
“key” workers in the rural community). Given that neither paragraphs 17 nor 18 of
PPS7 are insistent that market housing be given equal priority to other uses, and to
acknowledge the relatively limited contribution that individual conversions make to
general housing supply and to the rural economy, the last two tiers of the sequence
can then be for residential use as part of a mixed use scheme and for general market
housing.
5.127 Turning lastly to qualitative considerations, the relevant sustainability objective is to
ensure effective protection and enhancement of the environment, reinforced by the
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first and fifth criteria in paragraph 17 of PPS7. Deposit policy clauses (iii), (iv) and (v)
are relevant in this respect.
5.128 With regard to the final sentence in clause 1 of the policy, a proposed change is
advanced in CD100 to meet the County Council’s concern that conversion of “large,
modern” buildings may breach WASP policy I.2. If adopted, that change is I assume
intended to seek “re-establishment of the countryside” (from deposit paragraph 3.87).
In the policy formulation that I have outlined, however, the first consideration would
be whether the building was suitable for conversion. Large modern buildings may
not satisfy the criteria under this part if, for example, they are neither sufficiently
substantial (as may be the case with prefabricated portal framed structures) or
suitably located. In terms of use, the criteria focus on local and rural uses, which
may accommodate, for example, re-use for community purposes, local produce
storage or as a ménage, but would exclude “town centre” uses of the type and scale
referred to in PPS6 and large, single use employment developments and those
whose employment base is anything other than local.
5.129 Such an approach would, I consider be more likely to ensure that the aims of PPS7,
WASP and the Plan’s strategy are suitably met than the Council’s now proposed
change. I recommend restructuring of the policy accordingly.
Objector 0537(4887) says that policy for residential re-use is inappropriate in the Economy
Chapter of the plan and should be moved.
5.130 The policy has a range of underlying purposes which include protecting and
enhancing the appearance of the countryside, supporting the rural economy, and
enhancing the functioning of rural communities. The provision of housing (whether
locally affordable or market housing) may be regarded as one of several potential
outcomes supportive of those purposes rather than as an objective in its own right. It
would therefore convey entirely the wrong perspective if the policy were to be moved
en-bloc or in part to the Housing Chapter as this objector suggests and I find no
compelling reason to suggest to the Council that it be moved at all.
Objector 0811(5333) wants inclusion of a reference to scale in clause 1(i) of the policy.
5.131 Use of the words “form, bulk and general design” may be held to encompass the
question of scale, but the Council has not opposed the objector’s request and I have
therefore included it in my recommended modification.
Objectors 0853(7491) and 0879(5877) criticises clause 1(ii) of the policy for maintaining the
reference to agricultural buildings rather than rural buildings in general.
5.132 The Council concedes this point and has suggested an Inquiry change to deal with it.
I have included it in my recommendation. Paragraph 5.52a of reasoned justification
should be deleted on a similar basis, and my recommendation includes this too.
Objectors 0284(4434) and 0879(5877) say that clause 1(iii) of the policy is too vague.
Objector 0040(4054) adds that clause (iii) should recognise that re-use for employment
purposes may, like farming, generate heavy vehicles and indicate that such traffic is only
unacceptable where the particular roads concerned cannot accommodate it. A similar point
is made in objection 0284(7090). Objector 0284(4435) wants the policy to be more
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supportive of highway and visibility improvements necessary to enable developments to go
ahead, especially in the Green Belt.
5.133 The objectors are right to say that when considering re-use proposals, it is necessary
to compare traffic flows from the building if remaining in its extant use with those that
may arise from the proposed use. Even so, proposals would only be unacceptable in
traffic terms if demonstrable harm would be caused. I have reformulated the clause in
my recommendation with this in mind. With regard to the different point raised in
objection 0284(4435), good visibility is essential wherever development may be,
whether in the Green Belt or otherwise. Recommended visibility splays for various
junctions and traffic speeds are included on pages 58 and 59 of “Places, Streets and
Movement” (the Companion Guide to DB32). If the appropriate visibility cannot be
achieved (for example because of prevailing highway characteristics or where the
land needed to maintain sight lines is not sufficiently within the developer’s control),
then there may be no alternative than to refuse permission for an otherwise
acceptable re-use proposal on traffic safety grounds. In cases where a hedgerow or
other obstacle stands in the way of visibility, removal and replanting may be an
option, but not, for example, if it is a historic hedgerow, includes important protected
trees or would otherwise cause serious harm to the rural character of the area. Such
matters need to be considered on the individual merits of each case and should not
be prescribed by policy. No modification should be made in this latter respect.
Objector 0811(5333) seeks additional criteria in the penultimate paragraph of clause 1 of the
policy to deal with conserving the setting of buildings, avoiding discordant internal and
external changes and avoiding the loss of the building’s characteristics and qualities.
5.134 The Council suggests that such matters would be more suitably addressed in
Supplementary Planning Guidance that it intends to produce. Generally, I agree with
that approach, not least because the deposit policy is already a long and complex
one and would be made the more so if excessive detail is prescribed. Where Listed
Buildings and their settings are involved, policy ENV16 would apply to safeguard
architectural and historic interests. However, I am aware that such interests may not
only be relevant to Listed Building and that external “clutter”, including boundary
enclosures, can be an undesirable manifestation of re-use proposals generally. I
therefore recommend a policy clause to highlight the subject, including landscape
setting.
Objector 0948(7047) says the costs of employment conversion will deter many owners and
that by the time the requirements of clause 2(i) of the policy have been met, prospective
tenants will have lost interest. Objector 0879(5877) wants the policy to define the marketing
that is necessary before residential conversion will be accepted.
5.135 Although paragraph 3.15 of PPG7 intimated that development plans could include
polices requiring that a marketing exercise be undertaken before residential re-use is
considered, I find no support for continuing this approach in PPS7. Indeed, in my
experience such exercises rarely tend to be conclusive, not least because of
potentially time consuming and complex arguments over the vigour with which they
have been pursued, a point reflected in both objectors’ submissions.
5.136 In my recommended reformulation of the policy the initial focus would instead be on
an objective consideration of the locational and physical attributes of the building
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concerned, thus enabling early decision over any measures that may be necessary
to safeguard the building from the risk of deterioration while a suitable use is
identified. It further implies collaboration between the Local Planning Authority, the
developer and the Local Community to identify, in a structured and sequential
manner, a range of acceptable uses that would support the Plan’s strategy. This
would provide much greater flexibility to all parties in achieving a successful outcome
than the deposit Plan’s requirement to demonstrate only that there is no market for
business re-use (without giving any clear guidance as to how) before progressing
directly to market housing provision. I commend it to the Council on that basis.
Objector 0866(7699) requests deletion of the word “and” between clauses 2(i) and 2 (ii) of
the policy.
5.137 My recommended modification effectively meets this request by translating clause
2(ii) of the policy into an over-arching test of suitability for conversion (for whatever
use) and deleting clause 2(i).
Objector 0284(7073) says that clause 2(ii) of the policy should define what is meant by a
building of local historic interest. Objectors 0537(4887)(7481), 0853(7491) and 938(7030)
add that residential conversions should not be limited only to listed buildings and those of
local historic interest.
5.138 In the interests of clarity, the Plan should include either a list of buildings of local
historic interest or a set of criteria that indicate the typical attributes of such buildings.
I do not favour the first of these two alternatives because lists of such buildings are
periodically subject to additions and deletions that may not fall comfortably within the
programme of Plan review, the merits of buildings are often not identified until
inspected in connection with development proposals, and the lists themselves tend to
be too cumbersome and lengthy for inclusion in any event. In clause 4 of my
recommended modification, I have therefore adopted the second approach and
referred to such buildings generically as those that warrant retention because of their
unique local architectural or historic interest or contribution to the landscape. It is
then open to the Council to include in reasoned justification a reference to any list
that it maintains and the process by which the local interest of buildings not on the list
will be assessed. While the scale and nature of such buildings may lend readily to
residential conversion, this will not always be the case and I also see no reason to
prohibit the conversion of other buildings of lesser quality to residential use if, in so
doing, they can make a positive contribution to sustainable development objectives.
By translating clause 2(ii) of the policy into an over-arching test of suitability for
conversion (for whatever use), the second suite of objections under this heading
would, I consider, be suitably met.
Objector 0857(5761 promotes the conversion of farm buildings at Manor Farm Shuttington
for residential conversion.
5.139 It is not the function of policy ECON12 to identify particular buildings or groups of
buildings that may be suitable for conversion, whether inside or outside development
boundaries. Rather, the policy as I recommend it be modified provides the framework
under which any development proposal would be considered. No modification
should be made in response to this objection.
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Objector 0840(5624) contends that the policy should respond to the advice in PPG2 where
conversion proposals are advanced in the Green Belt.
5.140 It is sufficient for there to be a cross reference in reasoned justification indicating that
proposals in the Green Belt will be considered in the light of policy ENV3 (which
adopts PPG2 advice in its entirety).
Objector 0811(7783) requests that paragraph 5.52c of reasoned justification be modified to
highlight the fact that conversion to employment use can have a detrimental effect on
traditional buildings if not undertaken in an informed and sympathetic manner, adding that
residential conversions can have yet more detrimental effect while making minimal
contribution to the local economy. Objector 0866(7699) has an opposite view and submits
that the paragraph should recognise the importance of residential conversions in rural areas
to housing land supply and to avoiding greenfield development. Objector 0948(7046)
observes that employment uses require toilets, messrooms, light and ventilation to comply
with modern standards and thus have little different impact on the fabric of buildings to
residential conversions. External parking and turning areas for employment uses are also
likely to be more visually intrusive than domestic gardens.
5.141 Although the Council proposes to deal with the points raised by objector 0811(7783)
in supplementary planning guidance, this objector’s authoritative advice should also
be reflected in the recommended re-drafting of paragraph 5.52c that I recommend. I
have considered the relative importance of residential and other uses in my appraisal
of objections to the policy itself at paragraphs 5.120 – 5.129 above. In the light of my
finding there, no modification should be made to paragraph 5.52c in response to
objection 0866(7699). My recommended policy modifications do not seek to
distinguish between residential and employment use on the basis of the extent of
alterations that may be required, the focus being instead on the contribution that
different types of proposal can make to advancing the Plan’s strategy. Alterations,
for whatever use, should be in keeping with the building and its setting and my
recommended policy modification is formulated accordingly. No modification should
therefore be made to paragraph 5.52c in respect of objection 0948(7046), other than
in a general way to explain the overall form and operation of the policy, as I have
recommended.
Objector 0879(5877) questions whether the Council can define precisely what problems the
re-use of large modern buildings referred to in paragraph 5.55 may cause.
5.142 This paragraph was deleted between First and Second deposit stages, so no
modification is required to address it. My comments at paragraphs 5.120 – 5.129
above indicate the approach to such buildings.
5.143 Recommendation:
a).

That policy ECON12 be modified to read:
POLICY ECON 12 RE-USE OF RURAL BUILDINGS
A. PROPOSALS FOR THE ADAPTATION AND RE-USE OF EXISTING RURAL
BUILDINGS WILL BE PERMITTED WHERE:
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1

2

3

4

THE BUILDING HAS DIRECT ACCESS TO THE RURAL DISTRIBUTOR ROAD
NETWORK AND IS ACCESSIBLE BY A RANGE OF MEANS OF TRAVEL AND
TRANSPORT FROM THE NEAREST MAIN TOWN, GREEN BELT MARKET
TOWN, LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE OR OTHER RURAL SETTLEMENT WITH
A DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARY IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP;
AND
THE BUILDING IS OF PERMANENT AND SUBSTANTIAL CONSTRUCTION
AND ITS FORM, SCALE, BULK AND GENERAL DESIGN IS IN KEEPING
WITH THE SURROUNDINGS; AND
THE BUILDING IS CAPABLE OF ADAPTATION AND RE-USE WITHOUT
MAJOR
OR
COMPLETE
RECONSTRUCTION,
ALTERATION
OR
ENLARGEMENT; OR
IRRESPECTIVE OF THE FOREGOING, ADAPTATION AND RE-USE IS THE
ONLY MEANS OF PREVENTING THE LOSS OR DETERIORATION OF A
LISTED BUILDING, OR OF A BUILDING THAT MAKES AN ESSENTIAL
CONTRIBUTION TO THE GROUP VALUE OF LISTED BUILDINGS AND
THEIR SETTING, OR OF A BUILDING THAT WARRANTS RETENTION
BECAUSE OF ITS UNIQUE LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL OR HISTORIC
INTEREST OR CONTRIBUTION TO THE LANDSCAPE.

B. IF THE BUILDING IS DEEMED TO BE SUITABLE FOR ADAPTATION AND
RE-USE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOREGOING CRITERIA, THE USE TO
WHICH THE BUILDING MAY BE PUT WILL BE DETERMINED HAVING REGARD
TO THE EXTENT TO WHICH IT IS CAPABLE OF FULFILLING THE FOLLOWING
ORDER OF LAND USE OBJECTIVES:
ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES:
5 FARM DIVERSIFICATION, IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY ECON10 OR,
FAILING THAT
6 PROVISION OF LOCAL SERVICES AND FACILITIES FOR WHICH THERE IS
AN IDENTIFIED NEED AND FOR WHICH NO PLANNED PROVISION HAS
BEEN MADE WITHIN THE NEAREST SETTLEMENT HAVING A
DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARY OR, FAILING THAT
7 FACILITATING PUBLIC ACCESS TO AND ENJOYMENT OF THE
COUNTRYSIDE FOR THE SAKE OF ITS BEAUTY, THE DIVERSITY OF ITS
LANDSCAPE
AND
HISTORIC
CHARACTER,
ITS
GEOLOGICAL,
ECOLOGICAL, AGRICULTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL VALUE, AND
FOR QUIET RECREATIONAL PURSUITS OR, FAILING THAT
8 EMPLOYMENT
PROVISION
IN
THE
FORM
OF
MANAGED
WORKSPACE/STARTER UNITS EACH OF NO MORE THAN 500 SQ M.
C. ONLY IF THE BUILDING CAN BE DEMONSTRATED NOT TO BE SUITABLE
FOR ANY OF THOSE USES WILL THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL ORDER OF
LAND USE OBJECTIVES APPLY:
HOUSING OBJECTIVES
9

PROVISION OF LOCAL NEEDS HOUSING IN ACCORDANCE WITH POLICY
HSG6, OR RURAL EXCEPTIONS HOUSING WHERE AN UNFULFILLED
NEED HAS BEEN SYSTEMATICALLY IDENTIFIED WITHIN THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY AND FOR WHICH NO PLANNED PROVISION HAS BEEN MADE
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WITHIN THE NEAREST SETTLEMENT HAVING A DEVELOPMENT
BOUNDARY OR, FAILING THAT
10 INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF LOCALLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING OR,
FAILING THAT
11 PROVISION OF LIVE/WORK UNITS OR, FAILING THAT
12 CONTRIBUTING TO THE RANGE AND SUPPLY OF MARKET HOUSING.
D. ANY SUCH SCHEME WILL ALSO BE REQUIRED PROTECT OR ENHANCE
THE LOCAL ENVIRONMENT BY SATISFYING EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
CRITERIA:
13 THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT GIVE RISE TO ANY ADDITIONAL HAZARD
OR IMPEDIMENT TO THE SAFE AND FREE MOVEMENT OF PEDESTRIAN,
VEHICULAR AND OTHER TRAFFIC ON THE RURAL ROAD NETWORK,
PARTICULARLY AS A RESULT OF HEAVY VEHICLE USAGE.
14 THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT CAUSE POLLUTION OR THE RISK OF
POLLUTION IN CONSEQUENCE OF A LACK OF FOUL OR SURFACE
WATER DRAINAGE.
15 THE PROPOSAL WOULD RESPECT THE INHERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE LAYOUT, STRUCTURE AND DESIGN OF THE BUILDING, AND WOULD
PRESERVE ANY SPECIAL ARCHITECTURAL OR HISTORIC INTEREST
THAT THE BUILDING MAY HAVE.
16 THE SETTING OF THE BUILDING IN THE LANDSCAPE WOULD NOT BE
COMPROMISED, ESPECIALLY BY EXTERNAL PARKING AND STORAGE
AREAS OR GARDEN STRUCTURES INCLUDING BOUNDARY WALLS AND
FENCES.
E. CONDITIONS MAY ALSO BE IMPOSED WITHDRAWING DEFINED CLASSES
OF PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS IN ORDER TO CONTROL FUTURE
ENLARGEMENT AND/OR ALTERATION.
b). That reasoned justification be modified as follows:




Deletion of paragraph 5,52a
Up-dating paragraph 5.52b to refer to PPS7
Re-drafting paragraphs 5.52b and 5.52c to refer to PPS7 rather than PPG7
and to outline the form and operation of the policy, with examples, drawing
on paragraphs 5.120 – 5.129, 5.134 and 5.141 of this Report.

ECON13 - Tourism and Heritage Sites and Canal Corridors
And paragraphs 5.57-5.61a
First Deposit Objections
FD0822 (5457) – Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero)
FD0840 (5625) – GO-WM South Division
FD0875 (5835) – Mr M Burge

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0811 (7785) - English Heritage
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
English Heritage - 0811(7785) is generally content with the changes that the Borough
Council has made to this policy but, since the policy refers to nature conservation interests,
requests that a reference should also be made to historic interests for reasons of
consistency.
5.144 The Council has suggested a small amendment to clause (iv) of the policy in
response to this point. However, to make that change would further entrench
duplication of requirements throughout the Plan. In effect, policy ENV8 deals with
nature conservation interests and policy ENV16 with Listed Buildings. To express
the requirements of these policies differently in policy ECON13 would bring
uncertainty to the consideration of proposals at development control stage. A simple
cross reference to those policies in reasoned justification would suffice, with clause
(iv) deleted in its entirety. I recommend accordingly.
Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822 (5457) considers that the policy is too weak.
5.145 In criticising the policy for being too weak, the Civic Society suggests a number of
ways in which tourism in the Borough could be more actively promoted, for example
by provision of interpretative information at the sites concerned and the use of
planning Obligations to secure increased public access. While acknowledging this
positive approach to the subject, the Local Plan is primarily a land use document.
Measures to promote tourism generally, however, must be advanced through the
tourism strategies of the Council, tourist boards and individual site owners. Against
that background, policy ECON13 is formulated to enable operators of tourism and
heritage sites to carry out small scale developments in the interests of enhancing
their attractiveness. As such, it would accommodate the erection of boards for the
display of tourist information and other interpretative material, while policy CP10 as I
recommend it be modified would provide a suitable framework for the negotiation of
planning Obligations, which must accord with the advice in Circular 1/97. In these
circumstances, I consider the objector’s concern about the weakness of tourism
strategy in the Borough to be incorrectly directed at the Local Plan.
Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822 (5457) is concerned that the policy could lead to
piecemeal development in open countryside away from canals.
5.146 The policy would allow small-scale development “in proximity” to canals and clause
(ii) would require such development to be “connected” to existing provision on the
locality. As the objector highlights, there is a vagueness of expression here that may
lead to a scattering of general tourism development anywhere in the countryside that
happens to be in the vicinity of a canal. To my mind development specifically
associated with exploiting the tourist potential of canals should be confined to sites
alongside the canals (where they can be readily accessed by boat or on foot from the
towpath) or, like any other development, directed to the Main Towns, Green Belt
Market town(s) and Local Service centres where a range of services and facilities
can be provided close together in locations accessible by a range of means of
transport. I therefore recommend modification of the first paragraph of the policy by
substituting “in proximity to” with “alongside”, modification of clause (ii) to ensure a
functional relationship between the existing tourism site and the “attraction” being
provided, and inclusion of a cross reference to policy CPC in reasoned justification to
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guide canal related facilities also to suitably sustainable locations. Reasoned
justification should lend definition to what is meant by “small-scale” in the interests of
avoiding conflict with PPS6 advice on leisure development.
Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822(5457) wants part 2 of the policy to make
provision for protection of a wider range of historic artefacts.
5.147 There is a relationship between this part of the policy and policy ENV15 which, if
unrecognised, may lead to confusion and uncertainty over what is required. In effect,
policy ENV15 refers only to industrial heritage and its specific requirements are for a
photographic and written record of features on the site prior to development. Policy
ECON13 extends also to agricultural heritage, establishes a presumption in favour of
retention in situ and requires developers to commission work of investigation or
recording at application stage. It may well be that tourism and heritage sites are
more likely to include a wider range of historic artefacts than development in general
and to that extent I find separate policy treatment of the subject in policy ECON13 to
be acceptable. The Council has suggested in its evidence (NWBC/ECON13) an
Inquiry change to the wording to further broaden its scope, and I find that acceptable
too.
5.148 While this would meet the objector’s desire, it is inappropriate for the Council to
introduce “presumptions” in policies beyond those provided for in National planning
guidance. There is also a need for consistency with policy ENV15 as to what
developers are expected to do and when. In my recommended modification, I rely on
policy ENV15 in this respect simply because there are no duly made objections
before me on that policy so it is not before me to change. Should the Council wish to
reverse the order of precedence, there is no reason why it should not do so in editing
the Plan for adoption.
Atherstone Civic Society (Judy Vero) - 0822 (5457) advances a site specific proposal for a
new marina by the canal in Atherstone.
5.149 Whatever the merits of this proposal it would be wrong to unilaterally include it in the
Plan without having first consulted with the owner, the Canal Authority and other
stakeholders. Indeed the Council points to a number of concerns relating to the
effect on the lock system, the need for further surveys, and water supply problems.
No modification should be made in response to this suggestion.
GO-WM South Division - 0840 (5625) is of the opinion that the policy as drafted could allow
developments, which would be contrary to PPG 2.
5.150 The Council responded to this objection at first deposit stage by introducing clause
(vi) of the policy, which requires compliance with other policies in the Plan. That is
an unsatisfactory approach because it conveys the impression that in policies where
there is no similar clause the Plan does not need to be read as whole. A more
suitable approach is to delete clause (vi) and include a cross reference in reasoned
justification to policy ENV3 along the lines “within the Green belt, policy ENV3 will
also apply”.
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Mr M Burge - 0875 (5835) has objected because The Marina at Alvecote has not been
designated an important Tourism Site.
5.151 Paragraph 26 of PPG12 requires that the Proposals Map defines each of the detailed
policies and proposals in the written statement, defining the areas to which specified
development control policies will be applied. There is a similar requirement
expressed in paragraph 2.21 of PPS12. It seems to me to follow that if policy
ECON13 is to refer to “established tourism sites and in proximity to canals” it is
incumbent on the Council to show on the Proposals Map the extent of all the sites
and areas concerned, with an appropriate policy symbol. The deposit Plan
approach, whereby just Kingsbury Water Park and Hartshill Hayes Country Park are
selected for depiction on the Proposals Map as Country Parks to which policy
ECON13 applies, without any specific reference being made to either, or generically
to country parks, in the policy itself is wholly unsatisfactory.
5.152 An alternative would be to reformulate the policy in a way that renders it less site
specific and this is an approach that I commend on the basis that comprehensive
identification of every site to which the policy might apply is unlikely to be practicable
given their widely diverse nature and extent and their distribution throughout the
urban and rural parts of the Borough. In essence this means that the first paragraph
of the policy would need to say “Small scale tourist attractions in connection with
existing tourism developments and alongside the canal network will be permitted …”
It would still be necessary to identify the canal network on the Proposals Map, but not
land in proximity to it. To the extent that the objector site is alongside or part of the
canal network thus shown, the objector’s point would thus be suitably met.
5.153 Should the Council wish to specifically identify Kingsbury Water Park and Hartshill
Hayes Country Park then there would need to be site specific policy or proposals for
them. In the absence of any such policy or proposals (beyond the provisions of
policy ENV6) that have advanced beyond the earliest formative stage, I recommend
no modification in this respect.
5.154 Recommendation
a).

That policy ECON13 be modified as follows:
(i)

By reformulating the first paragraph of the policy to read:

OUTSIDE THE MAIN TOWNS, GREEN BELT MARKET TOWN(S) AND LOCAL
SERVICE CENTRES, SMALL SCALE DEVELOPMENT IN CONNECTION WITH
EXISTING TOURISM FACILITIES AND ALONGSIDE THE CANAL NETWORK
WILL BE PERMITTED SUBJECT TO:
(ii) Rewording clause (iii) of the policy to say:
THE PROPOSAL HAVING A DIRECT FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
TOURISM OR HERITAGE SITE CONCERNED, OR TO USE AND ENJOYMENT OF
THE CANAL NETWORK.
(iii) Deletion of clauses (iv) and (vi).
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(iv) Re-drafting Part 2 of the policy to read:
WHERE DEVELOPMENT OF SITES WITH HISTORIC FEATURES, FITTINGS OR
EQUIPMENT IS PROPOSED, DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
UNLESS SUITABLE PROVISION IS MADE FOR THEM TO BE PRESERVED IN
SITU. WHERE THIS IS NOT PRACTICABLE, PRIOR TO DEVELOPMENT, THE
COUNCIL WILL REQUIRE A PHOTOGRAPHIC AND WRITTEN RECORD OF
SUCH FEATURES, FITTINGS AND EQUIPMENT TO BE MADE BY THE
DEVELOPER.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified to include:
 Cross references to policies CPC, ENV3, ENV8 and ENV16.
 An indication (by way of example) of what a “small-scale” tourist attraction
is.
 In paragraph 5.61a, a note to the effect that any photographic or written
record required by this policy, of existing artefacts, is also to be lodged
with the County Museum Service.

c).

That the policy ECON13 identification of Country Parks on the Proposals Map
be deleted and that the canal network be identified with a policy ECON 13
notation instead.

ECON14 – Hotels and Guest Houses
And paragraphs 5.63-5.66a
First Deposit Objections
FD0284 (4437) The Trustee of the Packington Estate
FD0408 (4666) Mr B Moss
FD0427 (4694) Mr & Mrs J Edge
FD0542 (4901) Macepark (Oldbury) Limited
FD0806 (5318) Mr J Crossley
FD0811 (5335) English Heritage
FD0821 (5421) J M Bassan
FD0856 (5738) Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (Warwickshire Branch)
FD0858 (5767) Walton Homes Ltd
FD0921 (6017) Kingsbury Parish Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0821(5421) says the policy is too restrictive of new hotel and guest houses
accommodation outside development boundaries, especially in the M42 corridor, with
objector 0284(4437) adding that the approach is contrary to WASP Policy I8. Objector
0856(5738) takes an opposite view and contends that the Policy is insufficiently restrictive of
new development outside development boundaries.
5.155 The most up to date planning guidance on hotel development is that contained in
PPS6 (March 2005) which includes these with arts, culture and tourism as “main
town centre uses”. In paragraph 2.40, the guidance says that planning for such uses
should start from an identification of need and, in paragraph 2.41 indicates that the
aim should be to meet any need that is identified by locating the appropriate scale
and type of development in the right type of centre. Within those centres, paragraph
2.44 outlines a sequential approach to site selection. In addition to ensuring that
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selected locations are accessible, paragraph 2.51 lists other factors that should be
taken into account including the potential to secure physical regeneration, provide
employment, promote economic growth and ensure social inclusion. I do not find
WASP policy I.8 inconsistent with this advice, but as the more recent document I give
PPS6 greater weight in establishing the strategic context for Local Plan policy
formulation.
5.156 Policy ECON14 adopts a broadly welcoming stance towards hotels and guest houses
provided they are located within development boundaries. There is plainly nothing in
PPS6 (including paragraph 2.44 and Table 2 of Annex A) that would suggest policy
provision should be made for hotel development of any scale outside development
boundaries if the objectives listed in paragraphs 1.3-1.6 are to be met. Rather, any
need for hotel (or guest house) development of sub-regional significance should be
directed to the main towns (for example to facilitate regeneration of town centre sites
in Atherstone), with progressively smaller schemes being provided for (as paragraph
2.50 intimates) in market towns and local service centres. At the bottom end of the
scale it may be acceptable to provide for guest house development in smaller
settlements with development boundaries, but not more widely in the rural area
(other than, for example, as part of a farm diversification scheme under ECON10, or
where the re-use of an existing rural building under policy ECON12 would be
acceptable). I do not therefore support objections 0821(5421) and 0284(4437) and
remark only that within the M42 corridor the appropriate location for hotel
development would be within settlements of appropriate scale, on sites which are
sequentially the most suitable. Indeed, if the PPS6 approach is to be adhered to,
there is a need to ensure that the policy does not admit unduly large hotel
development in relatively small settlements and, as objector 0856(5738) points out,
to avoid providing a general “exception” for such development to take place in open
countryside. Any such exception should, I consider, be provided for only after a
quantitative and qualitative need has been identified and a sequential approach to
site identification undertaken, leading to a Plan-led site specific allocation. In the
absence of any identified need or clear evidence that such need cannot be met within
an appropriate tier of the settlement hierarchy, this Plan should make no such
provision. I therefore recommend modification of clause (i) and part 3 of the policy
and paragraph 5.63 of reasoned justification to address these findings.
Objectors 0858(5767) and 0921(6017) support the allocation of Kingsbury Mill for a hotel but
argue that there may be a need for a variety of uses, such as residential, if the future of the
Mill is to be secured. Objector 0811(5335) however suggests that the allocation of Kingsbury
Mill for hotel development should be reconsidered, and if retained, the reasoned justification
should have greater reference to the need to protect the site’s architectural and historic
interest, possibly through the preparation of a development brief for the site. Objectors
0427(4694), 0408(4666) and 0806(5318) also variously object to the allocation on the basis
of the site’s exposure to flood risk, its Green Belt location, the lack of progress on previous
permissions, the potential for noise and disturbance, access arrangements and the site’s
suitability for other less intensive uses such as offices, employment or residential.
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5.157 In an addendum to NWBC/ECON14 the Council says that it proposes to modify the
Plan by deleting the Kingsbury Mill allocation altogether. In those circumstances, I
make no further comments on the allocation and simply recommend modification to
reflect the Council’s now existing stance.
Objector 0542 (4901) seeks allocation of land at Purley Chase Golf Club for hotel use,
reflecting an extant permission for the site and previous Borough Council support for
development proposals in this location.
5.158 This site lies in open countryside between Atherstone and Hartshill and extends to
some 5.6 ha, representing part of a 56ha golf course, and was last used as a golf
driving range. There is an extant permission for a 40 bedroom hotel, health and
fitness facilities and fifteen holiday lodges on the site, but permission was refused by
the First Secretary of State in 2004 for a scheme including a management training
hotel with 152 bedrooms and a range of ancillary facilities. The objector wishes to
establish the principle that hotel use of the site is acceptable and submits that the
First Secretary of State’s decision on the 2004 application is not binding on policy
formulation in this respect.
5.159 Since the objector’s evidence was produced, PPS6 has been published and is a
material consideration. I set out the thrust of its policies relating to hotel development
in paragraph 5.155 above.
5.160 In response to this particular objection, the existence of a part-implemented planning
permission for a hotel here does not imply that a site specific allocation should be
made in the Local Plan. Rather, the permission simply represents a commitment to
be acknowledged in the Plan-making process in much the same way as permissions
for residential development – namely they influence estimation of the need for
additional allocations to ensure adequate supply, but are not manifested as
allocations themselves. Indeed, it would be wrong to base policy decisions for the
future solely on the basis of what has been permitted in the past, because needs,
circumstances and strategies may change and different priorities emerge, this being
the very purpose of Government exhortations to ensure that development plans are
regularly reviewed and kept up to date.
5.161 Thus, the process of planning for hotels, as PPS6 intimates, is similar to other
aspects of land use planning – the first step is to consider whether there is a need to
make provision for development of the type concerned, then to examine the
quantitative and qualitative requirements, and lastly to follow a sequential process for
site selection (which may be expressed either as generic development control criteria
or a site specific provision).
5.162 To the extent that the Council has chosen to include policy for hotels and guest
houses in the deposit Plan, it may be held that an unquantified need exists. There is
also some indication of qualitative requirements in paragraph 5.64 of reasoned
justification. The Council may wish to review the adequacy of these parts of the
Plan-led process when producing its Core Strategy Development Plan Document as
part of a Local Development Framework. As I have already indicated, however, at
paragraph 5.156 above, the deposit policy falls well short of what is required in terms
of identifying a suitable locational strategy. That which I recommend below would
accord with PPS6 advice and the principles of sustainable development expressed in
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other National planning guidance as well as with the thrust of WASP and
RSS/RPG11 strategies. It does not, however, provide for the development of hotels
in open countryside, as would be the case at Purley Chase (whether or not on
previously developed land or outside the Green Belt). I see no inconsistency in this
approach with the now withdrawn allocation of a site for a hotel at Kingsbury,
because that was intended to facilitate “enabling development” to secure suitable
adaptation and re-use of an existing rural building of local architectural or historic
interest.
5.163 Should the objector be able to demonstrate a quantitative and qualitative need for a
hotel which, following sequential analysis, could only be provided in a location like
Purley Chase, then this may (along with other arguments such as local employment
and deprivation issues) represent a material consideration that would warrant a
decision other than in accordance with the policy that I recommend. Here, however, I
simply record that the First Secretary of State was unconvinced by similar arguments
in the case of the 2004 application, and I find no other evidence before me of
sufficient substance to convince me that policy provision should be made for any
more general type of hotel at Purley Chase now. I have considered all other matters
raised in the representations, but nothing persuades me to a different view on this
subject.
5.164 Recommendation
a).

That policy ECON14 be modified as follows:
1. Re-wording clause (i) to read:
(i)

THE NUMBER OF BEDROOMS PROVIDED IS COMMENSURATE WITH
THE SIZE AND FUNCTION OF THE SETTLEMENT IN THE PLAN’S
APPENDIX S.2 SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY AND THE RESULTANT
BUILDINGS ARE OF A DESIGN AND SCALE WHICH WILL BE IN
HARMONY WITH THE SURROUNDINGS;

2. Deletion of clauses 3 and 3a.

b).

That reasoned justification be modified as follows:






Deletion of the deposit plan text in paragraph 5.63, moving the paragraph to
follow paragraph 5.65 and reformulating it to include a reference to the
settlement hierarchy, explaining how the scale of development will be
related to the status of the settlement concerned indicating the broad range
of numbers of bedrooms and/or types of facility acceptable within each,
extending no lower than small guest houses in category 4 settlements.
Including a reference in paragraph 5.65 to PPS6, to explain its precedence
over WASP policy I.8.
Referring to policies ECON10 and ECON12 in paragraph 5.66.
Deletion of paragraph 5.66a.
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Policy ECON15 – Village Shops, Post Offices, Public Houses and Petrol Filling
Stations and paragraphs 5.67-5.71
First Deposit Objections:
FD0550 (4924) Curdworth Parish Council
FD0866 (5790) Mr P Moorewood
FD0877 (5847) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0550 (4924) supports the policy but wants the former White Horse Service Station
in Kingsbury Road, Curdworth to be developed for housing.
5.165 It is not the purpose of policy ECON15 to allocate sites for housing. Its allocation
would not, in any event, accord with the distribution strategy in my recommended
core policy CPC. No modification should be made in this respect.
Objector 0866(5790) states that the policy wording may harm local services as the
requirement for facilities to be vacant for two years encourages the inefficient use of
buildings as a precursor to a change of use. The objector goes on to say that there should
be further clarification of what is meant by ‘required’ and ‘need’. This aside, it is proposed
that all the criteria except for the first part of point 4 (regarding the demonstration of financial
viability) should be deleted.
5.166 Paragraph 7 of PPS7 urges Local Planning Authorities to adopt a positive approach
to planning proposals designed to improve the viability, accessibility or community
value of existing services and facilities that play an important part in sustaining village
communities and to set out criteria in LDDs that will apply to proposals involving the
loss of important village services. Like the objector I take the view that criteria,
including that which effectively requires premises to stand empty for two years or
more before being considered for re-use, is not a sufficiently positive approach to the
improvement of facilities that may be vital to the rural community (in the way that
paragraph 2.62 of PPS6 intends). Indeed, the consequences of such criteria are
often to prompt premature closure, give rise to lengthy arguments over the causes of
decline and the adequacy of the marketing exercise, make resurrection more difficult
and, in many cases, cause serious financial hardship for the owner or operator, all
with no short term or enduring benefit to the local community. Equally, however,
reliance simply on a single test (such as that of financial viability as the objector
suggests) or on an insufficiently rigorous combination of tests would, as the Council
says, leave the community exposed to continuing losses, mainly to residential use,
of premises that may still have potential to play an important role in supporting the
local community. It is for these reasons that I consider different approach to policy
formulation is called for.
5.167 In this respect, I note in particular that PPS6 includes, at Annex A, a typology of the
characteristics of different types of centre, including district centres and local centres
such as large villages. This lists the range of shops that may be expected to be
found in such centres, an approach which has considerable resonance with the
typology I have included as appendix S.1 to Chapter 1 of this Report. In appendix
S.1, I include facilities other than shops, drawing also on those listed, for example, in
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paragraph 7 of PPS7 (but which includes other community facilities as well as
shops). In combination, they represent a range of services and facilities that may not
all be regarded as being either “required” or needed” in any particular settlement.
Nevertheless, any which are available would contribute positively to the effective
functioning of larger villages in the appendix S.2 settlement hierarchy as local service
centres for their own populations and those of their surrounding areas. By grouping
services and facilities into a “typology” in this way, it is easier to see what existing
services and facilities are important and should be retained, what new facilities might
be beneficial, how they may be combined and strengthened if threatened with
closure or may be allowed to diversify change in use if there is over-supply in any
one particular category. A similar approach could be used for smaller villages (in the
context of “the village shop” referred to in paragraph 2.61 of PPS6) although the
focus on local service centres is to avoid the viability of accessible shops and other
business being undermined by too wide a dissipation of outlets in less accessible
locations, and to protect local shopping centres in larger urban areas. Importantly,
grouping shops and services together into a single policy framed around the typology
gives greater flexibility to implementation than policy that is solely concerned with
preventing the change of use of the four specified types of business outlet as in the
deposit version.
5.168 Thus, a typology-based policy can test applications for change of use in terms of the
importance of the facility concerned (distinguishing, for example, between a public
house that includes, or has potential to include, a meeting room or space for
accommodating a mobile library and one that provides only for drinking). It can also
guide those contemplating closure of rural business towards the alternatives of
conversion, extension or diversification designed to improve viability, and introduce a
sequential approach to the consideration of changes of use before closure and
residential development falls to be considered. Moreover, it also complements the
Plan’s strategy in my recommended core policy CPC by fostering a close link
between the distribution of new development and the concentration of local services,
thus enabling a longer term perspective of viability to be taken by the operators of
rural businesses and the providers of rural services than would otherwise be the
case.
5.169 I acknowledge that this is a novel approach to policy formulation for the protection of
local services and facilities, and is one that may require further refinement and
adaptation in the light of experience in operation. I nonetheless commend it to the
Council (as I indicated at the Inquiry) for much the same reasons as my
recommended modification of policy ECON12 – because it is concerned with
achieving positive outcomes rather than with placing obstacles in the way of
proposals that, fundamentally, seek to do no more than make prudent use of existing
buildings. It is intended to be supportive of the importance the Council rightly
attaches to the subject and of the various innovative measures already in place in
North Warwickshire (such as the Vital Villages SRB project). In the light of this
suggested approach, however, I do not support the change to the policy wording
promoted in the Council’s evidence (NWBC/ECON15, paragraph 3.5) and advance
instead a more comprehensive redrafting.
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0877 (5847) - West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium - states that where there is a
proven need, affordable housing should be permitted through the redevelopment/ change of
use of a building used as a shop, post office, pub or petrol station.
5.170 Provision of affordable housing (or market housing) in place of local services and
facilities would be likely to add to social exclusion and lead to unsustainable patterns
of development. The policy formulation that I recommend would include a mix of
housing, including affordable housing, in the typology characterising local service
centres and apply a sequential approach to changes of use. This would enable
provision of locally affordable housing if the building is judged unsuitable for
continued use for the provision of community services and facilities before loss to
market housing can be considered. That, to my mind, would suitably address the
objector’s concern.
Other Matter
5.171 The broader subject of service provision and development distribution was also
touched upon at the Inquiry and is developed further in the policy following COM2 in
CD112 and in paragraph 1 of the section “operation” in appendix S.1 to Chapter 2A
of this Report. I have not included such policy in my recommendations because its
purpose would be mainly to inform decisions on future review of the role and function
of Local Service Centres and the relationship between development provision and
the range of facilities within them. The subject is, however, one that the Council may
wish to progress as part of the further refinement and adaptation that I have referred
to above, following consultation with the local communities concerned.
Future
review of Circular 1/97 may also have a determining influence on whether or not this
is a suitable approach.
5.172 Recommendation
a).

That policy ECON15 be modified to read:
WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES OF THE LOCAL SERVICE
CENTRES,
PROPOSALS
FOR
ALTERATION,
EXTENSION
OR
DIVERSIFICATION DESIGNED TO IMPROVE THE VIABILITY OF EXISTING
SERVICES AND FACILITIES, OR WHICH INTRODUCE NEW USES THAT
WOULD CONTRIBUTE TO THE FUNCTIONING OF THE SETTLEMENT AS A
LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE, WILL BE WELCOMED. CHANGES OF USE THAT
WOULD RESULT IN THE LOSS OF AN EXISTING SERVICE OR FACILITY THAT
CONTRIBUTES TO THE FUNCTIONING OF LOCAL SERVICE CENTRES WILL
ONLY BE PERMITTED IF:
(i) THE SERVICE OR FACILITY IS, IS TO BE, OR CAN BE, PROVIDED TO A
SIMILAR LEVEL IN AN EQUALLY OR MORE ACCESSIBLE LOCATION
ELSEWHERE WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT OR, IN THE CASE OF A PETROL
FILLING STATION, CLOSE BY; AND
(ii) THE CHANGE OF USE WOULD BE TO A USE PROVIDING SERVICES OR
FACILITIES WITHIN THE SAME CATEGORY AS THAT BEING LOST; OR,
FAILING THAT
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(iii) THE CHANGE OF USE WOULD BE TO A USE PROVIDING SERVICES OR
FACILITIES (OTHER THAN HOUSING) WITHIN A DIFFERENT CATEGORY TO
THAT BEING LOST; OR, FAILING THAT
(iv) THE CHANGE OF USE WOULD PROVIDE LOCALLY AFFORDABLE
HOUSING; OR, FAILING THAT
(v) THE CHANGE OF USE WOULD CONTRIBUTE TO THE MIX OF HOUSING
AVAILABLE WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified as follows:







Deletion of paragraph 5.67
Insertion after paragraph 5.69 a new paragraph to the effect that the policy
approach has been formulated to respond to the foregoing factors (those in
paragraph 5.68) and to paragraph 7 of PPS7 and paragraphs 2.60-2.62 of
PPS6.
Insertion of a further paragraph to explain that the Local Service Centres
are those listed in Category 3 of Appendix S.2 to this Report, that the
services and facilities referred to in the policy and their various categories
are those listed in the typology at Appendix S.1 and that core polices CPB
and CPC are also of particular relevance.
Formulating reasoned justification for each of the criteria in turn, to indicate
that the policy extends to premises providing services and facilities that
contribute to the functioning of a Local Service Centre but may lie outside
the development boundary (such as petrol filling stations), and that:
Clause (i) is formulated to ensure that suitable alternative provision is
made for any services or facilities that may be lost and that this
requirement is to be satisfied in discussion with the Council, the local
community and other providers of local services and providers before
the proposal is considered, adding that the ensuing clauses will then be
applied sequentially. In this respect, applications for change of use
should be accompanied by a written statement demonstrating that each
stage in the sequence above that in which the proposal falls has been
investigated, indicating the steps that have been taken in so doing and
the reasons for rejection.
Clause (ii) seeks to ensure that the existing range of services and
facilities is not diminished. To satisfy this criterion will require
consideration of the existing range of facilities within the settlement and
their distribution with a particular focus on any existing duplication of
provision or over-provision (for example, if clause (i) has been satisfied,
a change of use of a shop to an insurance agency, taxi office or estate
agency may be an acceptable use, whereas a high proportion of vacant
shops may be indicative of a need for consideration under clause (iii)).
Clause (iii) recognises that the next best alternative to the same type of
use is re-use for some other purpose that would contribute to the
functioning of the Local Service Centre (thus, if clauses (i) and (ii) have
been satisfied a change of use for example from a public house to a
dental practice might be acceptable). Consultation with the Local
Community and potential service providers would be an essential
contribution to evidence informing this subject.
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c).

Clause (iv) intimates that consultation with providers of locally
affordable housing is required before progressing to clause (v).
Clause (v) requires consideration of whether there are any particular
types of market housing in the settlement that are absent or in short
supply and which the property concerned could usefully provide. There
should be evidence of consultation with local people (including the
Parish Council, local employers and local estate agents) to support
proposals in this respect.
Addition to paragraph 5.71 of a cross reference to policy ENV3 indicating
that Green Belt policy applies to proposals for redevelopment and change
of use outside development boundaries and within the Green Belt.

That a definition of a Local Service Centre be included in the Plan’s glossary,
along the following lines:
A Local Service Centre is a rural village which, in terms of its size and location,
the number and range of services and facilities it contains, and its accessibility
by a range of means of travel and transport, enable it to provide for the day-today needs of its own population and that of the surrounding rural area and
other smaller rural settlements. They represent the locations where housing,
employment, schooling, shopping, health care and other facilities are to be
concentrated in the interests of establishing sustainable patterns of
development.

Policy ECON16 AGREEMENTS FOR ECONOMIC BENEFITS
and paragraph 5.72
First Deposit Objections:
FD0189 (4253) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0440 (4723) Richard J Barker
FD0548 (4913) Atherstone Town Council
FD0821 (5422) J M Bassan
FD0825 (5568) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology)
FD0826 (5585) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)
FD0870 (5816) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
FD0886 (5911) Advantage West Midlands

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
0189(4253) - IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd state that the policy should make reference to the
requirements of Circular 1/97.
5.173 My recommended modification of policy CP10 suitably responds to this point and
renders policy ECON16 superfluous.
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Objector 0440(4723) - Richard Barker refers to the use of obligations to deliver
improvements to facilities in Atherstone. He states that S106 obligations linked to the
release of greenfield land along Sheepy Road and the County boundary could be used to
improve healthcare and the schools in the town.
5.174 It would be wrong to make provision for development in Atherstone and elsewhere
simply on the basis of which sites offer the greatest potential to secure community
benefits. Rather, the distribution of development should be guided to sustainable
locations in accordance with the approach described in paragraph 31 of PPG3.
Should there be need to provide additional community infrastructure in order to
enable such development to go ahead, then a planning Obligation may be sought
from the intending developer if the requirements of Circular 1/97 are met. My
recommended modification of Core Policy CP10 reflects this approach. No
modification should be made in response to the objection since policy ECON16 is
superfluous and should be deleted.
0825(5568) - Warwickshire Museum Field Services (Ecology Unit) propose that the policy
should be strengthened with a specific mention of nature conservation. An additional point is
therefore suggested which reads ‘nature conservation mitigation and enhancement’.
0826(5585) - Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist) state that the policy wording
should highlight that archaeological works may be the subject of s106 agreements.
0886(5911) - Advantage West Midlands propose that wording should be added which makes
reference to matching skills and training to employment needs.
0548(4913) - Atherstone Town Council wants reference to requirements for the provision of
CCTV cameras, open spaces, arts facilities, street cleaning and tourism development
projects.
0821(5422) – Mrs Bassan suggests that youth facilities and Christmas lights should also be
added.
5.175 These objections are a further indication of the way that “shopping lists” of planning
Obligation requirements in policy have a tendency to grow, without ever becoming
exhaustive. A more suitable approach is that taken in my recommended Core Policy
CP10, which deals with the subject of implementation generically. Notwithstanding
the change proposed by the Council to reasoned justification for policies ENV14 and
ENV16 in paragraph 3.31 of NWBC/ECON16, no modification should be made in
response to these objections beyond deletion of policy ECON16 as superfluous.
0870(5816) Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce propose that reasoned
justification should provide an indication of the extent to which development would be
regarded as ‘significant’.
In a related point 0821(5422) Mrs Bassan states that S106
agreements should be required as part of all development regardless of size.
5.176 Use of the word “significant” was deleted from the policy following first deposit and no
longer appears either here or in my recommended modification of policy CP10. The
objection has therefore been met.
5.177 Recommendation
That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy ECON16 and paragraph 5.72.
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Policy Omissions
First deposit objections
FD0886 (5913) Advantage West Midlands
FD0856 (5739) CPRE Warwickshire Branch

Objector 0886(5913) Advantage West Midlands states that the Plan should include a policy
to undertake a review of the impact of the BNRR (now known as M6 Toll) on North
Warwickshire’s economy in light of the opportunities that may arise.
5.178 In the light of WASP policy I.2 it would be inappropriate for the Borough Council to
review opportunities for stimulating further employment growth related to the
motorway network in this Plan. The appropriate framework for any such review is the
future review of RSS/RPG11 employment provisions and the preparation of Local
Development Documents in response thereto. No modification should be made to
the Plan in response to this objection.
Objector 0856(5739) objects that the Plan does not include a policy on equestrian facilities/
development.
5.179 The Council does not perceive a need for additional policy in the Plan and my
recommended modification of policies ECON10 and ECON12 suitably responds to
the advice in paragraph 32 of PPS7 on the subject.
5.180 Recommendation
That no modification be made.
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CHAPTER 6 COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Objections to Introductory Paragraphs
First Deposit Objection
FD0394 (4643) D E Smitham

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0394(4643) is concerned that Atherstone Police Station and Magistrates
Court and Coleshill Police Station are omitted from the list of community facilities in
paragraph 6.4 of the Plan.
6.1

It would be wrong to refer specifically to any particular site in paragraph 6.4,
this paragraph being concerned with the subject of community facilities in a
general sense only. The Council has included a reference to police and fire
stations at Revised Deposit stage but such lists can never be comprehensive.
Nonetheless, I regard the Council’s response as adequate to meet this
particular objection.

6.2

Recommendation

That no modification be made in response to this objection.

Policy COM1 – New Community Facilities
and paragraphs 6.19 – 6.20
First Deposit Objection
FD0847(6036) Sport England

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0847(6036) wants the policy to make specific provision for open space and
associated facilities.
6.3

The setting of local standards for open space and sports provision, in
accordance with PPG17 advice must follow from audit of existing provision
and assessment of community needs. Specific proposals can then be
brought forward either by the Council itself or other specialist providers, or by
planning condition or Obligation where required as a necessary adjunct to
other development. Policy COM1 in its deposit form (with paragraph 6.21 of
first deposit reasoned justification deleted), responds to the present position
with regard to PPG17 processes in the Borough and, together with my
recommended Core Policy CP10 (at paragraph 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this
Report), I am content that there is an adequate policy framework to facilitate
open space provision pending completion of the local standard setting
exercise.
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Recommendation
That no modification be made.

Policy COM2 – Protecting Community Facilities
and paragraphs 6.22 – 6.25
First Deposit Objections
FD0037 (4043, 4044) Paul Gaskin
FD0249 (4378) Andrew Hopkins
FD0250 (4379) R W Potter
FD0257 (4387) Richard Allen
FD0272 (4415) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association
FD0387 (4632) K A Gregory
FD0394 (4642) D E Smitham
FD0815 (5381) WCC Property Services Department
FD0821 (5411) J M Bassan
FD0849 (5696) Coventry City Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
D G Smitham 0394(4642), Richard Allen 0257(4387), J M Bassan 0821(5411), K A
Gregory 0387(4632), R W Potter 0250 (4379) Andrew Hopkins 0249 (4378) and
North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association 0272(4415) seek the
inclusion of, variously, police stations, fire stations and Atherstone Magistrates Court
within the list of community facilities set out in paragraph 6.4.
6.4

In my appraisal of objections to policy ECON15, I have recommended that the
protection of retail and community facilities and other services in the Local
Service Centres be dealt with together in a single policy, in the interests of
sustaining rural communities by maximising opportunities to safeguard both.
The suite of objections here is concerned with a different issue, namely the
protection from residential development of sites, mostly in public ownership,
that become surplus to requirements but may have potential to contribute to
community activities within the Main Towns and Green Belt Market Town(s).
To a large extent, the objections are directed at sites advanced by the Council
for housing allocation at first deposit stage, only some of which have endured
to second deposit stage, and my appraisals of these in Appendix H.1 to
Chapter 4 of this Report are relevant.

6.5

However, given that I have extracted part of policy COM2 for transfer to
ECON15, modification is necessary to re-focus it on the Borough’s main
settlements. In this context, it is important for the objectors to understand
that the merits of reorganising the services with which they are mainly
concerned are primarily administrative and procedural matters for the service
providers themselves to determine. The land use planning process comes
into play only to consider the use and development of any land or buildings
that may, in consequence, become surplus to requirements. In particular, it
would be wrong to use the formulation or application of planning policy in a
way that sought to inhibit decisions concerning the most effective and efficient
way in which public services can be operated and/or delivered. The draft
Warwickshire Compact (CD111) provides a wider framework for the
consideration of such matters in other forums. Likewise, the economic
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considerations applying to the closure or rationalisation of facilities that are
provided on a commercial basis, whether by a public authority (such as
leisure provision by the Council) or by the private sector (such as a theatre or
cinema) are not subjects in which the land use planning process should
normally seek to interfere.
Rather, as far as the land use policy
considerations are concerned, it seems to me that the relevant considerations
are whether the land and buildings are inherently suitable for a continuing
community use, and whether or not there is an economic alternative
community use to which they can be put. Provided these matters are taken
into account before other uses are considered, it seems to me, on reflection,
that there should be no need for the Council to inquire into whether the
existing facility is still needed or has been replaced (which is the thrust of
some of the criteria in those in the deposit Plan policy and CD112). Those
considerations are the subject of the separate administrative, procedural
and/or economic decisions to which I have referred.
I recommend
reformulation of the policy accordingly.
Coventry City Council - 0849(5696) suggests the addition of a criterion seeking to
establish whether there is a need for any other community facility or, alternatively,
replacing the last words of criteria iii) with “any other facility”.
6.6

As the Borough Council says, the City Council’s suggestion has been
absorbed into clause (i) of the policy at revised deposit stage and, given that
my foregoing findings (at paragraphs 6.4 – 6.5 above) indicate a similar
stance on policy formulation, has thus been satisfactorily addressed.

Warwickshire County Council (Property Service Department) -0815(5381) supports
the intention to protect community facilities, but requests that full regard be had to
national service standards and models of good practice in addition to evidence from
community consultation, Parish or independent audits.
6.7

The County Council’s suggestion largely reflects the process to be adopted in
the draft Warwickshire Compact (CD111) but, as I have already indicated, the
various procedures and processes referred to are not land use planning
matters and should not, therefore, be requirements of land use planning
policy.

0037(4043)(4044) - Paul Gaskin objects on the grounds that the protection given to
allotments in policy COM2 is not strong enough. It is proposed that alternative ‘green
uses’ should be considered for such sites so that they maintain the potential to be
returned to allotments if necessary.
6.8

PPG17 requires that open space (including allotments) should not be built on
unless found surplus to requirements following a process of need
assessment, an audit of existing levels of provision and the setting of local
standards. This is the subject matter of policy ENV6 and does not warrant
repetition in policy COM2.

6.9

Recommendation:

a).

That policy COM2 be modified to read:
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POLICY COM2: PROTECTION OF LAND AND BUILDINGS USED FOR
EXISTING COMMUNITY FACILITIES IN THE MAIN TOWNS AND MARKET
TOWNS
DEVELOPMENT THAT WOULD LEAD TO THE LOSS OF LAND OR
BUILDINGS USED, OR LAST USED, FOR THE PROVISION OF
COMMUNITY SERVICES AND FACILITIES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN
THE
MAIN
TOWNS
OF
ATHERSTONE/MANCETTER
AND
POLESWORTH/DORDON, OR IN THE MARKET TOWN OF COLESHILL,
UNLESS:
(i). THE LAND AND BUILDINGS ARE UNSUITABLE IN TERMS OF THEIR
SITING, DESIGN, LAYOUT AND/OR CONSTRUCTION FOR CONTINUED
USE FOR THE PROVISION OF COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND
SERVICES; AND
(ii). THERE IS NO REALISTIC ALTERNATIVE COMMUNITY USE TO
WHICH THEY CAN BE PUT.
b).

That consequential modifications be made to:





Include in paragraph 6.22 affirmation that the policy is concerned
with the Main Towns ands Green Belt Market Town(s), and that
provision in the villages and rural areas of the Borough is the
subject matter of policy ECON15.
Indicate in paragraph 6.25 that the policy refers to land and buildings
used for the provision of community facilities, rather than to the
particular facility itself.
Revise paragraph 6.24 to include a list of service providers and
community organisations (in the Main Towns and Green Belt Market
Town(s)) with which consultation will be required in the
“independent audit”, and that the audit will be expected to indicate
the nature and extent of community needs in the area, the suitability
of the land and/or buildings concerned for such purposes, and
whether provision to meet these in whole or part on the site would
be physically or economically viable, or could be made so with
identified sources of funding support.

COM3 – Safeguarding Educational Establishments
and paragraphs 6.26-6.28a
Revised Deposit Objections
RD0758 (7511) Mr & Mrs Cassidy
RD0847 (7484)(7485) Sport England
RD0871 (7537) Queen Elizabeth School

The Queen Elizabeth School - 0871(7537) objects to the policy requirement that the
school be replaced within the existing site, contending that the school needs to
redevelop the majority of the lower school site for market housing in order to raise
sufficient funds for a new school. It is argued that the requirement that the school be
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replaced within the existing site will effectively prevent the school from being
redeveloped.
Mr and Mrs Cassidy - 0758(7511) express concern that access to the redeveloped
school site will be hazardous to children attending the Queen Elizabeth site.
Sport England 0847(7484)(7485) comments that the replacement school must
provide a better quality and quantity of community facilities, including playing fields
and sports facilities, and this requirement should be highlighted within the reasoned
justification to the Policy.
6.10

I have considered the thrust of these objections in my appraisal of allocation
site 8 in appendix H.1 to Chapter 4 of this Report, where I conclude that the
proposals are insufficiently advanced to justify allocation at this stage. This is
not least because of the absence of agreement between the Council and the
School Authority over the form development should take. Such proposals
would need to follow after completion of PPG17 open space audit and
standard setting processes and would also need to provide suitable access in
accordance with policy TPT1.

6.11

Whatever the case may be in those respects, neither policy COM3 nor its
reasoned justification is a suitable place in which to extol the merits (or
otherwise) of a site specific proposal. The policy is concerned with the
approach to school site development in general and, as such, should be
formulated only as a generic development control policy. Should suitable
proposals for redevelopment of the Queen Elizabeth School come forward,
they must be expected to conform with clauses 1 and 2, which means in
effect that the new buildings would be required to be made available for joint
use, and that the potential of the existing buildings for alternative community
use would need to be considered before they can be redeveloped for
housing. Clause 2a of the policy is out of place, unnecessary and should be
deleted. This would, I consider, suitably meet the objections.

6.12

Recommendation

That policy COM3 be modified by the deletion of clause 2a and paragraph 6.28a
in their entirety.

Policy COM4 Contributions to Community Facilities
and paragraph 6.29
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4250) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0206 (4307) Paul Reader
FD0272 (4416) North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch
FD0387 (4633) K A Gregory
FD0804 (5312) Southwest Property Services Ltd
FD0812 (5361) McCarthy & Stone (Development) Ltd
FD0824 (5514) Warwickshire County Council (Dept of Planning Transport & Economic Strategy)
FD0877 (5844) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
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Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0189(4250) and 0804(5312) want the policy to include reference to
Circular 1/97.
6.13

My recommended modification of reasoned justification for Core Policy CP10
would do this in more appropriate fashion. No modification is required in this
respect here.

Objector 0812(5361) wants the policy to be sufficiently flexible to recognise that
schemes providing sheltered accommodation for the elderly do not generate
additional needs for , for example, recreation facilities.
6.14

This point would be recognised in policy CP10 as I recommend it be modified.
That policy renders policy COM4 superfluous and it should be deleted.

0824(5514) Warwickshire County Council (Planning Strategy) states that the breadth
of the policy needs to be widened to explicitly include education and library provision.
Concern is also raised that the need for facilities is to be identified through a Parish
Plan or independent survey. It is suggested that the policy should recognise that it
may also be appropriate for the County Council to identify a need for facilities.
6.15

It is not appropriate for the Plan to include a “shopping list” of Section 106
planning Obligation requirements, because such an approach can rarely be
comprehensive and, where there are omissions, can give rise to disputes
over what may or may not be required to meet the specific demands of a
particular development. It is also contrary to the advice in paragraph B15 of
Annex B to Circular 1/97 by being unduly prescriptive. If policy COM4 is
absorbed into a Core Policy dealing with implementation, as I have
recommended by way of modification to policy CP10 at paragraph 2.44 of
Chapter 2A of this Report, the need for separate policies throughout the Plan
to deal specifically with the subject of planning Obligations and detailed lists
of potential requirements can be avoided. Procedural arrangements between
the Borough and County Council for consultation over what services may or
may not be required to enable development to go ahead are also not
appropriate subject matter for land use planning policy formulation. In the
light of policy CP10, I regard policy COM4 as superfluous and it should be
deleted.

Objectors 0272(4416) - North Warwickshire Neighbourhood Watch Association and
0387(4633) - K A Gregory object to the loss of Atherstone Police Station and
Magistrates Court and also to the loss of Coleshill Police Station. Objector
0206(4307) Paul Reader would like land at Ransome Road, New Arley protected as
a community facility.
6.16

Policy COM4 is concerned with the provision of new facilities, not with the
retention of existing facilities (which, with regard to the objectors’ concerns
would variously be subject to policy HSG1, ECON15 and COM2, as I
recommend they be modified). It would therefore be inappropriate to seek to
meet the objectors’ concerns here. No modification should be made in this
respect.
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Objector 0877 (5844) - West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium says that affordable
housing projects should not be required to finance additional community
infrastructure.
6.17

The occupiers of affordable housing will make much the same demands on
community infrastructure as other types of housing and should not be
exempted from the requirements of policy CP10 as I recommend it be
modified. No other modification is called for in response to this objection.

6.18

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the deletion of policy COM4 and paragraph 6.29.

Policy Omissions
First Deposit Objections
FD0207 (4308) Norma Goring
FD0428 (4703) (4704) R Jarvis
FD0732 (5202) J B Thomas
FD0813 (5366) H M Prison Service

0207(4308) - Norma Goring would like land at Ransome Road, New Arley allocated
as a green space and states that a community hall should be built on the site instead
of housing.
6.19

The need for open space at Arley is a matter that must be considered by the
Council in the context of PPG17. That is reflected in my appraisal of
objections to the Council’s proposed allocation of the site for housing in policy
HSG1, which I consider in Appendix H.1 to this Report. I also recommend
there that consultation take place with the local community concerning the
need for community provision as a precursor to any such allocation that may
be made. In the light of those recommendations, no further modification is in
my opinion necessary to meet this objector’s concerns.

0732(5202) - J B Thomas objects that the Plan makes no provision in the Borough
for a community sports facility in the form of an all weather playing surface. It is
suggested that such a facility could form part of the development at the QE School in
Atherstone. Similarly 0428(4703)(4704) - R Jarvis proposes that the Council should
commission a survey to establish the requirements for a leisure facility in Atherstone
and states that there is potential for a ‘shared use’ facility within the school.
6.20

In the light of my findings concerning the proposed allocation of part of the
Queen Elizabeth School in Atherstone for housing development in Appendix
H.1 to Chapter 5 of my Report, it would not be appropriate to include in this
Chapter of the Plan specific requirements for community facilities to be
provided on that site. Any such requirements should be voiced in a site
specific allocation of the site, if the land is found surplus to open space needs
following PPG17 assessment processes. Since that process has not yet
been completed, I have recommended deletion of the allocation from policy
HSG1, so I make no further recommendation here.
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6.21

The provision of an all-weather playing surface or other leisure facility in the
Borough is initially a matter for the Council’s recreation and leisure strategy to
establish. Only if a need has been established in that forum, with suitable
capital and revenue resource, would it be appropriate to make site specific
provision in a land use plan. In the absence of an identified need, no
modification should be made in this respect.

0813(5366) - H M Prison Service state that in line with PPG12 and Circular 03/98 the
Plan should include a policy/allocation for a new prison to assist the Prison Service in
a search for a suitable site within the Warwickshire area.
6.22

The Prison Service’s requirements are not specific to North Warwickshire and
the precise needs of the prison service are not before me. Any project aimed
at identifying a suitable site for a prison should, I consider, be initiated at
County level to ensure that all necessary locational constraints can be
properly taken into account including, for example, the need to establish
sustainable patterns of development and to protect the Green Belt from
inappropriate development (as required by Circular 3/98). No modification
should be made in this respect.

6.23

Recommendation

That no modification be made.
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CHAPTER 7 TRANSPORT
Objections to Introductory Paragraphs
Paragraphs 7.5-7.6
First Deposit Objection
FD0550 (4936) Curdworth Parish Council

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0550(4936) says that the snapshot of bus services and facilities is
inaccurate in that it implies better availability of services than is actually the case.
7.1

It seems to me that changes made to these paragraphs between first and
second deposit stages have resulted in a more accurate record of the
characteristics of local bus services and facilities, and have suitably met the
objector’s criticism.

7.2

Recommendation

That no modification be made.

Paragraphs 7.21b - 7.21d
Revised Deposit Objections
RD0823 (7747) (7748) (7749) West Midlands Local Authorities, Chief Engineers and Planning Officers Group
RD0841 (7427) (7428) (7429) Birmingham City Council
RD1307 (7718) Strategic Rail Authority

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objectors 0823(7747)(7748)(7749) and 0841(7427)(7428)(7429) want reference to
be made in these paragraphs to recommendations of the studies concerning M42
improvement, a proposed Birmingham International link between Tamworth and
Birmingham International Railway Station and upgrading of the West Coast Main
Line.
7.3

The Council acknowledges that text under the heading “Regional Context” in
this and other Chapters of the Plan will require up-dating to reflect
RSS/RPG11 in its June 2004 form. Nevertheless, the multi-modal studies
referred to in paragraphs 7.21b and 7.21d have been undertaken to inform
the Regional planning process rather than to have their findings inserted
directly into Local Plans. While I understand the importance that the
objectors attach to certain of the key projects recommended by the Multimodal studies, unlike policies and proposals in RSS/RPG11 and WASP they
are not an integral part of a statutory development plan and thus have more
limited status.
In these circumstances, I consider that the Council’s
approach, making only very brief reference to findings of the studies that may
influence the formulation or implementation of policies and proposals in this
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Local Plan (as opposed to a future core strategy development Plan
document) is the appropriate one. Other than up-dating as part of the normal
editing process prior to adoption, no modification should therefore be made to
the Plan in response to these objections.
Objector 1307(7718) says that it is unclear whether the park and ride facility referred
to in paragraph 7.21d is intended to be bus or rail based and, if the latter, that the
Rail Authority is unaware of any research referred to.
7.4

It is inappropriate for the paragraph to refer to unattributed on-going research.
My understanding is that the rail-based proposal emanates from WASP policy
T.7 (which, unlike the Multi-Modal Study, has statutory development plan
status). Paragraph 7.21d should therefore be transferred to the block of text
dealing with Sub-Regional Context and simply refer to WASP policy T.7.

7.5

There is a further part of this objection relating to policy TPT4, which I deal
with there.

7.6

Recommendation

That paragraph 7.21d be deleted and a new paragraph be inserted under the
heading “Sub Regional Context” to say that WASP policy T.7 presages
provision of a rail-based Park and Ride facility at Kingsbury.

Paragraph 7.29
First Deposit Objection
FD0824 (5546) Warwickshire County Council

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7532) IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd
RD1307 (7839) Strategic Rail Authority

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0824(5546) says that the proposal at Kingsbury is for a station as well as an
interchange and that the proposed station at Arley also warrants mention here.
7.7

To the extent that the Plan has been formulated primarily to respond to
WASP strategy, a consistent approach should be taken to the translation of
WASP policies into the contextual paragraphs of the Plan. In this respect,
WASP policy T.7 refers to Kingsbury as a new railway station and does not
distinguish between Kingsbury and Arley/Galley Common in terms of what is
being proposed. It is in my view necessary for the Plan to explain the how the
“station” in WASP policy T.7 has become an “interchange” in paragraph 7.29
before reverting back to a “station” in policy TPT4. Likewise, the Plan should
explain why the WASP policy provision for a station at Arley is not being
actively pursued in the Local Plan at the present time.

Objector 0189(7532) wants this paragraph to acknowledge that Birch Coppice and
Baddesley are at different stages of provision.
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7.8
In the light of my recommended modification of the Plan insofar as policy
ECON3 is concerned, the reference here to Baddesley as a proposed freight facility
should be deleted. This would meet the objection.
Objector 1307(7839) questions the pedigree of proposals for improvements to Water
Orton Station.
7.9
The Council says that these improvements, relating to the lengthening of the
platforms, have now been completed. As such they are no longer proposals and
reference to them should be deleted.
7.10

Recommendation

That paragraph 7.29 of the Plan be modified by:



Explaining the basis on which WASP policy T.7 has been translated
into the Plan’s policies and proposals.
Deleting reference to the pursuit of improvements at Water Orton
station and to Baddesley.

Figure 3
First Deposit Objection
FD0913 (5997) The Highways Agency

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0913(5997) suggests that Figure 3 should show which of the A class roads
in the Borough are part of the trunk road network.
7.11

The level of detail that the objector’s suggestion involves would, I consider,
cloud the understanding of Figure 3, which is concerned with transport
networks in general rather than road networks in particular. It would
nonetheless be helpful to users of the Plan to include a list of the roads in the
Borough that are trunk roads and those that are classified highways, so that
the approach to development control matters (as to the relevant Highway
Authority to approach for advice on the one hand, and the application of
PPG13 Annex B and GPDO permitted development rights on the other) can
be readily ascertained.

7.12

Recommendation

That the Plan be modified by the inclusion of an Appendix to the Transport
Chapter indicating the roads in the Borough that are trunk roads and those that
are classified highways, together with a suitable reference to the Appendix in
paragraph 7.9 of the Plan.
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Policy TPT1 – Transport Considerations in New Development
and paragraphs 7.31 – 7.38
First Deposit Objections
FD0824 (5548) Warwickshire County Council
FD0844 (5670) House Builders’ Federation
FD0913 (5998) (5999) Highways Agency

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Warwickshire County Council - 0824(5548) seeks a specific reference within Policy
TPT1 and its reasoned justification to transport corridors, as referred to in WASP
Policy T3. This WASP Policy identifies key strategic transport corridors and requires
local plans to identify and define transport corridors within their area. The Key
Diagram of the Structure Plan identifies three strategic corridors within North
Warwickshire Borough. These are the M6/Nuneaton-Birmingam rail line corridor, the
M42/Coleshill/Tamworth rail line corridor and the A5/Nuneaton-Tamworth rail line
corridor. The Structure Plan also requires significant development within transport
corridors to contribute to transport improvements in that corridor.
7.13

The WASP key diagram shows the transport corridors as broad, continuous
swathes through the County, centred approximately along the main rail
routes. Although the Council says these are mirrored in Figure 3 of the
deposit Plan, I can see no direct correlation between the two. The strategic
policy importance of the transport corridors is that significant development
proposals within the corridors will be expected (in accordance with WASP
policy T.3) to contribute to transport improvements along the corridors.

7.14

If there are policies in the Local Plan that apply only to specific areas of the
Borough, then the areas concerned need to be identified on the Proposals
Map rather than a supplementary illustration embodied within the Plan’s text.
However, in this particular case, the Council says that all developments in the
Borough would be required to contribute to travel and transport improvements
if there is insufficient capacity in the network to meet the additional travel and
transport demands that the development would generate. That accords with
Circular 1/97 advice and would be provided for in policy TPT1 and Core
Policy CP10 as I recommend it be modified. In those circumstances, there
would be no differential approach in policy terms between development inside
or outside the transport corridors. It follows that there is no need to show
them on the Proposals Map.

7.15

In the light of these findings, I consider that the County Council’s objection
would be suitably met simply by depicting the transport corridors more clearly
in figure 3 and incorporating in paragraphs 7.22 -7.24 an explanation of the
Council’s response to WASP policy T3 through the application (rather than
formulation) of policy TPT1. I recommend accordingly.
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The Highways Agency – 0913(5998)(5999) seeks inclusion of a specific reference
within the policy to trunk roads and the need to restrict development that would have
a detrimental impact upon the trunk road network. Alternatively, if re-wording of
Policy TPT1 is considered to be inappropriate, the Agency seeks the inclusion of a
new Policy addressing this issue.
7.16

Policy TPT1 requires submission of a transport assessment in support of all
qualifying development and policy CP10 as I recommend it be modified would
provide for mitigation works to be developer funded. Paragraph 2 of Annex B
to PPG13 says, however, that whatever the type of access, safety
considerations will be paramount. While policy TPT1 refers to road capacity
and TPT2 to traffic management measures, there is no specific policy
requirement that all development should maintain the safe flow of traffic on
the highway network (including trunk roads) other than in policy ENV14. The
main focus of that policy should be on avoiding the adverse effect of works on
the character of the surrounding environment (the last part of clause 2 under
the heading “general amenity”, responding to my recommended Core Policy
11). Maintaining the safe and free flow of traffic is a separate issue and
requirements under the heading “For All Development” should be modified to
deal explicitly with it. Subject to that, (which I include in my recommendation),
I consider the subject areas of concern to the Highways Agency would be
adequately met.

The House Builders’ Federation - 0844(5670) objects to the requirement that
proposals for residential development of sites exceeding 1 ha or greater should be
accompanied by a TA and seeks deletion of the reference to residential development
from the table within the Policy.
7.17

The Council relies on Warwickshire County Council’s ‘Transport and Roads
for Developments – the Warwickshire Guide 2001’ (which supports the Local
Transport Plan 2000) to inform the development thresholds in part 1 of policy
TPT1.
That includes residential development but only where such
development would be in excess of 100 dwellings. While I understand the
Council’s arguments for seeking to effectively reduce this threshold to 30-50
dwellings, the purpose of this threshold is to capture major traffic generating
proposals, not to ensure that the Council receives a particular number of
Transport Assessments. In that light, I do not find the road system of rural
North Warwickshire to be significantly different from that in other rural parts of
the County with which I am familiar, or from rural areas in general. Moreover,
if a suitably sustainable development strategy is adhered to (in accordance
with my recommended Core Policy CPC), the likelihood of development of
even 30-50 dwellings taking place in locations served only be inadequate
rural roads should be insignificant. Even then, the final part of clause 1 of
part 1 of the policy would enable the Council to require the submission of
Assessments where there is demonstrable reason for concern about the
adequacy of the local transport network to serve proposed development.
Apart from recommending re-wording of that clause to avoid use of
ambiguous terms such as “other circumstances” and “significant transport
concerns”, I thus consider the Council’s reasons for seeking to ensure a lower
threshold than in other Warwickshire Districts to be unfounded.
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7.18

In sum, if the traffic impact of developments of between 30 and 100 dwellings
is likely to be unacceptable in suitable development locations then in my view
it is for the County Council (as Highway Authority) to adjust the threshold and
not, unilaterally, the Borough Council. While I note the County Council has
withdrawn its first deposit objection, that does not alter my view that
consistency in the application of the Highway Authority’s standards across the
County is paramount. I therefore recommend a 100 dwelling threshold for
residential development be included in the policy and that the third sentence
of paragraph 7.31 be deleted. This would, I consider, more suitably meet the
objector’s criticism.

A further objection raised in 0844(5670) - the House Builders’ Federation - relates to
the requirement to provide on-site public transport and cycle facilities within
residential developments, which it considers to be unduly onerous.
7.19

If the threshold for “major traffic generating proposals” is raised to the County
standard of 100 dwellings or more, it seems to me that, in the light of
paragraphs 28 and 79 of PPG13, a requirement to make on-site provision for
modes of transport other than private car usage is not unreasonable. The
wording of the requirement should, nonetheless be modified to avoid undue
prescription that such provision will be required in all its forms irrespective of
the outcome of Transport Assessment and the availability or capacity of
existing travel and transport networks.

7.20

Recommendation

a).

That policy TPT1 be modified as follows:
(i)

(ii)

In the table in clause 1 of Part 1 of the policy, substitution of the
residential threshold of “sites above 1 ha” with “sites for 100
dwellings or more”.
In the third bullet point of the last paragraph of clause 1 of the
policy, by re-wording the requirement to say:

“OR WHERE THERE ARE DEMONSTRABLE SHORTCOMINGS IN THE
ADEQUACY
OF
THE
LOCAL
TRANSPORT
NETWORK
TO
ACCOMMODATE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCALE PROPOSED”.
(iii)
In clause 2 of Part 1, re-wording the requirement to read:
“DEVELOPMENTS OF THIS SCALE WILL BE REQUIRED TO
DEMONSTRATE SAFE AND CONVENIENT ACCESS BY A RANGE OF
MEANS OF TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT.
(iv)

By rewording the part of the policy under the heading “For all
Development” to read:

FOR ALL DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED WHERE, INDIVIDUALLY OR
CUMULATIVELY, THERE WOULD BE SUFFICIENT CAPACITY WITHIN
THE TRANSPORT NETWORK TO ACCOMMODATE TRAFFIC
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GENERATED BY THE PROPOSAL AND WHERE THERE WOULD BE NO
ADDITIONAL HAZARD TO TRAFFIC SAFETY OR DETRIMENT TO
ACCESS VISIBILITY.
b).

That reasoned justification be modified by:





Depicting the transport corridors in North Warwickshire shown
on the WASP Key Diagram more clearly in figure 3.
Incorporating in paragraphs 7.22-7.24 an explanation of the
Council’s approach to the local application of WASP policy T.3
through the application (rather than formulation) of policy TPT1.
Deleting the third sentence of paragraph 7.31.
Inclusion of a cross reference to access design policy in ENV14
as I recommend it be modified, and consequential modification of
Clause 2 of that policy under the heading “General Amenity”.

TPT2 – Traffic Management and Travel Safety
and paragraphs 7.39-7.40
First Deposit Objection
FD0869 (5811) Moto Hospitality Limited

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0869(5811) points out that travel safety is reliant, among other things, on
there being an adequacy of rest and refreshment facilities for motorists, and requests
that policy recognises this.
7.21

Policy TPT2 is concerned with provision of traffic management and travel
safety measures as an integral part of development proposals in general,
rather than free standing provision. It would be wrong, for example, for the
policy to require the developer of an employment site to provide rest and
refreshment facilities for the motoring public at large. There is a related
objection requesting additional policy to deal with the subject separately, and
my findings there (at paragraph 7.65 below) are also relevant here.

7.22

Recommendation

That no modification be made.

TPT3 – Pedestrian & Cyclist Provision
and paragraphs 7.41-7.42
First Deposit Objections
FD0284 (4439) Trustees of the Packington Estate
FD0816 (5399) Vero & Everitt Ltd
FD0822 (5495) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0844 (5671) House Builders Federation
FD0866 (5797) P Moorewood
FD0887 (5931) Matthew Dugdale Estate
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Revised Deposit Objection
RD0866 (7708) P Moorewood

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The Trustees of the Packington Estate - 0284 (4439) consider that the Policy should
not apply to rural areas and should have a greater degree of flexibility.
7.23

Although wallking and cycling may be unattractive travel and transport options
in rural locations where distances tend to be greater than in urban areas,
traffic speeds higher and footways and street lighting often absent,
Government policy to encourage sustainable patterns of movement would be
seriously compromised if not applied in the countryside. It seems to me that
the fundamental point raised by this objection is not that the policy should
provide an exception for rural development, but that it should recognise a
wider range of sustainable travel and transport options than walking and
cycling alone.

7.24

Indeed, among the purposes of the development distribution strategy that I
have recommended in Core Policy CPC is to provide housing, employment
and other services and facilities close together, so that the need to travel can
be minimised and also to locate development where it is most easily served
by public transport including bus and train (and possibly river or canal). That
is not to say that walking and cycling provision in the rural area should be
ignored. As in the towns, there are many instances in and near villages
where relatively short distances, for example from home to shops or schools
can be conveniently undertaken on foot or by bicycle, and no doubt many
opportunities also for making such journeys safer and more convenient. This,
for example may be achieved by providing necessary linkages to the existing
network within development sites or contributing to requisite dedicated paths
for walkers and cyclists off-site. Policy should make provision for these
opportunities to be grasped, within the implementational framework provided
by my recommended Core Policy CP10. I recommend accordingly.

Vero & Everitt Ltd – 0816(5399) contend that the policy should only apply to
development proposals of over one hectare.
7.25

The potential contribution that development can make to establishing
sustainable patterns of travel and transport is determined not by the scale of
the development but by the care that has been taken in its siting, design and
layout to maximise opportunities to encourage those who might use the
development to travel less, or to travel other than by private car. In the case
of a large scale development, this may include securing provision of a new or
extended bus service, and in the case of a single house ensuring that the site
layout and the design of the property subordinates provision for car use to the
attractiveness of walking. The latter may include, for example, avoiding siting
car parking space where it all but obstructs access for pedestrians to the front
door). Both Circular 11/95 (planning conditions) and Circular 1/97 (planning
Obligations) include tests of reasonableness which act to ensure that the
nature of any requirement is directly related to the scale and form of
development, effectively providing the safeguard that this objector seeks. In
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that context, the Council’s suggested change in paragraph 4.3 of
NWBC/TPT3 is unnecessary and should not be made.
Atherstone Civic Society – 0822(5495) says that the policy does not take account of
the fragility of the Atherstone economy and will therefore dissuade developers.
7.26

The requirement to make suitable provision for sustainable patterns of travel
and transport are likely to bear most heavily on developments that are in the
least sustainable locations. Atherstone is, conversely, the most sustainable
general development location in the Borough. Provided the sustainable travel
and transport agenda is pursued rigorously and universally (as PPG13 makes
clear that it is intended to be), there is therefore no reason why Atherstone
should be disadvantaged regardless of the fragility of its economy.

The House Builders Federation – 0844(5671) argues that the policy does not reflect
the provisions of Circular 1/97.
7.27

Provided reasoned justification makes clear that the policy will be
implemented through the operation of Core Policy CP10, the provisions of
Circular 1/97 would be met where any requirement is triggered for a planning
Obligation.

P Moorewood – 0866(5797)(7708) says that it would be unreasonable to apply the
policy to all development and, in the revised deposit objection, seeks reinstatement
of the reference to “where opportunities exist”, as proposed to be deleted by PC490.
7.28

I have dealt with the first point raised here in my appraisal of the foregoing
objections (paragraphs 7.23 – 7.25 above). The phrase to which the objector
refers imports an unacceptable vagueness that has no place in policy. The
Council’s first deposit change should not therefore be reversed.

Matthew Dugdale Estate 0887 (5931) suggests changes to the policy wording to
ensure that it would be applied flexibly, having regard to the nature of the
development and the practicalities of provision.
7.29

My recommended re-formulation of the policy would suitably meet this
objection, albeit in different terminology to that suggested by the objector, by
emphasising the need to ensure safe and convenient access to all
development whatever the mode of travel or transport used, while also
requiring that sustainability measures are suitably considered.

7.30

Recommendation

a).

That policy TPT3 be modified to read:
POLICY TPT3:
TRANSPORT

ACCESS

AND

SUSTAINABLE

TRAVEL

AND

DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS ITS SITING,
LAYOUT AND DESIGN MAKES PROVISION FOR SAFE AND
CONVENIENT PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICULAR ACCESS AND
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CIRCULATION, AND MAXIMISES PRACTICABLE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USE OF SUSTAINABLE MEANS OF TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT
INCLUDING WALKING, CYCLING, BUS AND TRAIN.
b).

That consequential modifications be made to paragraphs 7.41 and 7.42
to include an explanation, in general terms, of what may be required of
developers, both on and off site, in pursuit of the policy (drawing for
example on paragraphs 7.23 – 7.24 above), having regard to the
provisions of policy CP10.

TPT4 – Public Transport Improvements and New Facilities
and paragraphs 7.43 – 7.45
First Deposit Objections
FD0215 (4340) The Countryside Agency
FD0440 (4726) Richard Barker
FD0475 (4772) Martin C Davis
FD0476 (4777) Gillian D Davis
FD0548 (4919) Atherstone Town Council
FD0821 (5444) J M Bassan
FD0822 (5496) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0824 (5553) Warwickshire County Council
FD0848 (5695) Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd

Revised Deposit Objection
RD1307 (7718) The Strategic Rail Authority

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Introduction
7.31

The context for my consideration of the objections to this policy is provided by
paragraph 5.17 of PPG12, which makes clear that Local Planning Authorities
should only include in their development plans transport proposals that are
firm and which have a reasonable degree of certainty of proceeding within the
plan period.
These are to have been identified as such in the Local
Transport Plan, and ideally also programmed with finance committed. PPS12
includes similar advice, to the effect that Local Planning Authorities need to
be realistic about what can be implemented over the Plan period, otherwise
there is a risk of raising false expectations. It also draws a distinction between
scheme proposals and safeguarding potential transport routes, which may not
necessarily be taken forward over the Plan period.

The Countryside Agency – 0215(4340) supports the intentions of the policy but seeks
its expansion to require developers to demonstrate how proposals relate to existing
and proposed public transport links.
7.32

Policy TPT4 is essentially concerned with making suitable land use provision
for improvement of the Borough’s travel and transport network, committed or
proposed by the network providers. It would be wrong to include a
requirement for developers in general to demonstrate relationships to existing
transport networks in such policy. Rather, my recommended policy CPC
establishes a strategy for the distribution of development that takes account
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of a range of sustainability criteria, including guiding development to locations
that are, or can be, well served by a range of means of travel and transport.
These include the Borough’s main towns, the market town of Coleshill and a
pattern of Local Service Centres selected so that development and transport
infrastructure can be planned together in a co-ordinated way. In the light of
that strategy, which is further developed elsewhere in the Plan through a
range of detailed policies including the site specific housing allocations and
proposals and policy ECON1, the objector’s concern would, I consider, be
suitably met.
Atherstone Town Council – 0548(4919), Atherstone Civic Society – 0822(5496), J M
Bassan - 0821(5444), Martin Davis – 0475(4772) and Gillian Davis - 0476(4777) all
object to the lack of proposals to improve rail services and facilities at Atherstone.
Richard Barker – 0440(4726) criticises the adequacy of the rail network in North
Warwickshire generally.
7.33

While I understand the concerns voiced by the objectors, there are no firm
land use proposals in the Local Transport Plan for either Atherstone or
Polesworth railway stations, so they must be excluded from policy TPT3. As I
have indicated in Chapter 2A of this Report (at paragraphs 2.57-2.62) such
matters need to be pursued by the Council with the relevant Authorities in the
interests of producing a sustainable travel and transport network that supports
the development distribution strategy I have recommended in Core Policy
CPC. However, no modification can, or should, be made to this Plan in
response to the points raised.

Warwickshire County Council – 0824(5553) comments that the identification of the
Coleshill multi-modal interchange site on the Proposals Map does not include the full
extent of the site and should be amended.
7.34

The Council responds to this objection by saying that the Proposals Map
excludes two areas shown on the County Council’s plan of the proposal
(drawing number CSK-03, Revision P4) because they are “second phase”
parking areas, the implementation of which will depend upon the level of
patronage of the station. While it would seem prudent to me to safeguard the
land for that that possibility, the Council says it would prefer to await
formulation of its LDF before making such a commitment. Whatever the case
may be, the “extra” land is effectively safeguarded from “inappropriate”
development by reason of its currently prevailing Green Belt notation, while
use of the land for parking (as part of a park and ride facility) would not
necessarily be “inappropriate”. In either case, development of the interchange
facility would not, therefore, be prejudiced irrespective of whether either one
or both notations are applied to the land concerned. I therefore recommend
no modification in this case simply because “ownership” of the Plan is vested
with the Borough Council rather than the County Council, and the Borough
Council does not wish to accede to the County’s objection.
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Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd – 0440(4726) objects to the land proposed in clause 3
of the policy to be safeguarded for the new station at Kingsbury also being shown on
the Proposals Map as Green Belt.
7.35

The Council says, among other things, that the Green Belt notation would
ensure the Borough Council has greater control over the design and nature of
development that is acceptable here. However, Green Belt policy is
concerned fundamentally with maintaining openness by protection from
”inappropriate development” rather than controlling the design details of
specific proposals. As the Council avers, use of the land as a “park and ride”
facility may not be “inappropriate development” and could thus be permitted
whether Green Belt notation is maintained or not. However, the purpose of
safeguarding expressed in clause 3 of the policy is for a railway station,
construction of which may, in itself, amount to inappropriate development.
Given that the Council does not dispute the County Council’s stance that this
may be built within the Plan period, maintenance of the Green Belt notation
could, in the light of paragraph 3.3 of PPG2, represent an obstacle to
progress. The site should, I consider, therefore be excluded from the Green
Belt. This is a modification that I consider can be suitably made in the Local
Plan within the context of paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7 of PPG2 as a detailed
boundary realignment to acknowledge the exceptional circumstances of this
case, rather than an alteration of the general extent of the Green Belt.

Network Rail Infrastructure Ltd – 0440(4726) further comments that the commercial,
operational and technical feasibility of the Coleshill and Kingsbury station sites have
yet to be confirmed. The Strategic Rail Authority – 1307(7718) has also queried the
feasibility of the Kingsbury site.
7.36

The Council says that concerns relating to the proposed station at Coleshill
have now been resolved and that the scheme has the support of the rail
authorities. Planning permission for it has apparently been granted, funding
is in place and it is due to open in Summer 2006. Clause 2 of the policy and
paragraph 7.44 of reasoned justification should be up-dated to reflect this
position, but no other modification would therefore be appropriate with regard
to the objections. For similar reasons to Kingsbury as outlined above, the
Green Belt boundary should be drawn back here and I recommend
accordingly in paragraph 12.5 of Chapter 12 of this Report where there is a
more directly related objection on this point.

7.37

Turning to Kingsbury, the concerns raised by the rail authorities are, I
understand, the same as those raised at Coleshill and the Council says they
should be no less capable of being resolved in similar fashion and within the
Plan period. While that may not prove to be the case, the proposal is
identified in WASP Policy T7 and endorsed in the Warwickshire Local
Transport Plan (2000). I therefore consider it expedient to safeguard the site
while further exploration of the operational and technical impacts on the
existing rail network and the business case for a railway station here is further
examined. Should the project be abandoned, detailed Green Belt boundary
realignment would be necessary as part of the LDF process of review.
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Other matter
7.38

Clause 1 of the policy is a procedural/administrative matter that does not
warrant expression in land use policy. It should be deleted.

7.39

Recommendation

a).

That Policy TPT4 be modified by the deletion of clause 1.

b).

That Clause 2 of the policy and paragraph 7.44 of reasoned justification
be modified to reflect the up-dated position at the time of Plan adoption.

c).

That the Proposals Map be modified by re-aligning the detailed Green
Belt boundary to exclude the site safeguarded for building Kingsbury
Station.

TPT5 – Promoting Sustainable Freight Movements and Safeguarding
Future Freight Opportunities
and paragraphs 7.46-7.47
First Deposit Objections
FD0189 (4271) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd
FD0440 (6024) Richard J Barker
FD0548 (4920) Atherstone Town Council
FD0821 (5445) J M Bassan
FD0823 (5509) West Midlands Planning and Transportation Sub-Committee
FD0841 (5649) Birmingham City Council

Revised Deposit Objections
RD0189 (7533) I M Properties (Dordon) Ltd.
RD0848 (7746) Network Rail Infrastrucutre Ltd
RD1307 (7720) The Strategic Rail Authority

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd – 0189(4271) requests that land at Birch Coppice
adjoining the recently re-instated rail route from Kingsbury to Birch Coppice be
allocated for a rail freight terminal.
7.40

The Council affirms that permission has now been granted for rail freight
facilities at Birch Coppice and these were operational at the time of my
inspection. Clause 2 of the policy would effectively safeguard the site as
required by WASP policy T.11 and it is not necessary for the Plan to
specifically acknowledge this particular site in the context of the extant
planning permission. Rather, main purposes of the Proposals Map are to
indicate the areas where certain site specific proposals and allocations are
advanced for future development, and the extent of areas of land to which
policies regulating such matters as the control of development in the Green
Belt are intended to apply. If it is the objector’s intention to promote the now
existing rail freight facility at Birch Coppice as a Regional Logistics Site then,
as policy PA9 and paragraph 7.46 of RSS/RPG11 indicate, this must be first
initiated in the next review of RPG. If accepted, it should then be brought
forward as an allocation in reviews of development plans including North
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Warwickshire’s LDF. There is no lesser proposal before me. As matters
currently stand, however, no modification of the Plan need be made to
accommodate the currently permitted rail freight facility.
Richard Barker – 0440(6024) and JM Bassan - 0821(5445) note that rail services
throughout the Borough are generally poor, with the latter commenting that the Plan
should be more positive in its encouragement of the movement of freight by rail.
Atherstone Town Council – 0548(4920) objects that the policy fails to address the
possibility and benefits of rail and canal freight movement to industrial units in and
around Atherstone. The Town Council requests the inclusion of a policy promoting
the development of rail and canal links to such sites.
7.41

Clause 1 of the policy provides encouragement for use of both rail and canal
for the movement of freight. The Council has no direct influence over canal or
railway provision or usage and can influence the transport arrangements of
existing commercial operators only when development proposals are put
forward. To that extent, I consider the Council’s approach acceptable, and no
modification should therefore be made in this particular respect.

The West Midlands Planning and Transportation Sub-Committee 0823(5509) and
Birmingham City Council 0841(5649) object as it is not clear which existing rail and
water freight sites are to be protected by the policy and say that these sites should be
shown on the Proposals Map for clarification.
7.42

Clause 1 of the policy is unacceptably vague because it does not indicate
what is meant by “near” or distinguish between developments that involve
freight movement and those which do not. I recommend modification to
address these shortcomings and other ambiguities in policy expression. It
seems to me also that since Hams Hall is identified on the WASP Key
Diagram as a rail freight terminal (implicitly of sub-regional significance) this
should also be shown on the Local Plan Proposals Map to lend clarity to its
physical extent and (in the present context of North Warwickshire), its unique
status. It follows that policy TPT5 should acknowledge this status and
provide for an appropriate level of development there. I recommend
accordingly.

7.43

However, I caution against showing other rail and water freight sites which
are either of significantly lesser scale or which have not yet progressed
through the Structure Plan and RSS/RPG11 process because this might
stimulate pre-emptive pressure for expansion of such sites and associated
development before the appropriate transport framework for the Region or
Sub-Region has been determined. In that context, paragraphs A2, B5 and
B14 of PPS12 give clear guidance as to the level of detail required in future
Local Development Documents in terms of both illustrative material and
transport proposals. In effect, that would require the travel and transport
network and the spatial relationship of development to it to be shown in much
the way that the objectors seek here. For the purposes of this Plan, however,
the less precise advice in paragraphs 5.16 and 26 of Annex A to PPG12
applies. Against that background, it seems to me that provided the policy is
formulated in a way that enables sites to be identified generically, site specific
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identification on the Proposals Map would be neither prudent nor necessary
at this stage.
IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd – 0189(7533), Network Rail Infrastructure – 0848(7746)
and the Strategic Rail Authority 1307(7720) question the meaning of the last
sentence of the policy and how it is to be implemented.
7.44

It would seem that the Council’s intention is to avoid development along the
Tamworth-Birmingham railway line exhausting the capacity for any further
development to be served off the reinstated branch serving Birch Coppice
and, following potential further reinstatement, serving also the former
Baddesley Colliery.
As the Rail Authorities’ objections to policy TPT4
intimate, capacity on this section of the main line is already at a premium and
may well be determinative of progress on the Kingsbury station proposal.
Like the objector here, however, I too am at a loss to understand how the
Council would intend to implement the last sentence of the policy. This is
because use and management of the existing capacity is primarily an
operational matter for the Rail Authorities themselves (and may well be
influenced by developments further afield than North Warwickshire). There
are also no proposals before me to indicate whether or how capacity
enhancement could be secured, and there is no order of priorities to
distinguish development at Kingsbury, Birch Coppice, Baddesley or
elsewhere (including outside the Borough) other than on a “first come, first
served” basis.
In view of these shortcomings, I find the sentence
meaningless in land use terms and it should be deleted.

Other matter
7.45

In the light of my findings on objections to policy ECON3, a more flexible
approach to safeguarding the route of the former railway serving the site
should, I consider, be adopted. This would need to recognise that the route
may have a future as an extension of the railway line serving Birch Coppice if
the site is to be developed on a similarly strategic scale led by future Regional
or Sub-Regional policy, or as a recreational route as envisaged in LP1995.

7.46

Recommendation

That Policy TPT5 be modified to read:
POLICY TPT5 PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE FREIGHT MOVEMENTS AND
SAFEGUARDING FUTURE FREIGHT OPPORTUNITIES
1. THE RAIL FREIGHT TERMINAL AT HAMS HALL IDENTIFIED ON THE
PROPOSALS MAP IS OF STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE. PROPOSALS
THAT FACILITATE THE MORE EFFICIENT USE OF THIS EXISTING
SITE FOR THE TRANSHIPMENT OF GOODS FROM ROAD TO RAIL
WILL BE PERMITTED.
2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SITES FOR INDUSTRIAL, WAREHOUSING
OR TRANSHIPMENT PURPOSES THAT ARE LOCATED ALONGSIDE
THE CANAL NETWORK OR ARE SERVED BY AN EXISTING RAIL
FREIGHT FACILITY WILL NOT BE PERMITTED UNLESS PROVISION
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IS MADE TO MAXIMISE THE DELIVERY AND DISPATCH OF RAW
MATERIALS AND PRODUCE USING THE CANAL NETWORK OR
RAIL FACILITY CONCERNED.
3. DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED THAT WOULD RESULT
IN THE LOSS OF, OR WOULD IMPAIR THE USE OF OR ACCESS TO,
ANY SITE USED FOR THE TRANSHIPMENT OF GOODS BY RAIL OR
WATER.
4. CONDITIONS WILL BE IMPOSED IN PLANNING PERMISSIONS
INVOLVING THE MOVEMENT OF FREIGHT BY ROAD WHERE
NECESSARY TO AVOID DISTURBANCE AND DANGER IN
RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND IN OTHER ENVIRONMENTALLY
SENSITIVE LOCATIONS.
5. THE FORMER RAIL ROUTE BETWEEN BIRCH COPPICE AND
BADDESLEY ENSOR, AS SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS MAP WILL
BE SAFEGUARDED FROM DEVELOPMENT THAT MAY PRECLUDE
IT MAKING A FUTURE CONTRIBUTION TO TRANSPORT USE.

TPT6 – Vehicle Parking
and paragraphs 7.48-7.50 and Appendix 1
First Deposit Objections
FD0428 (4702) (4695) R Jarvis
FD0816 (5400) Vero & Everitt Ltd
FD0822 (5498) Atherstone Civic Society
FD0844 (5672) The House Builders’ Federation
FD0871 (5825) Queen Elizabeth School
FD0877 (5873) (5842) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium
FD0888 (5934)(5938) Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
R Jarvis - 0428(4702)(4695) and Vero & Everitt Ltd - 0816(5400) oppose maximum
parking standards, suggest that the minimum should be 2 spaces per dwelling and
question why the standards for cycle and motorcycle parking are expressed as
minima.
7.47

Paragraph 49 of PPG13 points out that the availability of parking has a major
influence on the means of transport people choose for their journeys. It also
takes up a large amount for space in development, is costly to business and
reduces densities. The guidance therefore advises that reducing the amount
of parking in new development is essential, as part of a package of planning
and transport measures, to promote sustainable travel choices. At the same
time, the amount of good quality cycle parking in developments should be
increased to promote more cycle use. Against this background, land use
policy formulation that seeks to minimise car parking provision for new
development and maximise provision for cycling (including motor cycling) is, I
consider, above criticism.

7.48

However, as PPG13 avers, such policy must be part of a wider package of
planning and transport measures aimed at managing travel demand more
effectively. Indeed simply “displacing” parked cars from development sites
onto the roadside would serve only to increase levels of highway obstruction,
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inconvenience and danger. In order to avoid these problems, separate and
complementary measures might, therefore, include effective control over onstreet parking in potentially hazardous locations, suitable and attractive
provision to undertake journeys by means other than by car and establishing
appropriate regimes to differentiate the costs (in time and/or money terms) of
parking, driving and public transport usage.
7.49

As objector 0816(5400) implies, the range of such measures must be tailored
to the circumstances of the area concerned. In a mainly rural area like North
Warwickshire, for example, an average parking provision of 1.5 spaces per
dwelling referred to in paragraph 62 of PPG3 may be more appropriate than
prevalence (in a more densely urban area) of car-free housing. At the Local
Service Centres, park-and ride or commuter coaches may also be more
suitable than efforts to encourage people to walk or cycle along narrow
country roads with a 60 mph speed limit. These, however, are matters to be
advanced through the Local Transport Plan, development strategies that aim
to co-ordinate development location with public transport accessibility (such
as my recommended core Policy CPC), and policies to secure enhancement
of public transport and facilities for walking and cycling (such as through
policy CP10 and TP3 as I recommend they be modified). The standards in
Appendix 1 to the Plan reflect this. Formulation of a complementary strategy
for the regulation of roadside parking and public car parks, at least for the
Main Towns if not for smaller settlements must, however, be progressed
separately from the Local Plan process.

7.50

An underlying purpose of all these measures is to secure environmental
improvement, whether by reducing the consumption of fossil fuels and
thereby reducing pollution of the atmosphere, or simply by subordinating car
parking and usage to the historic and architectural quality of urban
environments and the natural qualities of rural ones. With a positive
approach to such matters (which the Plan with my recommended
modifications seeks to engender), objectors’ fears of increasing urban
congestion, growing rural isolation and housing environments unattractive to
economic prosperity and social progress are, I consider, unfounded. No
modification should be made to policy TPT6 in this respect.

Atherstone Civic Society - 0822(5498) opposes parking charges but wants short-stay
town centre parking reserved for shoppers and provision of a long-stay car park for
employees as a healthy “park and walk to work” initiative.
7.51

Short stay town centre parking can be provided without a charging regime, for
example by enforcing a short period of parking restraint at a time of day when
long stay parkers would find it inconvenient to move their vehicles. Such
measures, including the appropriate balance between long and short-stay
parking provision, need to be formulated, however, as part of a
comprehensive parking strategy. It is only then that the development plan
can make suitable land use provision, for example by identifying peripheral
sites for long-stay parking and seeking to secure enhanced linkages from
such sites into to the town centre. To the extent that the objector’s point is
thus initially an administrative one rather than a land use one, no modification
should be made to the Plan in response to it.
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The House Builders Federation – 0844(5672) objects to the standards for residential
development, saying that they do not accord with those set out in PPG3. It is also
submitted that cycle parking standards would be applied too prescriptively to housing
schemes well related to public transport corridors.
7.52

PPG3 says that parking standards should be framed with good design in
mind, recognising that car ownership varies with income, age, household
type, and the type of housing and its location. Having regard to all of these
factors, it concludes that policies which would result in development having,
on average, more than 1.5 off-street parking spaces per dwelling, especially
in urban areas, should not be adopted. The Council’s standards in Appendix
1 of the Plan set, as maxima, a requirement to provide no on-site parking in
core shopping areas, one space in the town centres of the Main Towns and
Green Belt Market Town(s), 1.5 spaces for 1 bedroom flats elsewhere, and 2
spaces for larger properties. There is therefore nothing in these standards
that would inherently result in more than 1.5 spaces per dwelling (singly or on
average) unless, in the case of dwellings with 2 or more bedrooms,
developers themselves wished to provide more. The Council’s monitoring
targets listed at the end of paragraph 7.50 of reasoned justification would also
identify whether the “on average” criterion is nonetheless being exceeded and
whether adjustment of the standard should be made when the standards are
next reviewed. I thus find no conflict between the Council’s approach and
Government guidance on the subject and see no reason to recommend
modification in this respect.

7.53

The Council has deleted the First deposit requirement for cycle parking in
connection with residential development, so the second point raised in the
objection has already been met.

The West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium - 0877(5873)(5842) generally supports
the policy but requests a clearer definition of those cases where parking provision
below the maximum would be accepted. This should acknowledge that reduced car
parking standards might be appropriate within affordable housing developments.
7.54

Paragraph 60 of PPG3 says that developers should not be required to provide
more parking than they or their potential occupiers might want, and this is one
of the reasons why standards are to be expressed as maxima rather than
minima. The Council’s standards adhere to this approach but the wording of
the policy lacks equivalent clarity of expression which could be interpreted to
mean that maxima and minima are, in effect, the same thing. That would not
be an appropriate response to PPG3 advice or to the last sentence in
paragraph 52 of PPG13, and I recommend modification to avoid any risk of
ambiguity on the point.

Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc - 0888(5934)(5938) seeks an amendment to the
policy so that the requirement to accord with maximum parking standards would be
subject to the following caveats:


It would not inhibit the efficient operation of the development,
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It would not benefit developments in out-of-centre locations with fewer
restrictions on parking

Unless the applicant can justify that a higher level of parking is
needed, and

Unless the parking serves the town centre as a whole.
7.55

The Council says that use of the word “usually” in the policy provides for such
exceptions, but that has the same deficiency as the word “normally”- it clouds
with uncertainty the intended operation of Section 38(6) of the 2004 Act in
that it brings “exceptions” within the ambit of the policy. Nor do I favour the
Council’s secondary argument, that Section 38(6) would, in any event, enable
exceptions to be made. This is because the potential exceptions derive from
paragraphs 51, 54 and 56 of PPG13 and must therefore be expected to arise
with some regularity. With regard to paragraph 51, I acknowledge however
that the advice applies to instances where the standards apply differently
between town centres and peripheral locations, which would not be the case
in North Warwickshire. In these circumstances, a criteria based formulation
responding only to paragraphs 54 and 56 is more suitable, and I recommend
accordingly.

Objector 0871 (5825) - Queen Elizabeth School is concerned that the requirement
for cycle parking provision for schools is excessive.
7.56 I understand that this objector is content with the reduction from 1 space per 3
students to 1 space per 5 that the Council included between first and second deposit
stages. No further modification of Appendix 1 is necessary in this respect.
7.57

Recommendation

That policy TPT6 be modified to read:
POLICY TPT6
ON-SITE CAR PARKING PROVISION IN CONNECTION WITH
DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS WILL BE REQUIRED NOT TO EXCEED
THE MAXIMUM STANDARDS SET OUT IN APPENDIX 1 TO THE PLAN
UNLESS:
(i) A TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH POLICY TPT1 DEMONSTRATES UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT A
GREATER AMOUNT OF CAR PARKING IS NEEDED AND THAT
MEASURES WILL BE PUT IN PLACE TO MINIMISE THE NEED FOR
PARKING.
(ii) THE PROPOSAL IS FOR A TOWN CENTRE RETAIL OR LEISURE
DEVELOPMENT, AND PARKING PROVISION IS INTENDED TO
SERVE THE NEEDS OF THE TOWN CENTRE AS A WHOLE AND
THIS CAN BE SECURED BY PLANNING CONDITION OR
OBLIGATION.
PROVISION FOR THE PARKING OF CYCLES, MOTORCYCLES AND
OTHER TYPES OF POWERED VEHICLE USED BY PEOPLE WITH
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IMPAIRED MOBILITY WILL ALSO BE REQUIRED AT OR ABOVE THE
MINIMUM STANDARDS SET OUT IN APPENDIX 1 TO THE PLAN.

TPT7 – Airport Parking
and paragraph 7.51
First Deposit Objection
FD0040 (4064) National Farmers Union

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
The National Farmers’ Union - 0040(4064) wishes to see the policy amended to
support airport parking and bed and breakfast provision as this can be a valuable
form of rural diversification.
7.58

Given the Green Belt status of much of the land in North Warwickshire closest
to Birmingham International Airport, I can understand the Council’s concern to
avoid extensive areas for the secure long term parking of cars here in
connection with air passenger traffic. Policy for park and ride schemes in
Annex E of PPG13 highlights some of the potential problems, which include
Green Belt “inappropriateness”, conflict with sustainability objectives, the
need to undertake a sequential approach to site selection, relationship to the
Local Transport Plan and requirements for ancillary buildings. As the Council
says, where “park and ride” is associated with international air travel rather
than shopping or commuting trips within the Borough, such proposals are also
of minimal benefit to the local economy. In the absence of any detailed
analysis, at sub-Regional level, of quantitative and qualitative need, options,
and suitable site selection criteria pointing to a requirement for sites to be
found in North Warwickshire, I am content that the approach to be taken in
policy TPT7 is an acceptable one.

7.59

Against that background, farm diversification proposals are supported by
policy ECON10 as I recommend it be modified. Provided the relevant criteria
are met, that policy would not stand in the way of farm-based bed-andbreakfast provision whether for local tourists or for users of the airport. A
judgement would need to be made by the Council on the circumstances of
each case as to whether any parking in association with bed-and-breakfast
accommodation permitted under that policy would amount to a material
change of use requiring further planning permission. In cases where
permission is required, it would be helpful if reasoned justification made clear
how any unease between policy ECON10 and TPT7 would be resolved.
Given that free-standing airport parking would be unlikely to meet the various
criteria of policy ECON10, it seems to me that TPT7 should prevail. I
recommend accordingly.

7.60

Recommendation
That an additional paragraph of reasoned justification be added after
paragraph 7.51 to read:
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“The Council is aware that farm-based bed and breakfast
accommodation is a popular means of providing for farm diversification
in accordance with policy ECON10. Provision for users of bed-and–
breakfast accommodation to leave their cars at the farm while travelling
by air may amount to a material change of use requiring planning
permission. In cases where permission is required, policy TPT7 will
prevail over the objectives of policy ECON10 for the reasons given in
paragraph 7.51.”

Policy Omissions
First Deposit Objections
FD0428 (4704) R Jarvis
FD0810 (5328) Tamworth Borough Council
FD0848 (6039) Network Rail Infrastructure
FD0869 (5810) MOTO Hosptality Ltd
FD0913(5998) Highways Agency

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0428(4704) queries whether there should be policy to prevent parking on
pavements and to provide garages for rent.
7.61

The enforcement of on-street parking controls is an administrative matter for
the Borough Council and Police. Policy of the type requested in that respect
would therefore have no place in a land-use Plan.

7.62

Provision of garages for rent is dependent mainly upon the potential
economic return for private investors relative to that from other forms of
development, and is not specifically restrained by the Plan’s policies.
However, it is Government policy to promote walking, cycling and increased
use of public transport as more sustainable means of travel than increased
private car usage. For both of these reasons, I find no compelling reason to
formulate
a
general
policy
to
promote
garage
parking.
Objector 0810(5328) seeks inclusion of policy promoting construction of
Dosthill By-Pass.

7.63

I consider a related request in my appraisal of an objection by Tamworth
Borough Council to policy ECON2 in Chapter 5 of this Report. I have nothing
to add to my findings there, and do not support the objector’s request for the
same reasons

Objector 0848 (6039) Network Rail Infrastructure questions whether the Plan should
include safeguards to prevent damage to the railway from building operations, to
maintain public safety and to ensure adequate access for maintenance and
upgrading of the rail network.
7.64

Safeguards of the type sought would need to be determined on a case-bycase basis and cannot be prescribed in advance on a comprehensive basis.
It is customary for the owners and occupiers of land bordering sites subject of
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applications for planning permission (including the railway authorities) to be
notified of development proposals that may affect their ownership interests
and for any comments received to be taken into account when applications
are determined. This is a procedural matter that does not require, and is
inappropriate for, expression in land use planning policy.
Objector 0869(5810) seeks additional policy providing for the development of
Motorway Service Areas.
7.65

The objector accepts that the provision of Motorway Service Areas across the
County’s strategic road network should be supported and encouraged within
the strategic policies of the Structure Plan framework and then interpreted
appropriately at local level. Whatever the truth of that statement may be,
WASP policy on the subject is unambiguous and says in policy T.13 “Local
Plans should not provide for any additional Motorway Service Areas in the
County”. That policy is promulgated on the basis that there is an adequacy of
service facilities to meet the Government’s recommended spacing criteria
throughout the whole of the 75 mile network of motorways in Warwickshire. I
find no reason to depart from the County’s stance in this respect.

Objector 0913(5998) seeks policy to restrict development that would have a
detrimental impact upon the trunk road network.
7.66

I have dealt with this objection in my appraisal of a related objection by the
Highways Agency to policy TPT1 and, for the reasons I give there, do not find
a need to recommend additional policy here.

7.67

Recommendation

That no modifications be made.
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CHAPTER 8 - MONITORING
First Deposit Objections:
FD0844 (5666) House Builders Federation
FD0847 (5685) Sport England
FD0877 (5866) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Objector 0844 (5666) suggests that the monitoring framework proposed in the Plan
should be more proactive. It is stated that monitoring should examine the
implementation of targets. There should be benchmark points from which to
measure the performance of the Plan, trigger mechanisms that identify when targets
are unlikely to be met and steps of action identified which should be implemented
once triggering has occurred.
8.1

Advice on the monitoring process for Local Development Frameworks was
published in March 2005 in the form of an ODPM “Good Practice Guide”. It
will be incumbent on the Council to develop monitoring processes that
respond positively to this guidance as the move towards the new system of
Local Plan preparation gathers pace. The Council says it is accordingly
undertaking a complete review of its monitoring system and that it is intending
to create a “monitoring officer” post in the Planning Department to deal with
the subject.

8.2

Among the recommendations in the Good Practice Guide is a requirement to
produce a “Housing Trajectory” as a core policy output indicator. This will
set out the past and anticipated supply of housing over the entire life-span of
the Plan, assess any shortfall with a view to making planned provision for the
required amount of housing, reflect the outcome of discussions with
stakeholders and show how plans will deliver the policies relating to housing
provision. A similar approach, albeit in abbreviated form, was undertaken at
the housing round table session (RTS3) in identifying the residual housing
requirement in the form I have tabulated at paragraph 2.8 of Chapter 2A of
this Report. In paragraph 2.6 of Chapter 2A of this Report I also have
indicated some areas where monitoring of housing completions in particular
could be made more robust.

8.3

The Annual Monitoring Report, as Table 3.2 on page 13 of the Good Practice
Guide indicates, will identify whether the residual requirement (or housing
trajectory targets) and other LDD targets are being met and whether related
policies (including site specific allocations and proposals) are progressing as
necessary. If not, the Report will have to explain why and, if policies and
proposals need changing, set out the actions required. Similar provisions
apply to policies other than those relating to housing land supply. It thus
seems to me that the monitoring framework that the objector suggests is
largely mirrored in the Guide and will be progressively rolled out as
Development Plan Documents are produced.

8.4

Returning to the present Plan, I have referred in CD48 to the constraints of
the transitional arrangements on transfer from the 1990 Act system to the
2004 Act system which bear on the proper operation of the “plan, monitor,
manage” approach to housing land supply. In these circumstances, the only
empirical housing monitoring target that the Plan could realistically adopt
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would be based on an annualized figure of housing completions from all
sources (not just allocations). This, at least, would signal to all concerned the
imperative of making urgent progress on the Core Strategy DPD covering
housing land allocations which is included in its approved Local Development
Scheme and indicate the extent of any year-on-year shortfall or surplus that
may inform preparation of that DPD.
I estimate this target to be 285
dwellings per annum (derived from Row C of Table H.1 in Chapter 2A of this
Report, divided by 7). Should a reduction be appropriate in consequence of
RSS/RPG11 review, this can be reflected in the annual monitoring report at
the time and in the Council’s proposed site allocations development Plan
Document. I recommend accordingly.
8.5

Recommendation

That a monitoring target for Core Policy CPA be included in the Plan of 285
completed dwellings per annum.
Objector 0877 (5866) points out that there is no provision for a regular update of the
housing needs study and that there is no clear framework within which progress
towards reducing affordable housing need can be measured as per paragraph 19 of
PPG3. Proposed indicators are suggested to address this.
8.6

Monitoring of housing needs (in the context of need for housing of various
types, including affordable housing, rather than to meet the quantitative need
identified in Regional and Sub-Regional planning strategies) will inform the
Council’s housing strategy rather than Local Development Plan Documents.
It will be for the latter only to make suitable land use provision in the form of
policies, proposals and allocations to fulfill that part of the need that can be
met from the provision of new dwellings. As paragraph 19 of PPG3 implies,
arrangements for the regular up-dating of housing needs surveys, such as
CD38, are thus for the Council as Housing Authority to determine and control
and the monitoring role of the Council as Planning Authority in this respect is
confined to the operation and outputs of Local Plan affordable housing
policies, and housing delivered on rural exception sites. One may add to that
more locally specific matters such as the size and mix of dwellings provided
on development sites. Pending some future refinement to accord with the
ODPM Good Practice Guide as the LDF is compiled, these subjects are
covered by the monitoring targets listed in the Chapter 8 Schedule of the Plan
under HSGB, and I therefore recommend no modification in response to the
objector’s criticism.

8.7

Recommendation

That no modification be made
0847 (5685) - Sport England state that because the Plan identifies that the quality of
existing green space provision is poor, the performance measure for monitoring
purposes should be qualitative. It is proposed that the following should be measured;
the amount of investment in open space secured from new development; the number
of facilities improved; and the amount of revenue support secured for maintenance.
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8.8

As the Council says, it would be wrong to include qualitative monitoring
targets in the Plan before PPG17 appraisal of existing qualitative provision
and needs has been undertaken or completed. This is a matter that must be
progressed urgently, not least to inform decisions on housing land supply in
the context of the requisite site allocations Development Plan Document
included in the approved Local Development Scheme.
No modification
should, however, be made to the present Plan in this respect.

8.9

Recommendation

That no modification be made.
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CHAPTER 9 – SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY
First Deposit Objection:
FD0824 (5513) (5530) (5333) (5534) (5535) (5536) West Midlands Planning and Transportation Committee

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions

Objector 0824(5513) (5530) (5333) (5534) (5535) (5536) considers that the deposit
Plan’s settlement hierarchy does not respond appropriately to WASP strategy and
policy GD.3 in particular.
9.1

This subject was debated fully at RTS1 (CD85). My findings from that
session are recorded in paragraphs 2.19 – 2.44 of Chapter 2A of this Report
and reflected in the revised settlement hierarchy at Appendix S.2 of that same
Chapter. This suite of objections has, I consider, therefore been suitably met.
My recommendation at paragraph 2.44(d) is sufficient in this respect so I
make no further recommendation for modification here.

9.2

Recommendation

a). That no further modification be made to the Plan.
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CHAPTER 10 – APPENDIX 3 GLOSSARY
First Deposit Objection:
FD0877 (5843) West Midlands RSL Planning Consortium

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0877(5843) states that the glossary should contain a local definition of
affordable housing.
10.1

There should be two definitions of affordable housing in the Glossary. One
should be that employed across the Region as a whole (effectively that of the
West Midlands Local Government Association which is already included in
the Glossary) and the other should identify what is meant by “locally
affordable”. I have given reasons for this in paragraph 2.45 of Chapter 2A of
this Report and recommended accordingly in paragraph 2.57(b). The
definition in the Council’s Affordable Housing Protocol is insufficient in this
regard, because that is not a Development Plan Document to which Section
38(6) of the 2004 Act can be held to apply. Likewise, my recommended
modifications in Chapter 2A (and to policies HSG1 and HSGB) indicate that
sites for 100% affordable housing would not include those where housing
provision is in the hands of others than the Council itself or a willing provider
of social housing. It is not therefore necessary to further differentiate the
definition between such sites and those where 40% affordable housing is
required in the way explained in paragraph 4.19l of the deposit Plan.

10.2

In view of my earlier Chapter 2A recommendations,
recommendation is necessary here to meet the objector’s point.

no

further

Other matter
10.3

The Council has suggested an amended definition for parks and gardens of
special interest and I recommend this be included.

10.4

Recommendation

That the Glossary definition of Park and Garden of Special Historic Interest be
modified to read:
A park/garden of national historic importance. Such designations are recorded
in the national ‘Register of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in
England’, compiled by English Heritage.
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CHAPTER 11 – APPENDIX 5 SCHEDULED ANCIENT MONUMENTS
Revised Deposit Objection:
RD0826 (7433) (7438) Warwickshire Museum Field Services (County Archaeologist)

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions

Objector 0826(7433)(7438) supports the addition of this Appendix to the Plan but
requests that amendments be made to it to reflect changes to the names of certain
sites and to include additional sites that have now been scheduled.
11.1

The Council is agreeable to suitable modification, and I recommend
accordingly.

11.2

Recommendation

a). That appendix 5 be modified as follows:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

‘Manduessedum Roman Camp, Mancetter’ be amended to
‘Manduessedum Roman Villa and settlement with associated
industrial complex, Mancetter’.
‘Alvecote Priory’ be amended to ‘Alvecote Priory and Dovecote’.
Delete the duplicative second entry for Grendon Bridge.
Add Churchyard Cross, St Michael’s Churchyard, Maxstoke.
Add moated site 270m south-east of Middleton Farm.

b). That consequential modifications be made to the Proposals Map.
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CHAPTER 12– THE PROPOSALS MAP
Inspector’s Note
12.1

For the most part, and in the interests of brevity, I have dealt with “paired”
objections that seek policy modifications and consequential modification of
the Proposals Map together in the earlier Chapters of this Report. It may be
taken, therefore, that where I have recommended modification of the Plan
with regard to site specific policies, proposals or allocations, the Proposals
Map should be modified accordingly.
Conversely, where I have not
recommended modification, any associated Proposals Map objection falls
with it. There is, however, one isolated objection together with some more
general objections which I deal with separately here.

First Deposit Objections
FD0268 (4408) Tarmac Central Ltd
FD0849(5699) Coventry City Council
FD0848 (5694) Network Rail
FD0189 (4270) IM Properties (Dordon) Ltd

Inspector’s appraisal and conclusions
Objector 0268(4408) wants 0.08 ha of land at Charity Farm, Hartshill included within
the development boundary for the settlement.
12.2

This site lies on the east side of Church Road/Castle Road and represents
part of a lengthy frontage which is occupied by a farmhouse, farm buildings
and other land of rural character. While there can be no dispute that Hartshill
is a sustainable development location, the land and buildings here
complement the rurality of the village. The modest contribution that
development of this land could make to the functioning of the settlement
would, I consider, be outweighed by the resulting detriment to village form
and attractiveness. I therefore find no reason to realign the LP1995
development boundary to incorporate this site.

Objector 0849(5699) is concerned that some sites on the Proposals Map are shown
with cross-hatching of two different colours. Objector 0848(5692)(5694) points out, in
particular, that Manor Road Industrial Estate is shown both as a residential allocation
and as an existing employment site on the Proposals Map. As such it is stated that
uncertainty is raised about the type of development the Council wishes to see on the
site, thus casting doubt on deliverability.
12.3

It is inevitable that some sites will be affected by more than one policy
notation, but it may engender confusion if cross-hatching is introduced without
any explanation in the Key, as is the case with the deposit Plan. However,
the Council says that cross hatching has only been employed in three cases –
at Manor Road in Mancetter, Station Street in Atherstone and Hams Hall in
Coleshill. There is in fact a fourth site in the deposit Plan– at Kingsbury
“station”.
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12.4

At Manor Road, I have recommended deletion of the housing allocation in
deposit policy HSG1 (at paragraph H.87 of appendix H.1 to Chapter 4 of this
Report), so the problem no longer arises there. At Station Street, the Council
has itself deleted the first deposit Plan’s housing allocation, and my
recommended modification of policy ECON7 is that a single site specific
proposal be formulated for the site, so again the problem does not arise. In
the case of Hams Hall, the Green Belt boundary should be drawn back to
exclude the site for the same reasons that I have given in paragraph 7.36 of
Chapter 7 of this Report. My recommendation there deals with Kingsbury, so
the only modification that I recommend here is to the Green Belt boundary at
Coleshill. Should the problem be more widespread in consequence of the
modifications process, then a reference to cross-hatching should be included
in the Key.

12.5

Recommendation

That the Proposals Map (Inset No 6) be modified by excluding the site of the
proposed Coleshill station from the Green Belt.
Objector 0189(4270) points out that the Proposals Map is incorrect in that it shows a
length of railway line serving Birch Coppice as safeguarded, whereas the line has
now in fact been re-instated.
12.6

The Borough Council is agreeable to modifying the Proposals Map
accordingly.

12.7

Recommendation

That the Proposals Map be modified to show the length of former minerals
railway line serving Birch Coppice as now reinstated.
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